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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Individuals in the National Aeronautics and Space Administration have
long felt that much of the agency's research, although orginally performed
in support of military and commercial transport programs, has not been applied
as completely as it might have been to general aviation activity, particularly
as the flight speed of these aircraft reached regions in which military and
cormnercial transport aircraft have operated during the past twenty-nine years.
NASA has also recognized that general aviation manufacturing concerns are quite
small compared to the usual aerospace manufacturer; they do not have the large
engineering staffs to adapt new technology rapidly, but operate more nearly
like the majority of American manufacturing concerns where evolutionary changes
rather than revolutionary changes are the order of the day. As a result,
technical information contained in NASA files must be specially processed to
make it really useful to such firms. As orginally conceived, the vehicle for
this transfer would be a modern, step-by-step design manual.
Another difficulty faced by the general aviation industry is the lack of
young engineering talent with an appreciation of and interest in the industry's
problems. This is a result of the almost exclusive attention to the problems
of supersonic and space flight which has been characteristic of American
aeronautical education for the past 15 years. Younger faculty, for the most
part, are not familiar with the problems of light aircraft design and so fail
to motivate students to consider this field.
As a way of aiding the general aviation industry in this area as well as
with technical information, NASA contracted with North Carolina State
University to have a group of younger faculty and students conduct a survey of
all NACA and NASA-generated work since 1940 to identify technical information
of potential use in a light aircraft design manual. Five faculty members of
the Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering participated in the
program. Each was assisted by two Aerospace Engineering seniors who also were
given special sections of the regular senior work in Aerospace Engineering of
direct pertinence to light aircraft.
Dr. James C. Williams and Delbert C. Summey were responsible for reviewing
the work in aerodynamics and were assisted by Mr. Edwin Seiglar.
Dr. John N. Perkins was responsible for reviewing the work in air loads
and was assisted by Mr. Donald Knepper and Mr. William Rickard.
Dr. Clifford J. Moore reviewed the work on propulsion systems analysis
and was assited by Mr. Donald Gray and Mr. Johnny Logan.
Mr. Dennis M. Phillips reviewed the work in performance, stability and
control, and flight safety and was assisted by Mr. Robert Pitts and Mr. Paul
Ho.
Dr. Frederick O. Smetanawas responsible for reviewing the work in
construction analysis, materials, and techniques and was assisted by Mr. Hudson
Guthrie and Mr. Frank Davis. Dr. Smetanaalso acted as Principal Investigator
on the project.
The majority of the work began 1 June 1968. The students devoted
approximately 30 hours a week each for the 13 weeks of the summerand 8 hours
per week during the fall semester to the project. Faculty commitmentwas
approximately 1/4 time during the summerand 2/5 time during the fall semester.
The students performed the majority of the actual documentreviews after
being instructed as to the type of information desired. The faculty also
provided guidance when pertinence of a particular report was questioned or the
treatment was too advanced. Beginning in late fall, the faculty members
carried out an analysis of the reviews in their areas of cognizance to
(i) identify those of most probably interest in the development of a design
manual, (2) define the state of the art in each area, and (3) identify those
areas particularly well-treated or requiring additional research. The body of
this report contains the results of the analysis relating to structural design.
The individaul reviews are reproduced in the appendix. VolumeII treats aero-
dynamics and aerodynamic loads while VolumeIII is concerned with propulsion
systems, propellers, performance calculation, stability and control, and
flight safety.
It will be recognized that the assignment of a "not applicable" label to
a particular report is a judgment decision; the standards for making such
assignments inevitably vary somewhatfrom day to day and from individual to
individual. There is also the tendency on the part of any reviewer to become
more critical of the value of a report to a particular project as his
experience and the numberof reports he has reviewed increases. Since the
present review began with the earliest documents, this discrimination is
applied more noticeably in the later documents. Additionally, it seemsto be
inevitable that in the process of assigning reports to the various groups and
individuals for review someare reviewed twice and others not at all.
Although an effort was madeto correct such deficiencies, someundoubtedly
remain. For these and others, the reader's indulgence is requested.
No attempt has been madeto have the analyses prepared by the faculty
conform to a single style. This would have been difficult because all were
prepared simultaneously; but more importantly, the various topics were found
to have been given different emphasiswith time and to vary widely in depth.
Consequently, each faculty memberwas asked to adopt that style which seemed
most appropriate to the material being covered.
The numberof documentsto be examinedwas on the order of i0,000. A
simple calculation will show that on the average less than 30 minutes could
be allotted to each report. Even if one discounts the 30%-40%which were
considered not applicable, the time available for review was still not large.
It is a fact, also, that the rate of generation has increased markedly during
the last nine years. However, since an in-depth index of all current NASA-
generated documentshas been available for computer searching since 1962 and
since current reports are more likely to be familiar to the working engineer,
major emphasiswas placed on those reports produced prior to 1962
GENERALCONCLUSIONS
Five faculty members,assisted by ten undergraduate students, of the
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering at North Carolina State
University have reviewed the NACA/NASA-generatedliterature published since
1940 for information of possible pertinence to the design of light aircraft.
On the basis of these reviews, it is concluded that:
i. There is a wealth of structural design information available
which, if incorporated intelligently in light aircraft construction,
could result in improved structural efficiency.
2. To apply this information in the most effective fashion possible,
computer programs which have modest time requirements and which specify
the material gauges, the stiffener configuration and the stiffener
spacing when supplied with the body shape desired and the loading
expected must be developed.
3. The information available on propulsion subsystems is adequate for
design purposes but requires careful and complete assembly and must be
accompaniedby detailed instructions for it to be used effectively.
4. There are adequate, although, complex, theoretical methods available
for calculating aerodynamicwing loads.
5. More sophisticated theoretical methods making use of high-speed
computers need to be developed for the calculation of aerodynamic loads
on tail surfaces.
6. There is insufficient accurate information available on hinge
momentsto construct reliable design charts.
7. Information on gust load experiences and spectral distribution is in
need of updating to permit structural designs suited to the varied
utilization of light aircraft.
8. Information on landing gear loads appears to be adequate.
9. Flutter information, while limited, appears to be suitable for
development of adequate design criteria.
i0. There is a lack of data on body aerodynamics and wing-body and
tail-body interference effects; otherwise, there appears to be suffi-
cient information in the NACA/NASAliterature to compile and prepare a
design manual suitable for use in the aerodynamic design of personal-
type aircraft.
ii. Refined performance calculation procedures which permit the attain-
ment of instantaneously optimum flight paths and which are suitable for
use with light aircraft are available. Their utilization could be
increased through machine evaluation.
12. Generally-accepted, yet detailed criteria for the stability and
control characteristics of light aircraft do not now exist, although
there is a wealth of data from which such criteria can probably be
constructed.
13. Recent high horsepower propellers have been designed using copious
data obtained during the late 1940's. This permits performance improve-
ments over the pre-1943 data used to design current light aircraft
propellers.
14. Insufficient attention has been given to fixing quantitatively the
combination of aerodynamic, propulsion, and structural parameters which
are required for a really safe-to-fly light airplane, although muchof
the basic data from which such determinations can be madealready exists.

PARTI

A STUDYOFTHENACA/NASAREPORTSONAERODYNAMICS
APPLICABLETOLIGHTAIRCRAFT
by
JamesC. Williams III and Delbert C. Summey
Introduction
As noted in the general introduction the objective of the present study
was two-fold: (i) to determine the nature and extent of information appli-
cable to the design of personal type aircraft which is available in the
published NACA/NASA literature dating from 1940 to present, (2) to involve
undergraduate students at the university level in this project in order to
teach them more about personal type aircraft design and to stimulate their
interest in this type aircraft. It was also pointed out in the general
introduction that these objectives were accomplished by having the students
search through all the NACA/NASA literature, dating from 1940, and for each
publication which they felt applicable make out an "Abstract Card" contain-
ing the pertinent bibliographical data plus a short abstract of the informa-
tion contained in the report.
Reports having to do with compressibility effects, supersonic flow,
very viscous flow, hydrodynamics, wind tunnel corrections, very large air-
craft, helicopters, and high-altitude flight were excluded and marked not
applicable, since the interest here is personal-type aircraft. Also, due
to the large volume of reports in the area of aerodynamics, some applicable
reports were assigned to the not applicable list because of similar informa-
tion covered in other reports. Since many reports were superseded an attempt
was made to review the same data only once. It is felt that in general thig
attempt was successful.
In the case of the field of aerodynamics it became clear, early in the
program, that the information in the NACA/NASA literature _n aerodynamics
could be grouped into eight broad categories: (i) data on wing aerodynamics,
(2) data on airfoil characteristics, (3) data on high lift devices, (4) data
on ailerons, (5) data on boundary layer control, 46) data on body aerodynamics,
(7) data on tail aerodynamics, and (8) miscellaneous data. Even with such
broad categorization it was not always clear into which category a specific
NACA or NASA document should fall, for example, it was not uncommon to find
cases where ailerons and flaps (high lift devices) were tested together or
where boundary layer control was tested together with flaps and/or ailerons.
Nevertheless such an arbitrary and bro_d division of the aerodynamics has
been made.
For the information in the field of _erodynamics the preliminary screen-
ing and categorization referred to above was followed by another, hopefully
more thorough, screening by the faculty member involved. This second screen-
ing process isolated those report8 which shauld be pertinent to the field of
personal type airplane design and categorized them into the eight broad subjects
mentioned above. The title, authors, and student abstracts are presented in
the appendix for each report mentioned in the subject listing. It should be
noted that although a single report may contain information dealing with more
than one category, the report was assigned to the category to which the faculty
memberfelt it wasmost applicable. The appendix also contains a title list-
ing with authors and dates of those reports dealing with aerodynamicswhich
were found "not applicable" for all the reasons noted above to light aircraft.
In each group, the reports are listed chronologically by series. The table
below gives the initial and final numberof the reports in each group by series.
First NACATechnical Note
Last NACATechnical Note
First NASAMemorandum(Memo)
Last NASAMemorandum(Memo)
First NASATechnical Note
Last NASATechnical Note
First NACATechnical Report
Last NACATechnical Report
First NASATechnical Report
Last NASATechnical Report
First NACAWartime Report
Last NACA_T_rtimeReport
First NACAResearchMemorandum
Last NACAResearchMemorandum
First NACATechnical Memorandum
Last NACATechnical Memorandum
First NASATechnical Translation
Last NASATechnical Translation
First NASATechnical Memorandum
Last NASATechnical Memorandum
App licab le Not Applicable
745 749
3871 4408
2-5-59E I0-I-58E
2-5-59E 7-9-59A
D-85 D-8
D-339 D-2650
688 681
1370 1389
R-139 R-I
R-139 R-148
A-5 A-6
None E-56
L-7 L-I
None W-I
A-92 A-94
None E- 280
L-784 L-781
None W-108
ATB24 A6G22
L56JI9 L58G29
961 921
1206 1300
None F-2
None F-84
None X-8
None X-652
I0
It is believed that through the use of the subject listing and the appendix,
the reader may rapidly identify reports in the field of aerodynamicswhich
would be useful to him.
It is realized that both the categorization and the interpretation of the
important contents of the reports are subject to the experience and the biases
of the writer. Every effort has been made, however, to remove the influence
of these factors and to makethe subject listing as objective as possible. It
is hoped that the reader will find it so.
Present Status of Information on Aerodynamics
The production of a subject listing for the information on aerodynamics
contained in the NACA/NASA literature dating from 1940 does not, in itself,
determine whether or not there is sufficient data available in this literature
for creating a design manual suitable for use in the design of personal type
aircraft. The data from the period prior to 1940 would be a necessary part of
any aerodynamic design manual. As a matter of fact, it appears that the quan-
tity of NACA data applicable to the design of personal type aircraft may have
reached a peak sometime in the later 1930's or in the early 1940's. After that
time the quantity of data of this type seems to continue to decline. In the
late 1940's and early 1950's the emphasis appears to have shifted to supersonic
and later to hypersonic flow. This emphasis seems to continue even today. It
therefore appears that the information covered in the present study may not
truly indicate the quantity of information available for a design manual for
the design of personal type aircraft. Nevertheless an attempt will be made here
to indicate the areas where sufficient data seems to be available as well as
the areas where additional information is necessary.
Aerodynamic data on wings including the effects of taper, twist, warping
and variation in spanwise distribution of airfoil section seems to be adequate.
In the period dating from 1940 to present, we hsve listed approximately 30
reports in this area and there are undoubtably more published prior to 1940.
The data on airfoil section characteristics also appears to be adequate. We
have list approximately 50 reports in this area under the subject "Airfoil
Data". In addition there is a very large body of similar data published prior
to 1940. There will continue to be developments in airfoil characteristics
and development of new special-purpose airfoils. The data available todate,
however, represents an extremely large volume of data on the aerodynamic charac-
teristics of a large number of basic airfoil shapes.
The quantity of data on basic high lift and control devices, various types
of flaps, spoilers, slots, slats, and various schemes of boundary layer control,
seems to be adequate. In the subject listing there are listed approximately 80
reports on these devices with another 30 reports on boundary layer control.
Again it would seem logical that there is additional data of this type published
prior to 1940.
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Sufficient data also seemsto be available in the area of ailerons. In
this area we have listed approximately 30 reports.
In the case of tail aerodynamics, the data available seemsto be adequate.
In the subject listing there are approximately 30 reports listed. Twoof these,
NACATN 1291 and NACATR 688, are of special interest. NACATN 1291 presents
basic data on 19 isolated tail surfaces while TR 1291 presents basic data on
another 17 different tail surfaces. This type of data should be ideal for
design purposes. Here again there is probably additional data available in
the period prior to 1940.
The two areas where there seemsto be a lack of data are those of body
aerodynamics and wing-body or tail-body interference. Possibly there is
additional data available in this area in the period prior to 1940. It would
appear, however, that there is a need for additional information in these areas
both for the basic understanding of the problem and to provide basic data for
the designer.
In general then, we conclude that, including the data published prior
to 1940, there is probably sufficient data available in the NACA/NASAlitera-
ture to compile and prepare a design manual suitable for use in the aerodynamic
design of personal type aircraft.
Aerodynamics of Winss
There were many reports found which dealt with aerodynamics of wings and
wing loads. The reports which were considered to be most valuable to a study
of light aircraft are listed below.
NACA Technical Notes: 855, 1151, 1212, 1269, 1270, 1422, 1677, 1696, 1703,
1946, 2353, 2440, 2445, 2753, 2776, 2908, 3324
NASA Technical Notes: D-85, D-339
NACA Technical Reports: 703, 800, 1176
NASA Technical Reports: R-139
NACA Wartime Reports: L-145, L-271, L-311, L-332, L-406
NACA Technical Memoranda: 961, 988, 1095, 1129, 1146
In addition to the above reports which are more or less general in nature, there
are several reports, mainly wartime reports, which deal in some way with the
aerodynamics of wings on specific airplanes. These reports are as follows:
NACA Technical Notes: 1061, 1407
NACA Wartime Reports: A-5, L-86, L-94, L-98, L-615
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Airfoil Data
A large number of the reports dealing with aerodynamics fell under the
category of Aerodynamic Data. Some of the reports which were indicative of
the Airfoil Data reports are given below.
NACA Technical Notes: 1044, 1299, 1304, 1368, 1591, 1773, 1894, 1923, 1945,
1998, 2074, 2177, 2228, 2235, 2251, 2338, 2465, 2502,
2998, 3172, 3244
NACA Technical Reports: 708, 722, 824, 833, 903
NACA Wartime Reports: A-87, L-46, L-82, L-138, L-139, L-156, L-319, L-345,
L-450, L-452, L-507, L-532, L-560, L-659, L-661,
L-784
NACA Research Memoranda: L8B02, L8L08
NACA Technical Memorandum: 1127
There also three NACA Wartime Reports which refer ro certain airfoil sections
in relation to specific airplanes. These reports are as follows: L-534,
L-629, L-681.
High Lift Devices
The reports listed below are primarily concerned with the topic of high
lift devices. These reports investigate such things as slats, slots, various
flaps and spoilers and give a good cross section of data on high lift devices.
NACA Technical Notes: 761, 763, 796, 945, iii0, 1167, 1191, 1248, 1277, 1352,
1463, 1517, 1545, 1574, 1579, 1590, 1624, 1674, 2080,
2404, 3007, 3129, 3174
NACA Technical Reports: 689, 706, 718, 723, 942
NACA Wartime Reports: A-80, A-92, L-7, L-41, L-56, L-128, L-134, L-140, L-261,
L-415, L-441, L-449, L-469, L-481, L-493, L-574, L-665,
L-693, L-697
In addition to the Wartime Reports mentioned above, the NACA undertook a systema-
tic investigation of control surface characteristics and published the results
in a series of Wartime Reports. Those reports along w_th similar Research
Memoranda and Technical Memoranda are as follows:
NACA Wartime Reports: L-47, L-175, L-196, L-215, L-290, L-301, L-314, L-355,
L-366, L-377, L-378, L-380, L-447, L-448, L-454, L-511,
L-666, L-668
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NACAResearchMemoranda: L8K22, L9B23, L9E27
NACATechnical Memoranda: 1108, 1206
In addition to the reports listed above which are more or less of general
interest, there are several reports, mainly Wartime Reports, which cover
rather specific problems or are related to specific airplanes. These
reports are as follows:
NACATechnical Notes: 1236, 1296
NACAWartime Reports: L-250, L-437, L-506, L-544, L-677, L-701, L-704,
L-708, L-746, L-769
Ailerons
Reports dealing with ailerons and aileron control forces were felt to be
very important to light aircraft,and the reports listed below seem to give
sufficient data on ailerons:
NACA Technical Notes: 1085, 1099, 1386, 1431, 1582, 1802, 1872
NACA Technical Report: 803
NACA Wartime Reports: A-18, A-54, A-55, L-31, L-105, L-151, L-171, L-172,
L-178, L-228, L-242, L-262, L-317, L-325, L-337, L-374,
L-375, L-376, L-420, L-421, L-431, L-432, L-433, L-435,
L-470, L-480, L-513, L-526, L-644, L-651, L-777
Boundary Layer Control
Thirty-one reports discussing boundary layer control were felt applicable
to light aircraft. These reports discussed both blowing and suction as a con-
trol mechanism and usually discussed the effective drag coefficient due to the
power required to operate the boundary layer control.
NACA Technical Notes: 1007, 1071, 1292, 1293, 1395, 1597, 1631, 1683, 1741,
1905, 1961, 2041, 2112, 2143, 2149, 2405, 2644, 2796,
2847, 3285, 3369
NASA Memorandum (Memo): 2-5-59E
NASA Technical Note: D-309
NACA Technical Report: 1276, 1370
NACA Wartime Reports: L-209, L-521
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NACAResearch Memoranda: L7LI5, L9A20
NACATechnical Memoranda: 974, 1167
Bodies
Only a few applicable _eports dealt with body aerodynamics thus indicating
a lack of data. The reports reviewed are listed below:
NACA Technical Notes: 812, 1087, 3057
NACA Technical Reports: 730, 750
NACA Wartime Reports: L-489, L-509
NACA Research Memorandum: L56JI9
Nacelles
The Wartime Reports were found to contain the most data on nacelles and
air scoops as can be seen from the listing below. Although there were many
Wartime Reports dealing with this topic more information is needed in discus-
sing light aircraft nacelles.
NACA Technical Note: 1593
NACA Technical Report: 950
NACA Wartime Reports: L-II5, L-229, L-275, L-279, L-300, L-331, L-407, L-428,
L-695, L-696, L-698, L-747
In addition to the above reports on nacelles and air scoops, there are five
Wartime Reports having to do with cowlings on the XP-42 airplane.
NACA Wartime Reports: L-241, L-243, L-285, L-383, L-613
Aerodynamics of Tail Surfaces
The thirty reports given below were felt sufficient to cover the topic of
tail aerodynamics.
NACA Technical Notes:
NACA Technical Report:
NACA Wartime Reports:
778, 804, 815, 1074, 1228, 1291, 1337, 1369, 2495
688
L-186, L-212, L-260
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NACAResearchMemoranda: A7F25, A7K24,A8BII, A8H30,A8J21
There are also a numberof reports, mainly Wartime Reports which cover rather
specific problems or are related to specific airplanes. These reports are
listed below:
NACATechnical Notes: 1139, 1377, 1763
NACAWartime Reports: L-60, L-122_ L-397, L-440, L-516, L-573, L-702, L-736,
L-779
Miscellaneous
Several reports were reviewed which could not be classified into one of
the seven topics above but which maybe valuable to light aircraft design.
These reports are listed under miscellaneous aerodynamics and deal with such
topics as fuel tank aerodynamics, landing gear drag, and ground effect.
NACA Technical Notes:
NACA Technical Report:
NACA Wartime Report:
NACA Research Memorandum:
788, 1317, 2061, 2525, 2676, 3126
695
L-752
A7B24
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NACA Technical Notes Dealing with Aerodynamics and Judged
Applicable to Light Aircraft
TN 745 TEST OF A GUST ALLEVIATING FLAP IN THE GUST TUNNEL_ Philip Donely
and C. C. Shufflebarger_ January 1940
Tests were made in the NACA gust tunnel to determine the effective-
ness of a long-period dynamically overbalanced flap in reducing
airplane accelerations in the normal direction due to atmospheric
gusts. The gust alleviating flap was attached to the wing by
means of 12 pivot and socket bearings. At each hinge an arm
1.2 inches long supported a 0.27 ounce weight in the wing of the
model. The overbalance of the weight was counteracted by a coiled
spring at each hinge. Small disks were used for damping. The
flap displacement would be a direct function of vertical displace-
ment increments.
Tests were made for gust gradient distances of I and 8 chord
lengths with the gust flap both fixed and free. There was one
velocity_ one gust velocity_ and one wing loading.
The flap effectiveness was defined as the percentage reduction in
maximum acceleration increment due to the flap.
Results
i. The flap was relatively ineffective for sharp gusts but
effectiveness tended to increase as the gradient distance increased.
a. A 3% effectiveness was achieved for sharp edge gust.
b. 38-40% for a gust with gradient distance of eight chord
lengths.
c. Sharp gust is seldom encountered in flight.
d. More effective in smoothing out small bumps than large
ones.
2. A theoretical calculation was made using acceleration incre-
ments to find gust lengths and it compared closely with the experi-
mental results.
3. The flap tends to reduce the pitch of an airplane in the gust.
Major Conclusions
I. A device which maintains constant wing lift tends to reduce
the maneuverability of the airplane.
2. The flap was good for a gust with a gradient distance of at
least 8 chord lengths.
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3. The flap was poor for a sharp gust (gradient distance of i
chord length).
4. The flaps tended to reduce the longitudinal stability of the
airplane.
TN
TN
761
763
PRESSURE-DISTRIBUTION INVESTIGATION OF AN NACA 0009 AIRFOIL WITH
AN 80-PERCENT-CHORD PLAIN FLAP AND THREE TABS_ Milton B. Ames_
Jr._ and Richard I. Sears_ May 1940
Pressure distribution tests of an NACA 0009 airfoil with an 80%
chord plain flap and three plain tabs of I0-20_ and 30-percent
chord length mounted serially was studied for use as a vertical or
horizontal stabilizer. The hinges were completely sealed so that
pressure readings along hinge lines were on the high_ or struc-
turally conservativ% side.
This airfoil was investigated with the angle of attack from -14½o
to i0½ ° at 5 ° increments. For each angle of attack_ the flap was
deflected 0°_ i0o_ 20°_ 30° down. And for each of these changes_
each tab was deflected 0°_ J I0°_ _ 20o_ and ! 30o. Because of
the large amounts of data_ only that for the 20% chord tab was
mainly presented.
Because the hinges were sealed_ the highest pressures occur at
the hinge line. Also the highest pressure increments occur here.
When tab and flap are both deflected_ peak load values occur at
both hinge axes with resultant pressure acting in the same direc-
tion. If flap and tab are deflected in opposite directions_ peak
pressure increments still occur at the hinge lines_ but the resul-
tant pressures act in opposite directions.
The airfoil normal force coefficient was changed by 52% which was
the maximum change. The stall of the flap generally occurred at a
deflection of about 20° for low angles of attack and about 5o for
high angles of attack.
The coefficient of moment about the flap hinge axis varied linearly
with flap deflection. As the deflection increased_ the tab
effectiveness decreased. The incremental data obtained for this
report is believed to be applicable to other conventional airfoils
of approximately the same shape and size.
WIND TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF TWO AIRFOILS WITH 25-PERCENT-CHORD
GWINN AND PLAIN FLAPS_ Milton B. Ames_ Jr._ May 1940
Force tests were made on two airfoil sections with flaps:
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I. NACA23018airfoil with Gwi_nflaps with a chord of 25%the
overall chord.
2. NACA23015airfoil with plain flaps with a 25%chord also.
GWINNFLAPS- Essentially a flat plate mounted at a point very near
the trailing edge of the wing. In neutral position it extends past
the trailing edge of the basic wing resulting in an increased over-
all chord and wing area.
PLAINFLAP- The plain flaps used had the sameoverall chord_
span_ aspect ratio_ and approximate maximumthickness as the Gwinn
flap.
_lual for
both cases
Gwinn Flap Plain Flap
Purpose - to determine relative merits of the Gwinn and ordinary
plain flaps as high lift devices.
Test conditions: Pressure - 16.37 psf - dynamic
Speed - 80 mph
Reynolds No. - 609_000
Test procedure - to determine lift 3 drag_ and pitching moment for
different deflections throughout an angle-of-attack range
from -12 ° to beyond stall.
Corrections: i. For tunnel effects to change aspect ratio to
6 in free air.
2. Standard jet boundary corrections were applied.
3. Effects of supporting strut on aerodynamic co-
efficient of models.
Gwinn Flap Results
1 CL plotted against angle of attack varied regularly with flap
deflection except at 30° deflection.
a. Irregularities may be characteristic of airfoil and flap
combination.
b. May be scale effects.
2. Maximum CL value at deflection angle of 60° with CL _ 2.3.
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3. MaximumL/D = 18.6 at deflection angle of 0°.
. The change in pitching moment (Cm) with flap deflection was
similar to a conventional flap in that C was normal with
flap deflection, m(alCl)
a. Upward deflection gave stalling moment.
b. Downward deflection gave diving moment.
Plain Flap Results
i. CL curve plotted against angle of attack was irregular at 30°
deflection.
2. Maximum CL was at deflection angle of 60 °.
3. Maximum L/D was 19.4 at deflection angle of 0o.
Comparing Results
i. For a plot of CD against CL:
a. For CL from -0.15 to 0.66 (high speed and cruising speed
ranges) plain flap had lower drag.
b. Minimum C D for plain flap was 0.0095 at deflection of 0 °.
c. Minimum CD for Gwinn flap was 0.0107 at deflection of -2° .
d. Maximum CL for @winn flap was 2.03 at deflection of 60 ° .
e. Maximum CL for plain flap was 2.00 at deflection of 60° .
f. Plain flap had lower CD for values of CL through 0.70 for
deflection of -i0 ° to 5° .
g. At CL = 1.00 Gwinn flap had lower drag coefficient.
2. Increments of CLmax caused by incremental deflections is greater
for plain flaps although the Gwinn flap had a slightly higher
value of CLmax for the same deflections.
3. The plain flap has the higher speed-range ratio whether the
flap is neutral_ deflected at 60° or at CL = 0.2 where CD is a
minimum.
4. A steeper gliding angle could be obtained with plain flap
deflection of 60° than with a Gwinn flap.
Major Conclusions
i. Considering speed range-ratio plain flap is best.
2. For CL of 0.7 or less the plain flap had the lower drag coeffi-
cient.
3. For CL of more than 0.7 the Gwinn flap had a lower drag coeffi-
cient.
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778 NOTES ON THE STALLING OF VERTICAL TAlL SURFACES AND ON FIN DESIGN_
F. L. Thompson and R. R. Gilruth_ October 1940
A discussion was presented on the stalling and stability of
vertical tail surfaces. The test was for a twin engine airplane
with various tail configurations. The problems arose with rudders
from sideslipping. During a sideslip_ a rudder can stall causing
the craft to lose yaw stability_ and_ in fact_ go through a transi-
tion of rudder moment. This transition is a reversal force needed
for rudder movement so that to neutralize the rudder_ force must
be applied to it in the neutralizing direction instead of merely
releasing the original force. If a force is not available for
this_ differential power must be used. If a sideslip is gradual_
then the stall can be felt approaching as a reduction in pedal
pressure.
The angle of sideslip was also found to be proportional to the
speed of the airplane_ lateral component of force capable of the
craft_ and angle of bank. Fairly large angles of sideslip can
result from low angles of bank. As a result a true spin may
accrue.
By adding a fixed fin to the twin vertical stabilizer tail_ it was
found that much higher lateral stability existed and that greater
rudder deflections were needed for the same amount of yaw.
788
Because of aerodynamic refinements_ fuselages are becoming more
unstable about the yaw axis. Therefore an index to the size fin
needed for an airplane can be set up by the relation £Sf/D2L
where
= tail length_
Sf = fin area_
D = max. fuselage diameter_
L = length of fuselage.
£Sf
For this airplane h_ 0.5. It would appear that smaller values
of the factor will suffice for airplanes equipped with dorsal fins
or those in which the afterbody of the fuselage is shaped in such a
way that the unstable moments are not retained at large angles of
yaw.
DRAG DETERMINATIONS OF THE FORWARD COMPONENT OF A TRICYCLE LANDING
GEAR_ Hubert N. Harmon_ December 1940
Purpose - to determine the drag of the front-wheel arrangements of
several types of tricycle landing gear.
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The landing gear tested can be classified as non-retracted and
partially retracted types.
3. 4.
U
Four types of gear models:
I. Unfaired wheel and fork_
2. Strut faired landing gear_
3. Wheel-spat_ single strut type with complete fairings_
4. Trouser typ% complete fairing.
The gears were tested in 4 positions.
The fuselage was set at zero pitch and there were four fuselage
positions of the wheel mount_ A_ B_ C_ and D progressively moving
from the front of the fuselage toward the rear. The total length
of the wheel strut is given as a function of wheel diameters.
Results
i. Nonretracted landing gear in order of decreasing drag were i_
2_ 4_ 3. One exception was found at position c with a 1.16
diameter extension where gear 2 was lower in drag than number i.
2. Partially retracted landing gear in order of decreasing drag:
a. Landing gear in streamline fairing with cap off.
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b. Unfaired landing gear a_one (i).
c. Landing gear in streamline fairing with cap on.
where the landing gear in streamline fairing is
_-- retracted
3. The drag of the unfaired landing gear in the streamline fairing
with the cap on is much lower than that of the nonretracted landing
gears extended more than 1.25 wheel diameters_ but the unfaired
gear alone must be retracted almost 0.5 wheel diameters before its
drag is reduced to that of the best nonretracted gear.
4. The general trend was an increased drag with increased exten-
sio% but drag of gear (3) remains fairly constant with increased
extension.
5. The drag of each gear either does not change or initially in-
creases as the landing gear is moved to a more rearward position.
Conclusions
i. Drag changes very little with either longitudinal location or
wheel extension for the landing gear with the lowest drag.
2. The lowest drag landing gear was a completely faired gear of
the wheel spat_ single strut type.
3. The wheel of the unfaired retractable landing gear was at
least one-half retracted into the fuselage before the drag became
less than that of the best nonretracted landing gear.
DETERMINATION OF CONTROL-SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS FROM NACA PLAIN-
FLAP AND TAB DATA_ Milton B. Ames_ Jr._ and Richard I. Sears_
February 1941
The data from several previous NACA pressure distribution investi-
gations of plain flaps and tabs have been used to construct charts
suitable for use in the design of control surfaces. The experi-
mentally determined variation of aerodynamic parameters with flap
chord and tab chord are presented in chart form. A discussion of
the basic equations of thin airfoil theory and the development of
a number of additional equations that are helpful in tail design
are presented in the appendices. The procedure for applying the
data is described and a sample problem of tail design is carried out.
25
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WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTOFVERTICALPOSITIONOF
THEWINGONTHESIDEFLOWIN THEREGIONOFTHEVERTICALTAIL_
Isidore G. Recant and Arthur R. Wallac% April 1941
An investigation is madeof the air flow at the tail of a mono-
plane model to determine the reason for the change in vertical-
tail effectiveness when the vertical position of the wing is
changed.
It had been found previously that the vertical-tail effectiveness
was increased considerably when the wing was moved from a high
wing position to a low wing position. To determine the reason for
this change tests were conducted on both low wing and high wing
models (samemodel with wing displaced) in the NACA7' by i0' wind
tunnel. Measurementswere madeof the dynamic pressure and flow
angularity in the vicinity of the vertical-tail. Tests were made
with a 0.2c split flap both in the neutral position and deflected
60 o .
qoo = 16.37 psf
V_ _ 80 mph
Re = 609_000 based on i0 inch chord
Reef f = 975_000 (Turbulence factor = 1.6)
= 0o
= -50_ 0_ 50
The dynamic pressure at the vertical-tail station was increased
when the wing was in the low wing configuration and was increased
even further when the flap was deflected. The increase in dynamic
pressure at the vertical-tail station was not_ however_ sufficient
to account for the increased effectiveness of the vertical-tail.
The flow deflection in the vicinity of the vertical-tail (sidewash
angle) was found to be the major reason for increased effective-
ness of the tail. The major contribution to sidewash comes from
the body and from the body wing interference.
MINIMUM INDUCED DRAG IN WING-FUSELAGE INTERFERENCE_ Perry A.
Pepper_ September 1941
From a general theorem based on Prandtl's theory of the lifting
line_ a method is devised to determine the minimum induced drag
of airfoils in the proximity of ideal internal boundaries. The
theorem is applied for the case of an ideal wing-fuselage
combination consisting of a lifting line intersecting an in-
finitely long circular cylindrical fuselage to determine the
effect of wing height on the minimum induced drag. This general
theorem solves the problem of minimum induced drag for the most
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general case in which any numberof wings of any front elevation
and any numberof ideal fuselages are admitted.
In this analysis_ the airfoil is regarded as a lifting line_
weak loading is assumed. The Kutta-Joukowski law for finite air-
foils was derived.
R F = circulation
L = pU _ Fdx p = density
L U = free stream velocity
Here L and R represent the left and right edges of the vortex
sheet. Also the expression for the induced drag for a finite
wing only is derived using conservation of momentumof forces.
Thus
(no fuselage) = velocitypotential
-x _x
By
In order to treat the wing-fuselage interference_ the fuselage was
considered to be a circular cylinder of infinite length. In this
case for wing-fuselage interference the expression for the lift
was
This lift consists of two parts--a lift on the wings and a lift
on the fuselage. The lift on the fuselage is assumed to be in-
duced by the presence of the wings.
The minimum induced drag for a given lift was desired for the wing-
fuselage interference. The following theorem was produced for the
general case mentioned before of any wing and any fuselage.
Theorem: The analytic function_ f(z)_ which minimizes the induced
drag with given lift and satisfies the boundary condition% is
the sum of two analytic functions: one is the flow function of
the downward potential flow about the fuselage boundary_ the other
is the flow function of the upward potential flow about the entire
bounding contour_ % consisting of the fuselage cross section and
the trace of the vortex sheet_ where the two flows have equal and
opposite velocities at infinity.
The simple relation below was derived for the minimum drag for a
given lift:
C
D. - L
2V
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c is a real positive constant with the dimensions of velocity
c << V. Also the general velocity vector (_x_y_ _z) is propor-
tional to c.
The results from experiment do not confirm the results of this
theoretical analysis because of the presence of a boundary layer
in the actual experiment.
The references referred to in the report are as follows:
i. Munk_ Max M.: The Minimum Induced Drag of Airfoils.
Rep. No. 121_ NACA_ 1921.
2. Lennertz_ J.: On the Mutual Reaction of Wing and Body.
TM No. 400_ NACA, 1927.
TN 815 COMPARISON OF VEE-TYPE AND CONVENTIONAL TAlL SURFACES IN COMBINA-
TION WITH FUSELAGE AND WING IN THE VARIABLE-DENSITY TUNNEL_
Harry Greenberg_ July 1941
A comparison is made of the pitching moments and yawing moments of
a vee-type tail and a conventional type tail. The tests were
conducted in the NACA Variable-Density tunnel. Measurements were
made on both types of tail in the presence of both a body and a
wing-body combination. The Reynolds number for the tests was
approximately 8x10 _ (effective Reynolds No.).
It was found that:
i. The ratio of pitching moment of the vee-tail to the pitching
moment of the conventional tail was 0.71.
2. The ratio of yawing moment to pitching moment of the vee-type
tail surface was 0.3.
3. The ratio of yawing moment to pitching moment of the conven-
tional tail surface was 0.48.
A simple method is presented for calculating the yawing-moment to
pitching-moment ratio in the report.
It was also noted that the presence of a fuselage reduced the
measured moments to 15-25% of the values calculated without fuse-
lage interference.
TN 855 A METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE CAMBER AND TWIST OF A SURFACE TO
SUPPORT A GIVEN DISTRIBUTION OF LIFT_ Doris Cohen_ August 1942
A theoretical method is described in which camber and twist of an
arbitrary plan form_ required to support a given distribution of
lift_ may be determined. The lifting surface and wake are replaced
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by the distribution of vortices in a plane.
Vortex pattern is obtained by integrating the chordwise pressure
distribution back from the leading edge at several stations along
span. Circulation r was shown to be proportional to the integral.
Linearly connecting the points where the values of the integral are
equal defines the vortex lines.
In the replacement of a lifting surface by a vortex sheet_ assump-
tion madethat pressure increments due to the presence of an airfoil
in the stream are equal and opposite on upper and lower surfaces
as in a thi% flat plate at small angle of attack. Substitution is
still admissible in calculation of lift when thickness is not
negligible because the difference betweenvelocities on upper and
lower surfaces at any position_ and not magnitude of each increment_
determines lift at that point.
The pressures on the surfaces are:
Pupper = ½ p(V2 + 2Vuupper)
Similarly
V = free stream velocity
V = componentnormal to V on
u surface of wing
Plower = p(v2 + 2Vulower)
Resulting lift per unit area is then the difference in pressure
P = ½ p2(Vuupper - Vulower) = pV(uu - u2) (i)
Derivation of equivalent vortex pattern follows directly from
equation (i). If ds represents the element of circulation around a
small length ds_ parallel to V over which uu and u2 may be consid-
ered constant_ the following relation holds:
dsF = (uu - u2) ds
from which equation (i) is:
5F
AP = _V_F
Thus the lift is proportional to
of vorticity.
(2)
_F
or the cross-stream component
Consider a narrow strip parallel to the leading edge and varying in
width for _ &Pds to be constant along the strip. This strip would
represent a vortex element of strength _ APds. These elements could
be defined in the same way to lie one behind the other. From equa-
tion (3)
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I
r APds = F
p-V o
In order to satisfy the Kutta conditions_ there can be no pressure
difference across the trailing edg% these lines must leave the
wing parallel to the stream velocityj as shown by eqn. (3). The
drawing of these contour lines from the integral of the pressure
distribution is the first step of the procedure for finding the
camber and twist of the lifting surface.
Determination of induced vertical velocities:
To obtain the vertical velocity_ or downwash_ w_ over the vortex
pattern described_ the Biot-Savart equation is integrated. A
point P is chosen and the section between two radii from this
point is used. The angle between the radii is d_ and the area
used is dr wide at a distance r. These radii cut off a vortex
element of length dz with a strength - _F/Dr dr. The downwash at
P is then:
1 1 _F dr dz sin_ (5)dw - 4_ 2 Dr
r
= angle between vortex
element and radius
but dz sin _ = rd_ and
1 DF drd_dw = - 4_r Dr (6)
The downwash is then
oo 2_
w = f f I _F d_dr (7)
- 4rrr 5r
O O
By using Liebniz's rul% this integration is reduced to a graphical
procedure. In evaluating w_ circles are drawn on the vortex pat-
tern_ the values of F are _lotted as a function of _/2_ and
are also a function of r-(F = F(r)) or
co 1 d_ dr (8)
w = -_ 2--f
O
For the evaluation of equation (8)_ first plot _ against r which
will approach an asymptote.
The load curve is a typical one.
the general form
The downwash due to a curve of
n
--F= a - a r (n > i) at r 0
O n
is given by
3O
W _- --
a
n n n-i n-i
(rB - rA )
where rA and rB are the end values of r for the interval.
downwash for the first section is then
w(1) = (2a2r ° + 4/3 a4ro3)
The
The curve is made up of more than one part; the first of which goes
to r : ro at an inflection point or somewhat ahead of it.
The part of the curve immediately following r = ro has a critical
effect on the value of the downwash and numerical integration must
be used along with division of the curve. The intervals must also
be taken in a geometric rather than arithmetic progression of which
the abscissas are ro; kro3 k2ro; etc._ with the value of k between
i and z depending upon interval size. The downwash w(ll) is now
calculated to find the contribution of section II. The last
abscissa is the new starting point; and the value of k is slightly
larger, w(lll) is found to where the difference between curve and
asymptote is small; then a w(IV) is found from there to infinity
by analytic methods.
The downwash is then (at P) equal to w(1) and w(ll)_ and w(lll)
and w(IV). The eqn.:
2_
d _ rd_
O
drdr
w(o) :
4_(r-o)
0
is thus recognized as the ordinary formula for the induced normal
velocity with the load expressed in the form of a definite integral
and suggests that the first integration was equivalent to concen-
trating all vorticity around each circle at a single point at the
distance r along an infinite line from P. The loaded line of the
curve drawn_ except for the I/2_ factor introduced_ may be consid-
ered to be equivalent to the original lifting surface.
TN 1007 BOUNDARY-LAYER-CONTROL TESTS OF TWO WINGS IN THE LANGLEY PROPELLER-
RESEARCH TUNNEL_ Hugh B. Freeman_ January 1946
Suction and pressure slots were used on two airfoils to examine
lift coefficients possible as function of slot position; power
necessary_ angle of attack_ and flap angle. Speed range 40 - 80
mph.
I. Stub Wing - 6.5' span; 5.5' chord_ max thickness = 0.30%
fitted with large end plates for better ARef f.
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a. CLmax= 3.2 suction slot at 0.54 chord
blower drag coefficient = 0.07
b. CLmax 3.2 pressure slot at 0.42c
blower drag several times greater than a.
C. Conclusion - A single large suction slot near the mid-chord
is more effective than any multiple slot arrange-
ment_ when all slots receive same suction.
II. NACA 2415 Wing. AR = 6. Chord = 2.56'. Suction only used
thickness 0.15 chord. Unflapped_ plain 0.3 chord flap_ zap
flap (0.25c).
a. With no flap or zap flap_ best location of suction slots was
between 0.ii and 0.20 chord from leading edge.
C_a x = 2.6_ 3.2 respectively. Ideal blower drag coefficient
=0.3.
b. For plain flap, least power required vs highest CLmax was
obtained when slot was on flap just behind hinge. Angles of
attack for CLmax were in a more practical range than on the
plain wing.
Co
d,
For plain flap, slot locations near flap hinge were effec-
tive in obtaining high lift-curve slope and flap effective-
ness_ but leading edge slots are more effective in main-
taining flow at high angles of attack.
For plain wing_ slot at 0.91 chord caused an appreciable
increase in L/D, which includes blower drag.
Work on this repor t was conducted at Langley in 1935 in the pro-
peller-research tunnel. Note the low test air speed, 40 mph (except
take-off = 80 mph). This speed was used to keep large ratios of
wing pressure to dynamic pressure within limitations of blower
power available. The graphs which were given are necessary to
inter-relate all variables.
EFFECT OF MACH AND REYNOLDS NUMBERS ON MAXIMUM LIFT COEFFICIENT_
John R. Spreiter and Paul J. Steffen, March 1946
A compilation has been made of maximum-lift-coefficient (CLmax)
data in flight with six pursuit type airplanes employing conven-
tional and low-drag airfoils. This data_ which covers Mach 0.15
to 0.72 and Reynolds numbers (Re) from 4.4xi06 to 19.5xi06 has
been analyzed with pertinent model and airfoil data obtained in
several wind tunnels.
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Whenthe effects of the Machnumberwere considered as well as
those of Reynolds number_good correlation was found between
flight and wind-tunnel data_ providing buffeting did not prevent
the attainment of CLmax;and if so_ CLmaxappeared to be related
to the lift-curve slope. Data indicated that CLmaxwas affected
by Machnumbersgreater than 0.15. Distinct differences existed
between the effects of Machand Reynolds nL_bers on CLmaxin the
sub-critical and super-critical Machnumberregions. For the sub-
critical Machnumberregion_ CLmaxobtainable in flight decreased
steadily with increasing Machnumber. For super-critical region_
as Machnumber increased_ CLmaxof NACAconventional airfoils con-
tinued to diminish as at sub-critical Machnumbers_while that of
NACAlow-drag airfoils reached a minimumat a Machnumberbetween
0.40 and 0.55 and then began increasing until secondary peak
values were reached at a Machnumberbetween0.60 and 0.66. For the
sub-critical Machnumberregion_ effects of Re on CLmaxdecreased
progressively with increasing Math number_becomingzero at
M = 0.55. The critical Re increased almost linearly with Mach
number.
TN 1061 WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFEFFECTOFWINGLOCATION_POWER_AND
FLAPDEFLECTIONONEFFECTIVEDIHEDRALOFA TYPICALSINGLE-ENGINE
FIGHTER-AIRPLANEMODELWITHTAlL REMOVED_Warren A. Tucker_ May
1946
Whentests were madeboth a high and low wing were tested, Tests
were madewithout flaps_ with a full-span slotted flap having a
25%wing chord_ and with a 0.40c full-span double slotted flap.
All tests were madewith the propeller windmilling and with power
on. The tail was removed. The model was a 1/5 scale of the
Curtiss P-36A.
There was a decrease in effective dihedral whenmoving from the
high wing model to the low wing model due to the flow around the
fuselage.
The adverse effects of lowering a wing appeared to be increased for
the power on condition for all flap positions.
There was a greater adverse effect of power on the low-wing model.
The slip stream affects the dihedral effect in two ways.
Reasons
i. An increased dynamic pressure_ increased lift over the part of
the wing in the slip stream. For yawing_ the center of pressure for
the added lift due to the slip stream lies somewhereon the trailing
wing_ therefore giving an unfavorable rolling moment.
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2. Increased dynamic pressure increases fuselage interference which
has been discussed.
The model with double slotted flap was not tested at a lift coeffi-
cient low enough to permit the determination of the effect of this
flap on effective dihedral.
Flap deflection seemsunfavorable for both wing locations and for
both power conditions.
Flap deflection appears to have a slightly greater adverse effect
on the low-wing than on the high wing model. Tail-on tests of the
samemodel have showeda small opposite effect.
There seemedto be no definite variation of the effect of flap
deflection with lift coefficient.
WINDTUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFBOUNDARY-LAYERCONTROLBY SUCTIONON
THENACA653-418_ a = 1.0 AIRFOILSECTIONWITHA 0.29-AIRFOIL-
CHORDOUBLESLOTTEDFLAP_John N. Quin% Jr._ June 1946
An NACA653-418 airfoil was tested in the low-turbulence tunnels at
Langley. The airfoil had a suction slot at 0.45 chord. Reynolds
numberstested were 1.9_ 3.4_ 6.0xlO6. Suction coefficient range
- Q)
from 0 to 0.040 (CQ UoCb
Results and Conclusions
I. Max CL = 4.16_ Flap 6 = 65°_ R.N. = 3.4xi06_ CQ = 0.040
Flap 6 = 0°_ CQ = 0.040_ R.N. = 3.4xi06_ Max CL = 2.5
2. Without suction Max CL = 1.5 at 6 = 0°_ CLmax = 3.51 at 6 = 65°
3. Max CL was still increasing for flow coefficient at highest
CQ used.
4. At flap 6 = 65°_ R.N. appears to have little effect on CLmax
for flow coefficients greater than 0.012.
5. At CQ = 0.024_ R.N. = 1.9xi06_ Flap 6 = 65°_ leading edge
roughness (carborundum particles) reduced CLmax from 3.88 to
3.16. For CQ = 0_ roughness reduced CLmax from 3.11 to 2.84.
6. Angle of attack for CLmax at any combination of flap angle_
R.N._ and CO was within 3° of angle of attack for CLmax at
R.N. = 6xl0d_ 6 = 0°_ CQ = 0.
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TN I0 74 TESTSOFA FULL-SCALEHORIZONTALTAIL SURFACEIN THELANGLEY16-
FOOTHIGH-SPEEDTUNNEL_Carl F. Schueller_ Peter F. Korycinski_
and H. Kurt Strass_ May 1946
Tests were conducted to determine the aerodynamic characteristics
of a full-scale semispanhorizontal tail surface. The tests were
carried out to M = 0.7 except whenmaximumloads were reached at
lower speeds.
Increasing the Machnumberfrom 0.2 to 0.7 resulted in a marked
increase (-0.0015 to -0.0032) in the rate of change of the hinge-
momentcoefficient with elevator deflectio% (Ch6)_ a small in-
crease (0.0025 to 0.0027) in the rate of change of hinge-moment
coefficient with angle of attack_ (Ch_ _ and an appreciable loss
(0.51 to 0.34) in elevator effectiveness. The loss in elevator
effectiveness is believed to be because the gap was unsealed.
The desired value of hinge-momentcoefficient for elevator deflec-
tion of -0.0015 and hinge-momentcoefficient for angle of attack
of 0.0 could be obtained by having a modified blunt nose and
cusped contour behind the hinge line of the elvevator. This modi-
fication also removed the aerodynamic hysteresis of the elevator.
Trailing edge strips of i/8-inch diameter and 24%span length on
the metal elevator reduced the value of Ch_ = 0.0020 to 0.0_ but
with an accompanyingincrease in Ch6 from -0.0015 and -0.0040 atM = 0.35.
Ch
.O8
.O6
.04
.02
!
0 .2
ch
! !
.4 .6
M
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TN 1085 FLIGHTTESTSOFEXPERIMENTALBEVELED-TRAILING-EDGEFRISEAILERONS
ONA FIGHTERAIRPLANE_R. Fabian Goranson_July 1946
Purpose - To examineaileron effectiveness by measuring individual
aileron hinge moments_aileron rolling effectiveness_ Pb/2V_ and
stick-force characteristics were measured in abrupt aileron rolls
over an equivalent-airspeed range from approximately 109 to 276
miles per hour.
Chordwise and spanwise gaps were sealed with doped fabric.
The scatter in hinge momentand stick-force data is attributed to
the friction in the control system.
Aileron deflection range 22° - 24½° for large deflection test.
Aileron deflection range ± 14° for small deflection range.
Small Deflection (± 14°)
Under conditions of steady maximumrolling velocity_ the aileron
trim angles indicated that the ailerons floated downwardand the
downwarddeflections increased as the speedwas increased. This
effective droop increased the slope of the stick force curve or
gave it an unfavorable gradient. With gaps unsealed the tendency
to droop was decreased.
For approximately equal increments of stick deflection the incre-
ments of the downgoing-aileron angle decreased as deflection in-
creased_ where as increments of up-going aileron angle increased.
Large Deflection (220-24½ °)
The odd result of stick-force gradient with aileron deflection
decreased as speed was increased_ was obtained.
At 202 mph the right aileron stalled between -23 ° and -24 ° .
Smooth but rapid increases in hinge moments were found at high up
deflections of the left aileron.
For the large-deflection tests the tabs were deflected downward 5° .
The large deflection tests were terminated at the relatively low
speed of 202 mph because the elastic control system would cause
dangerous overbalance at high speeds.
Elasticity in the control system adversely affected the aileron
control forces by increasing the stick-force gradient through the
small deflection range and causing overbalance at large deflections.
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Conc lus ions
i. The experimental ailerons provided linear variation of rolling
moment with deflections from -24½ ° to 22° .
2. The ailerons provided a sufficient degree of balance to obtain
a range of aileron deflection of ± 24 ° with a stick force of 32
pounds at 202 mph s the highest test speed s when a rigid control
system is used.
3. With the test-airplane control system s the stick force gradient
was heavy at small deflections and the ailerons were overbalanced
at large deflections.
4. With a control system flexibility equal to that of the system
of the experimental fighter plan% the aileron stick forces would
be unsatisfactory at a speed of 300 mph and more.
5. Small protuberances on the leading edge of the balance area of
the Frise ailerons may cause overbalance or premature stalling of
the balance on the up-deflected aileron.
6. Extending the aileron 18" on the outboard end would increase
the aileron rolling effectiveness 20%.
LANGLEY FULL-SCALE-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF THE FUSELAGE BOUNDARY
LAYER ON A TYPICAL FIGHTER AIRPLANE WITH A SINGLE LIQUID-COOLED
ENGINE_ K. R. Czarnecki and Jerome Pasamanick_ June 1946
Purpose - To determine the thickness and shape of profile of the
boundary layer at various locations on the fuselage of a typical
monoplane fighter airplane with a single liquid-cooled engine.
Model was investigated without a propeller over angle-of-attack
ranges from -1.7 ° to 4.8 ° (dive condition to maximum rate of
climb condition). A full-scale model was used. No ducts or tail
surfaces were used. Tunnel airspeed was 63 mph. The Reynolds number
was 3_200_000 based on mean geometric chord.
E iD ,C IB A
l I I I I O
OA = 14.9% fuselage
OB = 32.6% fuselage
OC = 49.4% fuselage
OD = 61.0% fuselage
OE = 81.6% fuselage
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Pressure measurements were taken on top_ bottom and both sides
independently to avoid tandem effects of other measuring devices.
The boundary layer ahead of B (leading edge of wing) never exceeded
i"_ but after B 6 increased quickly and was affected by pressure
gradient.
The amount of air that must be removed to insure effective inlet
performance per unit slot length should not exceed VS*_ where
V = local velocity outside boundary layer and 6* = displacement
thickness of boundary layer.
Increasing the angle of attack gave a larger 6* on top but a small
6* on the bottom.
The boundary layer on top of the canopy was very thin.
Reasons: i. Some of it swept off to the sides of the windshield.
2. The pressure gradient was favorable over windshield and
canopy.
A maximum value of 6* of nearly 1.2 inches was obtained at the most
rearward station_ E.
H is the boundary layer shape parameter = 6*/momentum thickness
of boundary layer. Therefore H is an indication of turbulence. H
increased slightly toward the rear of the fuselage. Variation of H
with angle of attack was small. Since from various past test separa-
tion has occurred at H values between 1.8 and 2.6_ separation does not
occur on this fuselage because the average H value for all stations
was 1.3 - 1.4.
Conclusions
I. Maximum displacement thickness of boundary layer was 1.2 inches
at E.
2. Favorable pressure gradient over the windshield-canopy combina-
tion thinned the boundary layer on top of the canopy.
3. The adverse pressure gradient in wing fuselage juncture greatly
increased the displacement thickness toward the rear of the juncture.
4. Separation did not occur.
TWO-DIMENSIONAL WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATIQN OF SEALED 0.22-AIRFOIL-
CHORD INTERNALLY BALANCED AILERONS OF DIFFERENT CONTOUR ON AN
NACA 65(112)-213 AIRFOIL_ Albert L. Braslow_ July 1946
A two-dimensional wind-tunnel investigation was made of an NACA
65(112)-213 airfoil with two different sealed_ internally balanced
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ailerons. Onewas a regular airfoil section and the other modified
so the cusp near the trailing edgewas partly eliminated.
It was found that modifying the aileron increased the effectiveness
at small deflection angles (< ± i0) and decreased the effectiveness
at larger angles. It also caused the rate of changeof aileron
section hinge-momentcoefficient with both section angle of attack
and aileron deflection to increase positively. With ailerons
neutral_ there was about a nine percent increase in section CL
for the modified_ but there was no appreciable change in the section
drag coefficient_ rate of change of section CL with section angle of
attack_ and airfoil critical Machnumber.
TWO-DIMENSIONALWIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFANAPPROXIMATELY
14-PERCENT-THICKNACA66-SERIES-TYPEAIRFOIL SECTIONWITHA DOUBLE
SLOTTEDFLAP_Albert L. Braslow and Laurence K. Lofti% Jr._
August 1946
A two-dimensional wind-tunnel investigation was madeto develop a
double slotted flap on an approximately 14%thick modified NACA66
series airfoil section. Tests were madeon a 24 inch chord model
formed by a straight-line fairing between a modified NACA66(215) -
214 root section and a modified NACA65(112)-213 tip section.
Only a single pivot point could be used because of the actual wing
structure so the optimumpivot point was sought along with best
vane positioning and size on the 0.23 chord flap.
A point at 82.27%chord behind the leading edge and 14.67%chord be-
low the airfoil chord line was used as the pivot point. As the
Reynolds numbersvaried from 2.3xi06 to 6xI06_ the CLmaxincreased_
but from 6x106 to 9xi06_ it did not increase. A CLmaxof 3.0 was
obtained with a flap deflection of 55° using a vane of 0.0854 air-
foil chord length.
To --77.63%¢
L.E.
44.25 °
Airfoil Chord Line
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This vane with the configuration shown had higher coefficients of lift
and was less sensitive to changes in vane position and deflection.
FLIGHT TEST OF AN ALL-MOVABLE HORIZONTAL TAlL WITH GEARED UNBALANCING
TABS ON THE CURTIS XP-42 AIRPLANE_ Harold F. Kleckner_ October 1946
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Initial tests were reported in reference one when the all-movable
horizontal tail on the Curtiss XP-42had a servotab control
arrangement. The servotab gave near-zero variations in stick
force with elevator angle which gave pilots a better chance to
pull out of dives_ but the elevator control with servotab was
found unsatisfactory because the light stick forces madethe pilot
feel uneasy in handling the plane. This report examines the use
of a stick connected directly to the tail with geared unbalancing
tabs. The new tail was all-movable.
Oncecentering springs and friction had been added_all test
pilots agreed that the all-movable tail was a satisfactory longi-
tudinal control (like a good elevator).
Whenthe all movable tail was comparedto a fixed stabilizer tail
of the P-36A the all-movable tail was found to have a higher
stability possibly due to the fact that the fuselage gaps were
partly sealed on the all-movable tail.
Elevator control in turning flight_ sideslips_ stalls_ landing_
and triming were found to be satisfactory. The elevator control
in take-off was not as good in the all-movable tail as for a con-
ventional tail thus the all-movable tail provides more control for
a tricycle landing gear since a higher speed is required for take-
off.
The all-movable tail is capable of developing a greater downward
tail load in landing. A reduction in tail area is possible with the
all-movable tail if more forward positions of center of gravity are
used.
Spin recovery for the all-movable tail is expected to take place with
ailerons and rudder only because the forces on the stick in spin
are too great for the pilot to handle. After recovery the normal
control will resume.
For comparable tail sizes the all-movable tail would appear to
offer no advantage over a conventional tail in regard to control
characteristics at speeds approaching that for which severe com-
pressibility effects occur.
Conclusions
i. The unsatisfactory control present in the all-movable tail
with servotab was removedwhen the pilot's stick was connected
directly to elevator and when geared unbalancing tabs were used.
2. Springs between tabs and elevators brought about longitudinal
stability.
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3. It was found necessary to restrict the maximumdown-elevator
deflection to 6° in order to eliminate powerful nose-downpitching
momentsin take-off.
4. Stick centering springs were required to increase stick forces
in landing.
5. With an all-movable tail reduced in area 35%below that of the
conventional fixed-stabilizer tail_ the airplane would have satis-
factory characteristics over the sametotal center-of-gravity
range.
6. For an all-movable tail, spin control would have to be provided
by rudder and aileron action because of the tail stalling.
7. There is no inherent aerodynamic advantage or disadvantage of
the all-movable tail over a conventional elevator and fixed
stabilizer of comparable size at Machnumbersbelow those for
which severe compressibility effects are encountered.
TN 1151 SUMMARYOFDRAGCHARACTERISTICSOFPRACTICAL-CONSTRUCTIONWING
SECTIONS_John H. Quinn, Jr., January 1947
The effects of surface roughness_ surface waviness_ compressive
load_ and de-icers on the drag characteristics of a practical-
construction wing section were considered and evaluated. These
surface conditions generally included the original condition as
received from the manufacturer and a numberof improved conditions
obtained by glazing, sanding, painting, or by a combination of
these processes. The airfoils were both the NACA230- and 6-
series sections.
The improved conditions were obtained by one or more of the follow-
ing finishing procedures.
i. Camouflagepainted - painted with synthetic-enamel camouflage
paint.
2. Sanded- paint specks and other similar excrescences removed.
3. Glazed - nicks, dimples around rivets_ and seamswere filled
with putty and sanded.
4. Painted - painted with gray primer surfacer and sandedwith
No. 320 carborundumpaper.
5. Faired - rebuilding surface to reduce the number and size of
large surface irregularities.
Machnumberswere no greater than 0.2.
Surface Roughness
When spar joints and similar surface irregularities occurred in a
region of normally laminar flow, the section drag coefficient of
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several NACA6-series airfoil sections as received ranged from
0.0062 to 0.0086. A combination of improvement in surface smooth-
ness obtained by glazing_ painting_ or minor refairing reduced
these drag coefficients by an amount from 0.0022 to 0.0035.
Elimination of minor surface roughness by local glazing and paint-
ing helped to maintain these values of the section drag coefficient
over a rather large range of Reynolds numbers. Glazing and painting
these models did not eliminate the adverse effects of surface
unfairness or waviness where it existed although it usually lessened
it.
Surface Waviness
It was possible to calculate with reasonable accuracy the variation
of section drag coefficients with Reynolds numberfor two smooth
NACA6-series airfoil models on which the surface waviness had been
reduced beyond the point where an effect was noticeable on drag.
The improvements in surface smoothnessand waviness brought about
by glazing_ painting_ and minor refairing was in most cases suffi-
cient to reduce the drags of unfinished practical-construction wings
to values closely approaching those for a fair and smoothairfoil
model of corresponding section_ at least at Reynolds numbersup to
approximately 20x106.
Compressive Loads
Slight permanent set of the wing skin or rivets caused by compres-
sive loads produced little or no adverse effects on the drag char-
acteristics of two wing sections designed to retain true contours
under flight loads.
De-Icers
The drags of airfoil sections increased considerably by the addi-
tion of leading edge de-icer boots_ but the difference in drag
usually associated with the airfoil sections of different series
are masked for thickness ratios of approximately 15 percent.
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AND FORCE TESTS OF AN NACA 65-210 AIRFOIL
SECTION WITH A 50-PERCENT-CHORD FLAP_ Milton M. Klein_ January 1947
Pressure distributions and force measurements were made at low
Mach numbers and high Reynolds numbers on an NACA 65-210 airfoil
employing a 50% chord plain flap. The tests were run with deflec-
tions of 0o_ 4°_ 7°_ and i0°. It was found that considerable re-
duction of the drag coefficients above the low-drag range of the
plain airfoil may be effected by the use of small deflections of a
large-chord flap. The variations of maximum lift_ minimum drag_ and
pitching moment at minimum drag with flap deflection were nearly
linear within the range of flap deflections tested. Also_ reason-
ably accurate values of the angle of zero lift and the pitching
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momentcoefficient for airfoils with large-chord flaps maybe
obtained from thin-airfoil theory.
,010-[ _1.6 CLmax
CDmin .0061_/__1"2
CMc/_ -.1
atC_ -112_ I
Drag -"_._.___..__
2 4 6 8 10
Flap Deflection, degrees
TN 1191 TWO-DIMENSIONAL WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF 4 TYPES OF HIGH-LIFT
FLAP ON AN NACA 65-210 AIRFOIL SECTION_ Jones F. Cahill_ February
1947
Tests for aerodynamic characteristics of NACA 65-210 airfoil with
4 flap configurations: 25% chord single slot-flap with trailing
edge of slot lip at 843 903 and 97.5% chord 3 and 31.2% chord
double slotted flap. CLmax = 2.47 for single flaps 3 CLmax = 2.73
for double flaps.
As flap deflection increased 3 optimum position for the flap was close
to the upper lip of the slot. CLmax was very sensitive to small
movements of flap. CLmax increased with Reynolds numbers from
2x10 6 to 6xi06_ then decreased. Roughness of the wing caused
a decrease in CLmax except for large flap deflections. Pitching
moment increments caused by flap deflection were higher (&C L const)
for double slotted flap than for the single slotted flap with
shortest slot lip3 but were about same as the single slotted flap
with medium slot lip. Loss in CL caused by trimming loads on
tail did not change the relative effectiveness of flaps.
A 24" chord model of the NACA 65-210 airfoil section equipped
with 3 single slotted flaps having various slot-lip extensions
and with a double slotted flap was tested to develop flap
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configurations for maximum lift. The maximum lift coefficient
(CLmax) with each of the single slotted flaps was about 2.47 and
the double slotted flap was 2.73 at Re = 6x106.
As flap deflection increased_ the optimum position of flap became
closer to the upper slot lip and the sensitivity to small flap
movements increased.
In all cases_ C_a x was increased by increases in Reynolds number
6
(Re) in the range from 2xlO 6 to 4 or 6xl0r_ but some cases indicated
that CLmax tended to drop above 4 or 6x10 O Reynolds numbers. The
decrement in maximum lift caused by standard roughness decreased as
the flap deflection was increased and at the higher deflections was
approximately the same as the decrement obtained with the plain
airfoil.
Pitching moment increments caused by flap deflection were higher at a
constant value of lift increment for the double slotted flap than
for the single slotted flap with the shortest slot-lip extension
but were approximately equal to the pitching moment increments for
the single slotted flap with the intermediate slot-lip extension.
The loss i% lift coefficient caused by trimming loads on the tail
did not change the relative effectiveness of the flaps.
EFFECT OF REFLEX CAMBER ON THE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A
HIGHLY TAPERED MODERATELY SWEPT-BACK WING AT REYNOLDS NUMBERS UP
TO 8_000_000_ D. William Conner_ March 1947
Tests were conducted in the Langley 19-ft pressure tunnel on two
highly tapered_ moderately swept-back wings of identical plan
form. One of the wings was of NACA 6-series symmetrical airfoil
sections and the other wing incorporated the same basic airfoil
sections but had cambered and reflexed mean lines. The Reynolds
Number Range was 3_000_000 - 8_000_000. The wings were tested
without flaps_ control surfaces_ landing gear_ nacelles_ or other
protuberances.
Density of air - 0.0052 slugs per ft 3
Dynamic pressure - 20 - 145 psf
Mach No. - 0.08 -- 0.21
Angle of attack - from below zero lift to beyond the stall
Lift_ drag_ pitching moment_ profile drag_ and stalling character-
istics were measured.
The leading edge of each wing with roughness applied was also
tested.
For the 2 airfoils the shape of the lift curves were similar as
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was the CLmaxfor untrimmed condition.
The stall patterns were also similar. The addition of camber
slightly delayed the beginning of stall_ but once started it
proceeded more rapidly than on the symmetric wing.
With wing smooth_ the profile-drag coefficient at CL = 0.2 in-
creased with increasing Reynolds number. The profile drag tests
were in good agreement. Adding cambermovedthe neutral point in
the low-drag range of lift coefficient aheadabout 2%of the mean
aerodynamic chord.
.020
.016,
CDo .o,2:
.008
.004 -
0
-0.2
Symmetrical /
Wing -_ /
I I I I ' I I ,
0.2 0.6 1.0
CL
Near maximum lift the pitching moment coefficient was more
positive for the cambered wing than for the symmetrical wing by an
amount that varied both with lift and Reynolds number.
Any drag benefit shown by adding camber disappeared with roughness
applied.
The comparative values of drag coefficient for CL > 0.3 were less
for the symmetrical wing than for the cambered wing thus indicating
the need for maintaining a smooth surface in order that the benefit
of a camber mean line may be utilized.
With wing smooth - maximum lift coefficient increases with increasing
Reynolds number
With wing rough - maximum lift independent of Reynolds number
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With the wings both smooth and rough s increasing the Reynolds
number did not noticeably affect the pitching moment of the wings
at low values of lift coefficient.
Application of roughness had a destabilizing influence on both
wings.
TN 1228 TWO-DIMENSIONAL WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF A IO.7-PERCENT-THICK
SYMMETRICAL TAlL SECTION WITH A 0.40 AIRFOIL-CHORD CONTROL SURFACE
AND A 0.20 CONTROL-SURFACE-CHORD TAB_ Albert L. Braslow_ June 1947
An investigation was made of a 10.7% thick symmetrical tail section
equipped with a flat-side 0.40 airfoil-chord flap having a 0.333
flap-chord overhang and a plain 0.20 flap-chord tab.
Sealing the tab nose gap generally increased the flap lift effec-
tiveness and tab hinge-moment effectiveness. Sealing the flap
gap increased the rate of change of section CL with both angle of
attack and flap deflection_ negatively increased the rate of
change of flap section hinge-moment coefficient (Chf) with both
section angle of attack (do) and flap deflection (6f) at a 0°
angle of attack and 8f; eliminated sharp irregularities in the
variation of Chf with do; and greatly reduced all but the minimum
values of section drag coefficient at all flap deflections tested.
Sudden decreases of lift and large increases of flap and tab
hinge moment occurred through a limited range of angle of attack
when the flap was deflected beyond the angle at which the flap
leading edge departed from the airfoil contour.
The effectiveness of the tab in reducing flap-hinge moments was
large up to a tab deflection of i0° but decreased appreciably at
larger deflections of the tab.
TN 1236 DRAG TESTS OF AN NACA 65(215)-I14_ a = 1.0 PRACTICAL-CONSTRUCTION
AIRFOIL SECTION EQUIPPED WITH A 0.295-AIRFOIL-CHORD SLOTTED FLAP_
John H. Quin% Jr._ April 1947
Drag tests of the NACA 65(215)-114 _ a = 1.0 practical construction
airfoil section gave the following results:
In the "as received condition"_ at a CL = 0.i_ the model had a
minimum drag coefficient (CDmin) of 0.0041 at a Reynolds number
of 12x106 (Re = 12xi06). At this point the CD started increasing
with Re to a value of 0.0055 at Re = 48xi0 6.
Using production finishing procedure reduced the CDmin to 0.0039
for Re = 12x106 to 20x106 but CD increased to 0.0055 up to
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Re = 62xi06 and then remained constant to Re = 80x106. Fairing a
rather sharp wave at .2 chord on both surfaces reduced CDminto
0.0038 for Re = 10xl06 to 20x106 and then increased to CD = 0.0049
at Re = 40x106. Waxing the model seemedto have no effects. With
production finish_ a 4° flap deflection of the slotted flap increased
CDminfrom 0.0039 to 0.0046 at Re = 16x106. The center of the low-
drag range of CL'S was increased from 0.08 to 0.18 by the flap
deflection. Sealing the gap on the lower surface had no effect on
the CD at a CL = 0.i_ but reduced the low drag-range of CL'S from
0.3 to 0.2. The CD at CL = 0.22 was 0.0044 for the gap-sealed
condition_ or 0.0003 less than that for the gap-open condition at
the sameCL.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOF CONTROL-SURFACECHARACTERISTICSOF
PLAINANDBALANCEDFLAPSWITHSEVERALTRAILING-EDGEANGLESONAN
NACA0009 TAPEREDSEMISPANWING_H. Page Hoggard_Jr._ and Elizabeth
G. McKinney_April 1947
Purpose - to determine the aerodynamic characteristics of an
NACA0009 tapered semispanwing equipped with a plain and balanced
flap having three different included angles at the trailing edge.
A comparison was madebetween both calculated lift and hinge moment
coefficients with the experimental value. The effects of overhang_
gap_ and trailing-edge angle were also found.
Three flaps of the sameplan form but with different included
angles at the trailing edge were used. Each flap was tested with
gap open and gap sealed with impregnated fabric. The flaps were
30%chord.
Two Models Tested
Plain Flap Overhang
dynamic pressure = 13 psf
air velocity = 72 mph
effective Reynolds no. = 2_700_000
Lift Effects
i. With gap sealed_ an increase in overhand had small and irregu-
lar effects on CL at constant _ and usually increased (_)C L where
6 = flap deflection angle. With gap open a decrease in (CL) _ was
formed by increasing overhand while (_)CL_v
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Hinge Moment
CL = hinge moment coefficient
I. Decreasing the balance chord_ decreasing the beveled-trailing-
edge angl% and_ in general_ sealing the gap of the flap nose made
_Ch _Ch
values of (_-_) and (_) become more negative.
2. Increases in'trailing-edge angle tended to decrease slightly
_C h
the effect of the overhang on (_--F_)but to increase the effect on
_C L vv _C L
(_). Ref. 9 describes the opposite effect for (_).
3. The bevel seems to decrease the effectiveness of overhang.
The break in the airfoil surface before the overhang increases the
effectiveness of the bevel. Therefore the affects of overhang on
hinge moment coefficients varied.
Drag
i. Drag was approximately constant for small CL and small 6.
2. At large deflections the lift decreased with an increase of
the trailing-edge angle for approximately the same amount of drag.
Pitching Moment Coefficient
i. Increasing the angle at the trailing edge moved the aerodynamic
centers due to angle of attack and flap deflection forward.
Differences between the measured values of the lift and hinge-
moment parameters and values calculated from two-dimensional data
by lifting-surface theory wer% in general_ no greater than the
difference between the measured values for wings of the same
aspect ratio but with different chord distributions.
METHOD FOR CALCULATING WING CHARACTERISTICS BY LIFTING-LINE THEORY
USING NONLINEAR SECTION LIFT DATA_ James C. Sivells and Robert H.
Neely (Superseded by Report 865)_ April 1947
A method is developed and presented for determining the aerodynamic
characteristics of wings using nonlinear section lift data. The
method is based on lifting line theory and is therefore subject to
the limitations of this theory_ i.e. the present method should not
be expected to give very good results for wings of low aspect ratio
or large sweep.
The method expresses the lift distribution in terms of a trigono-
metric series and this trigonometric series is then introduced
fnto the expression for the induced angle of attack. The problem
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of determining the induced angle of attack then becomesone of
determining the coefficients in the trigonometric series.
The problem of determining the lift distribution becomesone of
successive approximation. Oneassumesa lift distribution based
on two-dimensional data. Using this lift distribution the
induced angle of attack is calculated. Using this induced angle
of attack a new lift distribution is calculated using the non-
linear section data. The procedure is repeated until the lift
distribution becomesconstant.
The procedure is applied to several wings and the results are
comparedwith experimental results. This comparison indicates
that the procedure gives good results in the cases tried.
EXPERIMENTALNDCALCULATEDCHARACTERISTICSOFSEVERALNACA44-
SERIESWINGSWITHASPECTRATIOSOF8_ i0_ AND12 ANDTAPERRATIOS
OF 2.5 AND3.5_ Robert H. Neely_ ThomasV. Bollech_ Gertrude C.
Westrick_ and Robert R. Graham_May 1947
The aerodynamic characteristics of seven unswept tapered wings were
determined by calculation from two.dimensional data and by wind-
tunnel tests in order to demonstrate the accuracy of the calcula-
tions and to showsomeof the effects of aspect rati% taper rati%
and root thickness-chord ratio. On the basis of comparisons made
at equal values of Reynolds number_it was found that reasonable
agreementwas obtained between calculated and experimental wing
force and momentcoefficient characteristics. The method of
calculation which allowed the use of nonlinear section lift curves
gave better agreementwith experiment at high angles of attack
than did the method which assumedlinear lift curves. The two
methods of calculation gave different spanwise lift distributions
at maximumlift because of the twist in the wing.
The values of maximumlift-drag-ratio (L/D)max of the smoothwings
increased with increasing aspect ratio throughout the range investi-
gated (Re = 1.5 to 7.0xi06_ M = 0.06 to 0.25_ _ = -4° to stall) in
spite of the increased drag of the thicker root sections associated
with the higher aspect ratios. The values of (L/D)max for the
rough wings of taper ratio 3.5 indicated the same trend; however_
the values for the wings of taper ratio 2.5 showedno gain when the
aspect ratio was increased from I0 to 12_ apparently because of the
larger increment of profile drag due to roughness on the thicker
root sections of the aspect ratio = 12 wings. The decrement in(L/D)max due to roughness was considerably greater than the incre-
ment due to changing the aspect ratio through the entire range
investigated.
The CLmaxdecreased with increasing aspect ratio mainly because
of the associated increase in root thickness-chord ratio.
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TWO-DIMENSIONALWIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTHENACA641-012
AIRFOIL EQUIPPEDWITHTWOTYPESOFLEADING-EDGEFLAP_Felicien F.
Fullmer_ Jr._ May 1947
An investigation was madein the Langley two-dimensional low-turbu-
lence pressure tunnel to determine the characteristics of leading
edge flaps used as high-lift devices. The investigation_ con-
ducted at a Reynolds numberof 6.0xi06_ included tests of two
10-percent-chord leading-edge flaps_ one intended to slide forward
along the upper surface and the other hinged near the leading edge
on the lower surface of an NACA641-012 airfoil_ with and without
a 20-percent-chord trailing-edge split flap. Section lift char-
acteristics and lift characteristics with leading edge roughness
for the optimum flap arrangements were shown.
Tunnel corrections were madefor _o_ CL_and Cmc/4.
Lift Characteristics
i. The leading-edge flap is believed to produce increases in
CLmaxand in the angle of attack for CLmaxby reducing the magni-
tude of the pressure peaks and the magnitude of the adverse pres-
sure gradient usually associated with the flow conditions near
maximumlift of the plain section.
2. The effect of the leading-edge flap at angles of attack well
below those for maximumlift is to act as a spoiler on the lower
surface of the airfoil and thus cause a large reduction in lift.
3. The maximumsection lift coefficient increments for the opti-
mumupper- and lower-surface leading-edge flap arrangements on the
plain airfoil were 0.43 and 0.12_ respectively. The angle of
attack increments were 4° and 1.4° .
4. The highest section lift coefficient 2.98 was obtained with
the leading edge flap and the trailing-edge split flap.
5. The lower-surface leading-edge flap installation was less
sensitive to leading-edge roughness than the upper-surface leading-
edge flap arrangement.
COLLECTIONANDANALYSISOFWIND-TUNNELDATAONTHECHARACTERISTICS
OF ISOLATEDTAlL SURFACESWITHANDWITHOUTENDPLATES_William R.
Bates_ May 1947
The aerodynamic characteristics of 19 isolated tail surfaces have
been determined by wind-tunnel tests and tests have also been made
of rectangular airfoils of various aspect ratios with and without
double end plates of various shapes. The data from these tests
have been collected and analyzed.
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THIS REPORTWOULDBE EXCELLENTFORTHEDESIGNOFA FLIGHTMANUAL.
It contains drawing and charts for different tail surfaces with
and without end plates.
Electrical strain gageswere used to measurehinge moments.
Dynamicpressure = 13 psf (most)
Velocity = 72 mph (most tests)
RN(effective ) varied from 278_000to 653_000
Tests were madeby varying the angle of attack with several fixed
elevator settings.
Jet boundary corrections were applied to lift and angle of attack
while the lift was corrected for tears caused by the model support
strut and fork.
Equation for theoretical computation of lift curve slope
AR 2_
CL_= 0.1095 ARE + 2 for this airfoil CL_ - 57.3e
where AR = aspect ratio_ E = effective edge-velocity correction
e factor.
The slope of the lift curve was predicted within 10%for all the
models by use of the lifting-surface-theory equations.
The increase in lift-curve slope provided by tip located double
end plates was shownto be dependent upon the square root of the
area of the end plate divided by the airfoil span.
The hinge.momentparameters of elevators with cut-outs could not
be predicted accurately. For elevators with no cut-outs_ about
55%of the calculated values of the rate of change of hinge-
momentcoefficient with angle of attack and about 65%of the
calculated values of the rate of change of hinge-momentcoeffi-
cient with flap deflection were within i O.0010 of the measured
value.
INVESTIGATIONOFSUCTION-SLOTSHAPESFORCONTROLLINGA TURBULENT
BOUNDARYLAYER_Kenneth Pierpoint_ June 1947
Tests were madeon three types of boundary layer-control suction
slots to determine the effects of quantity of air removed_inlet
geometry_ and slot internal geometry on the effectiveness of the
slot. The tests were conducted on the side wall of a two-
dimensional diffuser where the turbulent boundary layer has a shape
parameter of 1.8 and a displacement thickness of 0.85 inches_
= 25 000Re_ _ .
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It was found that:
The characteristics of the boundary layer downstreanfof the slot
are determined only by the quantity of air removedprovided the
slot has rounded edges.
Nearly maximumeffectiveness is obtained when the rate of air flow
through the slot is equal to the air flow which would pass at
free stream velocity through an area equal to the displacement
thickness times the span.
Total pressure loss through the slot may be appreciably reduced
by rounding the inlet edges_ inclining the slot and slightly
diverging the walls. Slot width is also important in slot effec-
tiveness.
TESTSOFTHENACA641A212AIRFOIL SECTIONWITHA SLAT_A DOUBLE
SLOTTEDFLAP_ANDA BOUNDARY-LAYERCONTROLBY SUCTION_John H.
Quinn_ Jr._ May 1947
An investigation has been conducted of the NACA641A212airfoil
section equipped with a leading-edge slat_ a double slotted flap_
and a boundary-layer-control suction slot at 0.40 chord to
determine the maximumlift coefficients attainable with these
high-lift devices alone and in conjunction with one another. The
tests were madeover a range of RN from 1.0xl06 to 6.0x106. The
effects of boundary-layer suction on the maximumlift coefficient
were determined for a range of flow coefficient CQfrom 0 to 0.03_
where the flow coefficient is defined as the ratio of the quantity
rate of air flow through the suction slot to the product of the
wing area an_ free-stream velocity. Atmospheric pressure was
used.
Results
i. The maximum lift coefficient and the minimum drag coefficient
increased as the suction slot was moved toward the leading edge.
Plain Airfoil Characteristics (RN = 1.0xl06)
i. Maximum lift coefficient increased steadily as flow coeffi-
cient increased.
2. The minimum profile drag coefficient decreased as flow coeffi-
cient increased.
3. An appreciable decrease in CDmin was obtained by increasing the
RN from l.OxlO 6 to 3.0El06.
4. Leading edge roughness gave large increase to C D.
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Airfoil with Slot Extended
i. The maximum lift coefficient increased rather slowly as the
slot was moved forward of the airfoil leading edge until a maxi-
mum value was reached.
2. With the leading-edge slot in its optimum position_ increasing
the flow coefficient from 0 to 0.030 increased the CLmax from 1.86
to 2.46 at a RN = 3.0x106.
3. Increasing the RN decreased the maximum CL attainable with
leading-edge slot.
Airfoil with Double Slotted Flap
i. Increasing the flow coefficient from 0 to 0.030 with the double
slotted flap increased CLmax from 2.82 to 3.12.
2. Increasing RN increased CLmax.
The leading-edge slot and double slotted flap combined produced a
CLmax of 3.86 for a 0.03 flow coefficient while only 3.30 for a
flow coefficient of 0.
For all combinations of high-lift devices tested_ the decrease in
CLmax produced by roughness at RN = 6.0xlO 6 and a flow coefficient
of 0.025 was less than that caused by roughness on the corresponding
configuration without boundary layer control.
TN 1296 WIND TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF SURFACE-COVERING
DISTORTION ON THE CHARACTERISTICS OF A FLAP HAVING UNDISTORTED
CONTOUR MAINTAINED FOR VARIOUS DISTANCES AHEAD OF THE TRAILING
EDGE_ Thomas A. Toll_ M. J. Queijo and Jack Brewer_ May 1947
Wind tunnel tests were made on a modified 651-012 airfoil having a
30-percent airfoil-chord flap with contours simulating various
distorted surface-covering shapes to determine the practicability
of reducing the effects of distortion by maintaining the undis-
torted contour over a small part of the flap chord near the
trailing edge. The tests were carried out at Mach numbers of from
0.2 to 0.4 with corresponding Reynolds numbers of from 2_845_000
to 5_380_000. The effects of transition location and of flap gap
were also investigated.
It was found that:
The effects of surface-covering distortion on lift characteristics
are small when compared to the effects of distortion on hinge-
moment characteristics.
Approximately 75 percent of the effects of distortion on stick
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forces can be eliminated by maintaining the undistorted flap
contour over the rear 20%of the flap chord.
Whenthe flap has been thickened by distortio% opening the gap
at the flap nose or placing transition strips near the airfoil
leading edge generally causes the variations of hinge-momentco_
efficient with angle of attack and with flap deflection to become
less negative. Opening the gap generally has the opposite effect
if distortion consists of a decrease in flap thickness.
The effect of varying the Machnumberover the range0.2! Moo< 0.4
on the hinge momentcharacteristics is very small_ provided the
undistorted contour is maintained over the rear 20%of the flap
chord.
EFFECTSOFMACHNUMBERANDREYNOLDSNUMBERONTHEMAXIMUMLIFT
COEFFICIENTOFA WINGOFNACA230-SERIESAIRFOILSECTIONS_
G. Chester Furlong and JamesE. Fitzpatrick_ May 1947
The effects of Machnumberand Reynolds numberon the maximumlift
coefficient of a wing of NACA230-series airfoil sections are
presented. The ranges of Machnumberfor the wind-tunnel tests
were from 0.i0 to 0.35 and from 0.08 to 0.27; the corresponding
Reynolds numberranges were from i_530_000 to 4_530_000and from
2_450,000 to 7_880_000_respectively. The wing was tested with
full-span and partial-span flaps deflected 60° and without flaps.
Leading-edge roughness tests were made. Somechordwise pressure-
distribution measurementswere made for all flap configurations of
the model.
Results
i. The peak values of maximum CL are determined by a critical Mach
number which is attained by relatively low free-stream Mach
numbers (0.2 for the flaps-deflected configurations and 0.25 to
0.30 for the flaps-retracted configurations).
2. The values of maximum lift coefficient are increased when the
Reynolds number is increased but the critical pressure coefficient
(Mcr) to be reached at lower free-stream Mach numbers.
3. After the critical pressure coefficient has been reached_ the
value of CLmax is appreciably reduced by further increases in Mach
numbers and there is an indication that the effect of Reynolds
number on the maximum lift becomes markedly reduced.
4. The value of CLmax before the critical pressure coefficient is
reached is almost entirely dependent on Reynolds number_ but Mach
number effect should not be forgotten.
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TN 1304 WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF THE BOUNDARY LAYER AND WAKE AND THEIR
RELATION TO AIRFOIL CHARACTERISTICS - NACA 651-012 AIRFOIL WITH A
TRUE CONTOUR FLAP AND A BEVELED-TRAILING-EDGE FLAP_ Robert A.
Mendelsohn_ June 1947
An NACA 651-012 airfoil was tested which had a true contour flap
and a beveled-trailing-edge flap to determine lift_ drag_ hinge
moment_ boundary layer_ and wake characteristics. Lift and hinge-
moment data were presented for various angles of attack and flap
angles_ and a limited amount of drag and pressure-distribution
data was given. Measured velocity static-pressure profiles at
various positions on the airfoil and behind the trailing edge were
presented. Theoretical boundary-layer parameters_ computed from
measured pressure distributions_ were compared with the values
determined from velocity profiles.
For boundary-layer_ wake_ and static pressure tests;
dynamic pressure = 24.9 psf_ V = 99 mph_ RN = 3.60xi06
For hinge moment_ drag_ and lift tests;
dynamic pressure = 39.7 psf_ V = 125 mph_ RN = 4.64xi06
Tunnel corrections were applied only to the angle-of-attack_
hinge-moment_ lift_ and drag data.
Results
i. The static-pressure gradient through the boundary layer may be
large in regions where the airfoil has a small radius of curvature.
2. A static-pressure rise at the vertical position of minimum
wake velocity for some section just behind the trailing edge was
shown to exist.
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3. For increase in angle of attack and flap deflection_ the pres-
sure rise behind the trailing edgewas shownto increase.
4. Methods for more accurately predicting the boundary layer in
the region near the trailing edge appear to be necessary before
satisfactory estimations of hinge momentsfrom calculated boundary
layers may be made.
5. In equations which relate the profile drag to the measured
boundary-layer or wake characteristics near the trailing edge the
static pressure gradient should be taken into account.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTOFWING-TIPFUELTANKSON
CHARACTERISTICSOFUNSWEPTWINGSIN STEADYROLL_Harry E. Murray
and Evalyn G. Wells_ June 1947
The investigation included the determination of damping in roll_
aileron effectiveness_ and lateral maneuverability of a tapered
and of a rectangular wing. Twotank sizes and two tank locations_
which were believed to be representative of tank installations
used in 1947. The tanks were attached to the wings in the out
and the downlocations.
dynamic pressure = 64.3 psf
Reynolds number 940_000- rectangular wing;
I_000_000 tapered wing
No jet-boundary corrections were applied to the data_ however_
corrections were estimated for both the rolling momentand the
angle of attack.
Results
For all tanks an approximately linear variation of rolling-moment
coefficient with pb/2V was seen.
Effect of Wing-Tip Fuel Tanks on the Damping Moment
i. The effect of tanks on coefficient of damping in rolling in-
creases with the size of the tanks and is greater for the tank out
position.
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2. The large tanks in the out location increase the coefficient of
damping in rolling about 44 percent at small angles of attack.
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It was found that (_-_) due to aileron deflection generally in-
creased with the addition of tanks; for large tanks the increase
was about 16 percent.
If motion is held to rolling and transient effects are neglected
then the maneuverability decreased with increasing tank size be-
cause the damping in roll increased faster with tank size than
does the aileron effectiveness.
Generally the effect of the tanks increased with tank size and was
generally greater for tanks mounted out on the tips than for tanks
under.
EFFECT OF HORIZONTAL-TAIL POSITION ON THE HINGE MOMENTS OF AN
UNBALANCED RUDDER IN ATTITUDES SIMULATING SPIN CONDITIONS_ Ralph
W. Ston% Jr._ and Sanger M. Burk_ Jr._ June 1947
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Hinge moment measurements were made on an unbalanced rudder of a
rectangular vertical tail for six positions of the horizontal
tail. The hinge moment measurements were supplemented by lift
tests to determine the airflow about the vertical tail. The
results were based on the rudder-pedal forces.
Tail Positions
I ]I ]]I
low-forward low-outer low- rearward
high-forward high-center high- rearward
The elevator and rudder chords were 33.3 percent chord of airfoil
chord.
The elevator and rudder had no aerodynamic balanc% but the rudder
was mass balanced so that no moment would be exerted on the strain
gage due to rudder weight.
dynamic pressure = 2.66 psf
angle of attack range 0 ° - 90 °
yaw range 30 ° - -30 °
No tunnel corrections because of large tunnel and small models.
Rudder Hinge Moments
i. In general_ the high forward positions of the horizontal tail
(IV) led to the highest values of rudder hinge-moment coefficient_
whereas the low rearward position (III) led to the lowest values.
BC h
2. The slope _8--_-- rudder deflection was not greatly affected by
angle
the installation of the horizontal tail on the vertical tail or by
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the various positions of the horizontal tail at low and moderate
angles of attack but decreased negatively an appreciable amount at
high angles of attack (60° and 80°) which simulate the conditions
for very flat spins.
3. The direct effect of shielding of the rudder by the horizontal
tail in the normal spinning range of angle of attack is to change
the values _Ch/_ _ where _ is the yaw angle.
For planes in the light airplane category it was found that for
any deflections the rudder-pedal forces did not exceed 140 pounds
and therefore should be well within the capabilities of the pilot.
For heavier airplanes the rudder may require some form of balance.
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF SPLIT TRAILING-EDGE LIFT AND TRIM
FLAPS ON A TAPERED WING WITH 23 ° SWEEPBACK_ William Letko and
David Feigenbaum_ July 1947
Force tests were run and pressure distributions measured in a wind-
tunnel investigation to determine the effects of the size and
hinge location of lift and trim flaps on the lift and pitching-
moment characteristics of a semispan tapered wing with a quarter-
chord sweepback of 23° . The flaps tested were split flaps with
chords of i0_ 20_ 30_ and 40% chord. The spans of the lift flaps
were 20_ 40_ 60_ and 80% and full span. The trim tab spans were i0_
20_ 40_ and 60% of wing span.
It was found that the maximum lift coefficient of the wing may be
increased by about 0.5 without changing the pitching moment about
the aerodynamic center by the use of split trailing-edge lift and
trim flaps.
Certain lift-flap configurations were self trimming (i.e. lift
flaps that produced no increment in pitching moment a_o_t the
aerodynamic center)_ and with some of these configurations the
maximum lift coefficient of the wing might be increased by 0.4.
Also increments in maximum lift coefficient of the order 0.5 might
be obtained by the use of trim flaps. The wing had greater static
longitudinal stability with the flaps deflected_ especially for
larger flaps.
The chord of the trim flaps used had a negligible effect on the
net lift coefficients attainable_ although the use of a large-
chord trim flap meant that a smaller span was required. Using
a trim flap with the hinge axis moved back to the trailing-edge
allowed slightly greater lift increments to be obtained.
The increment in trimmed lift coefficient produced by the lift
flap increased with flap chord at a flap span of about 50% of the
wing span.
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Moving the hinge axis of the lift flaps forward increased the
lift-coefficient increment attainable at a i0o angle of attack
with self trin_ning flaps_ however_ the greatest increment in
maximumlift coefficient attainable with the self-trimming lift
flaps occurred when the flaps were hinged about the 70%chord
line.
THEORETICALNDEXPERIMENTALDATAFORA NUMBEROFNACA6A-SERIES
AIRFOILSECTlONST"LaurenceK. Loftin 7 Jr._ (Supersededby Report
903)7 July 1947
The NACA6A-series airfoil sections were designed to eliminate
the trailing edge cusp which is characteristic of the NACA6-series
basic thickness forms having the position of minimumpressure at
307 407 and 50 percent chord with thickness ratios varying from
6 percent to 15 percent. Also present are data for a meanline
designed to maintain straight sides on the camberedsections.
The 6-series airfoils have a very thin trailing-edge portion which
leads to structural design difficulty. To overcomethe difficul-
ties the trailing-edge cusp was removedand the sides of the air-
foil sections were madestraight from approximately 80 percent
chord to the trailing edge.
The 7 models tested in the wind tunnel were:
NACA63A010
NACA63A210
NACA64A010
NACA64A2107NACA641A212_ NACA642A215
NACA64A410
Lift_ drags and quarter-chord pitching-moment coefficients were
found at Reynoldsnumbersof 3xi067 6x106_ and 9x106. Measurements
were madewith roughness applied at Reynolds number = 6xlO6. A
split flap test was madeat Reynolds number= 6x106.
Results
i. The section minimum drag and maximum lift are approximately
the same for both series.
2. The lift-curve slopes of smooth NACA 6A-series airfoil sec-
tions appear to be essentially independent of airfoil thickness
ratio 7 contrasting the trend of the 6-series sections. Leading
edge roughness causes the lift-curve slope to decrease with in-
creasing airfoil thickness ratio for 6A-series sections.
3. The section angles of zero lift of NACA 6A-series airfoil sec-
tions are slightly more negative than those of comparable 6-series
sections.
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4. The section i/4-chord pitching momentcoefficients of NACA6A-
series airfoil sections are slightly more negative than those of
comparable 6-series sections. The position of the aerodynamic
center is essentially independent of airfoil thickness ratio for
6A-series sections.
EFFECTOFGEOMETRICDIHEDRALONTHEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICS
OFTWOISOLATEDVEE-TAILSURFACES_Robert O. Schad% July 1947
Force tests of two-isolated vee-tail surfaces with various amounts
of dihedral were made to provide an experimental verification of a
simplified vee-tail theory and the results presented were found
to be in good agreementwith calculations of NACAACRNo. L5A03.
The tails had aspect ratios of 3.70 (taper ratio = 0.39) and
5.55 (taper ratio = 0.56) and were tested with dihedral angles
of 0° to 50° and 0° to 59o_ respectively.
In general_ the agreement between the calculated data and the
experimental data was good except at high dihedral angles where
interference between the two panels of the vee-tail occurs. The
data also showedthat at high dihedral angles_ the vee-tail is
more effective in pitch and less effective in sideslip than the
calculations indicate. Also lower measuredeffectiveness in side-
slip than the calculations indicates it is found at the high
dihedral angles.
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TN 1377 WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF UNSHIELDED HORN BALANCES ON A HORI-
ZONTAL TAlL SURFACE_ John G. Lowry and Stewart M. Crandall_ July
1947
A wind-tunnel investigation was conducted to determine the charac-
teristics of unshielded horn balances on the aerodynamic character-
istics of a 0.5-scale model of the left horizontal tail surface of
a torpedo bomber (gross wt - 12_910 Ibs_ 490 ft2 wing; 111.5 ft2
hor. tail). Control characteristics for the airplane were esti-
mated from the wind-tunnel data and compared with flight data.
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The variation of hinge-momentcoefficient with angle of attack
and with elevator deflection caused by a change in the siz% of
the unshielded horn was approximately a linear function of the
ratio of horn area momentto elevator area moment. The lift
parameters were not affected appreciably by changes in the size
of the horn or by the surface modifications introduced.
Very close agreement between the control-force characteristics of
the airplane as determined from flight data and characteristics
estimated from wind-tunnel data was obtained when the airplane
surface irregularities were simulated on the model.
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TN 1386 WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF DROOPED AILERONS ON A 16-PERCENT-
THICK LOW-DRAG AIRFOIL_ Ralph W. Holtzclaw and Jules B. Dods_ Jr._
August 1947
A wind-tunnel investigation was conducted to determine the prac-
ticability of the drooped-aileron-type lateral-control device on
NACA low-drag airfoils. Section aerodynamic characteristics of an
NACA 66(215)-216(a=.6) airfoil with an aileron normal profile and
with an aileron of straight-sided profile with a modified nose
shape were presented for various aileron locations_ hinge centers_
and aerodynamic balances.
Two 0.25-chord ailerons were tested_ one of normal profil% and
one of straight-sided profile with a modified nose shape. Various
amounts of aerodynamic balance and several drooped positions were
investigated. The results were applied to the estimation of
lateral-control characteristics of three hypothetical airplanes of
widely different sizes.
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The c__ c__ c were corrected for tunnel effects but no correctionscI m
were applied for hinge moments.
dynamic pressure = 50 psf
Reynolds number = 5. ixl06
Mach number = 0.19
Results
i. Drooped ailerons can be applied to airplanes as a satisfactory
lateral-control devic% as shown by calculations of the lateral-
control characteristics of three airplanes of span ranging from
45 feet to 141 feet.
2. The adverse yaw due to full aileron deflection would not be so
great as to produce excessive angles of sideslip (rudder locked)_
or so great as to render the rudder incapable of trin_ning the air-
plane to zero sideslip.
3. The profile of the drooped aileron of the type tested is criti-
cal as evidenced by the nonlinear hinge-moment characteristics of
the normal-profile aileron.
4. The effectiveness of the drooped aileron is seriously reduced
when the aileron is positioned for minimum drag rather than maxi-
mum lift.
TN 1395 WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF THE NACA 654-421 AIRFOIL SECTION WITH
A DOUBLE SLOTTED FLAP AND BOUNDARY-LAYER CONTROL BY SUCTION_ John
H. Quin% Jr._ July 1947
An investigation was conducted of the NACA 654-421 airfoil section
with a boundary layer control slot at 0.45 airfoil chord and a
0.32-airfoil-chord double slotted flap.
Generally_ between Reynolds numbers of 1.0xlO 6 and 2o2xi06 and
over a range of the flow coefficient from 0 to 0.3_ increasing the
Reynolds number tended to increase the maximum lift coefficient
below a flow coefficient of 0.015 and tended to decrease the maximum
lift coefficient (CLmax) between flow coefficients of 0.015 and
0.030. Greater increases in the CLmax were obtained through
boundary-layer control with the flap retracted than with the flap
deflected and with the airfoil in the smooth condition than with
the airfoil in the rough condition, in the smooth condition at a
Reynolds number of 2.2xi06_ increasing the flow coefficient from 0
to 0.015 increased the CLmax from 1.22 to 2.44 with the flap re-
tracted and from 3.07 to 3.81 with the flap deflected. Little
increase in CLmax for the airfoil with flap deflected was found
between flow coefficients of 0.015 and 0.030.
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With the flap retracted_ increasing the flow coefficient decreased
the minimumsection drag coefficient and maintained low drag co-
efficients to high CL'S. The drag coefficients equivalent to the
boundary-layer-control power were greater than the reduction ob-
tained_ at least over the range of CL for which the drag was
measuredwithout boundary-layer-control.
A COMPARISONF£LIGHT-TESTRESULTSONA SCOUT-BOMBERAI PLANE
WITH4.7° ANDWITHi0 ° GEOMETRICDIHEDRALIN THEWINGOUTER
PANELS_Charles M. Forsyth and William E. Gray_ Jr._ August 1947
A flight investigation of a scout-bomber airplane with 4.7o and
i0o geometric dihedral in the wing outer panels has been conducted
in order to obtain flight-test results pertaining to the upper
limit of the wing-dihedral angle for satisfactory handling quali-
ties. Satisfactory handling qualities is defined as the rolling
momentdue to sideslip shall never be so great that a reversal
of rolling velocity due to aileron yaw occurs during rudder fixed
aileron rolls and that the control-free lateral oscillations shall
dampto 1/2 amplitude in 2 cycles•
The airplane tested was a two-plac% midwing_ single-engine scout-
bomber.
Comparable test results for both dihedral configurations were
presented of data taken from steady sideslips_ rudder-fixed
aileron rolls_ rudder kicks_ control-free lateral oscillations and
rapid 180° turns.
Results
i. For the same airspeed and aileron deflection the maximum value
of rolling velocity was slightly less for i0° dihedral than 4.7 ° .
2. The rolling velocity decreased more rapidly for the plane with
i0o dihedral.
3. Rolling velocity for i0° dihedral plane approached zero but
never reached it for low-speed rolls.
4. The effective dihedral was calculated from this formula:
2 _CL _pb _ = sideslip angle
( _ (_vV _(_6a_ b = span(57
•3) _p_ _ _._ " V = time airspeed
_T where 6a = total aileron
Fef f = bC L deflection
_-_/ r F = dihedral < of
isolated wing
p = rolling velocity
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The flight and wind-tunnel values of the variation of measured
effective dihedral with theoretical effective dihedral showed fair
agreement.
5. The rudder kicks with i0° geometric dihedral showed the largest
variation of rolling velocity with rudder deflection.
6. For the plane with 4.7 ° geometric dihedral the number of
cycles for the oscillations to damp to 1/2 amplitude was slightly
less with a i0o dihedral.
7. With both dihedral configurations_ the airplane possessed
positive stick-fixed effective dihedral in all conditions tested.
8. As far as meeting the required specifications_ the i0° dihedral
is acceptable_ but a slight increase in geometric dihedral above
the i0 ° might cause a reversal of rolling velocity in rudder-fixed
aileron rolls.
EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED CHARACTERISTICS OF THREE WINGS OF NACA
64-210 AND 65-210 AIRFOIL SECTIONS WITH AND WITHOUT 2° WASHOUT_
James C. Sivells_ August 1947
The report studied experimentally and analytically the characteris-
tics of the 64-210 and 65-210 airfoils. The parameters studied
(section and washout) affected only CL_ zero-lift angl% and stall.
RN = 4.4xI06_ M = 0.17_ Tunnel Pressurized to 34 psi
Effect of Section
64-210 had 10% larger CLmax but lower (CL/C_max than 65-210.
Stall of 64-210 began farther inboard and was more sudden_ but
64-210 exhibited less tip stall.
Effect of Washout (Wing-Twist about .25c Line)
Addition of 2° washout increased _CL= 0 slightly but had little
effect on stall except moving it slightly inboard. Larger angles
of washout are necessary for significant changes in stall.
INVESTIGATION OF THE AILERON AND TAB OF A SPRING-TAB LATERAL-
CONTROL SYSTEM IN THE LANGLEY 19-FOOT PRESSURE TUNNEL_ Owen J.
Deters and Robert T. Russell_ September 1947
Tests of a partial-span model of a large bomber-type airplane were
conducted to provide data on the aerodynamic characteristics of the
aileron-tab arrangement and of the wing. The aileron-tab arrange-
ment included a 20-percent constant percentage-chord aileron having
a 54-percent internally sealed aerodynamic balance and a constant-
chord tab of approximately 26-percent of the average aileron chord
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over the span of the tab. Tests were madeto determine the roiling-
moment_yawing-moment_and hinge-momentcharacteristics of the
aileron and tab and the effect of midchord wing slots on the char-
acteristics of the wing and aileron and tab.
The airfoil sections were the NACA63(420)-422 at the root_ and at
the tip the NACA63(420)-517. The wing model had a 2° dihedral
and 2° aerodynamic washout.
dynamic pressure = 105 psf; RN= 8_900_000;MachNo. = 0.18
varied from -4° thru maximumlift; aileron deflection -24° - 17°;
tab deflection -20° _ 20° .
Tare corrections were made.
Results
i. The effect of opening the slots was as follows: At large
angles of attack the CL increased, the CD decreased for a given
CL_ and the pitching momentcurve slope becamemore negative.
At small _ the CL was reduced_ the CD for given CL was reduced
and slope of pitching momentcurve becameless negative.
2. With slots closed the stall enveloped the aileron before maxi-
mumlift was reached and progressed inboard for all flap configura-
tions.
3. Opening the slots caused rough and stalled flow over the
aileron at low angles of attack_ but at high angles of attack the
flow over the aileron was considerably improved over that with
slots closed.
4. At high angles of attack the aileron had a large tendency to
float upward.
5. With flaps deflected_ the ailerons produced a slightly smaller
adverse yawing-momentcoefficient_ an increase in rolling-moment
coefficient at negative deflections_ and a decrease at positive
deflections.
6. The effect of opening the slot was to impair the hinge-moment
characteristics at low angles of attack and to reduce the negative
aileron hinge_momentcoefficients at a given angle of attack.
7. At small positive aileron deflections_ the tab was stalled
at negative tab deflections in excess of I0° at low angles of
attack and at negative tab deflections in excess of 15° at high
angles of attack.
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INVESTIGATIONOFNACA65(112)AIII (APPROX.)AIRFOILWITH0.35-
CHORDSLOTTEDFLAPAT REYNOLDSNUMBERSUPTO 25 MILLION_S. F.
Racisz_ October 1947
An investigation of thin airfoil with high lift flap at high
Reynolds number to simulate conditions of modern high speed
commercial craft was madeto determine the highest maximumlift
configurations (idea configurations).
Conclusions
Increasing Reynolds number (RN) from 2.4xi06 to 9.0xlO6 decreased
flap angle for (CL)max from 45° to 35° or 40° (both give samevalue).
Increasing RNmovedoptimum flap position slightly up and back.
Increasing RNaffects CLmaxand flap position very slightly_ but
CLmaxis very sensitive to flap position. Increasing RN delays
stall to a higher angle of attack. Lift coefficient increases
with RN to 18.0x10 6 then falls off with flap retracted. With
flap extended_ peak is at 13.0x106.
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF AN NACA 0009 AIRFOIL WITH 0.25- AND
0.50-AIRFOIL-CHORD PLAIN FLAPS TESTED INDEPENDENTLY AND IN COM-
BINATION_ M. Leroy Spearman_ March 1948
Tests were made to determine aerodynamic characteristics. The
model had a 2' chord and 4' span. The two flaps tested had nose
gaps of 0.005c in width. Flap hinge moments were measured by
electrical strain gages. Hinge moment and lift were the two
important parameters.
dynamic pressure = 13 psf
velocity = 71 mph
RN(eff ) = 2.58xi06
The model completely spanned the test section.
All tests were made through an angle-of-attack range from zero to
negative stall and from zero to positive stall.
An experimentally determined tunnel correction was applied to the
lift.
Results
i. The lift curves are fairly linear through 6 of 20° for the
0.25c flap and 15 ° for the 0.5c flap.
2. Airfoil stall is accompanied by a rapid increase in hinge-
moment coefficient. Airflow separation over the flaps causes the
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hinge-momentcurves to becomenon-linear and sometimes to reverse
slop e.
3. Sealing the gaps provided a negative increase in _Ch/_ and
_Ch/D6for both flaps.
4. Whenboth flaps were used together the lift-effectiveness
parameter _/J_6. for each flap was less for the flaps independent-
ly because of a CL decreased due to a reduction in rigidity.
5. For either flap the hinge momentcaused by deflection_ _Ch/_6
is slightly less when the flaps are used in combination than _en
used independently.
6. Theoretical calculations were in close agreementwith experi-
mental results.
n
1°6"
1,2"
0.8-
0,4"
O_
- 0.4
-0.8"
0.5c, _=10 °
_0.25c. 6=10 °
Gaps Sealed
-16 - 8 0 8 1 6 24
o<
TN 1545 WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF SEVEN THIN NACA AIRFOIL SECTIONS TO
DETERMINE OPTIMUM DOUBLE-SLOTTED-FLAP CONFIGURATIONS_ Jones Cahill
and Stanley F. Racisz_ April 1948
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The purpose of this experiment was to determine the optimum double-
slotted-flap configuration for the seven airfoils tested: NACA
63-210_ 64-208_ 64-210_ 641-212_ 65-210_ 66-210_ and 1410. The
airfoils were equipped with a 25%chord main flap and a 7.5% chord
fore flap. The 66-210 and 64-208 airfoil sections were also tested
with a 10%chord and a 5.6% chord fore flap_ respectively. Lift
measurementswere madeat a Reynolds numberof 2.4xi06 and up to
9.0x106. The section pitching-moment characteristics and the effect
of leading edge roughness on the lift characteristics were measured
for each of the airfoil sections at a Reynolds numberof 6.0xi06
for a double-slotted-flap position close to the ideal which also
allowed the double slotted flap to be retracted as a unit into the
wing contour (optimum). The maximumfreestream Machnumberattained
during any of these tests was less than 0.18.
Results
i. The optimum fore-flap positions for these airfoils were gen-
erally about i percent chord forward and 2 percent chord below
the slot lip.
2. For the airfoil section with either a split or double slotted
flap_ the maximumsection lift coefficient decreased as the posi-
tion of minimumpressure was moved to the rear and as the airfoil
thickness was decreased to 8%chord.
3. In all cases_ the maximumsection lift coefficient increased
appreciably as Reynolds numberwas increased from 2.4xi06 to
6.0xi06_ but decreased slightly or remained constant for a further
increase in Reynolds number.
4. Increasing the fore flap chord provided increases in the maxi-
mumsection lift coefficient of the 64-208 and 66-210 sections
with double slotted flaps.
5. The ratio of increment of section pitching momentcoefficient
to increment of section lift coefficient at a section angle of
A%
attack of 0°_ (A--_--)= 0°_ based on the total chord of the airfoil
_v L o
with the double slotted flap extended was approximately the same
as that obtained for the airfoil with the split flap.
6. An unstable pitching-moment break is encountered at the stall
for each of the airfoils when equipped with the double slotted
flaps and seems to be peculiar to double slotted flaps.
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF THE BOUNDARY LAYER ON AN NACA 0009
AIRFOIL HAVING 0.25- AND 0.50-AIRFOIL CHORD PLAIN SEALED FLAPS_
Jack D. Brewer and Josephine F. Polhamus_ April 1948
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The tests were madeto define as thoroughly as possible the char-
acteristics of two of the configurations used in a comprehensive
investigation of control-surface characteristics and also to pro-
vide additional data for comparison with previous boundary-layer
analyses. The model had a 2 foot chord and completely spanned the
test section. Boundary-layer profil_s were measuredby two
pressure mice (one on upper surfacej one on lower surface).
dynamic pressure = 16.2 psf_ V = 79.6 mph
test RN= 1.49xI06_ turbulence factor = 1.93
The flaps were tested as only one flap existed at a time. Tunnel
corrections were applied for the angle of attack. A correction
for the effective center location was applied to the mice-tube
heights.
Conversion to profiles based on the free-stream velocity was
obtained by multiplying the given velocity ratio by the factor K
P-P
or K = (I-P) ½ where p = o
where K = u/u ° qo
Many graphs were sketched showing the velocity distributions. No
major results were given since obtaining the data was the chief
objective in this report.
INVESTIGATION IN THE LANGLEY 19-FOOT PRESSURE TUNNEL OF TWO WINGS
OF NACA 65-210 AIRFOIL SECTIONS WITH VARIOUS TYPE FLAPS_ James
C. Sivells and Stanley H. Spooner (Superseded by Report 942)_
May 1948
The purpose was to determine the maximum lift and stalling char-
acteristics of two thin wings equipped with several type flaps.
Both wings had zero sweep_ an aspect ratio of 9_ and a ratio of
root to tip chord of 2.5. The results are as follows:
i. At a Reynolds number of 4_400_400 maximum lift coefficients
of 2.48 and'2.76_ respectively_ were obtained with NACA 65-210
and 64-210 wing with full span double slotted flaps. These values
are approximately 205 percent of the flap neutral values of 1.21
and 1.35 for the respective wings.
2. Addition of the fuselage or the leading-edge roughness caused
reductions of 0.i to 0.3 in the maximum lift coefficients of the
wings.
3. Increases in maximum lift coefficient was found with increases
in Reynolds numbers below 4_400_000. Above this valu% the test Mach
number was high enough so that the effects of compressibility
appeared to be a contributing factor in causing maximum lift co-
efficients to increase less rapidly or to decrease with increasing
Reynolds number.
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4. The stall of the NACA64-210 wing was somewhatmore abrupt
but slightly farther inboard than that of the NACA65-210 wing.
The fuselage caused the stall to begin inboard near the wing-
fuselage junction.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFEFFECTSOFFORWARDMOVEMENTSOF
TRANSITIONONSECTIONCHARACTERISTICSOFA LOW-DRAGAIRFOILWITHA
0.24-CHORDSEALEDPLAINAILERON_Stanley F. Racisz and Jones F.
Cahill_ May 1948
An investigation was conducted to determine the effects of forward
movementsof transition on the section characteristics of a 12%
thick low-drag airfoil section with a 0.24-chord sealed plain
aileron. Tests were conducted at a Reynolds numberof 14x106 and
the transition was alternately at the leading edge and at 30%
chord.
With the transition at either leading edge or at 30%chord_ it
was found that the aileron effectiveness decreased. The negative
rate of changeof aileron section hinge-momentcoefficient with
section angle of attack and with aileron deflection decreased; the
absolute value of the aileron section hinge-momentparameter relat-
ing hinge momentin steady roll to aileron deflection and angle
of attack increased; and the rate of change of section lift coeffi-
cient with section angle of attack decreased by not more than 3%.
Shifting the transition from 50%chord to 30%generally caused
larger changes in the aileron characteristics than those caused
by shifting the transition from 30%to the leading edge.
Leading-edge roughness decreased the maximumsection lift coeffi-
cient by about 0.3; whereas roughness at 0.30 chord had no signifi-
cant effect on the maximumsection lift coefficient throughout most
of the range of aileron deflection tested.
INVESTIGATIONOFANAPPROXIMATELY0.178-CHORD-THICKNACA6-SERIES-
TYPEAIRFOILSECTIONEQUIPPEDWITHSEALEDINTERNALLYBALANCED0.20-
CHORDAILERONSANDWITHA 0.05-CHORDTAB_Fioravante Visconti_
May 1948
An investigation was madeon an approximately 0.178-chord-thick
NACA6-series-airfoil section equipped with 0.20-chord ailerons
and with a 0.05-chord tab. The results show that increasing the
true-contour aileron profile thickness to form a straight-sided
aileron would cause: i) no real effects on the aileron section
effectiveness_ 2) a positive increase in the rate of change of
aileron section hinge-momentcoefficient with both section angle
of attack and aileron deflection_ 3) little changeat low aileron
deflection and a decrease at high aileron deflection of the hinge
moment_4) a slight decrease in change of lift coefficient with
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angle of attack_ and 5) little effect on the maximum C L and C D
through the low-drag range for neutral aileron.
Increasing the true-contour aileron sealed internal-balance chord
from 0 up to 5]% of aileron chord did not cause the rate of change
of aileron section hinge-moments with aileron deflection to become
positive and would have a relatively smaller effect on the rate of
change of aileron section hinge moments with section angle of
attack.
The effectiveness of the tab in reducing the aileron section hinge
moments was large at low angles of attack and lower aileron deflec-
tions but decreased appreciably at high aileron deflections. At
the higher angles of attack the tab effectiveness varied incon-
sistently with aileron deflection.
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A NUMBER OF MODIFIED NACA FOUR-DIGIT-
SERIES AIRFOIL SECTIONS_ Laurence K. Loftin_ Jr._ and Kenneth S.
Cohen_ June 1948
Theoretical pressure distributions were calculated and the experi-
mental aerodynamic characteristics determined at low speeds for
some NACA four-digit-series airfoil sections modified for high-
speed applications. The studies were made at Reynolds numbers
(Re) of 3xi06_ 6xi06_ and 9xlO 6. Flap effectiveness was tested
at Re = 6x106.
The maximum lift characteristics of the airfoil sections having
normal size leading-edge radii and a maximum thickness of 12%
chord located at 40% chord very closely approximated by those of
NACA 64-series low-drag sections of corresponding thickness and
camber.
The CLmax'S of the 10% thick airfoils with one-quarter normal size
leading-edge radii and maximum thickness located at 40% and 50%
chord were about 35% lower than those of smooth NACA 64-series sec-
tions of corresponding thickness and camber. For airfoils equipped
with 20% chord split flaps deflected 60°_ the maximum lift of the
airfoils with one-quarter normal-size leading-edge radii more
nearly approached that of NACA 64-series airfoils. Roughness had
no appreciable effect upon the maximum lift of these airfoils.
The CDmin'S of the airfoils with maximum thickness at 40% chord
and normal-size leading-edge radii were higher than those of the
corresponding NACA 64-series sections. Reducing the leading-edge
radius to one-quarter normal size and moving the position of
maximum thickness to 40 and 50% chord caused the minimum drag
coefficients to be reduced to values about the same as those for
corresponding NACA 64- and 66-series sections_ respectively.
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Increases in the trailing-edge angle resulting from rearward
movement of the position of maximum thickness caused sharp de-
creases in the lift-curve slope and pronounced forward movements
of the aerodynamic center.
EFFECTS OF NACELLE POSITION ON WING-NACELLE INTERFERENCE_ Charles
H. McLellan and John I. Cangelosi
The interference effects between an airfoil of high critical speed
with no sweepback and a nacelle of high critical speed mounted in
various positions with respect to the wing were investigated at
Mach numbers up to 0.7 and an angle of attack up to 2.5 °. An NACA
65-210 airfoil section was used.
The problem of obtaining a wing-nacelle combination which has good
high speed characteristics is greatly simplified by the adoption
of components which_ by themselves 3 have good high speed character-
istics.
The low nacelle position with the nose of the nacelle 0.66 chord
ahead of the wing leading edge_ with the upper surface of the wing
tangent to the top of the nacelle lin% and with the nacelle center
line parallel to the wing chord line gave a reasonable compromise
between loss of lift and late drag rise. Moving the nacelle for-
ward from the low position with the nacelle nose 0.66 chord ahead of
the wing leading edge had little effect on the drag but increased the
loss in lift. The nacelle in the most rearward position increased
the lift slightly.
The local high negative peak pressures which occurred on the upper
surface of the wing fillets for the low nacelle positions could
be removed at positive angles by drooping the leading edge of the
wing adjacent to the nacelle_ however_ the removal of these peaks
had no noticeable effect on the lift and drag characteristics and
usually caused peaks on the under surface at small negative _'s.
ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS OF BOUNDARY-LAYER CONTROL ON THE TAKE-OFF
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF A LIAISON-TYPE AIRPLANE_ Elmer A.
Horton and John H. Quinn_ Jr._ June 1948
An analysis was made of the take-off characteristics of liaison_
type aircraft with and without boundary-layer control capable of
carrying a payload of 1500 pounds and operating from small make-
shift runways.
The addition of boundary-layer control does not reduce the ab-
solute minimum total take-off distance which is obtained with a
low wing loading and a moderately low aspect ratio. The effec-
tiveness of boundary layer control in reducing the total take-off
distance for a given maximum speed improved with increasing
aspect ratio and_ for wing loadings of I0 pounds per square foot
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or more and an aspect ratio of I0 or more_ the addition of boundary
layer control (BLC) results in a decrease in the total take-off
distance.
For a given maximumspeed the ground run was reduced for all con-
figurations by the use of BLC. This reduction was negligible for
an aspect ratio of 5 but was from I0 to 30%for aspect ratios of
I0 to 15.
For a given maximumspeed_ the use of BLCresulted in a reduction
in stalling speed of 20 to 25%for all configurations. A reduction
in the weight of the BLCequipment would result in an appreciable
decrease in the total take-off and ground run distances but would
give a negligible decrease in stalling speed.
The optimumhorsepower loading for minimumtake-off distance was
found to approximately 8.5 to 9.0 poundsper horsepower for the
conventional and BLCairplanes_ respectively.
TWO-DIMENSIONALWIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFANNACA64-009 AIR-
FOIL EQUIPPEDWITHTWOTYPESOFLEADING-EDGEFLAP_F. F. Fullmer_
Jr._ June 1948
An investigation was madeto determine the effect of leading-edge
flaps on the CLmaxof an NACA64-009 airfoil and to comparethe
results with data obtained from previous tests of similarly shaped
flaps on an NACA641-012 airfoil (NACATNNo. 1277). The investi-
gation included tests of two lO-percent-chord leading-edge flaps_
one intended to slide forward along the upper surface and the other
hinged at the center of the airfoil leading-edge radius and deflect-
ing from the lower surface. The flaps were tested on the plain
airfoil and on the airfoil with a trailing-edge split flap deflected
60° .
Results
i. The leading-edge flap produces the greater part of the in-
creases in CLmaxand in _ for CLmaxby reducing the magnitude of
the pressure peaks and the adverse pressure gradient usually asso-
ciated with the flow conditions near maximumlift.
2. The increments in CLmaxand d° due to deflection of the lower-
surface leading-edge flap on the plain a_rfoil were not so large
as those obtained with the upper-surface leading-edge flap.
3. The addition of either leading-edge flap caused the pitching-
momentcoefficients to increase negatively with increasing lift
coefficient until the angle of attack was approximated high
enough for the flap to becomeeffective.
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4. The increments in pitching-moment coefficients which were
obtained from the addition of either of the leading-edge flaps
are relatively small in comparison with the increments resulting
from deflection of the conventional split trailing-edge flap.
5. The upper-surface leading-edge flap was equally as good_with
regard to the effect of surface roughness.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFBOUNDARY-LAYERCONTROLBY SUCTION
ONNACA655-424 AIRFOILWITHDOUBLESLOTTEDFLAP_Stanley F.
Racisz and John H. Quinn_ Jr._ June 1948
An investigation has been conducted at Reynolds numbers (RN) ranging
from l. OxlO6 to 6.0xlO6 in the Langley 2-D low-turbulence tunnels
to determine the effectiveness of boundary-layer control by suction
and of suction-slot location in increasing the maximumlift and
decreasing the drag of the NACA655-424 airfoil section equipped
with a double slotted flap. Tests were madeof the model with a
suction slot at 0.45c and a suction slot at 0.65c. Measurements
were madeto determine the section lift_ drag_ and internal pressure-
loss characteristics for flow coefficients ranging from 0 to 0.03 for
the airfoil with the flap extended and retracted_ with and without
leading-edge roughness.
The low maximumlift and high drag of thick airfoil sections are
caused primarily by separation of the turbulent boundary layer.
Results
i. The suction slot helped to maintain a linear variation of
section lift coefficient with section angle of attack for a more
extensive angle-of-attack range; thus_ the maximumsection CL is
increased.
2. The maximumsection lift coefficient of the airfoil in the smooth
condition at a RNof 6°0x106 was 1.4 with the flap retracted;
deflecting the flap increased the lift coefficient to 3.4_ and
boundary-layer control at 0.65c increased it to 4.2.
3. At the sameflow coefficient_ the increase in the maximum
section lift coefficient was about twice as much for the flap-
retracted configuration as that for the flap-deflected configura_
tion.
4. The maximumsection lift coefficients obtained by the use of
boundary-layer control at a RN= 6.0x106 with the flap deflected
were generally higher for the configuration with the suction slot
at 0.65c than that for 0.45c.
5. The maximumsection L/D ratio with flap retracted and leading-
edge roughness went from 30 to 74 at RN= 6.0x106 and that for the
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smoothmodel was increased from 116 to 160 by using a boundary-layer
control slot at 0.65 chord.
ESTIMATIONOFEFFECTIVENESSOFFLAP-TYPECONTROLSONSWEPTBACK
WINGS_John G. Lowry and Leslie E. Schneiter_ August 1948
An analysis was madeof the low-speed lift_ rolling_ and pitching
characteristics of. flap-type controls on a series of swept back
wings_ and methods are presented for estimating these character-
istics. The methods developed are essentially modifications of
the existing methods used in estimating the effectiveness of flap-
type controls on unswept wings. A model was tested essentially
unswept (6.3°) and at sweepangles of 30°_ 40o_ and 51.3° . Mach
Number= 0.12 and RNof about 1.55xi06 for 6.3° swept wing and
2.2xi0 6 for the 51.3° swept wing.
_CL rolling moment
Method i. - _6 - effectiveness = CL6
parameter
CL
= (_u KIK _6c°s2A
The subscript u indicates the value of CL/A_ for a wing of aspect
ratio 6.00 and taper ratio 0.5. K1 is the ratio of C_/A_ for the
aspect ratio of the "unswept" wing to the value of CL/A_ for
aspect ratio of 6.00 and taper of 0.5. K2 is the taper ratio
correction factor which is the ratio of the value of CL/A_ for
taper ratio of the "unswept" wing to the value of CL/A_ for taper
ratio of 0.5. _6 is the flap effectiveness parameter based on the
"unswept" flap chord ratio and A is the sweepof the wing leading
edge.
bC L CL 2
_ _ (6) _6 K3 cos A
The lift effectiveness parameter is _6 _6 u
The aspect-ratio correction factor is K 3 and is the ratio of the
slope of the lift curve CL_ of the "unswept" wing to the slope of
the lift curve for the wing of aspect ratio 6,
Method 2 was presented in reference 8.
The pitching moment effectiveness parameter CM6 may be calculated
by multiplying the experimental lift load at each spanwise station
(CL)(C/Cs) Cs 2
as computed by ACL = _ 57.3 C cos A _ where
CL(C/Cs)
is the spanwise loading factor calculated from reference I,
by the corresponding moment arm and Cs = wing root chord. The lift
and rolling can also be calculated.
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Thesemethods are limited to the range wherein lift has a linear
variation with both wing angle of attack and flap deflection.
EXPERIMENTALNDCALCULATEDCHARACTERISTICSOF SEVERALHIGH-
ASPECT-RATIOTAPEREDWINGSINCORPORATINGACA44-SERIES_230-
SERIES_ANDLOW-DRAG64-SERIESAIRFOIL SECTIONS_ThomasV. Bollech_
September1948
The lift_ drag_ and pitching-moment characteristics of several
unswept wings were determined by wind-tunnel tests and by calcula-
tions using the method of NACATN 1269. The wings were similar
in plan form with aspect ratio i0_ taper ratio 2.5_ and with
root-chord and tip-chord thickness ratios of 20 and 12 percent_
respectively. The airfoil sections used were the NACA44-seriesj
230-series_ and low-drag 64-series. The aerodynamic characteris-
tics of the wings were determined experimentally for the smooth
and rough model conditions with flaps neutral and partial-span
and full-span split flaps deflected 60° . The tests were made
through a range of Reynolds numberfrom approximately 2.0xlO6 to
approximately 5.0xlO6 to determine the effects of aspect rati%
taper ratio and chord thickness of the characteristics.
A split flap was used in all tests where the flaps were deflected.
Corrections were applied for support tare and interference.
Results
I. Calculated and experimental results agreed.
2. CLmaxfor smoothwings with neutral flaps were approximately
equal.
3. For deflected flaps the highest CLmaxwas obtained for theNACA-230-series.
4. The greatest loss in maximumlift due to roughness was experi-
enced by the wing of the 230-serie% the smallest loss was with
the 64-series.
5. The wing of NACA230-series sections with the flaps neutral
exhibited an abrupt stall_ which maybe unsatisfactory when stall
warning or lateral stability at the stall is considered. The
stall of the wings with NACA64-series and 44-series sections was
gradual.
6. The wing of NACA64-series sections in the smooth condition
exhibited lower minimumdrag values and slightly better values
of maximumlift-drag ratios than the wings of NACA230-series
or 44-series sections.
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7. In rough condition the maximumlift-drag ratios for all wings
was approximately equal.
AN EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFANNACA631-012 AIRFOILSECTION
WITHLEADING-EDGESUCTIONSLOTS_George B. McCullough and D. E.
Gault_ August 1948
An NACA631-012 airfoil section equipped with a single suction
slot near the leading edgewas investigated to determine whether
or not the maximumlift coefficient could be increased by delaying
the separation of flow at the leading edge characteristic of the
basic section.
The leading-edge type of separation of flow was successfully fore-
stalled by meansof a single suction slot near the nose of the
airfoil. The maximumlift of the airfoil was thereby increased
until the turbulent boundary layer separated from the trailing
edge. Although it was not demonstrated that the complete stall
was the result of turbulent separation_ the abruptness of the
stall was considerably alleviated from that of the basic airfoil
section.
The largest increment of the maximumsection lift coefficient
realized was 0.46 with the flap undeflected and 0.51 with the
plain flap deflected 40° . It is believed that somewhatgreater
increments of lift could be obtained with a slot of more nearly
optimumwidth and location.
The chordwise location and width of the slot are important. The
results of this investigation indicate that the leading edge of
the slot should be downstreamof the point of separation imme-
diately prior to the stall of the basic section. The effective-
ness of the slot increased with slot width up to a value of at
least 0.8 percent chord.
CHORDWISEPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSONA 12-FOOT-SPANWINGOFNACA66-
SERIESAIRFOIL SECTIONSUPTOA MACHNUMBEROF0.6, Nancy E. Wall_
October 1948
This report presents graphical results for chordwise pressure
distributions on a 12-foot span wing of the NACA66-series sections
for _ = -4° to stall and Machnumbersfrom 0.20 to 0.60. These
results are generally contained in handbooks.
DOWNWASHANDWAKEBEHINDUNTAPEREDWINGSOFVARIOUSASPECTRATIOS
ANDANGLESOFSWEEP_H. PageHoggard_Jr_, and John R. Hagerman_
October 1948
An extensive survey of downwashbehind swept wings was madeat 80 mph.
Sweepranged from 60° to -60° (60°_ 30°_ 0°_ -30°_ -60o). For each
sweepangl% there were 2 aspect ratios tried. The report included
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140 pages of data. Correction madefor jet-boundary_ but not for
tares. Data for wakewas taken with wing i% then with wing removed_
which should be sufficient correction. Airfoil shapewas close to
NACA0015.
Conclusions
I. Wakecenter line location behind the sweptforward wings was
high_ for sweptbackwings it was found to be in or below the chord
plane.
2. Both types have greatest energy loss at plane of symmetryand
tips.
3. Low position for tail appeared most stable for all models
except for short tail behind unswept wing at _ = 16o_where high
tail was better.
4. At short tail lengths and low angles of attack_ the rate of
changesof downwashangle with angle of attack generally increased;
at long tail lengths and high angles of attack the reverse seemedto
be true.
EXPLORATORYWIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTIVENESSOF
AREASUCTIONIN ELIMINATINGLEADING-EDGESEPARATIONOVERANNACA
641A212AIRFOIL_Robert J. Nuber and JamesR. Needham_Jr._
November1948
Area suction was used successfully to prevent leading edge separa-
tion. It also helped prevent trailing edge separation from advancing.
The maximumeffectiveness was obtained when 4.5% chord at upper
leading edge was porous.
FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFA COMBINEDGEAREDUNBALANCING-TABND
SERVOTABCONTROLSYSTEMAS USEDWITHANALL-MOVABLEHORIZONTAL
TAIL_ Robert G. Mungall_ December1948
A flight investigation was madeof a Curtiss XP-42 airplane
equipped with an all-movable horizontal tail having a control
system incorporating a combination of geared unbalancing tabs
and servotabs. This system was used in order to provide in-
creased stick force in rapid maneuverswhich was not obtainable
with the plain servotab control system.
Whenthe stick is deflected initially_ the action of the damper
in moving the whole horizontal tail and tabs in the samedirection
gives an immediate stick force that is proportional to the stick
deflection_ and this stick force is then gradually relieved by
the ensuing servotab action.
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I. Satisfactory longitudinal control was achieved in rapid as well
as steady maneuvers.
2. The static friction in the viscous dampermust be held at a
low value in order to obtain the desired operation of the control
system.
THEEFFECTSOFVARIATIONSIN REYNOLDSNUMBERBETWEEN3.0x106 AND
25.0xi06 UPONTHEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA NUMBEROFNACA
6-SERIESAIRFOILSECTIONS_Laurence K. Loftin_ Jr._ and William
J. Bursnall_ December1948
An investigation was madeto determine the two_dimensional lift
and drag characteristics of nine NACA6-series airfoil sections
at Reynolds numbersof 15.0xi06_ 20.0xi06_ and 25.0xi06. Also
presented are data from NACAReport 824 for the sameairfoils at
Reynolds numbersof 3.0xi06_ 6.0xI06_ and 9.0xlO6. The airfoils
selected represent sections having variations in the airfoil thick-
ness_ thickness form_ and camber. The characteristics of an air-
foil with a split flap were determined in one instance as was the
effect of surface roughness. Only lift and drag were measured.
Results
i. The flow conditions for thicker airfoils are seen to be more
favorable for delaying the forward movement of transition.
2. For a given lift coefficient outside the low-drag rang% the
drag decreased as the RN varied from 3.0xlO 6 to 9.0xi06.
The results were all kind of general which related to a certain
low or high drag group. These conclusions were the general con-
clusions like a thicker boundary layer would give more form drag.
Many graphs were drawn_ but they were usually approximately the
same.
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF AN NACA 65-210 SEMISPAN WING
EQUIPPED WITH CIRCULAR PLUG AILERONS AND A FULL-SPAN SLOTTED
FLAP_ Jack Fischel_ January 1949
Tests were made to find the lateral control characteristics on thin
low-drag semispan wing_ with full spa% 25% chord slotted flap.
Ailerons at 68% chord_ covered 49.2% semispan_ in five equal seg-
ments. Mach Numbers ranged from 0.13 to 0.61. Ailerons were of 3
types: (i) Thin-plate_ (2) Double-wailed with top plate_ (3) Double-
walled without top plate.
Results
For all 3 types_ effectiveness increased with Mach number with
and without flap deflection. With flap retracted_ all 3 increased
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aileron effectiveness with angle of attack_ especially thin plate
aileron. With flap deflected_ an increase in angle of attack had
no effect on or decreased aileron effectiveness. Larger rolling
momentcoefficients were produced with flap deflected. Double
walled ailerons produced lower rolling momentsbut exhibited more
linear relation with projection.
Yawing momentswere generally favorabl% becomingmore so with
projection_ less so with increased angle of attack and flap deflec-
tio% unaffected by Machand Reynolds number.
Variation of hinge momentcoefficient with projection was non-
linear_ it gave no consistent relation to Reynolds or Machnumber.
Double-walled aileron with top plate was closest to linear. In-
creasing angle of attack madevariation less linear. Flap deflec-
tion increased negatively the hinge momentcoefficients of all 3
types.
.60¢ J
"Circular Plug Aileron
TN 1872 HIGH-LIFT AND LATERAL CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS OF AN NACA 652-215
SEMISPAN WING EQUIPPED WITH PLUG AND RETRACTABLE AILERONS AND A
FULL-SPAN SLOTTED FLAP_ Jack Fischel and Raymond D. Vogler_ April
1949
Wind-tunnel investigation at low Mach numbers on an NACA 652_215
section wing with 25% chord full span slotted flap_ and plug and
retractable ailerons. Ailerons were at 70% chord_ covering outer
49% of semispan.
Results
A flap deflection to 45° increased lift gradually from 1.34 to
2.30 at optimum positions. Roll effectiveness of ailerons increased
with increased aileron projection and first increased_ then de-
creased with increased angle of attack. Ailerons were effective
past wing stall. Yawing moments of ailerons were favorable_ becoming
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More favorable with aileron projection and less favorable with
angle of attack and flap deflection.
TN 1894 BOUNDARY-LAYER AND STALLING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NACA 63-009
AIRFOIL SECTION_ Donald E. Gault_ June 1949
A wind tunnel investigation at a Reynolds number = 5.8xi06 was
conducted. Pressure distributions_ tuft studies_ and boundary layer
measurements were made at Mach Number = 0.167.
NACA 63-009_ like all other thin airfoils_ tended to stall abruptly
at RN < 15x106 for this particular model with a 5' chord_ 7' span
and approximating 2-dimensional.
Mechanism of stall was found to be as follows: a region near lead-
ing edge separated while still laminar and forms a bubble of
separated flow past which flow reattaches as turbulent. Stall
came as separated boundary layer failed to reattach itself to
airfoil surface.
TN 1905 EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL STUDIES OF AREA SUCTION FOR THE
CONTROL OF THE LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER ON A POROUS BRONZE NACA
64A010 AIRFOIL_ Dale L. Burrows_ Albert L. Braslow_ and Neal
Tetervi% July 1949
A low-turbulence wind-tunnel investigation was made of an NACA
64A010 airfoil having a porous surface of sintered,bronze to
determine the reduction in section drag coefficient that might be
obtained at large Reynolds numbers by the use of suction to pro-
vide continuous inflow through the surface of the model (area
suction). In addition to the experimental investigatio% a re-
lated theoretical analysis was made to provide a basis of compari-
son for tests results. The stability of the laminar boundary
layer was calculated for two important cases of chordwise suction
distribution for the test airfoil. The model was made such that
chordwise inflow could be altered. Reynolds numbers ranged from
as low as 3.0x106 to as high as 16.7xi06.
Results
I. The area suction made it possible to keep laminar flow for the
full-chord to RN's up to 7.8xi06 even though the surface was
neither smoothed or faired.
2. At a Reynolds number of 6.0xi06_ the ,total-drag coefficient
was .0028 while it was .0052 without suction.
3. The boundary-layer velocity profiles and thicknesses were
calculated by the Schlichtin_ method and _Lin's approximate formula
was used to calculate the R6cri t at which any Schlichting velocity
profile is neutrally stable. Good agreement was found between
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experiment and theory at RN= 3.0x106 but not at higher Reynolds
numbers_when both were based on full chord laminar flow.
4. Area suction appeared to decrease the angular spread of
turbulence emanating from an individual surface disturbance.
5. Although area suction was able to overcome the destabilizing
effects of an adverse pressure gradient such as occurs over the
rear portion of an airfoil_ area suction does not appear to
stabilize the boundary layer completely for relatively large dis-
turbances such as those which might be caused by protuberances
that have a height comparable to the boundary layer thickness.
BOUNDARY-LAYERANDSTALLINGCHARACTERISTICSOFTHENACA64A006
AIRFOIL SECTION_George B. McCullough and Donald E. Gault_ August
1949
The boundary-layer and stalling characteristics of an NACA64A006
airfoil section were investigated experimentally at a RN of
5.8xi06. Measurementsincluded lift_ drag_ pitching moment_
chordwise distribution of pressure_ visual studies of the boundary-
layer flow_ and surveys of the static-pressure and velocity distri-
bution within the boundary layer.
The model had a chord of 5 ft_ a span of 7 ft and extended from
the top of the tunnel to the bottom.
Results
I. At 3° angle of attack (CL = 0.35)_ the pressure distribution
and liquid-film studies indicated the presence of a small bubble
of separated flow on the upper surface near 0.5-percent chord.
2. At 5° _ and CL = 0.56 the boundary layer flow detached from
the upper surface near the leading edge and reattached at about
8-percent chord_ leaving dead air beneath. The drag increased.
3. At _ = 9° (CL = 0.89) the flow was separated over the entire
upper surface of the model.
4. The cause of the discontinuity in lift at 5° angle of attack
was a partial collapse of the peak pressures near the leading
edge accompaniedby the formation of a region of approximately
constant pressure.
5. With increasing _ the region of approximately constant pres-
sure expandedrearwardly_ thereby producing an increasingly
negative pitching moment.
6. Beyondmaximumlift there was no abrupt redistribution of
pressur% therefore no sudden loss of lift.
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TN 1945 AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOF15 NACAAIRFOIL SECTIONSAT SEVEN
REYNOLDSNUMBERSFROM0.7x106 TO9xi06_ Laurence K. Loftin_ Jr._
and Hamilton A. Smith_ October 1949
The report compiles data from NACAReport 824 and TN's 1368 and 1591
on section lift_ drag_ lift curve slop% and angle of zero lift
for 15 airfoils at RN= 0.7 to 9.0xI06_ with and without standard
roughness. It includes a discussion of possible flow patterns.
Airfoils 64 - 409 632-415 0012
641- 412 652-415 4412
642- 412 662-415 4415
643- 418 23012
641- 012 23015
641 A212
641- 612
Conclusions
I. C D at CL(design) in both smooth and rough condition increased
as Reynolds number (RN) was decreased: from 9x106to 0.7x106. Magni-
tude of increase increased with airfoil thickness_ and with rearward
movement of point of minimum pressure. At low RN_ the drag advan-
tage of 6-series over 5-series disappeared.
2. A reduction of RN led to an increase of the low drag bucket of
the 6-series airfoils. For all airfoils_ the actual low drag
bucket was larger than the theoretical bucket.
3. Reduction of RN decreased CLmax of all airfoils_ with or with-
out split flaps_ and with or without surface roughness. The magni-
tude and character of the reduction with section and surface was
inconsistent.
4. In general_ the reduction of RN made stall less abrupt for the
6-series. A variation of RN did not improve stalling characteris-
tics of the 230-series.
5. Slight decreases in lift curve slope accompanied decrease in
Reynolds number. The angle of zero lift was generally independent
of Reynolds number.
6. The value of CMc/4 at design angle of attack did not vary for
I
plain airfoils. The position of aerodynamic center varied slightly
with RN.
TN 1946 MEASUREMENTS IN THE BOUNDARY LAYER OF A YAWED WING_ A. M. Kuethe,
P. B. McKe% and W. H. Curry_ September 1949
Measurements of the velocity profiles in the turbulent boundary
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layer on the upper surface of a wing of semi-elliptical plan form
at an angle of yaw of 25° and angles of attack of 12° and 14° are
reported along with pressure distributions. The airspeed was 50
mph.
RN= 700_000 based on root chord of 18".
The wing model used for the investigation was of semi-elliptical
plan form and Clark Y section.
Results
I. The wing was sprayed with camphor and ether to see where
transition occurred and it was found that it occurred in the first
10% of the chord.
2. The chordwise flow in the turbulent boundary layer of a finite
wing at an angle of yaw of 25 ° may be expressed:
u _ f(_x__y)
u 1
XX
u is the chordwise velocity
H = 6/e where e* = displacement thickness
@ = momentum thickness
6
0xx = _o (I - u_ ) u_lldy
3. The separation point for the chordwise profile does not neces-
sarily mark the beginning of the turbulent wake for a yawed
cylinder. The criterion for the beginning of the turbulent wake
is probably (_V) = 0 where IV1 is the absolute velocity.
obyy=
4. The boundary layer for the chordwise flow is considerably
thicker than that for the spanwise flow.
INVESTIGATIONS RELATING TO THE EXTENSION OF LAMINAR FLOW BY MEANS
OF BOUNDARY-LAYER SUCTION THROUGH SLOTSj Laurence K. Loftin_ Jr._
and Dale L. Burrows_ October 1949
Experimental investigations were made of boundary-layer suction
through slots as a means of increasing the extent of laminar flow.
It was found that when using boundary-layer suction through properly
designed slots_ substantial increases in the extent of laminar
flow can be realized with a small expenditure of power at free-
stream Reynolds numbers as high as about 7.0x106. On an airfoil
having an extensive region of unfavorable pressure gradient_ the
extent of laminar flow was increased by 52% of the chord at
RN = 7xlO 6 with an expenditure of suction power the drag-
coefficient of which for one surface was only 3.7xi0 -4. Difficul-
ties arose apparently as a result of disturbances introduced into
the boundary layer by surface imperfections_ free-stream turbulenc%
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or by the effects of the slots themselves. The boundary-layer
control was not found to decrease noticeably the sensitivity of
the laminar layer to surface roughness. It was also found that
the power required dependedon slot geometry.
Becausethis report is not current_ it is felt that current
knowledge is muchmore valuable.
Flow
r
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Probably Most Favorable Slot Design
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NACA 8-H-12 AIRFOIL SECTION AT
SIX REYNOLDS NUMBERS FROM l.Sx106 TO ll.0xlO 6 Raymond F. Schaefer
and Hamilton A. Smith_ December 1949
Tests were made to determine the aerodynamic characteristics of
the NACA 8-H-12 airfoil section at four Reynolds numbers from 3.0
xl06 to ll. Oxl06. The section lift_ drag_ and pitching-moment
characteristics were presented for both the smooth and rough surface
condition at these four Reynolds numbers_ together with previously
published results for the same section at Reynolds numbers of
1.8xlO 6 and 2.6xi06. Some of the more important aerodynamic
characteristics of the NACA 8-H-12 airfoil are compared with those
of two sections commonly used in rotor-blade design_ the NACA 0012
and NACA 23012. The maximum Mach number attained is 0.13. The
density of air ranged from 2 to i0 atmospheres.
Results
i. No unusual scale effects on lift_ drag_ or pitching moment
were presented for the smooth NACA 8-H-12 airfoil over the range
of RN from 1.8 to ll. Oxl06. This was true for the airfoil with
roughened leading edge also except for an apparent adverse scale
effect on drag between RN's of (2.6 and 3.0) x 106.
2. The values of the pitch-moment coefficient about the aero-
dynamic center were somewhat positive and increased in magnitude
with increasing RN. Roughness on the edge caused the moment to
decrease.
TN 2041
3. The position of the aerodynamic center had a pronounced for-
ward movementbetween RNof 1.8x106 and 2.6-3.0xi06.
AN EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHENACA631-012 AIRFOIL SECTION
WITHLEADING-EDGEANDMIDCHORDSUCTIONSLOTS_George B. McCullough
and Donald E. Gault_ February 1950
Tests were run on an NACA631-012 two-dimensional airfoil employing
boundary layer control. Originally only a leading edge slot was
used_ but now a midchord slot has been added. Tests were con-
ducted at Reynolds numbersof 4.1 and 5.8 million with the wing
chord of 5 feet.
The maximumsection lift coefficient (CLmax)of the basic airfoil
section was 1.38. Using a plain flap deflected 40o_ a CLmaxof
2.03 was obtained. Using suction only in the nose slot_ these two
values were increased to 1.84 and 2.54. Nowusing both slots_ a
CLmaxof 2.39 for no flaps and a CLmaxof 2.89 were obtained.
Becauseof the greater values of lift obtained by using both slots_
it seems that the nose slot of the model without a midchord slot
was capable of preventing leading-edge separation for conditions
of minimumpressure and pressure gradient more severe than those
encountered without a midchord slot.
I
F_._N-_Isxlo__RN = '_.8x1066 j/Both_ Slots
0 ._ '.6 2!4
CL
TN 2061 THE EFFECT OF RATE OF CHANGE OF ANGLE OF ATTACK ON THE MAXIMUM
LIFT OF A SMALL MODEL_ Paul W. Harper and Roy E. Flanigan_ March
1950
A wind-tunnel investigation was conducted of a 1/20-scale partial
model of a conventional fighter airplane to determine the effects
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of rate of change of angle of attack on its maximum lift. The
tests covered Mach numbers from 0.I to 0.8. The results showed that
the maximum lift coefficient increased linearly with pitching
velocity up to a limiting value of the lift coefficient which
depended on the Mach number. The magnitude of the pitching
velocity effect on the maximum lift coefficient decreased with
increasing Mach number so that it became negligible for a Mach
number of about O.6.
The model was made to rotate in a manner to simulate the motion
of an airplane during pull-ups of varying abruptness. The pitch-
ing velocity range was from 0 to 20 radians per second.
Owing to limitations of the available torque of the pitching
mechanism the maximum angle of attack attained during the pull-
ups diminished with increasing Mach number from a maximum value of
30° at Mach numbers below about 0.3 to a value of about 15° at a
Mach number of 0.8.
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AT REYNOLDS NUMBERS OF 3.0x106 AND
6.0x10 6 OF THREE AIRFOIL SECTIONS FORMED BY CUTTING OFF VARIOUS
AMOUNTS FROM THE REAR PORTION OF THE NACA 0012 AIRFOIL SECTION_
Hamilton A. Smith and Raymond F. Schaefer_ April 1950
An investigation was made of the two-dimensional aerodynamic
characteristics of three airfoil sections formed by removing 1.5_
4.0_ and 12.5% of the original chord from the trailing edge of an
NACA 0012 airfoil section. The tests consisted of measurements of
section lift_ drag_ and pitching-moment coefficients (CL_ CD_ CM)
at Reynolds numbers (Re) of 3.0x106 and 6.0x106 for the airfoils
both in the smooth condition and with roughened leading edges.
As the trailing edge thickness was increased by cutting off
portions near the trailing edg% the maximum CL varied by a rela-
tively small amount for the smooth airfoil condition and pro-
gressively increased for the rough leading-edge conditions.
The CD_ over a large range of CL'S_ increased progressively as the
trailing-edge thickness was increased by cutting off more of the
chord. The magnitude of this increase varied erratically with CL
for the smooth airfoil having a trailing edge thickness of 1.4%
chord and particularly for both the smooth and rough conditions
of the airfoil having a trailing-edge thickness of 4.0%.
The value of the quarter-chord CM at zero angle of attack remained
virtually zero as the trailing-edge thickness increased_ and the
position of the aerodynamic center consistently moved rearward.
The application of rivet heads near the trailing edge of the airfoil
formed by cutting off 1.5% of the original chord caused relatively
minor changes in lift_ drag_ and pitching-moment characteristics.
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TN 2080 WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION AT LOW SPEED OF AN UNSWEPT UNTAPERED
SEMISPAN WING OF ASPECT RATIO 3.13 EQUIPPED WITH VARIOUS 25-
PERCENT-CHORD PLAIN FLAPS_ Harold S. Johnson and John R. Hagerman_
April 1950
Force and moment data were obtained at low speeds to determine
the aerodynamic characteristics of an unswept untapered semispan
wing of NACA 64A010 section and aspect ratio 3.13 equipped with
25% unsealed plain flaps having various spans and spanwise loca-
tions. The flaps were deflected up to 60° with the wing section
angle of attack from -4 ° to stall and a Reynolds number of 4.5xi06.
Changes in angle of attack_ flap deflectio% or flap span and
spanwise location generally produced trends in lift_ drag_ and
pitching moment_ and flap hinge moment that were similar to but
of different magnitude from those for unswept wings of higher
aspect ratio.
The increment of the lift coefficient due to 30° of flap deflec-
tion increased almost linearly with increasing flap span and was
relatively unaffected by the spanwise location of the flaps.
Because of the increase in the drag coefficients and the associated
decrease in the values of the lift-drag ratio with increasing flap
deflectio% an advantage may be gained by limiting the flap deflec-
tion to moderate angles (about 30o)_ even though increases in lift
coefficient result from further increases in flap deflection.
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TN 2112 FURTHER EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF AREA SUCTION FOR THE CONTROL OF
THE LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER ON A POROUS BRONZE NACA 64A010 AIRFOIL_
Albert L. Braslow and Fioravante Visconti (Superseded by Report
I025)_ May 1950
A low-turbulence wind-tunnel investigation was made of an NACA
64A010 airfoil having a porous surface to determine the reduction
in section total-drag coefficient that might be obtained at large
Reynolds numbers by the use of area suction. Initial results of
this investigation have been reported previously. The present
paper presents the results of additional tests of the same airfoil
model equipped with a porous skin of lower porosity.
The tests consisted of wake-drag_ suction-flow_ and suction air
pressure-loss measurements. The tests were made with the model
at zero angle of attack at Reynolds numbers of 5.9xi06_ 12.0xi06_
15.0xi06_ and 19.8xi0 v. The Mach n_mber for all tests was less
than 0.2.
Results
i. Full-chord laminar flow was maintained by the application of
area suction up to a RN of 19.8xi0 V.
2. At RN of 19.8xI06_ the total-drag coefficient (wake drag +
drag equivalent of the suction power required) was equal to 0.0017
as compared with an estimated value of 0.0045 for a smooth and
fair NACA 64A010 airfoil without boundary layer control at a
RN = 20xlO 6.
3. It seems likely from the results that attainment of full-chord
laminar flow by means of continuous suction through a porous
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surface will not be precluded by a further increase in Reynolds
numbersprovided that the airfoil surfaces are maintained suffi-
ciently smooth and fair_ and provided that outflow of air through
the surface is prevented.
TN 2143 ANALYSISOFTHEEFFECTSOF BOUNDARY-LAYERCONTROLONTHEPOWER-
OFFLANDINGPERFORMANCECHARACTERISTICSOFA LIAISONTYPEOFAIR-
PLANE_Elmer A. Horton_ Laurence K. Loftin_ Jr._ and Stanley F.
Racisz_ August 1950
A performance analysis has been madeto determine whether boundary
layer control by suction might be effective in making the power-
off landing distance of a liaison type of airplane less than that
obtainable with conventional high lift devices.
The combined ground and breaking friction coefficient was 0.4.
The payload was fixed at 1500pounds.
Wing span varied from 25 to i00 ft_ aspect ratio was varied from 5
to 15_ engine horsepower was baried from 300 to 1200.
MaximumCL of 5.0 and 2.8 were assumedfor the airplanes with and
without boundary-layer control.
Gross weight equations as well as power required equations were
written for the plane.
Landing equations were developed for each of the 4 phases: the
steady glide_ a transition path executed at maximumlift coeffi-
cient to bring the airplane from a steady glide to level flight_
a floating period of 2 seconds to allow for lag in control response
and for the application of brakes_ and finally the ground run.
Results
I. For a specified airplane maximum speed_ the total landing
distance can be reduced from 25 to 40 percent by using boundary
layer control.
2. The ground distance for a maximum speed can be reduced 30 to
40 percent.
3. Boundary-layer control is much more effective in reducing
landing distance than take-off distance.
4. The gliding and stalling speeds were 20 to 25 percent lower
with boundary layer control.
5. For a fixed wing span_ the sinking speed_ or vertical velocity_
was slightly higher for the airplane with boundary-layer control
than for the conventional airplane.
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TN 2149 INVESTIGATIONOF BOUNDARY-LAYERCONTROLTOIMPROVE£HELIFT AND
DRAGCHARACTERISTICSOFTHENACA652-415 AIRFOIL SECTIONWITH
DOUBLESLOTTEDANDPLAINFLAPS_Elmer A. Horton_ Stanley F.
Racisz_ and Nicholas J. Paradiso_ August 1950
A two-dimensional wind-tunnel investigation has been madeof the
relative effectiveness of two methods of boundary layer control in
increasing the maximumlift coefficient of an NACA652-415 air-
foil section. Boundary-layer suction was applied at the 45%chord
station of the airfoil equipped with a double slotted flap and in
the vicinity of the hinge line of the airfoil with the deflected
plain flap. For the sameexpenditure of suction power or flow co-
efficient_ the configuration with a double slotted flap and a
0.45-chord suction slot had higher maximumlift coefficients
(CLmax)than did the configuration with suction slots on a de-
flected plain flap.
The data indicated that the CLmaxof NACA6-series airfoils
equipped with a single suction slot and a double slotted flap
increased as the airfoil thickness ratio increased from 12 to 24%
and that the increment in CLmaxassociated with a given flow re-
moval increased with increasing thickness ratio. CLmaxbetween
3.0 and 4.0 were obtained with NACA6-series airfoils in the smooth
condition depending on the thickness and quantity of flow removed.
The corresponding range of maximumCL obtainable with NACA6-
series airfoils in the rough-surface condition extended from 2.7
to 3.6. The application of boundary layer control in the vicinity
of the hinge line of the 652-415 airfoil section with a 0.30-
chord plain flap increased the section lift-drag ratio for CL above
0.6 for the rough section and above 0.8 for the smoothcondition.
The maximumsection lift-drag ratio occurred at a CL of 1.05 and
was increased 10.5%for the smoothcondition and 42.5% for the
rough condition by the use of boundary layer control.
The extent to which the maximumlift-drag ratio of airplanes
having unsweptwings composedentirely of NACA652-415 airfoil
sections can be substantially increased by boundary layer control
was found to dependupon the structural feasibility of building
wings having values of the span-to-root thickness ratio in the
range of 40 to I00. For an airplane having a wing composedentire-
ly of NACA652-415 airfoil sections and a span to root thickness of
35 to i_ the effect of boundary layer control on the airplane maxi-
mumlift-drag ratio will be negligible for the smooth condition_
and although the airplane maximumlift-drag ratio would be in-
creased somewhatfor the rough condition it is unlikely that the
maximumsection lift-drag ratio could be utilized.
Tests were conducted at Reynolds numbersof 1.0xlO6 to 6.0xlO6.
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LOW-SPEEDCHARACTERISTICSOFFOURCAMBERED_10-PERCENT-THICKNACA
AIRFOIL SECTIONS,GeorgeB. McCullough and William M. Hair%
August 1950
A two-dimensional low-speed investigation was madeof four thin_
camberedairfoil sections. The airfoil sections were the NACA
64A310_a = 1.0; the 64A810, a = 0.8 (modified); and the NACA0010
camberedto the same two meanlines. The data, obtained for
Reynolds numbersof 3.7xi06 and 5.2xI06_ include measurementsof
lift s drag_ pitching moment_and chordwise distribution of pres-
sure. The effect of surface roughness was investigated as well as
the effect of a split flap deflected 60° .
The maximumsection lift coefficients (CLmax)of the four-digit
sections were greater than those of the 64A-series sections for
all test conditions. The superiority of the four-digit sections
diminished with increased amountof camber.
The stall of the sections was little affected by the change of
thickness distribution_ but was significantly affected by camber.
Visual observation of tufts attached to the upper surfaces of the
models indicated that the stall of the sections camberedfor an
ideal CL of 0.3 was the result of separation of flow from the
leading edge almost immediately after the appearanceof turbulent
separation at the trailing edge_whereas_ for the sections
camberedfor an ideal lift coefficient of 0.8_ turbulent separa-
tion from the trailing edge progressed as far forward as the
70%-chordstation before laminar separation appeared near the
leading edge.
The effect of Reynolds number on maximumlift was small for the
range investigated.
Surface roughness decreased the maximumlift of all the unflapped
airfoil sections. This reduction was greater for the sections
camberedfor a design CL of 0.3 than for those camberedfor a
design CL of 0.8. Roughnessreduced the maximumlift of the
flapped four-digit-series sections_ but showedno consistent effect
on the flapped 64A-series sections.
The increment of maximumlift produced by a simulated split flap
deflected 60° was greater for the four-digit series airfoils than
for the 64A series. For either series_ the increment of maximum
lift produced by the flap was greater for the greater amount of
camber.
EFFECTSOFMODIFICATIONSTOTHELEADING-EDGEREGIONONTHESTALLING
CHARACTERISTICSOFTHENACA631-012 AIRFOIL SECTION_John A. Kelly_
November1950
A wind-tunnel investigation of a series of modifications to the
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leading-edge region of the NACA631-012 airfoil section was con-
ducted to determine the possibilities of delaying the flow separa-
tion that occurs near the leading edge of the basic section and of
improving the stalling characteristics.
Modifications with greater-than-normal leading-edge radii combined
with certain types of camberhad a favorable effect on the maximum
lift_ but showedonly slight improvements in the stalling charac-
teristics. Modifications with greater-than-normal leading-edge
radii and no camberand modifications incorporating a super-posi-
tion of increased thickness showedlittle or no improvementover
either the maximumlift or stalling characteristics of the basic
airfoil section.
For the basic airfoil section with the leading-edge flaps_ the
maximumlift coefficient increased fairly rapidly with flap de-
flections up to a deflection of i0°_ remained nearly constant
for the range of deflections from i0 ° to 30°_ and decreased for
deflections greater than 30° . The stalling characteristics
throughout the range of leading-edge-flap deflections remained
essentially those of the basic airfoil section.
THE BOUNDARY-LAYER AND STALLING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NACA
64A010 AIRFOIL SECTION_ Robert F. Peterson_ November 1950
A wind-tunnel investigation of the NACA 64A010 airfoil section
was conducted to determine the boundary-layer and stalling char-
acteristics at low speed. The tests were made at a Reynolds
number of 4.1 million and included force measurements_ pressure-
distribution measurements_ flow studies_ and boundary-layer
measurements.
A small region of separated flow was evident on the upper surface
of the airfoil at approximately 1.2% chord at an angle of attack
of 5° . For an angle of attack of 9°_ the separated region had
moved forward to 0.4% chord and had become narrower. At an angle
of attack of 9.5 ° the flow failed to reattach to the surfac%
causing the airfoil to stall suddenly with no warning. This type
of stall gives a sharp peak to the lift curve with little change of
slope of the curve prior to the stall.
The pressure coefficient at the leading edge increased uniformly
with increasing angle of attack_ and the sudden and complete
collapse of the pressure peak at the stall was similar to that
observed on the 9- and 12_percent-thick sections of the NACA 63-
series airfoils.
EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER UP TO 0.34 AND REYNOLDS NUMBER UP TO 8x106
ON THE MAXIMUM LIFT COEFFICIENT OF A WING OF NACA 66-SERIES AIR-
FOIL SECTIONS_ G. Chester Furlong and James E. Fitzpatrickj
December 1950
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The ranges of Machnumberobtained at two different tunnel pressures
were 0.I to 0.34 and 0.07 to 0.26_ the corresponding Reynolds
number (RN) ranges were from 1.36xi06 to 4.66xi06 and from 2.20xi06
to 8.00xI06_ respectively.
The wing was tested with full-span and partial span split flaps
deflected 60° and also without flaps. Chordwise-pressure-
distributions were madefor all flap configurations of the model.
The tunnel pressures were 14.7 and 33 psi absolute.
Leading edge roughness tests were madewith the plain wing and
with partial-span flaps deflected.
The lift coefficients were corrected for tare and interference
and the angles of attack have been corrected for air-stream mis-
alinement and jet-boundary effects. No correction was applied to
the local value of static pressure.
Results
i. For a given value of Mach number the values of CLmax were
increased when the RN was increased.
2. For a given RN an increase in Mach number in the sub-critical
speed range caused small reductions in CLmax _ whereas an increase
in Mach number that caused the critical speed to be exceeded re-
suited in large reductions of CLmax.
3. Although an increase in Mach number and RN may produce
several types of variations of CLmax with RN_ the peak values
of CLmax on the wing tested appeared to occur with the attainment
of sonic speed locally on the wing.
4. Roughness on the leading edge materially reduced the effect
of RN on CLmax , but Mach number effects in the subcritical speed
range were of the same order as those obtained with the smooth _
wing.
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF LOCALIZED REGIONS OF LAMINAR-
BOUNDARY-LAYER SEPARATION_ William J. Bursnall and Laurence K.
Loftin_ Jr._ April 1951
An experimental investigation was made of a localized region of
laminar separation behind the position of minimum pressure on an
NACA 663-018 section _ = 0o and Reynolds numbers = 1.2xi06_
1.7xI06_ 2.4xi06. This region can be characterized by a length
of laminar boundary layer following separation after which transi-
tion occurs and the resultant separated turbulent boundary layer
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spreads and reattaches to the surface. The length of laminar bound-
ary layer betweenseparation and transitio% expressed as the ratio
of the length of layer to the boundary layer thickness at separa-
tion 3 was found to be a function of the value of the boundary layer
Reynolds numberat separation. The functional relationship is not
the samefor localized regions of separation behind the position
of minimumpressure at the ideal _ and for similar regions in the
vicinity of the leading edge at high _ this result suggests that
the correlation b_tween the length of laminar layer following
separation and the boundary layer Reynolds number is related to
the history of the flow preceding separation and to the nature
of the pressure gradients.
After transition occurred in the separated layer_ turbulence was
found to spread at a relatively constant angle as is the case in
a spreading turbulent jet. The boundary layer shape parameter
was found to vary from 2.6 just before flow reattachment to 1.3
within a relatively short distance after reattachment. The
nature of the flow in the turbulent boundary layer immediately
after reattachment was such that the usual methods of predicting
the rate of growth and change in shape of the turbulent boundary
layer did not give satisfactory results.
CHARTSANDTABLESFORUSEIN CALCULATIONSOFDOWNWASHOFWINGSOF
ARBITRARYPLANFORM_Franklin W. Diederich_ May 1951
Charts are given for the values of downwashof a horseshoe vortex
in incompressible flow. These charts are basically inapplicable
to swept wings and to wings of more complicated plan form because
the assumedspanwise lift distributions are those of unswept
wings and differ from swept wings. The method consists basically
of distributing these vortices along the wing span in such a way
that they approximate the lifting action of the wing and of super-
imposing the downwashfields of the individual vortices. The
method is probably inapplicable (without modification) in many
cases of present interest where such characteristics as high
angle of attackj low aspect ratio_ large angle of sweep_high
taper_ or relatively large fuselage result in uncertain spanwise
lift distributions_ partly separated flow_ and rolled-up vortices
extending rearward off the upper surface of the wing. The cal-
culating procedures are based on the assumption that the lifting
action on the wing may be represented by a single concentrated
vortex at the quarter-chord line.
ANANALYTICALINVESTIGATIONOF EFFECTOFHIGH-LIFTFLAPSONTAKE-
OFFOFLIGHTAIRPLANE_Fred E. Weick_ L. E. Flanagan_ Jr._ and
H. H. Cherry_ September1951
Three phases of the problem of improving take-off performance by
the use of flaps were considered. The optimum lift coefficient
for take-off was determined for airplanes having loadings
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representative of light aircraft and flying from field surfaces
encountered in personal-aircraft operation. Power loading_ span
loading_ aspect ratio_ and drag coefficient were varied sufficiently
to determine the effect of these variables on take-off performanc%
and_ for each given set of conditions_ the lift coefficient and
velocity were determined for the minimumdistance to take off and
climb to 50 feet. Existing high-lift control-device data were
studied and comparedto determine which combinations of such de-
vices appeared to offer the most suitable arrangements for light
aircraft. Computations were madeto verify that suitable stability_
control_ and performance can be obtained with the optimum devices
selected when they are applied to a specific airplane.
Assumptions
The airplane was assumed to carry four people and baggage and
enough fuel and oil for 5 hours cruising flight at 65 percent of
full power. The wings were cantilever and rectangular in plan
form. The frontal area "F" was determined from the following
expression of F = 0.15Wu 2/3 where w u was taken as 1500 pounds.
I
The empennage area assumed to be 25% of wing area. The propeller
was fully automatic and permits development of full power and
speed at all airspeeds. The total drag coefficient based on wing
area is determined by the expression:
2
CD = 0.0025 + (19.63)(20 + 0.05) + __CL + CDS 0.9_A
o
A three phase take-off was assumed: an accelerated ground run in
the attitude of least resistance until takeoff speed is reached.
A circular transition arc from the end of the ground run to the
beginning of the steady climb_ and steady climb to 50 feet.
The optimum high-lift arrangement for the present purpose was:
Maximum lift coefficient of approximately 3.0_ low drag at high
lift_ low minimum drag coefficient_ simplicity of structur% and
feasibility of satisfactory lateral control.
Conclusions
i. The shortest distances to take off and climb to a height of
50 feet are obtained only when both the span loading and the power
loading are low.
2. Both the ground friction and the air drag are of critical
importance with heavy span and power loadings_ but they are rela-
tively unimportant at the lightest loadings considered.
3. For each combination of span and power loadings_ there is an
optimum take-off speed which varies only slightly with changes in
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drag or aspect ratio.
4. The shortest distance to take off and climb to a height of 50
feet are obtained with aspect ratios of less than 3 and a maximum
lift coefficient of approximately 1.4_ although distances only
slightly better can be obtained with aspect ratios of 6 to 8 if
proportionately higher lift coefficients are available so that the
sametake-off speed is used.
5. The optimumvalue of maximumlift coefficient for the take-off
over a 50-foot obstacle with airplanes having aspect ratios of 6 to
8 is in the neighborhood of 3.0.
6. Although flapped wings with maximumvalues of section lift
coefficient of 3.0 are availabl% the best of those which are
simple enough to be suitable for personal airplanes have values of
approximately 2.5.
7. The experimental data available are not adequate to determine
the optimumairfoil camber_thickness_ or thickness distribution
to obtain high lift with low drag.
8. For the purpose of the present study_ one of the most likely
high-lift arrangements for use on personal airplanes is the single
slotted flap covering the entire span of the wing. Lateral con-
trol can be obtained simply by deflecting the right and left wing
flaps differentially as ailerons_ with the rudder tied in
elastically to overcomethe adverse yawing moment.
9. The high-lift and lateral-control arrangement selected_ when
applied to a typical four-place personal airplane_ could improve
the take-off distance required to clear a 50-foot obstacle by 25
percent_ apparently with no detrimental effect on the speed and
climb performances or on the weight or simplicity of construction.
INVESTIGATION OF NACA 64_2-432 AND 64_3-440 AIRFOIL SECTIONS WITH
BOUNDARY-LAYER CONTROL AND AN ANALYTICAL STUDY OF THEIR POSSIBLE
APPLICATIONS, Elmer A. Horton_ Stanley F. Racisz_ and Nicholas J.
Paradis% July 1951
Tests were made on NACA 64_2-432 and 64_3-440 airfoil sections to
determine the effects of boundary layer control (BLC) by suction
on the aerodynamic characteristics. The lift-drag ratios were
somewhat low because of the use of standard roughness on the lead-
ing-edge.
Large reductions in the wake-drag coefficient were obtained through
a wide CL range on the 32 and 40% thick sections with relatively
moderate flow coefficients and pressure loss coefficients for the
pump. The minimum total CD'S were 0.017 and 0.028 for 32- and 40%
thick_ respectively. Wing characteristics calculated from section
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data indicate that_ for wings of ratio span to root thickness of
35 and a taper ratio of 0.2_ the use of BLCincreases the maximum
L/D by 13%_i.e. from 26.6 at a CLof 0.5 to 30.1 at a CL of 0.9_
and increases the aspect ratio for maximumL/D from 12 to 60.
With a parasite CD of 0.015 added to account for the drag of the
fuselage tail_ etc._ the use of BLCincreases the maximumL/D
ratio by 20%_i.e._ from 16.9 at a CL of 0.82 to 20.25 at a CLof
1.08_ and increases the aspect ratio for maximumL/D ratio from
12.4 to 21. These gains are based on calculations obtained by
using section data corresponding to the rough surface condition and
do not dependon the attainment of extensive laminar layers.
Maximumlift coefficients of 2.57 and 3.49 were obtained for the 32%
and 40%thick Sections without flaps for flow coefficients of 0.038
and 0.032. The critical Machnumbersof the 32%and 40%thick sec-
tions as determined from the theoretical pressure distributions at a
CL of 0.4 were 0.527 and 0.462_ respectively. These sections would
have application to relatively low-speed_ long range aircraft.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONANDANALYSISOFTHEEFFECTSOFEND
PLATESONTHEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFANUNSWEPTWING_
Donald R. Riley_ August 1951
A wind-tunnel investigation wasmade to determine the effects of
end plates of various areas and shapes on the aerodynamic charac-
teristics of an unswept and untapered wing of aspect ratio 4.
Various shapes of plates were tested. A stainless-steel wing was
tested along with 15 different plates. The wing had a span of
32 inches_ an aspect ratio of 4 and was a NACA641A412airfoil
section.
Conclusions
i. The addition of end plates to an unswept wing mayprovide
relatively large increases in the lift-drag ratio at the higher
lift coefficients for a limited range of end-plates areas_ but
end plates cannot be expected to produce substantial increases in
the maximumlift-drag ratio. The most favorable effect of end
plates on the maximumlift-drag ratio is obtained when the wing
aspect ratio is low and the ratio of the wing profile drag coeffi_
cient to end-plate profile drag coefficient is high. For such
cases_ however_ the absolute value of the maximumlift-drag ratio
will_ of necessity_ be low.
2. Substantial increases may be obtained in the maximumlift-
drag ratio of wing-body combinations or complete airplanes_ for
which the total drag of the componentsother than the wing is
large relative to the wing drag_ by the use of appropriately
designed end plates. Except possibly for the smaller end-plate
areas_ however_ the increases obtained are not likely to be as
large as those which would be obtained by utilizing the end
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plate area as a simple addition to the wing span_ thus increasing
the wing geometric aspect ratio.
3. The lift coefficient at which the lift-drag ratio becamea
maximumincreased with an increase in end-plate area. Adding end
plates to the wing also tended to increase the lift-coefficient
range at which the lift-drag ratio remained at or near the maxi-
mumvalue.
4. The maximumlift coefficient of the wing experienced an in-
crease when the end plates were added. The rate of increas% how-
ever_ decreased with increasing end-plate area.
5. The lift-curve slope for the wing-end-plate combinations in-
vestigated_ as well as the slope of the curve of induced-drag co-
efficient as a function of the lift coefficient squared_ could be
calculated within reasonable accuracy by using the classical theory
for evaluating the end-plate effects.
6. The use of airfoil shapes as end-plate cross sections is
desirable.
7. The influence of the addition of end plates of various sizes
and shapes on the static longitudinal stability of an unsweptwing
was found to be negligible.
WIND-TUNNELTESTSAT LOWSPEEDOFSWEPTANDYAWEDWINGSHAVING
VARIOUSPLANFORMS_Paul E. Purser and M. Leroy Spearma%December
1951
The results of low speed tests of several small-scale models of
yawedand swept wings indicated that:
The lift-curve slope and the effective dihedral for swept wings
can be computedwith a reasonable degree of accuracy in the low CL
range with existing theories.
In general_ reducing the aspect ratio and the ratio of root chord
to tip chord produced increases in drag and effective dihedral
and slightly increased the longitudinal stability near the stall.
Cutting off the tip of a sweptbackwing normal to the leading edge
reduced the effective dihedral at low CL'S and gave a slight
reduction in the drag at high CL'S.
Sweepingforward a part of the outer panel of a sweptback wing
improved the longitudinal stability and decreased the effective
dihedral but also increased the drag at high CL'S and slightly
increased the CLmax.
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The use of either leading-edge or trailing-edge high-lift devices
on sweptbackwings increased the L/D ratio and the effective
dihedral at high CL'S.
An increase in the ratio of root chord to tip chord on a swept-
forward wing caused decreases in aileron rolling-moment effective-
ness that were greater than the losses computedfor unswept wings.
EXPERIMENTALERODYNAMICDERIVATIVESOFA SINUSOIDALLYOSCILLATING
AIRFOIL IN TWO-DIMENSIONALFLOW_Robert L. Halfman_November1951
Experimental measurementsof the aerodynamic reactions on a
symmetrical airfoil oscillating harmonically in a two-dimensional
flow are presented and analyzed. Harmonicmotions include pure
pitch and pure translation_ for several amplitudes and super-
imposedon an initial angle of attack# as well as combinedpitch
and translation. For all but the combined.motion tests_ either
two or three airspeeds were used_ averaging about 95 mph_and the
frequency range was covered for each airspeed in half-cycle per
second steps.
The most general conclusion to be drawn from this analysis is that
the experimental data corroborate the predictions of the theory
over an important range of reduced frequency. The component
analysis indicates that two-dimensional conditions were not quite
realized for the tests_ although the effective aspect ratio was
well above six. A reduction of the clearances between airfoil and
vertical end plates would undoubtedly raise the effective aspect
ratio to a very high value. The combined-motion tests indicate
that_ for the typical flutter condition chosen_ the experimental
and theoretical work-per-cycle conditions check very well. In the
case of pure pitch there is an encouraging agreement betweenvari-
ous independent groups of data.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOF EFFECTSOFVARIOUSAERODYNAMICBALANCE
SHAPESANDSWEEPBACKONCONTROL-SURFACECHARACTERISTICSOF SEMI-
SPANTAlL SURFACESWITHNACA0009_ 0015_ 66-009# 66(215)-014_ AND
CIRCULAR-ARCAIRFOIL SECTIONS_John J. Harper_ October 1951
Tests were madeof the above airfoil sections for use as tail
surfaces. The ones with sweepwere swept back 40° at the 25%-chord
line.
The slope of CL_varied with thickness. Sweepingthe airfoil back
reduced the lift-curve slope_ but the decrease due to sweepwas not
as muchas predicted. Increasing the trailing edge angle decreased
CL_.
For a given thickness ratio_ the hinge-momentcoefficient Ch_was
not greatly affected by airfoil section when comparedwith changes
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in trailing edge angle. Also for the trailing edge changehad
more effect than airfoil section. Ch6_
The plain tab tested on the unswept models yielded about the same
increment in Ch6on the NACA0009 and 0015 profiles with an internal
balance. A lagging tab reduced the flap lift effectiveness_ but it
also reduced Ch6 to about 50%of the unbalanced value. On the swept
profiles the tab was less effective generally. The results come
closer to lifting-surface results than lifting line-results.
EXAMPLESOFTHREEREPRESENTATIVETYPESOFAIRFOIL-SECTIONSTALL
AT LOWSPEED_GeorgeB. McCullough and Donald E. Gault_ September
1951
The following airfoil sections were tested generally for stalls
which were put into the categories of leading edge stall_ trailing
edge stall_ and thin wing stall:
633-018
631-012
63 -009
64A006
Information can be obtained in an airfoil section handbook.
THE EFFECT OF RATE OF CHANGE OF ANGLE OF ATTACK ON THE MAXIMUM
LIFT COEFFICIENT OF A PURSUIT AIRPLANE_ Burnett L. Gadeberg_
October 1951
The effect of rate of change of _ on CLmax of a pursuit type air-
plane equipped with a low-drag wing has been investigated in stalls
of varying abruptness over a Mach number range of 0.18 to 0.49
and Reynolds numbers from 6.1 to 13.4 million.
The CLmax increased approximately linearly with rate of change of
to the limits of this test [tests carried to values of (C/V)(d_/dt)
--pitching parameter_ degrees per chord length of travel--of 0.66].
The combined effect of Mach and Reynolds number caused the rate
of change of CLmax with rate of change of _ to vary from approxi-
mate 0.25 to 0.70.
Above a Mach number of approximately 0.32_ Reynolds number had
less effect on the rate of change of CLmax with rate of change of
than at lower Mach numbers.
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EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFA NACA64A010AIRFOIL SECTIONWITH
41 SUCTIONSLOTSONEACHSURFACEFORCONTROLOFLAMINARBOUNDARY
LAYER_Dale L. Burrows and Milton A. Schwartzberg_ April 1952
An experimental investigation of an NACA64A010airfoil section
equipped with 82 boundary-layer suction slots (41 per surface)
indicated that laminar flow could be maintained over 0.91 chord
up to Reynolds numbersas high as 107. This result was obtained
on only one surface of the model where the slot radii forward
and rearward_ respectively_ were approximately 1.0 and 0.5 times
the slot width_ 0.005 inch. The CD equivalent of the suction power
required to obtain this result was as low as 0.0006 (for the one
surface) which whenmultiplied by 2 and combinedwith an estimated
wake drag indicated that a drag coefficient of 0.0024 or less might
be obtained for an airfoil having two sides that operated with
equal effectiveness_ as compared to 0.0042 for the plain smooth
airfoil. It was found that the total suction-flow quantity and
the suction drag required to obtain the results at a Reof 107 were
of the sameorder as the values predicted by this analysis.
Perhaps the most significant observation of the investigation was
the increasing difficulty encountered in obtaining full-chord
laminar flow at higher Reynolds numbers. The degree of the dif-
ficulty was indicated by the extreme amount of care required to
provide slot-entry contours and a smoothnessof surface that would
not cause transition. At the higher Reynolds numbersthe rough-
ness which seemedto prevent laminar flow was so small that a soft-
lead pencil used as a hone was found to be effective in further
reducing the roughness and advancing the Re for extensive laminar
flow.
SUMMARYOFSTALL-WARNINGDEVICES_John A. Zalovcik_ May 1952
Gives principles of operation of devices only.
EFFECTSOFMACHNUMBERVARIATIONBETWEEN0.07 AND0.34 ANDREYNOLDS
NUMBERVARIATIONBETWEEN0.97xi06 AND8.10x106 ONTHEMAXIMUMLIFT
COEFFICIENTOFA WINGOFNACA64-210 AIRFOIL SECTIONS_JamesE.
Fitzpatrick and William C. Schneider_ August 1952
The effects of Machnumberand Reynolds numberon CLmaxof a wing
of section NACA64-210 are presented. The ranges of Machnumber
(M) obtained was 0.07 to 0.34 at atmospheric pressure and 0.08 to
0.26 at a pressure of 33 psia. The corresponding Reynolds number
ranges were from 0.97xi06 to 4.44xi06 and from 2.20xi06 to 8.10x106
respectively. The tests were madewith and without partial-span and
full-span split flaps deflected 60°. Pressure distribution measure-
ments were obtained for all configurations.
The CLmaxwas a function of the two independent variables_ Mach
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numberand Re_ and both parameters had an important effect on the
CLmaxin the ranges investigated. The stall progression and the
shape of the lift-curve at the stall were influenced by variations
in both M and Re. Peak CLmax'Swere measuredat M between 0.12
and 0.20_ depending on Re range and flap configuration.
There was very little influence of either M or Re on the maximum
lift of the wing with leading edge roughness.
THEEFFECTOFA SIMULATEDPROPELLERSLIPSTREAMONTHEAERODYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICSOFANUNSWEPTWINGPANELWITHANDWITHOUTNACELLES
ATMACHNUMBERSFROM0.30 TO0.86_ Gareth H. Jordan and Richard I.
Cole_ September1952
A preliminary investigation was madein the Langley 24" high-speed
tunnel in order to determine the effect of a simulated propeller
slipstream on the aerodynamic characteristics of an unswept wing
panel with and without nacelles at _ of 0o and 3° for M = 0.30 to
0.86. The test results obtained with Machnumbersof the simu-
lated propeller slipstream equal to and 10%greater than free-
stream Machnumbers indicated:
The increased velocity of the simulated propeller slipstream
caused no significant changes in lift and pitching-moment coeffi-
cients for the configurations tested here.
The Machnumber for drag rise near zero lift was decreased
approximately 0.02 as a result of the increase in simulated-
propeller-slipstream velocity for all configurations.
EXPERIMENTALSTUDYOF THEEFFECTSOFFINITE SURFACEDISTURBANCES
ANDANGLEOFATTACKONTHELAMINARBOUNDARYLAYEROFANNACA
64A010AIRFOILWITHAREASUCTION_Milton A. Schwartzberg and
Albert L. Braslow_ October 1952
A low-turbulence investigation of an NACA64A010airfoil section
with porous surfaces was madeto determine the effectiveness of
continuous suction in maintaining full-chord laminar flow behind
finite disturbances and at _ other than 0o. It was found that:
The use of area suction resulted in a relatively small increase
in the size of a small but finite surface disturbance required to
cause premature boundary layer transition as comparedwith that for
the airfoil without suction. With or without continuous suction_
the maximumsize of a proturberance that will not cause premature
transition is small with respect to the boundary layer thickness.
The laminar boundary layer stability theory_ which is based on
vanishingly small_ 2-dimensional_ aerodynamically possible dis-
turbances in the boundary-layer_ appears to be of little practical
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significance in determining the sensitivity of the laminar boundary
layer to surface projections.
By use of area suction_ it was possible to restore the flow in the
boundary layer from the turbulent to the laminar state in the wake
of a single cylindrical projection situated on the airfoil in the
region of favorable pressure gradient at high suction-flow co-
efficients. The flow about the projection was such that probably
only slight increases in suction quantity or projection Reynolds
numberwould have been required to establish complete turbulence
from the projection to the airfoil trailing edge.
Combinedwake and suction drag coefficients lower than the CD of
the plain airfoil can be obtained through a range of low CL by the
use of area suction_ provided that the airfoil surfaces are main-
tained sufficiently smooth.
SECTIONCHARACTERISTICSOFA 10.5-PERCENT-THICKAIRFOILWITHAREA
SUCTIONAS AFFECTEDBY CHORDWISEDISTRIBUTIONOFPERMEABILITY_
Robert E. Dannenbergand JamesA. Weiberg_ December1952
The maximumlift of a symmetrical 10.51%thick wing was increased
from a CLof 1.3 to 1.8 by meansof area suction over the first
3%of the chord for a section flow coefficient of 0.0014 at a
free-stream q of 30 psf.
The maximumlift of the plain wing appeared to be limited by
leading-edge (LE) stall_ whereas the stall of the wing with suc-
tion appeared to result from separation of the turbulent boundary
layer from the trailing-edge (TE). This would makesubsequent
increases in the maximumlift dependent on control of the turbu-
lent boundary layer.
The flow-resistance characteristics as well as the chordwise
variation of permeability were found to be important in reducing
the suction-flow quantity and suction power required for a given
lift. A CL of 1.71 was attained with a flow coefficient CQof
0.00135 and a power drag coefficient of 0.033 with a porous sur-
face material of constant resistivity. By stepping the thickness
of the porous material and hence changing the chordwise distribu-
tion of resistivity_ the CQrequired to attain a CL of 1.71 was
reduced to 0.0008 and power drag coefficient was reduced to 0.024.
An analysis of the effects of the distribution and resistivity of
the porous surface material on the suction power and velocity
distribution indicated that power drag coefficients lower than
those obtained in the tests maybe possible. It must be empha-
sized that the minimumpower attainable will be governed by the
suction-air velocities necessary to obtain satisfactory lift
characteristics at a given free stream velocity.
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CHORDWISELOADINGANDARBITRARYSPANWISELOADINGIN SUBSONICFLOW_
S. Katzoff_ M. Frances Faison and HughC. DuBose_May 1953
The field of a uniformly loaded wing in subsonic flow is discussed
in terms of the acceleration potential. It is shownthat_ for the
design of such wings_ the slope of the meancamber surface at any
point can be determined by a line integration around the wing
boundary. By an additional line integration around the wing
boundary_ this method is extended to include the case where the
local section lift varies with spanwise location (the chordwise
loading at every section still remaining uniform).
The design of meancamber surfaces to sustain a specified area
distribution of lift at subsonic speeds involves basically a
relatively straightforward process: a system of bound and trail-
ing vortices is set up in the plane of the wing according to the
specified distribution of lift_ and the corresponding vertical
velocity is calculated_ by the Biot-Savart law_ at points on the
surface where the local slopes are desired. Reasonablypractical
numerical and graphical procedures have been developed for per-
forming this integration of the velocity due to this distribution
of vortices. If the chordwise loading is specified to be uniform_
as in a numberof recent wing-design studies_ the problem is
basically simplified_ as was shown_ the solution can then be re-
duced from a double integral over the wing area (or over the wing
area plus wake area) to a line integral around the boundary of the
wing and_ in the simplest cases_ it can even be reduced to a purely
analytical procedure.
The purpose of the paper was to outline the basic theory behind the
solution of problems involving uniform chordwise loading_ to sum-
marize the mathematical application of the theory and the develop-
ment of the required formulas_ and to describe the actual use of
these derived results in the design of meancamber surfaces for
this type of loading.
Wingswith arbitrary plan form and arbitrary spanwise loading were
examined. Someof the integrals were given and methods of solu-
tion were shown. Polygonal wings with uniform area loading were
also examined. Compressibility corrections were shownand examples
of calculated meancamber surfaces were given. Formulas for uni-
formly loaded polygonal wings were developed in the appendix.
Three cases were developed in the appendix: (i) Path of integra-
tion crosses vortex se_ment_ (2) Path of integration does not
cross vortex segment_(3) Vortex segmentparallel to free stream
and hence to path of integration.
Most of the graphs given were used in conjunction with determina-
tion of the value of someof the integrals.
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THEEFFECTSOFCAMBERONTHEVARIATIONWITHMACHNUMBEROFTHE
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA IO-PERCENT-THICKMODIFIEDNACA
FOUR-DIGIT-SERIESAIRFOILSECTION_Albert D. Hemenover_September
1953
The results of a wind-tunnel investigation to determine the effects
of moderate amountsof camberon the aerodynamic characteristics
of a 10-percent-thick modified NACAfour-digit series airfoil
section were presented for Machnumbersfrom 0.3 to 0.9. The
corresponding Reynolds numbervariation was from approximately
ix106 to 2xi06. The characteristics of airfoil sections cambered
for design lift coefficients of 0.2 and 0.4 on an NACAequal to
0.8 mean line were comparedwith those of the corresponding un-
camberedprofile. The investigation was conducted in the Ames
I- by 3-1/2-foot high-speed wind tunnel_ a low-turbulence two-
dimensional-flow wind tunnel. Measurementsof lift_ drag_ and
pitching momentabout the quarter-chord point were madesimul-
taneously at Machnumbersranging from 0.3 to approximately 0.9
for the models at angles of attack increasing by increments of 1°
or 2° from -6° to 12° . This range of angles of attack was suffi-
cient to encompassnegative lift at all Machnumbersand the lift
stall up to a Machnumberof 0.775. The Reynolds numbervariation
with Machnumberfor these tests was shown.
i
It was found that an increase in camber from 0 to 0.4 design
section lift coefficient resulted in an increase in maximum lift
coefficient. The effects on the respective variations with Mach
number of lift-curve slope and angle of attack required to main-
tain a given lift coefficient were similar to those on the cor-
responding characteristics of an NACA 6-series airfoil of the same
thickness. Increasing amounts of camber produced decreases in
lift- and drag-divergence Mach numbers at low lift coefficients
and increases in the values of these parameters at moderate to
large lift coefficients.
Plots are given for section lift versus Mach number for various
angles of attack.
Plots are given for section drag versus Mach number for various
angles of attack.
Plots are given for section li_t versus Mach number for _=0 °
axis for various Mach numbers.
Plots are given for section lift versus section drag for various
Mach numbers.
LIFT AND PITCHING MOMENT AT LOW SPEEDS OF THE NACA 64A010 AIRFOIL
SECTION EQUIPPED WITH VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OF A LEADING-EDGE SLAT_
LEADING-EDGE FLAP_ SPLIT FLAP_ AND DOUBLE-SLOTTED FLAP_ John A.
Kelly and Nora-Lee F. Hayter_ September 1953
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A two-dimensional wind-tunnel investigation at low speeds was
madeof the NACA64A010airfoil equipped with various combina-
tions of a leading-edge slat_ leading-edge flap_ split flap_ and
double-slotted flap. Optimumslat positions were determined for a
Reynolds numberof 6 million for the model with no trailing-edge
flap and with the two trailing-edge flaps deflected. Section lift
and pitching-moment characteristics of the various model arrange-
ments were obtained for Reynolds numbersof 2_ 4_ 6_ and 7 million.
TESTCONDITIONSR x 10-6 DynamicPressure (psf) MachNo.
2 5 .06
4 20 .12
6 40 .17
7 60 .20
Measurementsof lift and pitching momentwere madewith a wind
tunnel balance system. For the most part_ the tests were con-
ducted at a Reynolds numberof 6 million. Data also were taken
for Reynolds numbersof 2_ 4_ and 7 million for the basic airfoil
model_ the model with optimum slat settings_ and the model with
leading-edge-flap deflections of i0o_ 20o_ 30o_ and 40o.
Results
The increases in the maximumsection lift coefficient produced
by the leading-edge flap or by the leading-edge slat in combina-
tion with either of the trailing-edge flaps were approximately
equal to the sumof the increments produced by each of the high-
lift devices deflected individually. Extension of the leading-
edge slat and deflection of the leading-edge flap produced incre-
ments in maximumsection lift coefficient of about 0.83 and 0.66_
respectively. Deflection of either leading-edge high-lift device
caused the aerodynamic center to move forward. In the case of the
leading-edge slat_ the aerodynamic center moved forward to approxi-
mately the quarter point of the extended chord.
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Section lift and section pitching momentwere plotted against
angle of attack for three trailing edge flap configurations:
(i) None_ (2) Split flap_ (3) Double-slotted flap.
A DESIGNSTUDYOFLEADING-EDGEINLETSFORUNSWEPTWINGSjRobert
E. Dannenberg_March 1954
A practical method_employing a lofting techniqu% was presented
for determining the profile coordinates of an air inlet for the
leading edge of an airfoil from formulas which were dependent only
on the airfoil coordinates and on the height of the opening. The
usefulness of this method was demonstrated by an analysis of the
results of a wind-tunnel investigation of leading-edge inlets in an
airfoil having the NACA631-012 section. The analysis indicates
that satisfactory characteristics were obtained for this airfoil
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with inlets designed from the formulas. The analysis includes a
study of the effects of variations of inlet geometry on the experi-
mentally determined aerodynamic characteristics of the ducted
airfoil.
A leading-edge inlet designed by the method presented in this
report entailed a change in the profile of the airfoil from the
leading edge to the station of maximumairfoil thickness. Behind
the latter station the shape of the airfoil remained unchanged.
The method for determining the profile for an inlet in an airfoil
was presented in two parts_ designated as design step I and design
step 2. Design step i provided a method for the design of a
leading-edge inlet of arbitrary height_ upper- and lower-lip
radii_ and stagger for a symmetrical airfoil. Design step 2 was
concerned primarily with an alteration of the profile determined
by step I to improve the internal pressure-recovery characteris-
tics at high angles of attack. These design steps were described
with equations written out. Design of inlets for camberedair-
foils were also discussed. To study the characteristics of inlets
derived from the design method_ an airfoil with various leading-
edge inlets was tested in a wind tunnel. Air was drawn through
the inlets into a hollow spar in the airfoil and then through a
ducting system by a compressor outside the test chamber. The air
flow through the inlet was calculated. The pressure drop across
a calibrated orifice plate was measured. The inlet pressure
losses were measured. The pressure distribution over the external
surfaces of the inlets was measured.
Tunnel wall corrections to force measurementswere applied. The
test results were presented for a Machnumberof 0.14 and a
Reynolds numberof 3_840_000based on the airfoil chord. The
external drag on each inlet was calculated.
Results
The airfoil with an inlet devised by the design method was found
to possess satisfactory aerodynamic characteristics_ as compared
to the plain airfoil_ with regard to lift_ drag_ pressure distri-
bution_ and predicted drag-divergence Mach number. Introduction
of stagger_ increasing the inlet entrance height_ or decreasing
the leading-edge radius of the upper lip had a deleterious effect
on the maximum lift. Increasing the amount of stagger and round-
ing the inner surface of the lower lip improved the ram-pressure
recovery at high angles of attack. A change in inlet-velocity
ratio introduced an increment of velocity over the outer surface
of an inlet that had a linear variation with inlet-velocity ratio.
With a given inlet and the experimental velocity distribution of
the given inlet as a reference_ the change in the external
velocity distribution caused by a small change of the external
ordinates of the inlet can be calculated by an application of the
principles of thin-airfoil theory.
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Lift coefficient_ critical Machnumber_ram-recovery ratio_ are
plotted against _ and pressure coefficient is plotted against per-
cent airfoil chord for various inlet height to airfoil thickness
ratios.
INVESTIGATIONOFA SLATIN SEVERALDIFFERENTPOSITIONSONANNACA
64A010AIRFOILFORA WIDERANGEOF SUBSONICMACHNUMBERS_John
A. Axelson and GeorgeL. Stevens_ March 1954
An investigation of the two-dimensional aerodynamic characteris-
tics of an NACA64A010airfoil with a slat was conducted in the
Machnumberrange from 0.25 to 0.85 with a corresponding
Reynolds numberrange from 3.4 million to 8.1 million. Two
families of slat positions were investigated_ one with the slat
leading edge extended forward along the airfoil chord lin% and
the other with the slat extended forward and displaced below the
chord line. The angle-of-attack range was from -4° to 20° at the
lower test Machnumbersbut was limited by model strength at the
higher Machnumbers. All section force coefficients presented
were computedfrom the balance measurements. Section normal-
force coefficients computedfrom integrations of the pressure
distributions were in close agreementwith those from the balance
measurements.
Over the entire Machnumberrange from 0.25 to 0.85_ the airfoil
with the slat retracted was generally aerodynamically superior to
any of the other airfoil-slat arrangements for section lift coeffi-
cients up to 0.60.
At lower Machnumbers_ the highest maximumsection lift coeffi-
cients and the largest lift-drag ratios at high angles of attack
were obtained with the slat extended forward but with its nose
displaced below the extended chord line of the airfoil. At the
higher Machnumbers_adverse aerodynamic changes resulted with
those slat arrangements. These adverse changeswhich occurred at
the higher Machnumbersconsisted of large increases in section
drag_ increased angle of attack for zero lift_ and increasingly
negative section pitching moments.
For section lift coefficients above 0.80 and for the widest range
of test Machnumbers_the best aerodynamic characteristics were
obtained with the nose of the slat on the extended chord line of
the airfoil.
The increased maximumlifts and lift-drag ratios at the higher
angles of attack which were obtained with the slats extended may
be attributed primarily to the increased loading carried by the
slat and the forward portion of the airfoil and to the greater
pressure recovery on the upper surface of the airfoil.
ii0
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Charts are given for c6_ Cd_ cm
different positions of the slat.
for various Machnumbersfor
Pressure coefficient and drag were plotted against Machnumber
and lift was plotted against drag.
_FFECTSOFLEADING-EDGERADIUSANDMAXIMUMTHICKNESS-CHORDRATIO
ONTHEVARIATIONWITHMACHNUMBEROFTHEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERIS-
TICS OF SEVERALTHINNACAAIRFOIL SECTIONS_Robert E. Berggren and
Donald J. Graham_April 1954
A wind-tunnel investigation was made to determine the effects of
leading-edge radius and maximumthickness-chord ratio on the varia-
tion with Machnumberof the aerodynamic characteristics of sev-
eral thin syu_netrical NACA4-digit-series airfoil sections. The
Machnumberrange of the investigation was from 0.3 to approximately
0.9 and the corresponding Reynolds numberrange from approximately
ixl0 6 to 2x106.
Airfoils Tested
0004 - 1.10 40/1. 575
0004 - 3.30 40/1.575
0006 - i. I0 40/1. 575
0006 - .70 40/1. 575
0006 - .27 40/1. 575
0008 - I. i0 40/1. 575
0010 - 1.10 40/1.575
Leading Edge Radius (percent chord)
O. 18
53
40
25
i0
70
1 I0
coordinates of the airfoils
are given in this report in
table form
Tests were made in a high speed- low-turbulence_ two-dimensional
wind tunnel. Measurements of lift_ drag_ and pitching moment
were made. Lift and pitching moments were evaluated by integra-
tions of the pressure reactions on the tunnel walls produced by
the airfoil models. Drag measurements were made by means of
wake surveys using a rake of total-head tubes.
Results
i. The variations with Mach number of the lift_ drag_ and pitch-
ing moment for a 4-percent-chord-thick airfoil section are not
significantly affected by a change of the leading-edge radius
from 0.18 to 0.53 percent of the chord. The same is true for a
leading-edge-radius variation from 0.I0 to 0.40-percent chord on
a 6-percent-chord-thick section.
2. Reduction of the maximum thickness-chord ratio from i0 to 4
percent progressively improved the variation of lift-curve slope
with Mach number_ the lift and drag-divergence characteristics_
and the maximum section lift characteristics at Mach numbers
above 0.60.
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3. Section pitching-moment characteristics were not greatly
affected by a variation of the maximumthickness-chord ratio.
Lift_ drag_ and pitching momentcoefficients were all plotted
against Machnumberand Machnumberfor _ = 0° axis. These graphs
were usually made for one airfoil and various flap deflections.
INFLUENCEOFAIRFOILTRAILING-EDGEANGLEANDTRAILING-EDGE-
THICKNESSVARIATIONONTHEEFFECTIVENESSOFA PLAINFLAPAT HIGH
SUBSONICMACHNUMBERS_Albert D. Hemenoverand Donald J. Graham_
June 1954
The effects of variation of trailing-edge angle and trailing-edge
thickness on the lift characteristics of a 10-percent-chord thick
symmetrical NACAairfoil section with a 25-percent-chord plain
flap were appraised from wind-tunnel tests at Machnumbersfrom 0.3
to 0.9 and Reynolds numbersvarying correspondingly from i to 2
million. The airfoil trailing-edge angle was varied from approxi-
mately 18° to 6o_ and the trailing-edge thickness from zero to the
thickness at the flap hinge line.
Profile
00.0-0.70 40/1. 575
0000-0.70 40_I.051
0010-0.70 40/0.524
0010-0.70 40/1. 575
0010-0.70 40/1.575
Trailing Edge Angle
17.9 °
12°
6°
0o
7.5 °
Tests were made in a high-speed wind tunnel_ 2_dimensional flow and
low turbulence'.
Measurements of lift_ drag_ and pitching moment were made at Mach
numbers from 0.3 to 0.9 with angle of attack range from -2° to 12° .
Flap deflection was varied by small increments from approximately
-i° to approximately 6° for the greatest part of the investigation_
but in a few cases it was increased to as high as 14 degrees. Lift
and pitching moments were measured by interpretations of the pres-
sure reactions on the tunnel walls of the forces on the airfoils.
Drag was determined by wake surveys.
Results
From the results it would appear that the variation with Mach
number of the effectiveness of a plain flap cannot be satisfac-
torily controlled by variation of such parameters as the trailing-
edge angle and the trailing-edge thickness independently. In
order to maintain a satisfactory degree of flap effectiveness
throughout the subsonic Mach number range by variation of airfoil
geometry_ the airfoil shape should be such as to prevent flow
separation from the surface appreciably ahead of the trailing edge.
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This can readily be accomplished from placing the airfoil maximum
thickness at the trailing edge_ but the attendant penalty in drag
would be large. To approach the desired objective for an airfoil
on which somepressure recovery is to be madeahead of the trail-
ing-edge_ present indications are that the profile should embody
sometrailing-edge thickness in conjunction with a relatively
small trailing-edge angle.
Numerousgraphs are given of lift_ drag_ and pitching moment
versus both Machnumberand Machnumberof _ = 0o axis for a
specific trailing edge thickness and various angles of attack and
flap deflections.
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFTHENACA64-010 AND0010-I. I0
40/1.051 AIRFOIL SECTIONSATMAC_NUMBERSFROM0.30 TO0.85
ANDREYNOLDSNUMBERSFROM4.0x10v TO8.0xi06_ Laurence K. Loftin_
Jr._ August 1954
A short two-dimensional investigation has been madein the Langley
low-turbulence pressure tunnel to determine the aerodynamic char-
acteristics of the NACA64-010 and 0010-I. I0 40/1.051 airfoil
sections. The Machnumberrange was .3 to .85 while the Reynolds
numberrange was 4.0xlO6 to 8.0x106. The purpose of the investi-
gation was to determine the extent to which the relative merits
of the two airfoil sections_ as indicated by previous investiga-
tions _NACARMA9_18 and RMA9E31) at Reynolds numbersfrom
1.0xl0 _ to 2.0x10 _ might be altered by increases in the Reynolds
number. The investigation was madeso that a choice could be
madebetween the two sections for an aerodynamic problem. The
tests of each model consisted in measurementsof the lift_ drag_
and pitching momentfor angles of attack from -2° to 7° .
The results indicated that the increment between the higher drag
of the NACA0010-i. I0 40/1.051 airfoil section and the drag of
the NACA64-010 airfoil section shownby the data of NACARM
AgGI8 and RMA9E31for moderate lift coefficients and relatively
high subsonic speeds was muchsmaller in the present higher Rey-
nolds numberinvestigation.
Lift_ drag_ and pitching momentsection coefficients were plotted
against Machnumber_c_ was plotted against cd and Reynolds
numberwas plotted agalnst Machnumber.
This report could only serve as a point on a graph for the
particular airfoil sections when considering a design manual.
SECTIONCHARACTERISTICSOFANNACA0006 AIRFOILWITHAREASUCTION
NEARTHELEADINGEDGE_JamesA. Weiberg and Robert E. Dannenberg_
September1954
Suction was investigated to see if it could prevent or delay
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leading edge stall. The airfoil investigated was the NACA0006.
The model was equipped for area suction near the leading edge and
with a 0.20-chord split flap.
Measurementswere madeof the surface pressure distributions_ lift_
profile drag_ suction requirements_ and boundary-layer character-
istics. A vacuumpumpprovided the suction. Boundary-layer
velocities were measuredby meansof small rakes fastened to the
airfoil surface.
The tests covered a range of free-stream velocities from 93 to
183 fps. Reynolds numberrange was from 2.4 to 5.1 million.
Wake-drag data were obtained at a Reynolds numberof 5.1 million.
At a free-stream velocity of 162 fps_ a section flow coefficient of
0.0010 increased C_maxfrom about 0.87 to 1.25 by delaying stall
from 9° to 12° angle of attack. The most economical extent of
suction for this lift increase was on the upper surface from the
leading edge fo 0.5-percent chord.
High negative values of pressure coefficient were obtained on the
leading edge of the airfoil with suction. The pumpmust supply
low pressures and this tends to complicate the design of the
system for area suction.
From a comparison of the results obtained on the NACA0006 airfoil
in this investigation with the results obtained on a symmetrical
airfoil 10.5 percent thick (NACATN 3093)_ it was found that for a
given lift increase the minimumsuction quality required was re-
lated to the magnitude of the difference between the external
pressure coefficients at the leading and trailing edges of the
porous area.
A NOTEONTHEDRAGDUETOLIFT OFRECTANGULARWINGSOFLOWASPECT
RATIO_EdwardC. Polhamus_January 1955
Considerable work both experimental and theoretical_ has been done
with regard to the aerodynamic characteristics of low.aspect-ratio
wings. Comparisonsof the experimental and theoretical results
have indicated that_ at least for incompressible flow_ the lift
and pitching-moment characteristics of low_aspect-ratio wings can
be estimated with reasonable accuracy. The estimation of the
drag due to lift_ however_ has been hamperedby what appears to be
a large effect of aspect ratio on the variation of profile drag
with lift coefficient. The purpose of the'present paper_ the_e-
fore_ was to attempt to determine the effect of aspect ratio on
the variation of the profile drag with lift coefficient.
Lifting line theory neglects any effect of the vortex sheet on
the chordwise loading due to induced curvature of the streamlines
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and therefore is not applicable to low aspect ratio wings with
regard to lift and moment. Lifting-surface solutions must be used
to account for this effect of the vortex sheet.
In the low-lift range_ where the profile drag is relatively in.
dependent of lift coefficient_ the drag due to lift can be pre-
dicted fairly accurately by equation
2
CL
CDi - 3.14(A+_
The problem remaining is that of the variation of the profile
drag with lift.
From tests it was found that the profile drag due to lift is
dependent to a large extent upon the aspect ratio of the wing_
with extremely high values occurring for the low-aspect-ratio
wing. Therefore_ it would seemthat the profile drag for a three-
dimensional wing at a given lift coefficient cannot be determined
from corresponding two-dimensional tests at that lift coefficient.
The large effect of aspect ratio on the profile drag maybe
associated with the fact that_ as the aspect ratio decreased_ the
chordwise pressure gradient due to angle of attack in the vicinity
of the leading edge increases as a result of the induced camber(streamline curvature) associated with the chordwise variation
of the induced downwash. This increase in the adverse pressure
gradient_ through its effect on separation at the leading edge_
would be expected to cause an increase in the profile drag.
The effect of aspect ratio on the chordwise pressure gradient is
shownbelow.
k CL=1.0
AP =°'s
x/c
The induced camber corresponds to a negative geometric camber and
increases in magnitude with decreasing aspect ratio.
From the graph it would therefore appear that boundary-layer and
separation characteristics of the wing with aspect ratio of 0.5
may more nearly correspond to those of the two-dimensional airfoil
operating at twice the lift coefficient.
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It will be noted that at low aspect ratios considerably greater
suction is required than is given by lifting-line or two-
dimensional theory that incorporates a lift coefficient increased
by a delta CL_which corresponds to the loss due to induced
camber.
It now appears possible that the increment of profile drag due to
lift maybe independent of aspect ratio for a given value of the
effective two-dimensional lift coefficient
c_ -- cL (I + delta CL)CL
where delta CL is equal to the
amount of induced camber load.
In figure 3 the data of figure 2 for profile drag due to lift are
replotted as a function of the effective two-dimensional lift
coefficient_
4c_ = CL I +
I.08 R=O.5
e_
o .o6" / /AR=I,OU
I
U .04
.d AR=2.O
II
_.. .02
U
• 2 .4 .6 .8
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It was shown that_ to a good approximation_ this effective two-
dimensional lift coefficient can be expressed as
4cL I•
where CL is the total lift coefficient and _R is the aspect ratio.
When the profile drag for several aspect ratios was plotted as a
function of
4CL i +_
the effect of aspect ratio was eliminated to a large extent.
This_ of coursej implies that when utilizing two-dimensional data
to determine the three-dimensional profile drag_ the two-
dimensional profile drag corresponding to a higher lift coefficient
must be used. Other implications are that effects that occur in
two-dimensional flow (such as Reynolds number_ profile shape_ and so
forth) will occur at progressively lower lift coefficients and be
more severe as the aspect ratio is reduced.
A LIMITED FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF THREE VORTEX-
GENERATOR CONFIGURATIONS ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF A PLAIN FLAP ON
AN UNSWEPT WING_ Garland J. Morris and LindsaY J. Lina_ September
1955
A test was conducted to study the effectiveness of vortex genera-
tors. The vortex generators consisted of airfoils mounted on
the upper surface of the wing and at right angles to it. For
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rectangular generators mountedat 63%and 75%chord_ no appreciable
results were found_ but for a tapered type of vortex generator_
the lift at 19° of flaps was equal to the lift at 27° of flaps
without the generators. It was concluded that vortex generators
provided only a little useful improvement in flap effectiveness_ but
that vortex generators maybe suitable for improving the effective-
ness of ailerons which operate at moderate deflections.
SECTIONCHARACTERISTICSOFTHENACA0006 AIRFOILWITHLEADING-EDGE
ANDTRAILING-EDGEFLAPS_Bruno J. Gambucci_December1956
The 0006 section was tested in a wind tunnel to obtain all the
airfoil section characteristics. The airfoil had a 0.15ochord
leading edge flap and a 0.30-chord trailing-edge flap. Tests
were madewith increments of leading edge and trailing edge flap
deflections. Pressure distributions were taken_ and the results
were given in tabular form on charts.
Re = 4.5x106 MachNo. = 0.15
Variation of
maximumlift ¢Imox
with nose flap
deflected
2.4_
1.6-
0.8 ._
l I I I,
I 0 20 3 0 40 50
_n, deg.
SOME MEASUREMENTS OF AERODYNAMIC FORCES AND MOMENTS AT SUBSONIC
SPEEDS ON A WING-TANK CONFIGURATION OSCILLATING IN PITCH ABOUT
THE WING MIDCHORD_ Sherman A. Clevenson and Sumner A. Leadbetter_
December 1956
The investigation was made to further the knowledge of the unsteady
aerodynamic forces on wing-tank configurations. Measurements were
made of the air forces acting on low aspect ratio wings with a tip
tank. The tank was tested with a delta fin_ a trapezoidal fin_ and
without a fin. The coefficients for the oscillating tank in the
presence of an oscillating wing were compared with calculated
coefficients for an engine nacelle as determined from a paper
by Andropoulos_ Chee_ and Targoff.
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The aerodynamic characteristics were presented for a range of
reduced frequency from 0.050 to 0.657 and for a range of Mach
numbersfrom 0.18 to 0.75. The Re range was 0.9 x 106 to
9.5 x 106. A resonant-oscillating technique was used.
Results
I. Total moments were decreased with fin addition_ but moments
were still larger than for the wing alone. The addition of the
tip tank with or without fins had a stabilizing influence on the
configuration.
2. The overall lift and moment phase angle did not change greatly
with the tank addition.
3. Either fin increased tank lift.
4. Tank lift and phase angle agreed well with results of an
engine-nacelle theory_ while moment agreement was poor.
n
TN 3871 AN INVESTIGATION AT SUBSONIC SPEEDS OF SEVERAL MODIFICATIONS TO
THE LEADING-EDGE REGION OF THE NACA 64A010 AIRFOIL SECTION
DESIGNED TO INCREASE MAXIMUM LIFT_ Ralph L. Maki and Lynn W.
Hunton_ December 1956
Three modifications of the leading-edge region of a NACA 64A010
airfoil section were tested. One of the nose modifications was
designed to have the same leading-edge radius and similar camber
distributions as a standard designated section_ the NACA 13010.
The other two sections differed either in leading edge radius
or type of camber. Pressure distributions were found_ and
measurements of lift_ drag and pitching moment were made.
The Reynolds numbers were = 2.8_ 4.0_ and 5.8 x 106 with Mach number
varying from 0.08 to 0.17. High speed tests were also made.
Tests at low speeds showed that the leading-edge modifications were
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capable of increasing CLmaxby as muchas 0.58 for a 10%
thick section. Increases were explained by an increase in angle
of attack at which stall occurs. The nose modifications intro-
duced no incremental pitching moment. A simple design procedure
for estimating the incremental maximumlift due to an arbitrary
modification_ based on control of the theoretical minimumpres-
sure_ was unsatisfactory.
Tests at high speeds showedthe increments in maximumlift pro-
vided by the leading-edge modifications were reduced by compres-
sibility effects and vanished at a Machnumberof 0.65.
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A NEW METHOD OF STUDYING THE FLOW OF THE WATER ALONG THE BOTTOM
OF A MODEL OF A FLYING BOAT HULL_ Kenneth E. Ward_ February 1940
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF AN NACA 23030 AIRFOIL WITH VARIOUS
ARRANGEMENTS OF SLOTTED FLAPS_ I. G. Recant_ March 1940
PRESSURE-DISTRIBUTION INVESTIGATION OF NACA 0009 AIRFOIL WITH A
30-PERCENT-CHORD PLAIN FLAP AND THREE TABS_ Milton B. Ames_ Jr.
and Richard I. Sears_ May 1940
THE FLOW OF A COMPRESSIBLE FLUID PAST A SPHERE_ Carl Kaplan_ May
1940
TRANSIENT EFFECTS OF THE WING WAKE ON A HORIZONTAL TAIL_ Robert T.
Jones and Leo F. Fehlner_ August 1940
AERODYNAMIC HEATING AND THE DEFLECTION OF DROPS BY AN OBSTACLE IN
AN AIR STREAM IN RELATION TO AIRCRAFT ICING_ Arthur Kantrowitz_
October 1940
WIND-TUNNEL TESTS OF AN NACA 23021 AIRFOIL EQUIPPED WITH A SLOTTED
EXTENSIBLE AND A PLAIN EXTENSIBLE FLAP_ Thomas A. Harris and
Robert S. Swanson_ November 1940
THE END-PLATE EFFECT OF A HORIZONTAL-TAIL SURFACE OF A VERTICAL-
TAlL SURFACE_ S. Katzoff and William Mutterperl_ February 1941
TEST OF ROUND AND FLAT SPOILERS ON A TAPERED WING IN THE NACA
19-FOOT PRESSURE WIND TUNNEL_ Carl J. Wenzinger and John D. Bowen_
March 1941
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF AN NACA 23012 AIRFOIL WITH SEVERAL
ARRANGEMENTS OF SLOTTED FLAPS WITH EXTENDED LIPS_ John G. Lowry_
May 1941
PLATE METHOD OF GROUND REPRESENTATION FOR WIND-TUNNEL DETERMINA-
TION OF ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS IN LANDING_ I. G. Recant_ September
1941
VELOCITY GAINED AND ALTITUDE LOST IN RECOVERIES FROM INCLINED
FLIGHT PATHZ_ H. A. Pearson and J. B. Garvin_ October 1941
ANALYSIS OF GROUND EFFECT ON THE LIFTING AIRSCREW_ Montgomery
Knight and Ralph A. Hefner, December 1940
HYDRODYNAMIC TESTS OF A 1/10-SIZE MODEL OF THE HULL OF THE
LATECOEE 521 FLYING BOAT - NACA MODEL 83_ Roland E. Olson and
Lindsay J. Lina_ December 1941
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THEPHOTOVISCOUSPROPERTIESOFFLUIDS_R. Weller_ D. J. Middlehurst_
and R. Steiner_ February 1942
INVESTIGATIONOFTHEFORCESACTINGONGLIDERSIN AUTOMOBILE-_
PULLEY-_WINCH-_ANDAIRPLANE-TOWEDFLIGHT_W. B. Klemperer_
March 1942
GROUNDEFFECTONDOWNWASHANGLESANDWAKELOCATION_S. Katzoff and
Harold H. Sweberg_May 1942
A PREL]]_INARYINVESTIGATIONOFTHEELECTRICALSTRUCTUREOF
THUNDERSTORMS_E. J. Workmanand R. E. Holzer_ July 1942
THEELECTRICALSTRUCTUREOFTHUNDERSTORMS_E. J. Workman_R. E.
Holzer_ and G. T. Pelsor_ November1942
A ROSETTESTRAINCOMPUTER_W. B. Klemperer_ December1942
A HOT-WIRECIRCUITWITHVERYSMALLTIMELAG_John R. Weske_February
1943
TRANSITIONBETWEENLAMINARANDTURBULENTFLOWBYTRANSVERSECON-
TAMINATION_Alex C. Charters_ Jr._ March 1943
TURBULENTFLOWBETWEENROTATINGCYLINDERS_Pai Shih-l_ March 1943
/
THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF COMPRESSIBLE FLUID FLOW PROBLEMS_ Howard
W. Emmons_ May 1944
ON THE GENERAL THEORY OF THIN AIRFOILS FOR NON-UNIFORM MOTION_ Eric
Reissner_ August 1944
THE "LIMITING LINE" IN MIXED SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC FLOW OF
COMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS_ Hsue-Shen Tsien_ November 1944
FRICTION IN PIPES AT SUPERSONIC AND SUBSONIC VELOCITIES_ Joseph H.
Keenan and Ernest P. Neumann_ January 1945
ON A METHOD OF CONSTRUCTION TWO-DIMENSIONAL SUBSONIC COMPRESSIBLE
FLOWS AROUND CLOSED PROFILES_ Lipman Bers_ March 1945
ON THE CIRCULATORY SUBSONIC FLOW OF A COMPRESSIBLE FLUID PAST A
CIRCULAR CYLINDER_ Lipman Bers_ July 1945
ON TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLOW OF COMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS_ Stefan Bergman_
August 1945
GRAPHICAL AND ANALYTICAL METHODS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF A FLOW
OF A COMPRESSIBLE FLUID AROUND AN OBSTACLE_ Stefan Bergman_ July
1945
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A PHOTOELECTRICHYGROMETER_Bernard Hamermesh_Frederick Relnes,
and Serge A. Korff_ May 1945
MEASUP_ENTSOF RECOVERYFACTORSANDCOEFFICIENTSOFHEATTRANSFER
IN A TUBEFORSUBSONICFLOWOFAIR3 William H. McAdams_Lloyd A.
Nicolai_ and Joseph H. Keenan_June 1945
MEASUREMENTOFTHEARITHMETICMEANVELOCITYOFA PULSATINGFLOW
OFHIGHVELOCITYBYTHEHOT-WIREMETHOD_John R. Wesk%April 1946
TWO-DIMENSIONALIRROTATIONALMIXEDSUBSONICANDSUPERSONICFLOWOF
A COMPRESSIBLEFLUIDANDTHEUPPERCRITICALMACHNUMBER,Hsue-Shen
Tsien and Yung-Huai Kuo, May 1946
THETHEORETICALF OWOFA FRICTIONLESS,ADIABATIC,PERFECTGAS
INSIDE OFA TWO-DIMENSIONALHYPERBOLICNOZZLE,HowardW. Emmons_
May 1946
VELOCITYDISTRIBUTIONSONWINGSECTIONSOFARBITRARYSHAPEIN
COMPRESSIBLEPOTENTIALFLOW. I - SYMMETRICFLOWSOBEYINGTHE
SIMPLIFIEDDENSITY-SPEEDRELATION,Lipman Bers_ April 1946
VELOCITYDISTRIBUTIONONWINGSECTIONSOFARBITRARYSHAPEIN
COMPRESSIBLEPOTENTIALFLOW. II - SUBSONICSYMMETRICADIABATIC
FLOWS_Lipman Bers, June 1946
A METHODFORTHEDETERMINATIONFAIR INFILTRATIONRATESIN AIR-
PLANECABINS_Jackson R. Stadler and E. Lewis Zeiller_ April 1946
METHODSFORDETERMINATIONA DCOMPUTATIONFFLOWPATTERNSOFA
COMPRESSIBLEFLUID, Stefan Bergman, September1946
USEOFFREON-12AS A FLUIDFORAERODYNAMICTESTINU_Paul W. Huber,
April 1946
PROPERTIESOFLOW-ASPECT-RATIOP INTEDWINGSAT SPEEDSBELOWAND
ABOVETHESPEEDOFSOUND,Robert T. Jones_ March 1946
ANALYSISOFAVAILABLEDATAONTHEEFFECTSOFTABSONCONTROL-
SURFACEHINGEMOMENTS,tewart M. Crandall and Harry E. Murray,
May 1946
WIND-TIINNELINVESTIGATIONOF END-PLATEFFECTSOFHORIZONTALTAILS
ONA VERTICALTAIL COMPAREDWITHAVAILABLETHEORY_Harry E. Murray,
April 1946
COMPARISONFTWO-DIMENSIONALAIR FLOWSABOUTANNACA0012 AIR-
FOIL OF 1-INCHCHORDAT ZEROLIFT IN OPENANDCLOSED3-1NCHJETS
ANDCORRECTIONSFORJET-BOUNDARYINTERFERENCE,Ray H. Wright and
ColemanduP. Donaldson_May 1946
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TANKTESTSTODETERMINETHEEFFECTOFVARYINGDESIGNPARAMETERSOF
PLANING-TAlLHULLS. I - EFFECTOFVARYINGLENGTH_WIDTH_AND
PLAN-FORMTAPEROFAFTERBODY_John R. Dawson_Robert Co Walter_ and
Elizabeth S. Hay_May 1946
A EMPIRICALEQUATIONFORCOEFFICIENTOFHEATTRANSFERTOA FLAT
SURFACEFROMA PLANEHEATED-AIRJET DIRECTEDTANGENTIALLYTOTHE
SURFACE_John Zerbe and JamesSelna_ June 1946
NOTEONTHETHEOREMSOFBJERKNESANDCROCCO,TheodoreTheodorsen_
May 1946
EFFECTSOFCOMPRESSIBILITYONSECTIONCHARACTERISTICSOFANAIR-
FOIL WITHA ROUND-NOSEFRISEAILERON_Arvo A. Luoma,May 1946
JET-BOUNDARYANDPLAN-FORMCORRECTIONSFORPARTIAL-SPANMODELS
WITHREFLECTIONPLANE_ENDPLATE_ORNOENDPLATEIN CLOSED
CIRCULARTUNNEL_JamesC. Sivells and OwenJ. Deters_ June 1946
PRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONOVERA PLUG-TYPESPOILER-SLOTAILERONONA
TAPEREDWINGWITHFULL-SPANSLOTTEDFLAPS3 John G° Lowry and Thomas
R. Turner_ June 1946
FLOWOVERA SLENDERBODYOFREVOLUTIONAT SUPERSONICVELOCITIES_
Robert T. Jones and Kenneth Margolis_ August 1946
STALLINGOFHELICOPTERBLADES_F. B. Gustafson and G. C. Myers_ Jr._
June 1946
ONSUPERSONICANDPARTIALLYSUPERSONICFLOWS_Stefan Bergman_
December1946
TANKTESTSTODETERMINETHEEFFECTOFVARYINGDESIGNPARAMETERS
OFPLANINGTAlL HULLS. II - EFFECTOFVARYINGDEPTHOF STEP_
ANGLEOFAFTERBODYKEELj LENGTHOFAFTERBODYCHINE_ANDGROSS
LOAD,John R. Dawson_Robert McKann_and Elizabeth S. Hay_July 1946
THIN OBLIQUEAIRFOILSAT SUPERSONICSPEED_Robert T. Jones_ Septem-
ber 1946
CALCULATIONOF SURFACET_IPERATURESIN STEADYSUPERSONICFLIGHT3
GeorgeP. Wood_December1946
AN INVESTIGATIONOFTHESTABILITYOFTHELAMINARBOUNDARYLAYERIN
A COMPRESSIBLEFLUID_Lester Lees and Chia Chiao Lin_ September
1946
EFFECTOF COMPRESSIBILITYAT HIGHSUBSONICVELOCITIESONTHE
LIFTING FORCEACTINGONANELLIPTICCYLINDER_Carl Kaplan_ July
1946
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TN 1160
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STANDARD NOMENCLATURE FOR AIRSPEEDS WITH TABLES AND CHARTS FOR USE
IN CALCULATION OF AIRSPEED 3 William S. Aiken 3 Jr._ September 1946
HIGH-SPEED INVESTIGATION OF SKIN WRINKLES ON TWO NACA AIRFOILS 3
Harold L. Robinson 3 August 1946
A DISCUSSION OF THE APPLICATION OF THE PRANDTL-GU__UERT METHOD TO
SUBSONIC COMPRESSIBLE FLOW OVER A SLENDER BODY OF REVOLUTION 3
Lester Lees_ September 1946
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A ROTATING
AXIAL-FLOW BLADE GRID 3 John R. Weske 3 February 1947
APPLICATION OF THE METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS FO SUPERSONIC ROTA-
TIONAL FLOW 3 Antonio Ferai_ September 1946
AN ANALYSIS OF THE AIRSPEEDS AND NORMAL ACCELERATIONS OF BOEING
S-307 AIRPLANES IN COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT OPERATION 3 A. M. Peiser and
W. G. Walker 3 September 1946
AN ANALYSIS OF THE AIRSPEEDS AND NORMAL ACCELERATIONS OF DOUGLAS
DC-3 AIRPLANES IN COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT OPERATION_ A. M. Peiser 3
September 1946
CHARTS FOR DETERMINING THE CHARACTERISTICS OF SHARP-NOSE AIRFOILS
IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLOW AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDSj Reese Ivey 3 George W.
Stickle_ and Alberta Schuettler_ January 1947
FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF A LOCAL CHANGE IN WING CON-
TOUR ON CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION AT HIGH SPEEDS 3 Richard E.
Adams and Norman S. Silsby 3 September 1946
FOAMING VOLUME AND FOAM STABILITY_ Sydney Ross_ February 1947
A COMPARISON OF THE LATERAL MOTIONS CALCULATED FOR TAILLESS AND
CONVENTIONAL AIRPLANES_ Charles W. Harper and Arthur L. Jones_
February 1947
THE INFRARED SPECTRA OF SPIROPENTANE METHYLENECYCLOBUTANE AND
2-METHYL-I-BUTENE_ Alden P. Cleaves and Mildred E. Sherrick 3 October
1946
EFFECT OF CATALYSTS AND pH ON STRENGTH OF RESIN BONDED PLYWOOD_
G. M. Kline_ F. W. Reinhart 3 R. C. Rinker_ and N. J. DeLollis_ April
1947
SOME RECENT CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE STUDY OF TRANSITION AND TURBU-
LENT BOUNDARY LAYERSj Hugh L. Dryden_ April 1947
THE EFFECT OF GEOMETRIC DIHEDRAL ON THE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERIS-
TICS OF A 40 ° SWEPT-BACK WING OF ASPECT RATIO 33 Bernard Maggin and
Robert E. Shanks_ December 1946
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ONSUBSONICOMPRESSIBLEFLOWSBYA METHODOF CORRESPONDENCE.
I - METHODSFOROBTAININGSUBSONICIRCULATORYCOMPRESSIBLE
FLOWSABOUT WODIMENSIONALBODIES_Abe Gelbart_ March 1947
ONSUBSONICOMPRESSIBLEFLOWSBYA METHODOF CORRESPONDENCE.
II - APPLICATIONOFMETHODSTO STUDIESOFFLOWWITHCIRCULATION
ABOUTA CIRCULARCYLINDER_Shepard Bartnoff and Abe Gelbart_ April
1947
FLIGHTMEASUR_4ENTSOFINTERNALCOCKPITPRESSURESIN SEVERAL
FIGHTER-TYPEAIRPLANES_EdwardC. B. Danforth_ III_ and John P.
Reeder_February 1947
LIFTING-SURFACE-THEORYASPECT-RATIOCORRECTIONSTOTHELIFT AND
HINGE-MOMENTPARAMETERSFORFULL-SPANELEVATORSONHORIZONTALTAlL
SURFACES_Robert S. Swansonand Stewart M. Crandall_ February 1947
NOTESONTHETHEORETICALCHARACTERISTICSOF2-DIMENSIONALAIR-
FOILS_ReeseIvey_ January 1947
THEORETICALLIFT ANDDRAGOFTHINTRIANGULARWINGSAT SUPERSONIC
SPEEDS_Clinton E. Brown_December1946
THEORYOFGROUNDVIBRATIONSOFA TWO-BLADEHELICOPTERROTORON
ANISOTROPICFLEXIBLESUPPORTS_Robert P. Colemanand Arnold M.
Feingold_ January 1947
APPLICATIONOFTHEANALOGYBETWEENWATERFLOWWITHA FREESURFACE
AND2-DIMENSIONALCOMPRESSIBLEGASFLOWjW. JamesOrlin_ NormanJ.
Lindner_ and Jack G. Bitterly_ February 1947
WAKEMEASURI_IENTSBEHINDA WINGSECTIONOFA FIGHTERAIRPLANEIN
FASTDIVES_De E. Beeler and George Gerard_March 1947
EFFECTOFFINITE SPANONTHEAIRLOADDISTRIBUTIONFOROSCILLATING
WINGS. I - AERODYNAMICTHEORYOFOSCILLATINGWINGSOFFINITE
SPAN_Eric Reissner_ March 1947
EFFECTOFFINITE SPANONTHEAIRLOADDISTRIBUTIONSFOROSCILLATING
WINGS. II - METHODSOFCALCULATIONANDEXAMPLESOFAPPLICATION_
Eric Reissner and John E. Stevens_ October 1947
INVESTIGATIONSOFEFFECTSOFSURFACET_PERATUREANDSINGLE
ROUGHNESSELEMENTSONBOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITION_HansW. Liepmann
and Gertrude H. Fila_ April 1947
TENTATIVETABLESFORTHEPROPERTIESOFTHEUPPERATMOSPHERE_
Calvin R. Warfield_ January 1947
EFFECTOFSLIPSTREAMROTATIONIN PRODUCINGASYMMETRICFORCESONA
FUSELAGE_Herbert S. Ribner and Robert MacLachlan_March 1947
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TN 1212
TN 1215
TN 1218
TN 1225
TN 1226
TN 1227
TN 1228
TN 1231
TN 1233
TN 1234
TN 1244
TN 1252
TN 1255
THEFLOWANDFORCECHARACTERISTICSOFSUPERSONICAIRFOILSAT HIGH
SUBSONICSPEEDS_W. F. Lindsey_ Bernard N. Daley_ and Milton D.
Humphreys_March 1947
EFFECTOFREFLEXCAMBERONTHEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA
HIGHLYTAPEREDMODERATELYSWEPT-BACKWINGAT REYNOLDSNUMBERSUP TO
8_000_000_D. William Conner_March 1947
AN IMPROVEDCONTINUOUSINDICATIONDEWPOINTMETER_Frank A. Friswol_
Ralph D. Lewis_ and R. Clyde Wheeler_ Jr._ February 1947
EFFECTOF COMPRESSIBILITYAT HIGHSUBSONICVELOCITIESONTHE
MOMENTACTINGONAN ELLIPTICCYLINDER,Carl Kalpan_ March 1947
THEFORMATIONANDSTABILITYOFNORMALSHOCKWAVESIN CHANNEL
FLOWS_Arthur Kantrowitz_ March 1947
THEORETICALSUPERSONICLIFT ANDDRAGCHARACTERISTICSOF SYMMETRI-
CALWEDGESHAPEAIRFOILSECTIONSAS AFFECTEDBY SWEEPBACKOUTSIDE
THEMACHCONE_H. Reese Ivey and EdwardN. Bowen_Jr._ March 1947
EXPLORATORYINVESTIGATIONOFLAMINARBOUNDARY-LAYEROSCILLATIONS
ONA ROTATINGDISK_Newell H. Smith_ May 1947
TWO-DIMENSIONALWIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFA 10.7-PERCENT-THICK
SYMMETRICALTAlL SECTIONWITHA 0.40 AIRFOIL-CHORDCONTROLSURFACE
ANDA 0.20 CONTROL-SURFACE-CHORDTAB_Albert L. Braslow_ June 1947
THESTREAMLINEPATTERNIN THEVICINITY OFANOBLIQUEAIRFOIL_
Charles E. Watkins_ March 1947
PRELIMINARYANALYSISOFNACAMEASUR_IENTSOFATMOSPHERICTURBU-
LENCEWITHINA THUNDERSTORM- U.S. WEATHERBUREAUTHUNDERSTORM
PROJECT_Harold B. Tolefson_ March 1947
EXPERIMENTSONBUNSEN-BURNERFLAMESFORTURBULENTFLOW_Lowell M.
Bollinger and David T. Williams_ June 1947
EFFECTSOFTHE_EL-WALL BOUNDARYLAYERONTESTRESULTSOFA
WINGPROTRUDINGFROMA TUNNELWALL_Robert A. Mendelsohnand Jose-
phine F. Polhamus_April 1947
INTERFERENCEM THODFOROBTAININGTHEPOTENTIALFLOWPASTAN
ARBITRARYCASCADEOFAIRFOILS_S. Katzoff_ Robert S. Finn_ and
JamesC. Laurenc% May 1947
THEEFFECTOF COMPRESSIBILITYONTHEGROWTHOFTHELAMINAR
BOUNDARYLAYERONLOW-DRAGWINGSANDBODIESjH. Julian Allen and
Gerald E. Nitzberg_ July 1947
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TN 1257 INVESTIGATIONOFFREETURBULENTMIXING_HansWolfgang Liepmannand
John Laufer_ August 1947
TN 1259 A GRAPHICMETHODFORINTERPOLATIONOFHYDRODYNAMICCHARACTERIS-
TICS OFSPECIFICFLYINGBOATSFROMCOLLAPSEDRESULTSOFGENERAL
TESTSOFFLYINGBOAT-HULL-MODELS_F. W. S. Locke_ Jr._ January
1948
TN 1265 BOUNDARY-INDUCEDUPWASHFORYAWEDANDSWEPT-BACKWINGSIN CLOSED
CIRCULARWINDTUNNELS_Bertram J. Eisenstadt_ May 1947
TN 1266 FLIGHTMEASUREMENTSOFHELICOPTERBLADEMOTIONWITHA COMPARISON
BETWEENTHEORETICALNDEXPERIMENTALRESULTS_Garry C. Meyers_ Jr.j
April 1947
TN 1267 FLIGHTTESTSOFA HELICOPTERIN AUTOROTATION_I CLUDINGA
COMPARISONWITHTHEORY_Alfred Gessowand Garry C. Myers_ Jr._
April 1947
TN 1272 INTERFERENCEOFWINGANDFUSELAGEFROMTESTSOF30 COMBINATIONS
WITHTRIANGULARANDELLIPTICALFUSELAGESIN THENACAVARIABLE-
DENSITYTUNNEL_Albert Sherman_May 1947
TN 1273 METEOROLOGICALONDITIONSASSOCIATEDWITHFLIGHTMEASUREMENTSOF
ATMOSPHERICTURBULENCE_B. B. Helfand_ June 1947
TN 1275 A LIFTING-SURFACE-THEORYSOLUTIONANDTESTSOFANELLIPTIC
TAlL SURFACEOFASPECTRATIO3 WITHA 0.5-CHORD0.85-SPAN
ELEVATOR_Robert S. Swanson_Stewart M. Crandall_ and Sadie Miller_
May 1947
TN 1276 LOW-SPEEDTESTSOFFIVE NACA66-SERIESAIRFOILSHAVINGMEAN
LINESDESIGNEDTOGIVEHIGHCRITICALMACHNUMBERS_Albert E.
von Doenhoff_ Louis S. Stivers_ Jr._ and JamesM. O'Connor_May
1947
TN 1283 THELANGLEYTWO-DIMENSIONALLOW-TURBULENCEPR SSURETUNNEL,Albert
E° von Doenhoff and Frank T. Abbott_ Jr._ May 1947
TN 1285 THEORETICALMOTIONSOFHYDROFOILSYSTEMS_Frederick H. Imlay_ June
1947
TN 1287 FLIGHTTESTSOFANAIRPLANEMODELWITHA 42° SWEPT-BACKWINGIN
THELANGLEYFREE-FLIGHTUNNEL_Bernard Maggin and Charles V.
Bennett_ May 1947
TN 1289 FULL-SCALEINVESTIGATIONOFTHEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA
TYPICALSINGLE-ROTORHELICOPTERIN FORWARDFLIGHT; Richard C.
Dingeldein and RaymondF. Schaefer_ May 1947
TN 1290
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APPRECIATIONANDDETERMINATIONFTHEHYDRODYNAMICQUALITIESOF
SEAPLANES,John B. Parkinson_ May 1947
TN 1300
TN 1301
TN 1303
TN 1305
TN 1306
TN 1307
TN 1308
TN 1311
TN 1315
TN 1316
TN 1319
TN 1326
TN 1328
TN 1331
TN 1340
TN 1350
THE EFFECTS OF AERODYNAMIC HEATING AND HEAT TRANSFER ON THE SURFACE
TEMPERATURE OF A BODY OF REVOLUTION IN STEADY SUPERSONIC FLIGHT_
Richard Scherrer_ July 1947
A METHOD FOR CALCULATING THE HEAT REQUIRED FOR THE PREVENTION OF
FOG FORMATIONS ON THE INSIDE SURFACE OF SINGLE-PANEL BULLET-
RESISTING WINDSHIELDS DURING DIVING FLIGHT_ James Selna and John
E. Zerbe_ July 1947
A TRANSONIC PROPELLER OF TRIANGULAR PLAN FORM_ Herbert S. Ribnerj
May 1947
EFFECT OF LENGTH-BEAM RATIO ON THE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF
FLYING-BOAT HULLS_ Campbell C. Yates and John M. Riebe_ June 1947
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THREE PLANING-TAIL FLYING-BOAT
HULLS_ Campbell C. Yates and John M. Riebe_ June 1947
EFFECT OF AERODYNAMIC REFINEMENT ON THE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
OF A FLYING-BOAT HULL_ John Riebe and Rodger L. Naeseth_ June 1947
ISOLATED AND CASCADE AIRFOILS WITH PRESCRIBED VELOCITY DISTRIBU_
TION_ Arthur W. Goldstein and Meyer Jerison_ May 1947
FRICTION COEFFICIENTS IN A VANELESS DIFFUSER_ W. Byron Brown_ May
1947
FREE-FALL AND PARACHUTE DESCENTS IN THE STANDARD ATMOSPHERE_ A. P.
Webster_ June 1947
THEORETICAL AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL SUPERSONIC
BIPLANESj W. E. Moeckel_ June 1947
CALCULATIONS OF THE SUPERSONIC WAVE DRAG OF NON LIFTING WINGS WITH
ARBITRARY SWEEPBACK AND ASPECT RATIO WINGS SWEPT BEHIND THE MACH
LINES_ Sidney M. Harmon and Margaret D. Swanson_ May 1947
AIRFOIL IN SINUSOIDAL MOTION IN A PULSATING STREAM_ J. Mayo Green-
berg_ June 1947
CALCULATION OF COMPRESSIBLE FLOWS PAST AERODYNAMIC SHAPES BY USE
OF THE STREAMLINE CURVATUREj W. Perl_ June 1947
EMPIRICAL METHOD FOR FREQUENCY COMPENSATION OF THE HOT-WIRE
ANEMOMETER_ Raymond A. Runyan and Robert J. Jeffries_ June 1947
SUBSONIC FLOW OVER THIN OBLIQUE AIRFOILS AT ZERO LIFT_ Robert
T. Jones_ June 1947
ESTIMATED LIFT-DRAG RATIOS AT SUPERSONIC SPEED_ Robert T. Jones_
July 1947
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TN 1387
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EFFECTOF DISTANCE ON AIRPLANE NOISE_ Arthur A. Regier_ June 1947
AN INVESTIGATION OF EFFECTS OF REVERSED-TYPE LONGITUDINAL STEPS ON
RESISTANCE AND SPRAY CHARACTERISTICS OF A FLYING-BOAT HULL, Arthur
W. Carter_ Eugene P. Clement, and Alvin H. Morewitz, July 1947
CONSIDERATIONS OF THE TOTAL DRAG OF SUPERSONIC AIRFOIL SECTIONS,
H. Reese Ivey and E. Bernard Klunker, July 1947
SOME CONSIDERATIONS ON AN AIRFOIL IN AN OSCILLATING STREAM_ J. Mayo
Greenberg_ August 1947
CHARTS FOR DETERMINATION OF SUPERSONIC AIR FLOW AGAINST INCLINED
PLANES AND AXIALLY SYMMETRIC CONES_ W. E. Moeckel and J. F. Connors_
July 1947
COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL LIFT AND PRESSURE DIS-
TRIBUTIONS ON AIRFOILS IN CASCADE, S. Katzoff, Harriet E. Bogdonoff,
and Howard Boyet, July 1947
PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION AT LOW SPEED OF DOWNWASH CHARACTERISTICS
OF SMALL-SCALE SWEPTBACK WINGS_ Paul E. Purser, M. Leroy Spearman_
and William R. Bates_ July 1947
NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF MASS-FLOW COFJ_FICIENT AND ASSOCIATED PARAM-
ETERS FROM WAKE-SURVEY EQUATIONS, No[man F. Smith_ July 1947
DISTRIBUTION OF WAVE DRAG AND LIFT IN THE VICINITY OF WING TIPS AT
SUPERSONIC SPEEDS_ John C. Eward_ July 1947
THEORETICAL STUDY OF THE AIR FORCES ON AN OSCILLATING OR STEADY
THIN WING IN A SUPERSONIC MAIN STREAM, I. E. Garrick and S. I.
Rubinow_ July 1947
A REVIEW OF BOUNDARY-LAYER LITERATURE, Neal Tetervin_ July 1947
A PRELIMINARY CORRELATION OF THE BEHAVIOR OF WATER RUDDERS ON SEA-
PLANES AND FLYING BOATS, F. W. S. Locke_ Jr._ August 1947
EFFECT OF COMPRESSIBILITY ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRESSURES OVER
A TAPERED WING OF NACA 230-SERIES AIRFOIL SECTIONS_ E. O. Pearson_
Jr._ July 1947
HIGH SPEED TESTS OF AN AIRFOIL SECTION CAMBERED TO HAVE CRITICAL
MACH NUMBERS HIGHER THAN THOSE ATTAINABLE WITH A UNIFORM-LOAD
MEAN LINE_ Donald J. Graham_ August 1947
INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM OF ROCKET-POWERED AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE,
H. Reese Ivey_ Edward N. Bowen 3 Jr._ and Lester F. Ornby_ December
1947
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TN 1403
TN 1405
TN 1406
TN 1412
TN 1417
TN 1419
TN 1420
TN 1423
TN 1428
TN 1429
TN 1430
TN 1442
TN 1445
TN 1448
WIND TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF TAB BALANCE ON TAB AND
CONTROL-SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS_ Jack D. Brewer and M. J. Queijo_
August 1947
THE OPTICAL SYSTEM OF THE NACA 400_000-FRAME-PER-SECOND MOTION-
PICTURE CAMERA_ Cearcy D. Miller_ August 1947
HIGH-SPEED WIND-TUNNEL TESTS OF AN NACA 16-009 AIRFOIL HAVING A
32.9-PERCENT-CHORD FLAP WITH OVERHANG 20.7 PERCENT OF THE FLAP
CHORD; David B. Stevenson and Robert W. Byrne_ August 1947
VOLTERRA'S SOLUTION OF THE WAVE EQUATION AS APPLIED TO THREE-
DIMENSIONAL SUPERSONIC AIRFOIL PROBLEMS_ Max. A. Heaslet_ Harvard
Lomax_ and Arthur L. Jones_ September 1947
HIGH-SPEED WIND-TUNNEL TESTS OF AN NACA 0009-64 AIRFOIL HAVING
A 33.4-PERCENT-CHORD FLAP WITH AN OVERHANG 20.1 PERCENT OF THE
FLAP CHORD_ David B. Stevenson and Alfred A. Adlerj September 1947
CHARTS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL STEADY COMPRESSIBLE
FLOW_ L. Richard Turner_ Albert N. Addie_ and Richard H. Zimmerman_
January 1948
AN APPLICATION OF LIFTING-SURFACE THEORY TO THE PREDICTION OF
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK HINGE MOMENT PARAMETERS FOR ASPECT RATIO 4.5 WING_
Arthur L. Jones_ Mildred G. Flanagan_ and Loma Sluder_ September
1947
THE STABILITY DERIVATIVES OF LOW-ASPECT-RATIO TRIANGULAR WINGS AT
SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC SPEEDS_ Herbert S. Ribner_ September 1947
NOTES AND TABLES FOR USE IN TEE ANALYSIS OF SUPERSONIC FLOW_
The Staff of the Ames I- by 3-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel Section_
December 1947
THE EFFECT OF YAWING THIN POINTED WINGS AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS_ John
C. Eward_ September 1947
A THEORETICAL STUDY OF THE DYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF HELICOPTER BLADE
SYSTEMj H. Reissner and M. Morduchow, November 1948
FRICTION AT HIGH SLIDING VELOCITIES_ Robert L. Johnson; Max A.
Swikert_ and Edmond E. Bisson_ October 1947
TWO-DIMENSIONAL IRROTATIONAL TRANSONIC FLOWS OF A COMPRESSIBLE
FLUIDj Yung-Huai Kuo_ June 1948
SUPERSONIC WAVE DRAG OF SWEPTBACK TAPERED WINGS AT ZERO LIFT_
Kenneth Margolis_ October 1947
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TN 1449
TN 1457
TN 1460
TN 1471
TN 1473
TN 1474
TN 1477
TN 1479
TN 1487
TN 1496
TN 1515
TN 1516
TN 1521
TN 1524
THEORETICALSUPERSONICWAVEDRAGOFUNTAPEREDSWEPTBACKAND
RECTANGULARWINGSAT ZEROLIFT_ Sidney M. Harmon_October 1947
OVERBALANCINGI RESIDUAL-LIQUIDATIONCOMPUTATIONS_Alfred S. Niles_
February 1949
INFLUENCEOFCRYSTALPLANEANDSURROUNDINGATMOSPHEREONCH_ICAL
ACTIVITIESOFSINGLECRYSTALSOFMETALS_Allan T. Gwarthmey_Henry
Leidheiser_ Jr._ and G. Pedro Smith_ June 1948
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFVELOCITYDISTRIBUTIONSDOWNSTREAMOF
SINGLEDUCTBENDS_John R. Weske_January 1948
HIGH-SPEEDWIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFHIGHLIFT ANDAILERON-
CONTROLCHARACTERISTICSOFANNACA65-210 SEMISPANWING_Jack
Fischel and Leslie E. Schneiter_ November1947
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFEFFECTSOFUNSYMMETRICALHORIZONTAL-
TAIL ARRANGI_MENTSONPOWER-ONSTATICLONGITUDINALSTABILITYOFA
SINGLE-ENGINEAIRPLANEMODEL_Paul E. Purser and Margaret F. Spear_
October 1947
GENERALIZEDPERFORMANCECOMPARISONFLARGECONVENTIONAL_TAIL-
BOOM_ANDTAILLESSAIRPLANESpHermanO. Ankenbruck and Marion
O. McKinney_Jr._ October 1947
BOUNDARY-LAYERMOMENTUMEQUATIONSFORTHREE-DIMENSIONALFLOW_
Neal Tetervin_ October 1947
EFFECTOFASPECTRATIOANDTAPERONTHEPRESSUREDRAGAT SUPER-
SONICSPEEDSOFUNSWEPTWINGSAT ZEROLIFT_ Jack N. Nielsen_
November1947
INVESTIGATIONOFTHEFUSELAGEINTERFERENCEONA PITOT-STATICTUBE
EXTENDINGFORWARDFROMTHENOSEOFTHEFUSELAGE_William Letko_
December1947
THEUSEOFSOURCE-SINKANDDOUBLETDISTRIBUTIONSEXTENDEDTOTHE
SOLUTIONOFARBITRARYBOUNDARYVALUEPROBLEMSIN SUPERSONICFLOW_
Max. A. Heaslet and Harvard Lomax_January 1948
A GENERALIZEDTHEORETICALNDEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHE
MOTIONSANDHYDRODYNAMICLOADSEXPERIENCEDBYV-BOTTOMSEAPLANES
DURINGSTEP-LANDINGIMPACTS_BenjamineMilwitzky_ February 1948
FULL-SCALEINVESTIGATIONOFTHEBLADEMOTIONOFTHEPV-2 HELI-
COPTEROTOR_EugeneMigotsky_ March 1948
TAKE-OFFPERFORMANCEOFLIGHTTWIN-FLOATSEAPLANES_John B. Parkin-
son_ February 1948
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TN 1547
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TN 1571
TN 1576
TN 1577
TN 1585
TN 1592
TN 1595
ONSIMILARITYRULESFORTRANSONICFLOWS_Carl Kaplan_ January 1948
ANALYSISOFACCURACYOFGAS-FILLEDBELLOWSFORSENSINGGASDENSITY_
EdwardW. Otto_ February 1948
EFFECTOFROTOR-BLADETWISTANDPLAN-FORMTAPERONHELICOPTER
HOVERINGPERFORMANCE_Alfred Gessow_February 1948
EFFECTOFCHORDWISELOCATIONOFMAXIMUMTHICKNESSONTHESUPER-
SONICWAVEDRAGOFSWEPTBACKWINGS_Kenneth Margolis_ March 1948
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOF24 NACA16-SERIESAIRFOILSATMACH
NUMBERSBETWEEN0.3 AND0.8j W. F. Lindsey_ D. B. Stevenson_and
Bernard N. Daley_ September 1948
TANKTESTSOFTHREETYPESOFAFTERBODIESONA FLYING-BOATMODEL
WITHA BASICHULLLENGTH-BEAMRATIOOF 10.0j Charlie C. Garrison
and EugeneP. Clements March 1948
EFFECTOFYAWAT SUPERSONICSPEEDSONTHEORETICALERODYNAMIC
COEFFICIENTSOFTHIN POINTEDWINGSWITHSEVERALTYPESOFTRAILING
EDGE_W. E. Moeckel_ March 1948
THETHEORETICALLIFT OFFLATSWEPT-BACKWINGSAT SUPERSONIC
SPEEDS_Doris Cohens March 1948
HYDRODYNAMICQUALITIESOFA HYPOTHETICALF YINGBOATWITHA LOW-
DRAGHULLHAVINGA LENGTH-BEAMRATIOOF15_ Arthur W. Carter and
Marvin I. Haar_ April 1948
EFFECTOFAFTERBODYLENGTHANDKEELANGLEONMINIMUMDEPTHOF
STEPFORLANDINGSTABILITYANDONTAKE-0FFSTABILITYOFA FLY-
ING BOAT_Roland E. Olson and NormanS. Lands September1948
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFA SYSTEMATICSERIESOFMODIFICATIONS
TOA FLYING-BOATHULLs Felicien Fo Fullmer_ Jr, s May 1948
NOTEONSIMILARITYCONDITIONSFORFLOWSWITHHEATTRANSFER_Albert
E. yon Doenhoff_ April 1948
THEORETICALDISTRIBUTIONOFLIFT ONTHINWINGSAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS
(AN EXTENSION)sJohn C. Eward s May 1948
COMPRESSIBLEFLOWTABLESFORAIR_ Marie A. Burcherj August 1948
ANALYSISOFFLIGHT-PERFORMANCEMEASUR_IENTSONA TWISTED_PLYWOOD-
COVEREDHELICOPTEROTORIN VARIOUSFLIGHTCONDITIONS_F. B.
Gustafson and Alfred Gessows June 1948
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AN INVESTIGATIONOF THESECTIONCHARACTERISTICSOFPLAINUN-
SEALEDAILERONSONANNACA66_ 1-115 AIRFOIL SECTIONIN THE
LANGLEY8-FOOTHIGH-SPEEDTUNNEL_Arvo A. Luoma_January 1949
CHARACTERISTICSOFTHINTRIANGULARWINGSWITHTRIANGULAR-TIP
CONTROLSURFACESAT SUPERSONICSPEEDSWITHMACHLINES BEHIND
THELEADINGEDGE_Warren A. Tucker_ May 1948
CHARACTERISTICSOFTHINTRIANGULARWINGSWITHCONSTANT-CHORDFULL-
SPANCONTROLSURFACESAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS_WarrenA. Tucker_ July
1948
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STANDARDSYMBOLSFORHELICOPTERS,Alfred Gessow,June 1948
ACCURACYOFAIRSPEEDMEASUREMENTS_ FLIGHTCALIBRATIONPROCEDURES_
Wilber B. Huston_ June 1948
A METHODFORDETERMININGTHEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFTWO-
ANDTHREE-DIMENSIONALSHAPESAT HYPERSONICSPEEDS_H. Reese Ivey_
E. Bernard Klunker_ EdwardN. Bowen_July 1948
INVESTIGATIONOFTHEPENETRATIONOFANAIR JET DIRECTEDPERPEN-
DICULARLYTOANAIR STREAM_EdmundE. Callaghan and Robert S.
Ruggeri_ June 1948
THECALCULATIONOF DOWNWASHBEHINDSUPERSONICWINGSWITHANAPPLI-
CATIONTOTRIANGULARPLANFORMS_Max. A. Heaslet and Harvard Lomax_
June 1948
TN 1621
TN 1622
TN 1623
TWO-DIMENSIONALUNSTEADYLIFT PROBLEMIN SUPERSONICFLIGHT,Max.
A. Heaslet and Harvard Lomax_June 1948
ANALYSISANDPRELIMINARYDESIGNOFANOPTICALINSTRUMENTFORTHE
MEASUREMENTOFDROPSIZE ANDFREE-WATERCONTENTOFCLOUDS_Willem
V. R. Malkus_ Richard H. Bishop_ and Robert O. Briggs_ June 1948
SOMEFUNDAMENTALSIMILARITIESBETWEENBOUNDARY-LAYERFLOWAT
TRANSONICANDLOWSPEEDS_Gerald E. Nitzberg and Steward Crandall_
June 1948
TN 1630
TN 1633
TN 1638
A GENERALIZEDTHEORETICALINVESTIGATIONOFTHEHYDRODYNAMICPITCH-
INGMOMENTSEXPERIENCEDBYV-BOTTOMSEAPLANESDURINGSTEP-LANDING
IMPACTSANDCOMPARISONSWITHEXPERIMENTS_BenjamineMilwitzky_ June
1948
ANEVALUATIONOFTHECHARACTERISTICSOFA i0-PERCENT-THICKNACA
66-SERIESAIRFOILSECTIONWITHA SPECIALMEAN-CAMBERLINE DESIGNED
TOPRODUCEA HIGHCRITICALMACHNUMBER_Laurence K. Loftin_ Jr._
and Kenneth S. Cohen_July 1948
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHEJET-BOUNDARYCONSTRUCTION
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TN 16'39
TN 1642
TN 1644
TN 1646
TN 1657
TN 1660
TN 1662
TN 1663
TN 1664
TN 1665
1666
TN 1672
TN 1673
TN 1675
CORRECTION FOR A MODEL SPANNING A CLOSED CIRCULAR TUNNELj M. Tucker
and M. D. Rousso_ June 1948
INVESTIGATION OF SOME FACTORS AFFECTING COMPARISONS OF WIND-TUNNEL
AND FLIGHT MEASUREMENTS OF MAXIMUM LIFT COEFFICIENTS FOR A FIGHTER-
TYPE AIRPLANE_ Don D. Davis_ Jr._ and Harold H. Sweberg_ June 1948
VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS ON SYMMETRICAL AIRFOILS IN CLOSED TUNNELS
BY CONFORMAL MAPPING_ W. Perl and H. E. Moses_ June 1948
LAMINAR FLOW OF A SLIGHTLY VISCOUS INCOMPRESSIVLE FLUID THAT ISSUES
FROM A SLIT AND PASSES OVER A FLAT PLATE_ Neal Tetervin_ June 1948
LOW-SPEED WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF VARIOUS PLAIN-SPOILER
CONFIGURATIONS FOR LATERAL CONTROL ON A 42 ° SWEPTBACK WING,
Leslie E. Schneiter and James M. Watson_ June 1948
EFFECTS OF COMPRESSIBILITY ON THE FLOW PAST THICK AIRFOIL SECTIONS_
Bernard N. Daley and Milton D. Humphreys_ July 1948
CHARACTERISTICS OF THIN TRIANGULAR WINGS WITH CONSTANT-CHORD
PARTIAL-SPAN CONTROL SURFACES AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS_ Warren A.
Tucker and Robert L. Nelson_ July 1948
AERODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF SLENDER WING-BODY COMBINATIONS AT SUB-
SONIC_ TRANSONIC_ AND SUPERSONIC SPEEDS_ John R. Spreiter_ July
1948
HIGH-SPEED WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF AN NACA 65-210 SEMI-
SPAN WING EQUIPPED WITH PLUG AND RETRACTABLE AILERONS AND A FULL-
SPAN SLOTTED FLAP_ Jack Fischel and Leslie E. Schneiter_ July 1948
A DEVICE FOR MEASURING SONIC VELOCITY AND COMPRESSOR MACHNUMBER_
Paul W. Huber and Arthur Kantrowitz_ July 1948
CHARACTERISTICS OF LOW-ASPECT-RATIO WINGS AT SUPERCRITICAL
MACH NUMBERS_ John Stack and W. F. Lindsey_ August 1948
FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF EFFECTS OF ROTOR-BLADE TWIST ON HELICOPTER
PERFORMANCE IN THE HIGH SPEED AND VERTICAL-AUTOROTATIVE-DESCENT
CONDITIONS_ Alfred Gessow_ August 1948
SUPERSONIC WAVE DRAG OF NONLIFTING SWEPT BACK TAPERED WINGS WITH
MACH LINES BEHIND THE LINE OF MAXIMUM THICKNESS_ Kenneth Margolis_
August 1948
TABLES AND CHARTS OF FLOW PARAMETERS ACROSS OBLIQUE SHOCKS_ Mary M.
Neice_ August 1948
TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS IN THE WING OF A HIGH-SPEED AIRPLANE DURING
DIVES FROM HIGH ALTITUDES_ Thorval Tendeland and Bernard A. Schlaff_
July 1948
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TN 1748
TN 1752
TN 1754
TN 1755
TN 1759
TN 1767
TN 1771
TN 1780
TN 1782
TN 1783
TN 1788
TN 1792
TN 1796
CALCULATIONOFTUNNEL-INDUCEDUPWASHVELOCITIESFORSWEPTAND
YAWEDWINGS_S. Katzoff and Margery E. Hannah_November1948
JET-BOUNDARY-INDUCED-UPWASHVELOCITIESFORSWEPTREFLECTION
PLANEMODELSMOUNTEDVERTICALLYIN 7- BY 10-FOOT_CLOSED_
RECTANGULARWINDTUNNELS_EdwardC. Polhamus_November1948
ANANALYSISOFTHEAIRSPEEDSANDNORMALACCELERATIONSOFDOUGLAS
DC-2 AIRPLANESIN COMMERCIALTRANSPORTOPERATION_Walter G. Walker_
November1948
THEDESIGNOFLOWTURBULENCEWINDTUNNELS_HughLo Dryden and Ira
H. Abbott_ November1948
THEEFFECTSOFCOMPRESSIBILITYONNORMAL-FORCE_PRESSURE_ANDLOAD
CHARACTERISTICSOFA TAPEREDWINGOFNACA66-SERIESAIRFOILSECTIONS
WITHSPLITFLAPS#F. E. West_ Jr._ and J. M. Hallissy_ Jr._ December
1948
THEAPPLICATIONOFGREEN'STHEOREMTOTHESOLUTIONOFBOUNDARY-
VALUEPROBLEMSIN LINEARIZEDSUPERSONICWINGTHEORY3 Max. A.
Heaslet and Harvard Lomax_April 1949
THEDEVELOPMENTOFCAMBEREDAIRFOILSECTIONSHAVINGFAVORABLELIFT
CHARACTERISTICSAT SUPERCRITICALMACHNUMBERS_Donald J. Graham_
December1948
CHARTSFORTHECONICALPARTOFTHEDOWNWASHFIELD OFSWEPTWINGS
AT SUPERSONICSPEEDS_Jack N. Neilsen and EdwardW. Perkins#
December1948
EFFECTOFHULLLENGTH-BEAMRATIOONTHEHYDRODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICS
OFFLYINGBOATSIN WAVES_Arthur W. Carter_ January 1949
ANANALYSISOFTHEAIRSPEEDSANDNORMALACCELERATIONSOFBOEING
B-247 ANDB-247DAIRPLANESIN COMMERCIALTRANSPORTOPERATION:
Walter G. Walker and Ivan K. Hadlock_ December1948
FLIGHTTESTSOFANAPPARATUSFORVARYINGDIHEDRALEFFECTIN FLIGHT_
William M. Kauffman_ Allan Smith_ C. J. Liddell_ Jr._ and G. E.
Copper_ December1948
STUDYBYTHEPRANDTL-GLAUERTMETHODOF COMPRESSIBILITYEFFECTSAND
CRITICALMACHNUMBERFORELLIPSOIDSOFVARIOUSASPECTRATIOSAND
THICKNESSRATIO_Robert V. Hess and Clifford S. Gardner_ January
1949
THEORETICALNALYSISOFOSCILLATIONSOFA TOWEDCABLE_William H.
Phillips_ January 1949
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TN 1797
TN 1800
TN 1803
TN 1804
TN 1805
TN 1808
TN 1809
TN 1812
TN 1813
TN 1815
TN 1816
TN 1819
TN 1821
TN 1824
TN 1826
A STUDYOFSTALLPHENOMENAONA 45° SWEPT-FORWARDWING_Gerald
M. McCormackand WoodrowL. Cook_January 1949
LAMINARMIXINGOFA COMPRESSIBLEFLUID_DeanR. Chapman_February
1949
DOWNWASHIN VERTICALANDHORIZONTALPLANESOF SYMMETRYBEHINDA
TRIANGULARWINGIN SUPERSONICFLOW_Harvard Lomaxand LomaSluder_
January 1949
EFFECTOFLONGITUDINALSTEPSONSKIPPINGCHARACTERISTICSOFPB2Y-6
FLYINGBOAT_R. B. Clark and W. T. Sparrow_January 1949
REMARKSCONCERNINGTHEBEHAVIOROFTHELAMINARBOUNDARYLAYERIN
COMPRESSIBLEFLOWS_Neal Tetervin_ January 1949
METHODFOREVALUATINGFROMSHADOWORSCHLIERENPHOTOGRAPHSTHE
PRESSUREDRAGIN TWO-DIMENSIONALORAXIALLYSYMMETRICALF OW
PHENOMENAWITHDETACHEDSHOCK_Antonio Ferri_ February 1949
THEMETHODOFCHARACTERISTICSFORTHEDETERMINATIONF SUPERSONIC
FLOWOVERBODIESOF REVOLUTIONAT SMALLANGLESOFATTACK_Antonio
Ferri_ February 1949
THEAPPLICATIONOFAIRFOILSTUDIESTOHELICOPTERBLADEDESIGN_
F. B. Gustafson_ February 1949
A STUDYOFFLOWCHANGESASSOCIATEDWITHAIRFOIL SECTIONDRAGRISE
AT SUPERCRITICALSPEEDS_Gerald E. Nitzberg and Stewart Crandall_
February 1949
ONCOMPRESSIBILITYCORRECTIONSFORSUBSONICFLOWOVERBODIESOF
REVOLUTION_Eric Reissner_ February 1949
TRIANGULARWINGSTWISTEDANDCAMBEREDTOSUPPORTSPECIFIEDDIS-
TRIBUTIONOFLIFT AT SUPERSONICSPEEDS_Barrett S. Baldwin_ Jr._
February 1949
THERESPONSEOFPRESSUREMEASURINGSYSTEMSTOOXCILLATINGPRES-
SURES_Israel Taback_February 1949
AMBIENTPRESSUREDETERMINATIONAT HIGRALTITUDESBYUSEOFFREE-
MOLECULETHEORY_Bernard Wienerj March 1949
LINEARIZEDCOMPRESSIBLE-FLOWTHEORYFORSONICFLIGHTSPEEDS_
Max. A. Heaslet_ Harvard Lomax_and John R. Spreiter_ March 1949
LINEARTHEORYOFBOUNDARYEFFECTSIN OPENWINDTUNNELSWITH
FINITE JET LENGTH_S. Katzoff_ Clifford S. Gardner_ Leo Diesendruck3
and Bertram J. Eisenstadt 3 March 1949
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TN 1878
TN 1884
TN 1885
TN 1894
TN 1895
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EFFECT OF FOREBODY WARP ON THE HYDRODYNAMIC QUALITIES OF A
HYPOTHETICAL FLYING BOAT HAVING A HULL LENGTH-BEAM RATIO OF 15_
Arthur W. Carter and Irving Weinstein_ March 1949
USE OF CHARACTERISTIC SURFACES FOR UNSYMMETRICAL SUPERSONIC FLOW
PROBLEMS_ W. E. Moeckel_ March 1949
INVESTIGATION WITH AN INTERFEROMETER OF THE TURBULENT MIXING OF A
FREE SUPERSONIC JET_ Paul B. Gooderum_ George P. Wood_ and Maurice
J. Brevoort_ April 1949
A REVIEW OF ANALYTICAL METHODS FOR THE TREATMENT OF FLOWS WITH
DETACHED SHOCKS_ Adolf Busemann_ April 1949
ONE DIMENSIONAL FLOWS OF AN IMPERFECT DIATOMIC GAS 3 A. J. Eggers_
Jr._ April 1949
EXTENDED APPLICATIONS OF THE HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETER_ Stanley Corrsin_
April 1949
FURTHER EXPERIMENTS ON THE FLOW AND HEAT TRANSFER IN A HEATED
TURBULENT AIR JET_ Stanley Corrsin and Mahinder S. Uberoi_ April
1949
SUBSONIC TWO-DIMENSIONAL-FLOW CONDITIONS NEAR AN AIRFOIL DETERMINED
BY STATIC PRESSURES MEASURED AT THE TUNNEL WALL_ Bernard N. Daley
and Lillian E. Hanna_ April 1949
ON TW0-DIMENSIONAL SUPERSONIC FLOWS_ Stefan Bergman_ May 1949
EFFECTS OF COMPRESSIBILITY ON LIFT AND LOAD CHARACTERISTICS OF A
TAPERED WIN_ OF NACA 64-210 SECTIONS UP TO A MACH NUMBER OF 0.60_
F. E. West_ Jr._ and T. Himka_ May 1949
STUDY OF UNSTEADY FLOW DISTURBANCES OF LARGE AND SMALL AMPLITUDES
MOVING THROUGH SUPERSONIC OR SUBSONIC STEADY FLOWS_ Robert V. Hess_
May 1949
NOTE ON THE ACCURACY OF A METHOD FOR RAPIDLY CALCULATING THE IN-
CR_ENTS IN VELOCITY ABOUT AN AIRFOIL DUE TO ANGLE OF ATTACK_
Laurence K. Loftin_ Jr._ June 1949
DESIGN AND CALIBRATION OF A TOTAL TEMPERATURE PROBE FOR USE AT
SUPERSONIC SPEEDS_ David L. Goldstein and Richard Scherrer_ May
1949
BOUNDARY-LAYER AND STALLING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NACA 63-009
AIRFOIL SECTION_ Donald E. Gault_ June 1949
EFFECT OF ASPECT RATIO ON UNDAMPED TORSIONAL OSCILLATIONS OF A
THIN RECTANGULAR WING IN SUPERSONIC FLOW_ Charles E. Watkins_ June
1949
TN 1896
TN 1897
TN 1899
TN 1900
TN 1903
TN 1913
TN 1916
TN 1919
TN 1921
TN 1922
TN 1925
TN 1929
TN 1930
IMPROVEMENTOFACCURACYOFBALANCE-PRESSURESINDICATORSAND
DEVELOPMENTOFAN INDICATORCALIBRATINGMACHINE_JamesC. Liven-
good_June 1949
AERODYNAMICPROPERTIESOFCRUCIFORM-WINGANDBODYCOMBINATIONSAT
SUBSONIC_TRANSONICjANDSUPERSONICSPEEDS_John R. Spreiter_ June
1949
VELOCITYDISTRIBUTIONSONARBITRARYAIRFOILSIN CLOSEDTUNNELSBY
CONFORMALMAPPING_H. E. Moses_June 1949
PRELIMINARYINVESTIGATIONOFTHEUSEOFAFTERGLOWFORVISUAL-
IZING LOW-DENSITYCOMPRESSIBLEFLOWS_ThomasW. Williams and
JamesM. Benson_June 1949
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFMOVINGPRESSUREDISTURBANCESAND
SHOCKWAVESANDCORRELATIONWITHONE-DIMENSIONALUNSTEADY-FLOW
THEORY_Paul W. Huber_ Cliff E. Fitton_ Jr._ and F. Delpino_ July
1949
METHODOFDESIGNINGAIRFOILSWITHPRESCRIBEDVELOCITYDISTRIBU-
TIONSIN COMPRESSIBLEPOTENTIALFLOWS_GeorgeR. Costello_ August
1949
THEEFFECTSOFSIDESLIP_ASPECTRATIO_ANDMACHNUMBERONTHELIFT
ANDPITCHINGMOMENTOFTRIANGULAR_TRAPEZOIDAL_ANDRELATEDPLAN
FORMSIN SUPERSONICFLOW_Arthur L. Jones_ Robert M. Sorenson_ and
Elizabeth E. Lindler_ August 1949
ANALYTICALMETHODFORDETERMININGTRANSMISSIONA DABSORPTIONOF
TIME-DEPENDENTRADIATIONTHROUGHTHICKABSORBERS.I - RADIO-
ACTIVITYOFABSORBER_TIME-DEPENDENT_G. Allen_ August 1949
APPROXIMATEM THODFORPREDICTINGFORMANDLOCATIONOFDETACHED
SHOCKWAVESAHEADOFPLANEORAXIALLYSYMMETRICBODIES_W. E.
Moeckel_ July 1949
TWO-DIMENSIONALINVESTIGATIONOFFIVE RELATEDNACAAIRFOIL SECTIONS
DESIGNEDFORROTATING-WINGAIRCRAFT_RaymondF. Schaefer_ Laurence
K. Loftin_ Jr._ Elmer A. Horton_ July 1949
LINE-VORTEXTHEORYFORCALCULATIONSOF SUPERSONICDOWNWASH_Harold
Mirels and Rudolph C. Haefeli_ August 1949
ONTHESTABILITYOF THEFREELAMINARBOUNDARYLAYERBETWEEN
PARALLELSTREAMS_Martin Lessen_ August 1949
ANANALYSISOFTHEEFFECTOFLIFT-DRAGRATIOANDSTALLINGSPEEDON
LANDING-FLARECHARACTERISTICS_J. Calvin Lovell and Stanley Lip-
son_ September1949
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TN 1931
TN 1932
TN 1933
TN 1934
TN 1936
TN 1939
TN 1941
TN 1942
TN 1943
TN 1944
TN 1947
TN 1952
TN 1953
TN 1955
DESIGNMETHODFORTWO-DIMENSIONALCHANNELSFORCOMPRESSIBLEFLOW
WITHAPPLICATIONTOHIGH-SOLIDITYCASCADES_umnerAlpert_ August
1949
TWO-DIMENSIONALCOMPRESSIBLEFLOWIN CENTRIFUGALCOMPRESSORSWITH
STRAIGHTBLADES_John D. Stanitz and Gaylord O. Ellis 3 August 1949
INVESTIGATIONOF SPOILERAILERONSFORUSEAS SPEEDBRAKESOR
GLIDE-PATHCONTROLSONTWONACA65-SERIESWINGSEQUIPPEDWITH
FULL-SPANSLOTTEDFLAPS_Jack Fischel and JamesM. Watson_August
1949
LOW-SPEEDEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFA THIN_FAIRED_DOUBLE-
WEDGEAIRFOILSECTIONWITHNOSEANDTRAILING-EDGEFLAPS_Leonard
M. Rose and John M. Altman_ August 1949
A FLIGHTDETERMINATIONFTHETOLERABLERANGEOFEFFECTIVEDIHEDRAL
ONA CONVENTIONALFIGHTERAIRPLANE_C. J. Liddell_ Jr._ R. D.
VanDyke_Jr._ and D. R. Heinle_ August 1949
THEEFFECTSOFAERODYNAMICBRAKESUPONTHESPEEDCHARACTERISTICS
OFAIRPLANES_Jack D. Stephenson_September1949
ATTAINABLECIRCULATIONOFAIRFOILSIN CASCADE_Arthur W. Goldstein
and Arthur Mager_September1949
THEEFFECTOFWALLFRICTIONONTHESTRENGTHOF SHOCKWAVESIN TUBES
ANDHYDRAULICJUMPSIN CHANNELS_ColemanduP. Donaldson and Roger
D. Sullivan_ September1949
THEORETICALRELATIONSBETWEENTHESTABILITYDERIVATIVESOFA WING
IN DIRECTANDIN REVERSESUPERSONICFLOW_Sidney M. Harmon_
September1949
THEREVERSIBILITYTHEOR_FORTHINAIRFOILSIN SUBSONICANDSUPER-
SONICFLOW_Clinton E. Brown_September1949
INVESTIGATIONOFFLOWCOEFFICIENTOF CIRCULAR_SQUARE_ANDELLIPTI-
CALORIFICESAT HIGHPRESSURERATIOS_EdmundE. Callaghan and Dean
T. Bowden_September1949
ANALYTICALMETHODFORDETERMININGTRANSMISSIONA DABSORPTIONOF
TIME-DEPENDENTRADIATIONTHROUGHT ICKABSORBERS.II - SOURCE
INTENSITY_TIME-DEPENDENT_G. Allen_ September1949
ONTHETHEORYOFOSCILLATINGAIRFOILSOF'FINITE SPANIN SUBSONIC
COMPRESSIBLEFLOW_Eric Reissner_ September1949
PRELIMINARYINVESTIGATIONAT SUPERSONICSPEEDSOFTRIANGULAR
ANDSWEPTBACKWINGS_MaconC. Ellis_ Jr._ and Lowell E. Hasel_
October 1949
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TN 1959
TN 1960
TN 1969
TN 1970
GUST-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFA FLEXIBLE-WINGMODELWITHSEMICHORD
LINE SWEPTBACK45°_ ThomasD. Reisert_ October 1949
ANEVALUATIONOFTHEUSEOF GROUNDRADARFORAVOIDINGSEVERE
TURBULENCEASSOCIATEDWITHTHUNDERSTORMS_J. K. Thompsonand V. W.
Lipscomb_ October 1949
COMPARATIVEDRAGMEASUREMENTSA TRANSONICSPEEDSOFRECTANGULAR
ANDSWEPTBACKNACA65-009 AIRFOILSMOUNTEDONA FREELYFALLING
BODY_Charles W. Mathewsand Jim Rogers Thompson_October 1949
METHODSOFDESIGNINGCASCADEBLADESWITHPRESCRIBEDVELOCITYDIS-
TRIBUTIONSIN COMPRESSIBLEPOTENTIALFLOWS_GeorgeR. Costello,October 1949
TN 1975 EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFT_4PERATURE COVERYFACTORSON
BODIESOFREVOLUTIONAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS_William R. Wimbrow_
October 1949
TN 1977
TN 1979
TN 1980
TN 1987
TN 1988
TN 1992
IN 1999
TN 2000
TN 2001
SUMMARYOFTHETHEORETICALLIFT_ DAMPING-IN-ROLL_ANDCENTER-OF-
PRESSURECHARACTERISTICSOFVARIOUSWINGPLANFORMSAT SUPERSONIC
SPEEDS_Robert O. Piland_ October 1949
A RADARMETHODOF CALIBRATINGAIRSPEEDINSTALLATIONSONAIRPLANES
IN MANEUVERSAT HIGHALTITUDESANDAT TRANSONICANDSUPERSONIC
SPEEDS,John A. Zalovcik_ November1949
EFFECTOFFOREBODYWARPANDINCREASEIN AFTERBODYLENGTHONTHE
HYDRODYNAMICQUALITIESOFA FLYING-BOATHULLOFHIGHLENGTH-BEAM
RATIO_Walter J. Kapryan_November1949
ANANALYSISOF SUPERSONICAERODYNAMICHEATINGWITHCONTINUOUSFLUID
INJECTION_E. B. Klunker and H. Reese Ivey_ December1949
TRANSIENTBEHAVIOROFLUMPED-CONSTANTSYST_SFORSENSINGGAS
PRESSURES_GeneJ. Delio_ Glennon V. Schwentand Richard S.
Cesaro_ December1949
LINEARIZEDLIFTING-SURFACETHEORYFORSWEPT-BACKWINGSWITHSLENDER
PLANFORMS_Harvard Lomaxand Max. A. Heaslet_ December1949
A THEORETICALNALYSISOFELASTICVIBRATIONSOFFIXED-ENDEDAND
HINGEDHELICOPTERBLADESIN HOVERINGANDVERTICALFLIGHT_Morris
MorduchowjJanuary 1950
DATAONSHAPEANDLOCATIONOFDETACHEDSHOCKWAVESONCONES
ANDSPHERES_Juergen W. Heberlej GeorgeP. Wood_and Paul B.
Gooderum_January 1950
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOF DAMPINGSCREENS_G. B. Schubauer_
W. G. Spangenberg_and P. S. Klebanoff_ January 1950
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TN 2008 THEDESIGN_OPERATION_ANDUSESOFTHEWATERCHANNELAS AN
INSTRUMENTFORTHEINVESTIGATIONOF COMPRESSIBLE-FLOWPHENOMENA_
Charles W. Mathews_January 1950
TN 2009 THEORETICALCALCULATIONSOFTHESUPERSONICPRESSUREDISTRIBUTION
ANDWAVEDRAGFORA LIMITEDFAMILYOFTAPEREDSWEPTBACKWINGS
WITHSYMMETRICALPARABOLIC-ARCSECTIONSAT ZEROLIFT_ Julian H.
Kainer_ January 1950
TN 2018 LOW-SPEEDINVESTIGATIONOFA THIN_FAIRED_DOUBLE-WEDGEAIRFOIL
SECTIONWITHNOSEFLAPSOFVARIOUSCHORDS_Leonard M. Rose and John
M. Altman_ February 1950
TN 2019 PENETRATIONOFAIR JETSISSUINGFROMCIRCULAR_SQUARE_ANDELLIPTI-
CALORIFICESDIRECTEDPERPENDICULARLYTOANAIR STREAM_Robert A.
Ruggeri_ EdmundE. Callaghan3 and DeanT. Bowden_February 1952
TN 2026 TABLESFORDETERMININGREDUCTIONOFENERGYANDINTENSITYOFX-RAYS
ANDGAMMA-RAYSAT VARIOUS CATTERINGANGLESIN SMALLTHICKNESSES
OFMATTER_G. Allen_ February 1950
TN 2028 EFFECTOFTUNNELCONFIGURATIONA DTESTINGTECHNIQUEONCASCADE
PERFORMANCE_John R. Erwin and JamesC. Emery_February 1950
TN 2034 FIRST-ORDERTHEORYFORUNSTEADYMOTIONOFTHIN WINGSAT SUPERSONIC
SPEEDS_Barry Moskowitz and W. E. Moeckel_ February 1950
TN 2040 ANALYSISOFANINDUCTIONBLOWDOWNSUPERSONICTUNNEL_Jerald M.
Bidwell_ April 1950
TN 2042 TIME-DEPENDENTDOWNWASHAT THETAIL ANDTHEPITCHINGMOMENTDUETO
NORMALACCELERATIONAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS_Herbert S. Ribner_
February 1950
TN 2043 EXPERIMENTALNALYSISOFA PRESSURE-SENSITIVESYST_ FORMEASURING
GASTEMPERATURE_Richard S. Cesaro_Robert J. Koenig_ and George
J. Park_ February 1950
TN 2044 PRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONANDSOMEFFECTSOFVISCOSITYONSLENDER
INCLINEDBODIESOFREVOLUTION_H. Julian Allen_ March 1950
TN 2045 APPROXIMATEURBULENTBOUNDARY-LAYERDEVELOPMENTI PLANECOMPRES-
SIBLEFLOWALONGTHERMALLYINSULATEDSURFACESWITHAPPLICATIONTO
SUPERSONIC-TUNNELCONTOURCORRECTION_Maurice Tucker_ March 1950
TN 2046 A METHODOFCALIBRATINGAIRSPEEDINSTALLATIONSONAIRPLANESAT
TRANSONICANDSUPERSONICSPEEDSBYUSEOFT_IPERATUREMEASURE-
MENTS_John A. Zalovcik_ March 1950
TN 2055 TABLESOFWING-AILERONCOEFFICIENTSOFOSCILLATINGAIR FORCESFOR
TWO-DIMENSIONALSUPERSONICFLOW_Vera Huckel and Barbara J.
Durling_ March 1950
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TN 2056
TN 2057
TN 2058
TN 2062
TN 2064
TN 2065
TN 2076
TN 2077
TN 2087
TN 2090
TN 2092
TN 2093
TN 2095
TN 2096
VELOCITYDISTRIBUTIONONWINGSECTIONSOFARBITRARYSHAPEIN
COMPRESSIBLEPOTENTIALFLOW. III - CIRCULATORYFLOWSOBEYING
THESIMPLIFIEDDENSITY-SPEEDRELATION_Lipman Bers_ March 1950
A METHODOF COMPUTINGSUBSONICFLOWSAROUNDGIVENAIRFOILS_Abe
Gelbart and Daniel Resch_March 1950
ONTHECONTINUATIONOFA POTENTIALGASFLOWACROSSTHESONICLINE_
Lipman Bers_ April 1950
DYNAMICSIMILITUDEBETWEENA MODELANDA FULL-SCALEBODYFORMODEL
INVESTIGATIONAT FULL-SCALEMACHNUMBER_Anshal I. Neihouse and
Philip W. Pepoon_March 1950
EFFECTOFASPECTRATIOONTHEAIR FORCESANDMOMENTSOFHARMONICAL-
LY OSCILLATINGTHIN RECTANGULARWINGSIN SUPERSONICPOTENTIALFLOW_
Charles E. Watkins_ April 1950
A TRANSFORMATIONTHEORYOFTHEPARTIALDIFFERENTIALEQUATIONSOF
GASDYNAMICS_Charles Loewner_April 1950
FRICTIONOF SURFACEFILMSFORMEDBYDECOMPOSITIONFCOMMONLUBRI-
CANTSOFSEVERALTYPES_Robert L. Johnson_Douglas Godfrey_ and
EdmondE. Bisson_ April 1950
A DETERMINATIONFTHELAMINAR-_TRANSITIONAL-_ANDTURBULENT-
BOUNDARY-LAYERT_iPERATURE-RECOVERYFACTORSONA FLATPLATEIN
SUPERSONICFLOW_Jackson R. Stalder_ Morris W. Rubesin_ and
Thorval Tendeland_ June 1950
COMPARISONFTHEORETICALNDEXPERIMENTALHEATTRANSFERONA
COOLED20° CONEWITHA LAMINARBOUNDARYLAYERAT MACH2.02_ Richard
Scherrer and Forrest E. Gowen_May 1950
INVESTIGATIONOF SPARK-OVERVOLTAGE-DENSITYRELATIONFORGAS-
TEMPERATURES NSING_Robert J. Koenig and Richard S. Cesaro_May
1950
APPROXIMATEA RODYNAMICINFLUENCECOEFFICIENTSFORWINGSOFARBI-
TRARYPLANFORMIN SUBSONICFLOW_Franklin W. Diederich_ July 1950
FORMULASANDCHARTSFORTHESUPERSONICLIFT ANDDRAGOFFLAT
SWEPT-BACKWINGSWITHINTERACTINGLEADINGANDTRAILINGEDGES_Doris
Cohen_May 1950
APPLICATIONOFTHEWIRE-MESHPLOTTINGDEVICETO INCOMPRESSIBLE
CASCADEFLOWS_Willard R. Westphal and JamesC. Dunovant_May 1950
THEEFFECTSOFAMOUNTANDTYPEOFCAMBERONTHEVARIATIONWITHMACH
NUMBEROFTHEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA 10%THICKNACA
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TN 2i00
TN 2101
TN 2102
TN 2108
TN 2109
TN 2110
TN 2111
TN 2113
TN 2115
TN 2116
TN 2117
TN 2118
64A-SERIES AIRFOIL SECTION_ James L. Summers and Stuart L. Freon_
May 1950
A METHOD OF CALIBRATING AIRSPEED INSTALLATIONS ON AIRPLANES AT
TRANSONIC AND SUPERSONIC SPEEDS BY USE OF ACCELEROMETERS AND
ALTITUDE-ANGLE MEASUREMENTS_ John A. Zalovick_ May 1950
COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORY AND EXPERIMENT FOR WINGS AT SUPERSONIC
SPEEDS_ Walter G. Vincenti_ June 1950
A NUMERICAL PROCEDURE FOR DESIGNING CASCADE BLADES WITH PRESCRIBED
VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS IN INCOMPRESSIBLE POTENTIAL FLOW_ Arthur
G. Hansen and Peggy L. Yohner_ June 1950
REVIEW OF LITERATURE PERTINENT TO FIRE-EXTINGUISHING AGENTS AND TO
BASIC MECHANISMS INVOLVED IN THEIR ACTION_ George Fryburg_ May
1950
ANALYTICAL METHOD FOR DETERMINING TRANSMISSION AND ABSORPTION OF
TIME-DEPENDENT RADIATION THROUGH THICK ABSORBERS. III - ABSORBER
WITH RADIOACTIVE DAUGHTER PRODUCTS_ G. Allen_ June 1950
FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF POSITIVE-DISPLACEMENT VARIABLE-STRIKE FUEL
PUMP_ Harold Shames_ Seymour C. Himmel_ and Darnold Blivas_ June
1950
INTERFEROMETER CORRECTIONS AND MEASUREMENTS OF LAMINAR BOUNDARY
LAYERS IN SUPERSONIC STREAM_ Robert E. Blue_ June 1950
A STUDY OF WATER DISTRIBUTIONS DURING LANDINGS WITH SPECIAL REF-
ERENCE TO A PRISMATIC MODEL HAVING A HEAVY BEAM LOADING AND A 30°
ANGLE OF DEAD RISE_ Robert F. Smiley_ June 1950
GENERAL METHOD FOR COMPUTATION OF EQUILIBRIUM COMPOSITION AND
TEMPERATURE OF CHEMICAL REACTIONS, Vearl N. Huff and Virginia E.
Morrell_ June 1950
THEORETICAL WAVE DRAGS AND PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS FOR AXIALLY
SYMMETRIC OPEN-NOSE BODIES_ John R. Jack_ June 1950
LINEARIZED SUPERSONIC AXIALLY SYMMETRIC FLOW ABOUT OPEN-NOSED
BODIES OBTAINED BY USE OF STREAM FUNCTION_ Franklin Moor% June
1950
DESIGN AND APPLICATIONS OF HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETERS FOR STEADY-
STATE MEASUREMENTS AT TRANSONIC AND SUPERSONIC AIRSPEEDS_ Herman
H. Lowell_ July 1950
INVESTIGATION OF A NACA HIGH-SPEED OPTICAL TORQUEMETER_ John J.
Rebeske_ Jr._ June 1950
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TN 2120
TN 2123
TN 2124
TN 2125
TN 2130
TN 2131
DEVELOPMENTANDPRELIMINARYINVESTIGATIONOFA METHODOFOBTAINING
HYPERSONICAERODYNAMICDATABYFIRINGMODELSTHROUGHHIGHLYCOOLED
GASES_Harold V. Soule and Alexander P. Sabol_ July 1950
INVESTIGATIONOFTURBULENTFLOWIN A TWO-DIMENSIONALCHANNEL_John
Laufer_ July 1950
SPECTRUMSANDDIFFUSIONIN A ROUNDTURBULENTJETj Stanley Corrsin
and Mahinder S. Uberoi_ July 1950
PRANDTL-MEYERFLOWFORA DIATOMICGASOFVARIABLESPECIFICHEAT_
Robert N. Noyes_June 1950
CALCULATIONOFTRANSONICFLOWSPASTTHINAIRFOILSBYAN INTEGRAL
METHOD_William Perl_ July 1950
BOUNDARYLAYERTRANSITIONOFA COOLED20° CONEAT MACHNUMBERSOF
1.5 AND2.0_ Richard Scherrer_ July 1950
TN 2133 INVESTIGATIONOFSEPARATIONOFTHETURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYER_G. B.
Schubauerand P. S. Klebanoffj August 1950
TN 2135 THECALCULATIONOF DOWNWASHBEHINDWINGSOFARBITRARYPLANFORM
AT SUPERSONICSPEEDS_John C. Martin_ July 1950
TN 2137
TN 2138
ANANALYSISOFBASEPRESSURESAT SUPERSONICVELOCITIESANDCOMPARI-
SONWITHEXPERIMENT_DeanR. Chapman_July 1950
ANALYTICALANDEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFADIABATICTURBULENT
FLOWIN SMOOTHTUBES_Robert G. Deissler_ July 1950
TN 2141
TN 2142
TN 2145
CHARTSFORESTIMATINGDOWNWASHBEHINDRECTANGULAR_TRAPEZOIDALj
ANDRECTANGULARWINGSAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS_Rudolph C. Haefeli_
Harold Mirels_ and John L. Cummings_August 1950
PHOTOMICROGRAPHICINVESTIGATIONOFSPONTANEOUSFREEZINGT_21PERA-
TURESOFSUPERCOOLEDWATERDROPLETS_Robert G. Dorsch and Paul F.
Hacker_ July 1950
LIFT CANCELLATIONTECHNIQUEIN LINEARIZEDSUPERSONIC-WINGTHEORY_
Harold Mirels_ August 1950
TN 2147
TN 2148
SOMECONICALANDQUASI-CONICALFLOWSIN LINEARIZEDSUPERSONIC-WING
THEORY_Herbert S. Ribner_ August 1950
LAMINAR-BOUNDARY-LAYERHEAT-TRANSFERCHARACTERISTICSOFA BODY
OFREVOLUTIONWITHA PRESSUREGRADIENTAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS_
William R. Wimbrowand Richard Scherrer_ August 1950
TN 2151 ESTIMATIONOFTHEDAMPINGIN ROLLOF SUPERSONIC-LEADING-EDGEWING-
BODYCOMBINATIONS_WarrenA. Tucker and Robert O. Piland_ July 1950
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TN 2154
TN 2158
TN 2159
TN 2160
TN 2164
TN 2165
TN 2167
TN 2169
TN 2171
TN 2172
TN 2173
TN 2174
TN 2176
ANANALYSISOFTHEAUTOROTATIVEP RFORMANCEOFA HELICOPTER
POWEREDBYROTOR-TIPJETUNITS_Alfred Gessow_July 1950
A GENERALINTEGRALFORMOFTHEBOUNDARY-LAYEREQUATIONFORIN-
COMPRESSIBLEFLOWWITHANAPPLICATIONTOTHECALCULATIONOFTHE
SEPARATIONPOINTOFTURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYERS_Neal Tetervin and
Chia Chiao Lin_ August 1950
ONTHEPARTICULARINTEGRALSOFTHEPRANDTL-BUSEMANNINTERATION
EQUATIONSFORTHEFLOWOFA COMPRESSIBLEFLUID_Carl Kaplan_ August
1950
MEASUREMENTSOF ECTIONCHARACTERISTICSOFA 45° SWEPTWING
SPANNINGA RECTANGULARLOW-SPEEDWINDTUNNELASAFFECTEDBY
THETUNNELWALLS_Robert E. Dannenberg_August 1950
AXIAL-MOMENTUMTHEORYFORPROPELLERSIN COMPRESSIBLEFLOW3 Arthur
W. Vogeley_ July 1951
METHODOFANALYSISFORCOMPRESSIBLEFLOWTHROUGHMIXED-FLOWCENTRI-
FUGALIMPELLERSOFARBITRARYDESIGN_Joseph T. Hamrick_ Ambrose
Ginsburg_ and Walter M. Osborn_August 1950
SONIC-FLOW-ORIFICET MPERATUREPROBEFORHIGH-GAS-TE>IPERATURE
MEASUREMENTS_Perry L. Blackshear_ Jr._ September1950
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONAT LOWSPEEDOFA 45° SWEPTBACKUN-
TAPEREDSEMISPANWINGOFASPECTRATIO1.59 EQUIPPEDWITHVARIOUS
25 PERCENTCHORD-PLAINFLAPS_Harold S. Johnson and John R. Hager-
man_August 1950
INVESTIGATIONOFA TWO-STEPNOZZLEIN THELANGLEYII-INCH HYPER-
SONICTUNNEL_Charles H. McLellan_ ThomasW. Williams_ and Mitchel
H. Bertram> September1950
LOW-SPEEDINVESTIGATIONOFTHESTALLINGOFA THIN_FAIRED_DOUBLE-
WEDGEAIRFOILWITHNOSEFLAP_Leonard M. Rose and John M. Altman_
August 1950
DENSITYFIELDSAROUNDA SPHEREATMACHNUMBERS1.30 AND1.62_ Paul
B. Gooderumand GeorgeP. Wood_August 1950
COMPARISONFTHEEXPERIMENTALPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONONANNACA
0012 PROFILEAT HIGHSPEEDSWITHTHATCALCULATEDBY THERELAXATION
METHOD_JamesL. Amick3 August 1950
ANANALYSISOFTHENORMALACCELERATIONSANDAIRSPEEDSOFA FOUR-
ENGINEAIRPLANETYPEIN POSTWARCOMMERCIALTRANSPORTOPERATIONSON
TRANSPACIFICANDCARIBBEAN-SOUTHAMERICANROUTES_ThomasL. Cole-
manand Paul W. J. Schumacher_August 1950
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TN 2179
TN 2189
TN 2190
TN 2191
TN 2196
TN 2197
TN 2200
TN 2203
TN 2205
TN 2206
TN 2209
TN 2210
TN 2211
TN 2213
TURNING-ANGLED SIGNRULESFORCONSTANTTHICKNESSCIRCULAR-ARC
INLET GUIDEVANESIN AXIAL ANNULARFLOW_SeymourLieblein_ September
1950
THEDEVELOPMENTANDPERFORMANCEOFTWOSMALLTUNNELSCAPABLEOF
INTERMITTENTOPERATIONAT MACHNUMBERSBETWEEN0.4 AND4.0_ Walter
F. Lindsey and William L. Chew_September1950
THEUSEOFANUNCALIBRATEDCONEFORDETERMINATIONFFLOWANGLES
ANDMACHNUMBERSAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS_Morton Cooper and Robert
A. Webster_ March 1951
THEORETICALINVESTIGATIONANDAPPLICATIONOF TRANSONICSIMILARITY
LAWFORTWODIMENSIONALFLOW_W. Perl and Milton M. Klein_ October
1950
EFFECTOFHEAT-CAPACITYLAGONTHEFLOWTHROUGHOBLIQUESHOCK
WAVESjH. ReeseIvey and Charles W. Cline_ October 1950
PRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONANDDAMPINGIN STEADYPITCHAT SUPERSONIC
MACHNUMBERSOFFLATSWEPT-BACKWINGSHAVINGALL EDGES UBSONIC_
Harold J. Walker and Mary B. Ballantyne_ October 1950
A STUDYOFSECOND-ORDERSUPERSONIC-FLOWTHEORY_Milton D. Van Dyke_
January 1951
BOUNDARY-LAYERMEASUR}_4ENTSIN 3.84- BY 10-1NCHSUPERSONICCHANNEL_
Paul F. Brinich_ October 1950
THEORETICALSUPERSONICCHARACTERISTICSOF INBOARDTRAINING-EDGE
FLAPSHAVINGARBITRARYSWEEPANDTAPERMACHLINESBEHINDFLAP
LEADINGANDTRAILINGEDGES_Julian H. Kainer and Jack E. Marte_
October 1950
GRAPHICALMETHODFOROBTAININGFLOWFIELD IN TWO-DIMENSIONALSUPER-
SONICSTREAMTOWHICHHEATIS ADDED_I. Irving Pinkel and John S.
Serafini_ November1950
FREEOSCILLATIONSOFANATMOSPHEREIN WHICHTEMPERATUREINCREASES
LINEARLYWITHHEIGHT_C. L. Pekeris_ October 1950
IMPACT-PRESSUREINTERPRETATIONIN A RAREFIEDGASAT SUPERSONIC
SPEEDS_E. D. Klane and G. J. Maslach_ October 1950
ANAPPROXIMATEMETHODOFCALCULATINGPRESSURESIN THETIP REGION
OFA RECTANGULARWINGOFCIRCULAR-ARCSECTIONAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS_
K. R. Czarnecki and JamesN. Mueller_ October 1950
AERODYNAMICCOEFFICIENTSFORAN OSCILLATINGAIRFOILWITH HINGED
FLAP_ WITH TABLES FOR A MACH NUMBER OF 0.7_ M. J. Turner and S.
Rabinowitz_ October 1950
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TN 2214
TN 2215
TN 2216
FORMULASNDTABLESOFCOEFFICIENTSFORNUMERICALDIFFERENTIA-
TIONWITHFUNCTIONVALUESGIVENAT UNEQUALLYSPACEDPOINTSAND
VALUESGIVENAT UNEQUALLYSPACEDPOINTSANDAPPLICATIONTO
SOLUTIONOFPARTIALDIFFERENTIALEQUATIONS_Chung-HuaWu_
November1950
COMPRESSIBILITYCORRECTIONFORTURNINGANGLESOFAXIAL-FLOWINLET
GUIDEVANES_SeymourLieblein and Donald M. Sandercock_ December
1950
INVESTIGATIONOF 75-MILLIMETER-BORECYLINDRICALROLLERBEARINGSAT
HIGHSPEEDS. II - LUBRICATIONSTUDIES- EFFECTOFOIL-INLETLOCA-
TION_ANGLE_ANDVELOCITYFORSINGLE-JETLUBRICATION_E. Fred
Macks and Zolton N. Nemeth_November1950
TN 2220
TN 2223
TN 2229
TN 2234
TN 2236
TN 2239
TN 2242
TN 2244
TN 2245
TN 2246
TN 2250
TN 2252
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A BALSA-DUSTTECHNIQUEFORAIR-FLOWVISUALIZATIONANDITS APPLI-
CATIONTOFLOWTHROUGHMODELHELICOPTEROTORSIN STATICTHRUST_
Marion K. Taylor_ November1950
INVESTIGATIONOFTHEFLOWTHROUGHA SINGLE-STAGETWO-DIMENSIONAL
NOZZLEIN THELANGLEYII-INCH HYPERSONICTUNNEL_Charles H. McLel-
lan_ ThomasW. Williams_ and Ivan E. Beckwith_ December1950
THEEFFECTOFENDPLATESONSWEPTWINGSAT LOWSPEED_John M. Riebe
and JamesM. Watson_November1950
STATISTICALEXPLANATIONOFSPONTANEOUSFREEZINGOFWATERDROPLETS_
Joseph Levine_ December1950
SUPERSONICFLOWAROUNDCIRCULARCONESATANGLESOFATTACK_Antonio
Ferri_ November1950
THEORETICALINVESTIGATIONOFTRANSONICSIMILARITYFORBODIESOF
REVOLUTION_W. Perl and Milton K. Klein_ December1950
ANALYTICALINVESTIGATIONOFTURBULENTFLOWIN SMOOTHTUBESWITH
HEATTRANSFERWITHVARIABLEFLUIDPROPERTIESFORPRANDTLNUMBER
OF i_ Robert G. Deissler_ December1950
A COMPARISONFTHEORYANDEXPERIMENTFORHIGH-SPEEDFREE-MOLECULE
FLOW_Jackson R. Stalder_ Glen Goodwin_and Marcus O. Creager_
December1950
CALCULATIONOF COMPRESSIBLEPOTENTIALFLOWPASTSLENDERBODIESOF
REVOLUTIONBYAN INTEGRALMETHOD_Milton M. Klein and W. Perk_
December1950
METHODFORDETERMININGDISTRIBUTIONOFLUMINOUSEMITTERSIN CONE
OFLAMINARBUNSENFLAME_ThomasP. Clark_ January 1951
ANANALYSISOFTHEAPPLICABILITYOFTHEHYPERSONICSIMILARITYLAW
TOTHESTUDYOFFLOWABOUTBODIESOFREVOLUTIONAT ZEROANGLEOF
ATTACKjDorris M. Ehret_ Vernon J. Rossow_and Victor I. Stevens_
December1950
FORMULASFORSOURCE_DOUBLET_ANDVORTEXDISTRIBUTIONSIN SUPER-
SONICWINGTHEORY_Harvard Lomax_Max. A. Heaslet_ and Franklyn B.
Fuller_ December1950
TN 2253
TN 2256
TN 2261
TN 2263
TN 2264
TN 2271
TN 2273
TN 2274
TN 2277
TN 2279
TN 2281
TN 2283
TN 2286
TN 2292
ONA SOURCE-SINKMETHODF RTHESOLUTIONOF THEPRANDTL-BUSEMANN
ITERATIONEQUATIONSIN TWO-DIMENSIONALCOMPRESSIBLEFLOW;Keith C.
Harder and E. B. Klunker; December1950
THREE-DIMENSIONAL;UNSTEADY-LIFTPROBL_SIN HIGH-SPEEDFLIGHT
BASICCONCEPTS;Harvard Lomax;Mas. A. Heaslet; and Franklyn B.
Fuller; December1950
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFA NUMBEROFTOTAL-PRESSURETUBESAT
HIGHANGLESOFATTACKAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS;William Gracey;
Donald E. Coletti; and Walter R. Russell; January 1951
THEUSEOFA LUMINESCENTLACQUERFORTHEVISUALINDICATIONOF
BOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITION;Jackson R. Stalder and Ellis G. Slack_
January 1951
AIRFOILPROFILESFORMINIMUMPRESSUREDRAGAT SUPERSONICVELOCI-
TIES GENERALANALYSISWITHAPPLICATIONTOLINEARIZEDSUPERSONIC
FLOW;DeanR. Chapman_January 1951
FURTHERSTUDYOFMETALTRANSFERBETWEENSLIDINGSURFACES_J. T.
Burwell and C. D. Strang; January 1951
SIMILARITYLAWSFORTRANSONICFLOWABOUTWINGSOFFINITE SPAN;
John R. Spreiter; January 1951
EXTENSIONOFTHETHEORYOFOSCILLATINGAIRFOILSOFFINITE SPANIN
SUBSONICOMPRESSIBLEFLOW;Eric Reissner; February 1951
EFFECTSOF COMPRESSIBILITYONTHEPERFORMANCEOFTWOFULL-SCALE
HELICOPTERROTORS/Paul J. Carpenter_ January 1951
THREE-DIMENSIONALCOMPRESSIBLEAMINARBOUNDARY-LAYERFLOW;Frank-
lin K. Moore_March 1951
DETAILEDCOMPUTATIONALPROCEDUREFORDESIGNOFCASCADEBLADESWITH
PRESCRIBEDVELOCITYDISTRIBUTIONSIN COMPRESSIBLEPOTENTIALFLOWS_
GeorgeR. Costello_ Robert L. Cunlnings_and John T. Sinnette_ Jr._
February 1951
METHODFORCALCULATINGLIFT DISTRIBUTIONSFORUNSWEPTWINGSWITH
FLAPSORAILERONSBYUSEOFNONLINEARSECTIONLIFT DATA(Superseded
by Report I090)_ JamesC. Sivells and Gertrude C. Westrick_ January
1951
PRELIMINARYINVESTIGATIONOFA NEWTYPEOFSUPERSONICINLET_
Antonio Ferri and Louis M. Nucci_ April 1951
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTSOFSUPPORTINTERFERENCE
ONTHEDRAGOF BODIESOFREVOLUTIONAT A MACHNUMBEROF1.5_
EdwardW. Perkins_ February 1951
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TN 2293
TN 2295
TN 2296
TN 2297
TN 2302
TN 2305
TN 2310
TN 2311
TN 2314
TN 2315
TN 2317
TN 2318
TN 2326
TN 2328
THEPHYSICALPROPERTIESOFACTIVENITROGENI LOW-DENSITYFLOW_
JamesM. Benson_February 1951
CHORDWISEANDCOMPRESSIBILITYCORRECTIONSTOSLENDER-WINGTHEORY_
Harvard Lomaxand LomaSluder_ February 1951
TURBULENTBOUNDARY-LAYERT MPERATURERECOVERYFACTORSIN TWO-
DIMENSIONALSUPERSONICFLOW_Maurice Tucker and Stephen H.
Maslen_ February 1951
EFFECTOFAN INCREASEIN ANGLEOFDEADRISE ONTHEHYDRODYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICSOFA HIGH-LENGTH-BEAM-RATIOHULL_Walter E.
Whitakerj Jr._ and Paul W. Bryce_ Jr._ February 1951
CORRESPONDENCEFLOWSFORWINGSIN LINEARIZEDPOTENTIALFIELDSAT
SUBSONICANDSUPERSONICSPEEDS_Sidney M. Harmon_March 1951
ANANALYTICALANDEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHESKINFRICTION
OFTHETURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYERONA FLATPLATEAT SUPERSONIC
SPEEDS_Morris W. Rubesin_ Randall C. Maydew_and Steven A. Varga_
February 1951
GENERALIZATIONFBOUNDARY-LAYERMOMENTUM-INTEGRALEQUATIONSTO
THREE-DIMENSIONALFLOWSINCLUDINGTHOSEOFROTATINGSYSTEM_Artur
Mager_March 1951
FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFTHEVARIATIONOFSTATIC-PRESSUREERROROFA
STATIC-PRESSURETUBEWITHDISTANCEAHEADOFA WINGANDA FUSELAGE_
William Gracey and ElwoodF. Scheithauerj March 1951
EFFECTOFQUADRATICTERMSIN DIFFERENTIALEQUATIONSOFATMOSPHERIC
OSCILLATIONS_C. L. Pekeris_ March 1951
SUPERSONICLIFT ANDPITCHINGMOMENTOFTHIN SWEPTBACKTAPEREDWINGS
PRODUCEDBY CONSTANTVERTICALACCELERATION.SUBSONICLEADINGEDGES
ANDSUPERSONICTRAILINGEDGES_Frank S. Malvestuto_ Jr._ and Dorothy
M. Hoover_March 1951
APPLICATIONSOFVONKARMAN'SINTEGRALMETHODIN SUPERSONICWING
THEORY_Chieh-Chien Chang_March 1951
FULL-SCALE-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTHESTATIC-THRUSTPERFORMANCEOF
A COAXIALHELICOPTEROTOR_Robert D. Harrington_ March 1951
TWO-DIMENSIONALSUBSONICOMPRESSIBLEFLOWSPASTARBITRARYBODIES
BY THEVARIATIONALMETHOD_Chi-Teh Wang_March 1951
METHODFORDETERMININGPRESSUREDROPOFMONATOMICGASESFLOWINGIN
TURBULENTMOTIONTHROUGHCONSTANT-AREAPASSAGESWITHSIMULTANEOUS
FRICTIONANDHEATADDITION_M. F. Valerino and R. B. Doyle_ April
1951
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TN 2331
TN 2333
TN 2334
TN 2335
TN 2336
TN 2337
TN 2339
TN 2343
TN 2344
TN 2345
TN 2349
TN 2350
TN 2351
TN 2355
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFA NUMBEROFTOTAL-PRESSURETUBESAT
HIGHANGLESOFATTACK. SUBSONICSPEEDS_William Gracey_William
Letko_ and Walter R. Russell_ April 1951
TRANSIENTAERODYNAMICBEHAVIOROFANAIRFOIL DUETODIFFERENTARBI-
TRARY MODES OF NONSTATIONARY MOTIONS IN A SUPERSONIC FLOW_ Chieh-
Chien Chang_ April 1951
ON REFLECTION OF SHOCK WAVES FROM BOUNDARY LAYERS_ H. W. Liepmann_
A. Roshko_ and S. Dhawan_ April 1951
A PLAN-FORM PARAMETER FOR CORRELATING CERTAIN AERODYNAMIC CHARAC-
TERISTICS OF SWEPT WINGS_ Franklin W. Diederich_ April 1951
SOME THEORETICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS IN SUPERSONIC
FLOW AND A COMPARISON OF SEVERAL WING-FLAP COMBINATIONS_ Robert
O. Piland_ April 1951
APPROXIMATE CALCULATION OF TURBULENT BOUNDARY-LAYER DEVELOPMENT
IN COMPRESSIBLE FLOW_ Maurice Tucker_ April 1951
TRANSONIC FLOW PAST A WEDGE PROFILE WITH DETACHED BOW WAVE GENERAL
ANALYTICAL METHOD AND FINAL CALCULATED RESULTS_ Walter G. Vincenti
and Cleo B. Wagoner_ April 1951
COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESPONSE OF A SINGLE-
MODE ELASTIC SYST_ IN HYDRODYNAMIC IMPACT_ Robert W. Miller and
Kenneth F. Merten_ April 1951
METHOD FOR CALCULATING DOWNWASH FIELD DUE TO LIFTING SURFACES
AT SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC SPEEDS_ Sidney M. Harmon_ April 1951
THE EFFECT OF AN ARBITRARY SURFACE-TEMPERATURE VARIATION ALONG A
FLAT PLATE ON THE CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER IN AN INCOMPRESSIBLE
TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER_ Morris W. Rubesin_ April 1951
FLUCTUATIONS IN A SPRAY FORMED BY TWO IMPINGING JETS_ Marcus F.
Heidmann and Jack C. Humphreyj April 1951
ON THE SECOND-ORDER TUNNEL-WALL-CONSTRUCTION CORRECTIONS IN TWO-
DIMENSIONAL COMPRESSIBLE FLOW, E. B. Klunker and Keith C. Harder_
April 1951
AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF SURFACE HEATING ON
BOUNDARY-LAYER TRANSITION ON A FLAT PLATE IN SUPERSONIC FLOW_
Robert W. Higgins and Constantine C. Pappas_ April 1951
ACHROMATIZATION OF DEBYE-SCHERRER LINES_ Hans Ekstein and Stanley
Siegel, April 1951
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TN 2356 TWO-DIMENSIONALTRANSONICFLOWPASTAIRFOILS_Yung-Huai Kuo_May
1951
TN 2360
TN 2361
TN 2363
EFFECTOFTAIL SURFACESONTHEBASEDRAGOFA BODYOF REVOLUTION
ATMACHNUMBERSOF1.5 AND2.0_ J. Richard Spahr and Robert R.
Dickey_ April 1951
TURBULENCE-INTENSITYMEASUREMENTSIN A JET OFAIR ISSUINGFROMA
LONGTUBE_Barney H. Little_ Jr._ and Stafford W. Wilbur_ May 1951
ONTHEAPPLICATIONOFMATHIEUFUNCTIONSIN THETHEORYOF SUBSONIC
COMPRESSIBLEFLOWPASTOSCILLATINGAIRFOILS_Eric Reissner_ May
1951
TN 2364
TN 2368
TN 2372
TN 2383
TN 2387
TN 2388
TN 2391
TN 2393
TN 2399
TN 2400
TN 2401
ON TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLOW AFTER A CURVED STATIONARY SHOCK (WITH
SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE PROBLI_ OF DETACHED SHOCK WAVES)_ S. S.
Shu 3 May 1951
VAPORIZATION RATES AND HEAT-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR PURE LIQUID
DROPS_ Robert D. Ingebo_ July 1951
RECTANGULAR-WIND-TUNNEL BLOCKING CORRECTIONS USING THE VELOCITY-
RATIO METHOD_ Rudolph W. Hensel_ June 1951
ON A SOLUTION OF THE NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FOR TRANSONIC
FLOW PAST A WAVE-SHAPED WALL_ Carl Kaplanj June 1951
THREE-DIMENSIONAL UNSTEADY LIFT PROBLEMS IN HIGH-SPEED FLIGHT -
TRIANGULAR WING_ Harvard Lomax_ Max. A. Heaslet_ and Franklyn B.
Fuller_ June 1951
AXISYMMETRIC SUPERSONIC FLOW IN ROTATING IMPELLERS_ Arthur W.
Goldstein_ June 1951
FURTHER COMPARISONS OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL LIFT AND
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS ON AIRFOILS IN CASCADE AT LOW-SUBSONIC SPEED_
S. Katzoff and Margery E. Hannah_ August 1951
FLOW THROUGH CASCADE IN TANDEM_ William E. Spraglin_ June 1951
APPLICABILITY OF THE HYPERSONIC SIMILARITY RULE TO PRESSURE DISTRI-
BUTIONS WHICH INCLUDE THE EFFECTS OF ROTATION FOR BODIES OF REVOLU-
TION AT ZERO ANGLE OF ATTACK_ Vernon J. Rossow_ June 1951
EVALUATION OF THE REDUCED-MASS METHOD OF'REPRESENTING WING-LIFT
EFFECTS IN FREE-FALL DROP TESTS OF LANDING GEARS_ Benjamin
Milwitzky and Dean C. Lindquist_ July 1951
TE_IPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN INTERNALLY HEATED WALLS OF HEAT EX-
CHANGERS WITH NONCIRCULAR FLOW PASSAGES USING COOLANTS WITH VERY
LOW PRANDTL NUMBER_ E. R. G. Eckert and George M. Low_ July 1951
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TN 2406
TN 2410
TN 2411
TN 2415
TN 2417
TN 2418
TN 2423
TN 2426
TN 2429
TN 2431
TN 2432
TN 2436
TN 2437
THEINDICIAL LIFT ANDPITCHINGMOMENTFORA SINKINGORPITCHING
TWO-DIMENSIONALWINGFLYINGAT SUBSONICORSUPERSONICSPEEDS_
Harvard Lomax_Max. A. Heaslet_ and LomaSluder_ July 1951
APPLICATIONOFX-RAYABSORPTIONTOMEASURI_ENTOFSMALLAIR-DENSITY
GRADIENTS_Ruth N. Weltmannj Steven Fairweather_ and Daryl Papk%
July 1951
ANALYTICALINVESTIGATIONOFFULLYDEVELOPEDLAMINARFLOWIN TUBES
WITHHEATTRANSFERWITHFLUIDPROPERTIESVARIABLEALONGTHERADIUS_
Robert G. Deissler_ July 1951
METHODOFDETERMININGINITIAL TANGENTSOFCONTOURSOFFLOWVARIA-
BLESBEHINDA CURVED_AXIALLYSYMMETRICSHOCKWAVE_GeorgeP. Wood
and Paul B. Gooderum_July 1951
EXPERIMENTALSTUDYOFANANGLE-OF-ATTACKVANEMOUNTEDAHEADOF THE
NOSEOFANAIRPLANEFORUSEAS A SENSINGDEVICEFORANACCELERATION
ALLEVIATOR_Christopher C. Kraft_ Jr._ and Arthur Assadouria% July
1951
PRELIMINARYSTUDYOF STABILITYOFFLOWFROMTWODUCTSDISCHARGING
INTOA COMMONDUCT_Albert I. Bellin_ D. Richard Messina_ and Paul
B. Richards_ July 1951
FLOWSEPARATIONAHEADOFBLUNTBODIESAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS_W. E.
Moeckel_ July 1951
TI_ORETICALAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFBODIESIN A FREE-
MOLECULE-FLOWFIELD_Jackson R. Stalder and Veron J. Zurick_ July
1951
AN INVESTIGATIONOFAIRCRAFTHEATERS.XXXIV - EXPERIMENTALDETER-
MINATIONOFTHERMALANDHYDRODYNAMICALBEHAVIOROFAIR FLOWING
BETWEENA FLATANDA WAVE-SHAPEDPLATE_L. M. K. Boelter_ V. D.
Sanders_ G. Young_M. Morgan_and E. H. Morrin_ August 1951
STUDYOFVORTEXSHEDDINGAS RELATEDTO SELF-EXCITEDTORSIONAL
OSCILLATIONSOFANAIRFOIL_RaymondL. Chuanand Richard J. Magnus_
September 1951
SKIN FRICTIONOF INCOMPRESSIBLETURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYERSUNDER
ADVERSEPRESSUREGRADIENTS_Fabio R. Goldschmied_August 1951
TRANSFORMATIONSFTHEHODOGRAPHFLOWEQUATIONANDTHEINTRODUCTION
OF TWOGENERALIZEDPOTENTIALFUNCTIONS_Luigi Crocco_ August 1951
HEATDELIVERYIN A COMPRESSIBLEFLOWANDAPPLICATIONSTOHOT-
WIREANEMOMETRY_Chan-MouTchen_ August 1951
SOMEMEASUREMENTSOFTHEEFFECTOFGASEOUSIMPERFECTIONSONTHE
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TN 2441
TN 2443
TN 2446
TN 2451
TN 2453
TN 2454
TN 2457
TN 2458
TN 2462
TN 2463
TN 2466
CRITICALPRESSURERATIOIN AIR ANDTHESPEEDOFSOUNDIN NITROGEN_
ColemanduP. Donaldsonand Jim J. Jones_ August 1951
HEATTRANSFERTOBODIESIN A HIGH-SPEEDRAREFIED-GASSTREAM_
Jackson R. Stalder_ Glen Goodwinj and Marcus O. Creager_ August
1951
OPTICALMETHODSINVOLVINGLIGHTSCATTERINGFORMEASURINGSIZE AND
CONCENTRATIONFCONDENSATIONPARTICLESIN SUPER-COOLEDHYPERSONIC
FLOW_EnochJ° Durbin_ August 1951
THESIMILARITYLAWFORHYPERSONICFLOWABOUTSLENDERTHREE-
DIMENSIONALSHAPES_Frank M. Hamaker_Stanford E. Neice_ and A. J.
Eggers_ Jr._ August 1951
WIDTHOFDEBYE-SCHERRERLINESFORFINITE SPECTRALWIDTHOFPRIMARY
BEAM_Hans Ekstein_ September1951
MATHEMATICALIMPROVEMENTOFMETHODFORCOMPUTINGPOISSONINTEGRALS
INVOLVEDIN DETERMINATIONFVELOCITYDISTRIBUTIONONAIRFOILS_
I. Fl_gge-Lotz_ October 1951
AN EXPERIMENTALSTUDYOFWATER-PRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSDURINGLAND_
INGSANDPLANINGOFA HEAVILYLOADEDRECTANGULARFLAT-PLATEMODEL_
Robert F. Smiley_ September1951
JET-BOUNDARYCORRECTIONSFORCOMPLETEANDSEMISPANSWEPTWINGSIN
CLOSEDCIRCULARWINDTUNNELS_JamesC. Sivells and Rachel M. Salmi_
September1951
AIR FORCESANDMOMENTSONTRIANGULARANDRELATEDWINGSWITHSUB-
SONICLEADINGEDGESOSCILLATINGIN SUPERSONICPOTENTIALFLOW_
Charles E. Watkins_ September1951
AN INSTRUMENTEMPLOYINGA CORONALDISCHARGEFORTHEDETERMINATION
OFDROPLET-SIZEDISTRIBUTIONIN CLOUDS_Rinaldo J. Brun_ Joseph
Levine_ and Kenneth S. Kleinknecht_ September1951
INFLUENCEOFREFRACTIONONTHEAPPLICABILITYOFTHEZEHNDER-MACH
INTERFEROMETEROSTUDIESOFCOOLEDBOUNDARYLAYERS_Martin R.
Kinsler_ September1951
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHEPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONABOUT
A YAWEDCIRCULARCYLINDERIN THECRITICALREYNOLDSNUMBERANGE_
William J. Bursnall and Laurence K. Loftin_ Jr._ September1951
A GENERALCORRELATIONFTEMPERATUREPROFILESDOWNSTREAMOFA
HEATED-AIRJET DIRECTEDPERPENDICULARLYTOANAIR STREAM_Edmund
E. Callaghan and Robert S. Ruggeri_ September1951
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THEAERODYNAMICBEHAVIOROFA HARMONICALLYOSCILLATINGFINITE SWEPT-
BACKWINGIN SUPERSONICFLOW_Chieh-Chien Chang_October 1951
INVESTIGATIONAT LOWSPEEDOF45° AND60° SWEPTBACK_TAPERED_LOW-
DRAGWINGSEQUIPPEDWITHVARIOUSTYPESOFFULL-SPAN_TRAILING-EDGE
FLAPS_John J. Harper3 October 1951
UNSTEADYLAMINARBOUNDARY-LAYERFLOW_Franklin K. Moore, September
1951
ONTHESPECTRUMOF ISOTROPICTURBULENCE_H. W. Liepmann_J. Laufer_
and Kate Liepmann_November1951
EMPIRICALRELATIONBETWEENI DUCEDVELOCITY_THRUST_ANDRATEOF
DESCENTOFA HELICOPTEROTORAS DETERMINEDBYWIND-TUNNELTESTS
ONFOURMODELROTORS_Walter Castles_ Jr._ and Robin B. Gray_
October 1951
SOMEFEATURESOFARTIFICIALLYTHICKENEDFULLYDEVELOPEDTURBULENT
BOUNDARYLAYERSWITHZEROPRESSUREGRADIENT_P. S. Klebanoff and
Z. W. Diehl_ October 1951
A PROCEDUREFORCALCULATINGTHEDEVELOPMENTOFTURBULENTBOUNDARY
LAYERSUNDERTHEINFLUENCEOFADVERSEPRESSUREGRADIENTS_Kennedy
F. Rubert and Jerome Persh_ September 1951
TABLESOFEXACTLAMINAR-BOUNDARY-LAYERSOLUTIONSWHENTHEWALLIS
POROUSANDFLUIDPROPERTIESAREVARIABLE_W. Byron Brownand
Patrick L. Donaughe_September1951
HYDRODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA LOW-DRAG_PLANING-TAILFLYING-
BOATHULL_Henry B. Suydam_January 1952
EFFECTSOFCOMPRESSIBILITYONTHEFLOWPASTA TWO-DIMENSIONALBUMP_
W. F. Lindsey and Bernard N. Daley_ April 1952
EFFECTOF GROUNDINTERFERENCEONTHEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICS
OFA 42° SWEPTBACKWING_G. Chester Furlong and ThomasV. Bolleck_
October 1951
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA REFINEDDEEP-STEPLANING-TAIL
FLYING-BOATHULLWITHVARIOUSFOREBODYANDAFTERBODYSHAPES_John
M. Riebe and RodgerL. Naesethj June 1952
A METHODOFSOLVINGTHEDIRECTANDINVERSEPROBLEMOF SUPERSONIC
FLOWALONGARBITRARYSTREAMFILAMENTSOFREVOLUTIONI TURBO-
MACHINES_Chung-HuaWuand Eleanor L. Costilow_ September1951
LIFT ANDMOMENTONOSCILLATINGTRIANGULARANDRELATEDWINGSWITH
SUPERSONICEDGES_Herbert C. Nelson, September1951
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GENERALIZEDCONICAL-FLOWFIELDSIN SUPERSONICWINGTHEORY_Max. A.
Heaslet_ September1951
LAMINARFRICTIONANDHEATTRANSFERATMACHNUMBERSFROMI TO I0_
E. B. Klunker and F. EdwardMcLean_October 1951
A COMPARISONFTHETURBULENTBOUNDARY-LAYERGROWTHONAN UNSWEPT
ANDA SWEPTWING_John M. Altman and Nora-Lee F. Hayter_ September
1951
EXPRESSIONSFORMEASURINGTHEACCURACYOFAPPROXIMATESOLUTIONSTO
COMPRESSIBLEFLOWTHROUGHCASCADESOFBLADESWITHEXAMPLESOFUSE_
John J. Sinnette_ Jr._ GeorgeR. Costello_ and Robert L. Cummings_
October 1951
HYDRODYNAMICINVESTIGATIONOFA SERIESOFHULLMODELSUITABLEFOR
SMALLFLYINGBOATSANDAMPHIBIANS_W. C. Hugli_ Jr._ and W. C. Axt_
November1951
ONTHEATTACHEDCURVEDSHOCKIN FRONTOFA SHARP-NOSEDAXIALLY
SYMMETRICALBODYPLACEDIN A UNIFORMSTREAM_S. F. Shen and C. C.
Lin_ October 1951
ANANALYTICDETERMINATIONFTHEFLOWBEHINDA SYMMETRICALCURVED
SHOCKIN A UNIFORMSTREAM_C. C. Lin and S. F. Shen_October 1951
LANDINGCHARACTERISTICSIN WAVESOFTHREEDYNAMICMODELSOFFLYING
BOATS_JamesM. Benson_Robert F. Havens_and David R. Woodward_
January 1952
A SELF-SYNCHRONIZINGSTROBOSCOPICSCHLIERENSYST_IFORTHESTUDY
OFUNSTEADYAIR FLOWS_Leslie _. Lawrence_Stanley F. Schmidt_ and
Floyd W. Looschen_October 1951
EXPERIMENTALVALUESOFTHESURFACETENSIONOFSUPERCOOLEDWATER_
Paul T. Hacherj October 1951
CALCULATIONOF HIGHERAPPROXIMATIONSFORTWO-DIMENSIONALCOMPRES-
SIBLEFLOWBYA SIMPLIFIEDITERATIONPROCESS_W. H. Braun and M. M.
Klein_ October 1951
THELINEARIZEDCHARACTERISTICSMETHODANDITS APPLICATIONTO
PRACTICALNONLINEARSUPERSONICPROBLEMS_Antonio Ferri_ October
1951
CRITERIONSFORCONDENSATION-FREEFLOWIN SUPERSONICTUNNELS_
Warren C. Burgess_ Jr._ and Ferris L. Seashore_December1951
A COMPARISONFTHEEXPERIMENTALSUBSONICPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONS
ABOUTSEVERALBODIESOFREVOLUTIONWITHPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONS
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COMPUTED BY MEANS OF THE LINEARIZED THEORY_ Clarence W. Matthews_
February 1952
EFFECTS OF PRESSURE-RAKE DESIGN PARAMETERS ON STATIC-PRESSURE
MEASUR_IENT FOR RAKES USED IN SUBSONIC FREE JETS_ Lloyd N. Krause_
October 1951
LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER ON A CIRCULAR CONE IN SUPERSONIC FLOW AT A
SMALL ANGLE OF ATTACK, Franklin K. Moore, October 1951
A VELOCITY-CORRECTION FORMULA FOR THE CALCULATION OF TRANSONIC
MACH NUMBER DISTRIBUTIONS OVER DIAMOND-SHAPED AIRFOILS_ H. Reese
Ivey and Keith C. Harder_ November 1951
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF SIX SHIELDED TOTAL-PRESSURE TUBES AT
HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK. SUBSONIC SPEEDS_ Walter R. Russell_
William Gracey_ William Letko_ and Paul G. Fournier_ November 1951
SIMPLIFIED METHOD FOR CALCULATION OF COMPRESSIBLE LAMINAR BOUNDARY
LAYER WITH ARBITRARY FREE-STREAM PRESSURE GRADIENT_ George M. Low_
October 1951
MINIMUM WAVE DRAG OF BODIES OF REVOLUTION WITH A CYLINDRICAL CENTER
SECTION_ Franklyn B. Fuller and Benjamin R. Briggs_ October 1951
HEAT CAPACITY LAG IN GASES_ Richard Walker_ November 1951
APPLICATION OF VARIATIONAL METHODS TO TRANSONIC FLOWS WITH SHOCK
WAVES_ Chi-Teh Wang and Pei-Chi Chou_ November 1951
STUDIES OF VON KARMAN'S SIMILARITY THEORY AND ITS EXTENSION TO
COMPRESSIBLE FLOWS. A CRITICAL EXAMINATION OF SIMILARITY THEORY
FOR INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOWS_ C. C. Lin and S. F. Shen_ November 1951
STUDIES OF VON KARMAN'S SIMILARITY THEORY AND ITS EXTENSION TO
COMPRESSIBLE FLOWS. A SIMILARITY THEORY FOR TURBULENT BOUNDARY
LAYER OVER A FLAT PLATE IN COMPRESSIBLE FLOW_ C. C. Lin and
S. F. Shen_ November 1951
STUDIES OF VON KARMAN'S SIMILARITY THEORY AND ITS EXTENSION TO
COMPRESSIBLE FLOWS. INVESTIGATION OF TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER
OVER A FLAT PLATE IN COMPRESSIBLE FLOW BY THE SIMILARITY THEORY_
S. F. Shen_ November 1951
VISCOSITIES OF AIR AND NITROGEN AT LOW PRESSURES_ Herrick L.
Johnson_ Robert W. Mattox_ and Robert W. Powers_ November 1951
AN INVESTIGATION BY THE HODOGRAPH METHOD OF FLOW THROUGH A
SYMMETRICAL NOZZLE WITH LOCALLY SUPERSONIC REGIONS, F. Edward
Ehlers and Hirsh G. Cohen, November 1951
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DETERMINATIONFSHAPESOF BOAT-TAlLBODIESOF REVOLUTIONFOR
MINIMUMWAVEDRAG_Mac C. Adams_November1951
CONSIDERATIONSONTHEEFFECTOFWINGTUNNELWALLSONOSCILLATING
AIR FORCESFORTWODIMENSIONALSUBSONICOMPRESSIBLEFLOW_Harry
L. Rumyanand Charles E. Watkins_ December1951
THEORETICALERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA FAMILYOFSLENDERWING
TAlL BODYCOMBINATIONS_Harvard Lomaxand Paul F. Byrd_ November
1951
THEORETICALNDEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFCONDENSATIONFAIR
IN HYPERSONICWINDTUNNELS_H. Guyford Stever and Kenneth C.
Rathbun_November1951
ANEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTRANSONICFLOWPASTTWO-DIMENSIONAL
WEDGEANDCIRCULARARCSECTIONSUSINGA MACHZEHNDERINTERFEROMETER_
Arthur Earl Bryson_ Jr._ November1951
NUMERICALDETERMINATIONF INDICIALLIFT OFA TWO-DIMENSIONAL
SINKINGAIRFOILAT SUBSONICMACHNUMBERSFROMOSCILLATORYLIFT
COEFFICIENTSWITHCALCULATIONSFORMACHNUMBER0.7_ Bernard
Mazelsky_ December1951
DIRECTMEASUREMENTSOFSKINFRICTION_Satish Dhawan_January 1952
EFFECTOFSLIP ONFLOWNEARA STAGNATIONPOINTANDIN A BOUNDARY
LAYER_C. C. Lin and S. A. Schaaf_ December1951
COMPARISONFAIRSPEEDCALIBRATIONSEVALUATEDBYTHEACCELEROMETER
ANDRADARMETHODS_Lindsay I. Lina and JamesP. Trant_ Jr._
January 1952
APPLICATIONOFTHEVONKARMANMOMENTUMTHEOR_TOTURBULENT
BOUNDARYLAYERS_Jerold M. Bidwell_ December1951
APPROXIMATEM THODSFORCALCULATINGTHEFLOWABOUTNONLIFTING
BODIESOF REVOLUTIONAT HIGHSUPERSONICAIRSPEEDS_A. J. Eggers_
Jr._ and RaymondC. Savin_ December1951
ANANALYSISOFANX-RAYABSORPTIONMETHODFORMEASUR_ENTOFHIGH
GAST_iPERATURES_Ruth N. Weltmannand Perry W. Kuhns_December
1951
GENERALCONSIDERATIONFPROBLEMSIN COMPRESSIBLEFLOWUSING
THEHODOGRAPHMETHOD_Chieh-Chien Chang_January 1952
A SEMIEMPIRICALPROCEDUREFORCOMPUTINGTHEWATER-PRESSUREDISTRI-
BUTIONONFLATANDV-BOTTOMPRISMATICSURFACESDURINGIMPACTOR
PLANING_Robert F. Smiley_ December1951
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TRANSONICFLOWPASTA WEDGEPROFILEWITHDETACHEDBOWWAVE-DETAILS
OFANANALYSIS_Walter G. Vincenti and Cleo B. Wagoner_December
1951
ORIENTATIONOFORIFICESONBODIESOFREVOLUTIONFORDETERMINATION
OF STREAMSTATICPRESSUREAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS_Morton Cooper
and Clyde V. Hamilton_ January 1952
DESIGNOFTWO-DIMENSIONALCHANNELSWITHPRESCRIBEDVELOCITYDIS-
TRIBUTIONSALONGTHECHANNELWALLS3 John D. Stanitz_ January 1952
DESIGNOFTWODIMENSIONALCHANNELSWITHPRESCRIBEDVELOCITY
DISTRIBUTIONSALONGTHECHANNELWALLS. II - SOLUTIONBY
GREEN'SFUNCTION_John D. Stanitz_ January 1952
INVESTIGATIONOFLAMINARBOUNDARYLAYERIN COMPRESSIBLEFLUIDSUSING
THECORCCOMETHOD_E. R. Van Driest_ January 1952
EXPERIMENTALDETERMINATIONFTIMECONSTANTSANDNUSSELTNUMBERS
FORBAREWIRETHERMOCOUPLESIN HIGHVELOCITYAIR STREAMSAND
ANALYTICAPPROXIMATIONF CONDUCTIONA DRADIATIONERRORS_Marvin
D. Scadron and Isidore Warshawsky_January 1952
BEHAVIOROFVORTEXSYSTEMBEHINDCRUCIFORMWINGS-MOTIONSOFFULLY
ROLLEDUPVORTICES_Alvin H. Sacks_January 1952
SPECTRUMOFTURBULENCEIN A CONTRACTINGSTREAM_H. S. Ribner and
M. Tucker_ January 1952
ELECTRICALPRESSUREINTEGRATOR_Arleigh P. Helferj January 1952
ESTIMATEOFSLIP EFFECTONCOMPRESSIBLELAMINARBOUNDARYLAYER
SKINFRICTION_Harold Mirels 3 January 1952
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFBASEPRESSUREONBLUNTTRAILING
EDGEWINGSAT SUPERSONICVELOCITIES_DeanR. Chapman_William R.
Wimbrow,and Robert H. Kester_ January 1952
DETERMINATIONFINDICIAL LIFT ANDMOMENTOFA TWODIMENSIONAL
PITCHINGAIRFOILAT SUBSONICMACHNUMBERSFROMOSCILLATORYCOEFFI-
CIENTSWITHNUMERICALCALCULATIONSFORA MACHNUMBEROF0.7_ Ber-
nard Mazelsky_ February 1952
ACHIEVEMENTOFCONTINUOUSWALLCURVATUREIN DESIGNOFTWO-
DIMENSIONALSYMMETRICALSUPERSONICNOZZLES_J. C. Evvard and
Lawrence R. Marcus_ January 1952
SOMER_S ONANAPPROXIMATEM THODOF ESTIMATINGTHEWAVE
DRAGDUETOTHICKNESSAT SUPERSONICSPEEDSOFTHREED]R_ENSIONAL
WINGSWITHARBITRARYPROFILE_Kenneth Margolis_ February 1952
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COMPARISONF SUPERSONICMINIMUMDRAGAIRFOILSDETERMINEDBY
LINEARANDNONLINEARTHEORY_E. B. Klunker and Keith C. Harder_
February 1952
COINCIDENCEMETHODAPPLIEDTOION BEAMMEASUR_ENT_Stanley Fultz
and M. L. Pool_ February 1952
ANALYTICALANDEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFFULLYDEVELOPED
TURBULENTFLOWOFAIR IN A SMOOTHTUBEWITHHEATTRANSFERWITH
VARIABLEFLUIDPROPERTIES_R. G. Deissler and C. S. Eian_ February
1952
A SOLUTIONOFTHENAVIERSTOKESEQUATIONFORSOURCEANDSINK
FLOWSOFA VISCOUSNEARCONDUCTINGCOMPRESSIBLEFLUID_Robert
V. Hess_February 1952
THESIMILARITYLAWFORNONSTEADYH PERSONICFLOWSANDREQUIR_IENTS
FORTHEDYNAMICALSIMILARITYOFRELATEDBODIESIN FREEFLIGHT_
Frank M. Hamakerand ThomasJ. Wong_February 1952
ANANALYSISOFLAMINARFREECONVECTIONFLOWANDHEATTRANSFER
ABOUTA FLATPLATEPARALLELTOTHEDIRECTIONOFTHEGENERATING
BODYFORCE_SimonAstrack_ February 1952
STUDYOF INADVERTENTSPEEDINCREASESIN TRANSPORTOPERATION_Henry
A. Pearson_March 1952
A VECTORSTUDYOFLINEARIZEDSUPERSONICFLOWAPPLICATIONSTONON-
PLANARPROBLEMS_John C. Martin_ June 1952
INVISCIDFLOWABOUTAIRFOILSAT HIGHSUPERSONICSPEEDS_A. J.
Eggers_ Jr._ and Clarence A. Syvertson_ March 1952
IMPLICATIONOFTHETRANSPORTEQUATIONOFTHESEMIEMPIRICAL
TREATMENTOFSHIELDS_Philip Schwed_March 1952
RADIOAUTOGRAPHICMETHODFOREXAMININGDISTRIBUTIONOFPARTICLES
IN A CYCLOTRONBEAM_M. L. Pool and S. Fultz_ March 1952
SUPERSONICCONICALFLOW_Stephen H. Maslen_ March 1952
CRITICALSTUDYOFINTEGRALMETHODSIN COMPRESSIBLELAMINARBOUNDARY
LAYERS_Paul A. Libby_ Morris Morduchowjand Martin Bloom_March
1952
LAMINARBOUNDARYLAYEROVERFLATPLATEIN A FLOWHAVINGCIRCULAR
STREAMLINES_Artur Mager and Arthur G. Hansen_March 1952
A MINIATUREELECTRICALPRESSUREGAGEUTILIZINGA STRETCHEDFLAT
DIAPHRA_I_John L. Pattersonj April 1952
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHETURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYER
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TEMPERATURECOVERYFACTORONBODIESOF REVOLUTIONATMACHNUMBERS
FROM2.0 TO3.8_ HowardA. Stine and Richard Scherrer_ March 1952
TWODIMENSIONALSUBSONICFLOWPASTELLIPTIC CYLINDERBYTHE
VARIATIONALMETHOD_G. V. R. Rao_March 1952
GENERALIZEDLINEARIZEDCONICALFLOW_W. D. Hayes_R. C. Roberts_
and N. Hasser_March 1952
APPROXIMATEHEORYFORCALCULATIONOFLIFT OFBODIES_AFTERBODIES_
ANDCOMBINATIONSOFBODIES_Barry Moskowitz_ April 1952
HIGHSPEEDSUBSONICHARACTERISTICSOF16 NACA6-SERIESAIRFOIL
SECTIONS_Milton D. Van Dyke_March 1952
SOME XPERIMENTSONVISUALIZATIONOFFLOWFIELD BEHINDLOWASPECT
RATIOWINGSBYMEANSOFA TUFTGRID_John D_ Bird and Donald R.
Riley_ May 1952
WINGBODYINTERFERENCEAT SUPERSONICSPEEDSWITHANAPPLICATIONTO
COMBINATIONSWITHRECTANGULARWINGS_Jack N. Nielsen and William C.
Pitts_ April 1952
A LOWSPEEDINVESTIGATIONOFA FUSELAGESIDEAIR INLETFORTHEUSE
AT TRANSONICSPEEDS;Mark R. Nichols and Edwin B. Goral_ April 1952
A LOWSPEEDINVESTIGATIONOFANANNULARTRANSONICAIR INLET_Mark
R. Nichols and Donald W. Rinkoski_ April 1952
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFHEATTRANSFERTHROUGHLAMINARAND
TURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYERSONA COOLEDFLATPLATEAT A MACHNUMBER
OF2.4_ Ellis G. Slack_ April 1952
APPLICATIONOFTRANSONICSIMILARITY_Adolf Busemann_April 1952
THREEDIMENSIONALSUPERSONICNOZZLESANDINLETSOFARBITRARY
EXIT CROSSECTION_Jacob H. Lichtenstein_ May 1952
CONDENSATIONFAIR IN SUPERSONICWINDTUNNELSANDITS EFFECTSON
FLOWABOUTMODELS_C. Frederick Hansenand GeorgeJ. Northwong_
April 1952
ONTHEFORMOFTHETURBULENTSKINFRICTIONLAWANDITS EXTENSION
TOCOMPRESSIBLEFLOWS_ColemanduP. Donaldson_May 1952
A THEORYANDMETHODFORAPPLYINGINTERFEROMETRYOTHEMEASUREMENT
OFCERTAINTWODIMENSIONALGASEOUSDENSITYFIELD_Walton L. Howes
and Donald R. Buchele_ April 1952
A METHODFORSTABILIZINGSHOCKWAVESIN CHANNELFLOWBYMEANSOFA
SURGECHAMBERjStanford E. Neice_ June 1953
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CALCULATIONOFLIFT ANDPITCHINGMOMENTSDUETOANGLEOFATTACKAND
STEADYPITCHINGV_CITY AT SUPERSONICSPEEDSFORTHIS SWEPTBACK
T_PEREDWINGSWITHSTREAMWISETIPS ANDSUPERSONICLEADINGANDTRAIL-
INGEDGES_John C. Martin_ Kenneth Margolis and Isabella Jeffreys_
June 1952
RECIPROCITYRELATIONSIN AERODYNAMICS_Max A. Heaslet and John R.
Spreiter_ May 1952
ELECTRICALTECHNIQUESFORCOMPENSATIONFTHERMALTIMELAGOF
THERMOCOUPLEANDRESISTANCETHERMOMETEREL_MENTS_Charles E.
Shepard and Isidore Warshawsky_May 1952
DIFFUSIONOFHEATFROMA LINE SOURCEIN ISOTROPICTURBULENCE_
Mahinder S. Uberoi and Stanley Corrsin_ June 1952
FLOWCHARACTERISTICSOVERA LIFTINGWEDGEOFFINITE ASPECTRATIO
WITHATTACHEDANDDETACHEDSHOCKWAVESAT A MACHNI/MBEROF1.40_
John H. Hilton_ Jr._ June 1952
NORMALACCELERATIONSANDOPERATINGCONDITIONSENCOUNTEREDBY
A HELICOPTERIN AIRMAIL OPERATIONS_Almer D. Crim and Marlin E.
Hagen_June 1952
THETHEORETICALCHARACTERISTICSOFTRIANGULARTIP CONTROLSURFACES
AT SUPERSONICSPEEDS.MACHLINESBEHINDTRAILINGEDGES_Julian H.
Haimer and Mary David King_ July 1952
EFFECTSOFASPECTRATIOONAIR FLOWAT HIGHSUBSONICMACHNUMBERS_
W. F. Lindsey and Milton D. Humphreys_July 1952
DISPLACI_4ENTEFFECTOFA THREEDIMENSIONALBOUNDARYLAYER_Franklin
K. Moore_ June 1952
USEOFTHEBOUNDARYLAYEROFA CONETOMEASURESUPERSONICFLOW
INCLINATION_Franklin K. Moore_June 1952
TRANSONICSIMILARITYRULESFORLIFTINGWINGS_Keith C. Harder_
June 1952
INTERACTIONOFOBLIQUESHOCKWAVESWITHREGIONSOFVARIABLEPRES-
SURE_ENTROPY_ANDENERGY_W. E. Moeckel_ June 1952
ONTHEAPPLICATIONOFTRANSONICSIMILARITYRULES_John R. Spreiter_
June 1952
EXPERIMENTSIN EXTERNALNOISEREDUCTIONOFA SMALLPUSHERTYPE
AMPHIBIANAIRPLANE_John P. Roberts and Leo L. Beranek_July 1952
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AN ANALYSIS OF SUPERSONIC FLOW IN THE REGION OF THE LEADING EDGE OF
CURVED AIRFOILS_ INCLUDING CHARTS FOR DETERMINING SURFACE-PRESSURE
GRADIENT AND SHOCK-WAVE CURVATURE_ Samuel Kraus_ June 1952
METHOD FOR CALCULATION OF HEAT TRANSFER IN LAMINAR REGION OF AIR
FLOW AROUND CYLINDERS OF ARBITRARY CROSS SECTION (INCLUDING LARGE
TI_4PERATURE DIFFERENCES AND TRANSPIRATION COOLING)_ E. R. G.
Eckert and John N. B. Livingood_ June 1952
NUMERICAL DETERMINATION OF INDICIAL LIFT AND MOMENT FUNCTIONS FOR
A TWO-DIMENSIONAL SINKING AND PITCHING AIRFOIL AT MACH NUMBERS 0.5
AND 0.6_ Bernard Mazelsky and Joseph A. Drischler_ July 1952
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE LOCAL AND AVERAGE SKIN FRICTION
IN THE LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER ON A FLAT PLATE AT A MACH NUMBER OF
2.4_ Randall C. Maydew and Constantine C. Pappas_ July 1952
BOUNDARYLAYER DEVELOPMENT AND SKIN FRICTION AT MACH NUMBER 3.05_
Paul F. Brinich and Nick S. Diaconis_ July 1952
PRACTICAL CALCULATION OF SECOND ORDER SUPERSONIC FLOW PAST NON-
LIFTING BODIES OF REVOLUTION_ Milton D. Van Dyke_ July 1952
ON TRANSONIC FLOW PAST A WAVE SHAPED WALL_ Carl Kaplan_ August 1952
A STUDY OF THE STABILITY OF THE LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER AS AFFECTED
BY CHANGES IN THE BOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESS IN REGIONS OF PRESSURE
GRADIENT AND FLOW THROUGH THE SURFACE 3 Neal Tetervin and David A.
Levine_ August 1952
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THREE DEEP STEP PLANING TAlL FLYING
BOAT HULLS AND A TRANSVERSE STEP HULL WITH EXTENDED AFTERBODY_
John M. Riebe and Rodger L. Naeseth, August 1952
ACCURACY OF APPROXIMATE METHODS FOR PREDICTING PRESSURES ON
POINTED NONLIFTING BODIES OF REVOLUTION IN SUPERSONIC FLOW_
Dorris M. Ehret_ August 1952
A FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF SHAPE AND THICKNESS OF THE
BOUNDARY LAYER ON THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION IN THE PRESENCE OF
SHOCK_ Eziaslav N. Harrin_ September 1925
SUPERSONIC FLOW WITH WHIRL AND VORTICITY IN AXISYMMETRIC CHANNELS_
Ralph J. Eschbornj August 1952
STUDY OF THE PRESSURE RISE ACROSS THICK WAVES REQUIRED TO SEPARATE
LAMINAR AND TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYERS_ Richard R. Heldenfels and
William M. Roberts_ August 1952
DRIVING STANDING WAVES BY HEAT ADDITION_ Perry L. Blackshear_ Jr._
August 1952
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ANAPPROXIMATEM THODFORDETERMININGTHEDISPLAC_IENTEFFECTSAND
VISCOUSDRAGOFLAMINARBOUNDARYLAYERSIN TWO-DIMENSIONALHYPER-
SONICFLOW_Mitchel H. Bertram_ September1952
A METHODFORFINDINGA LEASTSQUARESPOLYNOMIALTHATPASSESTHROUGH
A SPECIFIEDPOINTWITHSPECIFIEDDERIVATIVES_Neal Tetervin_
September1952
USEOFA CONSOLIDATEDPOROUSMEDIUMFORMEASUR_ENTOFFLOWRATE
ANDVISCOSITYOF GASESAT ELEVATEDPRESSURESANDTI_IPERATURES_
Martin B. Biles and J. A. Putnam_September1952
METHODOF CALCULATINGCOMPRESSIBLELAMINARBOUNDARYLAYERCHARAC-
TERISTICSIN AXIAL PRESSUREGRADIENTWITHZEROHEATTRANSFER_
Morris Morduchowand Joseph H. Clarke_ September1952
AIRFOILPROFILESFORMINIMUMPRESSUREDRAGAT SUPERSONICVELOCITIES
APPLICATIONOFSHOCKEXPANSIONTHEORY_INCLUDINGCONSIDERATIONF
HYPERSONICRANGE_DeanR. Chapman_September1952
FLOWSTUDIESIN THEVICINITY OFA MODIFIEDFLATPLATERECTANGULAR
WINGOFASPECTRATIO0.25_ William H. Michael_ Jr._ September 1952
A METHODFORTHEDETERMINATIONFTHETIMELAGIN PRESSUREMEASUR-
ING SYSTEMSINCORPORATIONCAPILLARIES_Archibald R. Sinclair and
A° Warner Robins_ September1952
A COMPARISONFTWOMETHODSOFLINEARIZEDCHARACTERISTICSFORA
SIMPLEUNSTEADYFLOW_Roger D. Sullivan_ September1952
EFFECTSOFWINGSWEEPONTHEUPWASHAT THEPROPELLERPLANESOF
MULTI-ENGINEAIRPLANES_Vernon L. Rogallo_ September1952
A STUDYOFTHETRANSIENTBEHAVIOROF SHOCKWAVESIN TRANSONIC
CHANNELFLOWS_Robert V. Hess_October 1952
SOLUTIONSOFLAMINARBOUNDARYLAYEREQUATIONSWHICHRESULTIN
SPECIFICWEIGHTFLOWPROFILESLOCALLYEXCEEDINGFREESTREAMVALUES_
W. Byron Brownand John N. B. Livingood_ September1952
INVESTIGATIONWITHANINTERFEROMETEROFTHEFLOWAROUNDA CIRCULAR
ARCAIRFOILATMACHNUMBERSBETWEEN0.6 AND0.9_ GeorgeP. Wood
and Paul B. Gooderum_October 1952
THEPLANINGCHARACTERISTICSOFA SURFACEHAVINGA BASICANGLE
OFDEADRISE OF20° ANDHORIZONTALCHINEFLARE_Walter J. Kapryan
and Irving Weinstein_ October 1952
MEASURIIMENTSOFTEMPERATUREVARIATIONSIN THEATMOSPHEREN ARTHE
TROPOPAUSEWITHREFERENCETOAIRSPEEDCALIBRATIONBYTHETEMPERA-
TUREMETHOD_Lindsay J. Lina and Harry H. Ricker_ Jr._ October 1952
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TN 2811
TN 2818
TN 2823
TN 2824
TN 2825
TN 2827
ONTHECALCULATIONOFFLOWABOUTOBJECTSTRAVELINGAT HIGHSUPER-
SONICSPEEDS_A. J. Eggers_ Jr._ October 1952
SECONDAPPROXIMATIONTOLAMINARCOMPRESSIBLEBOUNDARYLAYERON
FLATPLATEIN SLIP FLOW_Stephen H. Maslen_ November1952
LANGLEYFULLSCALETUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTHEMAXIMUMLIFT AND
STALLINGCHARACTERISTICSOFA TRAPEZOIDALWINGOFASPECTRATIO4
WITHCIRCULARARCAIRFOILSECTIONS_RoyH. Lange_November1952
EFFECTSOF INDEPENDENTVARIATIONSOFMACHNUMBERANDREYNOLDS
NUMBERONTHEMAXIMUMLIFT COEFFICIENTSOFFOURNACA6-SERIES
AIRFOILSECTIONS_Stanley F. Racisz_ November1952
A COMPARATIVEEXAMINATIONOF SOMEMEASUREMENTSOFAIRFOIL SECTION
LIFT ANDDRAGAT SUPERCRITICALSPEEDS_Gerald E. Nitzberg and
Stewart M. Crandall_ November1952
INVESTIGATIONOFA DIFFRACTIONGRATINGINTERFEROMETERFO USEIN
AERODYNAMICRESEARCH_JamesR. Sterrelt and John R. Erwin_ November1952
TN 2828
TN 2829
EFFECTOFA FINITE TRAILINGEDGETHICKNESSONTHEDRAGOFRECTANGU-
LARANDDELTAWINGSAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS_E. B. Klunker and Conrad
Rennemann_Jr._ November1952
EXPERIMENTSIN TRANSONICFLOWAROUNDWEDGES_GeorgeP. Wood_
November1952
TN 2830
TN 2832
SEVERALCOMBINATIONPROBESFORSURVEYINGSTATICANDTOTALPRES-
SUREANDFLOWDIRECTION_Wallace M. Schulze_ GeorgeC. Ashby_ Jr._
and John R. Erwin_ November1952
THEORETICALSTUDYOFTHETRANSONICLIFT OFA DOUBLEWEDGEPROFILE
WITHDETACHEDBOWWAVE_Walter G. Vincenti and Cleo B. Wagoner_
December1952
TN 2836
TN 2837
RADIANTINTERCHANGECONFIGURATIONFACTORS_D. C. Hamilton and W.
R. Morgan_December1952
CORRECTIONSFORDRAG_LIFT_ ANDMOMENTOFANAXIALLYSYMMETRICAL
BODYPLACEDIN A SUPERSONICTUNNELHAVINGA TWODIMENSIONALPRES-
SUREGRADIENT_I. J. Kolodner_ F. Reiche_ and H. F. Ludloff_
November1952
TN 2839
TN 2843
DEVELOPMENTOFTURBULENCEM ASURINGEQUIPMENT_Leslie S. G.
f
Kovasznag_ January 1953
AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES FOR ADAPTING THE CONSTANT
TEMPERATURE HOT WIRE ANEMOMETER TO SPECIFIC PROBLEMS IN AIR FLOW
MEASUREMENTS, James C. Lawrence and L. Gene Landes_ November 1952
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TN 2844
TN 2845
TN 2849
TN 2850
TN 2851
TN 2854
TN 2855
TN 2856
TN 2858
TN 2860
TN 2863
TN 2864
TN 2867
TN 2868
LAMINARBOUNDARYLAYERONCONEIN SUPERSONICFLOWAT LARGEANGLE
OFATTACK_Franklin K. Moore_November1952
X-RAYINSTRUMENTATIONF RDENSITYMEASUREMENTSIN A SUPERSONICFLOW
FIELD_John Dimeff_ Ralph K. Hallett_ Jr._ and C. Frederick Hansen_
December1952
CORRECTIONSFORLIFT_ DRAGANDMOMENTOFANAIRFOIL IN A SUPERSONIC
TUNNELHAVINGA GIVENSTATICPRESSUREGRADIENT_H. F. Ludloff and
M. B. Friedman_ December1952
STUDYOFPRESSUREEFFECTSONVAPORIZATIONRATEOFDROPSIN GAS
STREAMS_Robert D. Ingebo_ January 1953
THEAERODYNAMICDESIGNOF SUPERSONICPROPELLERSFROMSTRUCTURAL
CONSIDERATIONS_Jerome B. Hammack_December1952
AVERAGESKINFRICTIONDRAGCOEFFICIENTSFROMTANKTESTSOFA
PARABOLICBODYOFREVOLUTION_ElmoJ. Mottard and J. Dan Loposer_
January 1953
GENERALCORRELATIONFTEMPERATUREPROFILESDOWNSTREAMOFA HEATED
AIR JET DIRECTEDAT VARIOUSANGLESTOAIR STREAM_Robert S.
Ruggeri_ December1952
ESTIMATEDPOWEREDUCTIONBYWATERINJECTIONIN A NONRETURNSUPER-
SONICWINDTUNNEL_Morton Copper and John R. Sevier_ Jr._ January
1953
SUPERSONICWAVEDRAGOFNONLIFTINGDELATWINGSWITHLINEARLYVARY-
INGTHICKNESSRATIO_Arthur Henderson_Jr._ December1952
INTERACTIONBETWEENA SUPERSONICSTREAMANDA PARALLELSUBSONIC
STREAMBOUNDEDBYFLUIDAT REST_Herbert S. Ribner and E. Leonard
Arnoff_ December1952
LAMINARNATURALCONVECTIONFLOWANDHEATTRANSFEROFFLUIDSWITH
ANDWITHOUTHARESOURCESIN CHANNELSWITHCONSTANTWALLTEMPERA-
TURES_SimonOstrach_ December1952
CONVECTIONOFA PATTERNOFVORTICITYTHROUGHA SHOCKWAVE_H. S.
Ribner_ January 1953
HEATANDMOMENTUMTRANSFERBETWEENA SPHERICALPARTICLEANDAIR
STREAMS_Y. S. Tang_J. M. Duncan_and H. E. Schweyer_March 1953
REFLECTIONOFA WEAKSHOCKWAVEFROMA BOUNDARYLAYERALONGA FLAT
PLATE. I - INTERACTIONOFWEAKSHOCKWAVESWITHLAMINARANDTURBU-
LENTBOUNDARYLAYERSANALYZEDBYMOMENTUMINTEGRALMETHOD_Alfred
Ritter and Yung HuaiKuo_January 1953
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TN 2869
TN 2870
TN 2871
TN 2878
TN 2879
TN 2880
TN 2885
TN 2887
TN 2888
TN 2891
TN 289 2
TN 2893
TN 2894
TN 2895
REFLECTION OF WEAK SHOCK WAVE FROM A BOUNDARY LAYER ALONG A FLAT
PLATE. II - INTERACTION OF OBLIQUE SHOCK WAVE WITH A LAMINAR
BOUNDARY LAYER ANALYZED BY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION METHOD, Yung Hual
Kuo, January 1953
POWER OFF FLARE UP TESTS OF A MODEL HELICOPTER ROTOR IN VERTICAL
AUTOROTATION, S. E. Slaymaker and Robin B. Gray_ January 1953
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF LOADS IN AN ANNULAR CASCADE OF TURBINE
NOZZLE BLADES OF FREE VORTEX DESIGN_ Hubert W. Alien, Milton G.
Kotskey and Richard E. Chamness_ January 1953
COMBINED EFFECT OF DAMPING SCREENS AND STREAM CONVERGENCE ON TURBU-
LENCE, Maurice Tucker_ January 1953
UNSTEADY OBLIQUE INTERACTION OF A SHOCK WAVE WITH A PLANE DISTURB-
ANCE, Franklin K. Moore_ January 1953
A DIGITAL AUTOMATIC MULTIPLE PRESSURE RECORDER_ Bert A. Coss_ D. R.
Daykin, Leonard Jaff and Elmer M. Sharp_ January 1953
SOME EXACT SOLUTIO_OF TWO DIMENSIONAL FLOWS OF COMPRESSIBLE FLUID
WITH HODOGRAPH METHOD_ Chieh-Chieh Chang and Vivian O'Brien_ Feb-
ruary 1953
ON THE STABILITY OF THE LAMINAR MIXING REGION BETWEEN TWO PARALLEL
STREAMS IN A GAS_ C. C. Lin_ January 1953
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF PLANE WALL TWO DIMENSIONAL DIFFUSERS_
Elliott G. Reid_ February 1953
FACTORS AFFECTING LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER MEASUREMENTS IN A SUPER-
SONIC STREAM_ Robert E. Blue and George M. Low_ February 1953
A RAPID METHOD FOR ESTIMATING THE SEPARATION POINT OF A COMPRESSI-
BLE LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER_ Laurence K. Loftin_ Jr._ and Homer B.
Wilson, Jr., February 1953
THEORETICAL AND MEASURED ATTENUATION OF MUFFLERS AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
WITHOUT FLOW_ WITH COMMENTS ON ENGINE EXHAUST MUFFLER DESIGN_ Don D.
Davis, Jr., George L. Stevens_ Jr._ Dewey Moore and George M. Stokes_
February 1953
CALCULATIONS OF UPWASH IN THE REGION ABOVE OR BELOW THE WING-CHORD
PLANES OF SWEPT-BACK WING-FUSELAGE-NACELLE COMBINATIONS, Vernon L.
Rogallo and John L. McCloud_ III, February 1953
EFFECT OF VARIABLE VISCOSITY AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY ON HIGH SPEED
SLIP FLOW BETWEEN CONCENTRIC CYLINDERS_ T. C. Lin and R. E. Street 3
February 1953
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TN 2903
TN 2904
TN 2906
TN 2907
TN 29i0
TN 2912
TN 2913
TN 2916
TN 2915
TN 2918
TN 2919
TN 2921
TN 2922
TN 2929
IMPINGEMENTOFCLOUD ROPLETSONAERODYNAMICBODIESAS AFFECTEDBY
COMPRESSIBILITYOFAIR FLOWAROUNDTHEBODY_Rinaldo J. Brun_ John
S. Serafini and Helen M. Gallagher_ March 1953
IMPINGEMENTOFWATERDROPLETSONA CYLINDERIN ANINCOMPRESSIBLE
FLOWFIELD ANDEVALUATIONOFROTATINGMULTICYLINDERMETHODFOR
MEASUREMENTOFDROPLETSIZE DISTRIBUTION_VOLUMEMEDIUMDROPLET
SIZE_ANDLIQUID WATERCONTENTIN CLOUDS_Rinaldo J. Brun and Harry
W. Mergler_ March 1953
ANAIRBORNEINDICATORFORMEASURINGVERTICALVELOCITYOFAIRPLANES
AT WHEELCONTACT_Robert C. Dreher_ February 1953
EFFECTOFHORIZONTAL-TAILSPANANDVERTICALOCATIONONTHEAERO-
DYNAMICHARACTERISTICSOFANUNSWEPTTAlL ASSEMBLYIN SIDESLIP_
Donald R. Riley_ February 1953
ANAPPLICATIONOFTHEMETHODOFCHARACTERISTICSTO TWODIMENSIONAL
TRANSONICFLOWSWITHDETACHEDSHOCKWAVES_Keith C. Harder and E.
B. Klunker_ March 1953
THENORMALCOMPONENTOFTHEINDUCEDVELOCITYIN THEVICINITY OFA
LIFTING ROTORANDSOME XAMPLESOF ITS APPLICATION_Walter Castles_
Jr._ and Jacob Henri DeLeeuw_March 1953
ONTHEDEVELOPMENTOFTURBULENTWAKESFROMVORTEXSTREETS_Anatol
Roshko_March 1953
EFFECTOFTHERMALPROPERTIESONLAMINARBOUNDARYLAYERCHARACTER-
ISTICS_E. B. Klunker and F. EdwardMcLeon_March 1953
A MODIFIEDREYNOLDSANALOGYFORTHECOMPRESSIBLETURBULENTBOUNDARY
LAYERONA FLATPLATE_Morris Rubesin_March 1953
EFFECTSOFPARALLELJETMIXINGONDOWNSTREAMMACHNUMBERANDSTAG-
NATIONPRESSUREWITHAPPLICATIONTOENGINETESTINGIN SUPERSONIC
TUNNELSjHarry Bernstein_ March 1953
THEASYMMETRICADJUSTABLESUPERSONICNOZZLEFORWINDTUNNELAPPLI-
CATION_H. Julian Allen_ March 1953
THEAERODYNAMICDESIGNANDCALIBRATIONOFANASYMMETRICVARIABLE
MACHNUMBERNOZZLEWITHA SLIDINGBLOCKFORTHEMACHNUMBERANGE
1.27 TO2.75_ Paige B. Burbank and Robert W. Byrn% April 1953
THEDESIGNOFVARIABLEMACHNUMBERASYMMETRICSUPERSONICNOZZLES
BY TWOPROCEDURESMPLOYINGINCLINEDANDCURVEDSONICLINES_
Clarence A. Syvertson and RaymondC. Savin_ March 1953
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTOFREARFUSELAGESHAPEON
DITCHINGBEHAVIOR_Ellis E. McBride and Lloyd J. Fisher_ April 1953
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TN 2931
TN 2938
TN 2940
TN 2941
TN 2942
TN 2944
TN 2946
TN 2949
TN 2950
TN 2951
TN 2952
"TN 2954
TN 2957
TN 2959
A METHODFORDETERMININGCLOUD ROPLETIMPINGEMENTONSWEPTWINGS_
Robert G. Dorsch and Rinaldo J. Brun_ April 1953
ANALYSISOFHEAVYADDITIONIN A CONVERGENTDIVERGENTNOZZLE_Donald
P. Hearth and EugenePerchonok_April 1953
EFFECTOFHIGHBULKTEMPERATURESONBOUNDARYLUBRICATIONOF STEEL
SURFACESBY SYNTHETICFLUIDS_S. F. Murray_ Robert L. Johnson and
EdmondE. Bisson_ May 1953
THEDRAGOFFINITE LENGTHCYLINDERSDETERMINEDFROMFLIGHTTESTSAT
HIGHREYNOLDSNUMBERSFORA MACHNUMBERANGEFROM0.5 TO 1.3_
Clement J. Welsh_ June 1953
PRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSABOUTFINITE WEDGESIN BOUNDEDANDUNBOUNDED
SUBSONICSTREAMS_Patrick L. Donougheand Ernst I. Prasse_ May 1953
THEZEROLIFT DRAGOFA SLENDERBODYOFREVOLUTIONAS DETERMINED
FROMTESTSOFSEVERALWINDTUNNELSANDIN FLIGHTAT SUPERSONIC
SPEEDS_Albert J. Evans_April 1953
A SMALLPIRANI GAGEFORMEASUREMENTSOFNONSTEADYLOWPRESSURES_
M. John Pilny_ June 1953
A VARIABLEFREQUENCYLIGHTSYNCHRONIZEDWITHA HIGHSPEEDMOTION
PICTURECAMERATOPROVIDEVERYSHORTEXPOSURETIMES_Walter F.
Lindsey and Joseph Burlock_ May 1953
A NEWSHADOWGRAPHTECHNIQUEFORTHEOBSERVATIONF CONICALFLOW
PHENOMENAI SUPERSONICFLOWANDPRELIMINARYRESULTSOBTAINEDFORA
TRIANGULARWINGjEugeneS. Love and Carl E. Grigsby_ May 1953
FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTOFTRANSIENTWINGRESPONSEON
WINGSTRAINSOFA FOURENGINEBOMBERAIRPLANEIN ROUGHAIR_ Harold
N. Murrow and Chester B. Payn% June 1953
IMPING_ENTOFWATERDROPLETSONNACA651-208 AND651-212 AIRFOILS
AT 4° ANGLEOFATTACK_Rinaldo J. Brun_ Helen M. Gallagher and
Dorothea E. Vogt_ May 1953
THESTRUCTUREOFTURBULENCEIN FULLYDEVELOPEDPIPE FLOW_John
Laufer_ June 1953
SURVEYSOFTHEFLOWFIELDSAT THEPROPELLERPLANESOFSIX 40°
SWEPTBACKWINGFUSELAGENACELLECOMBINATIONS_Vernon L. Rogallo
and John L. McCloud_III_ June 1953
THEORETICALINVESTIGATIONOFTHESUPERSONICLIFT ANDDRAGOFTHIN_
SWEPTBACKWINGSWITHINCREASEDSWEEPNEARTHEROOT_Doris Cohenand
Morris D. Friedman_ June 1953
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TN 2960 DRAGOFCIRCULARCYLINDERSFORA WIDERANGEOFREYNOLDSNUMBERSAND
MACHNUMBERS_Forrest E. Gowenand EdwardW. Perkins_ June 1953
TN 2965 ANALYSISOFNORMALACCELERATIONA DAIRSPEED ATAFROMA FOUR
ENGINETYPEOFTRANSPORTAIRPLANEIN COMMERCIALOPERATIONONAN
EASTERNUNITEDSTATESROUTEFROMNOVEMBER1947 TOFEBRUARY1950_
ThomasL. Coleman'andPaul W. J. Schumacher_August 1955
TN 2967 ANANALYSISOFTHEPOWEROFFLANDINGMANEUVERIN TERMSOFTHE
CAPABILITIESOFTHEPILOTANDTHEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOF
THEAIRPLANE_Albert E. von Doenhoff and GeorgeW. Jones_ Jr._
August 1953
TN 2971 IMPINGEMENTOFWATERDROPLETSONWEDGESANDDIAMONDAIRFOILSAT
SUPERSONICSPEEDS_John S. Serafini_ July 1953
TN 2972 THEORETICALPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSANDWAVEDRAGSFORCONICAL
BOATTAILS_John R. Jackj July 1953
TN 2976 A STUDYOFTHESTABILITYOFTHEINCOMPRESSIBLELAMINARBOUNDARY
LAYEROFINFINITE WEDGES_Neal Tetervin_ August 1953
TN 2980 THEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFANASPECT-RATIO-20WINGHAVING
THICKAIRFOIL SECTIONSANDEMPLOYINGBOUNDARY-LAYERCONTROLBY
SUCTION_B. W. Cocke_Jr._ M. P. Fink_ S° M. Gottlieb_ August 1953
TN 2981 THEHIGHSPEEDPLANINGCHARACTERISTICSOFA RECTANGULARFLAT
PLATEOVERA WIDERANGEOFTRIMANDWETTEDLENGTH_Irving Weinstein
and Walter J. Kapryan_ July 1953
TN 2995 NEWEXPERIMENTSONIMPACT-PRESSUREINTERPRETATIONIN SUPERSONIC
ANDSUBSONICRAREFIEDAIR STREAMS_F. S. Sherman_September1953
TN 3000
TN 3005
STUDIESOFTHEUSEOFFREON-12AS A WIND-TUNNELTESTINGMEDIUM_
Albert E. von Doenhoff_ Albert L. Braslo_ and Milton A. Schwartz-
berg_ August 1953
HEATTRANSFERANDSKINFRICTIONBYAN INTEGRALMETHODIN THECOM-
PRESSIBLELAMINARBOUNDARYLAYERWITHA STREAMWISEPRESSUREGRADI-
ENT_Ivan E. Beckwith_ September1953
3008 EFFECTS OF FINITE SPAN ON THE SECTION CHARACTERISTICS OF TWO 45°
SWEPTBACK WINGS OF ASPECT RATIO 6_ Lynn W. Hunton_ September 1953
TN 3009 VELOCITY POTENTIAL AND AIR FORCES ASSOCIATED WITH A TRIANGULAR
WING IN SUPERSONIC FLOW_ WITH SUBSONIC LEADING EDGES_ AND DEFORMING
HARMONICALLY ACCORDING TO A GENERAL QUADRATIC EQUATION_ Charles E.
Watkins and Julian H. Berman_ September 1953
TN 3016 ANALYSIS OF TURBULENT HEAT TRANSFER AND FLOW IN THE ENTRANCE REGIONS
OF SMOOTH PASSAGES_ Robert G. Deissler_ October 1953
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TN 3020
TN 3028
TN 3031
DETERMINATIONF BOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITIONREYNOLDSNUMBERSBYSURFACE-TEMPERATUREMEASUR_4ENTSOFA i0v CONEIN VARIOUSNACA
SUPERSONICWINDTUNNELS_Albert O. Ross_ October 1953
THECOMPRESSIBLELAMINARBOUNDARYLAYERWITHHEATTRANSFERAND
SMALLPRESSUREGRADIENT_Lynn U. Albers_ October 1953
PRELIMINARYEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFLOW-SPEEDTURBULENT
BOUNDARYLAYERSIN ADVERSEPRESSUREGRADIENTS_Virgil A. Sandborn_
October 1953
TN 3032
TN 3036
TN 3038
TN 3042
TN 3044
TN 3045
TN 3047
TN 3048
ANANALYTICALSTUDYOFTHEEFFECTOFAIRPLANEWAKEONTHELATERAL
DISPERSIONOFAERIALSPRAYS_Wilmer H. Reed_III_ October 1953
THEFLOWABOUTA SECTIONOFA FINITE-ASPECT-RATIONACA0018 AIRFOIL
ONA TRANSONICBUMP_Jack A. Mellenthin_ October 1953
LOW-SPEEDDRAGOFCYLINDERSOFVARIOUS HAPES_Noel K. Delany and
NormanE. Sorensen_November1953
HIGH-FREQUENCYPRESSUREINDICATORSFORAERODYNAMICPROBLEMS_Y. T.
Li_ November1953
EFFECTOFA RAPIDBLADE-PITCHINCREASEONTHETHRUSTANDINDUCED-
VELOCITYRESPONSEOFA FULL-SCALEHELICOPTEROTOR_Paul J.
Carpenter and Bernard Fridovich_ November1953
ANALOGYBETWEENMASSANDHEATTRANSFERWITHTURBULENTFLOW_Edmund
E. Callaghan_ October 1953
IMPINGEMENTOFWATERDROPLETSONNACA65A004AIRFOILANDEFFECTOF
CHANGEIN AIRFOIL THICKNESSFROM12 TO4 PERCENTAT 4° ANGLEOF
ATTACK_Rinaldo J. Brun_ Helen M. Gallagher_ and Dorothea E.
Vogt_ November1953
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOF THEEFFECTSOFCOOLINGONFRICTION
ANDONBOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITIONFORLOW-SPEEDGASFLOWAT THE
ENTRYOFA TUBE_Stephen J. Kline and Ascher H. Shapiro_ November
1953
TN 3049
TN 3050
TN 3052
ANANALYTICALINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTOFTHERATEOF INCREASE
OFTURBULENTKINETICENERGYIN THESTREAMDIRECTIONONTHEDEVELOP-
MENTOFTURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYERSIN ADVERSEPRESSUREGRADIENTS_
Bernard Rashis_ November1953
A PHOTOGRAPHICMETHODFORDETERMININGVERTICALVELOCITIESOFAIR-
CRAFTIMMEDIATELYPRIORTOLANDING,EmanualRind_ January 1954
THEEFFECTOFVERTICALCHINESTRIPSONTHEPLANINGCHARACTERISTICS
OFV-SHAPEDPRISMATICSURFACESHAVINGANGLESOFDEADRISE OF20o
AND40°_ Walter J. Kapryan and GeorgeM. Boyd_Jr._ November1953
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TN 3053
TN 3054
TN 3056
TN 3058
TN 3062
TN 3065
TN 3069
TN 3071
TN 3072
TN 3075
TN 3076
TN 3079
A NEWMETHODOFANALYZINGEXTREME-VALUEDATA_Julius Lieblein_
January 1954
INVESTIGATIONAT SUPERSONICSPEEDSOFTHEWAVEDRAGOFSEVEN
BOATTAILBODIESOFREVOLUTIONDESIGNEDFORMINIMUMWAVEDRAG_
August F. Bromm_Jr._ and Julia M. Goodwin_December1953
A FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFLAMINARANDTURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYERS
PASSINGTHROUGHSHOCKWAVESAT FULL-SCALEREYNOLDSNUMBERS_
Eziaslav N. Harrin_ December1953
TRANSIENTEMPERATUREDISTRIBUTIONSIN SIMPLECONDUCTINGBODIES
STEADILYHEATEDTHROUGHA LAMINARBOUNDARYLAYER_HermanM. Parker_
December1953
A FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFTHEPRACTICALPROBLEMSA SOCIATEDWITH
POROUS-LEADINGEDGE-SUCTION_Paul A. Hunter and Harold I. Johnson_
February 1954
PRESENTSTATUSOFINFORMATIONRELATIVETOTHEPREDICTIONOF SHOCK-
INDUCEDBOUNDARY-LAYERSEPARATION_Roy H. Lange_February 1954
INCOMPRESSIBLEFLOWPASTA SINUSOIDALWALLOFFINITE AMPLITUDE_
Carl Kaplan_ February 1954
THEORETICALSUPERSONICFORCEANDMOMENTCOEFFICIENTSONA SIDESLIP-
PINGVERTICAL-ANDHORIZONTAL-TAILCOMBINATIONWITHSUBSONICLEAD-
ING EDGESANDSUPERSONICTRAILINGEDGES_Franks S. Malvestuto_
Jr._ March 1954
A THEORETICALINVESTIGATIONOFTHEAERODYNAMICSOFWING-TAIL
COMBINATIONSPERFORMINGTIME-DEPENDENTMOTIONSAT SUPERSONIC
SPEEDS_John C. Martin_ Margaret S. Diederich and Percy J° Bobbitt_
May 1954
MEASUREMENTSOFPRESSUREANDTEMPERATUREFORAPPRAISALOFTHE
TEMPERATUREM THODOFAIRSPEEDCALIBRATIONIN THELOWERSTRATO-
SPHERE_Lindsay J. Lina_ March 1954
LIFT ANDMOMENTCOEFFICIENTSEXPANDEDTOTHESEVENTHPOWEROFFRE-
QUENCYFOROSCILLATINGRECTANGULARWINGSIN SUPERSONICFLOWAND
APPLIEDTOA SPECIFICFLUTTERPROBLEM_Herbert C. Nelson_ Ruby A.
Raine_ and Charles E. Watkins_ April 1954
THEHYDRODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFDODIFIEDRECTANGULARFLAT
PLATESHAVINGASPECTRATIOSOF 1.00 AND0.25 ANDOPERATINGNEAR
A FREEWATERSURFACE_Kenneth L. Wodlin_ John A. Romsen_and
Victor L. Vaughan_Jr._ March 1954
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TN 3081
TN 3086
TN 3087
TN 3089
TN 3091
TN 3092
TN 3093
TN 3094
TN 3095
TN 3097
TN 3098
TN 2099
TN 3100
TN 3102
THEZERO-LIFTDRAGOFA 60° DELTA-WING-BODYCOMBINATION(AGARD
MODEL2) OBTAINEDFROMFREE-FLIGHTESTSBETWEENMACHNUMBERSOF
0.8 AND1.7_ Robert O. Piland_ April 1954
MANEUVERACCELERATIONSEXPERIENCEDBYFIVE TYPESOFCOMMERCIAL
TRANSPORTAIRPLANESDURINGROUTINEOPERATIONS_ThomasL. Coleman
and Martin R. Capp_April 1954
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOF TWO-DIMENSIONALTUNNEL-WALLINTER-
FERENCEAT HIGHSUBSONICSPEEDS_Earl D. Knechtel_ December1953
ONE-DIMENSIONAL_COMPRESSIBLE_VISCOUSFLOWRELATIONSAPPLICABLE
TOFLOWIN A DUCTEDHELICOPTERBLADE_John R. Henry_ December1953
FLOWPROPERTIESOF STRONGSHOCKWAVESIN XENONGASAS DETERMINED
FORTHERMALEQUILIBRIUMCONDITIONS_Alexander P. Sabol_ December
1953
HYDRODYNAMICDRAGOF 12- AND21-PERCENT-THICKSURFACE-PIERCING
STRUTS_Claude W. Coffe% Jr._ and Robert E. McKann_December1953
EFFECTOFTYPEOFPOROUSURFACEANDSUCTIONVELOCITYDISTRIBUTION
ONTHECHARACTERISTICSOFA 10.5-PERCENT-THICKAIRFOILWITHAREA
SUCTION_Robert E. Dannenbergand JamesA. Weiberg_ December1953
THERESISTANCETOAIR FLOWOFPOROUSMATERIALSUITABLEFOR
BOUNDARY-LAYER-CONTROLAPPLICATIONSUSINGAREASUCTION_Robert E.
Dannenberg_J. A. Weiberg_ and B. J. Gambucci_January 1954
THEAMESi0- BY 14-1NCHSUPERSONICWINDTUNNEL_A. J. Eggers_ Jr._
and GeorgeJ. Nothwang_January 1954
TURBULENTBOUNDARY-LAYERANDSKIN-FRICTIONMEASUREMENTSIN AXIAL
FLOWALONGCYLINDERSAT MACHNUMBERSBETWEEN0.5 AND3.6_ Dean
R. Chapmanand Robert H. Kester_ March 1954
DENSITYPROFILESOFSUBSONICBOUNDARYLAYERSONA FLATPLATE
DETERMINEDBY X-RAYANDPRESSUREMEASUPd_IENTS_Ruth N. Weltmannand
Perry W. Kuhns_February 1954
IMPINGEMENTOFWATERDROPLETSONANELLIPSOIDWITHFINENESSRATIO5
IN AXISYMMETRICFLOW_Robert G. Dorsch_ Rinaldo J. Brun_ and John
L. Gregg_March 1954
STATISTICALSTUDYOFTRANSITION-POINTFLUCTUATIONSIN SUPERSONIC
FLOW_J. C. Evvard_ M. Tucker_ and W. C. Burgess_ Jr._ March 1954
ANANALYTICALANDEXPERIMENTALSTUDYOFTHETRANSIENTRESPONSE
OFA PRESSURE-REFULATINGRELIEFVALVEIN A HYDRAULICIRCUITj
Harold Gold and EdwardW. Otto_ March 1954
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TN 3103
TN 3104
TN 3105
TN 3122
TN 3127
TN 3128
TN 3133
TN 3135
TN 3140
TN 3141
TN 3145
TN 3146
TN 3147
COOLINGREQUIR_ENTSFORSTABILITYOFLAMINARBOUNDARYLAYERWITH
SMALLPRESSUREGRADIENTAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS,GeorgeM. Low_March1954
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOF SUBLIMATIONOF ICE AT SUBSONICAND
SUPERSONICSPEEDSANDITS RELATIONTOHEATTRANSFER_Willard D.
Coles and Robert S. Ruggeri_ March 1954
AERODYNAMICSOFSLENDERWINGSANDWING-BODYCOMBINATIONSHAVING
SWEPTRAILINGEDGES,Harold Mirels_ March 1954
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONAT MACHNUMBEROF2.41 OFAVERAGESKIN-
FRICTIONCOEFFICIENTSANDVELOCITYPROFILESFORLAMINARANDTURBU_
LENTBOUNDARYLAYERSANDANASSESSMENTOFPROBE FFECTS_Robert
M. O'Donnell_ January 1954
THEEFFECTIVENESSAT HIGHSUBSONICMACHNUMBERSOFA 20-PERCENT-
CHORDPLAINTRAILING-EDGEFLAPONTHENACA65-210 AIRFOILSECTION,
Louis S. Stivers_ Jr., March 1954
COMPARISONBETWEENTHEORYANDEXPERIMENTFORINTERFERENCEPRESSURE
FIELD BETWEENWINGANDBODYAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS,Williams C.
Pitts_ Jack N. Nielso_ and MauriceB. Gianfriddo_ April 1954
THEFREE-STREAMBOUNDARIESOFTURBULENTFLOWS,Stanley Corrsin and
Alan L. Kistler_ January 1954
INVESTIGATIONOFMUTUALINTERFERENCEEFFECTSOFSEVERALVERTICAL-
TAlL-FUSELAGECONFIGURATIONSI SIDESLIP,William H. Michael_ Jr._
January 1954
USEOFAERODYNAMICHEATINGTOPROVIDETHRUSTBY VAPORIZATIONOF
SURFACECOOLANTS,W. E. Moeckelj February 1954
COMBINEDNATURAL-ANDFORCED-CONVECTIONLAMINARFLOWANDHEAT
TRANSFEROFFLUIDSWITHANDWITHOUTHEATSOURCESIN CHANNELSWITH
LINEARLYVARYINGWALLTEMPERATURES_SimonOstrach, April 1954
ANALYSISOFTURBULENTHEATTRANSFER_MASSTRANSFER_ANDFRICTIONIN
SMOOTHTUBESAT HIGHPRANDTLANDSCHMIDTNUMBERS,Robert G. Deissler_
May 1954
NOTEONTHEAERODYNAMICHEATINGOFANOSCILLATINGSURFACE_Simon
Ostrach_ April 1954
IMPINGI_IENTOFWATERDROPLETSONANELLIPSOIDWITHFINENESSRATIO
i0 IN AXISYMMETRICFLOW_Rinaldo J. Brun and Robert G. Dorsch_May1954
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TN 3150
TN 3151
TN 3153
TN 3155
TN 3157
TN 3159
TN 3162
TN 3163
TN 3165
TN 3166
TN 3168
TN 3169
TN 3171
METHODFORRAPIDDETERMINATIONFPRESSURECHANGEFORONE-DIMENSION-
AL FLOWWITHHEATTRANSFER_FRICTION_ROTATION_ANDAREACHANGE_
J. E. Hubbartt_ H. O. Slon% and V. L. Arne_ June 1954
EXACTSOLUTIONSOFLAMINAR-BOUNDARY-LAYEREQUATIONSWITHCONSTANT
PROPERTYVALUESFORPOROUSWALLWITHVARIABLET_IPERATURE_Patrick
L. Donougheand John N. B. Livingood_ September1954
VARIATIONOFLOCALLIQUID-WATERCONCENTRATIONABOUTANELLIPSOID
OFFINENESSRATIO5 MOVINGIN A DROPLETFIELD_Robert G. Dorsch and
Rinaldo J. Brun_ July 1954
IMPINGEMENTOFWATERDROPLETSONNACA65A004AIRFOILAT 8° ANGLEOF
ATTACK_R. J. Brun_ H. M. Gallagher_ and D. E. Vogt_ July 1954
METHODFORCALCULATIONOF COMPRESSIBLELAMINARBOUNDARYLAYERWITH
AXIAL PRESSUREGRADIENTANDHEATTRANSFER_Paul A. Libby and Morris
Morduchow_January 1954
FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONAT LARGEANGLESOFATTACKOF THESTATIC-
PRESSUREERRORSOFA SERVICEPITOT-STATICTUBEHAVINGA MODIFIED
ORIFICECONFIGURATION_William Gracey and ElwoodF. Scheithauer_
February 1954
EFFECTSOFSUBSONICMACHNUMBERONTHEFORCESANDPRESSUREDISTRI-
BUTIONSONFOURNACA64A-SERIESAIRFOILSECTIONSAT ANGLESOF
ATTACKAS HIGHAS 28°_ Louis S. Stivers_ Jr._ March 1954
USEOFA HOT-WIREANEMOMETERIN SHOCK-TUBEINVESTIGATIONS_Darshan
Singh Dosanjh_ December1954
PRELIMINARYINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTSOFHEATTRANSFERON
BOUNDARYLAYERTRANSITIONOFA PARABOLICBODYOFREVOLUTIONAT A
MACHNUMBEROF1.61_ K. R. Czarnecki and Archibald R. Sinclair_
April 1954
ANEXTENSIONOF THEINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTSOFHEATTRANSFER
ONBOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITIONOFA PARABOLICBODYOFREVOLUTIONAT
A MACHNUMBEROF1.61_ K. R. Czarnecki_ and Archibald R. Sinclair_
April 1954
A NEWHODOGRAPHFORFREE-STREAMLINETHEORY_Anatol Roshko_July
1954
ONTHEDRAGANDSHEDDINGFREQUENCYOFTWO-DIMENSIONALBLUFFBODIES_
Anatol Roshko_July 1954
SOMENEWDRAGDATAONTHENACARM-10MISSILEANDA CORRELATIONF
THEEXISTINGDRAGMEASUREMENTSA M = 1.6 AND3.0_ Robert J° Carros
and Carlton S. James_June 1954
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TN 3175
TN 3176
TN 3177
TN 3178
TN 3181
TN 3183
TN 3185
TN 3186
TN 3189
TN 3193
TN 3196
TN 3205
TN 3208
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A STUDYOFHYPERSONICSMALL-DISTURBANCETH ORYjMilton D. Van Dyke_
May 1954
DOWNWASHC ARACTERISTICSANDVORTEX-SHEETSHAPEBEHINDA 63° SWEPT-
BACKWING-FUSELAGECOMBINATIONAT A REYNOLDSNUMBEROF6.1xI06_
William H. Tolhurst_ Jr._ May 1954
WALLINTERFERENCEIN WINDTUNNELSWITHSLOTTEDANDPOROUSBOUNDAR-
IES AT SUBSONICSPEEDS_Barrett S. Baldwin_ Jr._ John B. Turner_
and Earl D. Knechtel_ May 1954
IONTRACERTECHNIQUEFORAIRSPEEDMEASURI_MENTAT LOWDENSITIES_
W. B. Kunkel and L. Talbot_ March 1954
CHARACTERISTICSOFTURBULENCEIN A BOUNDARYLAYERWITHZEROPRES-
SUREGRADIENT_P. S. Klebanoff_ July 1954
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFHEAT-TRANSFERANDFLUID-FRICTIONCHAR-
ACTERISTICSOFWHITEFUMINGNITRICACID_Bruce A. Reeseand Robert
W. Graham_May 1954
MINIMUM-WAVE-DRAGAIRFOIL SECTIONSFORARROWINGS_Morton Cooper
and Frederick C. Grant_ May 1954
TABLESFORTHECOMPUTATIONFWAVEDRAGORARROWINGSOFARBITRARY
AIRFOILSECTION_Morton Cooper and Frederick C. Grant_ June 1954
EVALUATIONOFTHEACCURACYOFANAIRCRAFTRADIOALTIMETERFORUSE
IN A METHODOFAIRSPEEDCALIBRATION_Jim R. Thompsonand Max C.
Kurbjun_ May 1954
MINIMUM-DRAGANDPOINTEDBODIESOFREVOLUTIONBASEDONLINEARIZED
SUPERSONICTHEORY_HermanM. Pamker_May 1954
ANEXPLORATORYINVESTIGATIONOF SKINFRICTIONANDTRANSITIONON
THREEBODIESOFREVOLUTIONATA MACHNUMBEROF 1.61_ John H. Hilton_
Jr._ and K. R. Czarneckij June 1954
LIFT ANDPITCHINGMOMENTAT SUPERSONICSPEEDSDUETOCONSTANTVERTI-
CALACCELERATIONFORTHIN SWEPTBACKTAPEREDWINGSWITHSTREAMWISE
TIPS. SUPERSONICLEADINGANDTRAILINGEDGES_Isabella J. Cole and
Kenneth Margolis_ June 1954
THEORETICALINVESTIGATIONAT SUBSONICSPEEDSOFTHEFLOWAHEADOFA
SLENDERINCLINEDPARABOLIC-ARCBODYOFREVOLUTIONANDCORRELATION
WITHEXPERIMENTALDATAOBTAINEDAT LOWSPEEDS_William Letko and
EdwardC. B. Danforth_ III_ July 1954
HEAT_MASS_ANDMOMENTUMTRANSFERFORFLOWOVERA FLATPLATEWITH
BLOWINGORSUCTION_H. S. Mickley_ R. C. Ross_A. L. Squyers_ and
W. E. Stewart_ July 1954
TN 3210
TN 3213
TN 3218
TN 3219
TN 3222
TN 3223
TN 3225
TN 3226
TN 3229
TN 3230
TN 3234
TN 3237
TN 3238
TN 3241
THEROLEOFTRIPLECOLLISIONSIN EXCITATIONOFMOLECULARVIBRATIONS
IN NITROUSOXIDE_Richard A. Walker_ ThomasD. Rossing_ and Sam
Legrold_ May 1954
TRANSONICFLOWPASTCONECYLINDERS_GeorgeE. Solomon_September
1954
FLIGHTDETERMINATIONFTHEDRAGANDPRESSURERECOVERYOFANNACA
1-40-250 NOSEINLETAT MACHNUMBERSFROM0.9 TO 1.8_ R. I. Sears
and C. F. Merlet_ July 1955
VISCOSITYCORRECTIONSTOCONEPROBESIN RAREFIEDSUPERSONICFLOWAT
A NOMINALMACHNUMBEROF4_ L. Talbot_ November1954
MEASUREMENTOFHEATTRANSFERIN THETURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYERONA
FLATPLATEIN SUPERSONICFLOWANDCOMPARISONWITHSKIN-FRICTION
RESULTS_C. C. Pappas_June 1954
ANANALYSISOFSHOCK-WAVECANCELLATIONA DREFLECTIONFORPOROUS
WALLSWHICHOBEYAN EXPONENTIALMASS-FLOWPRESSURE-DIFFERENCE
RELATION_Joseph M. Spiegel and Phillips J. Tunnell_ August 1954
AN EXPERIMENTALSTUDYOFTHELIFT ANDPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONONA
DOUBLE-WEDGEPROFILEATMACHNUMBERSNEARSHOCKATTACHMENT_Walter
G. Vincenti_ DuaneW. Dugan_and E. RayPhelps_ July 1954
SOMEPOSSIBILITIESOFUSINGGASMIXTURESOTHERTHANAIR IN
AERODYNAMICRESEARCH_DeanR. Chapman3 August 1954
THESMALL-DISTURBANCEMETHODFORFLOWOFA COMPRESSIBLEFLUIDWITH
VELOCITYPOTENTIALANDSTREAMFUNCTIONAS INDEPENDENTVARIABLES_
Carl Kaplan_ August 1954
INVESTIGATIONOFDISTRIBUTEDSURFACEROUGHNESSONA BODYOF REVOLU-
TIONAT A MACHNUMBEROF 1.613 K. R. Czarnecki_ Ross B. Robinson_
and John H. Hilton_ Jr._ June 1954
REDUCTIONOFHELICOPTERPARASITEDRAG_Robert D. Harrington_ August
1954
HOVERINGPERFORMANCEOFA HELICOPTEROTORUSINGNACA8-H-12 AIR-
FOIL SECTIONS_Robert D. Powell_ Jr._ August 1954
REVIEWOF INFORMATIONONINDUCEDFLOWOFA LIFTING ROTOR_Alfred
Gessow_August 1954
AIRFOIL SECTIONCHARACTERISTICSAT HIGHANGLESOFATTACK_Laurence
K. Loftin_ Jr._ August 1954
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TN 3242
TN 3243
TN 3249
TN 3252
TN 3255
TN 3256
TN 3258
TN 3262
TN 3264
TN 3265
TN 3267
TN 3278
TN 3283
TN 3284
PRELIMINARYRESULTSFROMFLOW-FIELDMEASUREMENTSAROUNDSINGLEAND
TANDEMROTORSIN THELANGLEYFULL-SCALETUNNEL_Harry H. Heyson_
November1954
THEORETICALNALYSISOFANAIRPLANEACCELERATIONRESTRICTORCON-
TROLLEDBYNORMALACCELERATION_PITCHINGACCELERATION_ANDPITCH-
ING VELOCITY_Christopher C. Kraft_ Jr._ September1954
THEHYDRODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFANASPECT-RATIO-O.125MODIFIED
RECTANGULARFLATPLATEOPERATINGNEARA FREEWATERSURFACE_John
A. Ramsenand Victor L. Vaughan_Jr._ October 1954
DESCRIPTIONANDPRELIMINARYFLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFANINSTRUMENTFOR
DETECTINGSUBNORMALCCELERATIONDURINGTAKE-OFF_Garland J. Morris
and Lindsay J. Lina_ November1954
SHOCK-TURBULENCEI T RACTIONANDTHEGENERATIONFNOISE_H. S.
Ribner_ July 1954
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTEMPERATURERECOVERYFACTORSONA
i0 ° CONEAT ANGLEOFATTACKATA MACHNUMBEROF3.12_ John R° Jack
and Barry Moskowitz_ July 1954
INVESTIGATIONOFMACHNUMBERCHANGESOBTAINEDBYDISCHARGINGHIGH-
PRESSUREPULSETHROUGHWINDTUNNELOPERATINGSUPERSONICALLY_
Rudolph C. Haefeli and Harry Bernstein_ August 1954
STARTINGANDOPERATINGLIMITS OFTWOSUPERSONICWINDTUNNELSUTILIZ-
INGAUXILIARYAIR INJECTIONDOWNSTREAMOFTHETESTSECTION_Henry
R. Hunczakand Morris D. Rousso_September1954
STUDYOFTHE°MOMENTUMDISTRIBUTIONOFTURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYERSIN
ADVERSEPRESSUREGRADIENTS_Virgil A. Sandbornand RaymondJ. Slo-
gar_ January 1955
VAPORIZATIONRATESANDDRAGCOEFFICIENTSFORISOOCTANESPRAYSIN
TURBULENTAIR STREAMS_Robert D. Ingebo_ October 1954
BOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITIONAT MACH3.12 WITHANDWITHOUTSINGLE
ROUGHNESSELEMENTS_Paul F. Brinch_ December1954
ATTENUATIONI A SHOCKTUBEDUETOUNSTEADY-BOUNDARY-LAYERACTION_
Harold Mirels_ August 1956
AERODYNAMICFORCES_MOMENTS_ANDSTABILITYDERIVATIVESFORSLENDER
BODIESOF GENERALCROSSECTION_Alvin H. Sacks_November1954
EXAMINATIONOFTHEEXISTINGDATAONTHEHEATTRANSFEROFTURBULENT
BOUNDARYLAYERSAT SUPERSONICSPEEDSFROMTHEPOINTOFVIEWOF
REYNOLDSANALOGY_Alvin Seiff_ August 1954
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TN 3287
TN 3289
TN 3296
TN 3298
TN 3299
TN 3300
TN 3303
TN 3304
TN 3306
TN 3307
TN 3313
TN 3317
TN 3320
HEAT TRANSFER FROM A H]_ISPHERE-CYLINDER EQUIPPED WITH FLOW-
SEPARATION SPIKES_ Jackson R. Stalder and Helmer V. Nielsen_
September 1954
THE MINIMIZATION OF WAVE DRAG FOR WINGS AND BODIES WITH GIVEN BASE
AREA OR VOLUME_ Max. A. Heaslet 3 July 1957
SEPARATION 3 STABILITY_ AND OTHER PROPERTIES OF COMPRESSIBLE LAMINAR
BOUNDARY LAYER WITH PRESSURE GRADIENT AND HEAT TRANSFER_ Morris
Morduchow and Richard G. Grape 3 May 1955
A LOW-DENSITY WIND-TUNNEL STUDY OF SHOCK-WAVE STRUCTURE AND RELAXA-
TION PHENOMENA IN GASES_ F. S. Sherman_ July 1955
MAXIMUM THEOREMS AND REFLECTIONS OF SIMPLE WAVES_ P. Germain_ June
1955
INVESTIGATION OF LIFT_ DRAG AND PITCHING MOMENT OF A 600 DELTA-
WING-BODY COMBINATION (AGARD CALIBRATION MODEL _ IN THE LANGLEY
9-1NCH SUPERSONIC TUNNEL_ August F. Bromm_ Jr._ September 1954
TURBULENT-HEAT-TRANSFER MEASUREMENTS AT A MACH NUMBER OF 3.03_
Maurice J. Brevoort and Bernard Roshis 3 September 1954
INVESTIGATION OF THE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A MODEL WING-
PROPELLER COMBINATION AND OF THE WING AND PROPELLER SEPARATELY AT
ANGLES OF ATTACK UP TO 90°_ John W. Draper and Richard E. Kuhn_
November 1954
AN INVESTIGATION OF A LIFTING 10-PERCENT THICK SYMMETRICAL DOUBLE-
WEDGE AIRFOIL AT MACH NUMBERS UP TO 13 Milton D. Humphreys_
November 1954
AN INVESTIGATION OF A WING-PROPELLER CONFIGURATION EMPLOYING LARGE-
CHORD PLAIN FLAPS AND LARGE-DIAMETER PROPELLERS FOR LOW-SPEED FLIGHT
AND VERTICAL TAKE-OFF 3 Richard E. Kuhn and John W. Draper_ December
1954
SOME MEASUREMENTS OF ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE OBTAINED FROM FLOW-
DIRECTION VANES MOUNTED ON AN AIRPLANE_ Robert G. Chilton_ November
1954
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR WINGS HAVING MINIMUM DRAG DUE TO LIFT_
Warren A. Tucker 3 December 1954
FLIGHT MEASUREMENTS OF DRAG AND BASE PRESSURE OF A FIN-STABILIZED
PARABOLIC BODY OF REVOLUTION (NACA RM-IO) AT DIFFERENT REYNOLDS
NUMBERS AND AT MACH NUMBERS FROM 0.9 TO 3.3_ H. Herbert Jackson 3
Charles B. Rumsey_ and Leo T. Chauvin_ November 1954
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TN 3322 ANACCURATEANDRAPIDMETHODFORTHEDESIGNOF SUPERSONICNOZZLES_
Ivan E. Beckwith and John A. Moore_February 1955
TN 3323 CHARTSFORESTIMATINGPERFORMANCEOFHIGH-PERFORMANCEHELICOPTERS_
Alfred Gessowand Robert J. Topscott_ January 1955
TN 3338 A DYE-TRACERTECHNIQUEFOREXPERIMENTALLYOBTAININGIMPINGEMENT
CHARACTERISTICSOFARBITRARYBODIESANDA METHODFORDETERMINING
DROPLETSIZE DISTRIBUTION_UweH. von Glahn_ ThomasF. Gelder_ and
William H. Smyers_Jr._ March 1955
TN 3340 GENERALIZATIONFGAS-FLOW-INTERFEROMETRYTHEORYANDINTERFEROGRAM
EVALUATIONEQUATIONSFORONE-DIMENSIONALDENSITYFIELDS_Walton
L. Howesand Donald R. Buchele_ February 1955
TN 3341 ANANALYTICALESTIMATIONOFTHEEFFECTOFTRANSPIRATIONCOOLING
ONTHEHEAT-TRANSFERANDSKIN-FRICTIONCHARACTERISTICSOFA COM-
PRESSIBLETURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYER_Morris W, Rubesin_ December
1954
TN 3343 SUBSONICEDGESIN THIN-WINGANDSLENDER-BODYTHEORY_Milton D.
Van Dyke_November1954
TN 3344 THEORETICALNDEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFAERODYNAMIC-HEATING
ANDISOTHERMALHEAT-TRANSFERPARAMETERSONA HEMISPHERICALNOSE
WITHLAMINARBOUNDARYLAYERAT SUPERSONICMACHNUMBERS_Howard
A. Stine and Kent Wanlass_December1954
TN 3345 ARRANGEMENTOFFUSIFORMBODIESTOREDUCETHEWAVEDRAGAT SUPER-
SONICSPEEDS_Morris D. Friedman and Doris Cohen_November1954
TN 3346 PREDICTIONOFDOWNWASHBEHINDSWEPT-WINGAIRPLANESAT SUBSONIC
SPEED_John DeYoungand Walter H. Barling_ Jr._ January 1955
TN 3349 APPLICATIONOFTHEGENERALIZEDSHOCK-EXPANSIONMETHODTO
INCLINEDBODIESOFREVOLUTIONTRAVELINGAT HIGHSUPERSONICAIRSPEEDS_
RaymondC. Savin_ April 1955
TN 3355 PRELIMINARYINVESTIGATIONOFA STICKSHAKERAS A LIFT-MARGININDI-
CATOR_JamesP. Trant_ Jr._ February 1955
TN 3360 SOME FFECTSOFPROPELLEROPERATIONANDLOCATIONONABILITY OFA
WINGWITHPLAINFLAPSTODEFLECTPROPELLERSLIPSTREAMSDOWNWARD
FORVERTICALTAKE-OFF_John W. Draper and Richard E. Kuhn_
January 1955
TN 3363 LOW-SPEEDWIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTRIANGULARSWEPTBACKAIR
INLET IN THEROOTOFA 45° SWEPTBACKWING_Arvid L. Keith_ Jr._
and Jack Schiff_ January 1955
TN 3369
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MINIMUM-DRAGBODIESOFREVOLUTIONI A NONUNIFORMSUPERSONICFLOW
FIELD_Conard Rennemann_Jr._ February 1955
TN 3372
TN 3374
TN 3377
TN 3381
TN 3382
TN 3383
TN 3388
TN 3389
TN 3390
TN 3391
TN 3392
TN 3393
TN 7401
TN 3404
TN 3406
TN 3411
FLIGHTMEASUREMENTSOFBASEPRESSUREONBODIESOFREVOLUTIONWITH
ANDWITHOUTSIMULATEDROCKETCHAMBERS_Robert F. Peck_April 1955
TURBULENT-HEAT-TRANSFERMEASUREMENTSA A MACHNUMBEROF2.06_
Maurice J. Brevoort and Bernard Rashis_ March 1955
FLIGHTMEASUR_ENTSOFTHEVELOCITYDISTRIBUTIONANDPERSISTENCE
OFTHETRAILINGVORTICESOFANAIRPLANE_Christopher C. Kraft_ Jr._
March 1955
HEAT-LOSSCHARACTERISTICSOFHOT-WIREAN_OMETERSAT VARIOUSDENSI-
TIES IN TRANSONICANDSUPERSONICFLOW_W. G. Spangenberg_May 1955
EXPERIMENTSWITHA ROTATING-CYLINDERVISCOMETERAT HIGHSHEARRATES_
J. A. Cole_ R. E. Peterson# and H. W. Emmons#June 1955
INVESTIGATIONOFTHETURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYERONA YAWEDFLATPLATE_
Harry Ashkenasand Frederick R. Riddell_ April 1955
A FIBROUS-GLASSCOMPACTAS A PERMEABLEMATERIALFORBOUNDARY-LAYER-
CONTROLAPPLICATIONSUSINGAREASUCTION_R. E. Dannenberg_J. A.
Weiberg_ and B. J. Gambucci_January 1955
AXIALLYSYMMETRICSHAPESWITHMINIMUMWAVEDRAG_Max. A. Heaslet
and Franklyn B. Fuller_ February 1955
SECOND-ORDERSUBSONICAIRFOIL-SECTIONTHEORYANDITS PRACTICAL
APPLICATION_Milton D. Van Dyke_March 1955
FREE-FLIGHTMEASUREMENTSOFTURBULENTBOUNDARY-LAYERSKINFRICTION
IN THEPRESENCEOF SEVEREAERODYNAMICHEATINGMACHNUMBERSFROM
2.8 TO7.0_ SimonC. Sommerand Barbara J. Short_ March 1955
TWOMINIATURETEMPERATURECORDERSFORFLIGHTUSE_John V. Foster_
April 1955
ANEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHEBASEPRESSURECHARACTERISTICS
OFNON-LIFTINGBODIESOFREVOLUTIONATMACHNUMBERSFROM2.73 TO
4.98_ John O. Reller_ Jr._ and Frank M. Hamaker_March 1955
LAMINARBOUNDARYLAYERBEHINDSHOCKADVANCINGINTOSTATIONARYFLUID_
Harold Mirels_ March 1955
THECOMPRESSIBLELAMINARBOUNDARYWITHFLUIDINJECTION_GeorgeM.
Low#March 1955
A SELF-EXCITED_ALTERNATING-CURRENTCONSTANT-T_fPERATUREHOT-WIRE
AN_OMETER_Charles E. Shepard#April 1955
PRESSUREWAVESGENERATEDBYADDITIONOFHEATIN A GASEOUSMEDIUM_
Boa-TehChu_June 1955
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TN 3416
TN 3418
TN 3419
TN 3420
TN 3421
TN 3424
TN 3428
TN 3430
TN 3433
TN 3435
TN 3438
TN 3439
TN 3440
TN 3441
THEORETICALNDEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTOFTUNNEL
WALLSONTHEFORCESONANOSCILLATINGAIRFOILIN TWO-DIMENSIONAL
SUBSONICOMPRESSIBLEFLOW_Harry L. Runyan_Donald S. Woolston_
and A. Gerald Rainey_ June 1955
THEZERO-LIFTWAVEDRAGOFA PARTICULARFAMILYOFUNSWEPT_APERED
WINGSWITHLINEARLYVARYINGTHICKNESSRATIO_Arthur Henderson_Jr._
and Julia M. Goodwin_May 1955
NACAMODELINVESTIGATIONSOFSEAPLANESIN WAVES_John B. Parkinson_
July 1955
HYDRODYNAMICTARESANDINTERFERENCEEFFECTSFORA 12-PERCENT-
THICKSURFACE-PIERCINGSTRUTANDANASPECT-RATIO-0.25LIFTING
SURFACE_John A. Ramsenand Victor L. Vaughan_Jr._ April 1955
AERODYNAMICSOFA RECTANGULARWINGOFINFINITE ASPECTRATIOAT
HIGHANGLESOFATTACKANDSUPERSONICSPEEDS_John C. Martin and
Frank S. Malvestuto_ Jr._ July 1955
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFSEVERAL6-PERCENT-THICKAIRFOILS
AT ANGLESOFATTACKFROM0° TO20° AT HIGHSUBSONICSPEEDS_
Bernard N. Daley and Douglas R. Lord_ May 1955
GROUND-SIMULATORSTUDYOFTHEEFFECTSOFSTICKFORCEANDDISPLACE-
MENTONTRACKINGPERFORMANCE_Stanley Faber_ April 1955
ONSLENDERDELTAWINGSWITHLEADINGEDGESEPARATION_Clinton E.
Brownand William H. Michael_ Jr._ April 1955
TOTALLIFT ANDPITCHINGMOMENTONTHINARROWHEADWINGSOSCILLATING
IN SUPERSONICPOTENTIALFLOW_H. J. Cunningham_May 1955
A STATISTICALSTUDYOFWINGLIFT AT GROUNDCONTACTFORFOURTRANS-
PORTAIRPLANES_Dean C. Lindquist_ April 1955
ONTHEKERNELFUNCTIONOFTHEINTEGRALEQUATIONRELATINGLIFT AND
DOWNWASHDISTRIBUTIONSOF OSCILLATINGWINGSIN SUPERSONICFLOW_
Charles E. Watkins and Julian H. BermanjMay 1955
ANALYSISOFEARFORMATIONI DEEP-DRAWNCUPS_Arthur J. McEnly_ Jr._
May 1955
HOVERINGFLIGHTTESTSOFA FOUR-ENGINETRANSPORTVERTICALTAKE-OFF
AIRPLANEMODELUTILIZINGA LARGEFLAPANDEXTENSIBLEVANESFOR
REDIRECTINGTHEPROPELLERSLIPSTREAM_Louis P. Tostiand Edwin E.
Davenport_ May 1955
ANNACAVANE-TYPEANGLE-OF-ATTACKINDICATORFORUSEAT SUBSONIC
ANDSUPERSONICSPEEDS_Jesse L. M. Mitchell and Robert F. Peck_
May 1955
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TN 3442
TN 3451
TN 3453
TN 3454
TN 3455
TN 3561
TN 3466
TN 3468
TN 3469
TN 3472
TN 3476
TN 3477
TN 3478
TN 3482
A PRELIMINARYINVESTIGATIONOFAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFSMALL
INCLINEDAIR OUTLETSAT TRANSONICMACHNUMBERS_Paul E. Dewey_
May 1955
ANALYSISOFFULLYDEVELOPEDTURBULENTHEATTRANSFERANDFLOWIN AN
ANNULUSWITHVARIOUSECCENTRICITIES_Robert G. Deissler and Maynard
F. Taylor_ May 1955
LONGITUDINALTURBULENTSPECTRUMSURVEYOFBOUNDARYLAYERSIN AD-
VERSEPRESSUREGRADIENTS_Virgil A. Sandborn and RaymondJ. Slogar_
May 1955
EFFECTOFA DISCONTINUITYONTURBULENTBOUNDARY-LAYER-THICKNESS
PARAMETERWITHAPPLICATIONTOSHOCK-INDUCEDSEPARATION_Eli
Reshotko and Maurice Tucker_ May 1955
RECOVERYANDTIME-RESPONSECHARACTERISTICSOF SIX THERMOCOUPLE
PROBESIN SONICANDSUPERSONICFLOW_TrumanM. Stickney_ July 1955
TURBULENT-HEAT-TRANSFERMEASUR_ENTSAT A MACHNUMBEROF 1.62_
Maurice J. Brevoort and Bernard Rashis_ June 1955
AN INVESTIGATIONOFTHEDISCHARGEANDDRAGCHARACTERISTICSOF
AUXILIARY-AIROUTLETSDISCHARGINGINTOA TRANSONICSTREAM_Paul E.
Deweyand Alley R. Vick_ July 1955
EFFECTSOF SWEEPONTHEMAXIMUM-LIFTCHARACTERISTICSOFFOUR
ASPECT-RATIO-4WINGSAT TRANSONICSPEEDS_ThomasR. Turner_ July
1955
SUMMARYOFRESULTSOBTAINEDBY TRANSONIC-BUMPETHODONEFFECTSOF
PLANFORMANDTHICKNESSONLIFT ANDDRAGCHARACTERISTICSOFWINGS
AT TRANSONICSPEEDS_EdwardC. Polhamus_November1955
FLOWSTUDIESONFLAT-PLATEDELTAWINGSAT SUPERSONICSPEED_William
H. Michael_ Jr._ July 1955
CALCULATEDSPANWISELIFT DISTRIBUTIONSANDAERODYNAMICINFLUENCE
COEFFICIENTSFORSWEPTWINGSIN SUBSONICFLOW_Franklin W. Diederich
and Martin Zlotnick_ October 1955
HYDRODYNAMICPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSOBTAINEDURINGA PLANING
INVESTIGATIONOFFIVE RELATEDPRISMATICSURFACES_Walter J. Kapryan
and GeorgeM. Boyd_ Jr._ September1955
ONBOATTAILBODIESOFREVOLUTIONHAVINGMINIMUMWAVEDRAG_Keith
C. Harder and Conrad Rennemann_Jr._ August 1955
SUPPL_ENTARYCHARTSFORESTIMATINGPERFORMANCEOFHIGH-PERFORMANCE
HELICOPTERS_Robert J. Topscott and Alfred Gessow_July 1955
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TN 3485
TN 3486
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TN 3494
TN 3498
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.TN3501
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TN 3504
TN 3505
TN 3507
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ANAPPROXIMATESOLUTIONFORAXIALLYSYMMETRICFLOWOVERA CONEWITH
ANATTACHEDSHOCKWAVE_Richard A. Hord_ October 1955
MEASUREMENTSOFTURBULENTSKINFRICTIONONA FLATPLATEAT TRAN-
SONICSPEEDSjRaimoJ. Hakkinen_ September1955
ACOUSTICRADIATIONFROMTWO-DIMENSIONALRECTANGULARCUTOUTSIN
AERODYNAMICSURFACES_K. Krishnamurtz_ August 1955
CONTRIBUTIONSONTHEMECHANICSOFBOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITION_G. B.
Schubauer and P. S. Klebanoff_ September1955
SOUNDPROPAGATIONINTOTHESHADOWZONEIN A T_>IPERATURE-STRATIFIED
ATMOSPHEREABOVEA PLANEBOUNDARY_David C. Pridmore-Brown and Uno
Ingard_ October 1955
EXPLORATORYINVESTIGATIONOFANAIRFOILWITHAREASUCTIONAPPLIED
TOA POROUS_ROUNDTRAILINGEDGEFITTEDWITHA LIFT-CONTROLVANE_
Robert E. Donnenbergand JamesA. Weibergj April 1955
CALCULATIONOFTHESUPERSONICPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONONA SINGLE-
CURVEDTAPEREDWINGIN REGIONSNOTINFLUENCEDBYTHEROOTORTIP_
Walter G. Vincenti and NewmanH. Fisher_ Jr._ June 1955
THETFANSONICHARACTERISTICSOF22 RECTANGULAR_SYMMETRICALWING
MODELSOFVARYINGASPECTRATIOANDTHICKNESS_Warren H. Nelson and
John B. McDevitt_ June 1955
THETRANSONICCHARACTERISTICSOF 38 CAMBEREDRECTANGULARWINGSOF
VARYINGASPECTRATIOANDTHICKNESSAS DETERMINEDBYTHETRANSONIC-
BUMPTECHNIQUE_Warren H. Nelson and Walter J. Krunma_June 1955
REDUCTIONOFPROFILEDRAGAT SUPERSONICVELOCITIESBYTHEUSEOF
AIRFOILSECTIONSHAVINGA BLUNTTRAILINGEDGE_DeanR. Chapman_
September1955
EFFECTOFTRAILING-EDGETHICKNESSONLIFT AT SUPERSONICVELOCITIES_
DeanR. Chapmanand Robert H. Hester_ June 1955
AN EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOF REGIONSOF SEPARATEDLAMINARFLOW_
Donald E. Gault_ September1955
PRACTICALCONSIDERATIONSI SPECIFICAPPLICATIONSOFGAS-FLOW
INTERFEROMETRY_Walton L. Howesand Donald R. Buchele_ July 1955
LAMINARFREECONVECTIONONA VERTICALPLATEWITHPRESCRIBEDNON-
UNIFORMWALLHEATFLUXORPRESCRIBEDNONUNIFORMWALLTEMPERATURE_
E. M. Sparrow_July 1955
A STUDYOFBOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITIONANDSURFACETI_[PERATUREDIS-
TRIBUTIONSATMACH3.12_ Paul F. Brinich_ July 1955
TN 35i0
TN 3511
TN 3513
TN 3518
TN 3522
TN 3525
TN 3526
TN 3527
TN 3528
TN 3529
TN 3530
TN 3546
TN 3548
TN 3549
ANAUTOMATICVISCOMETERFORNON-NEWTONIANMATERIALS_Ruth N. Welt-
mannand Perry W. Kuhns_August 1955
EXTRAPOLATIONTECHNIQUESAPPLIEDTOMATRIXMETHODSIN NEUTRONDIF-
FUSIONPROBLEMS_Robert R. McCready_July 1955
HEATTRANSFERAT THEFORWARDSTAGNATIONPOINTOFBLUNTBODIES_
Eli Reshotko and Clarence B. Cohen_July 1955
ROTATING-STALLCHARACTERISTICSOFA ROTORWITHHIGHHUB-TIPRADIUS
RATIO_Eleanor L. Costilow and Merle C. Huppert_ August 1955
MEASUREMENTSOFTHEEFFECTSOFFINITE SPANONTHEPRESSUREDISTRI-
BUTIONOVERDOUBLE-WEDGEWINGSAT MACHNUMBERSNEARSHOCKATTACH-
MENT_Walter G. Vincenti_ September1955
VORTEXINTERFERENCEONSLENDERAIRPLANES_Alvin H. Sacks_November
1955
FLIGHTCALIBRATIONOFFOURAIRSPEEDSYSTEMSONA SWEPT-WINGAIR-
PLANEATMACHNUMBERSUPTO 1.04 BYTHENACARADAR-PHOTO-THEODOLITE
METHOD_Jim Rogers Thompson_Richard S. Bray_ and George E.
Cooper_November1955
A SECOND-ORDERSHOCK-EXPANSIONMETHODAPPLICABLETO BODIESOFREVO-
LUTIONNEARZEROLIFT_ Clarence A. Syvertson and David H. Dennis_
January 1956
A THEORETICALSTUDYOFTHEAERODYNAMICSOFSLENDERCRUCIFORM-WING
ARRANGEMENTSANDTHEIRWAKES_John R. Spreiter and Alvin H. Sacks_
March 1956
THETRANSONICHARACTERISTICSOF 36 SYMMETRICALWINGSOFVARYING
TAPER_ASPECTRATIO_ANDTHICKNESSAS DETERMINEDBY THETRANSONIC-
BUMPTECHNIQUE_Warren H. Nelsonj Edwin C. Allen_ and Walter J°
Krumm_December1955
MINIMUMWAVEDRAGFORARBITRARYARRANGEMENTSOFWINGSANDBODIES_
Robert T. Jones# February 1966
EXPLORATORYINVESTIGATIONOFBOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITIONONA HOLLOW
CYLINDERAT A MACHNUMBEROF6.9_ Mitchel H. Bertram_ May 1966
FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONATMACHNUMBERSFROM0.6 TO 1.7 TODETERMINE
DRAGANDBASEPRESSURESONA BLUNT-TRAILING-EDGEAIRFOILANDDRAG
OFDIAMONDANDCIRCULAR-ARCAIRFOILSAT ZEROLIFT_ John D. Moore_
Ellis Katz_ November1955
FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONATMACHNUMBERSFROM0.8 TO1.5 TODETERMINE
THEEFFECTSOFNOSEBLUNTNESSONTHETOTALDRAGOFTWOFIN-
STABILIZEDBODIESOFREVOLUTION_Roger G. Hart_ December1955
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TN 3550
TN 3555
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TN 3583
TN 3588
TN 3592
TN 3599
TN 3601
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MEASUREMENTSOFTHEEFFECTOFTRAILING-EDGETHICKNESSONTHEZERO-
LIFT DRAGOFTHIN LOW-ASPECT-RATIOWINGS_John D. Morrow_November
1955
A METHODFORCALCULATINGTHECONTOUROFBODIESOFREVOLUTIONWITHA
PRESCRIBEDPRESSUREGRADIENTAT SUPERSONICSPEEDWITHEXPERIMENTAL
VERIFICATION_Paige B. Burbank_March 1966
LAMINARSEPARATIONOVERA TRANSPIRATION-COOLEDSURFACEIN COMPRES-
SIBLEFLOW_Morris Morduchow_December1955
INTENSITY_SCALE_ANDSPECTRAOFTURBULENCEIN MIXINGREGIONOF
FREESUBSONICJET_ JamesC. Laurence_ September1955
VARIATIONOFBOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITIONWITHHEATTRANSFERONTWO
BODIESOF REVOLUTIONATA MACHNUMBEROF 3.12_ John R. Jack and
Nick S. Diaconis_ September 1955
HEATLOSSFROMYAWEDHOTWIRESAT SUBSONICMACHNUMBERS_Virgil A.
Sandborn_and JamesC. Laurence_ September1955
AVERAGINGOFPERIODICPRESSUREPULSATIONSBYA TOTAL-PRESSUREPROBE_
R. C. Johnson_ October 1955
COMPRESSIBLELAMINARBOUNDARYLAYERANDHEATTRANSFERFORUNSTEADY
MOTIONSOFA FLATPLATE_SimonOstrach_ November1955
AN EXPERIMENTALCOMPARISONF THELAGRANGIANANDEULERIANCORRELA-
TIONCOEFFICIENTSIN HOMOGENEOUSISOTROPICTURBULENCE_William R.
Mickelsen_ October 1955
LIFT HYSTERESISAT STALLAS ANUNSTEADYBOUNDARY-LAYERPHENOMENON_
Franklin K. Moore_November1955
CHARTSOF BOUNDARY-LAYERMASSFLOWANDMOMENTUMFORINLETPERFORM-
ANCEANALYSISMACHNUMBERANGE_0.2 TO5.0_ Paul C. Simonand
Kenneth L. Kowalski_ November1955
SUMMARYOFLAMINAR-BOUNDARY-LAYERSOLUTIONSFORWEDGE-TYPEFLOW
OVERCONVECTION-ANDTRANSPIRATION-COOLEDSURFACES_John N. B.
Livingood_ Patrick L. Donoughe_December1955
ANOIL-STREAMPHOTOMICROGRAPHICAEROSCOPEFOROBTAININGCLOUD
LIQUID-WATERCONTENTANDDROPLETSIZE DISTRIBUTIONSIN FLIGHT_
Paul T. Hacker_ January 1956
TURBULENTHEAT-TRANSFERMEASUREMENTSA A MACHNUMBEROF0.87_
Maurice J. Brevoot and Bernard Rashis_ December1955
PRESSURERISE ASSOCIATEDWITHSHOCK-INDUCEDBOUNDARY-LAYERSEPARA-
TION_EugeneS. Love_ December1955
TN 3606
TN 3607
TN 3609
TN 3613
TN 3614
TN 3615
TN 3617
TN 3623
TN 3624
TN 3626
TN 3627
TN 3628
TN 3629
TABULATIONOFTHEFUNCTIONSWHICHOCCURIN THEAERODYNAMICTHEORY
OF OSCILLATINGWINGSIN SUPERSONICFLOW_Vera Huckel_ February 1956
EFFECTOFTHICKNESS_CAMBER_ANDTHICKNESSDISTRIBUTIONONAIRFOIL
CHARACTERISTICSATMACHNUMBERSUP TO1.0_ Bernard N. Daley and
Richard S. Dick_ March 1956
LINEARIZEDLIFTING-SURFACEANDLIFTING-LINE EVALUATIONSOF SIDEWASH
BEHINDROLLINGTRIANGULARWINGSAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS_Percy J.
Bobbitt_ March 1956
THEPROBLEMOFREDUCINGTHESPEEDOFA JET TRANSPORTIN FLIGHT_Don
D. Davis_ Jr._ December1955
FLOWSTUDIESONDROOPED-LEADING-EDGEDELTAWINGSAT SUPERSONIC
SPEED_William H. Michael_ Jr._ January 1956
AN EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOF THESCALERELATIONSFORTHEIMPING-
INGWATERSPRAYGENERATEDBYA PLANINGSURFACE_Ellis E. McBride_
February 1956
THEORETICALNALYSISOFLINKEDLEADING-EDGEANDTRAILING-EDGE
FLAP-TYPECONTROLSAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS_E. Carson Yates_ Jr._
March 1956
CORRELATIONF SUPERSONICCONVECTIVEHEAT-TRANSFERCOEFFICIENTSFROM
MEASUR_ENTSOFTHESKINTEMPERATUREOFA PARABOLICBODYOFREVOLU-
TION (NACARM-IO)_ Leo T. Chauvin and Carlos A. de Moraes_March
1956
INVESTIGATIONOFTHEUSEOFTHETHERMALDECOMPOSITIONFNITROUS
OXIDETOPRODUCEHYPERSONICFLOWOFA GASCLOSELYRESEMBLINGAIR_
Alexander P. Sabol and John S. Evans_March 1956
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHEFLOWAROUNDLIFTING SYMMETRICAL
DOUBLE-WEDGEAIRFOILSATMACHNUMBERSOF 1.30_ Paul B. Gooderum_
GeorgeP. Wood_March 1956
BOUNDARY-LAYERGROWTHANDSHOCKATTENUATIONI A SHOCKTUBEWITH
ROUGHNESS_Paul W. Huber and Donald R. McFarland_ March 1956
ANANALYSISOFESTIMATEDANDEXPERIMENTALTRANSONICDOWNWASH
CHARACTERISTICSA AFFECTEDBYPLANFORMANDTHICKNESSFORWINGAND
WING-FUSELAGECONFIGURATIONS_Joseph Weil_ George S. Campbell_ and
Margaret S. Diederich_ April 1956
INVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTSOF GROUNDPROXIMITYANDPROPELLER
POSITIONONTHEEFFECTIVENESSOFA WINGWITHLARGE-CHORDSLOTTED
FLAPSIN REDIRECTINGPROPELLERSLIPSTREAMSDOWNWARDFORVERTICAL
TAKE-OFF_Richard E. Kuhn_March 1956
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TN 3630
TN 3634
TN 3637
TN 3639
TN 3641
TN 3642
TN 3643
TN 3644
TN 3648
TN 3650
TN 3651
TN 3652
TN 3653
HOVERING-FLIGHTTESTSOFA MODELOFA TRANSPORTVERTICAL-TAKE-OFF
AIRPLANEWITHTILTINGWINGANDPROPELLERS_Powell M. Lovell_ Jr._
Lysle P. Parlett_ March 1956
CALCULATIONSOFTHERATEOFTHERMALDISSOCIATIONOFAIR BEHIND
NORMALSHOCKWAVESATMACHNUMBERSOF I0_ 12_ AND14_ George P.
Wood_April 1956
FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTIVENESSOFANAUTOMATICAILERON
TRIM CONTROLDEVICEFORPERSONALAIRPLANES_William H. Phillips_
Helmutt A. Kuehnel_ and JamesB. Whitten_ April 1956
APPROXIMATEINDICIAL LIFT FUNCTIONSFORSEVERALWINGSOFFINITE
SPANIN INCOMPRESSIBLEFLOWAS OBTAINEDFROMOSCILLATORYLIFT
COEFFICIENTS_Joseph A. Drischler_ May 1956
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFA NUMBEROFTOTAL-PRESSURETUBESAT
HIGHANGLESOFATTACK. SUBSONIC_TRANSONIC_ANDSUPERSONICSPEEDS_
William Gracey_May 1956
EFFECTOF SHALLOWATERONTHEHYDRODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA
FLAT-BOTTOMPLANINGSURFACE_Kenneth W. Christopher_ April 1956
MEASURH_ENTOFAERODYNAMICFORCESFORVARIOUSMEANANGLESOFATTACK
ONANAIRFOILOSCILLATINGIN PITCHANDONTWOFINITE-SPANWINGS
OSCILLATINGIN BENDINGWITHEMPHASISf_ DAMPINGIN THESTALL_
A. Gerald Rainey_ May 1956
LIFT ANDMOMENTCOEFFICIENTSFORANOSCILLATINGRECTANGULARWING-
AILERONCONFIGURATIONIN SUPERSONICFI_W_Julian H. Berman_July
1956
INVESTIGATIONOF BOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITIONONI0° CONEIN LANGLEY
4- BY4-FOOTSUPERSONICPRESSURETUNNELATMACHNUMBERSOF 1.41_
1.61_ AND2.01_ Archibald R. Sinclair and K. R. Czarnecki_ May 1956
RESULTSOFA FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONTODETERMINETHEZERO-LIFTDRAG
CHARACTERISTICSOFA 60° DELTAWINGWITHNACA65-006 AIRFOIL SECTION
ANDVARIOUSDOUBLE-WEDGESECTIONSATMACHNUMBERSFROM0.7 TO 1.6_
Clement J. Welsh_ April 1956
CROSSFLOWSIN LAMINARINCOMPRESSIBLEBOUNDARYLAYERS_Arthur G.
Hansenand HowardZ. Herzig3 February 1956
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFAIR-FLOWUNIFORMITYANDPRESSURE
LEVELONWIRECLOTHFORTRANSPIRATION-COOLINGAPPLICATIONS_Patrick
L. Donougheand Ray A. McKinnon_January 1956
SOME FFECTSOF BLUNTNESSONBOUNDARYLAYERTRANSITIONANDHEAT
TRANSFERAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS_W. E. Moeckel_March 1956
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EFFECTOFLEADING-EDGEGEOMETRYONBOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITIONAT
MACH3.1_ Paul F. Brinich_ Jr._ March 1956
SELFSHIELDINGIN RECTANGULARNDCYLINDRICALGEOMETRIES_Harold
Schneider_ Paul G. Saper_ and Charles F. Kadow_April 1956
BODIESOFREVOLUTIONHAVINGMINIMUMDRAGAT HIGHSUPERSONICAIR-
SPEEDS_A. J. Eggers_ Meyer M. Resnikoff_ and Davis H. Dennis_
February 1956
WING-BODYCOMBINATIONSWITHCERTAINGEOMETRICRESTRAINTSHAVINGLOW
ZERO-LIFTWAVEDRAGAT LOWSUPERSONICMACHNUMBERS_Harvard Lomax_
February 1956
DETERMINATIONFVORTEXPATHSBYSERIESEXPANSIONTECHNIQUEWITH
APPLICATIONTO CRUCIFORMWINGS_Alberta Y. Alksne_ April 1956
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTOFCLIPPINGTHETIPS OF
TRIANGULARWINGSOFDIFFERENTHICKNESS_CAMBER,ANDASPECTRATIO
- TRANSONICBUMPMETHOD_Horace F. Emerson_June 1956
INVESTIGATIONAT HIGHSUBSONICSPEEDSOFA BODY-CONTOURINGMETHOD
FORALLEVIATINGTHEADVERSEINTERFERENCEAT THEROOTOFA SWEPTBACK
WING_John B. McDevitt and William M. Haire_ April 1956
ONTHERANGEOFAPPLICABILITYOFTHETRANSONICAREARULE_John R.
Spreiter_ May 1956
THEORETICALPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSFORSOMESLENDERWING-BODYCOM-
BINATIONSAT ZEROLIFT_ Paul F. Byrd_ April 1956
THEEFFECTSOFCOMPRESSIBILITYONTHEUPWASHAT THEPROPELLER
PLANESOFA FOUR-ENGINETRACTORAIRPLANECONFIGURATIONHAVINGA
WINGWITH40° OF SWEEPBACKANDANASPECTRATIOOF i0 _ Armando
E. Lopez and Jerald K. Dickson_ July 1956
INTERACTIONOF GRIDSWITHTRAVELINGSHOCKWAVES_Darshan Singh
Dosanjh_ September1956
TIME CORRELATORFORPROBLEMSIN AERODYNAMICS_George Tolmie Skinner_
June 1956
INVESTIGATIONBYTHETRANSONIC-BUMPETHODOFA 35° SWEPTBACKSEMI-
SPANMODELEQUIPPEDWITHA FLAPOPERATEDBYA SERIESOF SERVOVANES
LOCATEDAHEADOFANDGEAREDTOTHEFLAP_William H. Phillips and
Robert F. Thompson_April 1956
ANALYSISANDCOMPARISONWITHTHEORYOFFLOW-FIELDMEASUREMENTS
NEARA LIFTING ROTORIN THELANGLEYFULL-SCALETUNNEL_Harry H.
Heyson_April 1956
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INVESTIGATIONAT ZEROFORWARDSPEEDOFA LEADING-EDGESLATAS A
LONGITUDINALCONTROLDEVICEFORVERTICALLYRISINGAIRPLANESTHAT
UTILIZE THEREDIRECTED-SLIPSTREAMPRINCIPLE_Richard E. Kuhn_May
1956
PRELIMINARYINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTIVENESSOFA SLIDINGFLAP
IN DEFLECTINGA PROPELLERSLIPSTREAMDOWNWARDFORVERTICALTAKE-
OFF_Richard E. Kuhn_May 1956
FLIGHTTESTSAT SUPERSONICSPEEDSTODETERMINETHEEFFECTOFTAPER
ONTHEZERO-LIFTDRAGOF SWEPTBACKLOW-ASPECT-RATIOWINGS_Murray
Pittel_ June 1956
ONSUBSONICFLOWPASTA PARABOLOIDOFREVOLUTION_Carl Kaplan_
February 1957
MEASUREMENTSOFATMOSPHERICTURBULENCEOVERA WIDERANGEOFWAVE-
LENGTHFORONEMETEOROLOGICALONDITION_Harold L. Crane and Robert
G. Chilton_ June 1956
THEFLOWPASTANUNSWEPT-ANDA SWEPT-WING-BODYCOMBINATIONAND
THEIREQUIVALENTBODIESOFREVOLUTIONATMACHNUMBERSNEAR1.0_
Walter F. Lindsey_ June 1956
MINIMUM-DRAGDUCTEDANDCLOSEDTHREE-POINTBODYOFREVOLUTIONBASED
ONLINEARIZEDSUPERSONICTHEORY_HermanH. Parker_ December1956
INVESTIGATIONOFTHELAMINARAERODYNAMICHEAT-TRANSFERCHARACTERIS-
TICS OFA HEMISPHERE-CYLINDERIN THELANGLEYII-INCH HYPERSONIC
TUNNELAT A MACHNUMBEROF6.8_ Davis H. Crawford and William D.
McCauley_July 1956
INVESTIGATIONAT SUPERSONICSPEEDSOFTHEVARIATIONWITHREYNOLDS
NUMBERANDMACHNUMBEROFTHETOTAL_BASE_ANDSKIN-FRICTIONDRAG
OF SEVENBOATTA!LBODIESOFREVOLUTIONDESIGNEDFORMINIMUMWAVE
DRAG_August F. Brumm_Jr._ Julia M. Goodwin_June 1956
AERODYNAMICINVESTIGATIONOFA PARABOLICBODYOFREVOLUTIONATMACH
NUMBEROF1.92 ANDSOMEFFECTSOFANANNULARSUPERSONICJET
EXHAUSTINGFROMTHEBASE_Ellis E. McBride_ July 1956
BOUNDARYLAYERBEHINDSHOCKORTHIN EXPANSIONWAVEMOVINGINTO
STATIONARYFLUID_Harold Mirels_ May 1956
THREE-DIMENSIONALTRANSONICFLOWTHEORYAPPLIEDTO SLENDERWINGS
ANDBODIES_Max. A. Heaslet and John R. Spreiter_ July 1956
THEORETICALWAVEDRAGOFSHROUDEDAIRFOILSANDBODIES_Paul F. Byrd_
June 1956
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APPLICATIONOF SCATTERINGTHEORYTOTHEMEASUREMENTOFTURBULENT
DENSITYFLUCTUATIONSBYANOPTICALMETHOD_HowardA. Stine and
Warren Winovich_ June 1956
COMPARISONBETWEENEXPERIMENTALNDPREDICTEDOWNWASHATA MACH
NUMBEROF0.25 BEHINDA WING-BODYCOMBINATIONHAVINGA TRIANGULAR
WINGOFASPECTRATIO2.0j NormanE. Sorensen and EdwardJ. Hopkins_
May 1956
AN EVALUATIONOFFOUREXPERIMENTALMETHODSFORMEASURINGMEANPROPER-
TIES OFA SUPERSONICTURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYER_George J. Nothwang_
June 1956
GENERALTHEORYOFWAVE-DRAGREDUCTIONFORCOMBINATIONSEMPLOYING
QUASI-CYLINDRICALBODIESWITHANAPPLICATIONTOSWEPT-WINGAND
BODYCOMBINATIONS_Jack N. Nielson and William C. Pitts_ September
1956
CALCULATIONSOFTHEFLOWOVERAN INCLINEDFLATPLATEAT FREESTREAM
MACHNUMBERI_ Walter G. Vincenti_ Cleo B. Wagoner_and NewmanH.
Fusher_ Jr._ August 1956
AERODYNAMICINTERFERENCEOF SLENDERWING-TAlLCOMBINATIONS_Alvin
H. Sachs_January 1957
TURBULENT-HEAT-TRANSFERMEASUR_IENTSATA MACHNUMBEROF 3.90_
Maurice J. Brevoort_ July 1956
SUPERSONICFLOWPASTNONLIFTINGBUMPEDANDINDENTEDBODIESOF
REVOLUTION_F. EdwardMcLeanand ConardRennemann_Jr._ September
1956
TRANSITION-FLIGHTTESTSOFA MODELOFA LOW-WINGTRANSPORTVERTICAL-
TAKE-OFFAIRPLANEWITHTILTINGWINGANDPROPELLERS_Powell M. Lovell_
Jr._ and Lysle P. Parlett_ September1956
ANANALYSISOFAIRSPEED,ALTITUDEjANDACCELERATIONDATAOBTAINED
FROMA TWIN-ENGINETRANSPORTAIRPLANEOPERATEDOVERA FEEDER-LINE
ROUTEIN THEROCKYMOUNTAINS_Martin R. Coppand Mary W. Fetner_October 1956
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSANDFLYINGQUALITIESOFA TAILLESS
TRIANGULAR-WINGAIRPLANECONFIGURATIONAS OBTAINEDFROMFLIGHTS
OF ROCKET-PROPELLEDMO ELSAT TRANSONICANDLOWSUPERSONICSPEEDS_
Grady L. Mitcham and Joseph E. Stevens_ November1956
AERODYNAMICMIXINGDOWNSTREAMFROMLINE SOURCEOFHEATIN HIGH-
INTENSITYSOUNDFIELD_William R. Mickelsen and Lionel V. Baldwin_
August 1956
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TURBULENTSHEARSPECTRAANDLOCALISOTROPYIN THELOW-SPEEDBOUNDARY
LAYER_Virgil A. Sandbornand Willis H. Braun# September1956
DRAGCOEFFICIENTSFORDROPLETSANDSOLIDSPHERESIN CLOUDSACCELER-
ATINGIN AIR-STREAMS_Robert D. Ingebo# September1956
ONPOSSIBLESIMILARITYSOLUTIONSFORTHREE-DIMENSIONALINCOMPRESSI-
BLELAMINARBOUNDARYLAYERS. I - SIMILARITYWITHRESPECTO
STATIONARYRECTANGULARCOORDINATES_Arthur G. Hansenand HowardZ.
Herzig_ October 1956
HEAT-TRANSFERMEASUREMENTSONTWOBODIESOFREVOLUTIONAT A MACH
NUMBEROF3.12_ John R. Jack and Nick S. Diaconis_ October 1956
TENTATIVEMETHODFORCALCULATIONOFTHESOUNDFIELD ABOUTA SOURCE
OVERGROUNDCONSIDERINGDIFFRACTIONANDSCATTERINGINTOSHADOW
ZONES_David C. Pridmore-Brown and Uno Ingard_ September1956
THERESULTSOFWIND-TIFNNELTESTSTOA MACHNUMBEROF0.90 OFA FOUR-
ENGINEPROPELLER-DRIVENAIRPLANECONFIGURATIONHAVINGA WINGWITH
40° OF SWEEPBACKANDANASPECTRATIOOF i0_ George G. Edwards_
Jerald K. Dickson_ Fred B. Sutton_ September1956
ANALYSISOFWIND-TUNNELTESTSTOA MACHNUMBEROF0.90 OFA FOUR-
ENGINEPROPELLER-DRIVENAIRPLANECONFIGURATIONHAVINGA WINGWITH
40° OFSWEEPBACKANDANASPECTRATIOOF i0_ George G. Edwards_
Jerald K. Dickson_ Fred B. Sutton_ Fred A. Demele_September1956
A THEORETICALNALYSISOFHEATTRANSFERIN REGIONSOF SEPARATED
FLOWjDeanR. Chapman_October 1956
DRAGINTERFERENCEB TWEENA POINTEDCYLINDRICALBODYANDTRIANGULAR
WINGSOFVARIOUSASPECTRATIOSATMACHNUMBERSOF 1.50 AND2.02_
Curt A. Holzhauser and Leo P. Hall_ October 1956
LIFT ANDPITCHING-MOMENTI ERFERENCEB TWEENA POINTEDCYLINDRICAL
BODYANDTRIANGULARWINGSOFVARIOUSASPECTRATIOSAT MACHNUMBERS
OF 1.50 AND2.02_ Elliott D. Katzen and GeorgeE. Kaattari_ Novem-
ber 1956
THEORETICALLIFT DUETOWINGINCIDENCEOFSLENDERWING-BODY-TAIL
COMBINATIONSAT ZEROANGLEOFATTACK_Alvin H. Sacks_November1956
A THEORETICALESTIMATEOFTHEEFFECTSOFCOMPRESSIBILITYONTHE
PERFORMANCEOFA HELICOPTEROTORIN VARIOUSFLIGHTCONDITIONS_
Alfred Gessowand Almer D. Crim_ October 1956
ANAIR-FLOW-DIRECTIONPICKUPSUITABLEFORTELEMETERINGUSEON
PILOTLESSAIRCRAFT_Wallace L. Ikard_ October 1956
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EXPLORATORYINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTIVENESSOFBIPLANEWINGS
WITHLARGE-CHORDDOUBLESLOTTEDFLAPSIN REDIRECTINGA PROPELLER
SLIPSTREAMDOWNWARDFORVERTICALTAKE-OFF_Robert H. Kirby_ October
1956
A FACTORAFFECTINGTRANSONICLEADING-EDGEFLOWSEPARATION_George
P. Woodand Paul B. Gooderum_October 1956
CONVERSIONF INVISCIDNORMAL-FORCEOEFFICIENTSIN HELIUMTO
EQUIVALENTCOEFFICIENTSIN AIR FORSIMPLESHAPESAT HYPERSONIC
SPEEDS_JamesN. Mueller_ October 1956
WIND-TUNNELCALIBRATIONOFA COMBINEDPITOT-STATICTUBEANDVANE-
TYPEFLOW-ANGULARITYNDICATORATMACHNUMBERSOF 1.61 AND2.01_
Archibald R. Sinclair and William D. Mace_October 1956
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TN 3819
TN 3820
TN 3821
TN 3832
TN 3835
TN 3836
CHARTSADAPTEDFROMVANDRIEST'STURBULENTFLAT-PLATETHEORYFOR
DETERMININGVALUESOFTURBULENTAERODYNAMICFRICTIONANDHEAT-
TRANSFERCOEFFICIENTS_Dorothy B. Lee and Max. A. Faget_ October
1956
ONSLENDER-BODYTHEORYANDTHEAREARULEAT TRANSONICSPEEDS_Keith
C. Harder_ E. Bernard Klunker_ November1956
BASEPRESSUREAT SUPERSONICSPEEDSONTWO-DIMENSIONALAIRFOILSAND
ONBODIESOFREVOLUTIONWITHANDWITHOUTFINS HAVINGTURBULENT
BOUNDARYLAYERS_EugeneS. Lovej January 1957
SOMEOBSERVATIONSONMAXIMUMPRESSURERISE ACROSSHOCKSWITHOUT
BOUNDARY-LAYERS PARATIONONAIRFOILSAT TRANSONICSPEEDS_Walter
f
F. Lindsey and Patrick J. Johnston_ November 1956
FLIGHT TECHNIQUES FOR DETERMINING AIRPLANE DRAG AT HIGH MACH NUM-
BERS_ De Elroy Beeler_ Donald R. Bellman_ and Edwin J. Saltzman_
August 1956
ON POSSIBLE SIMILARITY SOLUTIONS FOR THREE-DIMENSIONAL INCOMPRES-
SIBLE LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYERS. II - SIMILARITY WITH RESPECT TO
STATIONARY POLAR COORDINATES_ Howard Z. Herzig and Arthur G. Han-
sen_ November 1956
A STUDY OF SPRAYS FORMED BY TWO IMPINGING JETS_ Marcus F. Heidmann_
Richard J. Priem_ and Jack C. Humphrey_ March 1957
SPREADING CHARACTERISTICS OF A JET EXPANDING FROM CHOKED NOZZLES
AT MACH 1.91_ Morris D. Rovsso and L. Eugene Baughman_ December
1956
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INVESTIGATIONOFHEATTRANSFERFROMA STATIONARYANDROTATING
ELLIPSOIDALFORBODYOFFINENESSRATIO3_ JamesP. Lewis and Robert
S. Ruggeri_ November1956
ANALYSISOFPARTICLEMOTIONSFORA CLASSOFTHREE-DIMENSIONAL
INCOMPRESSIBLELAMINARBOUNDARYLAYERS_Arthur G. Hansenand
HowardZ. Herzfg_ November1956
DISTRIBUTIONOFNORMALCOMPONENTOF INDUCEDVELOCITYIN LATERAL
PLANEOFA LIFTING ROTOR_Walter Castles_ Jr._ and HowardL.
Durham_Jr._ December1956
INVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTSOFLEADINGEDGECHORD-EXTENSIONSA D
FENCESIN COMBINATIONWITHLEADING-EDGEFLAPSONTHEAERODYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICSATMACHNUMBERSFROM0.40 TO0.93 OFA 45° SWEPT-
BACKWINGOFASPECTRATIO4_ Kenneth D. Spreemanand William J.
Alford_ Jr.# April 1957
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHEFORCEANDMOMENTSDUETOSIDESLIP
OFA SERIESOFTRIANGULARVERTICAL-ANDHORIZONTAL-TAILCOMBINA-
TIONSATMACHNUMBERSOF 1.62_ 1.93# AND2.41j Donald E. Coletti_March 1957
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONONTHELANGLEYHELICOPTERTESTTOWEROF
COMPRESSIBILITYEFFECTSONA ROTORHAVINGNACA632-015 AIRFOIL
SECTIONS_JamesP. Shivers and Paul J. Carpenter_ December1956
FLIGHTMEASUREMENTSOFTHEVIBRATIONSENCOUNTEREDBYA TANDEM
HELICOPTERANDA METHODFORMEASURINGTHECOUPLEDRESPONSEIN
FLIGHT_John E. Yeates_ Jr._ December1956
A LOW-SPEEDEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTOFA SANDPAPER
TYPEOFROUGHNESSONBOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITION_Albert E. von Doen-
hoff and Elmer A. Horton_ October 1956
METHODFORCALCULATINGEFFECTSOFDISSOCIATIONONFLOWVARIABLESIN
THERELAXATIONZONEBEHINDNORMALSHOCKWAVES_John S. Evans_December1956
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA CIRCULARCYLINDERATMACHNUMBER
6.86 ANDANGLESOFATTACKUPTO90°_ Jim A. Penland_ January 1957
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONAT LOWSPEEDSTODETERMINETHEEFFECT
OFASPECTRATIOANDENDPLATESONA RECTANGULARWINGWITHJET
FLAPSDEFLECTED85°_ John G. Lowry and RaymondD. Vogler_ December
1956
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFJET-AUG_ENTEDFLAPSONA RECTANGULAR
WINGTOHIGHMOMENTUMCOEFFICIENTS_V. E. Lockwood_T. R. Turner_
and J. M. Riebe_ December1956
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TN 3867
TN 3868
TN 3869
TN 3872
TN 3873
TN 3875
TN 3876
TN 3877
TN 3881
TN 3885
TN 3886
TN 3888
TN 3890
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF THE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS IN
PITCH OF WING-FUSELAGE COMBINATIONS AT HIGH SUBSONIC SPEEDS. TAPER
-RATIO SERIES_ Thomas J. King_ Jr._ and Thomas B. Pasteur_ Jr._
December 1956
PARTICULAR SOLUTIONS FOR FLOWS AT MACH NUMBER I_ Max. A. Heaslet
and Franklyn B. Fuller_ November 1956
INVESTIGATION OF SEPARATED FLOWS IN SUPERSONIC AND SUBSONIC STREAMS
WITH EMPHASIS ON THE EFFECT OF TRANSITION_ Dean R. Chapman_ Donald
M. Keuhn_ and Howard K. Larson_ March 1957
EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE RANGE OF APPLICABILITY OF THE
TRANSONIC AREA RULE FOR WINGS OF TRIANGULAR PLAN FORM_ William A.
Page_ December 1956
TABLES OF CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS FOR SOLVING BOUNDARY-VALUE
PROBLEMS OF THE WAVE EQUATION WITH APPLICATION TO SUPERSONIC INTER-
FERENCE_ Jack N. Nielson_ February 1957
THE SIMILARITY RULES FOR SECOND-ORDER SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC FLOW_
Milton D. Van Dyke_ January 1957
AN INVESTIGATION AT LOW SPEED OF THE FLOW OVER A SIMULATED FLAT
PLATE AT SMALL ANGLES OF ATTACK USING PITOT-STATIC AND HOT-WIRE
PROBES_ Donald E, Gault_ March 1957
ON STOKES' STREAM FUNCTION IN COMPRESSIBLE SMALL-DISTURBANCE THEORYj
Milton D. Van Dyke_ February 1957
WIND-TUNNEL TECHNIQUE FOR SIMULTANEOUS SIMULATION OF EXTERNAL FLOW
FIELD ABOUT NACELLE INLET AND EXIT AIRSTREAMS AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS_
Gerald W. Englert and Roger W. Luidense_ January 1957
INVESTIGATION OF TRANSIENT POOL BOILING DUE TO SUDDEN LARGE POWER
SURGE_ Robert Cole_ December 1956
AVERAGE PROPERTIES OF COMPRESSIBLE LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER ON FLAT
PLATE WITH UNSTEADY FLIGHT VELOCITY_ Franklin K. Moore and Simon
Ostrach_ December 1956
SIMPLIFIED METHOD FOR ESTIMATING COMPRESSIBLE LAMINAR HEAT TRANSFER
WITH PRESSURE GRADIENT_ El. Reshotko_ December 1956
ON POSSIBLE SIMILARITY SOLUTIONS FOR THREE-DIMENSIONAL INCOMPRESSI-
BLE LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYERS. III - SIMILARITY WITH RESPECT TO
STATIONARY POLAR COORDINATES FOR SMALL ANGLE VARIATION_ Howard
Z. Herzig and Arthur G. Hansen_ January 1957
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TN 3893
TN 3895
TN 3898
TN 3900
TN 3903
TN 3904
TN 3905
TN 3907
TN 3908
TN 3917
TN 3918
TN 3919
THEORYANDDESIGNOFA PNEUMATICTEMPERATUREPROBEANDEXPERIMENTAL
RESULTSOBTAINEDIN A HIGH-TEMPERATUREGASSTREAM_Frederick S.
Sirmnonsand GeorgeE. Glawe, January 1957
OBLIQUE-SHOCKRELATIONSAT HYPERSONICSPEEDSFORAIR IN CHEMICAL
EQUILIBRIUM_Wolfgang E. Moeckel_ January 1957
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFANEXTERNAL-FLOWJET-AU_ENTEDSLOTTED
FLAPSUITABLEFORAPPLICATIONTOAIRPLANESWITHPOD-MOUNTEDJET
ENGINES_John P. Campbell and Joseph L. Johnson_ Jr._ December1956
INVESTIGATIONOFVERTICALDRAGANDPERIOD-AIRLOADSACTINGONFLAT
PANELSIN A ROTORSLIPSTREAM_Robert A. Makofsk and GeorgeF.
Menkick_ December1956
ANEXPERIMENTALHYDRODYNAMICINVESTIGATIONOFTHEINCEPTIONOF
VORTEXVENTILATION_John A. Ramsen_April 1957
INVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTIVENESSOF BOUNDARY-LAYERCONTROLBY
BLOWINGOVERA COMBINATIONOF SLIDINGANDPLAINFLAPSIN DEFLECTING
A PROPELLERSLIPSTREAMDOWNWARDFORVERTICALTAKE-OFF_Kenneth P.
Spreemannand Richard E. Kuhn_ December1956
DIFFERENTIALEQUATIONSOFMOTIONFORCOMBINEDFLAPWISEBENDING_
CHORDWISEB NDING_ANDTORSIONOFTWISTEDNONUNIFORMOTORBLADES_
John C. Houbolt and GeorgeW. Brooks_ February 1957
SIMILITUDERELATIONSFORFREE-MODELWIND-TUNNELSTUDIESOFSTORE-
DROPPINGPROBLEMS_Carl A. Sandahl and Max H. Faget_ January 1957
HYDRODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOVERA RANGEOF SPEEDSUPTO80 FEET
PERSECONDOFA RECTANGULARMODIFIEDFLATPLATEHAVINGANASPECT
RATIOOF0.25 ANDOPERATINGAT SEVERALDEPTHSOF SUBMERSION_Victor
L. Vaughan_Jr._ and John A. Ramsen_April 1957
EFFECTOFPROPELLERLOCATIONANDFLAPDEFLECTIONONTHEAERODYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICSOFA WING-PROPELLERCOMBINATIONFORANGLESOFATTACK
FROM0° TO80°_ William A. Newsom_Jr._ January 1957
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOF EFFECTOFPROPELLERSLIPSTREAMSON
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA WINGEQUIPPEDWITHA 50-PERCENT-
CHORDSLIDINGFLAPANDA 30-PERCENT-CHORDSLOTTEDFLAPj Richard E.
Kuhn and William C. Hayes_Jr._ February 1957
INVESTIGATIONOFEFFECTIVENESSOFA WINGEQUIPPEDWITHA 50-PERCENT-
CHORDSLOTTEDFLAP_ANDA 30-PERCENT-CHORDSLATIN DEFLECTINGPRO-
PELLERSLIPSTREAMSDOWNWARDFORVERTICALTAKE-OFF_Richard E. Kuhn_
January 1957
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rN 3921 APPROXIMATESOLUTIONFORSTREAMLINESABOUTA LIFTING ROTORHAVING
UNIFORMLOADINGANDOPERATINGIN HOVERINGORLOW-SPEEDVERTICAL-
ASCENTFLIGHTCONDITIONS_Walter Castles_ Jr._ February 1957
TN 3928 BOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITIONATMACH3.12 AS AFFECTEDBY COOLINGAND
NOSEBLUNTING_NickS. Diaconis and John R. Jack_ January 1957
TN 3934 EXPERIMENTALSTUDYOFHEATTRANSFERTOSMALLCYLINDERSIN A SUB-
SONIC_HIGH-TEMPERATUREGASSTREAM_GeorgeE. Glawe_Robert C.
Johnson_ and Richard S. Brokaw_May 1957
TN 3935 HYDROGEN-OXYGENEXPLOSIONSIN EXHAUSTDUCTING_Paul M. Ordin_
April 1957
TN 3938 SIDEWASHIN THEVICINITY OFLIFTING SWEPTWINGSAT SUPERSONIC
SPEEDS_Peter J. Maxie_ Jr._ February 1957
TN 3942 INVESTIGATIONOFVARIATIONIN BASEPRESSUREOVERTHEREYNOLDS
NUMBERANGEIN WHICHWAKETRANSITIONOCCURSFORNONLIFTINGBODIES
OFREVOLUTIONATMACHNUMBERSFROM1.62 TO2.62_ Vernon Van Hise_
January 1957
TN 3943 A POWER-SERIESSOLUTIONFORTHEUNSTEADYLAMINARBOUNDARY-LAYER
FLOWIN ANEXPANSIONWAVEOFFINITE WIDTHMOVINGTHROUGHA GAS
INITIALLY AT REST_Nathaniel B. Cohen_June 1957
TN 3944 AN INTEGRALSOLUTIONTOTHEFLAT-PLATELAMINARBOUNDARY-LAYERFLOW
EXISTINGINSIDEANDAFTEREXPANSIONWAVESANDAFTERSHOCKWAVES
MOVINGINTOQUIESCENTFLUIDWITHPARTICULARAPPLICATIONTOTHE
COMPLETESHOCK-TUBEFLOW_Robert L. Trimpi_ Nathaniel B. Cohen_
June 1957
TN 3950 CHARTSFORTHEANALYSISOFFLOWIN A WHIRLINGDUCT_Robert A.
Makofski_ May 1957
TN 3951 INVESTIGATIONOFTHEPLANINGLIFT OFA FLATPLATEAT SPEEDSUP TO
170 FEETPERSECOND_Kenneth W. Christopher_ March 1957
TN 3958 ANALYSISOF STATIC-AEROELASTICBEHAVIOROFLOW-ASPECT-RATIO
RECTANGULARWINGS_John M. Hedgepethand Paul G. Waner_Jr._ April
1957
TN 3960 EXPECTEDNUMBEROFMAXIMAANDMINIMAOFA STATIONARYRANDOMPROCESS
WITHNON-GAUSSIANFREQUENCYDISTRIBUTION_Franklin W. Diederich_
April 1957
TN 3962 THEEROSIONOFMETEORSANDHIGH-SPEEDVEHICLESIN THEUPPERATMOS-
PHERE_C. Frederick Hansen_March 1957
TN 3963 A CORRELATIONFLOW-SPEED_AIRFOIL-SECTIONSTALLINGCHARACTERISTICS
WITHREYNOLDSNUMBERANDAIRFOIL GEOMETRY_Donald E° Gault_ March
1957
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TN 3964
TN 3965
TN 3966
TN 3967
TN 3969
TN 3970
TN 3971
TN 3977
TN 3978
TN 3979
TN 3981
TN 3982
TN 3986
TN 3988
TN 3997
THELINEARIZEDSUBSONICFLOWABOUTSYMMETRICALNONLIFTINGWING-
BODYCOMBINATIONS_John B. McDevitt_ April 1957
MEASUREMENTSOFTHENONLINEARVARIATIONWITHTEMPERATUREOFHEAT-
TRANSFERRATEFROMHOTWIRESIN TRANSONICANDSUPERSONICFLOW_
Warren Winovich and HowardA. Stine_ April 1957
THEORETICALINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTSOFCONFIGURATIONCHANGES
ONTHECENTER-OF-PRESSURESHIFTOFA BODY-WING-TAILCOMBINATION
DUETOANGLEOFATTACKANDMACHNUMBERAT TRANSONICANDSUPERSONIC
SPEEDS_J. Richard Spahr_May 1957
CHARACTERISTICSOFA 40° CONEFORMEASURINGMACHNUMBER_TOTAL
PRESSURE_ANDFLOWANGLESAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS_Frank J. Centolanzi_
May 1957
A THEORETICALSTUDYOFTHEEFFECTOFUP-STREAMTRANSPIRATIONCOOL-
INGONTHEHEATTRANSFERANDSKIN-FRICTIONCHARACTERISTICSOFA
COMPRESSIBLE_LAMINARBOUNDARYLAYER_Morris W. Rubesin_May 1957
THINAIRFOILTHEORYBASEDONAPPROXIMATESOLUTIONOFTHETRANSONIC
FLOWEQUATION_John R. Spreitter and Alberta Y. Alksne_ May 1957
ONFLOWOFELECTRICALLYCONDUCTINGFLUIDSOVERA FLATPLATEIN THE
PRESENCEOFA TRANSVERSEMAGNETICFIELD_Vernon J. Rossow_May 1957
FURTHEREXPERIMENTSONTHESTABILITYOFLAMINARANDTURBULENT
HYDROGEN-AIRFLAMESAT REDUCEDPRESSURES_Burton D. Fine_ April 1957
SURVEYOFTHEACOUSTICNEARFIELD OFTHREENOZZLESAT A PRESSURE
RATIOOF30_ Harold R. Mull and John C. Erickson_ April 1957
EFFECTOF BLUNTNESSONTRANSITIONFORA CONEANDA HOLLOWCYLINDER
AT MACH3.1_ Paul F. Brinich_ Jr._ and NormanSands_May 1957
TABLESOFVARIOUSMACHNUMBERFUNCTIONSFORSPECIFIC-HEATRATIOS
FROM1.28 TO 1.38_ Lewis Laboratory Computing Staff_ April 1957
EXPLORATORYSTUDYOFGROUNDPROXIMITYEFFECTSONTHRUSTOFANNULAR
ANDCIRCULARNOZZLES_UweH. von Glahn_April 1957
COMPRESSIBLELAMINARBOUNDARYLAYEROVERA YAWEDINFINITE CYLINDER
WITHHEATTRANSFERANDARBITRARYPRANDTLNUMBER_Ivan E. Beckwith_
June 1957
EXPERIMENTALNDCALCULATEDHISTORIESOFVAPORIZINGFUELDROPS_
R. J. Priem_ G. L. Borman_M. M. EI-Wakil_ O. A. Uyehara_August
1957
A NOTEONTHEEFFECTOFHEATTRANSFERONPEAKPRESSURERISEASSO-
CIATEDWITHSEPARATIONOFTURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYERONA BODYOF
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TN 3999
TN 4001
TN 4002
TN 4006
TN 4013
TN 4017
TN 4018
TN 4021
TN 4022
TN 4029
TN 4033
TN 4037
TN 4038
TN 4039
REVOLUTION (NACA RM-10) AT A MACH NUMBER OF 1.61_ K. R. Czarnecki
and A. R. Sinclair_ April 1957
EXPERIMENTAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS AND VIBRATION MODES OF A
BUILT-UP 45° DELTA-WING SPECIMEN_ Eldon E. Kordes_ Edwin T. Krusze-
wski_ Deene J. Weidman_ May 1957
SOME CONSIDERATIONS OF HYSTERESES EFFECT ON TIRE MOTION AND WHEEL
SHIMMY_ Robert E. Smiley_ June 1957
INTERACTION OF MOVING SHOCKS AND HOT LAYERS_ Robert V. Hess_ May
1957
INVESTIGATION AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS OF DEFLECTORS AND SPOILERS AS
GUST ALLEVIATE ON A 35° SWEPT WING. TRANSONIC-BUMP METHOD_ Delwin
R. Croom and Jarrett K. Huffman_ June 1957
LOW-SPEED EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE MAGNUS EFFECT ON VARI-
OUS SECTIONS OF A BODY OF REVOLUTION WITH AND WITHOUT A PROPELLER_
M. J. Queijo and Herman S. Fletcher_ August 1957
MOMENTUM TRANSFER FOR FLOW OVER A FLAT PLATE WITH BLOWING_ H. S.
Mickley and R. S. Davis_ November 1957
INFLUENCE OF TURBULENCE ON TRANSFER OF HEAT FROM CYLINDERS_ Joseph
Kestin and Paul F. Maeder_ October 1957
NONUNIFORMITIES IN SHOCK-TUBE FLOW DUE TO UNSTEADY-BOUNDARY-LAYER
ACTION_ Harold Mirels and Willis H. Braum_ May 1957
ESTIMATION OF COMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY-LAYER GROWTH OVER INSULATED
SURFACES WITH PRESSURE GRADIENT_ Gerald W. Englert_ June 1957
TURBULENCE MEASUREMENTS IN MULTIPLE INTERFERING AIR JETS_ James
C. Laurence and Jean M. Benninghoff_ December 1957
SCREEN-TYPE NOISE REDUCTION DEVICES FOR GROUND RUNNING OF TURBOJET
ENGINES_ Willard D. Coles and Warren J. North_ July 1957
STABILITY OF LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER NEAR A STAGNATION POINT OVER
AN IMPERMEABLE WALL AND A WALL COOLED BY NORMAL FLUID INJECTION_
Morris Mordochow_ Richard G. Grape_ and Richard P. Shaw_ August
1957
PERFORATED SHEETS AS THE POROUS MATERIAL FOR A SUCTION-FLAP APPLI-
CATION_ R. E. Dannenberg_ J. A. Weiberg_ and B. J. Gambucci_ May
1957
INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF PROFILE SHAPE ON THE AERODYNAMIC AND
STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THIN_ TWO-DIMENSIONAL AIRFOILS AT
SUPERSONIC SPEEDS_ Elliott D. Katzen_ Donald M. Kuehn_ and William
A. Hill_ Jr._ September 1957
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TN 4040
TN 4041
TN 4042
TN 4043
TN4044
TN 4045
TN 4046
TN4057
TN 4060
TN4061
TN 4063
TN4069
ESTIMATIONOFINCREMENTALPITCHINGMOMENTSDUETOTRAILING-EDGE
FLAPSONSWEPTANDTRIANGULARWINGS_Harry J. Jamesand Lynn W.
Hunton_July 1957
THESUBSONICSTATICAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFANAIRPLANE
MODELHAVINGA TRIANGULARWINGOFASPECTRATIO3. I - EFFECTS
OFHORIZONTAL-TAlLLOCATIONANDSIZE ONTHELONGITUDINALCHARAC-
TERISTICS_Bruce E. Tinling and ArmandoE. Lopez_ July 1957
THESUBSONICSTATICAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFANAIRPLANEMODEL
HAVINGA TRIANGULARWINGOFASPECTRATIO3. II - LATERALAND
DIRECTIONALCHARACTERISTICS_HowardF. Savage_Bruce E. Tinling_
August 1957
THESUBSONICSTATICAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFANAIRPLANE
MODELHAVINGA TRIANGULARWINGOFASPECTRATIO3. III - EFFECTS
OFTRAILING-EDGEFLAPS_Bruce E. Tinling and A. V. Karpen_ July
1957
GROUNDEFFECTSONTHELONGITUDINALCHARACTERISTICSOFTWOMODELS
WITHWINGSHAVINGLOWASPECTRATIOANDPOINTEDTIPS_Donald A.
Buell and Bruce E. Tinling_ July 1957
ELLIPTIC CONESALONEANDWITHWINGSAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS_Leland
H. Jorgensen_ October 1957
A COMPARATIVEANALYSISOFTHEPERFORMANCEOFLONG-RANGEHYPER-
VELOCITYVEHICLES_Alfred J. Eggers_ Jr._ Harry J. Allen_ and
Stanford E. Neice_ October 1957
INVESTIGATIONAT LOWSPEEDSOFDEFLECTORSANDSPOILERSAS GUST
ALLEVIATORSONA MODELOFTHEBELLX-5 AIRPLANEWITH35° SWEPT
WINGSANDONA HIGH-ASPECT-RATIO35° SWEPT-WING-FUSELAGEMODEL_
Delwin R. Croom_Jarrett K. Huffman_ June 1957
A WIDE_FREQUENCY-RANGEIR-JET SHAKER_Robert W. Herr_ June 1957
FLIGHTMEASUREMENTSOF BOUNDARY-LAYERT MPERATUREPROFILESONA
BODYOFREVOLUTION( ACARM-10)AT MACHNUMBERSFROM1.2 TO 3.5_
Andrew G. Swanson_JamesJ. Buglia_ and Leo T. Chavvin_ July 1957
EQUATIONS_TABLES_ANDFIGURESFORUSEIN THEANALYSISOFHELIUM
FLOWAT SUPERSONICANDHYPERSONICSPEEDS_JamesN. Mueller_
September1957
EFFECTOFANGLEOFATTACKANDTHICKNESS'ONAERODYNAMICCOEF_ICIENTS
OFA RIGID WINGOSCILLATINGAT VERYLOWFREQUENCIESIN TWO-
DIMENSIONALSUPERSONICFLOW_Frank S. Malvestuto_ Jr._ and Julia
M. Goodwin_January 1958
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TN 4070
TN 4072
TN 4078
TN 4079
TN 4086
TN 4090
TN4091
TN 4092
TN 4093
TN 4094
TN 4096
TN 4099
TN 4102
TN 4104
FLIGHT-TESTINVESTIGATIONONTHELANGLEYCONTROL-LINEFACILITY OF
A MODELOFA PROPELLER-DRIVENTAIL-SITTER-TYPEVERTICAL-TAKE-OFF
AIRPLANEWITHDELTAWINGDURINGRAPIDTRANSITIONS_Robert O. Schade_
August 1957
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFATTENUATIONOF STRONGSHOCKWAVESIN
A SHOCKTUBEWITHHYDROGENA DHELIUMAS DRIVERGASES_Jim J. Jones_
July 1957
A DISCUSSIONOFCONEANDFLAT-PLATEREYNOLDSNUMBERSFOREQUAL
RATIOSOFTHELAMINARSHEARTOTHESHEARCAUSEDBY SMALLVELOCITY
FLUCTUATIONSIN A LAMINARBOUNDARYLAYER_Neal Tetervin_ August
1957
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFEXTERNAL-FLOWJET-AU_ENTEDDOUBLE
SLOTTEDFLAPSONA RECTANGULARWINGAT ANANGLEOFATTACKOF0° TO
HIGHMOMENTUMCOEFFICIENTS_Edwin E. Davenport_ September1957
DISCRETEPOTENTIALTHEORYFORTWO-DIMENSIONALLAPLACEANDPOISSON
DIFFERENCEQUATIONS_Charles Saltzer_ January 1958
ANALYSISOF SHOCKMOTIONIN DUCTSDURINGDISTURBANCESIN DOWNSTREAM
PRESSURE_Herbert G. Hurrell_ September1957
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTRANSPIRATIONCOOLINGFORA TURBULENT
BOUNDARYLAYERIN SUBSONICFLOWUSINGAIR AS A COOLANT_William E.
Brunk_ October 1957
EXPERIMENTALDROPLETIMPING_ENTONFOURBODIESOFREVOLUTION_
JamesP. Lewis and Robert S. Ruggeri_ December1957
INVESTIGATIONOFHEATTRANSFERFROMA STATIONARYANDROTATINGCONI-
CALFOREBODY_Robert S. Ruggeri and JamesP. Lewis_ October 1957
EFFECTSOFEXTRI_IESURFACECOOLINGONBOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITION_
John R. Jack_ R. J. Wisniewski_ and N. S. Diaconis_ October 1957
FLOW-TURNINGLOSSESASSOCIATEDWITHZERO-DRAGEXTERNAL-COMPRESSI_ON
SUPERSONICINLETS_Rudolph C. Meyer_ October 1957
HEATTRANSFERANDBOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITIONONTWOBLUNTBODIESAT
MACHNUMBER3.12_ Nick S. Diaconis_ Richard J. Wisniewski_ and
John R. Jack_ October 1957
VELOCITYANDFRICTIONCHARACTERISTICSOFLAMINARVISCOUSBOUNDARY-
LAYERANDCHANNELFLOWOVERSURFACESWITHEJECTIONORSUCTIONj
E. R. G. Eckert_ P. L. Donoughe_and Betty Jo Moore_ December1957
THEUSEOFPURETWISTFORDRAGREDUCTIONONARROWINGSWITHSUB-
SONICLEADINGEDGES_Frederick C. Grant_ August 1957
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TN 4105
TN4107
TN 4108
TN 4116
TN 4117
TN4120
TN4121
TN4125
TN4127
TN4131
TN4133
TN4135
TN 4139
TN 4140
A METHODOFCOMPUTINGTHETRANSIENTEMPERATUREOF THICKWALLSFROM
ARBITRARYVARIATIONOFADIABATIC-WALLTEMPERATUREANDHEATTRANSFER
COEFFICIENT_Paul R. Hill_ October 1957
EFFECTSOFAIRPLANEFLEXIBILITYONWINGSTRAINSIN ROUGHAIR AT
5_000FEETAS DETERMINEDBYFLIGHTTESTSOFA LARGESWEPT-WING
AIRPLANE_Richard H. Rhyneand Harold N. Murrow_September 1957
A THERMALSYSTEMFORCONTINUOUSMONITORINGOFLAMINARANDTURBULENT
BOUNDARY-LAYERFLOWSDURINGROUTINEFLIGHT_NormanR. Richardson
and Elmer A. Horton_ September1957
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONAT LOWSPEEDSTODETERMINEFLOW-FIELD
CHARACTERISTICSANDGROUNDINFLUENCEONA MODELWITHJET-AUGMENTED
FLAPS_RaymondD. Vogler and ThomasR. Turner_ September1957
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFLIFTj DRAG_ANDPITCHINGMOMENTOF
FIVE ANNULARAIRFOILS_HermanS. Fletcher_ October 1957
THEORETICALCALCULATIONSOFSUPERSONICWAVEDRAGAT ZEROLIFT FOR
A PARTICULARSTOREARRANGEMENT_Kenneth Margolis_ Frank S. Malves-
tuto_ Jr._ andPeter J. Maxis_ Jr._ Jsnuary 1958
THEORYANDAPPARATUSFORMEAS_ENT OFEMISSIVITYFORRADIATIVE
COOLINGOFHYPERSONICAIRCRAFTWITHDATAFORINCONELANDINCONELX_
William J. O'Sullivan_ Jr._ and William R. Wade_October 1957
HEATTRANSFERANDRECOVERYTEMPERATURESONA SPHEREWITHLAMINAR_
TRANSITIONAL_ANDTURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYERSATMACHNUMBERSOF
2.00 AND4.15_ Ivan E. Beckwith and JamesJ. Gallagher_ December
1957
THEMEASUREMENTOFPRESSUREALTITUDEONAIRCRAFT_William Gracey_October 1957
TRANSITION-FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFA FOUR-ENGINE-TRANSPORT
VERTICAL-TAKE-OFFAIRPLANEMODELUTILIZING A LARGEFLAPANDEXTEN-
SIBLE VANESFORREDIRECTINGTHEPROPELLERSLIPSTREAM_Louis P.
Tost_ December1957
BOUNDARY-LAYERDISPLACEMENTEFFECTSIN AIR ATMACHNUMBERSOF6.8
AND9.6_ Mitchel H. Bertram_ February 1958
INFLUENCEOFSOLID-BODYROTATIONONSCREEN-PRODUCEDTURBULENCE_
Stephen Traugott_ August 1958
WALLPRESSUREFLUCTUATIONSIN A TURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYER_William
W. Willmarth_ March 1958
TURBULENTSHEARINGSTRESSIN THEBOUNDARYLAYEROFYAWEDFLAT
PLATES_Harry Ashkenas_April 1958
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TN 4142
TN 4143
TN4144
TN 4145
TN 4146
TN 4147
TN 4149
TN 4150
TN4152
TN 4153
TN 4154
TN 4155
TN4167
TN4168
EFFECTSOFLEADING-EDGEBLUNTINGONTHELOCALHEATTRANSFERAND
PRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSOVERFLATPLATESIN SUPERSONICFLOW_Marcus
O. Crager_ December1957
DEVELOPMENTOFA PISTON-COMPRESSORTYPELIGHT-GASGUNFORTHE
LAUNCHINGOFFREE-FLIGHTMODELSAT HIGHVELOCITY_Alex Co Charters_
Jr._ B. Pat Denardo_and Vernon J. Rossow_November1957
EFFECTOFOXYGENRECOMBINATIONONE-DIMENSIONALFLOWAT HIGH
MACHNUMBERS_teve P. Heims_January 1958
ANANALYSISOFTHEOPTIMIZATIONOFA BEAMRIDERMISSILESYSTEM_
Marvin Shinbrat and Grace C. Carpenter_ March 1958
CONTRIBUTIONOFTHEWINGPANELSTOTHEFORCESANDMOMENTSOF
SUPERSONICWING-BODYCOMBINATIONSAT COMBINEDANGLES_J. Richard
Spahr_ January 1958
MEASUREDANDPREDICTEDYNAMICRESPONSECHARACTERISTICSOFA FLEXI-
BLEAIRPLANETOELEVATORCONTROLOVERA FREQUENCYRANGEINCLUDING
THREESTRUCTURALMODES_Henry A. Cole_ Jr._ and Euclid C. Holleman_
February 1958
ANANALYSISOFTHETURBULENTBOUNDARY-LAYERCHARACTERISTICSONA
FLATPLATEWITHDISTRIBUTEDLIGHT-GASINJECTION_Morris W. Rubesin
and Constantine C. Pappas_February 1958
APPROXIMATIONSFORTHETHERMODYNAMICANDTRANSPORTPROPERTIESOF
HIGH-TEMPERATUREAIR_ C. Frederick Hanson_March 1958
LAMINARBOUNDARYLAYERWITHHEATTRANSFERONA CONEAT ANGLEOF
ATTACKIN A SUPERSONICSTREAM_Eli Reshotko_ December1957
EFFECTOFWALLCOOLINGONINLETPARAMETERSOFA SCOOPOPERATINGIN
A TURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYERONA FLATORCONICALSURFACEFORMACH
NUMBERS2 TOi0_ Adrew Beke_March 1958
APPROXIMATECALCULATIONOFTHECOMPRESSIBLETURBULENTBOUNDARY
LAYERWITHHEATTRANSFERANDARBITRARYPRESSUREGRADIENT_Eli
Reshotko and Maurice Tucker_ December1957
AERODYNAMICEFFECTSCAUSEDBY ICINGOFANUNSWEPTNACA65A004AIR-
FOIL_ Vernon H. Gray and UweH. von Glahn_ February 1958
A RAPIDMETHODFORPREDICTINGATTACHED-SHOCKSHAPE_EugeneS.
Love and Ronald H. Long_ October 1957
A METHODFORCALCULATIONOFHYDRODYNAMICLIFT FORSUNMERGED
ANDPLANINGRECTANGULARLIFTING SURFACES_Kenneth L. Wadlin and
Kenneth W. Christopher_ January 1958
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TN 4169
TN4170
TN 4180
TN 4181
TN 4182
TN 4183
TN 4184
TN 4186
TN4187
TN 4189
TN4195
TN 4198
ATMOSPHERICT_PERATUREOBSERVATIONSTO i00_000 FEETFORSEVERAL
CLIMATOLOGICALREGIONSOFTHENORTHERNHEMISPHERE_Harold B. Tolef-
son_ November1957
A RE-EXAMINATIONOFTHEUSEOFSIMPLECONCEPTSFORPREDICTINGTHE
SHAPEANDLOCATIONOFDETACHEDSHOCKWAVES_EugeneS. Love_
December1957
INVESTIGATIONOFSPOILERSAT A MACHNUMBEROF 1.93 TODETERMINE
THEEFFECTSOFHEIGHTANDCHORDWISELOCATIONONTHESECTIONAERO-
DYNAMICHARACTERISTICSOFTWO-DIMENSIONALWINGjJamesN. Mueller_
February 1958
INVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTSOFPROPELLERDIAMETERONTHEABILITY
OFA FLAPPEDWING_WITHANDWITHOUTBOUNDARY-LAYERCONTROL_TO
DEFLECTA PROPELLERSLIPSTREAMDOWNWARDFORVERTICALTAKE-OFF_
Kenneth P. Spreeman_December1957
PHYSICALCHARACTERISTICSANDTESTCONDITIONSOFAN ETHYLENE-HEATED
HIGH-TEMPERATUREJET_Eldred H. Heltonj January 1958
INVESTIGATIONOFEFFECTSOFDISTRIBUTEDSURFACEROUGHNESSONA
TURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYEROVERA BODYOFREVOLUTIONAT A MACH
NUMBEROF 2.01_ John R. Sevier_ Jr._ and K. R. Czarnecki_ February
1958
MEASURI_IENTOFSTATICPRESSUREONAIRCRAFT_William Gracey_Novem-
ber 1957
HEATTRANSFERIN ISOTROPICTURBULENCEDURINGTHEFINAL PERIODOF
DECAY_D. W. Dunnand W. H. Reid_ June 1958
HIGH-SPEEDHYDRODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA FLATPLATEAND20o
DEAD-RISESURFACEIN UNSYMMETRICALPLANINGCONDITIONSjDaniel
Savitsky_ Robert E. Prowse_and D. H. Lueders_ June 1958
LIFT ANDMOMENTONTHINARROWHEADWINGSWITHSUPERSONICEDGES
OSCILLATINGIN SYMMETRICFLAPPINGANDROLLANDAPPLICATIONTOTHE
FLUTTEROFANALL-MOVABLECONTROLSURFACE_H. J. Cunningham_
January 1958
SHAPEOF INITIAL PORTIONOFBOUNDARYOFSUPERSONICAXISYMMETRIC
FREEJETSAT LARGEJET PRESSURERATIOS_EugeneS. Love and Louise
P. Lee_ January 1958
EFFECTSOFAIRPLANEFLEXIBILITY ONWINGSTRAINSIN ROUGHAIR AT
35_000FEETAS DETERMINEDBYA FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFA LARGE
SWEPT-WINGAIRPLANE_Richard H. Rhyne_January 1958
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TN 4200
TN4201
TN4203
TN 4204
TN 4208
TN 4211
TN 4213
TN 4214
TN 4217
TN 4221
TN 4226
TN 4227
TN4228
TN4229
EFFECTIVENESSOFBOUNDARY-LAYERCONTROL_OBTAINEDBY BLOWINGOVERA
PLAIN REARFLAPIN COMBINATIONWITHA FORWARDSLOTTEDFLAP_IN
DEFLECTINGA SLIPSTREAMDOWNWARDFORVERTICALTAKE-OFF_Kenneth
P. Spreemann_February 1958
COLLECTIONOFZERO-LIFTDRAGDATAONBODIESOFREVOLUTIONFROM
FREE-FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONS_William E° Stoney_ Jr._ January 1958
FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOF EFFECTSOFATMOSPHERICTURBULENCEAND
MODERATEMANEUVERSONBENDINGANDTORSIONALMOMENTSENCOUNTERED
BYA HELICOPTERROTORBLADE_LeRoy H. Ludi_ February 1958
COMPILATIONOF INFORMATIONONTHETRANSONICATTACHMENTOFFLOWS
AT THELEADINGEDGESOFAIRFOILS_Walter F. Lindsey and EmmaJ.
Landrum_February 1958
TURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYERONA YAWEDCONEIN A SUPERSONICSTREAM_
Willis H. Braun_ January 1958
FRICTIONSTUDIESOFVARIOUSMATERIALSIN LIQUID NITROGEN_D. W.
Wisander_ W. F. Hady_and R. L. Johnson_February 1958
RECOVERYT_q_PERATURESANDHEATTRANSFERNEARTWO-DIMENSIONAL
ROUGHNESSELEMENTSATMACH3.1j Paul F. Brinich_ Jr._ February
1958
BOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITIONONANOPEN-NOSECONEATMACH3.1_ Paul
F. Brinich_ Jr._ February 1958
EFFECTOFJET TEMPERATUREONJET-NOISEGENERATION_Vern Gordon
Rollin_ March 1958
TURBULENTFLOWTHROUGHPOROUSRESISTANCESSLIGHTLYINCLINEDTOTHE
FLOWDIRECTION_Albert L. Loeffler_ Jr._ and Morris Perlmutter_
February 1958
ANALYSISOFHARMONICFORCESPRODUCEDAT HUBBY IMBALANCESIN HELI-
COPTEROTORBLADES_Morris Morduchow and A. Muzyka_April 1958
DRAGMINIMIZATIONFORWINGSIN SUPERSONICFLOW_WITHVARIOUS
CONSTRAINTS_Max. A. Heaslet and Franklyn B. Fuller_ February 1958
EFFECTSOFFIXING BOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITIONFORANUNSWEPT-WING
MODELANDAN EVALUATIONOFPOROUSTUNNEL-WALLINTERFERENCEFORMACH
NUMBERSFROM0.60 TO1.40_ Louis S. Stivers_ Jr._ and Garth W.
Lippmann_April 1958
STAGNATION-POINTHEATTRANSFERTO BLUNTSHAPESIN HYPERSONICFLIGHT_
INCLUDINGEFFECTSOFYAW_Alfred J. Eggers_ Jr._ C. Frederick
Hansen_Bernard E. Cunningham_April 1958
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TN 4230
TN4231
TN 4232
TN 4233
TN 4235
TN 4236
TN4238
TN 4239
TN 4241
TN4242
TN4243
TN 4248
TN4251
TN4254
PRANDTL-MEYEREXPANSIONOFCHEMICALLYREACTINGASESIN LOCAL
CHEMICALANDTHERMODYNAMICEQUILIBRIUM_Steve P. Heims_March 1958
SKIN-FRICTIONMEASUREMENTSIN INCOMPRESSIBLEFLOW_Donald W. Smith
and John H. Walker_ March 1958
A METHODFORTHE'CALCULATIONFWAVEDRAGONSUPERSONIC-EDGEDWINGS
ANDBIPLANES_Harvard Lomaxand LomaE. Sluder_ March 1958
EXPERIMENTALSTUDYOFTHEEQUIVALENCEOFTRANSONICFLOWABOUT
SLENDERCONE-CYLINDERSOF CIRCULARANDELLIPTIC CROSSECTION_
William A. Page_April 1958
OBSERVATIONSOFTURBULENT-BURSTGEOMETRYANDGROWTHIN SUPERSONIC
FLOW_Carlton S. James_April 1958
EFFECTSOFMACHNUMBERANDWALL-TEMPERATURERATIOONTURBULENTHEAT
TRANSFERATMACHNUMBERSFROM3 TO5_ Thorval Tendeland_April 1958
NORMALCOMPONENTOF INDUCEDVELOCITYFORENTIREFIELD OFA UNIFORM-
LY LOADEDLIFTINGROTORWITHHIGHLYSWEPTWAKEAS DETERMINEDBY
ELECTROMAGNETICANALOG_Walter Castles_ Jr._ HowardL. Durham_
Jr._ and Jirair Kevorkian_ June 1958
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHEDRAGOFFLATPLATESANDCYLINDERS
IN THESLIPSTREAMOFA HOVERINGROTOR_John W. McKeeand Rodger L.
Naeseth_ April 1958
AN APPROXIMATEM THODFORDESIGNORANALYSISOFTWO-DIMENSIONALSUB-
SONICFLOWPASSAGES_E. Floyd Valentine_ April 1958
GENERALSOLUTIONSFORFLOWPASTSLENDERCAMBEREDWINGSWITHSWEPT
TRAILINGEDGESANDCALCULATIONOFADDITIONALOADINGDUETOCONTROL
SURFACES_E. B. Klunker and Keith C. Harder_ May 1958
AN EXPERIMENTALSTUDYOFTHETURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYERONA SHOCK-
TUBEWALL_Paul B. Gooderum_June 1958
SUMMARYOFEXPERIMENTALHEAT-TRANSFERMEASUREMENTSIN TURBULENT
FLOWFORA MACHNUMBERANGEFROM0.87 TO5.05_ Maurice J. Rrevoort
and Barbara D. Arabian_ May 1958
ANEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFWAKE FFECTSONHYDRO-SKIS_Ellis
E. McBride and Lloyd J. Fisher_ Jr._ May 1958
FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFEFFECTSOFRETREATING-BLADESTALLONBEND-
INGANDTORSIONALMOMENTSENCOUNTEREDBYA HELICOPTERROTORBLADE_
LeRoyH. Ludi_ May 1958
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TN 4255
TN 4257
TN 4258
TN 4259
TN 4260
TN 4262
TN 4265
TN 4268
TN 4269
TN 4270
TN4271
TN 4272
TN4273
TN4274
TN 4277
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONAT LOWSPEEDSOFFLIGHTCHARACTERISTICS
OFA SWEPTBACKWINGJET-TRANSPORTAIRPLANEMODELEQUIPPEDWITHAN
EXTERNAL-FLOWJET-AUGMENTEDSLOTTEDFLAP_Joseph L. Johnson_ Jr._
July 1958
RESULTSOFANEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFSMALLVISCOUSDAMPERS_
Milton A. Silveira_ DomenicJ. Maglieri_ and GeorgeW. Brooks_
June 1958
A NUMERICALMETHODFOREVALUATINGWAVEDRAG_GeorgePreston_
Gerard J. Pesman_February 1958
TEMPERATURE-PRESSURE-TIMERELATIONSIN A CLOSEDCRYOGENICCONTAIN-
ER_Sidney C. Huntley_ February 1958
GROUNDREFLECTIONOFJET NOISE_Walton L. Howes_April 1958
ANALYSISOFTURBULENTFLOWANDHEATTRANSFERONA FLATPLATEAT
HIGHMACHNUMBERSWITHVARIABLEFLUID PROPERTIES_Robert G. Deiss-
ler and A. L. Loeffler_ Jr._ April 1958
COMPOSITIONA DTHERMODYNAMICPROPERTIESOFAIR IN CH_ICAL
EQUILIBRIUM_W. E. Moeckel and Kenneth C. Weston_April 1958
DROPLETIMPINGEMENTANDINGESTIONBYSUPERSONICNOSEINLET IN SUB-
SONICTUNNELCONDITIONS_ThomasF. Gelder_ May 1958
TRANSONICDRAGOF SEVERALJET-NOISESUPPRESSORS_Warren J. North_
April 1958
A PERFORMANCEANALYSISOFMETHODSFORHANDLINGEXCESSINLETFLOW
AT SUPERSONICSPEEDS_Donald P. Hearth and JamesF. Connors_May
1958
MAXIMUMTHEORETICALTANGENTIALVELOCITYCOMPONENTPOSSIBLEFROM
STRAIGHT-BACKCONVERGINGANDCONVERGING-DIVERGINGSTATORSAT
SUPERCRITICALPRESSURERATIOS_ThomasP. Moffitt_ April 1958
USEOFTHECOANDAEFFECTFOROBTAININGJETDEFLECTIONANDLIFT WITH
A SINGLEFLAT-PLATEDEFLECTIONSURFACE_UweH. von Glahn_ June 1958
ONPAIRSOFSOLUTIONSOFA CLASSOF INTERNALVISCOUSFLOWPROBLEMS
WITHBODYFORCES_SimonOstrach and Lynn V. Albers_ June 1958
MEASUREMENTOFTHEEFFECTOFANAXIALMAGNETICFIELD ONTHEREYNOLDS
NUMBEROFTRANSITIONIN MERCURYFLOWINGTHROUGHA GLASSTUBE_
Michel Bader and William C. A. Carlson_ May 1958
A BODYMODIFICATIONTOREDUCEDRAGDUETOWEDGEANGLEOFWINGWITH
UNSWEPTTRAILINGEDGE_William C. Pitts and Jack N. Nielson_ July
1958
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TN 4278
TN4279
TN4281
TN4282
TN4283
TN4288
TN 4289
TN 4290
TN 4293
TN 4294
TN 4295
TN4298
TN4299
TN4300
TN 4301
APPLICATIONOFSTATISTICALTHEORYTOBEAM-RIDERGUIDANCEIN THE
PRESENCEOFNOISE. II - MODIFIEDWIENERFILTERTHEORY_ElwoodC.
Stewart_ June 1958
EFFECTSOFFIXING TRANSITIONONTHETRANSONICAERODYNAMICCHARAC-
TERISTICSOFA WING-BODYCONFIGURATIONAT REYNOLDS_BERS FROM
2.4 TO12 MILLION_Lynn W. Hunton_ July 1958
SECOND-ORDERSLENDER-BODYTHEORY- AXISYMMETRICFLOW_Milton Van
Dyke_ September1958
BOUNDARY-LAYERSTABILITYDIAGRAMSFORELECTRICALLYCONDUCTINGFLUIDS
IN THEPRESENCEOFA MAGNETICFIELD_Vernon J. Rossow_August 1958
FULL-SCALEWIND-TUNNELTESTSOFA 35° SWEPTBACK-WINGAIRPLANEWITH
BLOWINGFROMTHESHROUDAHEADOFTHETRAILING-EDGEFLAPSjWilliam
H. Tolhurst_ Jr._ July 1958
TURBULENCEANDTEMPERATUREFLUCTUATIONSBEHINDA HEATEDGRID_R.
R. Mills_ Jr._ A. L. Kistler_ V. O'Brien_ and S. Corrsinj August
1958
BOUNDARY-INDUCEDDOWNWASHDUETOLIFT IN A TWO-DIMENSIONALSLOTTED
WINDTIPNNEL_SamuelKatzoff and RaymondL. Barger_ June 1958
A FUSELAGEADDITIONTO INCREASEDRAG-RISEMACHNUMBEROFSUBSONIC
AIRPLANESATLIFTING CONDITIONS_Richard T. Whitcomb_June 1958
SPECIALBODIESADDEDONA WINGTOREDUCESHOCK-INDUCEDBOUNDARY-
LAYERSEPARATIONAT HIGHSUBSONICSPEEDS_Richard T. Whitcomb_
June 1958
EFFECTSOFNOSESHAPEANDSPRAYCONTROLSTRIPSONEMERGENCEAND
PLANINGSPRAYOFHYDRO-SKIMODELS_John R. McGehee_July 1958
REFLECTIONANDTRANSMISSIONOF SOUNDBYA SLOTTEDWALLSEPARATING
TWOMOVINGFLUIDSTREAMS_RaymondL. Barger_ June 1958
EXPLORATORYWIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONTODETERMINETHELIFT EFFECTS
OF BLOWINGOVERFLAPSFROMNACELLESMOUNTEDABOVETHEWING_John
M. Riebe and Edwin E. Davenport_ June 1958
EFFECTSOFFABRICATION-TYPEROUGHNESSONTURBULENTSKINFRICTIONAT
SUPERSONICSPEEDS_K. R. Czarnecki_ John R. Sevier_ Jr._ and Melvin
M. Carmel_July 1958
HEAT-TRANSFERANDPRESSUREMEASUREMENTSONFLAT-FACEDCYLINDERSAT
A MACHNUMBEROF2_ William E. Stoney_ Jr._ and J. ThomasMarkley_
July 1958
EFFECTSOF BOUNDARY-LAYERDISPLACEMENTANDLEADING-EDGEBLUNTNESSON
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TN 4302
TN 4308
TN 4311
TN 3212
TN 4313
TN 4315
TN 4316
TN 4320
TN 4321
TN 4322
TN 4325
TN4327
TN 4330
PRESSUREDISTRIBUTION_SKINFRICTION_ANDHEATTRANSFEROFBODIESAT
HYPERSONICSPEEDS_Mitchel H. Bertram and Arthur Henderson_Jr._
July 1958
ANALYTICALANDEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFAERODYNAMICFORCESAND
MOMENTSONLOW-ASPECT-RATIOWINGSUNDERGOINGFLAPPINGOSCILLATIONS_
D. S. Woolston_ S. A. Clevenson_ and S. A. Leadbetter_ August 1958
TRANSIENTEMPERATUREDISTRIBUTIONIN A TWO-COMPONENTSEMI-INFINITE
COMPOSITESLABOFARBITRARYMATERIALSUBJECTEDTOAERODYNAMIC
HEATINGWITHA DISCONTINUOUSCHANGEIN EQUILIBRIUMTEMPERATUREOR
HEAT-TRANSFERCOEFFICIENT_Robert L. Trimpi_ September1958
PRANDTLNUMBEREFFECTSONUNSTEADYFORCED-CONVECTIONHEATTRANSFER_
EphraimM. Sparrow and John L. Gregg_June 1958
INTERNALCHARACTERISTICSANDPERFORMANCEOFANAERODYNAMICALLY
CONTROLLED_VARIABLE-DISCHARGECONVERGENTNOZZLE_Jack G. McArdle_
July 1958
EFFECTOFFAVORABLEPRESSUREGRADIENTSONTRANSITIONFORSEVERAL
BODIESOFREVOLUTIONATMACH3.12_ John R. Jack_ July 1958
AN ESTIMATEOFTHEFLUCTUATINGSURFACEPRESSURESNCOUNTEREDIN THE
REENTRYOFA BALLISTICMISSILE_EdmundE. Callaghan_ July 1958
FRICTIONANDWEARWITHREACTIVEGASESAT T_MPERATURESUPTO 1200° F_
GordenP. Allen_ Donald H. Buckley_ and Robert L. Johnson_
September1958
COMPRESSIBLELAMINARFLOWANDHEATTRANSFERABOUTA ROTATING
ISOTHERMALDISK_SimonOstrach and Philip R. Thornton_ August 1958
ANANALYTICALSTUDYOFTURBULENTANDMOLECULARMIXINGIN ROCKET
COMBUSTION_David Ao Bittker 3 September1958
ORDINATESANDTHEORETICALPRESSURE-DISTRIBUTIONDATAFORNACA6- AND
6A-SERIESAIRFOIL SECTIONSWITHTHICKNESSESFROM2 TO21 ANDFROM
2 TO15 PERCENTCHORD_RESPECTIVELY_Elizabeth W. Patterson and
Albert L. Braslow_ September1958
A MACH4 ROCKET-POWEREDSUPERSONICTUNNELUSINGAMMONIA-OXYGENAS
WORKINGFLUID_Robert W. Graham_Eleanor Guentert_ and Vearl N.
Huff_ September1958
HYPERSONICVISCOUSFLOWOVERSLENDERCONES3 Lawerance Talbot_
Toyoki Koga_Pauline M. Sherman_September1958
FLOWINDUCEDBY A ROTORIN POWER-ONVERTICALDESCENT_Walter Castles_
Jr._ July 1958
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TN 4333 EFFECTOFSOME XTERNALCROSSWISETIFFENERSONTHEHEATTRANSFER
ANDPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONONA FLATPLATEATMACHNUMBERSOF0.77_
1.39_ AND1.98_ HowardS. Carter_ September1958
TN 4336 EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFAXIAL ANDNORMALFORCECHARACTERIS-
TICS OFSKEWEDNOZZLES_David J. Cartor_ Jr._ and Allen R. Vick_
September1958
TN 4337 AN INVESTIGATIONOFSOMEPHENOMENARELATINGTOAURALDETECTIONOF
AIRPLANES_Harvey H. Hubbardand DomenicJ. Maglieri_ September
1958
TN 4343 A COMPARISONFTWOMETHODSFORCAL(_JLATINGTRANSIENTEMPERATURES
FORTHICKWALLS_JamesJo Buglia and Helen Brinkworth_ August 1958
TN 4345 SIMILARSOLUTIONSFORTHECOMPRESSIBLEBOUNDARYLAYERONA YAWED
CYLINDERWITHTRANSPIRATIONCOOLING_Ivan E. Beckwith_ September
1958
TN4347 A NONLINEARTHEORYFORPREDICTINGTHEEFFECTSOFUNSTEADYLAMINAR_
TURBULENT_ORTRANSITIONALBOUNDARYLAYERSONTHEATTENUATIONOF
SHOCKWAVESIN A SHOCKTUBEWITHEXPERIMENTALCOMPARISON_Robert
Lo Trimpi and Nathaniel Bo Cohen_September1958
TN 4350 THEORETICALDISTRIBUTIONOFLAMINAR-BOUNDARY-LAYERTHICKNESS_
BOUNDARY-LAYERREYNOLDSNUMBERANDSTABILITYLIMIT_ ANDROUGHNESS
REYNOLDSNUMBERFORA SPHEREANDDISK IN INCOMPRESSIBLEFLOWjNeal
Tetervin_ September1958
TN 4351 SUMMARYOFMETHODSOFMEASURINGANGLEOFATTACKONAIRCRAFT,William
Gracey_ August 1958
TN 4352 TABLESANDGRAPHSOFNORMAL-SHOCKPARAMETERSAT HYPERSONICMACH
NUMBERSANDSELECTEDALTITUDES_Paul W. Huber_ September1958
TN4353 EXPLORATORYWIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONAT HIGHSUBSONICANDTRAN-
SONICSPEEDSOFJETFLAPSONUNSWEPTRECTANGULARWINGS_Vernard E.
Lockwoodand RaymondD. Vogler_ August 1958
TN4354 MEASUREMENTSIN A SHOCKTUBEOFHEAT-TRANSFERRATESAT THESTAGNA-
TIONPOINTOFA 1.O-INCH-DIAMETERSPHEREFORREAL-GASTEMPERATURES
UP TO7_900° R_ Alexander P. Sabol_ August 1958
TN 4355 LOWTIP MACHNUMBERSTALLCHARACTERISTICSANDHIGHTIP MACHNUMBER
COMPRESSIBILITYEFFECTSONA HELICOPTEROTORHAVINGANNACA0009
TIP AIRFOILSECTION_Robert D. Powell_ Jr._ and Paul J. Carpenter_
July 1958
TN 4356
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EFFECTSOFCOMPRESSIBILITYONROTORHOVERINGPERFORMANCEANDSYN-
THESIZEDBLADE-SECTIONCHARACTERISTICSDERIVEDFROMMEASUREDROTOR
PERFORMANCEOFBLADESHAVINGNACA0015 AIRFOILTIP SECTIONS_James
P. Shivers and Paul J. Carpenter_ September1958
TN 4357
TN 4359
TN 4360
LIFT ANDPROFILE-DRAGCHARACTERISTICSOFANNACA0012 AIRFOIL
SECTIONAS DERIVEDFROMMEASUREDHELICOPTER-ROTORHOVERING
PERFORMANCE_Paul J. Carpenter_ September1958
A REVIEWOFTHETHERMODYNAMIC_TRANSPORT_ANDCHEMICALREACTION
RATEPROPERTIESOFHIGH-TEMPERATUREAIR_ Frederick C. Hansenand
Steve P. Heims_July 1958
MEASUREMENTSOFTHEEFFECTSOFWALLOUTFLOWANDPOROSITYONWAVE
ATTENUATIONI A TRANSONICWINDTUNNELWITHPERFORATEDWALLS_
Joseph M. Spiegel_ Phillips J. Tunnell_ and Warren S. Wilson_
August 1958
TN 4361 IDEALIZEDWINGSANDWING-BODIESAT A MACHNUMBEROF3_ Elliott D.
Katzen_ July 1958
TN 4362
TN 4363
FORCEANDPRESSUREMEASUR_ENTSAT TRANSONICSPEEDSFORSEVERAL
BODIESHAVINGELLIPTICALCROSSECTIONS_John B. McDevitt and
Robert A. Taylor_ September1958
SI_IPLIFIEDMETHODFORDETERMINATIONF CRITICALHEIGHTOFDIS-
TRIBUTEDROUGHNESSPARTICLESFORBOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITIONATMACH
NUMBERSFROM0 TO5_ Albert L. Braslow and EugeneC. Knox_ September
1958
TN 4364
TN4365
AN INVESTIGATIONOFSUPERSONICTURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYERSONSLENDER
BODIESOFREVOLUTIONI FREEFLIGHTBYUSEOFA MACH-ZEHNDERINTER-
FEROMETERANDSHADOW-GRAPHS_Alvin Seiff and Barbara J. Short_
September1958
LARGE-SCALEWIND-TUNNELTESTSOFANAIRPLANEMODELWITHANUNSWEPT
ASPECT-RATIO-10WING_TWOPROPELLERS_ANDAREA-SUCTIONFLAPS_
J. A. Weiberg_ R. N. Griffin_ Jr._ and G. L. Florman_ September
1958
TN 4366 THEEFFECTSOFAN INVERSE-TAPERLEADING-EDGEFLAPONTHEAERODYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICSIN PITCHOFA WING-BODYCOMBINATIONHAVINGANASPECT
RATIOOF3 AND45° OFSWEEPBACKAT MACHNUMBERSTO0.92_ Fred A.
Demeleand K. HarmonPowell_ August 1958
TN 4367 WIND-TUNNELTESTSOFA FULL-SCALEHELICOPTEROTORWITHSYMMETRICAL
ANDWITHCAMBEREDBLADESECTIONSAT ADVANCERATIOSFROM0.3 TO0.4_
John L. McCloud_III_ and George B. McCullough_ September 1958
TN 4368 A STUDYOFSEVERALTHEORETICALMETHODSFORCOMPUTINGTHEZERO-LIFT
WAVEDRAGOFA FAMILYOFOPEN-NOSEDBODIESOFREVOLUTIONI THEMACH
NUMBERANGEOF2.0 TO4.0_ Leroy L. Presley_ _nmett A. Mossman_
September 1958
TN4369 SLIP-FLOWHEATTRANSFERFROMCYLINDERSIN SUBSONICAIRSTREAMS_
Lionel V. Baldwin_ September1958
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TN 4370
TN4374
TN4375
TN 4376
TN4377
TN 4378
TN4380
TN4382
TN 4383
TN 4384
TN 4385
TN4388
TN4389
TN 4391
SOMENUMERICALSOLUTIONSOFSIMILARITYEQUATIONSFORTHREE-
DIMENSIONALLAMINARINCOMPRESSIBLEBOUNDARY-LAYERFLOWS_Peggy L.
Yohner and Authur G. Hansonj September1958
RATEOFREACTIONOF GASEOUSFLUORINEWITHWATERVAPORAT 35° C_
Vernon A. Slabey and EdwardA. Fletcher_ September1958
APPROXIMATESOLUTIONSOFA CLASSOF SIMILARITYEQUATIONSFORTHREE-
DIMENSIONALLAMINARINCOMPRESSIBLEBOUNDARY-LAYERFLOWS_Arthur G.
Hanson and HowardZ. Herzig_ September1958
ANALYTICALANDEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFT_q_PERATURERECOVERY
FACTORSFORFULLYDEVELOPEDFLOWOFAIR IN A TUBE_R. G. Deissler_
W. F. Weiland_ Jr._ and W. H. Lowdermilk_ September1958
USEOFTHECOANDAEFFECTFORJET DEFLECTIONANDVERTICAL IFT WITH
MULTIPLE-FLAT-PLATEANDCURVED-PLATED FLECTIONSURFACES.APPEN-
DIX B: ESTIMATEDPERFORMANCEOFMULTIPLE-FLAT-PLATED FLECTORS_
UweH. von Glahn and ThomasF. Gelder_ September1958
PRELIMINARYHEAT-TRANSFERSTUDIESONTWOBODIESOFREVOLUTIONAT
ANGLEOFATTACKAT A MACHNUMBEROF 3.12_ NormanSandsand John
R. Jack# September 1958
APPROXIMATEM THODFORCALCULATIONOFLAMINARBOUNDARYLAYERWITH
HEATTRANSFERONA CONEAT LARGEANGLEOFATTACKIN SUPERSONICFLOW_
William E. Brunk_ September1958
INVESTIGATIONOF BOILINGBURNOUTANDFLOWSTABILITYFORWATERFLOW-
ING IN TUBES_Warren H. Lowdermilk_ Chester D. Lanzo_ and Byron
L. Siegel_ September1958
A COOLED-GASPYROMETERFORUSEIN HIGH-TEMPERATUREGASSTREAMS_
L. N. Krause_ R. C. Johnson_ and G. E. Glawe#September1958
ANALYSISOFTURBULENTFLOWANDHEATTRANSFERIN NONCIRCULARPASSAGES_
Robert G. Deissler and Maynard F. Taylor_ September 1958
COMPARISONF SHOCK-EXPANSIONTHEORYWITHEXPERIMENTFORTHELIFT_
DRAG#ANDPITCHING-MOMENTCHARACTERISTICSOFTWOWING-BODYCOMBINA-
TIONSAT M = 5.0_ RaymondC. Savin_ September1958
EFFECTSOFNOSEANGLEANDMACHNUMBERONTRANSITIONONCONESAT
SUPERSONICSPEEDS#Mary W. Jackson_ September 1958
EFFECTOFADVANCERATIOONFLIGHTPERFORMANCEOFA MODIFIEDSUPER-
SONICPROPELLER_Jerome B. Hammackand ThomasC. O'Bryan_ September
1958
MASSTRANSFERCOOLINGNEARTHESTAGNATIONPOINT_Leonard Roberts_
September 1958
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TN 4392
TN 4402
TN 4404
TN 4405
TN 4407
TN 4408
A THEORETICALSTUDYOFSTAGNATION-POINTABLATION_Leonard Roberts_
September1958
MEASUREMENTSOFAERODYNAMICFORCESANDMOMENTSAT SUBSONICSPEEDS
ONA SIMPLIFIEDT-TAlL OSCILLATINGIN YAWABOUTTHEFIN MIDCHORD_
ShermanA. Clevenson and SumnerA. Leadbetter_ September1958
EFFECTSOFPROPELLERPOSITIONANDOVERLAPONTHESLIPSTREAMDEFLEC-
TIONCHARACTERISTICSOFA WING-PROPELLERCONFIGURATIONEQUIPPED
WITHA SLIDINGANDFOWLERFLAP_William C. Hayes_Jr._ Richard F.
Kuhn_ and Irving R. Sherman_September1958
FREE-FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONTODETERMINETHEDRAGOFFLAT- ANDVEE-
WINDSHIELDCANOPIESONA PARABOLICFUSELAGEWITHANDWITHOUT
TRANSONICINDENTATIONBETWEENMACHNUMBERSOF0.75 AND1.35_
Walter L. Kouyoumjian and SherwoodHoffman_ September1958
EFFECTSOFGROUNDPROXIMITYONTHETHRUSTOFA SIMPLEDOWNWARD-
DIRECTEDJET BENEATHA FLATSURFACE_Kenneth D. Spreemannand
Irving R. Sherman_September1958
THETHEORYOFDIFFUSIONIN STRAINEDSYSTEMS_Louis A. Girifalco
and Hubert H. Grimes_ September1958
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Applicable NASA Memoranda (Memo)
MEMO 2-5-59E AN EQUATION FOR THE MEAN VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION OF BOUNDARY
LAYERS, V. A. Sandborn, February 1959
Equations are given for the velocity profile, boundary layer
thickness, and momentum thickness for both the laminar and
turbulent boundary layers. The equations were achieved
assuming incompressible flow and were based on channel flow.
These equations were not derived based on the Blasius flat
plate solution, but the velocity distributions achieved in
each method were compared.
Results
i. The proposed equation fitted measured turbulent boundary-
layer velocity profiles quite well.
2. The relation for turbulent boundary layers agreed with the
present concepts of similarity in the outer region of the
boundary layer in that a one-parameter family of profiles was
obtained.
3. The results were in reasonable agreement with available
experimental data over the whole profile, including the region
near the wall. It was demonstrated that the logarithmic pro-
file did not represent all experimental data.
4. A unique relation between the profile form factor and the
ratio of displacement thickness to boundary-layer thickness
was obtained from the equations presented for turbulent
separation.
5. The general equation reduced to a laminar profile which
accurately represented the Blasius flow.
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FREE-MOLECULEFLOW,Ronald J. Cybulski and Lionel V. Baldwin,
May 1959
MEMO5-5-59W EFFECTOFCONTRACTIONTURBULENCEANDTEMPERATUREFLUCTUA-
TIONSGENERATEDBYA WARMGRID, Robert R. Mills, Jr., and
Stanley Corrsin, May 1959
MEMO5-8-59L
MEMO5-9-59L
FLUID-DYNAMICPROPERTIESOF SOMESIMPLESHARP-ANDBLUNT-
NOSEDSHAPESAT MACHNUMBERSFROM16 TO 24 IN HELIUMFLOW,
Arthur Henderson, Jr. and Patrick J. Johnston, June 1959
HYDRODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFTWOLOW-DRAGSUPERCAVITATING
HYDROFOILS,John R. McGeheeand Virgil E. Johnson, Jr., June
1959
MEMO5-I0-59L REVIEWOFAIRCRAFTALTITUDEERRORSDUETOSTATIC-PRESSURE
SOURCEANDDESCRIPTIONOFNOSE-BOOMINSTALLATIONSFORAERO-
DYNAMICOMPENSATIONFERROR,William Gracey and Virgil S.
Ritchie, June 1959
MEMO5-12-59L BASICPRESSUREMEASUREMENTSA TRANSONICSPEEDSONA THIN 45°
SWEPTBACKHIGHLYTAPEREDWINGWITHSYSTEMATICSPANWISETWIST
VARIATIONS. WINGWITHCUBICSPANWISETWISTVARIATION,John P.
Mugler, Jr., June 1959
MEMO5-13-59L MEASUREMENTSOFTOTALHEMISPHERICALEMISSIVITYOF SEVERALSTABLY
OXIDIZEDNICKEL-TITANIUMCARBIDECEMENTEDHARDMETALSFROM600°F
TO1,600°F, William R. Wadeand F. W. Casey, Jr., June 1959
MEMO5-18-59A THEEFFECTSOFSTREAMWISE-DEFLECTEDWINGTIPS ONTHEAERODYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICSOFANASPECT-RATIO-2TRIANGULARWING,BODY,AND
TAIL COMBINATION,Victor L. Peterson, May1959
MEMO_-19-59E HUMANTOLERANCETORAPIDLYAPPLIEDACCELERATIONS:_ SUMMARYOF
THELITERATURE,A. Martin Eiband, June 1959
MEMO5-20-59A AN EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTOFA CANARDCONTROL
ONTHELIFT, DRAG,ANDPITCHINGMOMENTOFANASPECT-RATIO-2.0
TRIANGULARWINGINCORPORATINGA FORMOFCONICALCAMBER,GeneP.
Meneesand John W. Boyd, May 1959
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MEMO5-23-59L WATER-LANDINGCHARACTERISTICSOFA REENTRYCAPSULE,John R.
McGehee,Melvin E. Hathaway, and Victor L. Vaughan,Jr.,
June 1959
MEMO5-24-59L A SIMPLEMETHODFORDETERMININGHEATTRANSFER,SKINFRICTION,
ANDBOUNDARY-LAYERTHICKNESSFORHYPERSONICLAMINARBOUNDARY-
LAYERFLOWSIN A PRESSUREGRADIENT,Mitchel H. Bertram and
William V. Feller, June 1959
MEMO5-25-59W 1958 NASA/USAFSPACEPROBES(ABLE-I) FINAL REPORT.VOL. I -
SUMMARY;VOL. 2 - PAYLOADANDEXPERIMENTS;VOL. 3 - VEHICLES,
TRAJECTORIES,ANDFLIGHTHISTORIES;VOL. 4 - CHARACTERISTICS
OFTHEABLE- i ENGINES,SpaceTechnology Laboratories, Inc.,
June 1959
MEMO6-4-59L
MEMO6-4-59
MEMO6-8-59L
MEMO6-9-59A
DISTRIBUTIONOFHEATTRANSFERONA i0 ° CONE AT ANGLES OF ATTACK
FROM 0° TO 15 ° FOR MACH NUMBERS OF 2.49 TO 4.65 AND A SOLUTION
TO THE HEAT-TRANSFER EQUATION THAT PERMITS COMPLETE MACHINE
CALCULATIONS, Paige B. Burbank and B. Leon Hodge, June 1959
AERODYNAMIC HEATING AND FATIGUE, Wilhelmina D. Kroll, June 1959
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF X-15/B-52 COMBINATION, William
J. Alford Jr. and Robert T. Taylor, June 1959
TRANSONIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A LATERAL CONTROL
EMPLOYING ROTATABLE AIRFOILS MOUNTED VERTICALLY AT THE WING
TIPS OF A 45 ° SWEPTBACK WING, FUSELAGE, AND TAlL COMBINATION,
John A. Axelson, June 1959
MEMO 6-I0-59L EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE HEAT-TRANSFER RATE TO A
SERIES OF 20 ° CONES OF VARIOUS SURFACE FINISHES AT A MACH
NUMBER OF 4.95, Jim J. Jones, June 1959
MEMO 6-29-59L THREE-DIMENSIONAL LUNAR MISSION STUDIES, William H. Michael,
Jr., and Robert H. Tolson, June 1959
ME_MO 7-9-59A EXTENDING THE LORENTZ TRANSFORMATION TO MOTION WITH VARIABLE
VELOCITY, Robert T. Jones, June 1959
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ANALYSIS OF COMPUTED FLOW PARAMETER FOR A SET OF SUDDEN STALLS IN
LOW-SPEED TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLOW, William T. Evans and Kenneth W.
Mort, August 1959
This report presented an analysis from which it was inferred that
there were two distinct mechanisms of nose stall in low-speed
two-dimensional flow. These were presumed to be the two mecha-
nisms already described in other literature as "bubble-bursting"
and "reseparation". A basis for distinguishing between the two
mechanisms was provided by a criterion for transitional reattach-
ment of separated laminar boundary layer, proposed independently
by Tani, and by Owen and Klanfer, and was indicated in this re-
port to be essentially valid. This report considered a set of
sudden airfoil stalls obtained under fixed test conditions.
Theoretical velocity distributions about the leading edges just
prior to stall were computed. For those stalls ascribed to the
reseparation mechanism, a correlation was demostrated between
high velocity peaks and either steep initial adverse gradients
or thin boundary layers in the region of these gradients.
It was found that:
Both mechanisms of stall mentioned appeared in testing.
The Tani-Owen criterion for transitional reattachment of a
separated laminar boundary layer appeared to be essentially
valid, and afforded a means for distinguishing between the two
mechanisms of nose stall.
For nose stalls by the reseparation mechanism, under a given set
of test conditions, a correlation can be expected between high
velocity peaks at stall and either steep initial adverse gradients
or thin boundary layers in the region of these gradients.
THE BOUNDARY-LAYER TRANSITION CHARACTERISTICS OF TWO BODIES OF
REVOLUTION, A FLAT PLATE, AND AN UNSWEPT WING IN A LOW-TURBULENCE
WIND TUNNEL, Frederick W. Boltz, George C. Kenyon, and Clyde Q.
Allen, April 1960
An investigation was conducted to determine the boundary-layer
transition characteristics of two bodies of revolution, a flat
plate, and an unswept wing. The bodies of revolution had fine-
ness ratios of 9.0 and 7.5 and were tested at Mach numbers from
about 0.i to 0.98. The wing had an NACA 642-A015 section and,
along with the flat plate, was tested at Mach numbers below about
0.5. The beginning of transition in the boundary layer was de-
tected with hot-wire probes and/or microphones coupled to static-
pressure orifices. As a necessary part of the transition
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investigation, a survey of the tunnel turbulence and sound levels
was also undertaken using a hot-wire anemometerand a condenser
microphone.
In all cases it was found that the pressure distribution on the
model was a primary factor in determining the level of transition
Reynolds number. Small increases in the favorable pressure grad-
ients over the forward portion of the models resulted in signifi-
cant increases in the transition Reynolds number.
Measurementsof the tunnel turbulence and sound pressure levels
with a hot-wire microphone and a condenser microphone indicate
that sound comprises practically the entire "turbulence" field
at all Machnumbers.
In general, it was found that increasing tunnel airspeed had an
adverse effect on the transition Reynolds numbersfor all of the
models in the low subsonic speed range. It is believed that the
effect was a result of changes in the frequency and/or intensity
of the sound waves present in the flow field.
EXPERIMENTALNDTHEORETICALSTUDYOFA RECTANGULARWINGIN A
VORTICALWAKEAT LOWSPEED,Willard G. Smith and Frank A.
Lazzeroni, October 1960
A systematic study wasmade, experimentally and theoretically, of
the effects of a vortical wake on the aerodynamic characteristics
of a rectangular wing at subsonic speed. The vortex generator and
wing were mountedon a reflection plane to avoid body-wing inter-
ference. Vortex position, relative to the wing, was varied both
in the spanwise direction and normal to the wing. Angle of attack
of the wing was varied from -4 ° to +6°. Both chordwise and span-
wise pressure distributions were obtained with the wing in uniform
and vortical flow fields. Stream surveys were madeto determine
the flow characteristics in the vortical wake. The vortex-lnduced
lift was calculated by several theoretical methods including strip
theory, reverse-flow theory, and reverse-flow theory including a
finite vortex core. In addition, the Prandtl lifting-line theory
and the Weissinger theory were used to calculate the spanwise
distribution of vortex-induced loads.
Stream-survey results showedthat the wake of lifting surfaces of
rectangular plan form starts to roll up quickly forming a vortex
which trails back in a nearly streamwise direction from the wing
tip rather than from the centroid of circulation predicted by the
lifting-line theory. This result was believed to be restricted to
essentially untapered plan forms.
Results of the investigation indicated that the vortex interference
lift could be predicted over the range of test variables hy the
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reverse-flow theory if a vortical wakewith a finite-core diameter
were considered.
The experimental induced loads on the wing at zero angle of attack
when the vortex was not in the wing-chord plane were different for
a positive and negative direction of circulation because of the
asymmetryof the vortex sheet which was not fully rolled up. When
the wing was at an angle of attack the direction of circulation,
regardless of extent of roll-up, also affected the magnitude of
the induced loads.
The spanwise distribution of vortex-induced loads was predicted by
lifting-line theory with reasonable accuracy using either the mea-
sured downwashangles or the values calculated for a potential
vortex trailing back from the tip of the vortex generators.
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LAMINAR SKIN-FRICTION AND HEAT-TRANSFER PARAMETERS FOR A FLAT PLATE
AT HYPERSONIC SPEEDS IN TERMS OF FREE-STREAM FLOW PROPERTIES, James
F. Schmidt, September 1959
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF AIR FILM COOLING APPLIED TO AN
ADIABATIC WALL BY MEANS OF AN AXIALLY DISCHARGING SLOT, S. Stephen
Papell and Arthur M. Trout, August 1959
ON SERIES EXPANSIONS IN MAGNETIC REYNOLDS NUMBER, Vernon J. Rossow,
August 1959
MEASURED AND PREDICTED SECTION WAVE DRAG COEFFICIENTS AT A MACH
NUMBER OF 1.6 FOR A DELTA WING WITH TWO AIRFOIL SECTIONS, Frederick
C. Grant, September 1959
SOLUTIONS OF THE LAMINAR COMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY-LAYER EQUATIONS
WITH TRANSPIRATION WHICH ARE APPLICABLE TO THE STAGNATION REGIONS
OF AXISYMMETRIC BLUNT BODIES, John T. Howe and William A. Mersman,
August 1959
EFFECTIVENESS OF AN ALL-MOVABLE HORIZONTAL TAIL ON AN UNSWEPT-
WING AND BODY COMBINATION FOR MACH NUMBERS FROM 0.60 TO 1.40,
Louis S. Stivers, Jr., August 1959
TRANSONIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SEVERAL BODIES HAVING
ELLIPTICAL CROSS SECTIONS AND VARIOUS PLAN FORMS, Robert A.
Taylor, August 1959
LOW-SPEED WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF BLOWING BOUNDARY-LAYER
CONTROL ON LEADING-AND TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS OF A FULL-SCALE, LOW-
ASPECT-RATIO, 42 ° SWEPT-WING AIRPLANE CONFIGURATION, Ralph L.
Maki and Demo J. Giulianetti, August 1959
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF EFFECT OF RATIO OF WING CHORD TO
TO PROPELLER DIAMETER WITH ADDITION OF SLATS ON THE AERODYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICS OF TILT-WING VTOL CONFIGURATIONS IN THE TRANSI-
TION SPEED RANGE, Robert T. Taylor, September 1959
TWO TECHNIQUES FOR DETECTING BOUNDARY-LAYER TRANSITION IN FLIGHT
AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS AND AT ALTITUDES ABOVE 20,000 FEET, John G.
McTigue, John D. Overton, and Gilbert Petty, Jr., August 1959
CONSIDERATION OF SOME AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DURING TAKE-
OFF AND LANDING OF JET AIRPLANES, John M. Riebe, September 1959
CALCULATION OF SUPERSONIC FLOW PAST BODIES SUPPORTING SHOCK WAVES
SHAPED LIKE ELLIPTIC CONES, Benjamin R. Briggs, August 1959
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TN D 25 LARGE-SCALEWIND-TUNNELTESTSOFANAIRPLANEMODELWITHAN
UNSWEPT,ASPECT-RATIO-IOWING,FOURPROPELLERS,ANDBLOWING
FLAPS,JamesA. Weiberg and V. Robert Page, September1959
TND 30 FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFTHELIFT ANDDRAGCHARACTERISTICS
OFA SWEPT-WING,MULTIJET,TRANSPORT-TYPEAIRPLANE,Ronald
Tambor, November"1959
TND 33 FREEFALLANDEVAPORATIONFJP-4 JET FUELDROPLETSIN A
QUIETATMOSPHERE,HermanH. Lowell, September1959
TN D 37 EFFECTSOFBODYANDFIN DEFLECTIONSONTHEAERODYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICSIN PITCHOFA 0.065-SCALEMODELOFA FOUR-
STAGEROCKETCONFIGURATIONAT MACHNUMBERSOF1.41 AND1.82,
Ross B. Robinson, September1959
TND 41 ANAPPROXIMATEANALYSISOFUNSTEADYVAPORIZATIONEARTHE
STAGNATIONPOINTOF BLUNTBODIES,Leonard Roberts, September
1959
TND 43 ANEVALUATIONOFLINEARIZEDVORTEXTHEORYAS APPLIEDTOSINGLE
ANDMULTIPLEROTORSHOVERINGIN ANDOUTOFGROUNDEFFECT,Harry
H. Heyson, September1959
TN D 46 PLASMACCELERATIONBY USEOFGUIDEDMICROWAVES,Robert V. Hess
and Karlheinz Thom, December1959
TN D 49 SOMEASPECTSOFAIR-HELIUMSIMULATIONANDHYPERSONICAPPROXI-
MATIONS,EugeneS. Love, Arthur Henderson, Jr., and Mitchel H.
Bertram, October 1959
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50
51
53
57
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTHEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICS
OFA MODELREPRESENTATIVEOFA SUPERSONICFIGHTER-CLASSAIR-
PLANEWITHANEXTERNAL-FLOWJET-AUGMENTEDFLAPIN LOW-SPEED
FLIGHT,William A. Newsom,Jr., September1959
THEHYDRODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA SUBMERGEDLIFTING SURFACE
HAVINGA SHAPESUITABLEFORHYDRO-SKIAPPLICATION,Victor L.
Vaughan, Jr., October 1959
EFFECTOFDISTRIBUTEDTHREE-DIMENSIONALROUGHNESSANDSURFACE
COOLINGONBOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITIONANDLATERALSPREADOF
TURBULENCEAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS,A!hert L. Braslow, EugeneC.
Knox, and Elmer A. Horton, October i_59
LOW-SPEEDWIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFA WINGLESSJETVTOL
TRANSPORTMODEL,M. OoMcKinney, Jr., October 1959
TND 73 COMPARISONFCALCULATEDANDMEASUREDSTALLBOUNDARIESOFA
HELICOPTERROTORAT ADVANCERATIOSFROM0.3 to 0.4, John L.
McCloud III and GeorgeB. McCullough, September1959
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TN D 112
UNSTEADYSTAGNATION-POINTHEATTRANSFER,E(phraim) M. Sparrow,
October 1959
DEPARTURETRAJECTORIESFORINTERPLANETARYVEHICLES,W. E.
Moeckel, November1959
METHODSANDVELOCITYREQUIREMENTSFORTHERENDEZVOUSOF
SATELLITESIN CIRCUM-PLANETARYORBITS,William E. Brunk and
Richard J. Flaherty, October 1959
MIXINGOFWAKESIN A TURBULENTSHEARFLOW,SalamonEskinazi,
September1959
METHODSOF CALCULATINGFUNDAMENTALSOLUTIONSOFTHEWAVE
EQUATION,WITHTABLES,William A. Mersman,October 1959
EFFECTSOFCHEMICALDISSOCIATIONANDMOELCULARVIBRATIONSON
STEADYONE-DIMENSIONALFLOW,Steve P. Helms, August 1959
WIND-TUNNELTESTSOFA SEMISPANWINGWITHA FANROTATINGIN
THEPLANEOFTHEWING,David H. Hickey and David R. Ellis,
October 1959
MEASUREDANDTHEORETICALF OWFIELDSBEHINDA RECTANGULARND
A TRIANGULARWINGUPTOHIGHANGLESOFATTACKAT A MACHNUMBER
OF2.46, Frank J. Centolanzi, September1959
APPLICATIONTOFLUIDDYNAMICSOFTHETHEORYOFREVERSIBLEHEAT
ADDITION,Barrett, S. Baldwin, Jr., October 1959
THEORETICALNALYSISOFTHECREEPCOLLAPSEOFCOLUMNS,Floyd R.
Schlechte, September1959
A METHODFORCALCULATINGAERODYNAMICLOADINGSONTHINWINGSAT
A MACHNUMBEROFl,John L. Crigler, November1959
A NOTEONTHECALCULATIONOFHELICOPTERPERFORMANCEAT HIGHTIP-
SPEEDRATIOS,Alfred Gessow,September1959
PRINCIPLESOFDESIGNOFDYNAMICALLYSIMILARMODELSFORLARGE
PROPELLANTTANKS,Paul E. Sandorff, January 1960
INVESTIGATIONOFDOUBLESLOTTEDFLAPSONA SWEPT-WINGTRANSPORT
MODEL,Rodger L. Naeseth and Edwin E. Davenport, October 1959
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHEPRESSUREFLUCTUATIONSONA
FLATPLATEANDA CYLINDERIN THESLIPSTREAMOFA HOVERINGROTOR,
John W. McKee, September1959
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TND 141
TND 144
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INVESTIGATIONOFTHEFLOWOVERA SPIKED-NOSEHEMISPHERE-CYLINDER
AT A MACHNUMBEROF6.8, Davis H. Crawford, December1959
INVESTIGATIONOFA HIGH-SPEEDHYDROFOILWITHPARABOLICTHICKNESS
DISTRIBUTION,Virgil E. Johnson, Jr. and ThomasA. Rasnick,
November1959
IMPORTANCEOFTHEVARIATIONOFDRAGWITHLIFT IN MINIMIZATIONOF
SATELLITEENTRYACCELERATION,Frederick C. Grant, October 1959
WIND-TUNNELCALIBRATIONSOFA COMBINEDPITOT-STATICTUBE,VANE-
TYPEFLOW-DIRECTIONTRANSMITTER,ANDSTAGNATION-TEMPERATURE
ELEMENTATMACH_BERS FROM0.60 to 2.87, NormanR. Richardson
and Albin O. Pearson, October 1959
STATICTESTSOFANEXTERNAL-FLOWJET-AUGMENTEDFLAPTESTBEDWITH
TURBOJETENGINE,Marvin P. Fink, December1959
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFMETALTEMPERATURESOFAIR-COOLED
AIRFOILLEADINGEDGESAT SUBSONICFLOWANDGASTEMPERATURESUP
TO2780°F., Francis S. Stepka and Hadley To Richards, November
1959
MEASUREMENTSOFHEATTRANSFERANDFRICTIONCOEFFICIENTSFOR
HELIUMFLOWINGIN A TUBEAT SURFACETEMPERATURESUPTO5900°R,
MaynardF. Taylor and ThomasA. Kirchgessner, October 1959
FULL-SCALEWIND-TUNNELTESTSOFA LOW-ASPECT-RATIO,STRAIGHT-
WINGAIRPLANEWITHBLOWINGBOUNDARY-LAYERCONTROLONLEADING-
ANDTRAILING-EDGEFLAPS,Mark W. Kelly, William H. Tolhurst, Jr.,
and Ralph L. Maki, September1959
DISSOCIATIVERELAXATIONOFOXYGENOVERANADIABATICFLATPLATE
AT HYPERSONICMACHNUMBERS,Paul M. Chungand AemerD. Anderson,
April 1960
EFFECTOFLOCALIZEDMASSTRANSFERNEARTHESTAGNATIONREGIONOF
BLUNTBODIESIN HYPERSONICFLIGHT, Paul M. Chung, May 1960
DETERMINATIONFNONLINEARPITCHING-MOMENTCHARACTERISTICSOF
AXIALLYSYMMETRICMODELSFROMFREE-FLIGHTDATA,Maurice L.
Rasmussen,February 1960
EXPERIMENTALPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSOVERBLUNTTWO-ANDTHREE-
DIMENSIONALBODIESHAVINGSIMILARCROSSECTIONSAT A MACHNUM-
BEROF4.95, Jerome D. Julius, September1959
HEAT-TRANSFERMEASUREMENTSA A MACHNUMBEROF2 IN THETURBULENT
BOUNDARYLAYERONA FLATPLATEHAVINGA STEPWISETEMPERATURE
DISTRIBUTION,Raul J. Conti, November1959
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A RADARTESTTARGETSYSTEM,JamesT. Rose and R. Donald Smith,
January 1960
A HYDRODYNAMICINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTOFADDINGUPPER-
SURFACECAMBERTOA SUBMERGEDFLATPLATE,Victor L. Vaughan, Jr.,
November1959
INVESTIGATIONOFVARIATIONIN BASEPRESSUREOVERTHEREYNOLDS
NUMBERANGEIN WHICHWAKETRANSITIONOCCURSFORTWO-DIMENSIONAL
BODIESAT MACHNUMBERSFROM1.95 to 2.92, Vernon Van Hise,
November1959
LIFT ANDDRAGCHARACTERISTICSAT SUBSONICSPEEDSANDAT A MACH
NUMBEROF1.9 OFA LIFTING CIRCULARCYLINDERWITHA FINENESS
RATIOOFi0, Vernard E. Lockwoodand Linwood W. McKinney,
December1959
REFLECTIONCHARACTERISTICSOFARTIFICIAL SATELLITESCONSTRUCTED
IN THEFORMOF INFLATEDPOLYHEDRONS,Archibald R. Sinclair,
December1959
MEASUREMENTSOFPRESSUREANDLOCALHEATTRANSFERONA 20° CONE
AT ANGLESOFATTACKUPTO20° FORA MACHNUMBEROF4.95, Jerome
D. Julius, December1959
EFFECTSOFA LOWERSURFACEJET ONTHELIFT-DRAGRATIOOFA 45°
SWEPTBACKWINGAT A MACHNUMBEROF2.01, Emn_aJean Landrum,
March 1960
AN EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONAT A MACHNUMBEROF 4.95 OFFLOW
IN THEVICINITY OFA 90° INTERIORCORNERALINEDWITHTHEFREE-
STREAMVELOCITY,P. Calvin Stainback, February 1960
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFASPECT-RATIO-ISUPERCAVITATING
HYDROFOILSAT SPEEDSUP TO185 FEETPERSECOND,Kenneth W.
Christopher and Virgil E. Johnson, Jr._ January 1960
CORRELATIONFORMULASNDTABLESOFDENSITYANDSOMETRANSPORT
PROPERTIESOFEQUILIBRIUMDISSOCIATINGAIR FORUSEIN SOLUTIONS
OFTHEBOUNDARY-LAYEREQUATIONS,Nathaniel B. Cohen, February
1960
EVOLUTIONOFAMPLIFIEDWAVESLEADINGTOTRANSITIONIN A BOUNDARY
LAYERWITHZEROPRESSUREGRADIENT,P. S. Klebanoff and K. D.
Tidstrom, September1959
ANALYSISOFTEMPERATUREDISTRIBUTIONANDRADIANTHEATTRANSFER
ALONGA RECTANGULARFIN OFCONSTANTTHICKNESS,SeymourLieblein,
November1959
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METHODSOFPREDICTINGLAMINARHEATRATESONHYPERSONICVEHICLES,
Richard J. Wisniews, December1959
FREE-FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONAT MACHNUMBERSBETWEEN0.5 AND1.7
OFTHEZERO-LIFTROLLINGEFFECTIVENESSANDDRAGOFVARIOUS
SURFACE,SPOILER,ANDJET CONTROLSONAN 80° DELTA-WINGMISSILE,
EugeneD. Schult, February 1960
THEROLLINGMOMENTDUETO SIDESLIPOFSWEPTWINGSAT SUBSONIC
ANDTRANSONICSPEEDS,EdwardC. Polhamusand William C. Sleeman,
Jr., February 1960
AERODYNAMIC-HEATINGDATAOBTAINEDFROMFREE-FLIGHTESTSBETWEEN
MACHNUMBERSOF1 AND5, Charles B. Rumsey,Robert O. Piland, and
Russell N. Hopko, January 1960
A BRIEFINVESTIGATIONOFA HYDRO-SKISTABILIZEDHYDROFOILSYSTEM
ONA MODELOFA TWIN-ENGINEAMPHIBIAN,SandyM. Stubbs and Edward
L. Hoffman, February 1960
EFFECTSOFNOSECORNERADII, AFTERBODYSECTIONDEFLECTIONS,AND
A DROGUECHUTEONSUBSONICMOTIONSOF'MANNED-SATELLITEMODELSIN
REENTRYCONFIGURATIONS,Willard S. B]anchard, Jr_ and Sherwood
Hoffman, March 1960
A TECHNIQUEFORFIRINGDYNAMICALLYSCALEDMISSILEMODELSIN WIND
TUNNELSANDFORMEASURINGROCKET-MOTORSOUNDANDPRESSUREFLUCTUA-
TIONS, William J. Alford, Jr. and Kenneth W. Goodson,March 1960
SUBSONICWIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTHEAERODYNAMICEFFECTSOF
PIVOTINGA LOW-ASPECT-RATIOWINGTOLARGEYAWANGLESWITHRESPECT
TOTHEFUSELAGETOINCREASELIFT-DRAGRATIO, ThomasG. Gainer,
March 1960
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONAT A MACHNUMBEROF 3.11 OFTHELIFT,
DRAG,ANDPITCHING-MOMENTCHARACTERISTICSOFFIVE BLUNTLIFTING
BODIES,William Letko, April 1960
THEVARIATIONANDCONTROLOFRANGETRAVELEDIN THEATMOSPHEREBY
A HIGH-DRAGVARIABLE-LIFTENTRYVEHICLE,Donald C. Cheatham,
John W. Young, and John M. Eggleston, March 1960
GROUNDEFFECTFORLIFTING ROTORSIN FORWARDFLIGHT, Harry H.
Heyson, May 1960
GROUNDMEASUREMENTSOFAIRPLANESHOCK-WAVENOISEAT MACHNUMBERS
TO 2.0 ANDAT ALTITUDESTO 60,000 FEET, Lindsay J. Lina and
DomenicJ. Maglieri, March 1960
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PRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSANDAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFSEVERAL
SPOILERCONTROLSONA 40° SWEPTBACKWINGAT A MACHNUMBEROF1.61,
EmmaJean Landrumand K. R. Czarnecki, April 1960
EFFECTOFA VARIABLE-GEOMETRYDIFFUSERONTHEOPERATINGCHARAC-
TERISTICSOFA HELIUMTUNNELDESIGNEDFORA MACHNUMBERIN EXCESS
OF20, Patrick J. Johnston and Robert D. Witcofski, February 1960
A NOTEONTHEMEANVALUEOF INDUCEDVELOCITYFORA HELICOPTER
ROTOR,Harry H. Heyson, May 1960
A FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFANACCELERATIONRESTRICTOR,Arthur
Assadourian and Donald L. Mallick, April 1960
INVESTIGATIONBY SCHLIERENTECHNIQUEOFMETHODSOF FIXING
FULLYTURBULENTFLOWONMODELSAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS,Mary W.
Jackson and K. R. Czarnecki, April 1960
TABLESANDCHARTSFORESTIMATINGSTALLEFFECTSONLIFTING-ROTOR
CHARACTERISTICS,Alfred Gessowand Robert J. Tapscott, May 1960
LIFT GENERATIONONA CIRCULARCYLINDERBYTANGENTIALBLOWING
FROMSURFACESLOTS,Vernard E. Lockwood,May 1960
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFMIXINGOFMACHNUMBER3.95 STREAM
IN PRESENCEOFWALL,Marian Visich, Jr., and Paul A. Libby,
February 1960
ANALYSISOFLOW-ACCELERATIONLIFTING ENTRYFROMESCAPESPEED,
Frederick C. Grant, June 1960
MEASUREMENTOFAERODYNAMICHEATTRANSFERTOA DEFLECTEDTRAILING-
EDGEFLAPONA DELTAFIN IN FREEFLIGHTAT MACHNUMBERSFROM1.5
TO2.6, Leo T. Chauvin and JamesJ. Buglia, June 1960
FREE-FLIGHTOBSERVATIONOFA SEPARATEDTURBULENTFLOWINCLUDING
HEATTRANSFERUPTOMACH8.5, Dudley GeorgeMcConnell, October
1961
OPERATIONALMETHODOFDETERMININGINITIAL CONTOUROFANDPRESSURE
FIELD ABOUTA SUPERSONICJET, Gerald W. Engler, April 1960
FLIGHTMEASUREMENTOFWALL-PRESSUREFLUCTUATIONSANDBOUNDARY-
LAYERTURBULENCE,Harold R. Mull and Joseph S. Algranti, October
1960
LAMINARBOUNDARYLAYERBEHINDA STRONGSHOCKMOVINGINTOAIR,
Harold Mirels, February 1961
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AN INTEGRALMETHODFORNATURAL-CONVECTIONFLOWSAT HIGHAND
LOWPRANDTLNUMBERS,Willis H. Braun and John Eo Heighway,
June 1960
A SIMPLIFIEDSTUDYONTHENONEQUILIBRIUMCOUETTEANDBOUNDARY-
LAYERFLOWSWITHAIR INJECTIONS,Paul M. ChunE, February 1960
TESTSOFANAREASUCTIONFLAPONANNACA64A010AIRFOILAT HIGH
SUBSONICSPEEDS,Donald W. Smith and John Walker, May 1960
EFFECTSOFFIXING BOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITIONFORA SWEPT-ANDA
TRIANGULAR-WINGANDBODYCOMBINATIONAT MACHNUMBERSFROM0.60
TO 1.40, Louis S. Stivers, Jr., June 1960
EFFECTOFLEADING-EDGETHICKNESSONTHEFLOWOVERA FLATPLATE
AT A MACHNUMBEROF 5.7, Marcus O. Creager, May 1960
STUDYOFTHEAERODYNAMICFORCESANDMOMENTSONBODIESOF
REVOLUTIONI COMBINEDPITCHINGANDYAWINGMOTIONS,Murray Tobak
and Henry C. Lessing, May 1960
WIND-TUNNELTESTSOFA CIRCULARWINGWITHANANNULARNOZZLEIN
PROXIMITYTOTHEGROUND,Richard K. Greif, Mark W. Kelly and
William H. Tolhurst, Jr., May 1960
ANAPPROXIMATEANALYTICALMETHODFORSTUDYINGATMOSPHEREENTRY
OFVEHICLESWITHMODULATEDAERODYNAMICFORCES,Lionel L. Levy, Jr.,
October 1960
ANEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFBOUNDARY-LAYERCONTROLFOR
DRAGREDUCTIONOFA SWEPT-WINGSECTIONAT LOWSPEEDANDHIGH
REYNOLDSNUMBERS,Donald E. Gault, October 1960
FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFTHELOWSPEEDCHARACTERISTICqOFA 45°
SWEPT-WINGFIGHTER-TYPEAIRPLANEWITHBLOWTNGBOUNDARY-LAYER
CONTROLAPPLIEDTOTHELEADING-ANDTRAILING-EDGEFLAPS,Hervey
C. Quigley, Seth B. _+tderson, and Robert C. Innis, September
1960
LARGE-SCALEWIND-TUNNELTESTSOFA WINGLESSVERTICALTAKE-OFF
ANDLANDINGAIRCRAFT- PRELIMINARYRESULTS,David G. Hoenig and
JamesA. Brady, October 1960
PHOTOGRAPHICEVIDENCEOFSTREAMWISEARRAYSOFVORTICESIN
BOUNDARY-LAYERFLOW,EdwardJ. Hopkins, Stephen J. Keating, Jr.,
and Angelo Bandettini, September1960
RADIATIONSHIELDINGOFTHESTAGNATIONREGIONBY TRANSPIRATION
OFAN OPAQUEGAS,John ThomasHowe, September1960
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TND 333 LARGE-SCALEWIND-TUNNELTESTSANDEVALUATIONOFTHELOW-SPEED
PERFORMANCEOFA 35° SWEPTBACKWINGJET TRANSPORTMODELEQUIPPED
WITHA BLOWINGBOUNDARY-LAYER-CONTROLFLAPANDLEADING-EDGE
SLAT,David H. Hickey and Kiyoshi Aoyagi, October 1960
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TN D 346
TN D 349
TND 352
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TND 356
MOTIONANDHEATINGDURINGATMOSPHEREENTRYOFSPACEVEHICLES,
ThomasJ. Wong,Glen Goodwin, and Robert E. Slye, September1960
FULL-SCALEWIND-TUNNELTESTSOFBLOWINGBOUNDARY-LAYERCONTROL
APPLIEDTOA HELICOPTEROTOR,John L. McCloud III, Leo P.
Hall, and JamesA. Brady, September1960
EFFECTSOF SWEEPANGLEONTHEBOUNDARY-LAYERSTABILITYCHARAC-
TERISTICSOFANUNTAPEREDWINGAT LOWSPEEDS,Frederick W. Boltz,
George C. Kenyon, and Clyde Q. Allen, October 1960
THENUMERICALCALCULATIONOFFLOWPASTCONICALBODIESSUPPORTING
ELLIPTIC CONICALSHOCKWAVESAT FINITE ANGLESOFINCIDENCE,
Benjamin R. Briggs, November1960
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFA HYPERSONICGLIDERCONFIGURATION
AT A MACHNUMBEROF6 ANDAT FULL-SCALEREYNOLDSNUMBERS,Alvin
Seiff and MaxE. Wilkins, January 1961
EXPLORATORYSTUDYOFTHEREDUCTIONI FRICTIONDRAGDUETO
STREAMWISEINJECTIONOFHELIUM,Byron L. Swenson,January 1961
THESHOCK-WAVEPATTERNSONA CRANKED-WINGCONFIGURATION,Robert
I. Sammonds,November1960
TRANSITIONREYNOLDSNUMBERSOF SEPARATEDFLOWSAT SUPERSONIC
SPEEDS,HowardK. Larson and Stephen J. Keating, Jr., December
1960
CONSTANTENTROPYPORPERTIESFORANAPPROXIMATEMODELOFEQUILB-
RIUMAIR, C. Frederick Hansenand Marion E. Hodge, January 1961
EXPERIMENTALDETERMINATIONOFTHERECOVERYFACTORANDANALYTICAL
SOLUTIONOFTHECONICALFLOWFIELDFORA 20° INCLUDEDANGLECONE
ATMACHNUMBERSOF4.6 AND6.0 ANDSTAGNATIONTEMPERATURES2600°R.,
Frank A. Pfyl and Leroy L. Presley, June 1961
EFFECTSOF STING-SUPPORTDIAMETERONTHEBASEPRESSURESOFAN
ELLIPTICCONEAT MACHNUMBERSFROM0.60 to 1.40, Louis S. Stivers,
Jr. and Lionel L. Levy, Jr., February 1961
INTERIMDEFINITIVEORBITFORTHESATELLITE1958 - GAMMA,EXPLORER
iII_ Theory and Analysis Staff, GoddardSpace Flight Center, June1960
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TND 376
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TND 381
THEVECTORFIELDPROTONMAGNETOMETERFO IGY SATELLITEGROUND
STATIONS,I. R. Shapiro, J. D. Stolarik, and J. P. Heppner,
October 1960
INTERIMDEFINITIVEORBITFORTHESATELLITE1958-ALPHA,EXPLORER-
I, Theory and Analysis Staff, GoddardSpaceFlight Center,
September1960
FREE-FLIGHTMEASUREMENTSOFTHETRANSONICDRAGCHARACTERISTICS
OFLOW-FINENESS-RATIOCYLINDERSINCLUDINGSTABILIZINGPLATES
ANDFLARESANDVARYINGNOSEBLUNTNESS,Joseph H. Judd and
Gerard E. Woodbury,May 1960
EFFECTSOFTRANSIENTHEATINGONTHEVIBRATIONFREQUENCIESOF
A PROTOTYPEOFTHEX-15 WING,Robert R. McWithey and Louis F
Vosteen, May 1960
INVESTIGATIONOFTHEAERODYNAMICCHARACRERISTICSOFA COMBINA-
TIONJET-FLAPANDDEFLECTED-SLIPSTREAMCONFIGURATIONAT ZERO
ANDLOWFORWARDSPEEDS,Kenneth P. Spreemannand Edwin E.
Davenport, May 1960
SHOCK-WAVESTRUCTUREBASEDONIKENBERRY-TRUESDELLAPPROACHTO
KINETICTHEORYOFGASES,Robert E. Street, February 1960
PRELIMINARYEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFEFFECTOFFREE-STREAM
TURBULENCEONTURBULENTBOUNDARY-LAYERGROWTH,S. J. Kline,
A. V. Lisin, and B. A. Waitman, March 1960
A FLIGHTSTUDYOFTHECONVERSIONMANEUVEROFA TILT-DUCTVTOL
AIRCRAFT,Robert J. Tapscott and Henry L. Kelley, November
1960
AN INVESTIGATIONOFINDUCED-PRESSUREPH NOMENAONAXIALLY
SYMMETRIC,FLOW-ALINED,CYLINDRICALMODELSEQUIPPEDWITH
DIFFERENTNOSESHAPESAT FREE-STREAMMACHNUMBERSFROM15.6
TO21 IN HELIUM,JamesN. Mueller, William H. Close, and
Arthur Henderson, Jr., May 1960
HIGH-TIP-SPEEDSTATIC-THRUSTTESTSOFA ROTORHAVINGNACA
63(215)A018AIRFOILSECTIONSWITHANDWITHOUTVORTEX
GENERATORSINSTALLED,JamesP. Shivers, May1960
FORCEINVESTIGATIONOFTHREESURFACE-PIERCINGSUPERCAVITATING
HYDROFOILSWITH15° NEGATIVEDIHEDRAL,Irving Weinstein, June
1960
FREE-SPINNING-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFA 1/20-SCALEMODELOF
ANUNSWEPT-WINGJET-PROPELLEDTRAINERAIRPLANE,JamesS.
Bowman,Jr. and Frederick M. Healy, June 1960
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TN D 383 THEORETICALCALCULATIONSOFTHEPRESSURES,FORCES,ANDMOMENTS
DUETOVARIOUSLATERALMOTIONSACTINGONTAPEREDSWEPTBACK
VERTICALTAILSWITHSUPERSONICLEADINGANDTRAILINGEDGES,
Kenneth Margolis and Miriam H. Elliott, August 1960
TN D 385 A VISUALTECHNIQUEFORDETERMININGQUALITATIVEAERODYNAMIC
HEATINGRATESONCOMPLEXCONFIGURATIONS,P. Calvin Stainback,
October 1960
TND 387 EFFECTOFSTREAMLINECONTOURINGIN THEWING-FUSELAGEJUNCTURE
IN COMBINATIONWITHTHESUPERSONICAREARULEONA SWEPTBACK-
WING-FUSELAGECONFIGURATIONFHIGHFINENESSRATIO, Charles D.
Trescot, Jr., May 1960
TN D 388 TRANSONICPERFORMANCECHARACTERISTICSOFSEVERALJET NOISE
SUPPRESSORS,JamesW. Schmeer,Leland B. Salters, Jr., and
Marlowe D. Cassetti, July 1960
TND 389 THELONGITUDINALAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA SWEPTBACK
WING-BODYCOMBINATIONWITHANDWITHOUTENDPLATESATMACH
NUMBERSFROM0.40 TO0.93, William P. Henderson, May 1960
TN D 390 AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA I/4-SCALE MODELOFA TILT-
WINGVTOLAIRCRAFTAT HIGHANGLESOFWINGINCIDENCE,Louis P.
Tosti, September1960
TN D 391 THEINFLUENCEOFLOWWALLTEMPERATUREONBOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSI-
TIONANDLOCALHEATTRANSFERON2-1NCH-DIAMETERHEMISPHERESAT
A MACHNUMBEROF4.95 ANDA REYNOLDSNUMBERPERFOOTOF73.2 x
106, Morton Cooper, EdwardE. Mayo, and Jerome D. Julius, July
1960
TN D 394 EQUATIONSFORTHEINDUCEDVELOCITIESNEARA LIFTINGROTORWITH
NONUNIFORMAZIMUTH-WISEVORTICITYDISTRIBUTION,Harry H. Heyson,
August 1960
TN D 395 FREE-FLIGHTMEASUREMENTSOFTHEZERO-LIFTDRAGOFSEVERALWINGS
AT MACHNUMBERSFROM1.4 TO3.8, H. Herbert Jackson, June 1960
TND 399 VARIATIONIN HEATTRANSFERDURINGTRANSIENTHEATINGOFA HEMI-
SPHEREAT A MACHNUMBEROF2, Roland D. English and HowardS.
Carter, June 1960
TND 403 LOW-SPEEDAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA MODELOFA HYPERSONIC
RESEARCHAIRPLANEAT ANGLESOFATTACKUPTO90° FORRANGEOF
REYNOLDSNUMBERS,JamesS. Bowman,Jr. and William D. Grantham,
September1960
TN D 404 HOVERINGANDTRANSITIONFLIGHTTESTSOF I/5-SCALEMODELOFA
JET-POWEREDVERTICAL-ATTITUDEVTOLRESEARCHAIRPLANE,Charles
C. Smith, Jr., May 1961
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TND 417
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EFFECTSOFAIR CONTAMINATIONIN A HELIUMTUNNEL,Arthur Henderson,
Jr. and Frank E. Swalley, June 1960
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA LARGE-SCALEUNSWEPTWING-BODY-TAIL
CONFIGURATIONWITHBLOWINGAPPLIEDOVERTHEFLAPANDWINGLEADING
EDGE,H. Clyde McLemoreand John B. Peterson, Jr., September1960
THEBLUNTPLATEIN HYPERSONICFLOW,Donald L. Baradell and Mitchel
H. Bertram, October 1960
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFA SMALL-SCALEMODELOFANAERIAL
VEHICLESUPPORTEDBY TILTINGDUCTEDFANS,Charles C. Smith, Jr.,
August 1960
INTERIMDEFINITIVEORBITFORTHESATELLITE1958-EPSILON,EXPLORER-
IV, Theory and Analysis Staff, Goddard SpaceFlight Center,
September1960
INTERIMDEFINITIVEORBITFORTHESATELLITE1959-ALPHAVANGUARD-II,
Theory and Analysis Staff, GoddardSpaceFlight Center, September
1960
THEFLUXANDENERGYSPECTRAOFTHEPROTONSIN THEINNERVANALLEN
BELT, John E. Naugle and Donald A. Kniffen, August 1961
ROCKETMEASUREMENTOFA DAYTIME LECTRONDENSITYPROFILEUP TO
620 KILOMETERS,J. E. Jackson and S. J. Bauer, September1961
INSTRUMENTATIONFTHEIONOSPHEREDIRECTMEASUREMENTSSATELLITE
(EXPLORERVIII), R. E. Bourdeau, J. L. Donley, and E. C. Whipple,
Jr., April 1962
ANEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTOFWINDTUNNELWALLS
ONTHEAERODYNAMICPERFORMANCEOFA HELICOPTEROTOR,Victor M.
Ganzer and William H. Rae, Jr., May1960
INVESTIGATIONOFEFFECTSOFROUGHNESS,SURFACECOOLING,ANDSHOCK
IMPINGEMENTONBOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITIONONA TWO-DIMENSIONAL
WING,K. R. Czarnecki and John R. Sevier, Jr., June 1960
EFFECTOFGROUNDPROXIMITYONAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFTWO
HORIZONTAL-ATTITUDEJETVERTICAL-TAKE-OFF-AND-LANDINGA RPLANE
MODELS,William A. Newsom,Jr., August 1960
A WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTHEDEVELOPMENTOFLIFT ONWINGS
IN ACCELERATEDLONGITUDINALMOTION,ThomasR. Turner, August 1960
THESUPERSONICTRANSPORT- A TECHNICALSUMMARY,Langley Research
Center Staff, June 1960
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TN D 434
TN D 435
TN D 436
TN D 437
TN D 443
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TN D 448
TRIM DRAG AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS OF VARIOUS DELTA-PLANFORM
CONFIGURATIONS_ M. E. Graham and B. M. Ryan_ June 1960
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE IONIZATION OF LOW-DENSITY GAS
FLOWS BY INDUCED DISCHARGES_ R. L. Barger_ J. D. Brooks_ and
W. D. Beasley_ September 1960
A SUMMARY OF OPERATING CONDITIONS EXPERIENCED BY THREE MILITARY
HELICOPTERS AND A MOUNTAIN-BASED COMMERCIAL HELICOPTER_ Andrew
B. Connor_ October 1960
LOW-SPEED INVESTIGATION OF A FULL-SPAN INTERNAL-FLOW JET-
AUGMENTED FLAP ON A HIGH-WING MODEL WITH A 35 ° SWEPT WING
OF ASPECT RATIO 7.0._ Thomas R. Turner_ August 1960
TRANSONIC AND SUPERSONIC WIND-TUNNEL TESTS OF WING-BODY
COMBINATIONS DESIGNED FOR HIGH EFFICIENCY AT A MACH NUMBER OF
1.41_ Frederick C. Grant and John R. Sevier_ Jr._ October 1960
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF TWO LOW-DRAG SUPERCAVITATING
HYDROFOILS AT SPEEDS UP TO 200 FEET PER SECOND_ Kenneth W.
Christopher and Virgil E. Johnson_ Jr._ August 1960
A TWO-IMPULSE PLAN FOR PERFORMING RENDEZVOUS ON A ONCE-A-DAY
BASIS_ John D. Bird and David F. Thomas_ Jr._ November 1960
PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF A PARAGLIDER_ Francis M. Rogallo_
John G. Lowry_ Delwin R. Croom_ and Robert T. Taylor_ August_ 1960
SOME EXAMPLES OF THE APPLICATIONS OF THE TRANSONIC AND SUPER-
SONIC AREA RULES TO THE PREDICTION OF WAVE DRAG_ Robert L.
Nelson and Clement J. Welsh_ September 1960
SOME LANDING STUDIES PERTINENT TO GLIDER-REENTRY VEHICLES_
John C. Houbolt and Sidney A. Batterson_ August 1960
TN D 449
TN D 453
TN D 455
TN D 456
INVESTIGATION OF THE FLOW OVER SIMPLE BODIES AT MACH NUMBERS OF
THE ORDER OF 20_ Arthur Henderson_ Jr._ August 1960
LANDING ENERGY DISSIPATION FOR MANNED REENTRY VEHICLES_ Lloyd
J. Fisher_ Jr._ September 1960
EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER ON THE FORCE AND PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
CHARACTERISTICS OF A TWO-DIMENSIONAL LIFTING CIRCULAR CYLINDER_
Vernard E. Lockwood and Linwood W. McKinney_ September 1960
DIFFUSION OF SOUND WAVES IN A TURBULENT ATMOSPHERE_ Richard H.
Lyon_ September 1960
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EXPERIMENTALSMOKEANDELECTROMAGNETICANALOGSTUDYOFINDUCED
FLOWFIELD ABOUTA MODELROTORIN STEADYFLIGHTWITHINGROUND
EFFECT_Robin B. Gray_August 1960
SOMEDIVERGENCECHARACTERISTICSOFLOW-ASPECT-RATIOWINGSAT
TRANSONICANDSUPERSONICSPEEDS_Donald S, Woolston_ Frederick
W. Gibson_ and Herbert J. Cunningham_September1960
REAL-GASCORRECTIONFACTORSFORHYPERSONICFLOWPARAMETERSIN
HELIUM_WayneD. Erickson_ September1960
DISTRIBUTIONOFTIME-AVERAGEDPRESSUREFLUCTUATIONSALONGTHE
BOUNDARYOFA ROUNDSUBSONICJET_ Walton L. Howes_October 1960
ANALYSISOFTRAJECTORYPARAMETERSFORPROBEANDROUND-TRIPMISSI-
ONSTOVENUS_JamesF. Dugan_Jr._ and Carl R. Simsic_ November
1960
ANEXPLORATORYSTATISTICALANALYSISOFA PLANETAPPROACH-PHASE
CUIDANCESCHEMEUSINGANGULARMEASUREMENTSWITHSIGNIFICANTERROR_
Alan L. Friedlander and David P. Harry III_ September1960
COLLISIONINTEGRALSFORA MODIFIEDSTOCKMAYERPOTENTIAL_EugeneC.
Itean_ Alan R. Glueck_ and Roger A. Svehla_ .January 1961
EMPIRICALEQUATIONFORTURBULENTFORCEDCONVECTIONHEATTRANSFER
FORPRANDTLNUMBERSFROM0.001 to I000_ UweH. von Glahn_ December
1960
PROJECTVANGUARDMAGNETIC-FIELDINSTRUMENTATIONANDMEASUREMENTS_
J. P. Heppmer_J. D. Stolarik_ I. R. Shapiro_ and J. C. Cain_
September1960
THESOLARWIND_J. R. Herring and A. L. Licht_ September1960
RECENTDIRECTMEASUREMENTSBY ATELLITESOFCOSMICDUSTIN THE
VICINITY OFTHEEARTH_H. E. LaCowand W. M. Alexander_ September
1960
DETERMINATIONF SATELLITEORBITSFROMRADARDATA_W. F. Cahill
and I. Harris_ September1960
THEORIGINOFTEKTITES_J. A. O'Keefe_ November1960
IONOSPHERICMEASUREMENTSUSINGEVNIRONMENTALS MPLINGTECHNIQUES_
R. E. Bourdeau_J. E. Jackson_ !. A. Kane_and G. P. Serbu_
September1960
A MODIFIEDHANSEN'STHEORYAS APPLIEDTOTHEMOTIONOFARTIFICIAL
SATELLITES_Peter Musen_November1960
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A METHOD OF ESTIMATING RESIDUALS IN ORBITAL THEORY_ Myron Lecar_
January 1961
DEVELOPMENT OF THE LUNAR AND SOLAR PERTURBATION IN THE MOTION OF
AN ARTIFICIAL SATELLITEj P. Musen_ A. Bailie_ and E. Upton_ January
1961
VERY RESTRICTED FOUR-BODY PROBLEM_ Su-Shu Huang_ September 1960
SOME DYNAMICAL PROPERTIES OF THE NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES_
Su-Shu Huang_ September 1960
REEVALUATION OF IONOSPHERIC ELECTRON DENSITIES AND COLLISION
FREQUENCIES DERIVED FROM ROCKET MEASUREMENTS OF REFRACTIVE INDEX
AND ATTENUATION_ J. A. Kane_ November 1960
A THERMISTOR PRESSURE GAUGE_ A. P. Flanick and J. Ainsworth_
November 1960
RADIO TRANSMISSION THROUGH THE PLASMA SHEATH AROUND A LIFTING
REENTRY VEHICLE_ Macon C. Ellis_ Jr._ and Paul W. Huber_ January
1961
SUPERSONIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A LOW-DRAG AIRCRAFT
CONFIGURATION HAVING AN ARROW WING OF ASPECT RATIO 1.86 AND
A BODY OF FINENESS RATIO 20_ Warren Gillespie_ Jr._ October 1960
SHOCK-WAVE LAMINAR-BOUNDARY-LAYER INTERACTION ON A CONVEX WALL_
Isaac Greber_ October 1960
INVESTIGATION OF THE FLOW IN A RECTANGULAR CAVITY IN A FLAT
PLATE AT A MACH NUMBER OF 3.55_ Russell W. McDearmon_ September
1960
BASIC PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS AT A MACH NUMBER OF 1.43 ON A THIN
45 ° SWEPTBACK HIGHLY TAPERED WING WITH SYSTEMATIC SPANWISE TWIST
VARIATIONS_ John P. Mugler_ Jr._ Elizabeth R. Woodall_ October
1960
AERODYNAMIC AND HYDRODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A MODEL OF A
500_000-POUND HIGHSUPERSONICMULTIJET LOGISTICS TRANSPORT SEA-
PLANE_ Walter J. Kapryan_ Kenneth W. Goodson_ and Irving Weinstein_
March 1961
A RADIANT HEATER TO SIMULATE AERODYNAMIC HEATING IN A WIND TUNNEL_
Donald N. Trussell and Deene J. Weidman_ November 1960
HOVERING MEASUREMENTS FOR TWIN-ROTOR CONFIGURATIONS WIT_ AND
WITHOUT OVERLAP_ George E. Sweet_ November 1960
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A STUDY OF THE FEASIBILITY OF INFLATABLE REENTRY GLIDERS_ Walter
B. Olstad_ October 1960
EFFECTS OF FINENESS RATIO AND REYNOLDS NUMBER ON THE LOW-SPEED
CROSSWIND DRAG CHARACTERISTICS OF CIRCULAR AND MODIFIED SQUARE
CYLINDERS_ Linwood W. McKinney_ October 1960
A NOTE ON THE DRAG DUE TO LIFT OF DELTA WINGS AT MACH NUMBERS UP
TO 2.0_ Robert S. Osborne and Thomas C. Kelly_ November 1960
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE MEASUREMENTS OBTAINED FROM AIRPLANE
OPERATIONS AT ALTITUDES BETWEEN 20_000 AND 75_000 FEET FOR SEVERAL
AREAS IN THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE_ Thomas L. Coleman and Roy
Steiner_ October 1960
HEAT-TRANSFER MEASUREMENTS AT A MACH NUMBER OF 4.95 ON TWO 60 °
SWEPT DELTA WINGS WITH BLUNT LEADING EDGES AND DIHEDRAL ANGLES
OF 0 ° AND 45°_ P. Calvin Stainback_ January 1961
HEAT-TRANSFER MEASUREMENTS ON THE APEXES OF TWO 60 ° SWEPTBACK
DELTA WINGS (PANEL SEMIAPEX ANGLE OF 30 ° ) HAVING 0 ° AND 45 °
DIHEDRAL AT A MACH NUMBER OF 4.95_ Charles R. Gunn_ January 1961
COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL VALUES FOR THE EFFECTIVE
HEAT _ABLATION OF AMMONIUM CHLORIDE_ Jean E. Welker_ November 1960
THEORY OF THE FLUID OSCILLATIONS IN A CIRCULAR CYLINDRICAL RING
TANK PARTIALLY FILLED WITH LIQUID_ Helmut F. Bauer_ December 1960
CHARACTERISTIC ORBITAL VARIABLES AND THEIR TIME RATES IN UN-
PERTURBED ELLIPTIC ORBITS_ Helmut G. L. Krause_ December 1960
ORBITAL STORAGE OF LIQUID HYDROGEN_ ,I. R. Olivier and W. E.
Dempster; August 1961
IDEALIZED WIND PROFILES APPLICABLE FOR THE STUDY OF VEHICLE
PERFORMANCE BETWEEN 60KM AND 80KM ALTITUDE_ CAPE CANAVERAL_
William W° Vaughan_ December 1960
INTERLEVEL AND INTRALEVEL CORRELATIONS OF WIND COMPONENTS FOR
SIX GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATIONS_ William W. Vaughan_ December 1960
TEMPORAL CHANGES OF TEMPERATURE AS A FUNCTION OF ALTITUDE FOR
PATRICK AIR FORCE BASE FLORIDA_ J. W. Smith_ January 1961
THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF THE ABLATION OF A GLASS-TYPE
IIEAT PROTECTION SHIELD OF VARIED _TERIAL PROPERTIES AT THE
STAGNATION POINT OF A RE-ENTERING IREM_ Ernst W. Adams_
January 1961
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THE JAVELIN SPIKE ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERNS AND VOLTAGE STANDING-
WAVE RATIO_ Roland R. Ford_ January 1961
DIRECT MEASUREMENTS OF ION DENSITY AND CONDUCTIVITY IN THE D-
REGION_ E. C. Whipple_ Jr._ October 1960
OSCULATING ELEMENTS DERIVED FROM THE MODIFIED HANSEN'S THEORY
FOR THE MOTION OF AN ARTIFICIAL SATELLITE_ A° Bailie and R.
Bryant_ January 1961
ON THE MOTION OF A SATELLITE IN AN ASYMMETRICAL GRAVITATIONAL
FIELD_ P. Musen_ January 1961
RESULTS FROM A ROCKET-BORNE LAN(IMUIR PROBE EXPERIMENT_ Gideon
P. Serbu_ July 1961
ANGULAR MOTION OF THE SPIN AXIS OF THE TIROS I METEOROLOGICAL
SATELLITE DUE TO MAGNETIC AND GRAVITATIONAL TORQUES_ W. R.
Bandeen and W. P. Manger_ April 1961
ANALYSIS OF GRAVITATIONAL AND GEOMETRIC ASPECTS OF GEODETIC
UTILIZATION OF SATELLITES_ William M. Kaula_ March 1961
ON THE ACCURACY OF AN ELLIPTICAL ORBIT DETERMINATION_ Robert F.
Weirauch_ January 1961
AN EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF A LONG
HYDRAULIC LINE_ John D. Regetz_ Jr.j December 1960
EFFECT OF SHIELD POSITION AND ABSORPTIVITY ON TEMPERATURE
DISTRIBUTION OF A BODY SHIELDED FROM SOLAR RADIATION IN SPACE_
Lester D. Nichols_ January 1961
SURFACE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS WITH A SONIC JET NORMAL TO
ADJACENT FLAT SURFACES AT MACH 2.92 TO 6.41_ Robert W. Cubbison_
Bernhard H. Anderson_ and James J. Ward_ February 1961
ANALYTICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS AND OUTLET FLOW CONDITIONS
OF CONSTANT AND VARIABLE LEAD HELICAL INDUCERS FOR CRYOGENIC
PUMPS_ John C. Montgomery_ March 1961
SURFACE-TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION ON THIN-WALLED BODIES SUBJECTED
TO SOLAR RADIATION IN INTERPLANETARY SPACE_ Lester D. Nichols_
October 1961
PROCEEDINGS OF CONFERENCE ON RADIATION PROBLEMS IN MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT_ JUNE 21_ 1960_ WASHINGTON_ D. C._ George J. Jacobs# Editor_
APPENDIX A: PRIMARY COSMIC RAYS_ J. R. Winckler_ December 1960
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APPROXIMATEANALYSISOFATMOSPHERICENTRYCORRIDORSANDANGLES_
Roger W. Luidens_ January 1961
BASE-FLOWAERODYNAMICSOFA SATURN-TYPEBOOSTERSTAGEATMACH
NUMBERS0.I TO2.0_ John L. Allen_ March 1962
ANANALYTICALANDEXPERIMENTALSTUDYOFTHETHERMALBOUNDARY
LAYERANDEBULLITIONCYCLEIN NUCLEATEBOILING_Y_h-YunHsu
and Robert W. Graham_May 1961
A REFERENCEATMOSPHEREFORPATRICKAFB_FLORIDA_(ANNUAL)_Orvel
E. Smith_ March 1961
GYROSCOPICMOTIONOFANUNSYMMETRICALSATELLITEUNDERNOEXTERNAL
FORCESjManfred E. Kuebler_ December1960
LONGRANGEPLANNINGFORSPACETRANSPORTATIONSYSTEMS_H. H.
Koelle_ January 1961
NUMERICALLYSTABLEINTERPOLATIONFORMULASWITHFAVORABLEERROR
PROPAGATIONFORFIRST- ANDSECOND-ORDERDIFFERENTIALEQUATIONS_
Erwin Fehlberg_ March 1961
SURVEYOFCHARACTERISTICVELOCITYREQUIREMENTSFORTWO-IMPULSE
TRANSFERSBETWEENCIRCULARANDCOPLANAREXTERIORELLIPTICALORBIT
WITHEXPOSITIONOFLOCALANDOVERALLOPTIMUMSOLUTIONS_Robert
Silber_ March 1961
ARTIFICIAL EARTHSATELLITESANDSUCCESSFULSOLARPROBES1957-
1960_Walter H. Stafford and Robert M. Croft_ March 1961
TRANSMISSIONDEVICEFORREVERSIBILITYOFROTATIONWITHEXTREMELY
FASTACTION_J. Boehm_A. L. Herrmann_and J. F. Blanche_ May 1961
THEEFFECTOFRADIATIONFORCEONSATELLITESOFCONVEXSHAPE_
Herbert B° Holl_ May 1961
ANALYSISOFERRORPROGRESSIONIN TERMINALGUIDANCEFORLUNAR
LANDING_P. J. deFries_ July 1961
EMPIRICALTHREE-SI(_MAWINDCOMPONENTPROFILES45-DEGREEMISSILE
FLIGHTAZIMUTHATLANTICMISSILERANGEPATRICKAFB(CAPECANAVERAL)_
FLORIDA_William W. Vaughan_July 1961
AUTOMATICFIXED-CAMERAORIENTATIONPROCEDURES_C. L. Bannister_
August 1961
JUNOII SUMMARYPROJECTREPORT.VOLUMEI. EXPLORERVII SATELLITE_
Marshall SpaceFlight Center_ July 1961
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TND 609 HORIZONSENSORPERFORMANCEIN MEASURINGALTITUDEABOVETHEMOON,
P. J. de Fries, July 1961
TN D 610 MONTHLYANDANNUALWINDDISTRIBUTIONAS A FUNCTIONOFALTITUDE
FORPATRICKAIR FORCEBASE,CAPECANAVERAL,FLORIDA,J. W.
Smith and W. W. Vaughn, July 1961
TN D 612
TN D 614
TN D 615
RANGEOFDENSITYVARIABILITYFROMSURFACETO120 KMALTITUDE,
Orvel E. Smith and Halsey B. Chenoweth, July 1961
THETIROSLOWRESOLUTIONRADIOMETER,Frank Bartko, Virgil Kunde,
Clarence Catoe, and MusaHaler, September1964
MEASUREMENTOFTHEMAXIMUMSPEEDATTAINEDBYTHEX-15 AIRPLANE
POWEREDWITHINTERIMROCKETENGINES,Wendell H. Stillwell and
Terry J. Larson, September1960
TN D 617 AN INVESTIGATIONOFA PHOTOGRAPHICTECHNIQUEOFMEASURINGHIGH
SURFACETEMPERATURES,JamesH. Siviter, Jr. and H. Kurt Strass,
November1960
TN D 618
TN D 619
EXTENSIONOFBOUNDARY-LAYER-SEPARATIONCR TERIATOA MACHNUMBER
OF6.5 BYUTILIZING FLATPLATESWITHFORWARD-FACINGSTEPS,James
R. Sterrett and JamesC. Emery, December1960
DETERMINATIONFTHEREQUIREDNUMBEROFRANDOMLYSPACEDCOMMUNI-
CATIONSATELLITES,Floyd V. Bennett, ThomasL. Coleman, and John
C. Houbolt, January 1961
TN D 621
TN D 622
EXPERIMENTALNDCALCULATEDFLOWFIELDSPRODUCEDBYAIRPLANES
FLYINGAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS,Harriet J. Smith, November1960
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSAT LOWSPEEDOFA REENTRYCONFIGURA-
TIONHAVINGRIGIDRETRACTABLECONICALIFTING SURFACES,Paul G.
Fournier, November1960
TN D 623 MEASUREMENTOFTHEMAXIMUMALTITUDEATTAINEDBYTHEX-15 AIRPLANE
POWEREDWITHINTERIMROCKETENGINES,Wendell H. Stillwell and
Terry J. Larson, October 1960
TN D 624
TN D 625
TN D 626
A PRELIMINARYSTUDYOFV/STOLTRANSPORTAIRCRAFTANDBIBLIOGRAPHY
OFNASARESEARCHIN THEVTOL-STOLFIELD, Staff of Langley Research
Center, January 1961
APPLICATIONOFSIMILARSOLUTIONSTOCALCULATIONOFLAMINARHEAT
TRANSFERONBODIESWITHYAWANDLARGEPRESSUREGRADIENTIN HIGH-
SPEEDFLOW,Ivan E. Beckwith and Nathaniel B. Cohen, January 1961
SATELLITEATTITUDECONTROLUSINGA COMBINATIONOFINERTIAWHEELS
ANDA BARMAGNET,JamesJ. Adamsand Roy F. Brissenden, November
1960
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TN D 627 EXPERIMENTSWITHPLASMASPRODUCEDBYPOTASSIUM-SEEDEDCYANOGEN
OXYGENFLAMESFORSTUDYOFRADIOTRANSMISSIONAT SIMULATED
REENTRYVEHICLEPLASMACONDITIONS,Paul W. Huber and Paul B.
Gooderum, APPENDIXA: PRELIMINARYATTENUATIONMEASUREMENTSOF
219.5-mc PROPAGATIONTHROUGHTHEPLASMA,Theo E. Sims and Duncan
E. Mclver, Jr., APPENDIXB: DIAGNOSTICANDTRANSMISSION
STUDIESOFTHEPLASMAUSINGMICROWAVET CHNIQUES,Joseph Burlock
and William L. Grantham, January 1961
TND 628 LANDINGCHARACTERISTICSOFA REENTRYCAPSULEWITHA TORUS-
SHAPEDAIR BAGFORLOADALLEVIATION,John R. McGeheeand Melvin
E. Hathaway, November1960
TND 629 ANEXPLORATORYSTUDYOFA PARAWINGAS A HIGH-LIFTDEVICEFOR
AIRCRAFT,RodgerL. Naeseth, November1960
TND 631 CHARACTERISTICSAT MACHNUMBEROF2.03 OFA SERIESOFWINGS
HAVINGVARIOUS PANWISEDISTRIBUTIONSOFTHICKNESSRATIOAND
CHORD,A. WarnerRobins, Roy V. Harris, Jr. and Charlie M.
Jackson, Jr., October 1960
TND 634 EFFECTSOFCONEANGLE,MACHNUMBER,ANDNOSEBLUNTINGON
TRANSITIONAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS,K. R. Czarneeki and Mary W.
Jackson, January 1961
TN D 636 A WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFA TRANSONIC-TRANSPORTCONFIGURA-
TIONUTILIZING DRAG-REDUCINGDEVICESAT MACHNUMBERSFROM0.20
TO1.03, Donald L. Loving, March 1961
TN D 637 WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTSOFWINGBODIES,FENCES,
FLAPS,ANDA FUSELAGEADDITIONONTHEWINGBUFFETRESPONSEOFA
TRANSONIC-TRANSPORTMODEL,Elden S. Cornette, April 1961
TN D 639 EXPERIMENTALSTUDYOFA SINGLE-COILINDUCED-ELECTROMOTIVE-FORCE
PLASMACCELERATOR,Clarence W. Matthews and William F. Cuddihy,
January 1961
TN D 640 AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA MODELOFAN INFLATABLE-SPHERE
LAUNCHINGVEHICLEUNDERSIMULATEDCONDITIONSOFMACHNUMBERAND
ALTITUDE,RossB. Robinson and Odell A. Morris, December1960
TN D 642 EFFECTOFSHOCKIMPINGEMENTONTHEDISTRIBUTIONOFHEAT-TRANSFER
COEFFICIENTSONA RIGHTCIRCULARCYLINDERAT MACHNUMBERS OF
2.65, 3.51, AND 4.44, Robert A. New3ander, January 196]
TN D 645 CALCULATION OF WIND COMPENSATION FOR LAUNCHING OF UNGUIDED
ROCKETS, Robert L. James, Jr. and Ronald J. Harris, April,1961
TN D 648 EXTERNAL-DRAG ESTIMATION FOR SLENDER CONICAL DUCTED BODIES AT
HIGH MACH NUMBERS AND ZERO ANGLE OF ATTACK, E. Floyd Valentine,
March 1961
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TND 650
TN D 652
TND 653
TN D 656
TN D 657
TN D 658
TN D 660
TN D 665
TN D 666
TND 667
TND 669
TN D 670
TND 671
TN O 672
SOME FFECTSOFNOSEBLUNTNESSANDFINENESSRATIOONTHESTATIC
LONGITUDINALAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFBODIESOFREVOLUTION
AT SUBSONICSPEEDS,William C. Hayes, Jr. and William P. Henderson,
February 1961
THEORETICALEVALUATIONOFTHEPRESSURES,FORCES,ANDMOMENTSAT
HYPERSONICSPEEDSACTINGONARBITRARYBODIESOFREVOLUTION
UNDERGOINGSEPARATEANDCOMBINEDANGLE-OF-ATTACKANDPITCHING
MOTIONS,Kenneth Margolis, June 1961
LANDINGCHARACTERISTICSANDFLOTATIONPROPERTIESOFA REENTRY
CAPSULE,Victor L. Vaughan, Jr., February 1961
LOW-SPEEDINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTSOFLARGEWING-SIDESLIP
ANGLESONTHEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFTWOARROW-WING-
FUSELAGEARRANGEMENTS,ThomasG. Gainer, February 1961
A THEORETICALINVESTIGATIONOFVORTEX-SHEETDEFORMATIONBEHIND
A HIGHLYLOADEDWINGANDITS EFFECTONLIFT, Clarence D. Cone,
Jr., April 1961
GROUNDINFLUENCEONA MODELAIRFOILWITHA JET-AUGMENTEDFLAP
AS DETERMINEDBYTWOTECHNIQUES,ThomasR. Turner, February 1961
EFFECTSOFVARIOUSARRANGEMENTSOF SLOTTEDANDROUNDJET EXITS
ONTHELIFT ANDPTICHING-MOMENTCHARACTERISTICSOFA RECTANGULAR-
BASEMODELAT ZEROFORWARDSPEED,RaymondD. Vogler, February 1961
THEION-TRAPRESULTSIN "EXPLORATIONOFTHEUPPERATMOSPHERE
WITHTHEHELPOFTHETHIRDSOVIETSPUTNIK",Elden C. Whipple, Jr.,
January 1961
EIGHT-LEVELPULSE-HEIGHTANALYZERFORSPACEPHYSICSAPPLICATIONS,
U. D. Desai, R. L. VanAllen, and G. Porreca, January 1961
SUMMARYOFROCKETANDSATELLITEOBSERVATIONSRELATEDTOTHE
IONOSPHERE,J. Carl Seddon, January 1961
A VERYLOWFREQUENCY(VLF) SYNCHRONIZINGSYSTEM,Chesley H.
Looney, Jr., February 1961
MEASI_EMENTOFUPPER-ATMOSPHERESTRUCTUREBYMEANSOFTHEPITOT-
STATICTUBE,J. E. Ainsworth, D. F. Fox, and H. E. LaGow,
February 1961
DISCUSSIONSOF SOLARPROTONEVENTSANDMANNEDSPACEFLIGHT,
Kinsey A. Anderson and Carl E. Fichtel, March 1961
A DIGITALRECORDINGSYSTEMFORSATELLITEtRACKINGDATA,Thomas
P. Sifferlen and William M. Hocking, May 1961
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TN D 673
TN D 674
TN D 679
TN D 680
TND 681
TND 683
TND 685
TN D 687
TN D 688
TND 689
TN D 692
TN D 695
TND 696
TN D 697
TN D 698
ULTRAVIOLETASTRONOMICALPHOTOMETRYFROMROCKETS,Albert Boggess
III, June 1962
AN INSTRUMENTTOMEASURETHESOLARCONSTANTFROMA SATELLITE,
Rudolf A. Hanel, April 1961
TWO-DIMENSIONALIONBEAMSWITHSMALLLAIERALSPREADING,Harold
Mirels, March 1961
A ONE-DIMENSIONALANALYSISOFA MAGNETO-HYDRODYNAMICENERGY
CONVERSION,Robert G. Deissler, March 1961
RADIATIONSHIELDINGFORMANNEDSPACEFLIGHT,Lewis E. Wallner
and Harold R. Kaufman, July 1961
THERMOLUMINESCENCEOFSODIUMCHLORIDEIRRADIATEDWITH40-MEV
ALPHAPARTICLES,Charles C. Giamati, Michael Hacskaylo, and
Gabriel Allen, March 1961
AN EXPLICITLINEARFILTERINGSOLUTIONFORTHEOPTIMIZATIONOF
GUIDANCESYSTEMSWITHSTATISTICALINPUTS,Elwood C. Stewart,
February 1961
EXPERIMENTALNDTHEORETICALSTUDYOFHEATCONDUCTIONFORAIR
UP TO5000° K., Tzy-ChengPeng and Warrent F. Ahtye, February
1961
SURFACEPRESSURESANDHEATTRANSFERONUNSWEPTBLUNTPLATESIN
HELIUMAT HIGHMACHNUMBERS,Joseph G. Marvin, March 1961
THEFLOWFIELDOVERBLUNTEDFLATPLATESANDITS EFFECTON
TURBULENTBOUNDARY-LAYERGROWTHANDHEATTRANSFERATA MACH
NUMBEROF4.7, Thorval Tendeland, Helmer L. Nielsen, and
Melvin J. Fohrman, February 1961
A DESIGNSTUDYOFTHEINFLATEDSPHERELANDINGVEHICLE,INCLUDING
THELANDINGPERFORMANCEANDTHEEFFECTSOFDEVIATIONSFROM
DESIGNCONDITIONS,E. Dale Martin, April 1961
THEIONOSPHEREB ACONSATELLITE,S-45, M. J. Aucremanne,Compiler,
January 1961
SATELLITEMAGNETICFIELDMAPPING,JamesP. Heppner, Joseph C.
Cain, Ivan R. Shapiro and John D. Stolarik, May 1961
BROAD-BANDULTRAVIOLETFILTERS,Charles B. Childs, April 1961
ANABSOLUTEDEFINITIONOFPHASESHIFTIN THEELASTICSCATTERING
OFA PARTICLEFROMCOMPOUNDSYSTEMS,Aaron Temkin, April 1961
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TN D 699
TND 700
TND 701
TN D 702
TN D 703
TN D 704
TND 705
TN D 709
TN D 710
TN D 716
TND 717
TN D 718
TN D 721
TND 723
A SPECTROPHOTOMETRICA TACHMENTFORTHEVACUUMULTRAVIOLET,
NormanN. Axelrod, December1961
PRELIMINARYSTUDYOFPREDICTIONASPECTSOFSOLARCOSMICRAY
EVENTS,Kinsey A. Anderson, April 1961
PHYSICALSIGNIFICANCEOFTHETIROSII RADIATIONEXPERIMENT,
R. A. Hanel, GSFC,and D. Q. Wark, U. S. Weather Bureau,
December1961
A GEOIDANDWORLDGEODETICSYSTEMBASEDONA COMBINATIONOF
GRAVIMETRIC,ASTRO-GEODETIC,ANDSATELLITEDATA,William M.
Kaula, May1961
SEASONAL,ATITUDINALANDDIURNALVARIATIONSIN THEUPPER
ATMOSPHERE,W. G. Stroud and William Nordberg, April 1961
INTERACTIONOFA CHARGEDSATELLITEWITHTHEIONOSPHERE,A. H.
Davis and I. Harris, September1961
CONTRIBUTIONSOFROCKETSANDSATELLITESTOTHEWORLDMAGNETIC
SURVEY,J. P. Heppner, T. L. Skillman and J. C. Cain,
September1961
CHOOSINGA SUITABLESWEEPRATEFORSINUSOIDALVIBRATIONTESTING,
Neal Granick, October 1961
POWERINPUTTOA SMALLFLATPLATEFROMA DIFFUSELYRADIATING
SPHERE,WITHAPPLICATIONTO EARTHSATELLITES,F. G. Cunningham,
July 1961
AN EXPERIMENTALSTUDYOFCONTINUOUSPLASMAFLOWSDRIVENBYA
CONFINEDARCIN A TRANSVERSEMAGNETICFIELD, R. L. Barger, J. D.
Brooks, and W. D. Beasley, March 1961
EFFECTONNOSEBLUNTNESSONTRANSITIONFORA CONEANDA HOLLOW
CYLINDERAT MACHNUMBERS1.41 AND2.01, William J. Monta,
Paul W. Howard, and K. R. Czarnecki, April 1961
IRRADIATIONEFFECTSOF22 AND240 MEVPROTONSONSEVERAL
TRANSISTORSANDSOLARCELLS,W. C. Hulten, W. C. Honaker,
and John L. Patterson, April 1961
EXPLORATORYINVESTIGATIONOFTRANSPIRATIONCOOLINGOFA 40°
DOUBLEWEDGEUSINGNITROGENANDHELIUMAS COOLANTSAT STAGNA-
TIONTEMPERATURESFROM1,295° F TO 2,910°F., Bernard Rashis,
May 1961
LAUNCH CHARACTERISTICS OF THE X-15 RESEARCH AIRPLANE AS
DETERMINED IN FLIGHT, Gene J. Matranga, February 1961
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TN D 724
TN D 727
TN D 728
TN D 730
TN D 731
TN D 732
TN D 733
TN D 734
TN D 738
TN D 739
TN D 740
TN D 741
TN D 742
TN D 743
TN D 744
A TECHNIQUE FOR OBTAINING HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT DATA BY USING
THE RELATIVE VELOCITIES OF TWO PROJECTILES, William H. Kinard
and Rufus D. Collins, Jr., February 1961
GROUND INTERFERENCE EFFECTS, Robert O. Schade, April 1961
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF A HIGH-SPEED HYDROFOIL WITH
PARABOLIC THICKNESS DISTRIBUTION AND AN ASPECT RATIO OF 3,
Kenneth W. Christopher, March 1961
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF PROPELLER-DRIVEN VTOL AIRCRAFT,
Robert H. Kirby, March 1961
INDUCED INTERFERENCE EFFECTS ON JET AND BURIED-FAN VTOL CONFIGU-
RATIONS IN TRANSITION, Kenneth P. Spreemann, March 1961
INVESTIGATION OF WATER-POND ARRESTING OF A DYNAMIC MODEL OF A
JET TRANSPORT, William C. Thompson, May 1961
REVIEW OF BASIC PRINCIPLES OF V/STOL AERODYNAMICS, Richard E.
Kuhn, March 1961
CONSIDERATIONS OF METHODS OF IMPROVING HELICOPTER EFFICIENCY,
Richard C. Dingeldein, April 1961
SURVEY OF ALTITUDE-MEASURING METHODS FOR THE VERTICAL SEPARA-
TION OF AIRCRAFT, William Gracey, March 1961
AN INVESTIGATION OF A DEVICE TO OSCILLATE A WIND-TUNNEL AIR-
STREAM, Charles F. Reid, Jr. and Clifton G. Wrestler, Jr.,
April 1961
IONIZATION AND DEIONIZATION PROCESSES IN LOW-DENSITY PLASMA
FLOWS, Raymond L. Barger, April 1961
A THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF EFFECTS OF ABLATION ON HEAT TRANSFER
TO AN ARBITRARY AXISYMMETRIC BODY, Robert T. Swann and Jerry
South, April 1961
HOVERING CHARACTERISTICS OF A ROTOR HAVING AN AIRFOIL SECTION
DESIGNED FOR FLYING-CRANE TYPE OF HELICOPTER, James P. Shivers,
April 1961
AERODYNAMIC INTERACTION EFFECTS AHEAD OF A SONIC JET EXHAUSTING
PERPENDICULARLY FROM A FLAT PLATE INTO A MACH NUMBER 6 FREE
STREAM, David J. Romeo and James R. Sterrett, April 1961
AIRSPEED OPERATING PRACTICES OF TURBINE-POWERED COMMERCIAL TRANS-
PORT AIRPLANES, Thomas L. Coleman, Martin R. Copp, and Walter
G. Walker, April 1961
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TN D 745
TN D 748
TN D 752
TN D 753
TN D 756
TN D 758
TN D 772
TND 773
TN D 774
TN D 775
TN D 777
TN D 781
TN D 783
MEASUREMENTSOFAERODYNAMICHEATTRANSFERANDBOUNDARY-LAYER
TRANSITIONONA i0 ° CONEIN FREEFLIGHTAT SUPERSONICMACH
NUMBERSUPTO 5.9, Charles B. Rumseyand Dorothy B. Lee, May
1961
ANALYSISOFA FOUR-STATIONDOPPLERTRACKINGMETHODUSINGA
SIMPLECWBEACON,Clifford L. Fricke and Carl W. L. Watkins,
April 1961
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFPARACHUTESAT MACHNUMBERSFROM
1.6 to 3, Julian D. Maynard, May 1961
PRESSUREMEASUREMENTSONSHARPANDBLUNT5°-AND15°-HALF-ANGLE
CONESAT MACHNUMBER3.86 ANDANGLESOFATTACKTOi00 °, James
L. Amick, February 1961
EFFECTSOFGEOMETRICVARIATIONSONLIFT AUGMENTATIONFSIMPLE-
PLENUM-CHAMBERGROUNDEFFECTMODELS,Edwin E. Davenport, April
1961
HEAT-TRANSFERTESTSOF 20-MILLIMETERPROJECTILESAT A MACH
NUMBEROF5 WITHANANALYSISBYUNSTEADYSCALINGLAWSTOPRE-
DICT COMPONENTTEMPERATUREISESAFTERFIRINGFORVARIOUSFREE-
FLIGHTCONDITIONS,Robert L. Trimpi, JamesG. Gallagher, and
Robert A. Jones, May 1961
TRAJECTORYCONTROLIN RENDEZVOUSPROBLEMSUSINGPROPORTIONAL
NAVIGATION,Luigi S. Cicolam, April 1961
HOT-WIREHEAT-LOSSCHARACTERISTICSANDANEMOMETRYIN SUBSONIC
CONTINUUMANDSLIP FLOW,Frederick W. Boltz, February 1961
OPERATIONALTECHNIQUEFORTRANSITIONOF SEVERALTYPESOFV/STOL
AIRCRAFT,Fred J. Drinkwater III, March 1961
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA LARGESCALEMODELWITHA HIGH
DISK-LOADINGLIFTING FANMOUNTEDIN THEFUSELAGE,Kiyoshi Aoyagi,
David H. Hickey, and Richard A. deSavigny, October 1961
BALLISTICRANGEMEASUREMENTSOF TAGNATIONPOINTHEATTRANSFER
IN AIR ANDIN CARBONDIOXIDEAT VELOCITIESUPTO 18,000 FEETPER
SECOND,Layton Yee, Harry E. Bailey, and Henry T. Woodward,
March 1961
FIRSTPLANNINGCONFERENCEONBIOMEDICALEXPERIMENTSIN EXTRA-
TERRESTRIALENVIRONMENTS,February 1961
A PRELIMINARYSTUDYOFTHESOLAR-PROBEMISSION,DuaneW. Dugan,
April 1961
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TN D 785
TN D 787
TN D 788
TN D 790
TN D 791
TN D 793
TND 794
TND 795
TN D 797
TN D 798
TN D 800
TN D 801
AERODYNAMICSOFA TILTINGDUCTEDFANCONFIGURATION,Paul F.
Yaggy and Kenneth W. Goodson,March 1961
PILOTEDSIMULATORTESTSOFA GUIDANCESYSTEMWHICHCANCON-
TINUOUSLYPREDICTLANDINGPOINTOFA LOWL/D VEHICLEDURING
ATMOSPHERE-ENTRY,RodneyC. Wingrove and Robert E. Coate,
March 1961
SUBSONICLONGITUDINALAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFDISKS
WITHELLIPTICCROSSECTIONSANDTHICKNESS-DIAMETERRATIOS
FROM0.225 TO0.425, Fred A. Demeleand Jack J. Brownson,
April 1961
FILM CONDENSATIONWITHANDWITHOUTBODYFORCEIN BOUNDARY-
LAYERFLOWOFVAPOROVERA FLATPLATE,Paul M. Chung, April
1961
NUMERICALSOLUTIONSFORSUPERSONICFLOWOFAN IDEALGAS
AROUNDBLUNTTWO-DIMENSIONALBODIES,Franklyn B. Fuller,
July 1961
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSIN PITCHANDSIDESLIPOFA 1/15-
SCALEMODELOFTHESCOUTVEHICLEAT A MACHNUMBEROF2.01,
Ross B. Robinson, May 1961
TRANSONICWIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTHESTATICLONGITUDINAL
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFSEVERALCONFIGURATIONSOFTHE
SCOUTVEHICLEANDOFA NUMBEROFRELATEDMODELS,ThomasC.
Kelly, May1961
A SEMIGRAPHICALMETHODOFAPPLYINGIMPACTTHEORYTOAN
ARBITRARYBODYTOOBTAINTHEHYPERSONICAERODYNAMICCHARAC-
TERISTICSATANGLEOFATTACKANDSIDESLIP, Charlie M.
Jackson, Jr., May1961
STATICLONGITUDINALAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSAT TRANSONIC
SPEEDSOFA BLUNTEDRIGHTTRIANGULARPYRAMIDALLIFTING REENTRY
CONFIGURATIONFORANGLESOFATTACKUPTOii0 °, John P. Mugler,
Jr. and Walter B. Olstad, June 1961
SOMESIMPLESOLUTIONSTOTHEPROBLEMOFPREDICTINGBOUNDARY-
LAYERSELF-INDUCEDPRESSURES,Mitchel H. Bertram and ThomasA.
Blackstock, April 1961
A SENSORFOROBTAININGABLATIONRATES,Clyde W. Winters and
EmedioM. Bracalente, April 1961
A METHODOFDETERMININGAERODYNAMIC-INFLUENCECOEFFICIENTSFROM
WIND-TUNNELDATAFORWINGSAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS,Patrick A.
Gainer, April 1961
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TN D 807
TN D 809
TN D 814
TN D 815
TN D 817
TN D 819
TN D 820
TN D 821
TND 822
TN D 824
TND 834
TND 835
FREE-FLIGHTSKIN-TEMPERATUREANDSURFACE-PRESSUREMEASUREMENTS
ONA HIGHLYPOLISHEDNOSEHAVINGA i00 ° TOTAL-ANGLE CONE AND A
i0 ° HALF-ANGLE CONICAL FLARE SECTION UP TO A MACH NUMBER OF
4.08, Bernard Rashis and Aleck C. Bond, April 1961
TABLES AND CHARTS OF THE NORMAL COMPONENT OF INDUCED VELOCITY
IN THE LATERAL PLANE OF A ROTOR WITH HARMONIC AZIMUTH-WISE
VORTICITY DISTRIBUTION, Harry H. Heyson, April 1961
NOMOGRAPHIC SOLUTION OF THE MOMENTUM EQUATION FOR VTOL-STOL
AIRCRAFT, Harry H. Heyson, April 1961
LOW-SPEED WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF A REFLECTION PLANE WING
MODEL EQUIPPED WITH PARTIAL-SPAN JET-AUGMENTED FLAPS, James
H. Otis, Jr., May 1961
TRANSONIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A WING-BODY COMBINATION
HAVING A 52.5 ° SWEPTBACK WING OF ASPECT RATIO 3 WITH CONICAL
CAMBER AND DESIGNED FOR A MACH NUMBER OF_ William B. Igoe,
Richard J. Re, and Marlowe D. Cassetti, May 1961
CHARTS FOR CONICAL AND TWO-DIMENSIONAL OBLIQUE-SHOCK FLOW
PARAMETERS IN HELIUM AT MACH NUMBERS FROM ABOUT 1 to I00,
Arthur Henderson, Jr., and Dorothy O. Braswell, June 1961
RANDOM DEVIATIONS FROM CRUISE ALTITUDES OF A TURBOJET TRANSPORT
AT ALTITUDES BETWEEN 20,000 AND 41,000 FEET, William Gracey
and Jo Ann Shipp, April 1961
INVESTIGATION OF THE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF TWO PRE-
LIMINARY DESIGNS OF SCOUT RESEARCH VEHICLE AT MACH NUMBERS
FROM 1.77 TO 4.65, Robert J. Keynton and Ann B. Fichter,
April 1961
TABLES OF AIRSPEED, ALTITUDES, AND MACH NUMBER BASED ON LATEST
INTERNATIONAL VALUES FOR ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES AND PHYSICAL
CONSTANTS, Sadie P. Livingston and William Gracey, August 1961
MEASUREMENTS OF AERODYNAMIC HEAT TRANSFER ON A 15 ° CONE-
CYLINDER-FLARE CONFIGURATION IN FREE FLIGHT AT MACH NUMBERS
UP TO 4.7, Charles B. Rumsey and Dorothy B. Lee, May 1961
TRANSONIC INVESTIGATION OF AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A
SWEPT-WING FIGHTER-AIRPLANE MODEL WITH LEADING-EDGE DROOP
IN COMBINATION WITH OUTBOARD CHORD-EXTENSIONS AND NOTCHES,
Charles F. Whitcomb and Harry T. Norton, Jr., May 1961
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AND WAVE DRAG DUE TO TWO-DIMENSIONAL
FABRICATION-TYPE SURFACE ROUGHNESS ON AN OGIVE CYLINDER AT
MACH NUMBERS OF 1.61 AND 2.01, K. R. Czarnecki and William
J. Monta, June 1961
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TND 836
TN D 839
TN D 840
TND 841
TND 842
TN D 849
TN D 850
TN D 853
TN D 855
TND 857
TND 859
TND 860
TN D 861
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOVERA MACHNUMBERANGEOF1.40 TO
2.78 OFA ROCKET-PROPELLEDAIRPLANECONFIGURATIONHAVINGA LOW
52.5° DELTAWINGANDANUNSWEPTHORIZONTALTAIL, Alan B. Kehlet,
May 1961
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSIN PITCHOFA SERIESOFCRUCIFORM-
WINGMISSILESWITHCANARDCONTROLSAT A MACHNUMBEROF 2.01,
M. Leroy Spearman,May1961
AERODYNAMICFORCECHARACTERISTICSOFA SERIESOFLIFTING CONE
ANDCONE-CYLINDERCONFIGURATIONSAT A MACHNUMBEROF6.83
ANDANGLESOFATTACKUPTO 130° , Jim A. Penland, June 1961
HOVERINGFLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFTWOMETHODSOFCONTROLLING
A MAN-CARRYINGDUCTED-FANVEHICLEOFTHEFLYING-PLATFORM
TYPE,Lysle P. Parlett, June 1961
NORMAL-FORCEANDHINGE-MOMENTCHARACTERISTICSAT TRANSONIC
SPEEDSOFFLAP-TYPEAILERONSAT THREESPANWISELOCATIONSON
A 4-PERCENT-THICKSWEPTBACK-WING-BODYM DELANDPRESSURE-
DISTRIBUTIONMEASUREMENTSONAN INBOARDAILERON,Jack F.
Runckel and Gerald Hieser, May1961
TRANSFEROFCRYOGENICFLUIDSBY ANEXPULSION-BAGTECHNIQUE,
Paul J. Sirocky, April 1961
MONTECARLOSTUDIESOFGAMMA-RAYNDNEUTRONTRANSPORTIN
INFINITE HOMOGENEOUSMEDIA,TheodoreE. Fessler and Millard
L. Wohl, November1961
ANINVESTIGATIONOFTRANSONICFLOWFIELDSSURROUNDINGHOTAND
COLDSONICJETS, George Lee, April 1961
A STUDYOFLAMINARCOMPRESSIBLEVISCOUSPIPE FLOWACCELERATED
BY ANAXIAL BODYFORCE,WITHAPPLICATIONTOMAGNETOGAS-
DYNAMICS,E. Dale Martin, April 1961
CONSTANTDENSITYAPPROXIMATIONSFORTHEFLOWBEHINDAXI-
SYMMETRICSHOCKWAVES,Albert G. Munson, May1961
UNSTEADYAERODYNAMICFORCESONA SLENDERBODYOFREVOLUTION
IN SUPERSONICFLOW,ReubenBond and Barbara B. Packard, May
1961
PREDICTEDSHOCKENVELOPESABOUT WOTYPESOFVEHICLESAT LARGE
ANGLESOFATTACK,George E. Kaattari, April 1961
ANAPPROXIMATEANALYSISOFFILM COOLINGONBLUNTBODIESBY
GASINJECTIONNEARTHESTAGNATIONPOINT, Byron L. Swenson,
September1961
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TND 866
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TND 875
TN D 877
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TN D 881
TN D 883
TND 884
A FLIGHTEXAMINATIONOFOPERATINGPROBLEMSOFV/STOLAIRCRAFT
IN STOL-TYPELANDINGANDAPPROACH,Robert C. Innis and Hervey
C. Quigley, June 1961
A TECHNIQUEFORCRYOPUMPINGHYDROGEN,Jack Grobman,June 1961
REGIMEOFFROZENBOUNDARYLAYERSIN STAGNATIONREGIONOFBLUNT
REENTRYBODIES,NormanT. Grier and NormanSands, May1961
LUNARTRAJECTORIES,Richard J. Weber, Werner M. Pauson, and
Richard R. Burley, August 1961
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOF STAGESEPARATIONAERODYNAMICS,
Robert A. Wasko, May 1961
TURBULENTSKIN-FRICTIONANDHEAT-TRANSFERCOEFFICIENTSFORAN
INCLINEDFLATPLATEAT HIGHHYPERSONICSPEEDSIN TERMSOFFREE-
STREAMFLOWPROPERTIES,JamesF. Schmidt, May 1961
A COOLED-TUBEPYROMETERWITHEXPERIMENTALRESULTSOBTAINEDIN
A HIGH-TEMPERATUREGASSTREAM,George E. Glawe, Robert C.
Johnson, and Lloyd N. Krause, August 1961
RADIALFLUXORFIELD OFAN ISOTROPIC,CYLINDRICALSOURCEOF
FINITE EXTENT,EdmundE. Callaghan and Lawrence Flax, July 1961
HEATTRANSFERTOANELECTRICALLYCONDUCTINGFLUIDFLOWINGIN A
CHANNELWITHA TRANSVERSEMAGNETICFIELD, Morris Perlmutter
and Robert Siegel, August 1961
ANEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFA FLOWMODULATORUSINGA
PIEZOELECTRICCRYSTALAS THEDRIVINGELEMENT,Leon M. Wenzel,
July 1961
GROUNDMEASUREMENTSOFTHESHOCK-WAVENOISEFROMSUPERSONIC
BOMBERAIRPLANESIN THEALTITUDERANGEFROM30,000 TO50,000
FEET, DomenicJ. Maglieri and Harvey H. Hubbard, July 1961
AN INVESTIGATIONOFTHEINFLUENCEOFLIFT ONSONIC-BOOMINTEN-
SITY BYMEANSOFWIND-TUNNELMEASUREMENTSOFTHEPRESSURE
FIELDSOF SEVERALWING-BODYCOMBINATIONSAT A MACHNUMBEROF
2.01, Harry W. Carlson, July 1961
ANALYTICALEVALUATIONOFA METHODOFMIDCOURSEGUIDANCEFOR
RENDEZVOUSWITHEARTHSATELLITES,John M. Eggleston and
Robert S. Dunning, June 1961
ANALOG-COMPUTERINVESTIGATIONOF EFFECTSOFFRICTIONANDPRE-
LOADONTHEDYNAMICLONGITUDINALCHARACTERISTICSOFA PILOT-
AIRPLANECOMBINATION,Harold L. Crane, May 1961
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TN D 885 STUDYOFA SOLARSENSORFORUSEIN SPACE-VEHICLEORIENTATION
CONTROLSYSTEMS,Paul R. Spencer, June 1961
TND 886 THEORYOFAN ELECTROMAGNETICMASSACCELERATORFORACHIEVEING
HYPERVELOCITIES,Karlheinz Thomand Joseph Norwood, Jr.,
June 1961
TND 888 MEASUREMENTSOFAERODYNAMICHEATTRANSFERANDBOUNDARY-LAYER
TRANSITIONONA 15° CONEIN FREEFLIGHTAT SUPERSONICMACH
NUMBERSUPTO5.2, Charles B. Rumseyand Dorothy B. Lee,
August 1961
TND 889 FREE-FLIGHTAERODYNAMIC-HEATINGDATATOMACHNUMBER10.4
FORA MODIFIEDVONKARMANOSESHAPE,William M. Bland, Jr.
and Katherine A. Collie, May 1961
TND 890 SIMPLEFORMULASFORSTAGNATION-POINTCONVECTIVEHEATLOADS
IN LUNARRETURN,Frederick C. Grant, July 1961
TND 891 LAMINARHEAT-TRANSFERANDPRESSURE-DISTRIBUTIONSTUDIESONA
SERIESOFREENTRYNOSESHAPESAT A MACHNUMBEROF19.4 IN
HELIUM,Richard D. Wagner, Jr., W. Clint Pine, and Arthur
Henderson, Jr., June 1961
TND 894 INVESTIGATIONOFLOW-SUBSONICFLIGHTCHARACTERISTICSOFA
MODELOFA HYPERSONICBOOST-GLIDECONFIGURATIONHAVINGA
78° DELTAWING,John W. Paulson and Robert E. Shanks,
May 1961
TN D 895 APPROXIMATEMPERATUREDISTRIBUTIONSANDSTREAMWISEH AT
CONDUCTIONEFFECTSIN THETRANSIENTAERODYNAMICSHEATINGOF
THIN-SKINNEDBODIES,Raul J. Conti, September1961
TN D 897 EXPLORATORYENVIRONMENTALESTSOFSEVERALHEATSHIELDS,
George P. Goodmanand John Betts, Jr., September1961
TND 901 AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA FOUR-PROPELLERTILT-WING
VTOLMODELWITHTWINVERTICALTAILS, INCLUDINGEFFECTSOF
GROUNDPROXIMITY,KalmanJ. Grunwald, June 1961
TND 907 LOCALAERODYNAMICHEATTRANSFERANDBOUNDARY-LA_'ERTRANSI-
TIONONROUGHENEDSPHERE-ELLIPSOIDBODIESAT MACHNUMBER3.0,
William D. Deveikis and Robert W. Walker, August 1961
TN D 908 THEDEVELOPMENTOFAN 8-INCH BY 8-INCH SLOTTEDTUNNELFOR
MACHNUMBERSUPTO1.28, B. H. Little, Jr. and JamesM.
Cubbage, Jr., August 1961
TN D 910 MAGNETICIGNITIONOFPULSEDGASDISCHARGESIN AIR OFLOW
PRESSUREIN A COAXIALPLASMAGUN,Karlheinz Thomand JoseDh
Norwood, Jr., June 1961
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TN D 926
TN D 927
TN D 929
TND 930
TN D 932
DECLINATION,RADIALDISTANCEDANDPHASESOFTHEMOONFORTHE
YEARS1961 TO 1971FORUSEIN TRAJECTORYCONSIDERATIONS,Donald
S. Woolston, August 1961
INVESTIGATIONOFINTERFERENCEOFA DEFLECTEDJETWITHFREESTREAM
ANDGROUNDONAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA SEMISPANDELTA-
WINGVTOLMODEL,Kenneth P. Spreemann,August 1961
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSAT A MACHNUMBEROF 3.10 OFSEVERAL
FOURTH-STAGESHAPESOFTHESCOUTRESEARCHVEHICLE,Byron M.
Jaquet, June 1961
A FIXED-BASE-SIMULATORSTUDYOFTHEABILITY OFA PILOTTO ESTABLISH
CLOSEORBITSAROUNDTHEMOON,M. J. Queijo and Donald R. Riley,
June 1961
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFA BALLONASA TOWEDECELERATORAT
MACHNUMBERSFROM1.47 TO2.50, John T. McSheraand J. Wayne
Keyes, August 1961
REPEATABILITY,DRIFT, ANDAFTEREFFECTOFTHREETYPESOFAIRCRAFT
ALTIMETERS,William Gracey and Richard E. Stell, July 1961
AN AUTOMATICTERMINALGUIDANCESYSTEMFORRENDEZVOUSWITHA
SATELLITE,Terrance M. Carney, August 1961
MEASUREMENTSANDCALCULATIONSOFTHEEFFECTSOFDISTORTIONSIN
THECOLLECTORSURFACEONEFFICIENCIESOFUMBRELLA-TYPESOLAR
COLLECTORS,Victor R. Bond, August 1961
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFLOW-ASPECT-RATIOWINGSIN CLOSE
PROXIMITYTOTHEGROUND,Marvin P. Fink and JamesL. Lastinger,
July 1961
FREE-FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFRADIO-CONTROLLEDMODELSWITHPARA-
WINGS,Donald E. Hewes, September1961
EFFECTSAT MACHNUMBERSOF1.61 AND2.01 OFCAMBERANDTWIST
ONTHEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFTHREESWEPTWINGSHAVING
THESAMEPLANFORM,EmmaJean Landrumand K. R. Czarnecki,
August 1961
A LINEARTHEORYFORINFLATABLEPLATESOFARBITRARYSHAPE,Harvey
G. McComb,Jr., October 1961
BOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITIONONA GROUPOFBLUNTNOSESHAPESAT
A MACHNUMBEROF2.20, Mary W. Jackson and K. R. Czarnecki,
July 1961
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TN D 933
TN D 934
TN D 935
TND 936
TND 938
TND 939
TN D 940
TND 941
TN D 943
TN D 946
TN D 947
TND 948
TABLESOF INTERFERENCEFACTORSFORUSEIN WIND-TUNNELAND
GROUND-EFFECTCALCULATIONSFORVTOL-STOLAIRCRAFT. PARTI -
WINDTUNNELSHAVINGWIDTH-HEIGHTRATIOOF2.0, Harry H.
Heyson, January 1962
TABLESOFINTERFERENCEFACTORSFORUSEIN WIND-TUNNELAND
GROUND-EFFECTCALCULATIONSFORVTOL-STOLAIRCRAFT.PARTII -
WINDTUNNELSHAVINGWIDTH-HEIGHTRATIOOF1.5, Harry H.
Heyson, January 1962
TABLESOF INTERFERENCEFACTORSFORUSEIN WIND-TUNNELAND
GROUND-EFFECTCALCULATIONSFORVTOL-STOLAIRCRAFT. PARTIII -
WINDTUNNELSHAVINGWIDTH-HEIGHTRATIOOF1.0, Harry H.
Heyson, January 1962
TABLESOF INTERFERENCEFACTORSFORUSEIN WIND-TUNNELAND
GROUND-EFFECTCALCULATIONSFORVTOL-STOLAIRCRAFT.PARTIV -
WINDTUNNELSHAVINGWIDTH-HEIGHTRATIOOF0.5, Harry H.
Heyson, January 1962
EFFECTSOFSOMETYPICALGEOMETRICALCONSTRAINTSONLUNAR
TRAJECTORIES,Robert H. Tolson, August 1961
DESCRIPTIONOFA 2-FOOTHYPERSONICFACILITYAT THELANGLEY
RESEARCHCENTER,GeorgeM. Stokes, September1961
LANDINGCHARACTERISTICSOFA LENTICULAR-SHAPEDREENTRYVEHICLE,
Ulysse J. Blanchard, September1961
A TRANSONICINVESTIGATIONOFCHANGINGINDENTATIONDESIGNMACH
NUMBERONTHEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA 45° SWEPTBACK-
WING-BODYCOMBINATIONDESIGNEDFORHIGHPERFORMANCE,Donald
L. Loving, October 1961
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICS,TEMPERATURE,ANDNOISEMEASURE-
MENTSOFA LARGE-SCALEEXTERNAL-FLOWJET-AUGMENTED-FLAPMODEL
WITHTURBOJETENGINESOPERATING,Marvin P. Fink, September1961
RAPID-TRANSITIONTESTSOFA 1/4-SCALEMODELOFTHEVZ-2 TILT-
WINGAIRCRAFT,Louis P. Tosti, October 1961
WIND-TUNNELTESTSOFSEVENSTATIC-PRESSUREPROBESAT TRANSONIC
SPEEDS,Francis J. Capone, November1961
A SIMULATORSTUDYOFTHEEFFECTIVEN.ESSOFA PILOT'S INDICATOR
WHICHCOMBINEDANGLFOFATTACKANDRATEOFCHANGEOFTOTAL
PRESSUREAS APPLIEDTOTHETAKE-0FFROTATIONANDCLIMBOUTOF
A SUPERSONICTRANSPORT,Albert W. Hall and Jack E. Harris,
September1961
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TN D 954
TN D 955
TN D 957
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TND 961
TND 962
TN D 967
TN D 968
TN D 969
TN D 970
TN D 972
SUPERSONICFREE-FLIGHTMEASUREMENTOFHEATTRANSFERANDTRANSITION
ONA I0 ° CONEHAVINGA LOWTEMPERATUREATIO, Charles F. Merlet
and Charles B. Rumsey,August 1961
A METHODFORLONGITUDINALANDLATERALRANGECONTROLFORA HIGH-
DRAGLOW-LIFTVEHICLEENTERINGTHEATMOSPHEREOFA ROTATING
EARTH,John W. Young, September1961
HEATTRANSFERANDBOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITIONONA HIGHLYPOLISHED
HEMISPHERE-CONEI FREEFLIGHTAT MACHNUMBERSUPTO 3.14 AND
REYNOLDSNUMBERSUP TO24 x 106, JamesJ. Buglia, September1961
A STUDYOFTHEEFFECTOFERRORSIN MEASUREMENTOFVELOCITYAND
FLIGHT-PATHANGLEONTHEGUIDANCEOFA SPACEVEHICLEAPPROACHING
THEEARTH,Jack A. White, October 1961
EFFECTSOFCANARDPLANFORMANDWING-LEADING-EDGEMODIFICATIONON
LOW-SPEEDLONGITUDINALAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA CANARD
AIRPLANECONFIGURATION,Bernard Spencer, Jr., August 1961
MEASUREMENTOFFLOWANGULARITYAT SUPERSONICANDHYPERSONICSPEEDS
WITHTHEUSEOFA CONICALPROBE,Frank E. Swalley, September1961
TRANSONICWIND-TUNNELTESTSOFANERROR-COMPENSATEDS ATIC-PRESSURE
PROBE,Francis J. Capone,August 1961
LAMINARHEAT-TRANSFERANDPRESSUREMEASUREMENTSA A MACHNUMBER
OF 6 ONSHARPANDBLUNT15° HALF-ANGLECONESAT ANGLESOFATTACK
UPTO 90° , Raul J. Conti, October 1961
MEASUREMENTA DEMPIRICALCORRELATIONOFTRANSPIRATION-COOLING
PARAMETERSONA 25° CONEIN A TURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYERIN BOTH
FREEFLIGHTANDA HOT-GASJET, ThomasE. Walton, Jr. and Bernard
Rashis, October 1961
CHARTSDEPICTINGKINEMATICANDHEATINGPARAMETERSFORA BALLISTIC
REENTRYAT SPEEDSOF 26,000 TO45,000 FEETPERSECOND,Uriel M.
Lovelace, October 1961
EFFECTOFGROUNDBOARDHEIGHTONTHEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOF
A LIFTING CIRCULARCYLINDERUSINGTANGENTIALBLOWINGFROMSURFACE
SLOTSFORLIFT GENERATION,Vernard E. Lockwood, October 1961
EFFECTOFGROUNDPROXIMITYONTHEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOF
ASPECT-RATIO-IAIRFOILSWITHANDWITHOUTENDPLATES,Arthur W.
Carter, October 1961
EXPERIMENTALNDTHEORETICALSTUDIESOFTHEEFFECTSOFCAMBERAND
TWISTONTHEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFPARAWINGSHAVING
NOMINALASPECTRATIOSOF 3 AND6, EdwardC. Polhamusand Rodger
L. Naeseth, January 1963
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TN D 985
TN D 988
TN D 989
TN D 992
TN D 994
TND i000
TN D 1002
AN INVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTOFDOWN-WASHFROMA VTOLAIRCRAFT
ANDA HELICOPTERIN THEGROUNDENVIRONMENT,ThomasC. O'Bryan,
October 1961
INVESTIGATIONOFNET-THRUSTANDBASE-PRESSURECHARACTERISTICS
OFCYLINDRICALAFTERBODIESWITHCLUSTEREDSUPERSONICNOZZLES
AT TRANSONICMACHNUMBERS,Earl H. Andrews, Jr., November1961
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA POWEREDSEMISPANTILTING-
SHROUDED-PROPELLERVTOLMODELIN HOVERINGANDTRANSITIONFLIGHT,
Kenneth W. Goodsonand KalmanJ. Grunwald, January 1962
TAKE-OFFDISTANCESOFA SUPERSONICTRANSPORTCONFIGURATIONAS
AFFECTEDBYAIRPLANEROTATIONDURINGTHETAKE-OFFRUN,Albert
W. Hall, October 1961
LOWSUBSONICPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSONTHREERIGIDWINGS
SIMULATINGPARAGLIDERSWITHVARIEDCANOPYCURVATUREAND
LEADING-EDGESWEEP,Paul G. Fournier and B. Ann Bell, November
1961
AERODYNAMICEFFECTSOF SOMECONFIGURATIONVARIABLESONTHE
AEROELASTICCHARACTERISTICSOFLIFTING SURFACESAT MACHNUMBERS
FROM0.7 TO6.86, Perry W. Hanson, November1961
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFPARAGLIDERMODELSAT SUPERSONIC
SPEEDS,Robert T. Taylor, November1961
FREE-FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFHEATTRANSFERTOANUNSWEPT
CYLINDERSUBJECTEDTOAN INCIDENTSHOCKANDFLOWINTERFERENCE
FROMANUPSTREAMBODYAT MACHNUMBERSUPTO5.50, HowardS.
Carter and Robert E. Carr, October 1961
SUMMARYOFFLIGHT-TESTRESULTSOFTHEVZ-2 TILT-WINGAIRCRAFT,
Robert J. Pegg, February 1962
STUDYOFFLOWOVEROSCILLATINGAIRFOILMODELSAT A MACHNUMBER
OF 7.0 IN HELIUM,Ali Arman, December1961
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFTOWEDCONESUSEDAS DECELERATORS
AT MACHNUMBERSFROM1.57 TO4.65, Nickolai Charczenko and John
T. McShera,December1961
EXPLORATORYTESTSOFTHEEFFECTSOFJET PLUMESONTHEFLOWOVER
CONE-CYLINDERFLAREBODIES,Ralph A. Falanga, William F. Hinson,
and Davis H. Crawford, February 1962
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA CANARDANDANOUTBOARD-TAlL
AIRPLANEMODELATHIGHSUBSONICSPEEDS,Paul G. Fournier,
November1961
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TN D i010
TN D i011
TN D 1013
TND 1014
TN D 1015
TN D 1016
TN D 1017
TN D 1019
THEDESIGNANDOPERATIONOFA CONTINUOUS-FLOWELECTRODELESS
PLASMACCELERATOR,R. L. Barger, J. D. Brooks, and W. D.
Beasley, February 1962
STUDYOFA PROPOSEDINFRAREDHORIZONSCANNERFORUSEIN SPACE-
ORIENTATIONCONTROLSYSTEMS,NormanM. Hatcher and Ernst F.
Germann,Jr., January 1962
INVESTIGATIONOFTHELOW-SUBSONICFLIGHTCHARACTERISTICSOFA
MODELOFA REENTRYVEHICLEWITHA THICKFLAT75° SWEPTDELTA
WINGANDA HALF-CONEFUSELAGE,Peter C. Boisseau, February
1962
TRANSONICPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSONTHREERIGID WINGS
SIMULATINGPARAGLIDERSWITHVARIEDCANOPYCURVATUREAND
LEADING-EDGESWEEP,Paul G. Fournier and B. Ann Bell, January
1962
STATISTICSOFSOLARCOSMICRAYSAS INFERREDFROMCORRELATION
WITHINTENSEGEOMAGNETICSTORMS,David Adamsonand Robert E.
Davidson, February 1962
AN INVESTIGATIONOFPERIODICFORCESANDMOMENTSRANSMITTEDTO
THEHUBOFFOURLIFTINGROTORCONFIGURATIONS,Milton A. Silveira,
March 1962
THEMAGNETICFIELD ONTHEAXIS OFCIRCULARCYLINDRICALCOILS,
David E. Morris and Robert A. Kilgore, April 1962
EXPERIMENTALSEPARATIONSTUDIESFORTWO-DIMENSIONALWEDGESAND
CURVEDSURFACESAT MACHNUMBERSOF 4.8 TO6.2, JamesR. Sterrett
and JamesC. Emery, February 1962
THEORETICALEVALUATIONOFHYPERSONICFORCES,MOMENTS,ANDSTABILITY
DERIVATIVESFORCOMBINATIONSOFFLATPLATES,INCLUDINGEFFECTSOF
BLUNTLEADINGEDGES,BYNEWTONIANIMPACTTHEORY,Walter B. Olstad,
March 1962
JET EFFECTSONCYLINDRICALAFTERBODIESHOUSINGSONICANDSUPERSONIC
NOZZLESWHICHEXHAUSTAGAINSTA SUPERSONICSTREAMAT ANGLESOF
ATTACKFROM90° TO 180 ° , Lovic O. Hayman, Jr. and Russel W.
McDearmon, March 1962
AN EXPLORATORY INVESTIGATION OF JET-BLAST EFFECTS ON A DUST-
COVERED SURFACE AT LOW AMBIENT PRESSURE, Amos A. Spady, Jr.,
February 1962
GEOMAGNETIC-AND INTERPLANETARY-MAGNETIC-FIELD ENVIRONMENT OF
AN EARTH SATELLITE, Edward W. Leyhe, July 1962
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TN D 1028
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TN D 1031
TN D 1032
TN D 1034
TN D 1035
TN D 1037
TN D 1038
FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS ON THE REQUIRED NUMBER OF RANDOMLY SPACED
COMMUNICATION AND NAVIGATION SATELLITES, Floyd V. Bennett,
February 1962
A STUDY OF THE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A FIXED GEOMETRY
PARAGLIDER CONFIGURATION AND THREE CANOPIES WITH SIMULATED
VARIABLE CANOPY INFLATION AT A MACH NUMBER OF 6.6, Jim A.
Penland, March 1962
MEASURED SURFACE DEFECTS ON TYPICAL TRANSONIC AIRPLANES AND
ANALYSIS OF THEIR DRAG CONTRIBUTION, Elmer A° Horton and Neal
Tetervin, October 1962
RECEIVING SYSTEM DESIGN FOR THE ARRAYING OF INDEPENDENTLY
STEERABLE ANTENNAS FOR DEEP SPACE COMMUNICATIONS, James H.
Schrader, April 1962
WIND-TUNNEL TESTS OF AI/20-SCALE AIRSHIP MODEL WITH STERN
PROPELLERS, H. Clyde McLemore, January 1962
CHARACTERISTICS OF THREE PRECISION CIRCUMLUNAR TRAJECTORIES
FOR THE YEAR 1968, John P. Gapcynski and Donald S. Woolston,
March 1962
A STUDY OF THE OPTIMUM VELOCITY CHANGE TO INTERCEPT AND
RENDEZVOUS, John M. Eggleston, February 1962
RADIATION EMISSION EFFECTS OF THE EQUILIBRIUM BOUNDARY LAYER
IN THE STAGNATION REGION, John Thomas Howe, September 1961
STOL CHARACTERISTICS OF A PROPELLER-DRIVEN, ASPECT-RATIO-10,
STRAIGHT-WING AIRPLANE WITH BOUNDARY-LAYER CONTROL FLAPS, AS
ESTIMATED FROM LARGE-SCALE WIND-TUNNEL TESTS, James A. Weiberg
and Curt A. Holzhauser, June 1961
LARGE-SCALE WIND-TUNNEL TESTS OF AN AIRPLANE MODEL WITH AN
UNSWEPT, TILT WING OF ASPECT RATIO 5.5, AND WITH FOUR PROPEL-
LERS AND BLOWING FLAPS, James A. Weiberg and Curt A. Holzhauser,
June 1961
TWO INSTRUMENTS FOR MEASURED DISTRIBUTIONS OF LOW-ENERGY
CHARGED PARTICLES IN SPACE, Michel Bader, Thomas B. Fryer, and
Fred Witteborn, July 1961
THE USE OF DRAG MODULATION TO LIMIT THE RATE AT WHICH DECELERA-
TION INCREASES DURING NONLIFTING ENTRY, Lionel L. Levy, Jr.,
September 1961
VELOCITY REQUIREMENTS FOR ABORT FROM THE BOOST TRAJECTORY OF
A MANNED LUNAR MISSION, Robert E. Slye, July 1961
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TND 1043
TN D 1044
TN D 1045
TN D 1047
TN D 1050
TN D 1051
TN D 1054
TN D 1055
TN D 1056
TND 1057
TND 1060
TND 1061
TN D 1062
ONTHELONGPERIODLUNI-SOLAREFFECTIN THEMOTIONOFAN
ARTIFICIAL SATELLITE,Peter Musen, July 1961
DENSITYIN A PLANETARYEXOSPHERE,Jackson Herring and Herbert
L. Kyle, July 1961
SPORADIC-EAS OBSERVEDWITHROCKETS,J. Carl Seddon, July 1961
THEDEVELOPMENTOFTHEELECTRICFIELDMETERFORTHEEXPLORER
VIII SATELLITE(1960_), ThomasW. Flatley and Harold E. Evans,
April 1962
EARTHOBLATENESSANDRELATIVESUNMOTIONCONSIDERATIONSI THE
DETERMINATIONOFAN IDEALORBITFORTHENIMBUSMETEOROLOGICAL
SATELLITE,William R. Bandeen, July 1961
RECOVERYTEMPERATURE,TRANSITION,ANDHEAT-TRANSFERMEASURE-
MENTSAT MACH5, Paul F. Brinich, August 1961
ESTIMATEOF SHOCKSTANDOFFDISTANCEAHEADOFA GENERALSTAGNA-
TIONPOINT, Eli Reshotko, August 1961
APPLICABILITYOFMIXINGLENGTHTHEORYTOA TURBULENTVORTEX
SYSTEM,Robert G. Ragsdale, August 1961
A TECHNIQUEFORINCREASINGTHESENSITIVITYOFA SOLID-STATE
FISSIONPROBE,Robert Steinberg, August 1961
THENEUTRALIZATIONOFION-ROCKETBEAMS,Harold R. Kaufman,
August 1961
PRELIMINARYBASEPRESSURESOBTAINEDFROMTHEX-15 AIRPLANEAT
MACHNUMBERSFROMi.i TO3.2, Edwin J. Saltzman, August 1961
ANALYSISOFX-15 LANDINGAPPROACHANDFLARECHARACTERISTICS
DETERMINEDFROMTHEFIRST30 FLIGHTS,GeneJ. Matranga, July
1961
AERODYNAMIC-DERIVATIVECHARACTERISTICSOFTHEX-15 RESEARCH
AIRPLANEAS TETERMINEDFROMFLIGHTTESTSFORMACHNUMBERS
FROM0.6 TO3.4, RoxanahB. Yancey, HermanA. Rediess, and
Glen H. Robinson, APPENDIXA. APPROXIMATEEQUATIONSFOR
DETERMININGCnB ' CtB ' AND (Cnr - CnB), Chester H. Wolow±cz,
January 1962
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER CONTRIBUTION TO THE 1961 KYOTO
CONFERENCE ON COSMIC RAYS AND THE EARTH STORM, June 1962
A DIGITAL SOLAR ASPECT SENSOR, James S. Albus, September 1961
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TN D 1071
TN D 1072
TN D 1074
TN D 1075
TN D 1077
TN D 1078
TND 1079
TN D 1080
TN D 1081
TN D 1082
THEEFFECTOF SOLAR ADIATIONPRESSUREONTHEMOTIONOFAN
ARTIFICIALSATELLITE,Robert W. Bryant, September1961
MEASUREMENTSOF HEATHCURRENTSANDEQUILIBRIUMPOTENTIALON
THEEXPLORERVIII SATELLITE(1960 ._), R. E. Bourdeau, J. L.
Donley, G. P. Serbu, and E. C. Whipple, Jr., July 1961
ONTHEELECTRONDENSITYDISTRIBUTIONABOVETHEF2 PEAK,S. J.
Bauer, July 1961
TRANSITIONOFTHELAMINARBOUNDARYLAYERONA DELTAWINGWITH
74° SWEEPIN FREEFLIGHTAT MACHNUMBERSFROM2.8 TO5.3, Gary
T. Chapman,August 1961
EFFECTSOFFLIGHTCONDITIONSAT BOOSTERSEPARATIONONPAYLOAD
WEIGHTIN ORBIT,Richard D. Nelson, November1961
EFFECTSOFMACHNUMBER,LEADING-EDGEBLUNTNESS,ANDSWEEPON
BOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITIONONA FLATPLATE,Don W. Jillie and
EdwardJ. Hopkins, September1961
HEATIRANSFERAT THEREATTACHMENTZONEOF SEPARATEDLAMINAR
BOUNDARYLAYERS,Paul M. Chungand John R. Viegas, September
1961
RADIATIVEHEATTRANSFERDURINGATMOSPHEREENTRYAT PARABOLIC
VELOCITY,Kenneth K. Yoshikawa and Bradford H. Wick, November
1961
SOME FFECTSOFLEADING-EDGESWEEPONBOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITION
AT SUPERSONICSPEEDS,Gary T. Chapman,September1961
INVESTIGATIONOFMONOPOLEANTENNASYSTEMSFORUSEONTHENASA
ATMOSPHERICSTRUCTURESATELLITE,Roland R. Ford and Louis F.
Schmadebeck,February 1962
FOURIERSERIESOPERATINGPACKAGE,Milton L. Charnow,December
1961
IONOSPHERICRESULTSWITHSOUNDINGROCKETSANDTHEEXPLORERVIII
SATELLITE(1960 _), R. E. Bourdeau, August 1961
SIGNALCONDITIONINGFORSATELLITEBORNENERGETIC-CHARGED-
PARTICLE XPERIMENTS,George H. Ludwig, August 1961
PRELIMINARYSURVEYOFRETROGRADEVELOCITIESREQUIREDFORINSER-
TIONINTOLOW-ALTITUDELUNARORBITS,Morris V. Jenkins and
Robert E. Munford, September1961
PHYSIOLOGICALSENSORSFORUSEIN PROJECTMERCURY,Charles D.
Wheelwright, August 1962
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TN D 1097
TN D 1098
TN D 1099
TN D iiii
TND 1112
DEVELOPMENTOFINFLATABLECOMPONENTSOFPERSONALEQUIPMENTFOR
ASTRONAUTBODYINSTRUMENTATIONANDSURVIVALAT SEA,Matthew
I. Radnofsky and Joseph J. Kosmo,January 1963
EQUATIONSFORTHENEWTONIANSTATICANDDYNAMICAERODYNAMIC
COEFFICIENTSFORA BODYOFREVOLUTIONWITHANOFFSETCENTER-
OF-GRAVITYLOCATION,Robert C. Ried, Jr. and EdwardE. Mayo,
June 1963
THEELECTROCHEMICALFLUORINATIONOFORGANOSILICONCOMPOUNDS,
Robert E. Seaver, September1961
EFFECTOF SURFACEPREPARATIONA DGASFLOWONNITROGENATOM
SURFACERECOMBINATION,GeorgeM. Prok, September1961
FLIGHT-PATHCHARACTERISTICSFORDECELERATINGFROMSUPER-
CIRCULARSPEED,Roger W. Luidens, December1961
AN INPUTROUTINEUSINGARITHMETICSTATEMENTSFORTHEIBM 704
DIGITALCOMPUTER,Don N. Turner and Vearl N. Huff, September
1961
BASEFLOWCHARACTERISTICSFORSEVERALFOUR-CLUSTEREDROCKET
CONFIGURATIONSAT MACHNUMBERSFROM2.0 TO3.5, NormanT.
Musial and JamesJ. Ward, December1961
INTERACTIONOFHIGHLYUNDEREXPANDEDJ TSWITHSIMULATEDLUNAR
SURFACES,Leonard E. Stitt, December1961
INFRAREDANDREFLECTEDSOLARRADIATIONMEASUREMENTSFROMTHE
TIROSII METEOROLOGICALS TELLITE,W. R. Bandeen,R. A.
Hanel, John Licht, R. A. Stampfl, and W. G. Stroud, November
1961
SCANNINGMECHANISMFORA SATELLITEBORNEX-RAYSPECTROMETER,
Gerald L. Hempfling, November1962
THESIMULTANEOUSMEASUREMENTOFIONOSPHERICELECTRONDENSI-
TIES BY CWPROPAGATIONA DRF IMPEDANCEPROBETECHNIQUES,
J. A. Kane, J. E. Jackson, and H. A. Whale, January 1962
EARTHREFLECTEDSOLARRADIATIONINPUTTO SPHERICALSATELEITES,
F. G. Cunningham,October 1961
A MATHEMATICALTREATMENTOFTHEPROBLEMOFDETERMININGTHE
EIGENVALUESA SOCIATEDWITHA PARTITIONFUNCTIONOFANATOM
IN THEINTERIOROFA PLASMA,E. Baylis Shanks, October 1963
A RECURSIONRELATIONASSOCIATEDWITHA CERTAINSPECIALTYPE
DETERMINANT,E. Baylis Shanks, April 1963
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TN D 1113
TN D 1114
TN D 1115
TN D 1116
TN D 1119
TN D 1121
SPUTTERING OF A VEHICLE'S SURFACE IN A SPACE ENVIRONMENT,
Jerome R. Redus, June 1962
DETERMINING INERTIAS BY USING THE AMPLITUDE DECAY RATE OF A
MECHANICAL OSCILLATING SYSTEM, Gene T. Carpenter and Dan T.
Meredith, May 1962
NUCLEAR RADIATION TRANSFER AND HEAT DEPOSITION RATES IN LIQUID
HYDROGEN, M. O. Burrell, August 1962
THE RESULTS OF EMITTANCE MEASUREMENTS MADE IN RELATION TO THE
THERMAL DESIGN OF EXPLORER SPACECRAFT, Ronald Merrill, William
Snoddy, and Klaus Schocken, May 1962
SATURN VEHICLE ATTITUDE RESOLVER COMPUTER ERROR ANALYSIS,
Herman E. Thomason, September 1962
SUN TRACKING BY THE MINITRACK NETWORK STATIONS, E. J. Habib,
J. H. Berbert, and D. W. Harris, March 1962
TN D 1122
TN D 1123
TN D 1124
TN D 1125
TN D 1126
TN D 1127
TN D 1128
TN D 1129
TN D 1130
TN D 1131
TRACKING OF CYGNUS A AND CASSIOPEIA A BY THE NASA 108-MC
MINITRACK SYSTEM, E. J. Habib, J. H. Berbert, and D. W.
Harris, March 1962
ROCKET M_ASUREMENTS OF THE UPPER IONOSPHERE BY A RADIO PRO-
PAGATION TECHNIQUE, S. J. Bauer and J. E. Jackson, July 1961
A COMPARISON OF THEORY AND OBSERVATION OF THE ECHO I SATELLITE,
R. W. Bryant, December 1961
THE PROBLEM OF NITROGEN PEROXIDE IN THE ATMOSPHERES OF PLANETS,
Su-Shu Huang, January 1962
A DEVELOPMENT OF THE LUNAR AND SOLAR DISTURBING FUNCTIONS FOR
A CLOSE SATELLITE, William M. Kaula, January 1962
PARTICIPATION OF BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES IN PROJECT ECHO
AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS, William C. Jakes, Jr., December 1961
PROJECT ECHO - SYSTEM CALCULATIONS, Clyde L. Ruthroff and
William C. Jakes, Jr., November 1961
PROJECT ECHO - 960-MEGACYCLE, IO-KILOWATT TRANSMITTER, J. P.
Schafer and R. H. Brandt, October 1961
PROJECT ECHO - RECEIVING SYSTEM, E. A. Ohm, December 1961
PROJECT ECHO - HORN-REFLECTOR ANTENNA FOR SPACE COMMUNICATION,
A. B. Crawford, D. C. Hogg, and L. E. Hunt, December 1961
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TN D 1132 PROJECTECHO- THEDUALCHANNEL2390-MCTRAVELING- WAVEMASER,
R. W. DeGrasse, J. J. Kostelnick, and H. E. C. Scovil, December
1961
TND 1133 PROJECTECHO- STANDBYRECEIVERSYSTEM,L. U. Kibler, December
1961
TND 1134
TN D 1135
PROJECTECHO- FMDEMODULATORSWITHNEGATIVEFEEDBACK,Clyde L.
Ruthroff, October 1961
PROJECTECHO- SATELLITE-TRACKINGRADAR,E. De Lange, November
1961
TN D 1136 PROJECTECHO- 961-Mc LOWER-SIDEBANDUP-CONVERTERFORSATELLITE-
TRACKINGRADAR,M. Uenohara and H. Seidel, December1961
TN D 1138 PROJECTECHO- BORESIGHTCAMERASFORRECORDINGANTENNAPOINTING
ACCURACY,K. L. Warthman, September1961
TN D 1139
TN D 1140
SOLARPROTONS,Keith W. Ogilvie, July 1962
VELOCITYMODIFICATIONFOREARTHCAPTUREOFANASTRONOMICALBODY
IN THESOLARSYSTEM,Su-Shu Huang, December1961
TN D 1142 POINTRETURNFROMA LUNARMISSIONFORA VEHICLETHATMANEUVERS
WITHINTHEEARTH'SATMOSPHERE,SimonC. Sommerand Barbara J.
Short, November1961
TN D 1144
TN D 1145
ANACCELERATEDRESERVOIRLIGHT-GASGUN,John S. Curtis,
February 1962
ATMOSHEREENTRIESWITHVEHICLELIFT-DRAGRATIOMODULATEDTO
LIMIT DECELERATIONA DRATEOFDECELERATION- VEHICLESWITH
MAXIMUMLIFT-DRAGRATIOOF0.5, Elliott D. Katzen and Lionel
L. Levy, Jr., December1961
TN D 1146 EFFECTSOF SURFACERECOMBINATIONHEATTRANSFERTO BODIESIN
A HIGHENTHALPYSTREAMOFPARTIALLYDISSOCIATEDNITROGEN,
Ernest L. Winkler and Roy N. Griffin, Jr., December1961
TN D 1147 CALCULATIONOFFLOWFIELDSFROMBOW-WAVEPROFILESFORTHE
DOWNSTREAMREGIONOF BLUNT-NOSEDCIRCULARCYLINDERSIN
AXIAL HYPERSONICFLIGHT,Alvin Seiff and Ellis E. Whiting,
November1961
TN D 1148 A CORRELATIONSTUDYOFTHEBOW-WAVEPROFILESOFBLUNTBODIES,
Alvin Seiff and Ellis E.Whiting, February 1962
TN D 1151 NEWINVESTIGATIONSOFTHEALLEGEDMETEORITEFROMIGAST,
ESTONIA,John A. O'Keefe and Paul D. Lowman,Jr., December
1961
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TN D 1159
TN D 1164
TN D 1165
TN D 1169
TN D ii/0
TN D 1171
TN D 1172
TN D 1173
TN D 1174
TN D 1176
TN D 1177
THETIROSII RADIATIONEXPERIMENT,R. A. Hanel and W. G. Stroud,
October 1961
STARCATALOGSONPUNCHEDCARDSANDMAGNETICTAPE,J. H. Berbert,
December1961
INTERPLANETARYDUSTPARTICLESOFMICRONSIZE PROBABLYASSOCIATED
WITHTHELEONIDMETEORSTREAM,W. M. Alexander, C. W. McCracken,
and H. E. LaGow,December1961
CELESTIALGEODESY,W. M. Kaula, March 1962
MISSIONPLANNINGANDOPERATIONALPROCEDURESFORTHEX-15 AIR-
PLANE,Robert G. Hoey and Richard E. Day, March 1962
POTENTIALFLOWANALYSISOFUNSTEADYOUT-FLOWFROMA TANKAND
ITS EFFECTONTHEDYNAMICSOFA FLUIDSYSTEM,William H.
Roudebushand I. Irving Pinkel, June 1962
ANALYSISOFHEATTRANSFERANDPRESSUREDROPFORA GASFLOWING
THROUGHA SETOFMULTIPLEPARALLELFLATPLATESAT HIGHTEMPERA-
TURES,ThomasH. Einstein, December1961
CALIBRATIONTECHNIQUESIN ANARC-HEATED,HYPERSONIC,LOW-
DENSITYWINDTUNNEL,Ruth N. Weltmann,August 1962
INVESTIGATIONOFTHEPERFORMANCEOFA 78° FLAT-PLATEHELICAL
INDUCER,Richard F. Soltis, Douglas A. Anderson, and Donald
M. Sandercock, March 1962
ONTHEELECTRONDENSITYDISTRIBUTIONABOVETHEF2 PEAK(REVISED),
S. J. Bauer, January 1962
A TIMESHARINGSWITCHFORSPACECRAFTTELEMETRYSYSTEMS,William
A. Leavy, March 1962
THENASAPROGRAMFORPARTICLESANDFIELDSRESEARCHIN SPACE,
George H. Ludwig, April 1962
DIRECTMEASUREMENTSOFINTERPLANETARYDUSTPARTICLESIN THE
VICINITY OF EARTH,C. W. McCracken, W. M. Alexander, and M.
Dubin, December1961
THETHERMOELECTRICPOWEROFSEMICONDUCTORS,F. E. Geiger, Jr.,
May1962
COMPUTATIONALPROCEDUREFORVINTI'S THEORYOFANACCURATE
INTERMEDIARYORBIT, N. L. Bonavito, March 1962
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TN D 1179
ANALYSISOFTHE"RANGEANDRANGERATE"TRACKINGSYSTEM,F. O.
Vonbun, February 1962
LONGPERIODEFFECTSOFTHEELLIPTICITYOFTHEEARTH'SEQUATOR
ONTHEMOTIONOFARTIFICIAL SATELLITES,Peter Musen, May 1962
TN D 1180
TN D 1183
TN D 1184
TN D 1185
TN D 1186
TN D 1187
TN D 1188
TND 1189
TN D 1196
TN D 1197
TN D 1.].99
CERAMICVACUUMULTRAVIOLETCHAMBERS,Alfred K. Stober, March
1962
A STUDYOFGUIDANCESENSITIVITYFORVARIOUSLOW-THRUST
TRANSFERSFROMEARTHTOMARS,Alan L. Friedlander, February
1962
A MONTECARLOSTUDYOFRESONANCEESCAPEPROBABILITYIN
HETEROGENEOUSSLABLATTICESCONTAININGRESONANTABSORBERSAND
SCATTERERS,Harold Schneider, Leo Levitt, and Kevin J. Sroub,
April 1962
SOMETHEORETICALBASESFORSELECTIONOFMOLECULARIONPROPELLANTS
ANDA SURVEYOFMOLECULARPLASMACOLLISIONPROCESSES,John V.
Dugan, Jr., February 1964
INCOMPRESSIBLENONVISCOUSBLADE-TO-BLADEFLOWTHROUGHA PUMP
ROTORWITHSPLITTERVANES,JamesJ. Kramer, Norbert O. Stockman,
and Ralph J. Bean, April 1962
EVALUATIONOFAHOLLOW,CYLINDRICAL,CONTACT-IONSOURCE,J.
ThomasKotnik, February 1962
GOVERNMENT-INDUSTRYCONFERENCEONMERCURYCONDENSING,APRIL 18,
1961, PASADENA,CALIFORNIA,February 1962
AN EMPIRICALRELATIONFORPREDICTINGVOIDFRACTIONWITHTWO-
PHASE,STREAM-WATERFLOW,UweH. von Glahn, January 1962
A STUDYOFTHEEFFECTOFMULTI-GACCELERATIONSONNUCLEATE-
BOILINGEBULLITION,Robert W. Grahamand Robert C. Hendricks,
May1963
EXPERIMENTALSTUDYOFTHEEFFECTSOFWEIGHTLESSNESSONTHE
CONFIGURATIONFMERCURYANDALCOHOLIN SPHERICALTANKS,
Donald A. Petrash, Robert F. Zappa, and EdwardW. Otto,
April 1962
THREE-DIMENSIONALSPHERE-OF-INFLUENCEANALYSISOFINTER-
PLANETARYTRAJECTORIESTOMARS,Gerald Knip, Jr. and Charles
L. Zola, May 1962
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TND 1205
TND 1206
TN D 1207
TN D 1208
TN D 1209
TND 1210
TND 1216
TN D 1218
TND 1222
TND 1225
TND 1226
FORCESANDMOMENTSONSPHERE-CONEBODIESIN NEWTONIANFLOW,
Robert R. Dickey, December1961
THEPERFORMANCEOFABLATIVEMATERIALSIN A HIGH-ENERGY,
PARTIALLYDISSOCIATED,FROZENITROGENSTREAM,Nick S.
Vojvodich, May 1962
A METHODFORCALCULATINGTHEGENERALIZEDAERODYNAMICFORCES
ONRECTANGULARWINGSDEFORMINGSYMMETRICALLYIN SUPERSONIC
FLIGHTWITHINDICIAL ORSINUSOIDALTIMEDEPENDENCE,Reuben
Bond, Barbara B. Packard, Robert W. Warner, and Audrey L.
Summers,March 1962
ANANALYTICALSTUDYOFORBITALRENDEZVOUSFORLEASTFUELAND
LEASTENERGY,Harold Hornby, March 1962
OPTIMALFILTERINGANDLINEARPREDICTIONAPPLIEDTOA MIDCOURSE
NAVIGATIONSYSTEMFORTHECIRCUMLUNARMISSION,John D. McLean,
Stanley F. Schmidt, and Leonard A. McGee,March 1962
ANALYSISOF SOLAR-RADIATIONSHIELDSFORTEMPERATURECONTROLOF
SPACEVEHICLES UBJECTEDTOLARGECHANGESIN SOLARENERGY,
GeorgeJ. Nothwang,John C. Arvesen, and Frank M. Hamaker,
March 1962
MEASUREMENTSOFMOMENTUMTRANSFERFROMPLASTICPROJECTILES
TOMASSIVEALUMINUMTARGETSAT SPEEDSUPTO25,600 FEETPER
SECOND,B. Pat Denardo, March 1962
STUDYOF SINUSOIDALLYPERTURBEDFLOWIN A LINE INCLUDINGA 90°
ELBOWWITHFLEXIBLESUPPORTS,Robert J. Blade, William Lewis,
and Jack H. Goodykoontz, July 1962
MEASUREMENTSOFFLOWDURATIONIN A LOW-PRESSURESHOCKTUBE,
Virgil A. Sandborn, May 1962
ELECTRODECONFIGURATIONSFORA WIND-TUNNELHEATERINCORPORATING
THEMAGNETICALLYSPUNELECTRICARC,Donald R. Boldman, Charles
E. Shepard, and John C. Fakan, April 1962
VELOCITYPOTENTIALANDFORCESONOSCILLATINGSLENDERBODIESOF
REVOLUTIONI SUPERSONICFLOWEXPANDEDTOTHEFIFTHPOWEROF
THEFREQUENCY,Donald L. Lansing, April 1962
FEASIBILITYSTUDYOFA CIRCUMLUNARPHOTOGRAPHICEXPERIMENT,
William H. Michael, Jr., Robert H. Tolson, and John P. Gapcynski,
May 1962
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TN D 1234
TN D 1235
TN D 1236
TND 1237
TND 1238
TN D 1239
TN D 1240
TND 1241
A BRIEFEVALUATIONOFHELICOPTERWAKEASA POTENTIALOPERATIONAL
HAZARDTOAIRCRAFT,AndrewB. Connor and ThomasC. O'Bryan,
March 1962
INVESTIGATIONOFTHESTATICLONGITUDINALAERODYNAMICCHARAC-
TERISTICSOFA 1/10-SCALEMODELOFTHEBLUESCOUTJR. AT
MACHNUMBERSFROM0.40 to 1.03, ThomasC. Kelly and Robert J.
Keynton, April 1962
ANALYSISOFTWOTHRUSTINGTECHNIQUESFORSOFTLUNARLANDINGS
STARTINGFROMA 50-MILEALTITUDECIRCULARORBIT,M. J. Queijo
and G. Kimball Miller, Jr., March 1962
STATICAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA TWO-STAGEANDA THREE-
STAGEROCKETVEHICLEAT MACHNUMBERSFROM1.47 TO 4.63, Clarence
A. Brown, Jr. and Ausley B. Carraway, April 1962
FORCE-TESTINVESTIGATIONOFA MODELOFANAERIALVEHICLE
SUPPORTEDBY FOURUNSHROUDEDPROPELLERS,Robert H. Kirby,
April 1962
FLIGHT-TESTINVESTIGATIONOFA MODELOFANAERIALVEHICLE
SUPPORTEDBY FOURUNSHROUDEDPROPELLERS,Robert H. Kirby,
April 1962
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFOSCILLATORYAERODYNAMICFORCES,
MOMENTS,ANDPRESSURESACTINGONA TAPEREDWINGOSCILLATING
IN PITCHAT MACHNUMBERSFROM0.40 TO 1.07, SumnerA. Leadbetter,
ShermanA. Clevenson, and William B. Igoe, April 1962
EXPERIMENTALOBSERVATIONSOFAERODYNAMICANDHEATINGTESTSON
INSULATINGHEATSHIELDS,Melvin S. Anderson and C. W. Stroud,
March 1962
INVESTIGATIONOFVORTEXMOVEMENTSABOUTA WINGIN INTERMEDIATE
ANDHIGHSUBSONICFLOWUNDERGOINGA LARGEANGLE-OF-ATTACKHANGE
IN A BLAST-INDUCEDGUST,Donald R. McFarland, April 1962
AN EXPERIMENTALSTUDYOFTHEEFFECTOFDOWNWASHFROMA TWIN-
PROPELLERVTOLAIRCRAFTONSEVERALTYPESOFGROUNDSURFACES,
ThomasC. O'Bryan, May 1962
NASASCOUTST-I FLIGHT-TESTRESULTSANDANALYSES,LAUNCH
OPERATIONS,ANDTESTVEHICLEDESCRIPTION,Robert J. Mayhue,
compiler, June 1962
EFFECTSOF SUCTIONBOUNDARY-LAYERCONTROLONTHEPERFORMANCE
OFA SHORTANNULARDIFFUSERWITHANUPSTREAMTERMINALNORMAL
SHOCK,Charles J. Shoemakerand John R. Henry, April 1962
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TN D 1244
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TN D 1248
TN D 1249
TND 1250
TN D 1252
TN D 1254
TN D 1255
TND 1256
TND 1260
THEORETICALINVESTIGATIONOFEFFECTSOFCHANGESIN COMMAND
COMPUTATIONSANDFILTERLOCATIONONRESPONSEOFANAUTO-
MATICALLYCONTROLLEDINTERCEPTORDURINGTHEATTACKPHASE,
Windsor L. Sherman,May 1962
A TABULATIONOFSECTIONAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSAT MACH
NUMBERSOF 1,61 AND2.01 FORFOURSWEPTWINGSHAVINGTHESAME
PLANFORMBUTDIFFERENTSURFACESHAPES,EmmaJean Landrum,
April 1962
LOW-SPEEDAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA CANARDAIRPLANE
CONFIGURATIONHAVINGSPLITFLAPSLOCATEDAHEADOFTHEWING
TRAILINGEDGEANDLEADING-ANDTRAILING-EDGEFLAPSONTHE
CANARDCONTROL,Bernard Spencer, Jr., April 1962
PRESSUREMEASUREMENTSONTWO60° SWEPTDELTAWINGSWITHBLUNT
LEADINGEDGESANDDIHEDRALANGLESOF0QAND45° AT A MACH
NUMBER OF 4.95, P. Calvin Stainback, April 1962
THE METEORITIC HAZARD OF THE ENVIRONMENT OF A SATELLITE, John
E. Duberg, May 1962
STATISTICAL WIND DISTRIBUTION DATA FOR USE AT NASA WALLOPS
STATION, William L. Weaver, Andrew G. Swanson, and John F.
Spurling, July 1962
SUBSONIC WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF ERRORS INDICATED BY
TOTAL-PRESSURE TUBES IN THE FLOW FIELD OF A BODY SIMULATING
THE NOSE OF THE X-15 RESEARCH AIRPLANE, William J. Alford, Jr.,
April 1962
IDEAL-GAS TABLES FOR HELIUM FLOW IN THE MACH NUMBERS RANGE
FROM 40 TO i00, James Mueller, May 1962
PRELIMINARY STUDIES OF MANNED SATELLITE WINGLESS CONFIGURATION:
NONLIFTING, Maxime A. Faget, Benjamine J. Garland, and James J.
Buglia, March 1962
LOW-SPEED WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION TO DETERMINE THE FLIGHT
CHARACTERISTICS OF A MODEL OF A PARAWING UTILITY VEHICLE,
Joseph L. Johnson, Jr., August 1962
HEAT TRANSFER TO 0 ° AND 75 ° SWEPT BLUNT LEADING EDGES IN FREE
FLIGHT AT MACH NUMBERS FROM 1.90 TO 3.07, Robert L. O'Neal
and Aleck C. Bond, April 1962
HEAT TRANSFER AND PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION AT A MACH NUMBER OF
6.8 ON BODIES WITH CONICAL FLARES AND EXTENSIVE FLOW SEPARATION,
John V. Becker and Peter F. Korycinski, April 1962
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TN D 1276
TN D 1278
TN D 1285
TN D 1287
TN D 1289
TN D 1290
TND 1291
STATISTICALSTUDYOFEFFECTSOFINSERTIONERRORSONASCENT
TRAJECTORIESFORLUNARMISSIONS,Harold A. Hamer, Carl R.
Huss, and John P. Mayer, May 1962
PRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSATMACHNUMBER2.05 ONA SERIESOF
HIGHLYSWEPTARROWINGSEMPLOYINGVARIOUSDEGREESOFTWIST
ANDCAMBER,Harry W. Carlson, May 1962
INDUCEDPRESSURESONCYLINDRICALRODSWITHVARIOUSNOSE
DRAGSANDNOSESHAPESAT MACHNUMBERSOF17 AND21, Robert
D. Witcofski and Arthur Henderson, Jr., May1962
CURRENTESTIMATESOFRADIATIONDOSESIN SPACE,Trutz Foelsche,
July 1962
THEGRAVITATIONALFIELDENVIRONMENTOFAN EARTHSATELLITE,
David Adamson,August 1962
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSIN PITCHOFSEVERALRING-WING-
BODYCONFIGURATIONSATA MACHNUMBEROF2.2, Odell Morris,
April 1962
CONCEPTUALDESIGNSTUDYOFA MULTIPURPOSEA ROSPACET ST
FACILITY, July 1962
CAPECANAVERALWINDANDSHEARDATA(i THRU80 KM) FORUSE
IN VEHICLEDESIGNANDPERFORMANCESTUDIES,JamesR. Scoggins
and William W. Vaughan, July 1962
GROUNDFACILITYREQUIREMENTSFORSUB-COOLINGLIQUID HYDROGEN,
W. E. Dempsterand J. R. Olivier, July 1962
REVIEWOFTHEX-15 PROGRAM,Compiled by Joseph Well, June 1962
AN EMPIRICALCORRELATIONOFCRITICALBOILINGHEATFLUXIN FORCED
FLOWUPWARDTHROUGHUNIFORMLYHEATEDTUBES,UweH. yon Glahn,
September1962
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFWATER-ABSORBENTMA ERIALSAS
POSSIBLEHEATSINKSFORHYPERSONICANDREENTRYVEHICLES,
Robert P. Dengler and ReevesP. Cochran, July 1962
ABSORPTIONANDEMISSIONCHARACTERISTICSOFDIFFUSESPHERICAL
ENCLOSURES,E. M. Sparrow and V. K. Jonsson, June 1962
ANADDITIONTOTHEYALETABLESFORTHEDEVELOPMENTOFTHE
DISTURBINGFUNCTION,Lloyd Carpenter, March 1962
SOLARPROTONIMPACTZONES,ThomasKelsall, June 1962
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TN D 1298
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TND 1303
TN D 1304
TND 1307
TN D 1312
TN D 1313
TN D 1314
TND 1316
A PULSEDFREQUENCYMODULATIONDECOMMUTATOR,H. H. Levy, A. M.
Demmerle,and J. L. Tinsley, June 1962
TELEMETERINGINFRAREDATAFROMTHETIROSMETEOROLOGICAL
SATELLITES,J. F. Davis, R. A. Hanel, R. A. Stampfl, M. G.
Strange, and M. R. Townsend,August 1962
RE-ENTRYGLIDEMANEUVERSFORRECOVERYOFA WINGEDFIRST-STAGE
ROCKETBOOSTER,Alan D. Levin and EdwardJ. Hopkins, May 1962
AN INVESTIGATIONOFTHENORMAL-FORCEANDVORTEX-WAKECHARAC-
TERISTICSOFANOGIVE-CYLINDERBODYAT SUBSONICSPEEDS,Bruce
E. Tinling and Clyde Q. Allen, April 1962
THEORYOFHIGH-SPEED-IMPACTA TENUATIONBY GASBAGS,John
ThomasHowe,April 1962
EFFECTSOFSIMULATEDRETROROCKETSONTHEAERODYNAMICCHARAC-
TERISTICSOFA BODYOFREVOLUTIONAT MACHNUMBERSFROM0.25
TO1.90, Victor L. Peterson and Robert L. McKenzie, May 1962
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA 4-FOOT-DIAMETERDUCTEDFAN
MOUNTEDONTHETIP OFA SEMISPANWING,Kenneth W. Mort and
Paul F. Yaggy, April 1962
APPROXIMATIONSFORTHETHERMODYNAMICANDTRANSPORTPROPERTIES
OFHIGH-TEMPERATURENITROGENWITHSHOCK-TUBEAPPLICATIONS,
Warren F. Ahtye and Tzy-ChengPeng, August 1962
SECONDARYFLOWFIELDSEMBEDDEDIN HYPERSONICSHOCKLAYERS,
Alvin Seiff, May1962
ESTIMATIONOFCRITICALTEMPERATUREFORSURFACEIONCURRENTS
FROMELECTRONEMISSIONDATA,Thaine W. Reynolds, May 1962
ANALYSISOFMELTINGBOUNDARYLAYERSONDECELERATINGBODIES,
Simon Ostrach, Arthur W. Goldstein, and Jesse Hamman,July
1962
EFFLUXOFTHERMALRADIATIONFROMA CYLINDRICALCAVITYIRRADIATED
FROMAN EXTERNALSOURCE,E. M. Sparrow, June 1962
BOILINGHEATTRANSFERTOLIQUID HYDROGENA DNITROGENI FORCED
FLOW,JamesP. Lewis, Jack H. Goodykoontz, and John F. Kline,
September1962
THREE-DIMENSIONALTRAJECTORYANALYSISFORROUND-TRIPMISSIONS
TOMARS,Gerald Knip, Jr. and Charles L. Zola, October 1962
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TN D 1332
TN D 1334
TN D 1335
TN D 1336
TN D 1337
TN D 1338
THREE-DIMENSIONALTRAJECTORYANALYSISFORROUND-TRIPMISSIONS
TOVENUS,Charles L. Zola and Gerald Knip, Jr., August 1962
A CENTRALFACILITYFORRECORDINGANDPROCESSINGTRANSIENT-
TYPEDATA,By Staff of the Lewis Research Center, January 1963
NUMERICALSOLUTIONOFTWO-DIMENSIONALPOISSONEQUATION:THEORY
ANDAPPLICATIONTOELECTROSTATIC-ION-ENGINEA ALYSIS,Vladimir
Hamzaand EdwardA. Richley, October 1962
ELECTRONDIFFUSIONIN A TURBULENTPLASMA,Harold R. Kaufman,
June 1962
MOTIONSOFA SHORTI0 ° BLUNTEDCONEENTERINGA MARTIAN
ATMOSPHEREAT ARBITRARYANGLESOFATTACKANDARBITRARY
PITCHINGRATES,Victor L. Peterson, May 1962
STATICAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOF SHORTBLUNTCONESWITH
VARIOUSNOSEANDBASECONEANGLESATMACHNUMBERSFROM0.6
TO 5.5 ANDANGLESOFATTACKTO 180° , Stuart L. Treon, May 1962
THEDETERMINATIONFABLATIVEPROPERTIESOFMATERIALSIN FREE-
FLIGHTRANGES,RaymondC. Savin, Hermilo R. Gloria, and Richard
G. Dahms,June 1962
THETHEORETICALENTHALPYDISTRIBUTIONOFAIR IN STEADYFLOW
ALONGTHEAXIS OFA DIRECT-CURRENTELECTRICARC,HowardA. Stine
and Velvin R. Watson, August 1962
MEASUREMENTSOFTHEEFFECTIVEHEATSOFABLATIONOFTEFLONAND
POLYETHYLENEAT CONVECTIVEHEATINGRATESFROM25 TO 420 BTU/FT2
SEC,Dale L. Compton, Warren Winovich and RoyM. Wakefield,
August 1962
WIND-TUNNELTESTSOFA SERIESOF18-FOOT-DIAMETERPARACHUTES
WITHEXTENDABLEFLAPS,Berl Gamseand Paul F. Yaggy, August
1962
A LARGE-SCALEWIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFA WINGLESSVERTICAL
TAKE-OFFANDLANDINGAIRCRAFT,David G. Koenig and JamesA.
Brady, February 1963
THEEARTH'SFREEOSCILLATIONS,Gordon J. F. MacDonald, June 1962
A TUNNEL-DIODECOUNTERFORSATELLITEAPPLICATIONS,Edgar G. Bush,June 1962
PRELIMINARYRESULTSOFRADIATIONMEASUREMENTSFROMTHETIROSIII
METEOROLOGICALS TELLITE,W. Nordberg, W. R. Bandeen, B. J.
Conrath, V. Kunde, and I. Persano, May 1962
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SCIENTIFICSATELLITESANDTHESPACENVIRONMENT,John C. New,
June 1962
EARTHSCANANALOGSIGNALRELATIONSHIPSIN THETIROSRADIATION
EXPERIMENTANDTHEIRAPPLICATIONTOTHEPROBLEMOFHORIZON
SENSING,Barney J_ Conrath, June 1.962
PRELIMINARYREPORTONTHESINGLESTATIONDOPPLEROCKETRACKING
TECHNIQUE,J. Carl Seddon, January 1963
A CORRELATIONFUNCTIONDEFINITIONOFSPECTRALRESOLUTION,
Sidney O. Kastner, William A. White, John K. Coulter, and
William E. Behring, June 1962
EXPERIMENTALEVIDENCEFORTHEPRESENCEOFHELIUMIONSIN THE
UPPERATMOSPHEREBASEDONEXPLORERVIII SATELLITEDATA,R. E.
Bourdeau, E. C. Whipple, Jr., J. L. Donley, and S. J. Bauer,
July 1962
CALCULATIONOFTHEECLIPSEFACTORFORELLIPTICALSATELLITE
ORBITS,Fred G. Cunningham,June 1962
SPACECRAFTINFORMATIONSYSTEMS,George H. Ludwig, October 1962
THEDISTRIBUTIONOF SMALLINTERPI_NETARYDUSTPARTICLESIN THE
VICINITY OFTHEEARTH,C. W. McCrackenand W. M. Alexander,
July 1962
COMPUTATIONFTHEPERTURBATIONSOFNEARLYCIRCULARORBITS,
USINGA NON-SINGULARSETOFVECTORIALELEMENTS,Peter Musen,
August 1962
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTOFCONVECTIVEAND
RADIATIVEHEATLOADSONTHEPERFORMANCEOF SUBLIMINGAND
CHARRINGABLATORS,Roger W. Peters and R. Gale Wilson, July
1962
PROCEEDINGSOFCONFERENCEONSPACECRAFTS ERILIZATION,
FreemanH. Quimby, editor, December1962
HIGH-EFFICIENCYMODIFIEDFRESNELREFLECTORSFORSOLAR-ENERGY
CONCENTRATION,AtwoodR. Heath, Jr., July 1962
A WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFPRESSUREFLUCTUATIONSONTHE
UPPERVERTICALTAIL OFTHEX-15 WHENMATEDTOTHEB-52 CARRIER
AIRPLANE,John W. McKeeand ThomasA. Byrdsong, June 1962
THEELECTROMAGNETIC-RADIATIONENVIRONMENTOFA SATELLITE.
PARTI. RANGEOFTHERMALTOX-RADIATION,S. Katzoff, September
1962
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THEELECTROMAGNETIC-RADIATIONENVIRONMENTOFA SATELLITE.
PARTII. RADIOWAVES,Jerry L. Modisette, September1962
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTAIL BUFFETAT SUBSONICAND
TRANSONICSPEEDSEMPLOYINGA DYNAMICELASTICAIRCRAFTMODEL,
Robert N. Rigby and Elden S. Cornette, September1962
A WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTHELONGITUDINALERODYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICSOFTWOFULL-SCALEHELICOPTERFUSELAGEMODELS
WITHAPPENDAGES,Julian L. Jenkins, Jr., Matthew M. Winston,
and George E. Sweet, July 1962
THEORBITALBEHAVIOROFTHEECHOI SATELLITEANDITS ROCKET
CASINGDURINGTHEFIRST 500 DAYS,Gertrude C. Westrick and
Katherine G. Johnson, June 1962
TEMPERATURECONTROLOFTHEEXPLORERIX SATELLITE,Charles V.
Woerner and Gerald M. Keating, July 1962
NUMERICAlANALYSISOFTHETRANSIENTRESPONSEOFADVANCED
THERMALPROTECTIONSYSTEMSFORATMOSPHERICENTRY.Robert T.
Swannand Claud M. Pittman, July 1962
PRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSONTWO-DIMENSIONALSHARP-LEADING-EDGE
FLATPLATESWITHSWEEPANGLESOF0°, 30° , AND45° AT A MACH
NUMBEROF 6 ANDANGLESOFATTACKFROM0° TO90° , JamesG.
Hondros, September1962
HEAT-TRANSFERANDPRESSUREMEASUREMENTSONA FLAT-PLATESUR-
FACEANDHEAT-TRANSFERMEASUREMENTSONATTACHEDPROTUBERANCES
IN A SUPERSONICTURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYERATMACHNUMBERSOF
2.65, 3.51, AND4.44, Paige B. Burbank, Robert A. Newlander,
an_ Ida K. Collins, December1962
LOW-SPEEDLONGITUDINALAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSA SOCIATED
WITHA SERIESOFLOW-ASPECT-RATIOWINGSHAVINGVARIATIONSIN
LEADING-EDGECONTOUR,Bernard Spencer, Jr. and Alexander D.
Hammond,September1962
DESCRIPTIONANDPRELIMINARYCALIBRATIONTESTOFA SMALLARC-
HEATEDHYPERSONICWINDTUNNEL,William B. Boatright, Roger
B. Stewart, and John E. Grimaud, December1962
AERODYNAMICHEATINGANDBOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITIONONA 1/10-
POWERNOSESHAPEIN FREEFLIGHTAT MACHNUMBERSUPTO6.7 AND
FREE-FLIGHTREYNOLDSNUMBERSUP TO16 x 106, Benjamine J.
Garland, Andrew G. Swanson,and Katherine C. Speegle, June1962
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LOW-SPEEDSTATICLONGITUDINALANDLATERALAERODYNAMICCHARAC-
TERISTICSOFA MODELWITHA LOW-ASPECT-RATIOVARIABLE-INCIDENCE
WINGANDWITHA FREE-FLOATINGANDA PROGRAMMEDHIGH-LIFTCANARD
CONTROL,William I. Scallion, October 1962
SLIPSTREAMFLOWAROUNDSEVERALTILT-WINGVTOLAIRCRAFTMODELS
OPERATINGNEARTHEGROUND,William A. Newsom,Jr. and Louis P.
Tosti, September1962
RADIATIONEXPOSUREIN SUPERSONICTRANSPORTS,Trutz Foelsche,
August 1962
A WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONAT A MACHNUMBEROF2.01 OFTHE
SONIC-BOOMCHARACTERISTICSOFTHREEWING-BODYCOMBINATIONS
DIFFERINGIN WINGLONGITUDINALLOCATION,Odell A. Morris,
September1962
THEATMOSPHEREAS A PARTOFTHESPACEENVIRONMENT,Richard A.
Hord, Wilber Bo Huston, and Harold B. Tolefson, January 1963
DRAGCHARACTERISTICSANDDYNAMICSTABILITYIN DESCENTOFA
ROTARYPARACHUTESTEDIN A VERTICALTUNNEL,SangerM. Burk, Jr.,
August 1962
WIND-TUNNELMEASUREMENTSOFAERODYNAMICDAMPINGDERIVATIVESOFA
LAUNCHVEHICLEVIBRATINGIN FREE-FREEBENDINGMODESAT MACH
NUMBERSFROM0.70 TO2.87 ANDCOMPARISONSWITHTHEORY,Perry W.
Hansonand Robert V. Doggett, Jr., October 1962
A TABULATIONOFWIND-TUNNELPRESSUREDATAANDSECTIONAERO-
DYNAMICHARACTERISTICSAT M_CHNUMBERSOF 1.61 AND2.01 FOR
A REFLEXCAMBEREDWINGANDA CAMBEREDANDTWISTEDWINGHAVING
THESAMESWEPTPLANFORM,EmmaJean Landrum, September1962
A TABULATIONOFWIND-TUNNELPRESSUREDATAANDSECTIONAERO-
DYNAMICHAraCTERISTICSAT MACHNUMBERSOF1.61 AND2.01 FOR
TWOTRAPEZOIDALANDTHREEDELTAWINGSHAVINGDIFFERENTSURFACE
SHAPES,EmmaJean Landr_m, September1962
ANANALYSISOFTHECONINGMOTIONSOFTHEFINAL STAGESOFTHREE
NASASCOUTDEVELOPMENTVEHICLES,GeorgeR. Youngand JamesJ.
Buglia, December1962
LOW-SPEEDLONGITUDINALCHARACTERISTICSOFANAIRPLANECONFIGU-
RATIONINCLUDINGEFFECTSOFCANARDANDWINGTRAILING-EDGEFLAP
CONTROLSIN COMBINATION,Bernard Spencer, Jr. and William C.
Sleeman, Jr., September1962
A STUDYOFTHRUSTVECTORSTEERINGFORRENDEZVOUSWITHA NEAR-
EARTHSATELLITEUTILIZINGA THREE-STAGEV HICLELAUNCHEDOUT
OFTHESATELLITEPLANE,Charles P. Llewellyn, October 1962
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INDUCEDINTERFERENCEEFFECTSONA FOUR-JETVTOLCONFIGURATION
WITHVARIOUSWINGPLANFORMSIN THETRANSITIONSPEEDRANGE,
JamesH. Otis, Jr., September1962
ERECTABLEYAGIDISKANTENNASFORSPACE-VEHICLEAPPLICATIONS,
William F. Croswell and Melvin C. Gilreath, October 1962
EXPERIMENTALDETERMINATIONFSPECTRANDTOTALTRANSMISSIVI-
TIES OFCLOUDSOFSMALLPARTICLES,Chester D. Lanzo and Robert
G. Ragsdale, September1962
CALCULATIONOFTRANSPORTPROPERTIESOFHEAT-TRANSFERPARAMETERS
OFDISSOCIATIONHYDROGEN,ormanT. Grier, October 1962
ANALYSISOFFLUORINEGASBY REACTIONWITHMERCURY,Robert E.
Seaver, August 1962
A PRELIMINARYSTUDYOFTHEORBITSOFMERITFORMOONPROBES,Su-
Shu Huang, July 1962
CALCULATIONOFEPHEMERIDESFROMINITIAL VALUES,Karl Stumpff,
December1962
THELONG-PERIODMOTIONOFTHETROJANS,WITHSPECIALATTENTION
TOTHETHEORYOFTHUERING,Karl Stumpff, June 1963
ONLAGRANGE'STHEORYOFTHETHREE-BODYPROBLEM,Karl Stumpff,
January 1963
MEASUREMENTSOFTHEGEOMAGNETICF ELD BY THEVANGUARDIII
SATELLITE,Joseph C. Cain, Ivan R. Shapiro, John D. Stolarik,
and JamesP. Heppner, October 1962
A PHASE-LOCKEDPHASEFILTERFORTHEMINITRACKSYSTEM,Ronald F.
Woodman,September1962
PULSEFREQUENCYMODULATION,R. W. Rochelle, October 1962
THENIMBUSSPACECRAFTANDITS COMMUNICATIONSYSTEMAS OF
SEPTEMBER1961, Rudolf A. Stampfl, January 1963
PREDICTEDGASPROPERTIESIN THESHOCKLAYERAHEADOFCAPSULE-
TYPEVEHICLESATANGLESOFATTACK,GeorgeE. Kaattari, October
1962
RADIATIVEHEATTRANSFERANDABSORPTIONBEHINDA HYPERSONIC
NORMALSHOCKWAVE,Kenneth K. Yoshikawa and Dear R. Chapman,
September1962
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TN D 1432
TN D 1433
TN D 1434
TND 1435
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FREE-FLIGHTESTSOFFIFTH-STAGESCOUTENTRYVEHICLEAT MACH
NUMBERSOF5 AND17, DonnB. Kirk and Robert J. Miller, October
1962
COMPARISONFEXPERIMENTALNDNUMERICALRESULTSFORTHEFLOW
OFA PERFECTGASABOUTBLUNT-NOSEDBODIES,MamoruInouye and
Harvard Lomax, september 1962
ATMOSPHEREENTRIESWITHSPACECRAFTLIFT-DRAGRATIOSMODULATED
TOLIMIT DECELERATIONS,Lionel L. Levy, Jr., October 1962
A I-FOOTHYPERVELOCITYSHOCKTUNNELIN WHICHHIGH-ENTHALPY,
REAL-GASAIR FLOWSCANBEGENERATEDWITHFLOWTIMESOFABOUT
180 MILLISECONDS,Bernard E. Cunninghamand SamuelKraus,
October 1962
LONGITUDINALTRIMCHARACTERISTICSOFA DEFELCTEDSLIPSTREAM
V/STOLAIRCRAFTDURINGLEVELFLIGHTAT TRANSITIONFLIGHT
SPEEDS,HowardL. Turner and Fred J. Drinkwater III, October
1962
LARGE-SCALEWIND-TUNNELTESTSOFA CIRCULARPLAN-FORMAIRCRAFT
WITHA FERIPHERALJET FORLIFT, THRUST,ANDCONTROL,Richard
K. Greif and William H. Tolhurst, Jr., February 1963
ANALYSISOFGUIDANCEPERTURBATIONSFORA LOW-THRUSTMARS
ORBITERMISSIONUSINGSNAP-8,Alan L. Friedlander, December
1962
MONTECARLOCALCULATIONSOFNEUTRONNUMBERSPECTRAANDBUILDUP
FACTORSIN INFINITE CONICALCONFIGURATIONS,Millard L. Wohl,
September1962
HEAT-TRANSFERCHARACTERISTICSOF SEVERALRADIATORFINNED-TUBE
CONFIGURATIONS,E. M. Sparrow and W. J. Minkowycz, November
1962
HEATTRANSFERANDPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONONCONE-CYLINDER-FLARE
CONFIGURATIONWITHBOUNDARY-LAYERSEPARATION,Harold Ferguson
and John W. Schaefer, October 1962
CAVITATIONANDNONCAVITATIONPERFORMANCEOFAN80.6 ° FLAT-
PLATEHELICALINDUCERAT THREEROTATIONALSPEEDS,Donald M.
Sandercock, Richard F. Soltis, and Douglas A. Anderson,
November1962
ONTHEEFFECTOFHEATADDITIONIN THEEMPIRICALCORRELATIONOF
VOIDFRACTIONSFORSTEAM-WATERFLOW,UweH. vonGlahn and
Richard P. Polcyn, November1962
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COMBINEDRADIATIONANDFORCEDCONVECTIONFORFLOWOFA TRANS-
PARENTGASIN A TUBEWITHSINUSOIDALAXIAL WALLHEATFLUX
DISTRIBUTION,Robert Siegel, October 1962
TIME-DEPENDENTS RUCTUREOF THEUPPERATMOSPHERE,Isadore
Harris and Wolfgang Priester, July 1962
THEORETICALMODELSFORTHESOLAR-CYCLEVARIATIONOFTHEUPPER
ATMOSPHERE,Isadore Harris and Wolfgang Priester, August 1962
DIFFERENTIALCORRECTIONFORVINTI'S ACCURATEINTERMEDIARYORBIT,
N. L. Bonavito, December1962
THEMAGNETICFIELD OFA MODELRADIATIONBELTNUMERICALLYCOMPUTED,
Syun-Ichi Akasofu, Joseph C. Cain, and SydneyChapman,November
1962
CORRECTIONFORATMOSPHERICREFRACTIONAT THENASAMINITRACK
STATIONS,F. O. Vonbun, August 1962
ARTICMETEOROLOGYPHOTOPROBEPOLARIZEDLIGHTEXPERIMENT,Gerald
L. Hempfling, Harold E. Evans. Robert C. Baumann,and Richard J.
Andryshak, August 1963
THEORBITINGGEOPHYSICALOBSERVATORY,A NEWTOOLFORSPACE
RESEARCH,GeorgeH. Ludwig and Wilfred E. Scull, August 1962
APPLICATIONOFTHEMODULARIZATIONCONCEPTTO SATELLITETAPE
RECORDERS,P. T. Cole, H. J. Peake, and C. F. Rice, November1962
RELIABILITYANDREDUNDANCYONSIDERATIONSI SELECTINGSPACE-
CRAFTBATTERIES,Joseph M. Sherfey and Klaus Johannsen, October
1962
A FORTRANII PROGRAMFORANALYSISOFRADIOACTIVEDECAYCURVES,
John L. Needand Theordore E. Fessler, October 1962
A GENERALIBM 704 OR7090 COMPUTERP OGRAMFORCOMPUTATIONF
CHEMICALEQUILIBRIUMCOMPOSITIONS,ROCKETPERFORMANCE,AND
CHAPMAN-JOUGUETD ONATIONS,Frank J. Zeleznik and Sanford
Gordon, October 1962
THEN-BODYCODE- A GENERALFORTRANCODEFORSOLUTIONOF
PROBLEMSIN SPACEMECHANICSBYNUMERICALMETHODS,William C.
Strack, Wilbur F. Dobson, and Vearl N. Huff, January 1963
OPTIMUMLOW-ACCELERATIONTRAJECTORIESFORINTERPLANETARY
TRANSFERS,Arthur V. Zimmerman,John S. MacKay,and Leonard G.
Rossa, January 1963
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TN D 1457 AN ELECTRON-BOMBARDMENTIONROCKETOPERATEDWITHALTERNATING-
CURRENTSUPPLIES,Paul D. Reader and Robert C. Finke, December
1962
TN D 1459 EFFECTSOFAIR CONTENTANDWATERPURITYONLIQUIDTENSIONAT
INCIPIENTCAVITATIONIN VENTURIFLOW,Robert S. Ruggeri and
ThomasF. Gelder, March 1963
TN D 1460 EXPERIMENTALNEUTRONFLUXDISTRIBUTIONSIN A GRAPHITEASSEMBLY
WITHAN INTERNALCAVITY,ThomasA. Fox, Donald F. Shook, Robert
A. Mueller, and Daniel Fieno, October 1962
TN D 1462 MICROPOWERTRANSISTORLOGICCIRCUITS,John C. Sturman, February
1963
TN D 1463 RADIOMETRICMEASUREMENTSFROMSATELLITES,R. A. Hanel, October
1962
TN D 1464 A DOUBLEGAMMA-RAYSPECTROMETERO SEARCHFORPOSITRONSIN
SPAGE,ThomasL. Cline, Peter Serlemitsos, and EdwardW.
Hones, Jr., October 1962
TN D 1465 THEEARLYCHRONOLOGYOFTHESOLARSYSTEM,A. G. W. Cameron,
August 1962
TND 1466 SOLAROBSERVATIONSWITHA SOFTX-RAYSPECTROMETER,W. M.
Neupert and W. E. Behring, September1962
TN D 1467 ONSCALINGLAWSFORMATERIALDAMPING,Stephen H. Crandall,
December1962
TN D 1468
TN D 1469
ANANALYTICREPRESENTATIONFMUSEN'STHEORYOFARTIFICIAL
SATELLITESIN TERMSOFTHEORBITALTRUELONGITUDE,Ann E.
Bailie and David Fisher, January 1963
ROTATIONALDECAYOFTHESATELLITE1960 ETA2 DUETOTHEEARTH'S
MAGNETICFIELD, RaymondH. Wilson, Jr., October 1962
TN D 1470 SATELLITEMOTIONIN THEVICINITY OFCRITICALINCLINATION,
David Fisher, October 1962
TND 1471 TRACKINGSYSTEMS,THEIRMATHEMATICALMODELSANDTHEIRERRORS.
PARTI - THEORY,F. O. Vonbunand W. D. Kahn, October 1962
TND 1472 EARTH-REFLECTEDSOLARRADIATIONINCIDENTUPONSPHERICALSATELLITES
IN GENERALELLIPTICALORBITS,F. G. Cunningham,February 1963
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AIR-HELIUMSIMULATIONOFTHEAERODYNAMICFORCECOEFFICIENTNOF
CONESAT HYPERSONICSPEEDS,Charles L. Ladson and ThomasA.
Blackstock. APPENDIX: DESIGNANDCALIBRATIONOFTHREEHELIUM
NOZZLESIN THELANGLEY±I-INCH HYPERSONICTUNNEL,Donald L.
Baradell and ThomasA. Blackstock, October 1962
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TN D 1479
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TN D 1483
TND 1486
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TND 1489
ENVIRONMENTALPROBLEMSOFSPACEFLIGHTSTRUCTURES.I IONIZING
RADIATIONIN SPACEANDITS INFLUENCEONSPACECRAFTDESIGN,
Prepared by Louis F. Vosteen in collaboration with the NASA
ResearchAdvisory Con_nittee on Missile and SpaceVehicle
Structures, October 1962
TIME-DEPENDENTAIR FORCESONWINGSWITHSUPERSONICLEADINGAND
TRAILINGEDGESANDSUBSONICSIDE EDGESWITHAPPLICATIONTOA
WINGDEFORMINGHARMONICALLYACCORDINGTOA GENERALPOLYNOMIAL
EQUATION,Joseph A. Drischler, December1962
ONE-DIMENSIONALHEATCONDUCTIONTHROUGHTHESKINOFA VEHICLE
UPONENTERINGA PLANETARYATMOSPHEREAT CONSTANTVELOCITYAND
ENTRYANGLE,William R. Wells and Charles H. McLellan, October
1962
A PRELIMINARYEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFANENERGY-ABSORPTION
PROCESSEMPLOYINGFRANGIBLEMETALTUBING,John R. McGehee,
October 1962
AN INVESTIGATIONTODETERMINETHEDISCHARGEANDTHRUSTCHARAC-
TERISTICSOFAUXILIARY-AIROUTLETSFORA STREAMACHNUMBEROF
3.25, Allen R- Vick, October 1962
FIXED-BASE-SIMULATORSTUDYOFPILOTEDENTRIESINTOTHEEARTH'S
ATMOSPHEREFORA CAPSULE-TYPEV HICLEAT PARABOLICVELOCITY,
John W. Young and Walter R. Russell, October 1962
STABILITYLIMITS OFTHEPREMIXEDSTOICHIOMETRICCYANOGEN-
OXYGENFLAME,Irving Fruchtman, October 1962
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFFOUR-DUCTTANDEMVTOL-AIRCRAFT
CONFIGURATIONSjWilliam A. Newsom_Jr., January 1963
AN INVESTIGATIONOFLANDING-CONTACTCONDITIONSFORSEVERALTURBO-
JETTRANSPORTSDURINGROUTINEDAYLIGHTOPERATIONSAT NEWYORK
INTERNATIONALIRPORT,Joseph W. Stickle, October 1962
THELOCATIONANDSIMIILATEDREPAIROFROUGHAREASOFA GIVEN
RUNWAYBYAN ANALYTICALMETHOD,Albert W. Hall and Sheldon
Kopelson, October 1962
VTOLHEIGHT-CONTROLREQUIREMENTSIN HOVERINGAS DETERMINEDFROM
MOTIONSIMULATORSTUDY,John F. Garren, Jr. and Arthur Assadourian
October 1962
INVESTIGATIONiOFVTOLAPPROACHMETHODSBY USEOFGROUND-CONTROLLED-
APPROACHPROCEDURES,JamesP. Trant, Jr. and Joseph S. Algranti,
October 1962
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IRRADIATION EFFECTS OF 40 AND 440 MEV PROTONS ON TRANSISTORS,
William C. Honaker and Floyd R. Bryant, January 1963
TRANSITION AND HOVERING FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS OF A TILT-DUCT
VTOL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT, Henry L. Kelley, November 1962
THE LOWER BOUND OF ATTAINABLE SONIC-BOOM OVERPRESSURE AND
DESIGN METHODS OF APPROACHING THIS LIMIT, Harry W. Carlson,
October 1962
A FREE-FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF ABLATION OF A BLUNT BODY TO A
MACH NUMBER OF 13.1, Clyde W. Winters, William G. Witte,
Bernard Rashis, and Russell N. Hopko, December 1962
NOISE MEASUREMENTS DURING CAPTIVE AND LAUNCH FIRINGS OF A
LARGE ROCKET-POWERED VEHICLE, William H. Mayes and Philip M.
Edge, Jr.,November 1962
HEAT TRANSFER AND PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS ON A HEMISPHERE-
CYLINDER AND A BLUFF-AFTERBODY MODEL IN METHANE-AIR COMBUSTION
PRODUCTS AND IN AIR, Irving Weinstein, December 1962
A REPORT ON THE RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OF MANNED
ROTATING SPACECRAFT, Langley Research Center Staff, August
1962
THE BENDING-MOMENT DISTRIBUTION OF CAMBERED-SPAN WING SYSTEMS
HAVING MINIMUM INDUCED DRAG, Clarence D. Cone, Jr., March 1963
PROPELLER SLIPSTREAM EFFECTS AS DETERMINED FROM WING PRESSURE
DISTRIBUTION ON A LARGE-SCALE SIX-PROPELLER VTOL MODEL AT
STATIC THRUST, Matthew M. Winston and Robert J. Fuston,
December 1962
THE INFLUENCE OF PRECESSION OF EARTH RENDEZVOUS ORBITS ON
LUNAR MISSION REQUIREMENTS, William R. Wells, November 1962
THE EFFECT OF VACUUM ON THE PENETRATION CHARACTERISTICS OF
PROJECTILES INTO FINE PARTICLES, Leonard V. Clark and John
Locke McCarty, January 1963
THERMAL RADIATION INCIDNET ON AN L%RTH SATELLITE, Frank E.
Swalley, December 1962
A CONSIDERATION OF LUNAR SURFACE BALLISTICS AND THE HAZARDS
ASSOCIATED WITH SPACECRAFT LANDING OR LAUNCH OPERATIONS,
D. C. Cramblit, March 1963
HEAT TRANSFER IN LAMINAR FLOWS OF INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS WITH
Pr _ 0 AND Pr ÷ _, Ernst W. Adams, February 1963
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ANALOGSTUDYOFDESCENTSFROMLUNARORBIT, Joseph N. Sivo and
Carl E. Campbell, December1962
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFA 90° FLAT-PLATEMAGNETICTRIODE
FORDIRECTENERGYCONVERSION,Richard R. Cullom, November1962
A NUMERICALSOLUTIONOFTHEPROBLEMOFMIXINGOFLAMINARCOAXIAL
STREAMSOFGREATLYDIFFERNTDENSITIES- ISOTHERMALCASE,Herbert
Weinstein and Carroll A. Todd, February 1963
HEATTRANSFERTOA SPHEREWITHA RETRO-ROCKETXHAUSTINGINTOA
FREESTREAM;MACH2.0 AND0.8, Robert A. Wasko, November1962
AN INVESTIGATIONOFTHELIQUID LEVELAT THEWALLOFA SPINNING
TANK,David M. Winch, August 1962
PRELIMINARYINVESTIGATIONOFCATASTROPHICFRACTUREOFLIQUID-
FILLEDTANKSIMPACTEDBYHIGH-VELOCITYPARTICLES,Francis S.
Stepka and C. Robert Morse, May 1963
FIRSTTOPSIDESOUNDINGSOF THEIONOSPHERE,J. E. Jackson, R. W.
Knecht, and S. Russell, March 1963
A SATELLITEORBITCOMPUTATIONPROGRAMFORIZSAK'S SECOND-ORDER
SOLUTIONOFVINTI'S DYNAMICALPROBLEM,RaymondV. Borchers,
February 1963
REMARKSONHILL'S LUNARTHEORY.PARTI, Karl Stumpff, March
1963
REMARKSONHILL'S LUNARTHEORY.PARTII, Karl Stumpff, March
1963
A PRECISIONENDLESS-LOOPMAGNETICTAPERECORDERFORSPACE
APPLICATIONS,R. C. Falwell, K. W. Stark, and A. F. White,
February 1963
USEOFA SEALEDSILVER-CADMIUMBATTERYONEXPLORERXII,
T. J. Hennigan and A. O. Apelt, January 1963
DIRECTMEASUREMENTSOFCOSMICDUSTSHOWERS,M. Dubin, W. M.
Alexander, and O. E. Berg, January 1963
POWERINPUTTOA SMALLFLATPLATEFROMA DIFFUSELYRADIATING
SPHEREWITHAPPLICATIONTOEARTHSATELLITES: THESPINNING
PLATE,Fred G. Cunningham,February 1963
THEIMPEDANCEOFANELECTRICALLYSHORTANTENNAIN THEIONO-
SPHERE,H. A. Whale, January 1963
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DELINEATIONOFTRACKSOFHEAVYCOSMICRAYSANDNUCLEARPROCESSES
WITHINLARGESILVERCHLORIDECRYSTALS,Charles B. Childs and
LawrenceM. Slifkin, March 1963
WIND-TUNNELTESTSOFTWOFULL-SCALEHELICOPTERFUSELAGES,James
C. Biggers, John L. McCloud III, and Pete Patterakis, October
1962
ANALYTICALSTUDYOFTHETUMBLINGMOTIONSOFVEHICLESENTERING
PLANETARYATMOSPHERES,Murray Tobak, October 1962
HELIUMFILM COOLINGONA HEMISPHEREAT A MACHNUNBEROFi0,
Robert E. Dannenberg,November1962
THEMAGNETICFIELD OFA LINE CURRENTIN A TRANSVERSERAREFIED
PLASMASTREAM,Albert G. Munson, February 1963
THERMODYNAMICPROPERTIESOFCARBON-DIOXIDEANDNITROGENMIXTURES
BEHINDA NORMALSHOCKWAVE,Henry T. Woodward,March 1963
LOCALPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONONA BLUNTDELTAWINGFORANGLESOF
ATTACKUPTO 35° AT MACHNUMBERSOF 3.4 AND4.7, Marvin Kussoy,
December1962
Z-FUNCTIONSOLUTIONSFORTHEMOTIONANDHEATINGDURINGATMOSPHERE
ENTRYFROMEQUATORIALORBITSOFA ROTATINGPLANET,Frederick W.
Boltz, February 1963
THELUNARORIGINOFTEKTITES,DeanR. Chapmanand HowardK.
Larson, February 1963
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSIN GROUNDEFFECTOFA LARGE-SCALE
MODELWITHA HIGHDISK-LOADINGLIFTING FANMOUNTEDIN THE
FUSELAGE,Richard A. deSavigny and David H. Hickey, January 1963
A RELIABILITYMODELANDANALYSISFORPROJECTMERCURY- 3-ORBIT
MANNEDANDUNMANNEDMISSION,William Wolmanand Fred Okano,
December1962
LOW-POWERTESTSOFTHEPLU_PBROOKREACTOR,Harold W. Giesler,
Harry J. Reilly, and William A. Poley, February 1963
ASYMMETRIC"PENSHAPE"NOZZLESIN JET-CANARDCONFIGURATIONSFOR
ATTITUDECONTROL,Robert W. Cubbison, September1963
METHODFORDESIGNOFPUMIMPELLERSUSINGA HIGH-SPEEDIGITAL
COMPUTER,Norbert O. Stockmanand ,JohnL. Kramer, January 1963
FEASIBILITYOFAPPLYINGFIELD-IONEMISSIONTOELECTROSTATIC
ROCKETENGINES,N. Stankiewicz, January 1963
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A VISUALSTUDYOFTWO-PHASEFLOWIN A VERTICALTUBEWITHHEAT
ADDITION,Yih Yun Hsu and Robert W. Graham,January 1963
BASEHEATTRANSFER,PRESSURERATIOS,ANDCONFIGURATIONEFFECTS
OBTAINEDONA 1/27 SCALESATURN(C-I) MODELAT MACHNUMBERS
FROM0.i TO2.0, John L. Allen and Robert A. Wasko, May 1963
NITROGENANDOXYGENATOMRECOMBINATIONATOXIDESURFACESAND
EFFECTOFA TESLADISCHARGEONRECOMBINATIONHEATTRANSFER,
GeorgeM. Prok, January 1963
MONTHLYANDANNUALWINDDISTRIBUTIONSASA FUNCTIONOF
ALTITUDEFORSANTAMONICA,CALIFORNIA(PACIFICMISSILERANGE),
J° W° Smith, January 1963
ORBIT-LAUNCHEDNUCLEARVEHICLEDESIGNANDPERFORMANCEEVALUATION
PROCEDUREFORESCAPEANDPLANETARYMISSIONS,Ronald J. Harris
and Robert E. Austin, June 1963
PROPOSALFORDETERMININGTHEMASSOFLIQUID PROPELLANTWITHINA
SPACEVEHICLEPROPELLANTTANKSUBJECTEDTOA ZEROGRAVITY
ENVIRONMENT,R. L. Evans and J. R. Olivier, March 1963
ANEVALUATIONOFDETAILWINDDATAAS MEASUREDBY THEFPS-16
RADAR/SPHERICALBALLOONTECHNIQUE,JamesR. Scoggins, May 1963
WINDFLOWIN THE80-400 KMALTITUDEREGIONOFTHEATMOSPHERE,
George C° Ragsdale and Peter E. Wasko, March 1963
TWO-DIMENSIONALCRITICALITYCALCULATIONSOFGASEOUS-CORE
CYLINDRICAL-CAVITYREACTORS,Robert E. Hyland, Robert G.
Ragsdale, and EugeneJ. Gunn, March 1963
EXPERIMENTALEFFECTOFGASFLOWTRANSIENTSONTHEHEATRELEASE
OFBURNINGLIQUIDDROPSIN A ROCKETCOMBUSTOR,Marcus F. Heidmann,
March 1963
PERFORMANCECAPABILITYOFSINGLE-CAVITYVORTEXGASEOUSNUCLEAR
ROCKETS,Robert G. Ragsdale. APPENDIXB: COMPUTERP OGRAM,
Muriel B. Eian, May1963
BOUNDARYLUBRICATIONCHARACTERISTICSOFA TYPICALBEARINGSTEEL
IN LIQUIDOXYGEN,William F. Hady, GordonP. Allen, and Robert
L. Johnson, February 1963
EFFECTOF SURFACENERGYONTHELIQUID-VAPORINTERFACECONFIGU-
RATIONDURINGWEIGHTLESSNESS,Donald A. Petrash, ThomasM.
Nelson, and EdwardW. Otto, January 1963
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SUBCOOLEDBOILINGHEATTRANSFERUNDERFORCEDCONVECTIONI A
HEATEDTUBE,S. Stephen Papell, March 1963
EVALUATIONOFTHEINFLUENCEOFLOADRANDOMIZATIONA DOFGROUND-
AIR-GROUNDCYCLESONFATIGUELIFE, EugeneC. Naumann,October
1964
AERODYNAMICDATAONLARGESEMISPANTILTINGWINGWITH0.6-
DIAMETERCHORD,SINGLESLOTTEDFLAP,ANDSINGLEPROPELLER
ROTATINGUPAT TIP, Marvin P. Fink, Robert G. Mitchell,
and Lucy C. White, October 1964
NEUTRONSELF-SHIELDINGFACTORSFORMULTIPLE-BODYCONCENTRIC
CYLINDRICALCONFIGURATIONS,Thor T. Semler, September1964
COMPARISONFABSOLUTE-ANDREFERENCE-SYSTEMM THODSOF
MEASURINGCONTAINMENT-VESSELLEAKAGERATES,EdwardG. Keshock,
October 1964
MEASUREMENTOFTHESTATEVECTOR,C. A. Harvey, November1962
INVESTIGATIONOFTHEVISUALBOUNDARYFORIMMEDIATEPERCEPTION
OFVERTICALRATEOFDESCENT,Lindsay J. Lina and Arthur
Assadourian, February 1963
DETERIORATIONOFCALCIA-STABILIZEDZIRCONIA,John D. Buckley,
December1962
RESEARCHPROBLEMSPERTAININGTOAIRCRAFTOPERATIONS,William
A. McGowanand William S. Aiken, Jr., editors, March 1963
THEUSEOFAN IONIZATIONGAGEASA QUANTITATIVEANALYZERFOR
BI-GASEOUSMIXTURES,Leonard T. Melfi, Jr. and GeorgeM. Wood,
Jr., December1962
DESIGN,OPERATION,ANDTESTINGCAPABILITIESOFTHELANGLEY
11-INCHCERAMIC-HEATEDTUNNEL,Otto F. Trout, Jr., February
1963
A METHODFORCOMPUTINGTHEEFFECTOFANADDITIONALOBSERVATION
ONA PREVIOUSLEAST-SQUARESTIMATE,Patrick A. Gainer,
January 1963
AERODYNAMICDRAGANDSTABILITYCHARACTERISTICSOFTOWEDINFLAT-
ABLEDECELERATORSAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS,John T. McShera, Jr.,
March 1963
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFBLASTLOADINGONANAIRFOILIN
MACHNUMBER0.7 AIRFLOW ITHINITIAL ANGLE-OF-ATTACKHANGE
OF 20° , Harold B. Pierce and JamesC. Manning, February 1963
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EQUATIONS FOR DETERMINING VEHICLE POSITION IN EARTH-MOON SPACE
FROM SIMULTANEOUS ONBOARD OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS, Alton P. Mayo,
Harold A. Hamer, and Margery E. Hannah, February 1963
EXPLORATORY INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF A FORWARD-FACING JET
ON THE BOW SHOCK OF A BLUNT BODY IN A MACH NUMBER 6 FREE STREAM,
David J. Romeo and James R. Sterrett, February 1963
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AT A MACH NUMBER OF 6.77 OF A 9°
CONE CONFIGURATION, WITH AND WITHOUTSPHERICAL AFTERBODIES, AT
ANGLES OF ATTACK UP TO 180 ° WITH VARIOUS DEGREES OF NOSE
BLUNTING, Luther Neal, Jr., March 1963
A STUDY OF THE EFFECT OF A DEADBAND ABOUT A DESIRED PERIGEE ON
THE GUIDANCE OF A SPACE VEHICLE APPROACHING THE EARTH, Jack A.
White, February 1963
SELF-ERECTING FLEXIBLE FOAM STRUCTURES FOR SPACE ANTENNAS,
Victor L. Vaughan, Jr., and Edward L. Hoffman, March 1963
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS OVER THE FORWARD PORTION OF THE PROJECT
FIRE SPACE-VEHICLE CONFIGURATION AT MACH NUMBERS FROM 0.25 TO
0.60, William P. Henderson, February 1963
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS ON THREE RIGID WINGS SIMULATING PARAWINGS
WITH VARIED CANOPY CURVATURE AND LEADING-EDGE SWEEP AT MACH
NUMBERS FROM 2.29 TO 4.65, Paul G. Fournier, April 1963
EFFECTS OF DISPLAY NOISE ON PILOT CONTROL OF THE TERMINAL PHASE
OF SPACE RENDEZVOUS, Jack E. Pennington, August 1963
EFFECT OF CROSS-SECTION SHAPE ON THE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
OF BODIES AT MACH NUMBERS FROM 2.50 TO 4.63, Dennis E. Fuller,
David S. Shaw, and Donald L. Wassum, March 1963
A 6-1NCH SUBSONIC HIGH-TEMPERATURE ARC TUNNEL FOR STRUCTURES AND
MATERIAL TESTS, Ronald D. Brown and L. Ross Levin, April 1963
REAL-GAS EFFECTS ON HYPERSONIC NOZZLE CONTOURS WITH A METHOD OF
CALCULATION, Charles B. Johnson, Lillian R. Boney, James C.
Ellison, and Wayne D. Erickson, April 1963
A PARAMETRIC INVESTIGATION OF THE LUNAR-ORBIT-RENDEZVOUS SCHEME,
David F. Thomas and John D. Bird, April 1963
INVESTIGATION OF THE SKID-ROCKER LANDING CHARACTERISTICS OF
SPACECRAFT MODELS, Sandy M. Stubbs, April 1963
THEORETICAL STABILITY ANALYSIS OF SKID-ROCKER LANDINGS OF SPACE
VEHICLES, Robert W. Fralich and Edwin T. Kruszewski, April 1963
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EXPERIMENTALPRESSURESANDTURBULENTHEAT-TRANSFERCOEFFICIENTS
ASSOCIATEDWITHSINUSOIDALPROTURBERANCESONA FLATPLATEAT A
MACHNUMBEROF 3, Charles P. Shore, Sidney C. Dixon, and George
E. Griffith, March 1963
ANALYSISOFTHEEFFECTOFALTIMETER-SYSTEMACCURACYONCOLLISION
PROBABILITY,William Gracey, March 1963
PRESSUREANDHEAT-TRANSFERMEASUREMENTSONTHEFLATFACEOFA
BLUNTEDi0 ° HALF-CONEBODY(SEMIDISK)AT A MACHNUMBEROF6.15,
P. Calvin Stainback, May 1963
SURFACEPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSINDUCEDONA FLATPLATEBYA
COLDAIR JET ISSUINGPERPENDICULARLYFROMTHEPLATEANDNORMAL
TOA LOW-SPEEDFREE-STREAMFLOW,RaymondD. Vogler, March 1963
OFF-DESIGNAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSAT MACHNUMBERS1.61 AND
2.20 OFA SERIESOFHIGHLYSWEPTARROWINGSDESIGNEDFORMACH
NUMBER2.0 EMPLOYINGVARIOUSDEGREESOFTWISTANDCAMBER,Wilbur
D. Middleton and Russell B. Sorrells, March 1963
SIMILITUDEIN THERMALMODELSOF SPACECRAFT,S. Katzoff, April
1963
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AN EXTENSIONOFESTIMATEDHYPERSONICFLOWPARAMETERSFORHELIUM
AS A REALGAS,WayneD. Erickson, April 1963
ANEXPERIMENTALSTUDYOFTHEBEHAVIOROFSPHERESABLATINGUNDER
CONSTANTAERODYNAMICCONDITIONS,Robert R. Howell, April 1963
A THEORETICALSTUDYOFTHEMOTIONOFAN IDEALIZEDPLASMARING
THROUGHVARIOUSTRAVELING-MAGNETIC-WAVEPLASMACCELERATORS,
Clarence W. Matthews, May1963
QUALITATIVE VALUATIONOFEFFECTOFHELICOPTERROTOR-BLADETIP
VORTEXONBLADEAIRLOADS,JamesScheimanand Leroy H. Lundi,
May 1963
ORBITALERRORANALYSISOFTHESCOUTRESEARCHVEHICLE,C. H.
Woodling, Jarrell R. Elliott, and Paul J. Stull, May 1963
MEASUREMENTSOFFLOWANGLESIN VICINITY OFTWOLIFTING FOREBODY
CONFIGURATIONSAT A MACHNUMBEROF2.01, Odell A. Morris and
Francis E. McLean,May 1963
CROSSECTIONSOFTEMPERATURE,PRESSURE,ANDDENSITYNEARTHE
80THMERIDIANWEST,Orvel E. Smith, William M. McMurray, and
Harold L. Crutcher, May 1963
ONA CONSISTENTSYSTEMOFASTRODYNAMICCONSTANTS,Helmut G. L.
Krause, July 1963
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CALCULATEDRESULTSFORTHETRANSIENTHEATINGANDMELTINGPROCESS
OFGLASSSHIELDSWITHVARIOUSMATERIALPROPERTIESAT THESTAG-
NATIONPOINTOFA RE-ENTERINGICBM,John D. Warmbrod,May 1963
ASCENTFROMTHELUNARSURFACE,RowlandE. Burns and Larry G.
Singleton, June 1963
SIMULATORSTUDYOFPRECISEATTITUDESTABILIZATIONOFA MANNED
SPACECRAFTBYTWINGYROSANDPULSE-MODULATEDR ACTIONJETS,
ArmandoE. Lopez and Jack W. Ratcliff, September1964
STATICAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA SHORTBLUNTi0 ° SEMI-
VERTEXANGLECONEAT A MACHNUMBEROF 15 IN HELIUM,Melvin
J. Fohrman, February 1963
A FLIGHTEVALUATIONOFI T_AR LANDING TRAJECTORIES USING A JET
VTOL TEST VEHICLE, L. Stewart Rolls and Fred J. Drinkwater III,
February 1963
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A LARGE-SCALE MODEL WITH TWO
HIGH DISK-LOADING FANS MOUNTED IN THE WING, David H. Hickey
and Leo P. Hall, February 1963
THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION OF UNSTEADY DIFFUSION WITH RECOMBINA-
TION IN A TERNARY MIXTURE OF DIATOMIC MOLECULES, DISSOCIATED
ATOMS, AND AN INERT GAS, Walter A. Reinhardt, February 1963
ORBITS RETURNING FROM THE MOON TO A SPECIFIED GEOGRAPHIC LANDING
AREA, Luigi S. Cicolani, April 1963
TWO SIGHTING PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH SEXTANT TYPE MEASUREMENTS
FOR SPACE NAVIGATION: THE EFFECT OF FIELD OF VIEW ON STAR FIELD
IDENTIFICATION, Daniel M. Hegarty. PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENTS OF
THE ACCURACY OF MANUAL OPTICAL SIGHTING AT THE CENTER OF A
PLANETARY DISK, Marvin H. Thigpen, April 1963
VARIATIONAL APPROACH TO THE CALCULATION OF CHARGE EXCHANGE CROSS
SECTIONS FOR ADIABATIC COLLISIONS, Frederick E. Alzofon and
Fred C. Witteborn, May 1963
PREDICTION OF VELOCITY REQUIREMENTS FOR MINIMUM TIME ABORTS FROM
THE MIDCOURSE REGION OF A LUNAR MISSION, Robert B. Merrick and
George P. Callas, April 1963
ON THE EMPIRICAL CORRELATION OF CRITICAL BOILING HEAT FLUX FOR
CHANNELS OF VARIOUS CROSS SECTIONS AND ORIENTATION, Uwe H.
von Glahn, June 1963
CHARGE-EXCHANGE EFFECTS ON THE ACCELERATOR IMPINGEMENT OF AN
ELECTRON-BOMBARDMENT ION ROCKET, William R. Kerslake, May 1963
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EXPERIMENTALEVALUATIONOFDIRECT-CURRENTLOW-PRESSUREPLASMA
SOURCE,Stanley Domitz, April 1963
A VARIATIONALMETHODFORTHEOPTIMIZATIONOF INTERPLANETARY
ROUND-TRIPTRAJECTORIES,John S. MacKayand Leonard G. Rossa,
March 1963
DESIGNANDOPERATIONALPERFORMANCEOFA 150-KILOWATTSODIUM
FLASH-VAPORIZATIONFACILITY, Landon R. Nichols, Charles H.
Winzig, Stanley M. Nosek, and Louis J. Goldman,May1963
THERMOLUMINESCENTSPECTRAOF SODIUMCHLORIDEANDHYDROXIDE-
FREESODIUMCHLORIDEIRRADIATEDWITH40-MEVALPHAPARTICLES,
JamesA. Partridge, April 1963
PERFORMANCEOFELECTRICAL-RESISTANCESTRAINGAGESAT CRYOGENIC
TEMPERATURES,Albert Kaufman,March 1963
FORMULATIONA DDIGITALCODINGOFAPPROXIMATEHYDROGENPROPER-
TIES FORAPPLICATIONTOHEAT-TRANSFERANDFLUID-FLOWCOMPUTA-
TIONS,David P. Harry III, May 1963
NUMERICALEVALUATIONOFION-THRUSTORPTICS,Vladimir Hamza
and EdwardA. Richley, May 1963
GODDARDSPACEFLIGHTCENTERCONTRIBUTIONSTOTHECOSPARMEETING
MAY1962, GoddardSpace Flight Center, May1963
A MODELOFTHEQUIETIONOSPHERE,J. Carl Seddon, February 1963
THECHARACTERISTICSOFDISTANTCOMETS,Bertram Donn, March 1963
ONTHEDESIGNOFPFMTELEMETRYENCODERS,H. D. White, Jr.,
June 1964
A SURVEYOFLARGESPACECHAMBERS,R. T. Hollingsworth, April
1963
THEMAGNETICFIELD OFTHEQUIET-TIMEPROTONBELT, Syun-lchi
Akasofu, Joseph C. Cain, and Sidney Chapman,March 1963
SEPTEMBER26, 1960 SOLARCOSMICRAYEVENT,C. E. Fiehtel,
D. A. Kniffen, and K. W. Ogilvie, January 1963
ANALYTICALTHEORYOFTHESTRETCHYO-YOFORDE-SPINOFSATELLITES_
JosephV. Fedor, April 1963
A MAGNETICOREVOLTAGE-TO-FREQUENCYCONVERTER,Stephen Paull,
February 1963
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A LOGICALNETMECHANIZATIONFORTIME-OPTIMALREGULATION,F. B.
Smith, Jr., December1962
ONTHEANOMALOUSCOMPONENTOFLOW-ENERGYEOMAGNETICALLYTRAPPED
PROTONS,A. M. Lenchek, February 1963
DEMODULATIONFWIDE-BANDFREQUENCYMODULATIONBY A PHASE-LOCK
TECHNIQUE,Richard C. Booton, Jr., June 1964
MECHANICALIMPEDANCESTUDYOFTHEX-259 ROCKETMOTOR,Raymond
G. Hartenstein and William G. Elsen, June 1963
THECOLLAPSEPHASEOFEARLYSOLAREVOLUTION,A. G. W. Cameron,
January 1963
THELOWFREQUENCYPOWERSPECTRUMOFCOSMIC-RAYVARIATIONSDURING
IGY, David Stern, March 1963
THEORIGINOFATMOSPHERICXENON,A. G. W. Cameron,February 1963
NOTEONTHETHICKNESSOFTHEHELIUMIONLAYER,S. J. Bauer,
March 1963
THEARTIFICIALRADIATIONBELTMADEONJULY9, 1962, Wilmot N.
Hess, April 1963
HYDROMAGNETICWAVEPROPAGATIONIN A CONSTANTDIPOLEMAGNETIC
FIELD, John Carstoiu, December1962
A DETECTORFORLOWENERGYGAMMA-RAYSTRONOMYEXPERIMENTS,K. J.
Frost and E. D. Rothe, March 1963
PRELIMINARYMEASUREMENTSOFTEMPERATURESANDWINDSABOVE50 KM
OVERWALLOPSI LAND,VIRGINIA, William Nordberg and Wendell Smith,
March 1963
APPARATUSFORTHEMEASUREMENTOFTRANSPORTPROPERTIESOFPOLAR
SEMICONDUCTORS,Martin M. Sokoloski and Felix E. Geiger, March
1963
NEUTRONSIN SPACE,Wilmot N. Hess, February 1963
SATELLITE-TRACKINGCHARACTERISTICSOFTHEX-Y MOUNTFORDATA
ACQUISITIONANTENNAS,Andrew J. Rolinski, Donald J. Carlson,
and Robert J. Coates, June 1964
EXPLORERXII SATELLITEINSTRUMENTATIONFORTHESTUDYOFTHE
ENERGYSPECTRUMOFCOSMICRAYS,U. D. Desai, R. L. Van Allen,
and G. Porreca, May1963
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NIKE APACHE PERFORMANCE HANDBOOK, Reed B. Jenkins, March 1963
PROTONS FROM 0.I TO 5 MEV AND ELECTRON OF 20 KEV AT 12 EARTH
RADII DURING THE SUDDEN COMMENCEMENT ON SEPTEMBER 30, 1962,
R. A. Hoffman, L. R. Davis, and J. M. Williams, March 1963
PERIODIC ORBITS FOR MOON PROBES, Su-Shi Huang, February 1963
NONADIABATIC THEORY OF ELECTRON-HYDRO SCATTERING, PART II, A.
Temkin and E. Sullivan, July 1963
HYDROMAGNETIC STAGNATION-POINT BOUNDARY LAYER WITH ARBITRARY
PRESSURE GRADIENTS AND MAGNETIC FIELD, Willis H. Braun,
May 1963
A STEADY-STATE, STAGNATION-POINT, HEAT-TRANSFER-RATE MEASURING
DEVICE, George Glawe, Lloyd N. Krause, and Robert C. Johnson,
May 1963
PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF PARTICLE-SUBSTRATE BON_ING OF
PLASMA-SPRAYED MATERIALS, Salvatore J. Grisaffe and William
Spitzig, September 1963
PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF FREQUENCIES AND FORCES
RESULTING FROM LIQUID SLOSHING IN TOROIDAL TANKS, Irving E.
Sumner, June 1963
NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF AXIALLY SY}_ETRIC POISSON EQUATION; THEORY
AND APPLICATION TO ION-THRUSTOR ANALYSIS. Vladimir Hamza,
APPENDIX C: IBM 7090 ION-THRUSTOR FORTRAN CODE AND BLOCK
DIAGRAM, Carl D. Bogart, May 1963
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE SLOSH-DAMPING EFFECTIVENESS
OF POSITIVE-EXPULSION BAGS AND DIAPHRAGMS IN SPHERICAL TANKS,
Andrew J. Stofan and Irving E. Sumner, June 1963
A RADIATION VIEW OF HURRICANE ANNA FROM THE TIROS III METEORO-
LOGICAL SATELLITE, W. R. Bandeen, B. J. Conrath, W. Nordberg,
and H. P. Thompson, April 1963
PORTABLE INTEGRATING SPHERE FOR MONITORING REFLECTANCE OF SPACE-
CRAFT COATINGS, W. B. Fussell, J. J. Trio]o, and F. A. Jerozal,
April 1963
A VACUUM ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOIONIZATION DETECTOR, A. K. Stober,
R. Scolnik, and J. P. Hennes, March 1963
A DYNAMIC THERMAL VACUUM TECHNIQUE FOR MEASURING THE SOLAR ABSORP-
TANCE AND THERMAL _{ITTANCE OF SPACECRAFT COATINGS, W.B. Fussell,
J. J. Triolo, and J. H. Henninger, March 1963
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ENERGYSPECTRUMOFELECTRONSIN THEOUTER ADIATIONBELT,Wilmot
N. IIess and John A. Poirier, March 1963
ULTRAVIOLETPHOTODETECTORS,Lawrence Dunkelman,August 1963
THESOUTHERNSKYSURVEYPAYLOAD,Richard M. Windsor, February
1963
ELECTRON-HYDROGENPHASESHIFTSJUSTBELOWTHEINELASTICTHRES-
HOLD,Aaron Temkin, May 1963
THEEFFECTOFREFRACTIONONTHESETTINGSUNAS SEENFROMSPACE
IN THEORYANDOBSERVATION,Winifred Sawtell Cameron,Lt. Col.
John H. Glenn, Lt. Comdr.M. Scott Carpenter, and John A.
O'Keefe, May 1963
RESULTS OF MICROMETEORITE PENETRATION EXPERIMENT ON THE EXPLORER
VII SATELLITE (1959 IOTA), H. E. LaGow and L. Secretan, ADril
1963
CALIBRATIONS AND COMPARISONS OF PREgSURE-TYPE AIRSPEED-ALTITUDE
SYSTEMS OF THE X-15 AIRPLANE FROM SUBSONIC TO HIGH SUPERSONIC
SPEEDS, Terry J. Larson and Lannie D. Webb, February 1963
TECHNIQUES USED TO MEASURE THE HYDRAULIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
NASA PLUM BROOK REACTOR, Joseph M. Savino and Chester D. Lanzo,
August 1963
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF ROCKET-ENGINE ABLATIVE-MATERIAL
PERFORMANCE AFTER POSTRUN COOLING AT ALTITUDE PRESSURES, R.
James Rollbuhler, June 1963
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF LIQUID-FLUORINE SYSTEM COMPONENTS,
Richard L. DeWitt and Harold W. Schmidt, June 1963
RATE OF LIQUID JET BREAKUP BY A TRANSVERSE SHOCK WAVE, Gerald
Morrell, May 1963
CALIBRATION OF A THERMAL-CONDUCTIVITY VACUUM GAGE IN THE RANGE
OF 10 -4 TO 1 TORR BY MEANS OF A VOLUME-RATIO CALIBRATION SYSTEM,
Raymond Holanda, June 1963
THE N-BODY CODE - A GENERAL FORTRAN CODE FOR THE NIDIERICAL
SOLUTION OF SPACE MECHANICS PROBLEMS ON AN IBM 7090 COMPUTER,
William C. Strack and Vearl N. Huff, November 1963
LEAK-RATE TESTING OF THE NASA PLUM BROOK REACTOR CONTAINMENT
VESSEL, Edward G. Keshock and Claude E. DeBogdan, July 1963
POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF NONUNIFORM FLOWS ON PERFORMANCE OF ELECTRO-
THERMAL THRUSTORS, John R. Jack and John W. Schaefer, June 1963
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NEUTRALIZER TESTS ON A FLIGHT-MODEL ELECTRON-BOMBARDMENT ION
THRUSTOR, Robert F. Kemp, J. M. Sellen, Jr. and Eugene V.
Pawlik, July 1963
DISPERSION AND DAMPING OF LONGITUDINAL ELECTRON OSCILLATIONS
IN THERMAL PLASMAS, James F. Morris, June 1963
TABLE OF 2FI (a,b;c;z) FOR a = 0(1/2)7, b = 0(1/2)7, AND
c = 0(1/2)5/2 WITH COMMENTS ON CLOSED FORMS OF 2FI (a,b;c;z),
K. David Steidley, September 1963
THE YIELD OF NITRIC OXIDE FROM PREMIXED FLAMES OF HYDROGEN
_D HYDROCARBONS WITH NITROUS OXIDE, Burton D. Fine and
Albert Evans, May 1963
A GENERAL IBM 704 OR 7090 COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR COMPUTATION OF
CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM COMPOSITIONS, ROCKET PERFORMANCE, AND
CHAPMAN-JOUGOET DETONATIONS. SUPPLEMENT I - ASSIGNED AREA
RATIO PERFORMANCE, Sanford Gordon and Frank J. Zeleznik,
October 1963
EFFECTS OF REGENERATIVE AND RADIATION COOLING ON PERFORMANCE
OF ELECTRO-THERMAL THRUSTORS, John W. Schaefer and John R.
Jack, November 1963
COMPATIBILITY OF CESIUM VAPOR WITH SELECTED MATERIALS AT
TEMPERATURES TO 1200 ° F., Joseph M. Lamberti and Neal T.
Saunders, August 1963
A SIMPLIFIED METHOD OF DETERMINING THE ELASTIC STATE OF THERMAL
STRESS IN A THIN FLAE PLATE OF FINITE DIMENSIONS, Ernest Roberts,
Jr., and Alexander Mendelson, August 1963
THEORETICAL ELASTIC STRESS DISTRIBUTIONS IN CASSINIAN DOMES,
David A. Spera and Robert H. Johns_ July 1963
A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER IN A NUCLEAR
ROCKET NOZZLE, Harvey E. Neumann and Paula J. Bettinger,
August 1963
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL TO PREDICTED HEAT TRANSFER IN A BELL-
SHAPED NOZZLE WITH UPSTREAM FLOW DISTURBANCES, Anthony Fortini
and Robert C. Ehlers, August 1963
THERMAL DECOMPOSITION OF SOME LINEAR PERFLUOROALKANES IN AN
INCONEL BOMB, William L. Fielder, July 1963
ON A MODIFICATION OF HANSEN'S LUNAR THEORY, Peter Musen, June
1963
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TN D 1746
TN D 1747
TN D 1748
TN D 1749
TN D 1750
TN D 1751
TN D 1752
TN D 1753
TN D 1754
TN D 1755
TN D 1756
TN D 1757
TN D 1758
TN D 1759
TN D 1760
ION SHEATH EFFECTS NEAR ANTENNAS RADIATING WITHIN THE IONOSPHERE,
H. A. Whale, May 1963
VEHICLE TECHNOLOGY CONSIDERATIONS FOR A SOLAR PROBE, John A.
Foschetti, April 1963
EXPERIENCE IN THERMAL-VACUUM TESTING EARTH SATELLITES AT GODDARD
SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, A. R. Timmins and K. L. Rosette, August 1963
ENERGETIC PARTICLES IN THE INNER VAN ALLEN BELT, Wilmot N. Hess,
July 1963
ON THE MOTION OF A 24-HOUR SATELLITE, Peter Musen and Ann E.
Bailie, June 1963
ELECTRON DENSITY DISTRIBUTION IN THE UPPER F-REGION, S. Chandra,
March 1963
ON THE SECOND-ORDER SOLUTION OF ARTIFICIAL SATELLITE THEORY
WITHOUT AIR DRAG, Theodore L. Felsentreger, September 1964
POWER TRANSISTOR COOLING IN A SPACE ENVIRONMENT, James E. A.
John and John J. Hilliard, July 1963
CERENKOV-SCINTILLATION COUNTER MEASUREMENTS OF THE LIGHT, MEDIUM,
AND HEAVY NUCLEI IN THE PRIMARY COSMIC RADIATION FROM SUNSPORT
MINIMUM TO SUNSPOT MAXIMUM, F. B. McDonald and W. R. Webber,
July 1963
SOME ASPECTS OF STRATOSPHERIC CIRCULATION DERIVED FROM METEORO-
LOGICAL ROCKET FIRINGS OVER THE UNITED STATES DURING THE WINTER
OF 1961, Mohammad Rahmatullah, July 1963
SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS OF THE EQUATORIAN IONOSPHERE, L. J.
Blumle, June 1963
A SCINTILLATION COUNTER TELESCOPE FOR CHARGE AND MASS IDENTIFI-
CATION OF PRIMARY COSMIC RAYS, D. A. Bryant, G. H. Ludwig, and
F. B. McDonald, August 1963
THE USE OF SOLID CIRCUITS IN SATELLITE INSTRUMENTATION, Edgar
G. Bush, July 1964
SPECTRALLY SELECTIVE PHOTODETECTORS FOR THE MIDDLE AND VACUUM
ULTRAVIOLET, Lawrence Dunkelman, Walter B. Fowler, and John
P. Hennes, May 1963
THE EXCITATION OF ELECTROACOUSTIC WAVES BY ANTENNAS IN THE
IONOSPHERE, H. A. Whale, June 1963
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TND 1761
TND 1762
TN D 1764
TN D 1765
TN D 1766
TND 1767
TND 1768
TND 1769
TND 1770
TN D 1774
TN D 1775
TN D 1776
TN D 1778
TND 1779
ONTHEBREAKDOWNVOLTAGESOFSOME LECTRONEGATIVEGASESAT LOW
PRESSURES,tefan Schreier, June 1963
THEMAGNETICFIELDOFTHERADIATIONBELTS,Syun-lchi Akasofu
and Joseph C. Cain, June 196_
A STUDYOFTHEHYDROGEN,HELIUM,ANDHEAVYNUCLEIIN THE
NOVEMBER12, 1960, SOLARCOSMICRAYEVENT,S. Biswas, C. E.
Fichtel, and D. E. Guss, May 1963
AN EMERGENCYMIDCOURSENAVIGATIONPROCEDUREFORA SPACE
VEHICLERETURNINGFROMTHEMOON,C. DeweyHavill, March 1963
WIND-TUNNELTESTSOFTWOVTOLPROPELLERSIN DESCENT,Paul F.
Yaggy and Kenneth W. Mort, March 1963
SPRAYEJECTEDFROMTHELUNARSURFACEBYMETEOROIDMPACT,
Donald E. Gault, EugeneM. Shoemaker,and Henry J. Moore,
April 1963
ANEXPERIMENTALEVALUATIONOFAERODYNAMICDAMPINGMOMENTSOF
CONESWITHDIFFERENTCENTERSOFROTATION,William R. Wehrend,
Jr., March 1963
AN INVESTIGATIONOFFLOWVISUALIZATIONTECHNIQUESIN HELIUM
AT MACHNUMBERSOF 15 AND20, Charles E. Duller, April 1963
SOMEPOSSIBILITIESFORDETERMININGTHECHARACTERISTICSOFTHE
ATMOSPHERESOFMARSANDVENUSFROMGAS-DYNAMICBEHAVIOROF
A PROBEVEHICLE,Alvin Seiff, April 1963
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA FULL-SCALEPROPELLERTESTED
WITHBOTHRIGID ANDFLAPPINGBLADESANDWITHCYCLICPITCH
CONTROL,Kenneth W. Mort and Paul F. Yaggy, May 1963
EFFECTOFLIFT ONSEPARATIONDISTANCEANDLOADSFORANABORTING
VEHICLEAT MAXIMUMDYNAMICPRESSUREOFA LUNARMISSION,Joseph
J. Janos and John R. Unangst, April 1963
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA FLEXIBLE-CANOPYARAGLIDER
MODELAT A MACHNUMBEROF 4.5 FORANGLESOFATTACKTO 360°
ANDSIDESLIPANGLESFROM0° TO90° , DeweyE. Wornomand Robert
T. Taylor, April 1963
ESTIMATESOFATTENUATIONANDREFLECTIONOFTELEMETERINGSIGNALS
BY IONIZEDFLOWFIELDSSURROUNDINGTYPICALREENTRYBODIES,
Anthony J. Russo, Jr., August 1963
LOW-SPEEDWIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFANANNULAR-JETCONFIGURA-
TION IN GROUNDPROXIMITY,JamesH. Otis, Jr. and Kenneth W.
Goodson,April 1963
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TN D 1780
TN D 1781
TN D 1783
TN D 1786
TN D 1787
TN D 1789
TN D 1790
TN D 1791
TND 1793
TN D 1795
TN D 1797
GEOMETRICALCHARACTERISTICSOFLUNARORBITSESTABLISHEDFROM
EARTH-MOONTRAJECTORIES,Robert H. Tolson, April 1963
EFFECTSOFNOSEBLUNTNESS,FINENESSRATIO, CONEANGLE,AND
MODELBASEONTHESTATICAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFBLUNT
BODIESAT MACHNUNBERSOF1.57, 1.80, AND2.16 ANDANGLESOF
ATTACKUP TO180° , David S. Shaw, Dennis E. Fuller, and C.
Donald Babb, May'1963
DIRECTVELOCITYMEASUREMENTSIN LOW-DENSITYPLASMAFLOWS,W. D.
Beasley, J. D. Brooks, and R. L. Barger, May1963
STATICAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA THREE-STAGEROCKET
VEHICLEHAVINGVARIOUSFIN CONFIGURATIONSAT LOWSUBSONICMACH
NUMBERSANDANGLESOFATTACKUPTO28°, Clarence A. Brown, Jr.,
and LawrenceE. Putnam, April 1963
HELIUMCONCENTRATIONSDOWNSTREAMOFA VENTEXHAUSTINGHELIUMAT
SONICVELOCITYINTOA SUPERSONICSTREAMOFAIR AT MACHNUMBERS
OF 3.51 AND4.50, Robert L. Stallings, Jr. and Paul W. Howard,
May 1963
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOF TOWEDSPHERES,CONICALRINGS,AND
CONESUSEDAS DECELERATORSAT MACHNUMBERSFROM1.57 TO 4.65,
Nickolai Charczenko, April 1963
HEAT-TRANSFERANDPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSAT MACHNUMBERSOF6.0
AND9.6 OVERTWOREENTRYCONFIGURATIONSFORTHEFIVE-STAGE
SCOUTVEHICLE,Pau±F. Holloway and JamesC. Dunavant, May 1963
TABULATEDVALUESOFBONDDISSOCIATIONENERGIES,IONIZATION
POTENTIALS,ANDELECTRONAFFINITIES FORSOMEMOLECULESFOUND
IN HIGH-TEMPERATURECH MICALREACTIONS,Charles J. Schexnayder,
Jr., May 1963
CENTER-LINEPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSONTWO-DIMENSIONALBODIES
WITHLEADING-EDGEANGLESGREATERTHANTHATFORSHOCKDETACHMENT
AT MACHNUMBER6 ANDANGLESOFATTACKUPTO25° , Theodore J.
Goldberg, George C. Ashby, Jr., and JamesG. Hondros, June 1963
A COMPARISONFEXPERIMENTALNDTHEORETICALRESULTSFORTHE
COMPRESSIBLETURBULENT-BOUNDARY-LAYERSKIN FRICTIONWITHZERO
PRESSUREGRADIENT,John B. Peterson, Jr., March 1963
MOVING-COCKPIT-SIMULATORSTUDYOFPILOTEDENTRIESINTOTHE
EARTH'SATMOSPHEREFORA CAPSULE-TYPEV HICLEAT PARABOLIC
VELOCITY,John W. Young and Lawrence E. Barker, Jr., May 1963
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TN D 1799 SOMEFFECTSOFSIMULATEDBENDINGANDFOURTH-STAGESIZE ONLOCAL
PRESSURESANDNORMALFORCEDISTRIBUTIONSOFA MODELOFA SCOUT
CONFIGURATIONAT A MACHNUMBEROF 3.10, Byron M. Jaquet, May
1963
TN D 1800 AERODYNAMICINTERACTIONEFFECTSAHEADOFRECTANGULARSONICJETS
EXHAUSTINGPERPENDICULARLYFROMA FLATPLATEINTOA MACHNUMBER
6 FREESTREAM,David J. Romeo,May ].963
TN D 1802 FLIGHTOPERATINGPROBLEMSANDAERODYNAMICANDPERFORMANCECHARAC-
TERISTICSOFA FIXED-WING,TILT-DUCT,VTOLRESEARCHAIRCRAFT,
Henry L. Kelley and Robert A. Champine,July 1963
TN D 1804 PERFORMANCEOFA PLUGNOZZLEHAVINGA CONCAVECENTRALBASEWITH
ANDWITHOUTERMINALFAIRINGSAT TRANSONICSPEEDS,Charles E.
Mercer and Leland B. Salters, Jr., May 1963
TN D 1805 ERRORANALYSISOFSEVERALMETHODSOFDETERMININGVEHICLEPOSITION
IN EARTH-MOONSPACEFROMSIMULTANEOUSONBOARDOPTICALMEASUREMENTS,
Harold A. Hamerand Alton P. Mayo, June 1963
TN D 1808 INVESTIGATIONOFCATALYSTBEDSFOR98-PERCENT-CONCENTRATION
HYDROGENPEROXIDE,Jack F. Runckel, ConardM. Willis, and Leland
B. Salters, Jr., June 1963
TND 1809 AERODYNAMICEFFECTSOFMODIFYINGWINGINBOARDTRAILING-EDGE
CAMBEROFA MODELAT HIGHSUBSONICSPEEDS,Richard J. Re, May
1963
TND 1810 VIBRATIONAL-NONEQUILIBRIUMFLOWOFNITROGENI HYPERSONICNOZZLES,
WayneD. Erickson, June 1963
TND 1811 LONGITUDINALRANGEATTAINABLEBY THECONSTANT-ALTITUDEVARIABLE-
PITCHREENTRYMANEUVERINITIATEDAT VELOCITIESUPTOESCAPE
VELOCITY,E. Brian Pritchard, June 1963
TND 1812 A STUDYOF SOMETRANSITIONMATRIXASSUMPTIONSIN CIRCUMLUNAR
NAVIGATIONTHEORY,RubenL. Jones and Alton P. Mayo, October
1963
TN D 1813 A STATISTICALMODELFORSYNTHETICWINDPROFILESFORAEROSPACE
VEHICLEDESIGNANDLAUNCHINGCRITERIA,Robert M. Henry, July 1963
TN D 1814 ANEXPERIMENTALEVALUATIONOFTHREETYPESOFTHERMALPROTECTION
MATERIALSAT MODERATEH ATINGRATESANDHIGHTOTALHEATLOADS,
AndrewJ. Chapman,July 1963
TN D 1815 INVESTIGATIONOFA SEMISPANTILTING-PROPELLERCONFIGURATIONA D
EFFECTSOFRATIOOFWINGCHORDTOPROPELLERDIAMETERONSEVERAL
SMALL-CHORDTILTING-WINGCONFIGURATIONSAT TRANSITIONSPEEDS,
Kenneth P. Spreeman,July 1963
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TN D 1817
TN D 1818
TN D 1819
TN D 1820
TN D 1825
TN D 1830
TN D 1834
TND 1840
TN D 1841
TN D 1842
TN D 1844
TN D 1845
TN D 1847
TN D 1848
A METHODFORDETERMININGTHEPROPELLANTREQUIREDTOMAINTAINAN
EARTHORBITALVEHICLEIN A USEFULORBITBETWEENTWOSPECIFIED
ALTITUDELIMITS, JamesJ. Buglia and John F. Newcomb,August
1963
IN-FLIGHTAERODYNAMICNOISEMEASUREMENTSONA SCOUTLAUNCH
VEHICLE,David A. Hilton, EmedioM. Bracalente, and Harvey H.
Hubbard, July 1963
TABLESFORTHEINTEGRALOFTHECIRCULARBIVARIATENORMAL
FREQUENCYFUNCTION,William L. Weaverand Kathleen C. Wicker,
July 1963
TRAJECTORYENTRYCONDITIONSAT THELUNARSPHEREOF INFLUENCE
FORAPPLICATIONTODETAILEDSTUDIESOFNEAR-MOONTRAJECTORY
ANDIMPACTCONDITIONS,Harold A. Hamerand Ward F. Hodge, July
1963
GASCHROMATOGRAPHICMEASUREMENTOFTRACECONTAMINANTSIN A
SIMULATEDSPACECABIN, Herbert C. McKee, John W. Rhoades,
Ralph J. Wheeler, and H. P. Burchfield, March 1963
THESIGNIFICANCEOFATMOSPHERICBALLISTICSIN ROCKETECHNOLOGY,
G. H. R. Reisig, July 1963
ONTHEERRORPROPAGATIONFSOMEINTERPOLATIONFORMULASFOR
SECOND-ORDERIFFERENTIALEQUATIONS,Erwin Fehlberg, July 1963
GALVANOMAGNETICFFECTSIN POLYCRYSTALLINEMANYVALLEYSEMI-
CONDUCTORS,John H. Marburger III, October 1963
CHARACTERISTICSOFPASSIVECOMMUNICATIONSATELLITESWITH
LAMBERTIANSURFACES,Herbert P. Raabe, September1963
EARTHREFLECTEDSOLARRADIATIONINCIDENTUPONANARBITRARILY
ORIENTEDSPINNINGFLATPLATE,Fred G. Cunningham,July 1963
COSMIC-RAY-INDUCEDSTABLEANDRADIOACTIVENUCLIDESIN METEORITES,
Michael E. Lipschutz, June 1963
TEMPERATUREOFA GRAYBODYMOSTCLOSELYFITTINGTHESOLAREXTRA-
TERRESTRIALSPECTRUM,William B. Fussell and John B. Schutt,
August 1964
A REVIEWOFGEODETICPARAMETERS,William M. Kaula, May1963
TESSERALHARMONICSOFTHEGRAVITATIONALFIELD ANDGEODETICDATUM
SHIFTSDERIVEDFROMCAMERAOBSERVATIONSOFSATELLITES,William
M. Kaula, June 1963
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TND 1849
TND 1850
TND 1851
TND 1852
TND 1853
TN D 1854
TND 1856
TND 1857
TND 1858
TN D 1859
TN D 1861
TN D 1862
TN D 1863
TND 1864
POSITRON-HYDROGENSCATTERING,Aaron Temkin, August 1963
THEINFRAREDHORIZONOFTHEPLANETEARTH,R. A. Hanel, W. R.
Bandeen, and B. J. Conrath, September1963
MASSSPECTROMETERICINVESTIGATIONSOFTHEATMOSPHEREB TWEEN
i00 AND227 KILOMETERSABOVEWALLOPSI LAND,VIRGINIA, Edith
Meadows-Reedand Charles R. Smith, August 1963
MANUALPROCEDUREFORDETERMININGPOSITIONIN SPACEFROMON-
BOARDOPTICALMEASUREMENTS,Harold A. Hamer,December1964
ACHIEVINGSATELLITERELIABILITYTHROUGHENVIRONMENTALESTS,
John C. New, July 1963
A THEORETICALBASISFORMECHANICALIMPEDANCESIMULATIONIN
SHOCKANDVIBRATIONTESTINGOFONE-DIMENSIONALSYSTEMS,F. J.
On and R. O. Belsheim, August 1963
GROUNDOPERATIONEQUIPMENTFORTHEORBITINGASTRONOMICAL
OBSERVATORY,E. J. Habib, A. G. Ferris, H. W. Cooperand R. L.
McConaughy,December1963
LARGE-SCALEWIND-TUNNELTESTSOFDESCENTPERFORMANCEOFAN
AIRPLANEMODELWITHA TILT WINGANDDIFFERENTIALPROPELLER
THRUST,Wallace H. Deckert, V. Robert Page, and Stanley O.
Dickinson, October 1964
A CONTRIBUTIONTOTHETHEORYOFCRITICALINCLINATIONOFCLOSE
EARTHSATELLITES,Shinko Aoki, September1963
PERIODICSOLUTIONSOFTHERESTRICTEDTHREEBODYPROBLEM
REPRESENTINGANALYTICCONTINUATIONSOFKEPLERIANELLIPTIC
MOTIONS,Richard F. Arenstorf, May].963
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFINSULATINGREFRACTORY-METAL
HEAT-SHIELDPANELS,Gregory R. Wichorek and Bland A. Stein,
December1964
RADIATIONDOSIMETRYABOARDTHESPACECRAFTOFTHEEIGHTH
MERCURY-ATLASMI SION(MA-8), Carlos S. Warrenand William L.
Gill, August 1964
THEDIGITALTAPERECORDERANALYZER,Joseph A. Sciulli, October
1964
FLUXPATTERNSRESULTINGFROMFREE-MOLECULEFLOWTHROUGHCON-
VERGINGANDDIVERGINGSLOTS,Thaine W. Reynolds and EdwardA.
Richley, October 1964
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TN D 1865
TND 1866
TN D 1868
TN D 1869
TN D 1870
TN D 1871
TN D 1874
TN D 1875
TND 1877
TND 1878
TND 1879
TND 1882
TND 1883
INVESTIGATIONOFAIR DAMPINGOFCIRCULARANDRECTANGULARPLATES,
A CYLINDER,ANDA SPHERE,David G. Stephens and Maurice A.
Scavullo, April 1965
DESCRIPTIONANDPERFORMANCEOFTHREETRAILBLAZERII REENTRY
RESEARCHVEHICLES,Reginald R. Lundstom, Allen B. Henning,
and W. Ray Hook, December1964
A REVIEWOFPHOTOGRAPHYOFTHEEARTHFROMSOUNDINGROCKETSAND
SATELLITES,Paul D. Lowman,Jr., December1964
BENDTRANSITIONTEMPERATUREOFARC-CASTMOLYBDENUMANDMOLY-
BDENUM- 0.5 -PERCENT-TITANIUMSHEETIN WORKED,RECRYSTALLIZED,
ANDWELDEDCONDITONS,John H. Sinclair, October 1964
AN INVESTIGATIONOFRESONANT,NONLINEAR,NONPLANARF EESURFACE
OSCILLATIONSOFA FLUID, R. E. Hutton, May 1963
EVALUATIONOF INFRAREDSPECTROPHOTOMETRYFO COMPOSITIONAL
ANALYSISOFLUNARANDPLANETARYSOILS, R. J. P. Lyon, April 1963
DIRECTIONALBEHAVIOROFEMITTEDANDREFLECTEDRADIANTENERGY
FROMA SPECULAR,GRAY,ASYMMETRICGROOVE,John R. Howell and
Morris Perimutter, August 1963
RESONANCEIN A COLDMULTICONSTITUENTPLASMAT ARBITRARYORIENTA-
TIONTOTHEMAGNETICFIELD, Eli Reshotko, July 1963
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOF CHEMICALREGENERATIONFSURFACES
IN SIMULATEDTHERMIONICDIODES,Helmut F. Butze and Arthur L.
Smith, July 1963
EFFECTOFVARIABLETHERMALPROPERTIESONONE-DIMENSIONALHEAT
TRANSFERIN RADIATINGFINS, Norbert O. Stockmanand John L.
Kramer, October 1963
THERMIONICEMISSIONFROMCESIUM-COATEDLECTROSTATICION
THRUSTORELECTRODES,Thaine W. Reynolds and EdwardA. Richley,
September1963
AN EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFCHEMICALREACTIONBETWEENPRO-
PELLANT ANKMATERIALANDROCKETFUELSOROXIDIZERSWHENIMPACTED
BY SMALLHIGH-VELOCITYPROJECTILES,Robert P. Dengler, August
1963
ANALYTICALANDEXPERIMENTALSTUDYOFPOOLHEATINGOFLIQUID
HYDROGENOVERA RANGEOFACCELERATIONS,Robert W. Graham,
Robert C. Hendricks, and Robert C. Ehlers, February 1965
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TND 1884
TN D 1885
TN D 1886
TN D 1887
TN D 1889
TN D 1890
TND 1891
TND 1892
TND 1894
TN D 1896
TND 1898
TN D 1899
TN D 1900
LARGE-SCALEWIND-TUNNELTESTSIN GROUNDEFFECTOFA 35° SWEPT-
BACKWINGJETTRANSPORTMODELEQUIPPEDWITHBLOWINGBOUNDARY-
LAYER-CONTROLTRAILING-ANDLEADING-EDGEFLAPS,Kiyoshi Aoyagi
and David H. Hickey, May 1963
STUDYOFTHENONEQUILIBRIUMFLOWFIELD BEHINDNORMALSHOCKWAVES
IN CARBONDIOXIDE,John T. Howe, .John R. Viegas, and Yvonne S.
Sheaffer, June 1963
METHOD OF ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS FOR SINGULAR PERTURBATION PROB-
LEMS, APPLICABLE TO VISCOUS FLOW OVER FLAT PLATE, E. Dale Martin,
July 1963
FULL-SCALE WIND-TUNNEL TESTS OF A MEDIUM-WEIGHT UTILITY HELI-
COPTER AT FORWARD SPEEDS, John L. McCloud III, James C. Biggers,
and Ralph L. Maki, May 1963
THE INFLUENCE OF HEATING RATE AND TEST STREAM OXYGEN CONTENT ON
THE INSULATION EFFICIENCY OF CHARRING MATERIALS, Nick S. Vojvodich
and Ernest L. Winkler, July 1963
MEASUREMENT OF THE HEAT TRANSFER TO BODIES OF REVOLUTION IN FREE
FLIGHT BY USE OF A CATCHER CALORIMETER, Gary T. Chapman and
Charles T. Jackson, Jr., July 1963
SOME FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS OF A DEFLECTED SLIPSTREAM V/STOL
AIRCRAFT, Howard L. Turner and Fred J. Drinkwater III, July
1963
COMBUSTION TESTS OF OXYGEN HYDROGEN-HELIUM MIXTURES AT LOADING
PRESSURES UP TO 8,000 POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH, Max E. Wilkins
and Robert J. Carros, October 1963
ON THE FLOW STRUCTURE WITHIN A CONSTANT PRESSURE COMPRESSIBLE
TURBULENT JET MIXING REGION, W. L. Chow and H. H. Korst,
April 1963
THERMAL PERFORMANCE AND RADIO-FREQUENCY TRANSMISSIVITY OF
SEVERAL ABLATION MATERIALS, Marvin B. Dow, Claud M. Pittman,
and William F. Croswell, November 1964
COMPUTATION OF GENERAL PLANETARY PERTURBATIONS, PART I, Lloyd
Carpenter, August 1963
EXPERIMENTS FROM A SMALL PROBE WHICH ENTERS THE ATMOSPHERE OF
MARS, R. A. Hanel, L. E. Richmyer, R. A. Stamptl, and W. G.
Stroud, December 1963
THE PURPOSES OF ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING FOR SCIENTIFIC SATELLITES,
John H. Boeckel, July 1963
3O8
TN D 1901
TN D 1904
TN D 1905
TN D 1906
TN D 1907
TN D 1908
TN D 1909
TN D 1910
TN D 1911
TN D 1912
TN D 1913
TND 1914
TN D 1915
TN D 1916
TND 1917
TND 1924
THEPLASMAINTERPLANETARYSPACE,L. Biermann, October 1963
THEORETICALCONSIDERATIONSFORA PRELIMINARYDESIGNOFA
SOLARCELLGENERATORNA SATELLITE,Bernard J. Saint-Jean,
September1963
APPLICATIONOFINTEGRATEDCIRCUITSTOTELEMETRYSYSTEMS,
J. Michael Balderston, July 1964
A THEORETICALMODELFORSUNSPOTCOOLNESS,R.K. Jaggi, October
1963
MODELSFORSTARSOFVERYLOWMASS,Shiv S. Kumar, October 1963
FLIGHTSHOCKANDVIBRATIONDATAOFTHEECHOA-12 APPLICATION
VERTICALTESTS(AVT-I ANDAVT-2), W. B. Tereniak and S. A.
Clevenson, October 1963
EXPLORATIONOFTHEATMOSPHEREOFVENUSBYA SIMPLECAPSULE,
Rudolf A. Hanel, July 1964
ANANALYSISOFTIROSII RADIATIONDATARECORDEDOVERNEWZEALAND
AT NIGHT,Lewis J. Allison, March 1964
FLUORINEUPTAKEOFFLUOROCARBONGREASES,Patricia M. O'Donnel,
December1964
ACOUSTICHEATINGOFTHEPOLARNIGHTMESOSPHERE,Kaichi Maeda,
November1963
THENATIONALAERONAUTICSANDSPACEADMINISTRATIONTOPSIDE
SOUNDERPROGRAM,L° J. Blumle, R. J. Fitzenreiter, and J. E.
Jackson, November1963
CORIOLISEFFECTSIN COMBINEDENVIRONMENTTESTING,Joseph C.
Boyle, June 1964
THEAUTOMATICPICTURETRANSMISSION(APT) TV CAMERASYSTEMFOR
METEOROLOGICALS TELLITES,Rudolf A. Stampfl and William G.
Stroud, November1963
LAUNCHENVIRONMENTPROFILESFORSOUNDINGROCKETSANDSPACE-
CRAFT,W. J. Neff and R. A. Montes de Oca, January 1964
PROBLEMSIN THECONSTRUCTIONFA SPACEENVIRONMENTSIMULATOR,
Dana S. Cope, March 1964
ROUGH-AIREFFECTONCREWPERFORMANCEDURINGA SIMULATEDLOW-
ALTITUDEHIGH-SPEEDSURVEILLANCEMISSION,GeorgeJ. Hurt, Jr.,
August 1963
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TND 1925
TND 1926
TND 1927
TND 1928
TND 1929
TN D 1933
TND 1936
TND 1937
TND 1938
TND 1939
TN D 1940
TN D 1942
ANANALYSISOFVGANDVGHOPERATIONALDATAFROMA TWIN-ENGINE
TURBOPROPTRANSPORTAIRPLANE,Paul A. Hunter and Walter G.
Walker, July 1963
TRANSONICINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTSOFNOSEBLUNTNESS,
FINENESSRATIO,CONEANGLE,ANDBASESHAPEONTHESTATIC
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFSHORT,BLUNTCONESAT ANGLES
OFATTACKTO180° , Cuyler W. Brooks, Jr. and Charles D.
Trescot, Jr., August 1963
A COMPARISONFTHETHEORETICALNDEXPERIMENTALSTAGNATION-
POINTHEATTRANSFERIN ANARC-HEATEDSUBSONICSTREAM,Ronald
D. Brown, June 1964
ARRESTOFA MOVINGMASSBYAN ATTACHEDMEMBRANE,Manuel Stein,
July 1963
STATICAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFTHREEROCKET-VEHICLE
CONFIGURATIONSAT MACHNUMBERSFROM1.80 TO4.63 INCLUDING
SOMEFFECTSOFFIN SIZE, FIN CANT,ANDAUXILIARYROCKET
MOTORS,Dennis E. Fuller and Gerald V. Foster, July 1963
EFFECTOFFABRICATION-TYPESURFACEROUGHNESSONTRANSITION
ONOGIVE-CYLINDERMODELSATMACHNUMBERSOF1.61 AND2.01,
Paul W. Howardand K. R. Czarnecki, July 1963
TRAILBLAZERI REENTRY-BODYWIND-TUNNELTESTSAT A MACH
NUMBEROF6.7 WITHTHEORETICALERODYNAMICSANDA LIMITED
DYNAMICANALYSIS,Herbert R. Schippell, July 1963
LOW-SPEEDINVESTIGATIONOFCABLETENSIONANDAERODYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICSOFA PARAWINGANDSPACECRAFTCOMBINATION,
William C. Sleeman,Jr., July 1963
A TRAJECTORYANALYSISOFA VARIABLE-DRAGPAYLOADEJECTEDFROM
A VEHICLEIN A LOWEARTHORBIT,Richard Reid and David B.
Middleton, July 1963
ANANALYSISOFTHELUNARRETURNMISSION,John P. Gapcynski and
Robert H. Tolson, August 1963
AN INVESTIGATIONOFTHENATURALFREQUENCIESANDMODESHAPESOF
DOUBLECONICALSANDWICHDISKS, William M. Thompson,Jr., and
Robert R. Clary, August 1963
APPLICATIONOFDORODNITSYN'SINTEGRALMETHODTONONEQUILIBRIUM
FLOWSOVERPOINTEDBODIES,Jerry C. South, Jr., August 1963
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TND 1945
TN D 1946
TN D 1950
TN D 1953
TN D 1955
TN D 1956
TN D 1957
TN D 1958
TN D 1959
TN D 1960
TN D 1963
TN D 1964
THE COUPLED DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF A TANK PARTIALLY FILLED WITH A
LIQUID AND UNDER-GOING FREE AND FORCED PLANAR OSCILLATIONS,
David G. Stephens and H. Wayne Leonard, August 1963
FULL-SCALE WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF A FLEXIBLE-WING MANNED
TEST VEHICLE, Joseph L. Johnson, Jr. and James L. Hassell, Jr.,
August 1963
RANDOM DEVIATIONS FROM STABILIZED CRUISE ALTITUDES OF COMMERCIAL
TRANSPORTS AT ALTITUDES UP TO 40,000 FEET WITH AUTOPILOT IN
ALTITUDE HOLD, Joseph J. Kolnick and Barbara S. Bentley, July
1963
EVALUATION OF AN ELECTROMAGNETIC SHOCK TUBE FOR GENERATING
STRONG SHOCKS IN AIR, James F. Roach, October 1963
EFFECTS OF PEAK DECELERATION ON RANGE SENSITIVITY FOR A
MODULATED-LIFT REENTRY AT SUPERCIRCULAR SPEEDS, Charlie M.
Jackson, Jr. and Roy V. Harris, Jr., September 1963
AERODYNAMIC DAMPING OF A O.02-SCALE SATURN SA-I MODEL VIBRATING
IN THE FIRST FREE-FREE BENDING MODE, Perry W. Hanson and Robert
V. Doggett, Jr., September 1963
LOW-SPEED INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF WING SWEEP ON THE
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF PARAWINGS HAVING EQUAL-LENGTH
LEADING EDGES AND KEEL, Rodger L. Naeseth and Thomas G. Gainer,
August 1963
TRANSONIC WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF THE STATIC AERODYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICS OF SEVERAL CONFIGURATIONS OF THE BLUE SCOUT
LAUNCH VEHICLE, Thomas C. Kelly and Robert J. Keynton,
September 1963
EFFECTS OF ROUNDING CORNERS AND LEADING EDGES ON THE WINDWARD-
SURFACE PRESSURES OF A DELTA WING SWEPT 65 ° AT A MACH NUMBER
OF 5.96 AT ANGLES OF ATTACK FROM 65 ° TO 115 ° AND ANGLES OF ROLL
FROM 0 ° TO 25 ° AT 90 ° ANGLE OF ATTACK, Theodore J. Goldberg
and Doris K. Blanchard, July 1963
SPECTROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS OF GAS TEMPERATURES IN ARC-HEATED
JETS AND TUNNELS, David H. Greenshields, October 1963
EFFECTS OF CROSS-SECTION SHAPE ON THE LOW-SPEED AERODYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICS OF A LOW-WAVE-DRAG HYPERSONIC BODY, Bernard
Spencer, Jr. and W. Pelham Phillips, October 1963
A SIMULATOR STUDY OF AIRSPACE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SUPERSONIC
TRANSPORT, Richard H. Sawyer, September 1963
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TND 1965
TN D 1966
TN D 1968
TN D 1970
TND 1971
TND 1972
TND 1973
TN D 1974
TN D 1975
TN D 1976
TN D 1977
TND 1978
TND 1979
FLIGHT-ANDFORCE-TESTINVESTIGATIONOFA MODELOFANAERIAL
VEHICLESUPPORTEDBY TWOUNSHROUDEDPROPELLERS,Robert H.
Kirby, September1965
STEADY-STATECHARACTERISTICSOFA DIFFERENTIAL-PRESSURESYSTEM
FOREVALUATINGANGLESOFATTACKANDSIDESLIPOFTHERANGERIV
VEHICLE,E. CarsonYates, Jr. and Annie G. Fox, November1963
IN-FLIGHTSHOCK-WAVEPRESSUREMEASUREMENTSABOVEANDBELOWA
BOMBERAIRPLANEAT MACHNUMBERSFROM1.42 TO1.69, DomenicJ.
Maglieri, Virgil S. Ritchie, and John F. Bryant, Jr., APPENDIX
B: DESIGNANDAERODYNAMICCALIBRATIONOFPRESSUREPROBE,Virgil
S. Ritchie, October 1963
DESCRIPTIONOFANANALOGCOMPUTERAPPROACHTOV/STOLSIMULATION
EMPLOYINGA VARIABLE-STABILITYHELICOPTER,John F. Garren, Jr.
and JamesR. Kelly, January 1964
WIND-TUNNELMEASUREMENTSOFPERFORMANCE,BLADEMOTIONS,AND
BLADEAIR LOADSFORTANDEM-ROTORCONFIGURATIONSWITHANDWITHOUT
OVERLAP,Robert J. Huston, October i[963
HEATTRANSFERWITHLAMINARFLOWIN CONCENTRICANNULIWITH
CONSTANTANDVARIABLEWALLTEMPERATUREANDHEATFLUX, R. E.
Lundberg, W. C. Reynolds, and W. M. Kays, August 1963
BEHAVIORALTESTINGDURINGA 7-DAYCONFINEMENT:HEINFORMATION
PROCESSINGTASK,Rollin M. Patton, December1963
BEHAVIORALTESTINGDURINGA 7-DAYCONFINEMENT:HEPATTERN
DISCRIMINATIONTASK,Rollin M. Patton and Robert J. Randle, Jr.,
December1963
HEATTRANSFERTOBLUNTCONICALBODIESHAVINGCAVITIESTOPROMOTE
SEPARATION,Frank J. Centolanzi, July 1963
MOMENTUMACCOMODATIONOFN+, N2+, ANDA+ INCIDENTONCOPPERAND
ALUMINUMFROM0.5 TO4 KEV,HowardF. Savageand Michel Bader,
September1963
A MICROMETEOROIDVELOCITYDETECTOR,Frank Neuman,September1963
THERMALRADIATIONFROMABLATIONPRODUCTSINJECTEDINTOA HYPER-
SONICSHOCKLAYER,Roger A. Craig and William C. Davy, September
1963
EXPERIMENTALNDTHEORETICALPRESSURESONBLUNTCYLINDERSFOR
EQUILIBRIUMANDNONEQUILIBRIUMAIR AT HYPERSONICSPEEDS,Donald
M. Kuehn, November1963
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TN D 1980 SHOCK ENVELOPES OF BLUNT BODIES AT LARGE ANGLES OF ATTACK, George
E. Kaattari, December 1963
TN D 1981 INVESTIGATION OF THE IMPACT OF COPPER FILAMENTS INTO ALUMINUM
TARGETS AT VELOCITIES TO 16,000 FEET PER SECOND, C. Robert Nysmith,
James L. Summers, and B. Pat Denardo, February 1964
TN D 1983 EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL STUDIES ON THE FORMATION OF DETONA-
TION WAVES IN VARIABLE GEOMETRY TUBES, Loren E. Bollinger, Michael
C. Fong, James A. Laughrey, and Rudolph Edse, June 1963
TN D 1984 PHOTOCHEMICAL PROBLEMS OF THE VENUS ATMOSPHERE, Paul Harteck,
Robert R. Reeves, Jr. and Barbara A. Thompson, June 1963
TN D 1985 RECIPROCITY IN QUANTUM MECHANICS, D. E. Bilhorn, L. L. Foldy,
V. A. Madsen, R. M. Thaler, and W. Tobocman, August 1963
TN D 1986 MICROMETEOROID SATELLITE (EXPLORER XIII) STAINLESS-STEEL PENETRA-
TION RATE EXPERIMENT, Staff of the Lewis Research Center, October
1963
TN D 1987 ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF EMITTED AND REFLECTED RADIANT ENERGY FROM
DIFFUSE GRAY ASYMMETRIC GROOVES, Morris Perlmutter and John R.
Howell, October 1963
TN D 1989 THE DESIGN OF MICROMETEOROID PENETRATION EXPERIMENTS AS SINGLE-
SAMPLING LIFE-TEST SAMPLING PLANS, Arthur G. Holms, March 1964
TN D 199C HEAT-TRANSFER AND WEIGHT ANALYSIS OF A MOVING-BELT RADIATOR
SYSTEM FOR WASTE HEAT REJECTION IN SPACE, Richard J. Flaherty,
August 1964
TN D 1992 SHEATH NEAR A PLANE ELECTRODE BOUNDING A COLLISIONLESS PLASMA IN
A MAGNETIC FIELD, Arthur W. Goldstein, October 1963
TN D 1993 MAGNETIC FIELD OF A FINITE HELICAL SOLENOID, A. R. Sass and James
C. Stoll, October 1963
TN D 1994 MINIMUM-OIL-FLOW REQUIREMENTS OF HIGH-SPEED BALL BEARINGS AT
TEMPERATURES TO 800°F., Dean C. Glenn and William J. Anderson,
October 1963
TN D 1995 EARTH ORBITAL SATELLITE LIFETIME, James E. Ladner and George C.
Ragsdale, January 1964
TN D 1996 ESTIMATION OF TOLERANCE LIMITS FOR METEOROID HAZARD TO SPACE
VEHICLES 100-500 KILOMETERS ABOVE THE SURFACE OF THE EARTH,
Charles C. Dalton, February 1964
TN D 1997 THE NATURE OF LIQUID FILM EVAPORATION DURING NUCLEATE BOILING,
Robert R. Sharp, October 1964
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TND 1998
TND 2000
TND 2003
TND 2004
TN D 2006
TN D 2008
TN D 2009
TND 2010
TN D 2011
TN D 2012
TND 2013
TND 2014
TND 2015
EFFECTSOFCOMPRESSIBILITYANDHEATTRANSFERONTHELAMINARSUB-
LAYEROFTHETURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYER,K. R. Czarnecki and William
J. Monta, October 1964
HEAT-TRANSFERANDPRESSUREMEASUREMENTSONA PRELIMINARYPROJECT
FIRE MODELAT MACH3.51, Robert L. Stallings, Jr. and Kenneth V.
Haggard, November1964
DIGITALOHMMETER,John Semyan,October 1964
THREE-BODYCOLLISIONALRECOMBINATIONFCESIUMSEEDIONSAND
ELECTRONSIN HIGH-DENSITYPLASMASWITHARGONCARRIERGAS,John
V. Dugan, Jr., APPENDIXD: COMPUTERP OGRAMFORSTUDYINGRE-
COMBINATIONOFANATOMICION, Lynn U. Albers, October 1964
ANANALYSISOFA VORTEXTYPEMAGNETO-HYDRODYNAMICINDU TION
GENERATOR,L. L. Lengyel and SimonOstrach, September1963
SELECTIONOF SPACECABINATMOSPHERES:PARTI. OXYGENTOXICITY,
EmmanuelM. Roth, M. D., August ]963
DEVELOPMENTOFA SMOKE-TRAILVEHICLEFORAPPLICATIONTOWIND-
SHEARMEASUREMENTSUPTO 80,000 FEET,WadeE. Lanford, TomW.
Perry, Jr., Hal T. Baber, Jr., and Franklin W. Booth, November
1963
CALCULATIONOFELECTRONENERGYDEPOSITIONIN THIN-FILMPOLYMERIC
MATERIALS,Louis A. Teichmanand Ernest S. Armstrong, October 1963
THERELATIVESUSCEPTIBILITYOFFOURCOMMERCIALTITANIUMALLOYSTO
SALTSTRESSCORROSIONAT 550°F., David N. Braski and George J.
Heimerl, December1963
CALIBRATIONSOFAIRCRAFTSTATIC-PRESSURESYSTEMSBY GROUND-CAMERA
ANDGROUND-RADARMETHODS,William Gracey and Joseph W. Stickle,
August 1963
FULL-SCALEWIND-TUNNELTESTOFTHEVZ-2 VTOLAIRPLANEWITH
PARTICULAREFERENCETOTHEWINGSTALLPHENOMENA,Robert G.
Mitchell, December1963
WINGPRESSUREMEASUREMENTSWITHINTHEPROPELLERSLIPSTREAMFORA
LARGE-SCALEV/STOLWIND-TUNNELMODELSIMULATINGTRANSITION,
Matthew M. Winston and Robert J. Huston, October 1963
INVESTIGATIONOFTHECALORIMETRICEFFICIENCYOFA SPLIT-RIB
UMBRELLA-TYPEARABOLOIDALSOLARENERGYCONCENTRATOR,John D.
Campand William D. Nowlin, March 1964
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TND 2016
TN D 2018
TN D 2019
TND 2020
TN D 2021
TN D 2022
TND 2023
TN D 2026
TN D 2027
TND 2028
TN D 2029
TN D 2030
ANALYTICALSTUDYOFLUNARLANDINGTRAJECTORIESWITHREFERENCETO
THELUNAR-ORBIT-RENDEZVOUSMODEANDPOSSIBLEABORTSITUATIONS,
JamesL. Williams and L. Keith Barker, December1963
ANALYSISOFJET-PLUMINGINTERFERENCEBY COMPUTERSIMULATIONOF
MEASUREDFLIGHTMOTIONSOFTWORAMA FOURTHSTAGES,William F.
Hinson and SherwoodHoffman, December1963
REAL-GASHYPERSONIC-NOZZLEF OWPARAMETERSFORNITROGENIN
THERMODYNAMICEQUILIBRIUM,Frank L. Clark and Charles B. Johnson,
November1963
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFHEATTRANSFERANDPRESSURESONA
SWEPTCYLINDERIN THEVICINITY OFITS INTERSECTIONWITHA WEDGE
ANDFLATPLATEAT MACHNUMBER4.15 ANDHIGHREYNOLDSNUMBERS,
Ivan E. Beckwlth, July 1964
LATERAL-SPREADSONIC-BOOMGROUND-PRESSUREMEASUREMENTSFROMAIR-
PLANESATALTITUDESTO 75,000 FEETANDAT MACHNUMBERSTO 2.0,
DomenicJ. Maglieri, Tony L. Parrott, David A. Hilton, and
William L. Copeland, November1963
ANAEROELASTICMODELAPPROACHFORTHEPREDICTIONOFBUFFETBENDING
LOADSONLAUNCHVEHICLES,Robert V. Doggett, Jr. and Perry W.
Hanson, October 1963
DESCRIPTIONANDINITIAL CALIBRATIONOFTHELANGLEYHOTSHOTTUNNEL
WITHSOMEREAL-GASCHARTSFORNITROGEN,Fred M. Smith, Edwin F.
Harrison, and Pierce L. Lawing, December1963
STATICLONGITUDINALAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSANDSURFACEPRES-
SUREDISTRIBUTIONSFORA 1/15-SCALEMODELOFA MODIFIEDFOUR-
STAGESCOUTVEHICLE,ThomasC. Kelly, October 1963
CHARACTERISTICSOFA LUNARLANDINGCONFIGURATIONHAVINGVARIOUS
MULTIPLE-LEGLANDING-GEARARRANGEMENTS,Ulysse J. Blanchard,
January 1964
HEAT-TRANSFERANDPRESSUREINVESTIGATIONOFA FIN-PLATEINTER-
FERENCEMODELAT A MACHNUMBEROF 6, Robert A. Jones, July 1964
WATER-FILMCOOLINGOFAN 80° TOTAL-ANGLE CONE AT A MACH NIfMBER
OF 2 FOR AIRSTREAM TOTAL TEMPERATURES UP TO 3,000°R., Howard
S. Carter, October 1963
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION AT HIGH SUBSONIC SPEED OF THE STATIC
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS OF A WINGED REENTRY
VEHICLE HAVING A LARGE NEGATIVELY DEFLECTED FLAP-TYPE CONTROL
SURFACE, Paul G. Fournier, October 1963
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TN D 2031
TN D 2032
TN D 2033
TND 2034
TN D 2035
TN D 2037
TN D 2041
TN D 2042
TN D 2043
TN D 2044
TND 2046
TN D 2048
TND 2050
LOW-SUBSONICFLIGHTCHARACTERISTICSOFA MODELOFSUPERSONIC-
AIRPLANECONFIGURATIONWITHA PARAWINGAS A LANDINGAID, Joseph
L. Johnson, Jr., November1963
A MAGNETICALLYROTATEDELECTRICARCAIR HEATEREMPLOYINGA
STRONGMAGNETICFIELDANDCOPPERELECTRODES,Robert F. Mayo,
William L. Wells, and Milton A. Wal]io, November1963
TRANSONICINVESTIGATIONOFA PYRAMIDALREENTRYCONFIGURATION
WITHCAMBEREDVARIABLE-SWEEPWINGSANDVARIOUSLONGITUDINAL
CONTROLS,Bernard Spencer, Jr., December1963
SUBSONICAERODYNAMICHEATTRANSFERTOA SURFACERECESSEDWITHIN
A FORWARDSTAGNATIONREGIONSLIT, SamuelJ. Scott, December1963
LANDINGCHARACTERISTICSOFA REENTRYVEHICLEWITHA PASSIVE
LANDINGSYSTEMFORIMPACTALLEVIATION,SandyM. Stubbs, January
1964
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA SPOILER-SLOT-DEFLECTORC NTROL
ONA 45° SWEPTBACK-WING - FUSELAGE MODEL AT HIGH SUBSONIC SPEEDS,
Alexander D. Hammond, November 1963
AN ANALYTICAL STUDY OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD ENCOUNTERED BY ARTIFICIAL
EARTH SATELLITES IN CIRCUTAR ORBITS, Ward F. Hodge and W. Thomas
Blackshear, February 1964
EFFECT OF AFTERBODY GEOMETRY AND STING DIAMETER ON THE AERODYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICS OF SLENDER BODIES AT MACH NUMBERS FROM 1.57 TO
2.86, Dennis E. Fuller and Victor E. Langhans, November 1963
CALCULATED RADIO ATTENUATION DUE TO PLASMA SHEATH ON HYPERSONIC
BLUNT-NOSED CONE, John S. Evans and Paul W. Huber, December 1963
FREE-FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF THE DEPLOYMENT OF A PARAWING RECOVERY
DEVICE FOR A RADIO-CONTROLLED 1/5-SCALE DYNAMIC MODEL SPACECRAFT,
Charles E. Libbey, December 1963
JET EFFECTS AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS ON BASE AND AFTERBODY PRESSURES
OFA MISSILE MODEL HAVING SINGLE AND MULTIPLE JETS, Nickolai
Charczenko and Clyde Hayes, November 1963
BOUNDARY-LAYER VELOCITY PROFILES AND SKIN FRICTION DUE TO SURFACE
ROUGHNESS ON AN OGIVE CYLINDER AT MACH NUMBERS OF 1.61 AND 2.01,
K. Ro Czarnecki and William J. Monta. December 1963
EFFECTS OF FLANK LOSSES IN THE THEORY OF SPACE-PROBE ENTRY UNDER
CONDITIONS OF HIGH MASS LOSS, Frederick C. Grant, December 1963
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TN D 2052
TN D 2053
TN D 2054
TN D 2056
TN D 2058
TN D 2062
TND 2063
TN D 2064
TN D 2065
TN D 2066
TN D 2069
TND 2070
TN D 2071
THEDESIGNOF SAILPLANESFOROPTIMUMTHERMALSOARINGPERFORMANCE,
Clarence D. Cone, Jr., January 1964
A WIND-COMPENSATIONMETHODANDRESULTSOF ITS APPLICATIONTO
FLIGHTTESTSOFTWELVETRAILBLAZEROCKETVEHICLES,Allen B.
Henning, Reginald R. Lundstrom, and Jean C. Keating, April
1964
EFFECTOFCONTROLLEDSURFACEROUGHNESSONBOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSI-
TIONANDHEATTRANSFERATMACHNUMBERSOF4.8 AND6.0, Paul F.
Holloway and JamesR. Sterrett, April 1964
PHENOMENAOFPNEUMATICTIRE HYDROPLANE,Walter B. Horne and
Robert C. Dreher, November1963
APPROXIMATECALCULATIONOFHYPERSONICCONICALFLOWPARAMETERS
FORAIR IN THERMODYNAMICEQUILIBRIUM,Perry A. Newman,January
1964
A WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTOFCHANGESIN BASE
CONTOURONTHEDAMPINGIN PITCHOFA BLUNTEDCONE,William R.
Wehrend, Jr., November1963
THETRANSPORTOFCHEMICALLYREACTINGSPECIESIN THECLASSICAL
CAPILLARY,John T. Howe, December1963
A STUDYOFTHECONVECTIVEANDRADIATIVEHEATINGOF SHAPES
ENTERINGTHEATMOSPHERESOFVENUSANDMARSAT SUPERORBITAL
SPEEDS,Fred A. Demele, December1963
MINIMUMCREWSPACEHABITABILITYFORTHELUNARMISSION,George
A. Rathert, Jr., NormanM. McFadden,Richard F. Weick, R.
Mark Patton, Glen W. Stinnett, and Terence A. Rogers, February
1964
EVALUATIONOFA CONSTRICTED-ARCSUPERSONICJET, Charles E.
Shepard, Velvin R. Watson, and HowardA. Stine, January 1964
PROSPECTSFOROBTAININGAERODYNAMICHEATINGRESULTSFROM
ANALYSISOFMETEORFLIGHTDATA,H. Julian Allen and Nataline A.
James, July 1964
A NUMERICALANALYSISOFDIRECTNUCLEARELECTROGENERATORCELLS
THATUSECERIUM144 BETA-EMITTINGRADIOISOTOPESOURCES,Allan
J. Cohen, November1963
ELECTROMAGNETICWAVEPROPAGATIONIN A COLD,COLLISIONLESSATOMIC
HYDROGENPLASMA,Richard R. Woollett, April 1964
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TN D 2072
TN D 2073
TN D 2074
TN D 2075
TN D 2077
TN D 2078
TN D 2079
TN D 2080
TN D 2081
TN D 2083
TN D 2084
TN D 2085
TN D 2086
TND 2087
LOW-THRUSTORBITRAISINGIN CONTINUOUSSUNLIGHT,Dennis W. Brown,
April 1964
FRICTION,WEAR,ANDDECOMPOSITIONMECHANISMSFORVARIOUSPOLYMER
COMPOSITIONSIN VACUUMTO10-9 MILLIMETEROFMERCURY,Donald H.
Buckley and Robert L. Johnson, Decen_er 1963
AN INTEGRATEDHOTWIRE-STILLWELLLIQUIDHYDROGENA DOTHER
CRYOGENICFLUIDS,William A. Olsen, Jr., November1963
EFFECTOFCONTACTANGLEANDTANKGEOMETRYONTHECONFIGURATION
OFTHELIQUID-VAPORINTERFACEDURINGWEIGHTLESSNESS,Donald A.
Petrash, Ralph C. Nussle, and EdwardW. Otto, October 1963
HEATTRANSFERFROMFIN-TUBERADIATORSINCLUDINGLONGITUDINAL
HEATCONDUCTIONA DRADIANTINTERCHANGEB TWEENLONGITUDINALLY
NONISOTHE_MALFINITE SURFACE,E. M. Sparrow, V. K. Jonsson,
and W. J. Minkowycz, December1963
FIELDEMISSIONCHARGINGOFMETALLICCOLLOIDS,N. Stankiewicz,
December1963
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHEBEHAVIOROFA CONFINEDFLUID
SUBJECTEDTONONUNIFORMSOURCEANDWALLHEATING,Bernhard H.
Anderson and Michael J. Kolar, November1963
COMPILATIONOFTHEORETICALROCKETPERFORMANCEFORTHECHEMICALLY
FROZENEXPANSIONOFHYDROGEN,Ernie W. Spisz, December1963
EVAPORATIONRATESFORVARIOUSORGANICLIQUID ANDSOLIDLUBRI-
CANTSIN VACUUMTO 10-8 MILLIMETEROFMERCURYAT 55° TO IIO0°F.,
Donald H. Buckley and Robert L. Johnson, December1963
ANISOTROPICEFFECTSIN HELICALLYWOUNDSUPERCONDUCTINGSOLENOIDS,
EdmundE. Callaghan, December1963
A STEADY-STATEANALYSISOFTHE"LAMINAR-INSTABILITY"PROBLEM
DUETOHEATINGPARAHYDROGENIN LONG,SLENDERTUBES,David P.
Harry, III, February 1964
FORTRANPROGRAMFORCOMPUTINGTHEPRINCIPALMOMENTSOFINERTIA
OFA RIGID MOLECULE,Janet G. Ehlers and Glenn R. Cowgill,
February 1964
NONEQUILIBRIUMEXPANSIONOFA PLASMAFROMA THERMONICSOURCE,
Peter M. Sockol, December1963
EFFECTOF _MBIENTAIR VELOCITYONATOMIZATIONOFTWOIMPINGING
WATERJETS, David A. Bittker, February 1964
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TN D 2088
TN D 2089
TN D 2090
TN D 2091
TN D 2092
TN D 2093
TN D 2094
TN D 2095
TND 2096
TN D 2097
TN D 2098
TN D 2099
TND 2100
TN D 2101
TN D 2102
CAVITATIONANDEFFECTIVELIQUIDTENSIONOFNITROGENI A TUNNEL
VENTURI,Robert S. Ruggeri and ThomasF. Geld_r, February 1964
STABILITYOFFREE-CONVECTIONBOUNDARY-LAYERFLOWS,Philip R.
Nachtsheim, December1963
AERODYNAMICANDCONTROL-SYSTEMCONTRIBUTIONSTOTHEX-15
AIRPLANELANDINGZGEARLOADS,Richard B. Noll, Calvin R. Jarvis,
Chris Pembo,Wilton P. Lock, and Betty J. Scott, October 1963
IONIZATIONASSOCIATEDWITHHYPERVELOCITYIMPACT,J. F.
Friichtenicht and J. C. Slattery, August 1963
ELECTRICITYIN THETERRESTRIALATMOSPHEREABOVETHEEXCHANGE
LAYER,Elden C. Whipple, Jr., January 1964
DEVELOPMENTOFA RANGEANDRANGERATESPACECRAFTTRACKINGSYSTEM,
E. J. Habib, G. C. Kronmiller, Jr., P. D. Engels, and H. J.
Franks, Jr., June 1964
COMPARISONFTHEVONZEIPELANDMODIFIEDHANSENMETHODSAS
APPLIEDTOARTIFICIAL SATELLITES,David Fisher, November1963
THREEANDFOURCOIL SYSTEMSFORHOMOGENEOUSMAGNETICFIELDS,
M. E. Pittman and D. L. Waidelich, January 1964
THEEFFECTOFAURORALBREMSSTRAHLUNGO THELOWERIONOSPHERE,
A. C. Aikin and E. J. Maier, November1963
SYNCHROTRONADIATIONCALCULATIONSFORTHEARTIFICIALRADIATION
BELT,M. P. Nakada, January 1964
SOLARCELLRADIATIONDAMAGESTUDIESWITHi MEVELECTRONSAND
4.6 MEVPROTONS,William R. Cherry and Luther W. Slifer, February
1964
ENVIRONMENTALESTPROGRAMFORARIEL I, WarnerH. Hord, Jr.,
February 1964
DUSTBOMBARDMENTO HELUNARSURFACE,Curtis W. McCracken
and Maurice Dubin, December1963
HIGHSPEEDVACUUMPERFORMANCEOFGOLDPLATEDMINIATUREBALL
BEARINGSWITHVARIOUSRETAINERMATERIALSANDCONFIGURATIONS,
Harold E. Evans and ThomasW. Flatley, December1963
ANALYTICALINVESTIGATIONOFREDUCTIONI TURBULENTSKIN FRICTION
ONA FLATPLATEBYMEANSOFAIR INJECTIONTHROUGHDISCRETESLOTS,
K. R. Czarnecki, November1964
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TN D 2103
TND 2104
TND 2105
TN D 2106
TN D 2107
TN D 2108
TN D 2109
TND 2110
TND 2111
TND 2112
TND 2114
TN D 2115
TN D 2116
TN D 2117
THEDRIFTOFA 24-HOUREQUATORIALSATELLITEDUETOANEARTH
GRAVITYFIELD THROUGH4th ORDER,C. A. Wagner, February 1964
TRANSISTORIZEDVHFTRANSMITTERDESIGNFORSPACECRAFTAPPLICATIONS,
Charles R. Somerlock, May 1964
COMPUTATIONSFORLARGE,UNIFORMCIRCULARARRAYSWITHTYPICAL
ELEMENTPATTERNS,Capers R. Cockrell, October 1964
EFFECTSOFNON-PHOTOCHEMICALPROCESSESONTHEMERIDIONAL
DISTRIBUTIONANDTOTALAMOUNTOFOZONEIN THEATMOSPHERE,
CuddapahPrabhakara, June 1964
THEROCKET-GRENADEEXPERIMENT,W. Nordberg and W. Smith, March
1964
DEVELOPMENTOFA BRUSHLESSDCMOTORFORSATELLITEAPPLICATION,
Philip A. Studer, February 1964
THEWORLDMAGNETICSURVEY,JamesP. Heppner, January 1964
DEPARTURESFROMLOCALTHERMODYNAMICEQUILIBRIUMIN ANAO
STARATMOSPHERE,Myron Lecar, March 1964
A DETECTOR-ANALYZERFO STUDYINGTHEINTERPLANETARYPLASMA,
K. W. Ogilvie, N. Mcllwraith, H. J. Zwally, and T. D. Wilkerson,
February 1964
SUPERNOVAE,NEUTRINOS,ANDNEUTRONSTARS,Hong-YeeChiu, June
1964
IONOSPHERICWINDS: MOTIONSINTONIGHTANDSPORADICE CORRELA-
TIONS,N. W. Rosenberg, H. D. Edwards, and J. W. Wright,
September1963
NUMERICALSOLUTIONSOFKNUDSENFLOWENTERINGA CIRCULARTUBE
THROUGHA SMALLAXIAL ORIFICE, EdwardA. Richley and Carl D.
Bogart, February 1964
WALLTEMPERATURESIN A TUBEWITHFORCEDCONVECTION,INTERNAL
RADIATIONEXCHANGE,ANDAXIAL WALLHEATCONDUCTION.Robert
Siegel and EdwardG. Keshock, APPENDIXB: SOLUTIONOFNON-
LINEARINTEGRODIFFERENTIALEQUATION,Carroll A. Todd, March
1964
EVALUATIONOF SHOCK-TUBEH AT-TRANSFERXPERIMENTSOMEASURE
THERMALCONDUCTIVITYOFARGONFROM700° TO8600°K,, Milton
R. Lauver, February 1964
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TN D 2118
TN D 2119
TN D 2120
TN D 2121
TN D 2122
TN D 2123
TN D 2124
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TN D 2128
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TN D 2131
EFFECT OF SEEDING AND ION SLIP ON ELECTRON HEATING IN A
MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC GENERATOR, Frederic A. Lyman, Arthur W.
Goldstein, and John E. Heighway, February 1964
ONE-DIMENSIONAL HEAT-TRANSFER ANALYSIS OF THERMAL-ENERGY
STORAGE FOR SOLAR DIRECT-ENERGY-CONVERSION SYSTEMS, Richard
R. Cullom, William H. Robbins, and Carroll A. Todd, March
1964
A FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR ANALYSIS OF SPIN ZERO ELASTIC SCATTERING
WITH THE NUCLEAR OPTICAL MODEL, C. C. Giamati, W. Tobocman,
and D. V. Renkel, April 1964
CORRELATION OF A TURBULENT AIR-BROMINE COAXIAL-FLOW EXPERIMENT,
Robert G. Ragsdale, Herbert Welnstein, and Chester D. Lanzo,
February 1964
A MONTE CARLO CALCULATION OF THE NUCLEAR COLLISION DENSITY OF
PRIMARY GALACTIC PROTONS IN A SLAB OF ALUMINUM, Millard L.
Wohl, March 1964
ANALYSIS OF MIXING OF COAXIAL STREAMS OF DISSIMILAR FLUIDS
INCLUDING ENERGY-GENERATION TERMS, Herbert Weinstein and
Carroll A. Todd, March 1964
TWO-DIMENSIONAL GRAY-GAS RADIANT HEAT TRANSFER IN A COAXIAL-
FLOW GASEOUS REACTOR, Robert G. Ragsdale and Thomas H. Einstein,
February 1964
NUMERICAL PREDICTIONS OF NONLINEAR DIFFUSSION WITH HOMOGENEOUS
RECOMBINATION AND TIME-VARYING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, Walter A.
Reinhardt, January 1964
RETURN TRAJECTORIES FROM THE MOON: SOME LIMITS DUE TO RESTRIC-
TIONS ON ENTRY RANGE AND LANDING LIGHTING CONDITIONS, Luigi S.
Cicolani, January 1964
ON THE DIRECT SOLUTION OF THE GOVERNING EQUATION FOR RADIATION-
RESISTED SHOCK WAVES, Walter E. Pearson, January 1964
SECONDARY ERRORS AND OFF-DESIGN CONDITIONS IN OPTIMAL ESTIMATION
OF SPACE VEHICLE TRAJECTORIES, Gerald L. Smith, January 1964
EFFECTIVENESS OF RADIATION SHIELDS FOR THERMAL CONTROL OF VEHICLES
ON THE SUNLIT SIDE OF THE MOON, John C° Arvesen and Frank M.
Hamaker, April 1964
CHEMICAL RELAXATION BEHIND STRONG NORMAL SHOCK WAVES IN CARBON
DIOXIDE INCLUDING INTERDEPENDENT DISSOCIATION AND IONIZATION
PROCESSES, John T. Howe and Yvonne S. Sheaffer, February 1964
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TND 2136
TN D 2137
TN D 2138
TN D 2139
TND 2140
TN D 2141
TN D 2142
TND 2143
TN D 2144
TN D 2145
TND 2146
TND 2147
TN D 2148
ONTHEEQUILIBRIUMSONIC-FLOWMETHODFOREVALUATINGELECTRIC-ARC
AIR-HEATERPERFORMANCE,WarrenWinovich, March 1964
LARGE-SCALEWIND-TUNNELTESTSOFANAIRPLANEMODELWITHAN
UNSWEPTTILT WINGOFASPECTRATIO5.5,ANDWITHVARIOUS TALL
CONTROLDEVICES,JamesA. Weiberg and DemoJ. Giulianetti,
February 1964
A GEOGRAPHICALGRIDFORNIMBUSCLOUDPICTURES,EugeneM.
Darling, Jr., February 1964
ANANALYSISOFERRORSIN THEGEOGRAPHICREFERENCINGOFNIMBUS
CLOUDPICTURES,EugeneM. Darling, Jr., January 1964
INFRASONICWAVESFROMTHEAURORALZONE,Kaichi Maedaand
TomiyaWatanabe, June 1964
THERANGEANDRANGERATESYSTEMANDDATAANALYSISFORSYNCOMI
(1963 4A), H. W. Shaffer, W. D. Kahn, W. J. Bodin, Jr., G. C.
Kronmiller, P. D. Engels, and E. J. Habib, June 1964
INTERPOLATIONANDCOORDINATERANSFORMATIONPROGRAMPROVIDING
ACCURATELOCALANTENNAPOINTINGFROMPREDICTEDSATELLITE
POSITIONS,A. K. Berndt and J. H. Berbert, June 1964
THEBACKWARDECURRENCEM THODFORCOMPUTINGTHEREGULARBESSEL
FUNCTION,ThomasE. Michels, March 1964
FIELDWINDWEIGHTINGANDIMPACTPREDICTIONFORUNGUIDEDROCKETS,
Keith E. Hennigh, March 1964
ATTITUDEDETERMINATIONFORTIROSSATELLITES,Joseph W. Siry and
Joseph V. Natrella, June 1964
TRIAXIALBALANCINGTECHNIQUES(A STUDYOFSPACECRAFTBALANCE
WITHRESPECTOMULTIPLEAXES), William E. Lang, March 1964
THEORYOFTHE2s AND2p EXCITATIONOFTHEHYDROGENATOMINDUCTED
BYELECTRONIMPACT,KazemOmidvar, June 1964
RESPONSEOFMODIFIEDREDHEADMAGNETRONA DBAYARD-ALPERTVACUUM
GAUGESABOARDEXPLORERXVII, G. P. Newton, D. T. Pelz, G. E.
Miller, LTJG, USN,and R. Horowitz, February 1964
THERMALRADIATIONTOA FLATSURFACEROTATINGABOUTANARBITRARY
AXIS IN AN ELLIPTICALEARTHORBIT: APPLICATIONTOSPIN-STABILIZED
SATELLITES,EdwardI. Powers, April 1964
RESONANCESCATTERINGAT LYMAN-ALPHABYANATOMICHYDROGENCELL,
J. E. Blamont, P.Delache, and A. K. Stober, June 1964
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TN D 2160
TN D 2161
TN D 2162
TN D 2163
TN D 2165
TN D 2166
TRAVELINGWAVETUBERE-ENTRANTAMPLIFIERSERRODYNESYSTEM,W. K.
Allen, L. J. Ippolito, and D. A. Nace, June 1964
EXPLORERVIII SATELLITEMEASUREMENTSIN THEUPPERIONOSPHERE,
R. E. Bourdeauand J. L. Donley, June 1964
AIRBORNETRANSISTORIZEDTELEMETERSYSTEMODELSST-I, R. J.
Stattel and J. E. Pownell, April 1965
ONTHESIMULTANEOUSCOMPUTATIONFTHESECULARANDRESONANCE
EFFECTSIN THEMOTIONOFCELESTIALBODIES,Peter Musen, June
1964
A PARAMETRICSTUDYOFCONSTANTTHRUST,ELECTRICALLYPROPELLED
MARSANDVENUSORBITINGPROBES,Leonard G. Rossa, October
1964
THESHAPEOFA MAGNETICALLYROTATEDELECTRICARCCOLUMNI AN
ANNULARGAP,JamesR. Jedlicka, October 1964
POTENTIALADVANTAGESOFANISOTROPICSUPERCONDUCTORSIN "FORCE-
FREE"SOLENOIDS,EdmundE. Callaghan, October 1964
LUNARMISSIONPERFORMANCEEVALUATIONPROCEDUREFORORBIT-LAUNCHED
NUCLEARVEHICLES,Robert E. Austin and George B. Kearns, April
1964
REDUCTIONOFFOLD-OVERERRORSIN FLUX-GATEMAGNETOMETERS,John
Dimeff, Murray S. Gardner, and Richard S. Murphy, October 1964
PARAMETRICPERFORMANCEANALYSISFORINTERPLANETARYMISSIONS
UTILIZING FIRST-GENERATIONNUCLEARSTAGES,Walter H. Stafford,
SamH. Harlin, and CarmenR. Catalfamo, October 1964
AN INSTRUMENTFORELECTRONICDIFFERENTIATIONOFCURRENT-VOLTAGE
CHARACTERISTICS,RomanKrawec, October 1964
EXAMINATIONOFONBOARDTRAININGFOREXTENDEDSPACEFLIGHTS,Richard
Reid and R. T. Saucer, November1964
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSFROMMACH0.22 TO4.65 OFA TWO-STAGE
ROCKETVEHICLEHAVINGAN UNUSUALNOSESHAPE,John T. Suttles,
November1964
COMPARISONFMEASUREMENTSOFINTERNALTEMPERATURESIN ABLATION
MATERIALBY VARIOUSTHERMOCOUPLECONFIGURATIONS,Marvin B. Dow,
November1964
PREDICTIONOFAERODYNAMICPENALTIESCAUSEDBY ICE FORMATIONSON
VARIOUSAIRFOILS, Vernon H. Gray, February 1964
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TN D 2175
TN D 2180
TN D 2182
TN D 2183
TN D 2184
TN D 2189
TND 2193
TN D 2194
TND 2195
TND 2197
TN D 2199
HEAT-REJECTIONA DWEIGHTCHARACTERISTICSOFFIN-TUBESPACE
RADIATORSWITHTAPEREDFINS, Henry C. Haller, Gordon C. Wesling,
and SeymourLieblein, February 1964
ANOPTIMIZEDPRINTERPLOTTINGSYSTEMCONSISTINGOFCOMPLEMENTARY
7090 (FORTRAN)AND1401 (SPS) SUBROUTINES.PARTI - INSTRUCTIONS
FORUSERS,Lois T. Dellner and Betty Jo Moore, April 1964
ANOPTIMIZEDPRINTERPLOTTINGSYSTEMCONSISTINGOFCOMPLEMENTARY
7090 (FORTRAN)AND1401 (SPS) SUBROUTINES.PARTII - SYSTEMS
PROGRAMMERSMANUAL,Lois T. Dellner and Betty Jo Moore, April
1964
AERODYNAMICDATAONA LARGESEMISPANTILTINGWINGWITH0.6-
DIAMETERCHORD,FOWLERFLAP,ANDSINGLEPROPELLERROTATING
UPAT TIP, Marvin P. Fink, Robert G. Mitchell, and Lucy C.
White, February 1964
INDUCEDPRESSURESANDSHOCKSHAPESONBLUNTCONESIN HYPERSONIC
FLOW,Richard D. Wagner, Jr. and Ralph Watson, March 1964
PERFORMANCECHARACTERISTICSOFA PREFORMEDLLIPTICALPARACHUTE
AT ALTITUDESBETWEEN200,000 ANDi00,000 FEETOBTAINEDBY IN-
FLIGHTPHOTOGRAPHY,Charles H. Whitlock and Harold N. Murrow,
February 1964
FORCE-COEFFICIENTANDMOMENT-COEFFICIENTCORRELATIONSANDAIR-
HELIUMSIMULATIONFORSPHERICALLYBLUNTEDCONES,Julius E.
Harris, November1964
DESCRIPTIONOFVEHICLESYSTEMANDFLIGHTTESTSOFNINETRAIL-
BLAZERI REENTRYPHYSICSRESEARCHVEHICLES,William N. Gardner,
Clarence A. Brown, Jr., Allen B. Henning, W. Ray Hook, Reginald
R. Lundstrom, and Ira W. Ramsey,Jr., April 1964
EFFECTSOFLAMINAR-BOUNDARY-LAYERDISPLACEMENTONA HEMISPHERE
IN HELIUMFLOW,Davis H. Crawford, April 1964
THEECHOI INFLATIONSYSTEM,DeweyL. Clemmons,Jr., June 1964
SOMEOBSERVATIONSDURINGWEIGHTLESSNESSSIMULATIONWITHSUBJECT
IMMERSEDIN A ROTATINGWATERTANK,Ralph W. Stone, Jr. and
William Letko, September1964
FREE-FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFMASS-TRANSFERCOOLINGONA BLUNT
CONETOA MACHNUMBEROF 10.6, ThomasE. Walton, Jr., April
1964
HEATTRANSFERTOA DELTA-WING- HALF-CONECOMBINATIONAT MACH
NUMBERSOF 7 ANDi0, JamesC. Dunavant, March 1964
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TN D 2201 LONGITUDINALAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFBLUNTEDCONESAT
MACHNUMBERSOF 3.5, 4.2, AND6.0, J. WayneKeyes, February
1964
TND 2204 LONGITUDINALAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSANDSURFACEPRESSURE
MEASUREMENTSFORA 1/10-SCALEMODELOFTHERAMB LAUNCHVEHICLE,
ThomasC. Kelly and Robert J. Keynton, April 1964
TND 2205 LOW-SPEEDCHARACTERISTICSOFA 1/20-SCALEFOUR-ENGINETRANSPORT
MODELWITHLARGEBODIESMOUNTEDABOVETHEFUSELAGE,Vernard E.
Lockwood,March 1964
TN D 2207 EFFECTOFELECTRONIRRADIATIONONSOMEPROPERTIESOFTHEECHOII
LAMINATE,ThomasG. James, October 1964
TN D 2208 UNIFIEDS-BANDTELECOMMUNICATIONSTECHNIQUESFORAPOLLO.VOLUMEI -
FUNCTIONALDECRIPTION,John H. Painter and GeorgeHondros, March
1965
TN D 2209 FLOWANDHEATTRANSFERBETWEENHEATEDPLATESOFFINITE LENGTHIN
A FREE-MOLECULEFLOWENVIRNMENT,Morris Perlmutter, October 1964
TN D 2210 TWO-DIMENSIONALFLUXANDCRITICALITYCALCULATIONSFORTHEPLUM
BROOKREACTOR,John H. Lynch, October 1964
TN D 2211 MONTECARLOSOLUTIONFORTHECHARACTERISTICSOFA HIGHLYRAREFIED
IONIZEDGASFLOWINGTHROUGHA CHANNELWITHA TRANSVERSEMAGNETIC
FIELD, Morris Perlmutter, October 1964
TN D 2212 ONTHEUSEOFSINGLETOTAL-ANDSTATIC-PRESSUREPROBESTOMEASURE
THEAVERAGEMASSVELOCITYIN THIN RECTANGULARCHANNELS,Joseph M.
Savino and Andrew J. Hilovsky, October 1964
TN D 2213 HEATTRANSFERFORLAMINARSLIP FLOWOFA RAREFIEDGASIN A
PARALLEL-PLATECHANNELORA CIRCULARTUBEWITHUNIFORMWALL
TEMPERATURE,obert M. Inman, November1964
TND 2221 IDEAL-GASTABLESFOROBLIQUE-SHOCKFLOWPARAMETERSIN AIR AT
MACHNUMBERSFROM1.05 TO 12.0, John S. Dennardand Patricia
B. Spencer, March 1964
TN D 2222 SOUNDINGROCKETRELIABILITYREASSESSMENT,AbromHisler, November
1964
TND 2223 EVALUATIONOFJOURNALBEARINGSOFVARIOUSMATERIALSIN LOW-
VISCOSITYFLUIDS,LIQUID NITROGEN,ANDLIQUID OXYGEN,Robert E.
Cunninghamand William J. Anderson, November1964
TN D 2224 A STUDYOFOXIDATIONKINETICSOFNICKELMETALIN FLOWINGAIR AND
OXYGEN-NITROGENMIXTURES,D. J. Progar and B. W. Lewis, December
1964
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TN D 2235
TN D 2236
TND 2238
TND 2239
TND 2240
TND 2241
TND 2242
PARAMETRICSTUDYOFMASS-RATIOANDTRAJECTORYFACTORSIN FAST
MANNEDMARSMISSIONS,DuaneW. Dugan, February 1965
INVESTIGATIONOFPLASMAFTERGLOWSITHAPPLICATIONIN NITROGEN,
K. C. Stoz, November1963
ADHESIONBETWEENATOMICALLYCLEANSURFACES,Douglas V. Keller,
Jr., February 1964
MEASUREMENTOFHEATTRANSFERANDRECOVERYFACTOROFA COMPRES-
SIBLETURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYERONA SHARPCONEWITHFOREIGN
GASINJECTION,C. C. Pappasand Arthur F. Okuno, April 1964
IMPACTFLASHAT LOWAMBIENTPRESSURES,Robert W. MacCormack,
March 1964
THETOTALENTHALPYOFA ONE-DIMENSIONALNOZZLEFLOWWITHVARIOUS
GASES,Leland H. Jorgensen, March 1964
GENERALSOLUTIONOFTHELAMINARCOMPRESSIBLEBOUNDARYLAYERIN
THESTAGNATIONREGIONOFBLUNTBODIESIN AXISYMMETRICFLOW,Fred
W. Matting, July 1964
SPUTTERINGAT OBLIQUEANGLESOFION INCIDENCE,ThomasW. Snouse,
April 1964
EFFECTSOF SPANWISEVARIATIONOFLEADING-EDGESWEEPONTHELIFT,
DRAG,ANDPITCHINGMOMENTOFA WING-BODYCOMBINATIONAT MACH
NUMBERSFROM0.7 TO 2.94, RaymondM. Hicks and EdwardJ.
Hopkins, April 1964
MIDCOURSEGUIDANCEUSINGRADARTRACKINGANDON-BOARDOBSERVATION
DATA,Gerald L. Smith and Eleanor V. Harper, April 1964
AERODYNAMICANDROCKETBRAKINGOFBLUNTNONLIFTINGVEHICLES
ENTERINGTHEEARTH'SATMOSPHEREAT VERYHIGHSPEEDS,Kenneth K.
Yoshikawa and Bradford H. Wick, April 1964
INVESTIGATIONOFMECHANISMSOFPOTENTIALAIRCRAFTFUELTANKVENT
FIRESANDEXPLOSIONSCAUSEDBYATMOSPHERICELECTRICITY,Melvin
Gerstein, January 1964
COMPARISONFFLIGHTPRESSUREMEASUREMENTSWITHWIND-TUNNELDATA
ANDTHEORYFORTHEFORWARDFUSELAGEOFTHEX-15 AIRPLANEAT
MACHNUMBERSFROM0.8 TO6.0, Jon S. Pyle, January 1964
HIGH-SPEEDPHOTOGRAPHICINVESTIGATIONOFTHEFORMATIONOFDETONA-
TIONWAVESIN A STOICHIOMETRICHYDROGEN-OXYGENMIXTURE,JamesA.
Laughrey, Loren E. Bollinger, and Rudolph Edse, April 1964
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TN D 2244 RADARINVESTIGATIONOFMETEORSAT HIGHRATESOFDETECTION,C.
Ellyett, C. S. L. Keay, and E. C. McLauchlan, January 1964
TND 2246 THEORETICALSTUDIESOFA RADIATION-BALANCE,Michael T. Surh
and Melvin G. Whybra, April 1964
TN D 2247 WINDTUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYERNOISEAS
RELATEDTODESIGNCRITERIAFORHIGHPERFORMANCEVEHICLES,J. S.
Murphy, D. A. Bies, W. V. Speaker and P. A. Franken, April 1964
TN D 2248
TN D 2249
THEEDGEOFTHEPOLARPLATEAUFORGALACTIC OSMICRAYSAND
THEIRCHARGEDALBEDO,J. A. Van Allen and W. C. Lin, April 1964
+ IN THEDAYGLOWANOBSERVATIONOFTHE (0,0) NEGATIVEBANDOFN2
E. C. Zipf, Jr. and W. G. Fastie, April 1964
TND 2250 INSTRUMENTATIONFORFARULTRAVIOLETROCKETSPECTROPHOTOMETRY,
William G. Fastie, April 1964
TN D 2253 ANALYTICALEVALUATIONOFPOSSIBLENON-CRYOGENICPROPELLANTSFOR
ELECTROTHERMALTHRUSTORS,John W. Schaefer and John Ferrante,
March 1964
TN D 2254 TRANSITIONCHARACTERISTICSOFA VTOLAIRCRAFTPOWEREDBY FOUR
DUCTEDTANDEMPROPELLERS,Edwin E. Davenport and Kenneth P.
Spreemann,April 1964
TN D 2256 FORMATIONOFDETONATIONWAVESIN HYDROGEN-OXYGENMIXTURESFROM
0.2 TO 2 ATMOSPHERESINITIAL PRESSUREIN A 54-METERLONGTUBE,
Loren E, Bollinger, April 1964
TND 2257 CODINGANANALOGVARIABLEFORCONSTANTPERCENTAGEERROR,Rodger
A. Cliff, March 1964
TN D 2259 AN INSTABILITYEFFECTONTWO-PHASEHEATTRANSFERFORSUBCOOLED
WATERFLOWINGUNDERCONDITIONSOFZEROGRAVITY,S. Stephen Papel!,
November1964
TN D 2261 ROLLINGELEMENTSLIP RINGSFORVACUUMAPPLICATION,EdwardJ.
Devine, April 1964
TN D 2262 SIMILARSOLUTIONSOFTHEBOUNDARY-LAYEREQUATIONSFORPURELY
VISCOUSNON-NEWTONIANFLUIDS, C. Sinclair Wells, Jr., April
1964
TN D 2264 EFFECTSOFCESIUMVAPORONBAYARD-ALPERTIONIZATIONGAGESAT
PRESSUREL SSTHAN10-5 TORR,Robert L. Summers,March 1964
TND 2267 HYDROSTATICSTABILITYOFTHELIQUID-VAPORINTERFACEIN A
GRAVITATIONALFIELD, William J. Masica, Donald A. Petrash, and
EdwardW. Otto, May 1964
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TND 2269
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TND 2271
TN D 2272
TN D 2273
TN D 2274
TN D 2275
TND 2276
TND 2277
TN D 2278
TN D 2279
TND 2280
PRELIMINARYANALYSISOFA SIMULATEDMETEOREENTRYAT 9.8 KILO-
METERSPERSECOND,W. O. Jewell and A. R. Wineman,April 1964
WIDERANGEPHASEDETECTOR,George B° Robinson, April 1964
FLIGHTTESTPERFORMANCEANDDESCRIPTIONOFA ROCKETVEHICLE
FORPKODUCINGLOW-SPEEDARTIFICIALMETEORS,Clarence A. Brown,
Jr. and Jean C. Keating, April 1964
LOW-SPEEDFREE-FLIGHTSTABILITYANDDRAGCHARACTERISTICSOF
RADIALLYVENTEDPARACHUTES,anger M. Burk, Jr., March 1964
HALLEFFECTDEVICESASMAGNETOMETERSIN CRYOGENICAPPLICATIONS,
ThomasB. Sanford, April 1964
FREQUENCYRANGESFOREXISTENCEOFWAVESIN A COLD,COLLISION-
LESSHYDROGENPLASMA,Richard R. Woollett, April 1964
SURFACEFAILUREOFALUMINABALLSDUETOREPEATEDSTRESSES
APPLIEDIN ROLLINGCONTACTAT TEMPERATURESTO2000°F., Richard
J. Parker, Salvatore J. Grisaffe, and Erwin V. Zaretsky, May
1964
SURFACETOPOGRAPHYOFSINGLECRYSTANSOFFACE-CENTERED-CUBIC,
BODY-CENTERED-CUBIC,SODIUMCHLORIDE,DIAMOND,ANDZINC-
BLENDESTRUCTURES,Robert J. Bacigalupi, April 1964
EXPERIMENTALDETERMINATIONFSODIUMVAPOREXPANSIONCHARACTER-
ISTICSWITHINERT-GAS-INJECTIONPRESSURE-MEASURINGTECHNIQUE,
Landon R. Nichols, Stanley M. Nosek, Charles H. Winzig, and
Louis J. Goldman,April 1964
COMPARISONA DEVALUATIONOF SEVERALCHEMICALSAS AGENTSFOR
ROCKET-VEHICLEPRODUCTIONF SMOKETRAILSFORWIND-SHEAR
MEASUREMENTS,WadeE. Lanford, Josep J. Janos, and Hal T.
Baber, Jr., September1964
ANALYTICALINVESTIGATIONSOFCOIL-SYSTEMDESIGNPARAMETERSFOR
A CONSTANT-VELOCITYTRAVELINGMAGNETICWAVEPLASMAENGINE,
RaymondW. Palmer, Robert E. Jones, and GeorgeR. Seikel, May
1964
TRANSPORTEQUATIONSFORA PARTIALLYIONIZEDGASIN ANELECTRIC
FIELD, Peter M. Sockol, April 1964
EXPERIMENTALLOCALHEAT-TRANSFERANDAVERAGEFRICTIONDATAFOR
HYDROGENA DHELIUMFLOWINGIN A TUBEAT SURFACETEMPERATUES
UPTO5600°R., MaynardF. Taylor, April 1964
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TN D 2286
TN D 2288
TN D 2289
TND 2290
TN D 2294
TND 2295
TN D 2296
TN D 2299
TN D 2301
TN D 2302
TN D 2303
RESEARCHONRESISTANCE-HEATEDHYDROGENTHRUSTORS,John R. Jack,
Ernie W. Spisz, and Paul F. Brinich, April 1964
STATICSTABILITYCHARACTERISTICSOFBLUNTLOW-FINENESS-RATIO
BODIESOFREVOLUTIONAT A MACHNUMBEROF 24.5 IN HELIUM,Robert
D. Witcofski and William C. Woods,May 1964
A STUDYOFTHESTABILITYANDLOCATIONOF THECENTEROFPRESSURE
ONSHARP,RIGHTCIRCULARCONESAT HYPERSONICSPEEDS,Jim A.
Penland, May1964
CRYOGENICSOLUTIONSANDSOLUBILITIESIN LIQUID FLUORINE,Robert
E. Seaver, June 1964
ADAPTATIONOFANMoS2 "IN SITU" PROCESSFORLUBRICATINGSPACE-
CRAFTMECHANICALCOMPONENTS,Charles E. Vest, May 1964
PILOTINGPERFORMANCEDURINGTHEBOOSTOFTHEX-15 AIRPLANETO
HIGHALTITUDE,Euclid C. Holleman, April 1964
INITIATION OFCOOLINGDUETOBUBBLEGROWTHONA HEATINGSURFACE,
Robert C. Hendricks and Robert R. Sharp, April 1964
A CORRELATIONFFILM-BOILINGHEAT-TRANSFERCOEFFICIENTSOBTAINED
WITHHYDROGEN,OTROGEN,ANDFREON113 IN FORCEDFLOW,UweH.
von Glahn, May 1964
DESIGNANDOVERALLPERFORMANCEOFANAXIAL-FLOW-PUMPROTORWITH
A BLADETIP DIFFUSIONFACTOROF0.43, JamesE. Crouse and Donald
M. Sandercock, May 1964
MONTECARLOCOMPUTATIONFTHESTATISTICSOFTHEMIDCOURSEVELOCITY
CORRECTIONSFORA LUNARMISSION,Gerald L. Smith and Burnett L.
Gadeberg,May 1964
FORCESACTINGONBUBBLESIN NUCLEATEBOILINGUNDERNORMALAND
REDUCEDGRAVITYCONDITIONS,EdwardG. Keshock and Robert Siegel,
August 1964
ONTHEAPPLICATIONOFPFAFF'SMETHODIN THETHEORYOFVARIATION
OFASTRONOMICALCONSTANTS,Peter Musen, April 1964
HEAT-TRANSFERDISTRIBUTIONON70° SWEPT SLAB DELTA WINGS AT MACH
NUMBER OF 9.86 AND ANGLES OF ATTACK UP TO 90 ° , Philip E. Everhart
and James C. Dunavant, October 1964
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE COSPAR MEETING
JUNE 1963, June 1964
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TN D 2310
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TN D 2313
TN D 2314
TN D 2315
TN D 2316
TN D 2317
TN D 2318
TN D 2319
TN D 2320
HIGH SPEED VACUUM PERFORMANCE OF MINIATURE BALL BEARINGS LUBRI-
CATED WITH COMBINATIONS OF BARIUM, GOLD, AND SILVER FILMS, Thomas
W. Flatley, June 1964
SECULAR AND NON-SECULAR BEHAVIOR FOR THE COLD PLASMA EQUATIONS,
David Montgomery and Derek A. Tidman, June 1964
ANALYTICAL DETERMINATION OF THE TAKE-OFF PERFORMANCE OF SOME
REPRESENTATIVE SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT CONFIGURATIONS, Robert L.
Weirich, June 1964
ANALYSIS OF THE TRAJECTORY AND LARGE-AMPLITUDE MOTIONS OF A
SCOUT VEHICLE DURING FOURTH-STAGE REENTRY FLIGHT, Uriel M.
Lovelace, Sherwood Hoffman, and Robert J. Mayhue, June 1964
DEMODULATION SYSTEM FOR VECTOR MEASUREMENTS FROM SPINNING
SATELLITE, William J. Kerwin and Robert Munoz, September 1965
THE MRIR-PCM TELEMETRY SYSTEM - A PRACTICAL EXAMPLE OF MICRO-
ELECTRONIC LOGIC DESIGN, Paul M. Feinberg, July 1964
DETERMINATION OF MEAN ELEMENTS FOR VINTI'S SATELLITE THEORY,
N. L. Bonavito, June 1964
DATA REPORT ON WHISTLERS OBSERVED BY VANGUARD III (1959 HI),
Ivan R. Shapiro, John D. Stolarik, and James P. Heppner,
July 1964
FLIGHT VIBRATION DATA OF THE AEROBEE 150A SOUNDING ROCKET,
James A. Nagy and Gomer L. Coble, Jr., June 1964
A MEDIUM-DATA-RATE DIGITAL TELEMETRY SYSTEM, Marjorie R.
Townsend, Paul M. Feinberg, and John G. Lesko, Jr., June 1964
DEVELOPMENT OF A 1200 FOOT ENDLESS-LOOP TAPE TRANSPORT FOR
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS, Kenneth W. Stark, June 1964
AN EFFICIENT PCM ERROR CORRECTION AND SYNCHRONIZATION CODE,
Marvin S. Maxwell and Richard L. Kutz, June 1964
EXPLORER XVII (1963 9A) REAL TIME PCM TELEMETRY DATA PROCESSING
AND DISPLAY TEST STAND, M. M. Grant, C. C. Stephanides, and
W. N. Stewart, June 1964
A SOLID STATE SATELLITE SEPARATION SEQUENCE TIMER, Justin C.
Shaffert and Thomas D. Clem, July 1964
DESIGNING TOROIDAL INDUCTORS WITH DC BIAS, G. D. Smith, June
1964
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TN D 2333
TN D 2334
TN D 2337
ANINTEGRATEDSYSTEMFORCOLLECTINGANDANALYZINGENVIRONMENTAL
TESTDATA,Philip Yaffee, Fred Starbuck, JamesW. Bailey, Clifford
W. Scott, Augustus C. Johnson, C. Frank Riley, Jr., William E.
Flowers, and Richard K. Hovey, June 1964
A SMALLMULTI-PURPOSEROCKETPAYLOADFORIONOSPHERICSTUDIES,
S. J. Bauer and J. E. Jackson, June 1964
VOLUMEIONPRODUCTIONI A TENUOUSHELIUMPLASMA,Ronald J.
Sovie and Barry M. Klein, May 1964
ANEVALUATIONOFETCHANTSANDTECHNIQUESUSEDTOPRODUCEDIS-
LOCATIONETCHPITS ONSODIUMCHLORIDE,Carl A. Stearns, June
1964
AN EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFHIGHLYUNDEREXPANDEDFREEJETS
IMPINGINGUPONA PARALLELFLATSURFACE,Allen R. Vick and Earl
H. Andrews, Jr., June 1964
COMPARISONSOFEXPERIMENTALFREE-JETBOUNDARIESWITHTHEORETICAL
RESULTSOBTAINEDWITHTHEMETHODOFCHARACTERISTICS,Allen R.
Vick, Earl H. Andrews, Jr., John S. Dennard, and Charlotte B.
Craidon, June 1964
COMPARISONFTHEHYPERSONICAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOF
SOMESIMPLEWINGEDSHAPESIN AIR ANDHELIUM,ThomasA. Blackstock
and Charles L. Ladson, June 1964
VISIBLERADIATIONDAMAGEFFECTSOF40-MEVALPHAPARTICLESON
SODIUMCHLORIDECRYSTALS,Michael Hacskaylo and C. C. Giamati,
June 1964
NUMERICALSOLUTIONSOFFREE-MOLECULEFLOWIN CONVERGINGAND
DIVERGINGTUBESANDSLOTS,EdwardA. Richlev and Thaine W.
Reynolds. APPENDIXC: FORTRANII CODEFORTUBESANDSLOTS,
Carl D. Bogart, June 1964
A THEORETICALSTUDYOFTHEMARTIANANDCYTHERIANIONOSPHERES,
R. B. Norton, July 1964
EFFECTSOFDISTRIBUTEDROUGHNESSHEIGHTONAERODYNAMICCHARAC-
TERISTICSANDBOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITIONOFA WING-BODY-TAlL
CONFIGURATIONAT A MACHNUMBEROF 1.61, RoyV. Harris, Jr.,
June 1964
FLIGHTEVALUATIONOFTHREETECHNIQUESOFDEMONSTRATINGTHE
MINIMUMFLYINGSPEEDOFA DELTA-WINGAIRPLANE,Bruce G. Powers
and Nell W. Matheny, July 1964
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A SIMPLEABORTSCHEMEFORLUNARLANDINGS,G. Kimball Miller, Jr.
and L. Keith Barker, June 1964
CORRELATIONGRAPHSFORSUPERSONICFLOWAROUNDRIGHTCIRCULAR
CONESAf ZEROYAWIN AIR AS A PERFECTGAS,Mitchel H. Bertram,
June 1964
HEAT-TRANSFERMEASUREMENTSONA FLATPLATEANDATTACHEDFINSAT
MACHNUMBERSOF3.51 AND4.44, Earl A. Price, Paul W. Howard,
and Robert L. Stallings, Jr., June 1964
A NUMERICALMETHODFORTHEDESIGNOFCAMBERSURFACESOFSUPER-
SONICWINGSWITHARBITRARYPLANFORMS,Harry W. Carlson and
Wilbur D. Middleton, June 1964
A PARAMETRICSTUDYOFHYPERSONICFLOWFIELDSABOUTBLUNT-NOSED
CYLINDERSAT ZEROANGLEOFATTACK,JamesE. Terry and Carlton
S. James, July 1964
FLOWEVALUATIONI ANARC-HEATEDHYPERSONICWINDTUNNEL,Roger
B. Stewart and John E. Grimaud, July 1964
LOW-SPEEDLONGITUDINALAERODYNAMICINVESTIGATIONOFPARAWINGS
AS AUXILIARYLIFTINGDEVICESFORA SUPERSONICAIRPLANECONFIGURA-
TION, W. PelhamPhillips, July 1964
SPECTROGRAPHICDATAOBTAINEDFROMREENTRIESAT 10.9 AND8.1 KILO-
METERSPERSECONDOFTWOSTAGESOFTRAILBLAZERIIb, Kenneth H.
Crumbly, July 1964
FUSEDFLUORIDECOATINGSAS SOLIDLUBRICANTSIN LIQUID SODIUM,
HYDROGEN,VACUUM,ANDAIR, Harold E. S]iney, ThomasN. Strom,
and Gordon P. Allen, August 1964
LOW-SUBSONICAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA DELTA-WING
RECOVERYDEVICEFORNONLIFTINGSPACECRAFT,GeorgeM. Ware,
July 1964
AFTERBODYPRESSURESONTWO-DIMENSIONALBOATTAILEDBODIESHAVING
TURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYERSAT MACH5.98, W. Frank Staylor and
TheodoreJ. Goldberg, July 1964
ATMOSPHERICA OUSTICSAS A FACTORIN SATURNSTATICTESTING,
Richard N. Tedrick, July 1964
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOF SEVERALPROPOSEDVERSIONSOFTHE
SATURNV LAUNCHVEHICLEAT MACHNUMBERS1.57 TO4.65, Dennis E.
Fuller and Roger H. Fournier, July 1964
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TN D 2354 A FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFABLATIONONA BLUNTEDCYLINDER-FLARE
CONFIGURATIONTOA MACHNUMBEROF8.48, Clyde W. Winters and
William G. Witte, July 1964
TND 2355 RADIANCEOFTHEEARTHANDITS LIMB IN THEMIDDLEULTRAVIOLET,
William C. Hrasky and ThomasB. McKee,July 1964
TN D 2356 NUMERICALINTEGRATIONOFDIFFERENTIALEQUATIONSBYPOWERSERIES
EXPANSIONS,ILLUSTRATEDBYPHYSICALEXAMPLES,Erwin Fehlberg,
October 1964
TN D 2357
TN D 2362
THEORETICALSTUDYOFZERO-FIELDELECTRONWORKFUNCTIONOF
METALIMMERSEDIN GAS-DIRECTAPPLICATIONTO CESIUMTHERMONIC
DIODE,KeungP. Luke and John R. Smith, July 1964
ROCKETSPECTROPHOTOMETERAIRGLOWMEASUREMENTSIN THEFARULTRA-
VIOLET, W. G. Fastie, H. M. Crosswhite, and D. F. Heath, July
1964
TN D 2363
TN D 2364
TN D 2365
TN D 2366
QUANTUMECHANICALSTUDYOFMOLECULES,RoopC. Sahni, July 1964
AN EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFRADIATIONEFFECTSIN SEMI-
CONDUCTORS,W. Dale Compton, 3uly 1964
ANALYSISOFNON-LINEARNOISEIN FDMTELEPHONYTRANSMISSIONOVER
AN SSB-PMSATELLITECOMMUNICATIONSYSTEM,Paul J. Hefferman,
July 1964
ANANALOGSTUDYOFA ROTATING-SOLID-ROCKETCONTROLSYSTEMANDITS
APPLICATIONTOATTITUDECONTROLOFA SPACE-VEHICLEUPPERSTAGE,
A. ThomasYoungand Jack E. Harris, August 1964
TN D 2367 MECHANICALPROPERTIESOFECHOII LAMINATE,HowardL. Price and
George F. Pezdirtz, August 1964
TN D 2368 AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA FULL-SCALEFAN-IN-WINGMODEL
INCLUDINGRESULTSIN GROUNDEFFECTWITHNOSE-FANPITCHCONTROL,
Jerry V. Kirk, David H. Hickey, and Leo P. Hall, July 1964
TND 2369 ONTHETRANSPORTPROPERTIESOFA PARTIALLYIONIZEDGASIN THE
PRESENCEOFELECTRICANDMAGNETICFIELDS,H. A. Hassan, July 1964
TN D 2371
TN D 2373
TND 2374
VACANCYFORMATIONI GOLDUNDERHIGHPRESSURE,Hubert H. Grimes,
July 1964
A REVIEWOFTHESTALLCHARACTERISTICS.OFSWEPTWINGS,Charles W.
Harper and Ralph L. Maki, July 1964
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOF BOUNDARY-LAYERCONTROLBY BLOWING
ONANNACA655-424 AIRFOIL TOEFFECTDRAGREDUCTION,ThomasR.
Turner, July 1964
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TN D 2389
ON A MODIFICATION OF HILL'S METHOD OF GENERAL PLANETARY PERTURBA-
TIONS, Peter Musen, July 1964
FLASHING-BEACON EXPERIMENT FOR MERCURY-ATLAS 9 (MA-9) MISSION,
Charles C. Laney, Jr., August 1964
APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS FOR FLIGHT-PATH ANGLE OF A REENTRY VEHICLE
IN THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE, Jack A. _ite and Katherine G. Johnson,
July 1964
INTERFERENCE EFFECTS OF SINGLE AND MULTIPLE ROUND OR SLOTTED _ETS
ON A VTOL MODEL IN TRANSITION, Raymond D. Vogler, August 1964
EFFECT OF WING STALLING IN TRANSITION ON A 1/4-SCALE MODEL OF THE
VZ-2 AIRCRAFT, Robert O. Schade and Robert H. Kirby, August ]q64
FORCE-TEST INVESTIGATION OF A 1/4-SCALE MODEL OF THE MODIFIED VZ-2
AIRCRAFT, Robert H. Kirby, Robert O. Schade, and Louis P. Tosti,
August 1964
HEAT-TRANSFER RATES AND ABLATION ON A BLUNTED CYLINDER-FLARE
CONFIGURATION IN FREE FLIGHT UP TO A MACH NUMBER OF 8.98, Clyde
W. Winters, August 1964
DIFFUSER PERFORMANCE OF A MACH 6 OPEN-JET TUNNEL AND MODEL-
BLOCKAGE EFFECTS AT STAGNATION TEMPERATURES TO 3,600°F.,
Raymond E. Midden and Bennie W. Cocke, Jr., July 1964
COMPARISON OF HEAT-REJECTION AND WEIGHT CHARACTERISTICS OF
SEVERAL RADIATOR FIN-TUBE CONFIGURATIONS, Henry C. Haller,
July 1964
HEAT TRANSFER ON UNSWEPT AND 38 ° Sk_PT CYLINDRICALLY BLUNTED
WEDGE FINS IN FREE FLIGHT TO MACH NUMBER 4.11, Floyd G. Howard,
August 1964
HEAT-TRANSFER AND PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS ON DELTA WINGS AT MACH
NUMBERS OF 3.51 AND 4.65 AND ANGLES OF ATTACK FROM -45 ° TO 45 ° ,
Robert L. Stallings, Jr., Paige B. Burbank, and Dorothy T.
Howell, August 1964
VECTORIAL REFLECTANCE OF THE EXPLORER IX SATELLITE MATERIAL,
Gerald M. Keating and James A. Mullins, August 1964
SUPERSONIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A SERIES OF BODIES
HAVING VARIATIONS IN FINENESS RATIO AND CROSS-SECTION ELLIPTICITY,
Bernard Spencer, Jr., W. Pelham Phillips, and Roger H. Fournier,
August 1964
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TN D 2400
TN D 2401
TN D 2402
TN D 2403
TN D 2404
TN D 2405
TN D 2406
TND 2407
TN D 2408
TND 2411
TN D 2412
NUMERICALCALCULATIONOF SUPERSONICFLOWSOFA PERFECTGASOVER
BODIESOFREVOLUTIONAT SMALLANGLESOFYAW,John V. Rakich,
July 1964
FULL-SCALEWIND-TUNNELTESTSOFA NON-ARTICULATEDHELICOPTER
ROTOR,John L. McCloud III and JamesC. Biggers, July 1964
LAMINARSLIP FLOWHEATTRANSFERIN A PARALLEL-PLATECHANNELOR
A ROUNDTUBEWITHUNIFORMWALLHEATING,Robert M. Inman, August
1964
MAGNETICFIELDFROMA FINITE THIN CONEBYUSEOFLEGENDRE
POLYNOMIALS,Lawrence Flax and EdmundE. Callaghan, August 1964
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFHEAVY-MOLECULEPROPELLANTSIN AN
ELECTRON-BOMBARDMENTTHRUSTOR,David C. Byers, William R. Kerslake,
and Jack Grobman,August 1964
THEEFFECTSOFHIGHALTITUDEEXPLOSIONS,Wilmot N. Hess,
September1964
A SIMPLEMODELOFTHEINTERPLANETARYMAGNETICFIELD. PARTI:
CALCULATIONOFTHEMAGNETICFIELD, David Stern, August 1964
A SIMPLEMODELOFTHEINTERPLANETARYMAGNETICFIELD, PARTII:
THECOSMICRAYANISOTROPY,David Stern, August 1964
RADIOMETER-PYROMETERFORANALYSISOFGASEOUSCOMBUSTIONPRODUCTS,
Donald R. Buchele, August 1964
NONLINEAR-AVERAGINGERRORSIN RADIATIONPYROMETRY,Donald R.
Buchele, August 1964
FLIGHT-INFORMATIONALSENSORS,DISPLAY,ANDSPACECONTROLOFTHE
X-15 AIRPLANEFORATMOSPHERICANDNEAR-SPACEFLIGHTMISSIONS,
Jack Fischel and Lannie D. Webb,August 1964
MOBILITYOFPOSITIVEIONSIN THEIROWNGAS: DETERMINATIONF
AVERAGEMOMENTUM-TRANSFERCROSSECTION,John W. Sheldon,
August 1964
ANALYSISOFFULLYDEVELOPEDLAMINARHEATTRANSFERIN THIN
RECTANGULARCHANNELSWITHHEATINGONTHEBROADWALLSEXCEPT
NEARTHECORNERS,Joseph M. Savino, Robert Siegel, and Edward
C. Bittner, August 1964
AERODYNAMICDATAONLARGESEMISPANTILTINGWINGWITH0.6-
DIAMETERCHORD,SINGLE-SLOTTEDFLAP,ANDSINGLEPROPELLER
ROTATINGDOWNAT TIP, Marvin P. Fink, Robert G. Mitchell, and
Lucy C. White, August 1964
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TN D 2417
TN D 2420
TN D 2421
TN D 2422
TN D 2423
TN D 2424
TND 2425
TND 2426
TND 2427
TN D 2428
APPLICATIONOFPENETROMETERSTOTHESTUDYOFPHYSICALPROPERTIES
OFLUNARANDPLANETARYSURFACES,John Locke McCarty, Alfred G.
Beswick, and George W. Brooks, August 1964
AN INITIAL VALUEMETHODFORTHENUMERICALTREATMENTOFTHEORR-
SOMMERFELDQUATIONFORTHECASEOFPLANEPOISEUILLEFLOW,
Philip R. Nachtsheim, August 1964
TECHNIQUEFORTHESIMULATIONOFLUNARANDPLANETARYGRAVITATIONAL
FIELDSINCLUDINGPILOTMODELSTUDIES,Huey D. Carden, Robert W.
Herr, and George W. Brooks, October 1964
HEAT-TRANSFERMEASUREMENTSA A MACHNUMBEROF8 IN THEVICINITY
OFA 90° INTERIOR CORNER ALINED WITH THE FREE-STREAM VELOCITY,
P. Calvin Stainback, August 1964
BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS OBTAINED FROM THE X-15 AIRPLANE FOR
MACH NUMBERS UP TO 6, Edwin J. Saltzman, August 1964
HEAT TRANSFER FOR LAMINAR SLIP FLOW OF A RAREFIED GAS BETWEEN
PARALLEL PLATES WITH UNSYMMETRICAL WALL HEAT FLUX, Robert M.
Inman, August 1964
THE COMPOSITION AND THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF THE PRODUCTS OF
CYANOGEN-OXYGEN COMBUSTION, Charles J. Schexnayder, Jr._ August
1964
BREAKUP OF VARIOUS LIQUID JETS BY SHOCK WAVES AND APPLICATIONS
TO RESONANT COMBUSTION, Gerald Morrell and Frederick P. Povinelli,
August 1964
BREAKUP OF A LIQUID JET IN A TRANSVERSE FLOW OF GAS, Bruce J.
Clark, August 1964
EFFECT OF INITIAL VELOCITY ON ONE-DIMENSIONAL, AMBIPOLAR, SPACE-
CHARGE CURRENTS, Walton L. Howes, August 1964
STUDY OF POWERED-DESCENT TRAJECTORIES FOR MANNED LUNAR LANDINGS,
Floyd V. Bennett and Thomas G. Price, August ±964
EFFECT OF AIR INJECTION THROUGH A POROUS SURFACE AND THROUGH
SLOTS ON TURBULENT SKIN FRICTION AT MACH 3, Donald I. McRee,
John B. Peterson, Jr., and Albert L. Braslow, August 1964
HEAT-TRANSFER MEASUREMENTS ON A FLAT PLATE AND ATTACHED PRO-
TUBERANCES IN A TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER AT MACH NUMBERS OF
2.05, 3.51 AND 4.44, Robert L. Stallings, Jr. and Ida K.
Collins, September 1964
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TND 2433
TN D 2435
TN D 2437
TN D 2438
TN D 2440
TN D 2441
TN D 2442
TN D 2444
TN D 2446
TN D 2448
TN D 2449
ANALYTICALINVESTIGATIONOFTHERADIATORAREACHARACTERISTICS
OFOUT-OF-PILETHERMIONICGASCYCLESPACEPOWERSYSTEMS,
Michael R. Vanco and Arthur J. Glassman,August 1964
MINIMUMDRAGBODIESWITHCROSS-SECTIONALELLIPTICITY, Jerrold
H. Suddath and Waldo I. Oehman,September1964
MEASUREMENTOFERRORSIN MANUALLYRECORDINGTRANSITTIMESOF
STARSANDDISTANTPLANETS,Kenneth R. Garren and Patrick A.
Gainer, August 1964
LAMINARANDTURBULENTHYDROGENHEATTRANSFERANDFRICTION
COEFFICIENTSOVERPARALLELPLATESAT 5000°R., Jack G. Slaby,
William L. Maag, and Byron L. Siegel, August 1964
DETAILEDDESCRIPTIONANDFLIGHTPERFORMANCEOFTHERAMB
VEHICLE,JamesL. Raper, Robert J. Keynton, and Gerard E.
Woodbury, September1964
FREE-FLIGHTESTRESULTSONTHEPERFORMANCEOFCORKAS A THERMAL
PROTECTIONMATERIAL,Randolph A. Graves, Jr., and ThomasE.
Walton, Jr., September1964
A POSSIBLEREGENERATIVE,MOLTEN-SALT,HERMOELECTRICFUELCELL,
Jacob Greenberg, Lawrence H. Thaller, and Donald E. Weber,
August 1964
SOMEOPTICALTECHNIQUESFORTEMPERATUREANDCONCENTRATION
MEASUREMENTSOFCOMBUSTIONI SUPERSONICSTREAMS,Erwin A.
Lezberg and Donald R. Buchele, August 1964
A METHODFORDETERMININGNODALARRIVALTIMESAT THEMOONFROM
PRECESSINGNEAR-EARTHPARKINGORBITSHAVINGVARIOUSINCLINATIONS,
John R. Unangst and Jesse D. Timmons,August 1964
HYDROSTATICSTABILITYOFTHELIQUID-VAPORINTERFACEIN A LOW-
ACCELERATIONFIELD, William J. Masica, Joseph D. Derdul, and
Donald A. Petrash, August 1964
EXPERIMENTALTECHNIQUEFORMEASURINGTOTALAERODYNAMICHEATING
RATESTOBODIESOFARBITRARYSHAPEWITHRESULTSFORMACH7,
L. RoaneHunt and R. R. Howell, September1964
ACCURACYOFNAVIGATIONIN VARIOUSREGIONSOFEARTH-MOONSPACE
WITHVARIOUSCOMBINATIONSOFONBOARDOPTICALMEASUREMENTS,Alton
P. Mayo, RubenL. Jones, and William M. Adams, September1964
STUDYOFCONTAMINATION-INDUCEDLUMINOSITYAHEADOFA BLUNTBODY
IN THELANGLEYHOTSHOTTUNNEL,William D. Harvey and William V.
Feller, August 1964
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TN D 2462
TN D 2463
TN D 2465
TN D 2466
TND 2468
ONTHESTABILITYOFA LIQUIDLAYEROFUNIFORMTHICKNESSPREAD
OVERA RIGIDCIRCULARCYLINDERSUBJECTEDTOLATERALACCELERATIONS,
Richard M. Beam,August 1964
A PILOTEDMOTIONSIMULATORINVESTIGATIONOFVTOLHEIGHT-CONTROL
REQUIREMENTS,Ronald M. Gerdes, August 1964
THEX-IRRADIATIONOFHYDRAZINEANDI, I-DIMETHYLHYDRAZINE,
Harold Lucien and Murray L. Pinns, August 1964
FRICTION,WEAR,ANDDYNAMICSEALSTUDIESIN LIQUID FLUORINE
ANDLIQUIDOXYGEN,W. F. Hady, G. P. Allen, H. E. Sliney, and
R. L. Johnson, August 1964
TABLESOFX-COEFFICIENTSANDA-FACTORSFORTRIPLEANGULAR
CORRELATIONA ALYSIS,Jag J. Singh and Chris Gross, September
1964
SUFFICIENTCONDITIONSFORSTABILITY" IN THELARGE"OFA NON-
LINEARSYSTEMOFDIFFERENTIALEQUATIONS,Jerrold H. Suddath,
September1964
TIMERESPONSEOFLIQUID-VAPORINTERFACEAFTERENTERINGWEIGHT-
LESSNESS,Clifford E. Siegert, Donald A. Petrash, and Edward
W. Otto, August 1964
LOW-COVERAGEHEATSOFA ADSORPTION.III - ALKALIMETALIONSON
TUNGSTEN;ATOM-METALINTERACTIONTHEORY,Harold E. Neustadter
and KeungP. Luke, August 1964
WIND-TUNNELMEASUREMENTSONA LIFTING ROTORAT HIGHTHRUSTCO-
EFFICIENTSANDHIGHTIP-SPEEDRATIOS,George E. Sweet, Julian
L. Jenkins, Jr., and MatthewM. Winston, September1964
THEORETICALLAMINARCONVECTIVEHEATTRANSFERANDBOUNDARY-
LAYERCHARACTERISTICSONCONESAT SPEEDSTO24 KM/SEC,Gary
T. Chapman,August 1964
EFFECTSOFCONFIGURATIONGEOMETRYONTHETRANSONICAERODYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICSOFCANARDAIRPLANECONFIGURATIONS,JamesA.
Blackwell, Jr. and ThomasC. Kelly, September1964
COMPARISONFGROUNDTESTSANDORBITALLAUNCHRESULTSFORTHE
EXPLORERIX ANDEXPLOREREXIX SATELLITES,Charles V. Woerner
and Claude W. Coffee, Jr., September1964
THEMICROMETEOROIDSATELLITEEXPLORERXIII (1961 CHI) COLLECTED
PAPERSONDESIGNANDPERFORMANCE,harles T. D'Aiutolo, November
1964
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TN D 2475
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TN D 2487
POWERSPECTRALMEASUREMENTOFATMOSPHERICTURBULENCEIN SEVERE
STORMSANDCUMULUSCLOUDS,Richard H. Rhyneand Roy Steiner,
October 1964
THEEQUILIBRIUMFREESURFACEOFA CONTAINEDLIQUIDUNDERLOW
GRAVITYANDCENTRIFUGALFORCES,W. ThomasBlackshear and
Donald G. Eide, October 1964
HYPERVELOCITYIMPACTDAMAGECHARACTERISTICSIN ARMOREDSPACE
RADIATORTUBES,SeymourLieblein, Nestor Clough, and A. R.
McMillan, September1964
HEAT-TRANSFERMEASUREMENTFORBINARYGASLAMINARBOUNDARYLAYERS
WITHHIGHRATESOF INJECTION,C. C. Pappasand Arthur F. Okuno,
September1964
ANALYSISANDDESIGNPROCEDURESFORA FLAT, DIRECT-CONDENSING,
CENTRALFINNED-TUBERADIATOR,Richard P. Krebs, Henry C. Haller,
and Bruce M. Auer, September1964
ANALYTICALSTUDYOFTHEEXPANSIONANDCONDENSATIONBEHAVIOROF
ALKAI-METALANDMERCURYVAPORSFLOWINGTHROUGHNOZZLES,Arthur
J. Glassman, September1964
RESONANTINTERACTIONOFVERTICALLYPOLARIZEDPLANEELECTRO-
MAGNETICWAVESWITHTHIN SLABSOFPLASMA,Paul D. Rowley and
Virginia L. Sorensen, September1964
EXPERIMENTALRESULTSOFCOOLING_ 12.5° SEMIVERTEX ANGLE CONE
BY EJECTION OF HYDROGEN AND HELIUM FROM ITS APEX AT MACH 7,
George F. Klich and Edward W. Leyhe, September 1964
MEASUREMENTS OF EFFLUX PATTERNS AND FLOW RATES FROM CYLINDRICAL
TUBES IN FREE-MOLECULE AND SLIP FLOWS, Harlan Cook and Edward
A. Richley, September 1964
BLADE-ELEMENT PERFORMANCE OF 0.7 HUB-TIP RADIUS RATIO AXIAL-
FLOW-PUMP ROTOR WITH TIP DIFFUSION FACTOR OF 0.43, James E.
Crouse and Donald M. Sandercock, September 1964
SEMICLASSICAL CALCULATION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL SCATTERING CROSS
SECTION WITH CHARGE EXCHANGE: CESIUM IONS IN CESIUM VAPOR,
John W. Sheldon, September 1964
A MODERN TRANSISTORIZED INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM FOR ACOUSTICAL
DATA ACQUISITION, Wade D. Dorland, C. C. Thornton, and Denis
U. Noiseux, September 1964
SUMMARY OF BRAYTON CYCLE ANALYTICAL STUDIES FOR SPACE-POWER
SYSTEM APPLICATIONS, Arthur J. Glassman, September 1964
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TN D 2504
A SERIESSOLUTIONFORSOMEPERIODICORBITSIN THERESTRICTED
THREE-BODYPROBLEMACCORDINGTOTHEPERTURBATIONMETHOD,Su-
Shu Huang, September1964
LONGITUDINALCHARACTERISTICSOF SEVERALCONFIGURATIONSAT
HYPERSONICMACHNUMBERSIN CONICALANDCONTOUREDNOZZLES,
JamesP. Arrington, Roy C. Joiner, Jr., and Arthur Henderson,
Jr., September1964
A RUTILETRAVELINGWAVEMASER,C. Curtis Johnson, September1964
BOUNDARYLAYERSONROTATINGSPHERESANDOTHERAXISYMMETRIC
SHAPES,Jay Fox, September1964
LOW-SPEEDFORCEANDFLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFA MODELOFA
MODIFIEDPARAWINGUTILITY VEHICLE,Joseph L. Johnson, Jr.,
March 1965
EVALUATIONOF SELECTEDREFRACTORYOXIDEMATERIALSFORUSEIN
HIGH-TEMPERATUREPEBBLE-BEDWIND-TUNNELHEATEXCHANGERS,John
D. Buckley and Bennie W. Cocke,Jr., September1964
SUPERPOSITIONCALCULATIONOFTHICKSOLENOIDFIELDSFROMSEMI-
INFINITE SOLENOIDTABLES,Gerald V. Brown and LawrenceFlax,
September1964
PROGRESSIN SUPERALLOYS,John C. Freche, October 1964
REAL-GASINVISCIDNOZZLECONTOURSFORNITROGENAT MACH15, 17,
AND19 WITHTABULATEDPROPERTIESFORTHECALCULATIONOF
BOUNDARY-LAYEREFFECTS,Charles B. Johnsonand JamesC. Ellison,
November1964
DYNAMICMODELINVESTIGATIONOFTHELANDINGCHARACTERISTICSOFA
MANNEDSPACECRAFT,William C. Thompson,March 1965
WIND-TUNNELTESTOFA FULL-SCALE,i.I PRESSURERATIO,DUCTED
LIFT-CRUISEFAN, DemoJ. Giulianetti, JamesC. Big_ers, and
Victor R. Corsiglia, November1964
SURFACEPRESSUREANDTURBULENTAIRFLOWIN TRANSVERSER CTANGULAR
NOTCHES,Jay Fox, November1964
APPROXIMATEFORMULASFORVISCOSITYANDTHERMALCONDUCTIVITYOF
GASMIXTURES,Richard S. Brokaw, November1964
A SIMPLIFIEDGUIDANCESCHEMEFORABORTINGLUNARLANDINGS,G.
Kimball Miller, Jr., December1964
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GASEOUSENVIRONMENTCONSIDERATIONSANDEVALUATIONPROGRAMS
LEADINGTO SPACECRAFTA MOSPHERES LECTION,EdwardL. Michel,
George B. Smith, Jr., and Richard S. Johnston, January 1965
EXPERIMENTALOBSERVATIONSOFTRANSIENTBOILINGOF SUBCOOLED
WATERANDALCOHOLONA HORIZONTALSURFACE,Robert W. Graham,
January 1965
CALIBRATIONOFSOLARCELLSUSINGHIGH-ALTITUDEAIRCRAFT,
Henry W.Brandhorst, Jr. and Earle O. Boyer, February 1965
PERFORMANCEOFSOLARREFLECTORSWHENAPPLIEDTO STORAGEOF
CRYOGENICPROPELLANTSIN SPACE,Curt H. Liebert and Robert
R. Hibbard, November1964
METALLURGICALBONDINGOFPLASMA-SPRAYEDTUNGSTENONHOT
MOLYBDENUMSUBSTRATES,William A. Spitzig and Salvatore J.
Grisaffe, November1964
TURBULENTTEMPERATUREFLUCTUATIONSANDTWO-DIMENSIONALHEAT
TRANSFERIN A UNIFORMSHEARFLOW,Jay Fox, November1964
VAPORIZATIONOFTANTALUM-CARBIDE-HAFNIUM-CARBIDESOLIDSOLUTIONS
AT 2500° TO 3000 ° K., Daniel L. Deadmore, November 1964
INFLUENCE OF CRYSTAL STRUCTURE ON FRICTION CHARACTERISTICS OF
RARE-EARTH AND RELATED METALS IN VACUUM TO i0-I0 MILLIMETER OF
MERCURY, Donald H. Buckley and Robert L. Johnson, November 1964
STUDY OF WETTING AND NONWETTING MERCURY CONDENSING PRESSURE DROPS,
Alfred Koestel, Martin U. Gutstein, and Robert T. Wainwright,
November 1964
APPROXIMATE PREDICTIONS OF THE TRANSPORT OF THERMAL RADIATION
THROUGH AN ABSORBING PLANE LAYER, Max A. Heaslet and Franklyn
B. Fuller, November 1964
RELAY i TRAPPED RADIATION MEASUREMENTS, C. E. Mcllwain, R. W.
Fillius, J. Valerio, and A. Dave, December 1964
EFFECTS OF DIELECTRIC COVERS OVER SHUNT SLOTS IN A WAVEGUIDE,
William F. Croswell and Robert B. Higgins, December 1964
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF SLOSH-SUPPRESSION EFFECTIVENESS
OF ANNULAR-RING BAFFLES IN SPHERICAL TANKS, Irving E. Sumner,
November 1964
APPLICATION OF A LUNAR LANDING TECHNIQUE FOR LANDING FROM AN
ELLIPTIC ORBIT ESTABLISHED BY A HOHMANN TRANSFER, L. Keith
Barker, December 1964
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TN D 2526
TN D 2527
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TN D 2529
TN D 2530
TND 2531
TN D 2533
TND 2534
TND 2535
TN D 2536
TN D 2538
EXPERIMENTALHEAT-TRANSFERANDBOUNDARY-LAYERB HAVIORWITH
100-CPSFLOWOSCILLATIONS,Charles E. Feiler, December1964
INTENSITYANDINTENSITYRATIOOFPRINCIPALSINGLETANDTRIPLET
LINESOFMOLECULARHYDROGEN,GeorgeM. Prok and Clifford A.
McLean, December1964
NASAENGINEERINGMODELSOFTHEMARSATMOSPHEREFORENTRYVEHICLE
DESIGN,GeorgeM. Levin, Dallas E. Evans, and Victor Stevens,
November1964
NUMERICALCALCULATIONOFPOTENTIAL-ENERGYCURVESBYRYDBERG-
KLEIN-REESMETHOD,Frank J. Zeleznik, December1964
THEORETICALMODELATMOSPHERESOFVENUS,Robert B. Owen,January
1965
RADIOMETRICOBSERVATIONSOFTHEEARTH'SHORIZONFROMALTITUDE
BETWEEN300 AND600 KILOMETERS,ThomasB. McKee,Ruth I. Whitman,
and Charles D. Engle, December1964
SOLAR-CELLPERFORMANCEAT HIGHTEMPERATURES,Jacob D. Broder,
Harold E. Kautz, Joseph Mandelkorn, Lawrence Schwartz, and
Robert P. Ulman, December1964
PRELAUNCHANALYSISOFHIGHECCENTRICITYORBITS,Barbara E.
Shute, December1964
A TECHNIQUEFORVISUALDETECTIONOFDISTANTOBJECTSIN SPACE
BYUSEOFOPTICALFILTERING,Kenneth R. Garren, December1964
VIBRATIONANDSTABILITYANALYSISOFCOMPRESSEDROCKETVEHICLES,
Rudolf F. Glaser, January 1965
RADIATIONCLIMATOLOGYIN VISIBLEANDINFRAREDFROMTIROSMETEOR-
OLOGICALSATELLITES(WITHLIST OFREFERENCES),W. R. Bandeen,
M. Halev, and I. Strange, June 1965
CONVERSIONFA SPACECRAFTDESIGNEDFORMANNEDSPACEFLIGHTTOA
RECOVERABLEORBITINGASTRONOMICALOBSERVATORY,Windsor L. Sherman,
December1964
GRAPHICALRESULTSFORLARGE-AMPLITUDEUNSTEADYONE-DIMENSIONAL
WAVESIN _GNETIZEDCOLLISION-FREEPLASMASWITHDISCRETESTRUCTURE,
Wm.Prichard Jones and Vernon J. Rossow, January 1965
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFA TILT-WINGVTOLAIRPLANEWITH
ARTICULATEDROTORS,JamesA. Weiberg and DemoJ. Giulianetti,
March 1965
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TN D 2539
TN D 2540
TN D 2541
TN D 2542
SONIC-BOOMEXPOSURESDURINGFAACOMMUNITY-RESPONSESTUDIESOVER
A 6-MONTHPERIODIN THEOKLAHOMACITYAREA,David A. Hilton, Vera
Huckel, Roy Steiner, and DomenicJ. Maglieri, December1964
EFFECTSOF CONCENTRATIONANDVIBRATIONALRELAXATIONONINDUCTION
PERIODOFHYDROGEN-OXYGENREACTION,Frank E. Belles and Milton
R. Lauver, December1964
RADIATIONPROCESSESRELATEDTOOXYGEN-HYDROGENCOMBUSTIONAT HIGH
PRESSURES,Marshall C. Burrows, December1964
ANALYTICSOLUTIONSTOTHEIGNITIONKINETICSOFTHEHYDROGEN-OXYGEN
REACTION,Richard S. Brokaw, December1964
TN D 2543 EFFECTOFENVIRONMENTALP RAMETERSONTHEPERFORMANCEOFLOW-
DENSITYSILICONE-RESINANDPHENOLIC-NYLONABLATIONMATERIALS,
Ronald K. Clark, January 1965
TN D 2545 NON-HOOKEAN,PREMACROYIELDSTRESS-STRAINBEHAVIOROFSEVERAL
IONIC SINGLECRYSTALS,Carl A. Stearns and EdwardR. Gotsky,
December1964
TND 2546
TN D 2547
USEOFARBITRARYQUASI-ORTHOGONALSFORCALCULATINGFLOWDISTRI-
BUTIONIN THEMERIDIONALPLANEOFA TURBOMACHINE,Theodore
Katsanis, December1964
ENERGYTRANSFERFROMA LIQUID TOGASBUBBLESFORMINGAT A SUB-
MERGEDORIFICE, M. R. L'Ecuyer and S. N. B. Murthy, January
1965
TN D 2548 RELATIONOFEMITTEDULTRAVIOLETRADIATIONTOCOMBUSTIONF
HYDROGENA DOXYGENAT 20 ATMOSPHERES,Marshall C. Burrows and
Ronald Razner, December1964
TN D 2549
TN D 2550
FINITE GEOMETRYCORRECTIONSTOGAMMA-RAYNGULARCORRELATION
MEASUREMENTS,Jag J. Singh and Chris Gross, January 1965
APPLICATIONOFGENERALIZEDNEWTONIANTHEORYTOTHREE-DIMENSIONAL
SHARP-NOSEHOCK-DETACHEDBODIESAT MACH6 FORANGLESOFATTACK
UPTO25° , George C. Ashby, Jr. and Theodore J. Goldberg, January
1965
TN D 2551 EFFECTSOFCANOPYSHAPEONLOW-SPEEDAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICS
OFA 55° SWEPT PARAWING WITH LARGE-DIAMETER LEADING EDGES, Delwin
R. Croom, Rodger L. Naeseth, and William C. Sleeman, Jr., December
1964
TN D 2552 LARGE-SCALE WIND-TUNNEL TESTS ON AN ASPECT RATIO 2.17 DELTA-WING
MODEL EQUIPPED WITH MIDCHORD BOUNDARY-LAYER CONTROL FLAPS, David
G. Koenig and Victor P. Corsiglia, December 1964
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PERFORMANCEOF 84° FLAT-PLATE HELICAL INDUCER AND COMPARISON
WITH PERFORMANCE OF SIMILAR 78 ° AND 80.6 ° INDUCERS, Douglas A.
Anderson, Richard F. Soltis, and Donald M. Sandercock, December
1964
MAGNETIC BREAKDOWN IN A FINITE ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL, Gabriel
Allen, December 1964
MASS SPECTRA OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE IONS IN NITROUS AND NITRIC
OXIDES, C. S. Harden and E. E. Muschitz, Jr., December 1964
RADIANT-INTERCHANGE VIEW FACTORS AND LIMITS OF VISIBILITY FOR
DIFFERENTIAL CYLINDRICAL SURFACES WITH PARALLEL GENERATING LINES,
Carol J. Sotos and Norbert O. Stockman, December 1964
PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS WITH A VELOCITY-SELECTED ATOMIC-BEAM
APPARATUS, Eugene J. Manista and John W. Sheldon, December 1964
ANALYSIS OF A DOUBLE FIN-TUBE FLAT CONDENSER-RADIATOR AND
COMPARISON WITH A CENTRAL FIN-TUBE RADIATOR, Henry C. Haller,
December 1964
FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF STEEP INSTRUMENT APPROACH CAPABILITIES
OF A C-47 AIRPLANE UNDER MANUAL CONTROL, Albert W. Hall and
Donald J. McGinley, Jr., January 1965
WIND-TUNNEL-WALL EFFECTS AND SCALE EFFECTS ON A VTOL CONFIGURA-
TION WITH A FAN MOUNTED IN THE FUSELAGE, Edwin E. Davenport and
Richard E. Kuhn, January 1965
FILTER-WHEEL SOLAR SIMULATOR, Joseph Mandelkorn, Jacob D. Broderp
and Robert P. Ulman, January 1965
GRADUAL TRANSITION OF NUCLEATE BOILING FROM DISCRETE-BUBBLE
REGIME TO MULTI-BUBBLE REGIME, Yih-Yun Hsu, December 1964
REAL-GAS EFFECTS IN CRITICAL-FLOW-THROUGH NOZZLES AND TABULATED
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES. Robern C. Johnson, APPENDIX B: CURVE
FITS FOR EQUATIONS OF STATE, Jeanne V. Szel, January 1965
A METHOD FOR CALIBRATION OF GAS-COMPOSITION-SENSITIVE PRESSURE
GAGES IN CONDENSIBLE VAPORS, Leonard T. Melfi, Jr., and Paul
R. Yeager, January 1965
ANOMALOUS ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF PALLADIUM-DEUTERIUM SYSTEM
BETWEEN 4.2 ° AND 300°K., Robert J. Smith, January 1965
A NUMERICAL METHOD FOR CALCULATING THE FLAT-PLATE PRESSURE
DISTRIBUTIONS ON SUPERSONIC WINGS OF ARBITRARY PLANFORM,
Wilbur D. Middleton and Harry W. Carlson, January 1965
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TN D 2571 SOMETRANSIENTELECTRICALCHARACTERISTICSOFTHEEXHAUSTOFA
SELF-CROWBARREDCOAXIALPLASMAGUN,Charles J. Michels, January
1965
TN D 2572 PHOTOGRAPHICSTUDYOFPROPELLANTOUT-FLOWFROMA CYLINDRICAL
TANKDURINGWEIGHTLESSNESS,Ralph C. Nussle, Joseph D. Derdul,
and Donald A. Petrash, January 1965
TN D 2573 METEORICFLUXANDDENSITYFIELDSABOUTA FINITE ATTRACTIVECENTER
GENERATEDBYA STREAMONOENERGETICANDMONODIRECTIONALAT INFINITY,
D. P. Hale and J. J. Wright, January 1965
TN D 2574 METEORICFLUXANDDENSITYFIELDSABOUTAN INFINITESIMALATTRACTIVE
CENTERGENERATEDBY A STREAMONOENERGETICANDMONODIRECTIONALAT
INFINITY, D. P. Hale and J. J. Wright, January 1965
TN D 2575 SOMEASPECTSOFTHEDISTRIBUTIONOFMETEORICFLUXABOURANATTRAC-
TIVE CENTER,R. D. Shelton, H. E. Stern, and D. P. Hale, January
1965
TN D 2577 PERFORMANCEOF SEVERALABLATIONMATERIALSEXPOSEDTOLOWCONVECTIVE
HEATINGRATESIN ANARC-JETSTREAM,Marvin B. Dowand William D.
Brewer, January 1965
TN D 2579 A FORTRANPROGRAMTOCALCULATETHEFLOWFIELDANDPERFORMANCEOF
ANAXIALLYSYMMETRICdeLAVALNOZZLE,D. Thompson,E. H. Ingram,
C. T. K. Young, and J. B. Cox, January 1965
TN D 2580 TRANSPORTPROPERTIESOFDILUTEGASMIXTURES,Richard S. Brokaw,
Roger A. Svehla, and Charles E. Baker, January 1965
TN D 2581 EFFECTIVENESSOFVARIOUSAGENTSFORSUPPRESSINGI NITIONOFRP-I
ANDHYDROGENU DERFLOWCONDITIONS,J. B. Gayle and H. E. Tubbs,
January 1965
TND 2583 APPARATUSFORMEASURINGEMITTANCEANDABSORPTANCEANDRESULTSFOR
SELECTEDMATERIALS,Henry B. Curtis and Ted W. Nyland, January
1965
TND 2584 SOME FFECTSOFUNCERTAINTIESIN ATMOSPHERESTRUCTUREANDCHEMICAL
COMPOSITIONONENTRYINTOMARS,Robert L. McKenzie, January 1965
TN D 2585 ANANALYSISOFTHEPROBLEMOFTANKPRESSURIZATIONDURINGOUTFLOW,
William H. Roudebush,January 1965
TN D 2586 MODELINVESTIGATIONOFTECHNIQUEFORCONDUCTINGFULL-SCALELANDING-
IMPACTTESTSAT SIMULATEDLUNARGRAVITY,Ulysse J. Blanchard,
March 1965
TN D 2587 EXPERIMENTALEFFECTSOFPROPELLANT-INTRODUCTIONMODEONELECTRON-
BOMBARDMENTIONROCKETPERFORMANCE,Paul D. Reader, January 1965
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QUADRATUREFORMULASFORTHE A AND _ OPERATORSOFRADIATIVE
TRANSFER,Mark Cane, January 1965
APPLICATIONOFTHEDOUBLESPHERICALHARMONICSMETHODTOTHEONE-
DIMENSIONALRADIATION-TRANSFEREQUATION,Leo G. Le sage, February
1965
MEASUREMENTOFTHEEFFECTSOFFAST-NEUTRONRADIATIONONLIQUID
OTTHO-ANDPARA-HYDROGEN,JamesW. Blue and Theodore E. Fessler,
February 1965
FRAGMENTATIONFANTHRACENEIN AN ELECTRON-BOMBARDMENTION
SOURCE,Nelson L. Milder, January 1965
A FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFTHESCOUTFOURTH-STAGEDIAPHRAGM
SEPARATIONDISTURBANCES,eymourSalmirs, February 1965
IMPROVEDMETHODOFPREDICTINGSURFACETEMPERATURESIN HYDROGEN-
COOLEDNUCLEAROCKETREACTORAT HIGHSURFACE-TOBULK-TEMPERATURE
RATIOS,John V. Miller and MaynardF. Taylor, January 1965
EXPERIMENTALLOCALHEAT-TRANSFERDATAFORPRECOOLEDHYDROGENA D
HELIUMAT SURFACETEMPERATUESUPTO 5300°R., Maynard F. Taylor,
January 1965
AN EXPERIMENTALEVALUATIONOFARRAYOFTHREEELECTRON-BOMBARDMENT
ION THRUSTORS,EugeneV. Pawlik, January 1965
USEOFTEMPERATUREBUFFEREDARGONARCIN SPECTROGRAPHICTRACE
ANALYSIS,William A. Gordon, January 1965
COMPOSITIONA DTHERMODYNAMICPROPERTIESOFREACTINGASMIXTURES
UNDERHIGHPRESSUREUSINGTHELEWISANDRANDALLRULE,WayneD.
Erickson and JamesF. Roach, January 1965
ZERO-DENSITYCOSMOLOGICALMODELSANDTHEIRAPPLICABILITYTOTHE
OBSERVEDUNIVERSE,Windsor L. Sherman,February 1965
MARSNONSTOPROUND-TRIPTRAJECTORIES,Roger W. Luidens and Jay
M. Kappraff, January 1965
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFLENTICULARANDELLIPTIC SHAPED
CONFIGURATIONSAT A MACHNUMBEROF6, J. WayneKeyes, February
1965
RADIATIONMEASUREMENTSONTHENINTHMERCURY-ATLASMI SION(MA-9),
Carlos S. Warren and BennyR. Baker, February 1965
THERMALDESIGNANDTHERMALDATAANALYSISOFSA-5 PAYLOAD,Tommy
C. Bannister and Cliff L. Lumpkin, February 1965
TN D 2610 LAMINARBOUNDARY-LAYERSEPARATIONI DUCEDBY FLARESONCYLINDERS
WITHHIGHLYCOOLEDBOUNDARYLAYERSATMACHNUMBEROF15, Donald
M. Kuehn, January 1965
TN D 2611 A CRITICALEVALUATIONOFMETHODSFORCALCULATINGTRANSPORTCO-
EFFICIENTSOFPARTIALLYANDFULLYIONIZEDGASES,Warren F. Ahtye,
January 1965
TN D 2612 DIFFUSIONOFAURORALELECTRONSIN THEATMOSPHERE,Kaichi Maeda,
February 1965
TN D 2614 SOLARSIMULATIONTESTINGOFANEARTHSATELLITEAT GODDARDSPACE
FLIGHTCENTER,R. E. Bernier, R. H. Hoffman, A. R. Timmins, and
E. I. Power, January 1965
TN D 2615 INLETNOISESTUDIESFOR ANAXIAL-FLOWSINGLE-STAGECOMPRESSOR,
W. Latham Copeland, February 1965
TN D 2616 MECHANICALPROPERTIES,OXIDATIONCHARACTERISTICS,ANDWELDABILITY
OFTWOUNCOATEDANDCOATEDVANADIUM-BASEALLOYS,Dick M. Royster,
Charles R. Manning, Jr., and Cynthia A. Dysleski, February 1965
TN D 2617 DISTORTIONOF ATOMIC-BEAMVELOCITYDISTRIBUTIONSDUETOCLASSICAL
HARD-SPHEREGASSCATTERING,EugeneJ. Manista, January 1965
TND 2618 FOUR-DIMENSIONALDERIVATIONOFTHEELECTRODYNAMICJUMPCONDITIONS,
TRACTIONS,ANDPOWERTRANSFERAT A MOVINGBOUNDARY,Robert C.
Costen, February 1965
TN D 2619 EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFELECTRICDRAGONSPHERICALSATELLITE
MODELS,William C. Pitts, and Earl D. Knechtel, February 1965
TN D 2620 EFFECTSOF1.2 AND0.30 MEVELECTRONSONTHEOPTICALTRANSMISSION
PROPERTIESOFSEVERALTRANSPARENTMATERIALS,Gilbert A. Haynes
and William E. Miller, March 1965
TN D 2621 OFF-DESIGNPERFORMANCEPREDICTIONWITHEXPERIMENTALVERIFICATION
FORA RADIAL-INFLOWTURBINE,SamuelM. Futral, Jr. and Charles
A. Wasserbauer, February 1965
TND 2622 TRANSONICAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA SERIESOFBODIESHAVING
VARIATIONSIN FINENESSRATIOANDCROSS-SECTIONALEL IPTICITY,
Bernard Spencer, Jr. and W. PelhamPhillips, February 1965
TN D 2623 EFFECTOF FIN-FLARECOMBINATIONSONTHEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICS
OFA BODYAT MACHNUMBERS1.61 AND2.20, Clyde Hayes and Roger H.
Fournier, February 1965
TN D 2624 NEWTONIANERODYNAMICSFORBLUNTEDRAKED-OFFCIRCULARCONESAND
RAKED-OFFELIPTICALCONES,EdwardE. Mayo, Robert H. Lamb, and
Paul O. Romere,May 1965
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TN D 2644
ANALYSIS OF NOTCH NETWORKS CONTAINING SYNCHRONOUSLY COMMUTATED
CAPACITORS OR RC COMBINATIONS, Bernard A. Asner, Jr., February
1965
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF SUBCOLLED NUCLEATE BOILING OF WATER FLOWING
IN I/4-1NCH DIAMETER TUBES AT LOW PRESSURES, Frank A. Jeglic,
James R. Stone, and Vernon H. Gray, January 1965
FLYBACK VOLTAGE REGULATOR, Gail D. Smith, February 1965
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF A LIFTING ROTOR OPERATING A TIP-
SPEED RATIOS FROM 0.65 TO 1.45, Julian L. Jenkins, Jr., February
1965
THE SYNTHESIS OF METEROID DISTRIBUTIONS FROM MONOENERGETIC MONO-
DIRECTIONAL KERNELS, R. D. Shelton, H. E. Stern, J. J. Wright,
and D. P. Hale, February 1965
SIMULATOR STUDY OF ABILITY OF PILOTS TO ESTABLISH NEAR-CIRCULAR
ORBITS USING SIMPLIFIED GUIDANCE TECHNIQUES, G. Kimball, Jr. and
Herman S. Fletcher, February 1965
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF JET IMPINGEMENT ON SURFACES OF FINE
PARTICLES IN A VACUUM ENVIRONMENT, Norman S. Land and Leonard
Clark, February 1965
TRAINING FOR A FLOATING-POINT DISPLAY OF NUMBERS, Robert J.
Randle, Jr. and Clayton R. Coler, February 1965
FIELD-ENHANCED THERMIONIC EMISSION FROM ELECTRODE OF CESIUM ION
THRUSTOR, Joseph F. Wasserba, January 1965
EVALUATION OF 40-MILLIMETER-BORE BALL BEARINGS OPERATING IN LIQUID
OXYGEN AT DN VALUES TO 1.2 MILLION, Robert E. Cunningham and
William Anderson, January 1965
EXPLORATORY STUDY OF MAN'S SELF-LOCOMOTION CAPABILITIES WITH A
SPACE SUIT IN LUNAR GRAVITY, Amos A. Spady, Jr. and William D.
Krasnow, July 1966
THE STATIONARY LAMINAR VELOCITY BOUNDARY LAYER WITH CONSTANT FLUID
PROPERTIES AND ARBITRARY DISTRIBUTIONS OF PRESSURE AND MASS TRANS-
FER, Ernst W. Adams and Benton K. Berry, February 1965
PARAMETRIC PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS FOR LUNAR ORBIT BRAKING AND DESCENT,
Charles M. Akridge and Sam H. Harlin, February 1965
PROPAGATION OF CYLINDRICAL AND SPHERICAL ELASTIC WAVES BY METHOD
OF CHARACTERISTICS, Pei Chi Chou and Herbert Abraham Koenig,
February 1965
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TN D 2648
TN D 2650
ORBITINGGEOPHYSICALOBSERVATORIES,George Ludwig, March 1965
MASSSPECTROMETRICINVESTIGATIONOFREACTIONSOFOXYGENATOMS
WITHHYDROGENA DAMMONIA,Edgar L. Wongand AndrewE. Potter,
Jr., February 1965
THEORETICALBOUNDARIESANDINTERNALCHARACTERISTICSEXHAUST
PLUMESFROMTHREEDIFFERENTSUPERSONICNOZZLES,Earl H. Andrews,
Jr., Allen R. Vick, and Charlotte B. Craidon, March 1965
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AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES, Abe
Silverstein and S. Katzoff, 1940
This report presents a collection of data on 17 different horizon-
tal tail surfaces including two with end plates and several with
balanced elevators. Data are presented in the form of curves of
(a) Normal force coefficient as a function of angle of attack
with elevator deflection as a parameter, (b) Elevator hinge
moment coefficient as a function of elevator deflection with
angle of attack as a parameter and (c) Tail drag coefficient as a
function of angle of attack with elevator deflection as a param-
eter.
Some correlation of the data and comparison with theory is
attempted. The conclusions reached were:
i. The lifting line theory predicts values of the slope of the
lift curve of the normal force coefficient about 10% higher than
the experimental values obtained for tail surfaces with aspect
ratios of from 3.5 to 4.
2. Experimental results for the effect of end plates are in good
agreement with theory.
3. Thin-airfoil theory predicts values of the elevator effective-
ness and hinge moments that are somewhat larger than the experimen-
tal values.
PRELIMINARY WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF AN NACA 23012 AIRFOIL
WITH VARIOUS ARRANGEMENTS OF VENETIAN-BLIND FLAPS, Carl J.
Wenzinger and Thomas A. Harris, 1940
The results of tests indicated that the venetian-blind flap, when
operated near the wing trailing edge, was superior to any pre-
viously tested flap as a lift-increasing device and was also
superior on the basis of low drag coefficients at high CL. The
wing with this flap, however, had very large pitching-moment
coefficients. The venetian-blind flaps, when operated as split
flaps, produced less lift than simple split flaps of the same
overall chord.
The tests also indicated that the best spacing of the slots in
the venetian-blind flap was one slot-chord length and that there
was no advantage in using i0 small slots in preference to 4 large
slots in a flap of a given overall chord length.
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TR 695 DETERMINATION OF GROUND EFFECT FROM TESTS OF A GLIDER IN TOWED
FLIGHT, J. W. Wetmore and L. I. Turner, Jr., 1940
An investigation was made to determine the effect of flight near
the ground (ground effect) on the aerodynamic characteristics of
an aircraft. A glider (Franklin PS-2) was towed at various alti-
tudes above the ground by an automobile. The lift, drag, and
angle of attack of the glider were determined at each altitude.
Two aircraft wing configurations were used: The plain wing and
the wing with a nearly full span 30-percent-chord split flap
deflected 45 °.
For both configurations it was found that at a fixed lift co-
efficient both the drag and the angle of attack decreased in the
proximity of the ground. For the plain wing at a height of 14
percent of the span (one chord length) the maximum lift was in-
creased by 15% due to ground effect.
The experimental results were compared with several theoretical
predictions of the ground effect.
TR 703 DESIGN CHARTS RELATING TO THE STALLING OF TAPERED WINGS, H. A.
Soule and R. F. Anderson, 1940
Design charts were prepared to show the effects of wing taper,
wing thickness ratio and Reynolds number on the spanwise location
of the initial stalling point. A discussion is given of the
various means of moving the stalling point inboard on the wing,
these include an increase of the percentage of camber of the
airfoil sections from root to tip, washout, central sharp leading
edges and leading edge tip slots.
An example is given of the use of the charts to determine the span-
wise location of the initial slotting point on a typical wing.
Each of the methods of moving the stalling point inboard is dis-
cussed to determine which method would be best suited for the
given wing.
Methods are presented, also, for estimating the increase in drag
associated with each method of moving the stalling point.
TR 706 WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF SPOILER, DEFLECTOR AND SLOT LATERAL-
CONTROL DEVICES ON WINGS WITH FULL-SPAN SPLIT AND SLOTTED FLAPS,
Carl J. Wenzinger and Francis M. Rogallo, 1941
An investigation was made of spoiler, deflector and slot types of
lateral-control devices on wings with full span split and slotted
flaps. Tests were made in the NACA 7-by-10 foot wind tunnel at
speeds of 40 mph which corresponds to an effective Reynolds
number of approximately 2 x 106 . Two models were tested; one a
Clark Y airfoil with a 20% chord split flap and one a NACA 23012
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airfoil section with a full span 25.66% chord slotted flap. To
these wing sections were added various spoilers, deflectors and
retractable ailerons both individually and in combination.
The data are presented in graphical form with Rolling moment and
Yawing moment coefficients plotted as a function of the control
device projection above or below the wing. In some cases hinge
moments for the devices are also plotted.
Measurements were also made of the lag (time) between deflection
of the control surface and the time when the force due to the
control surface reached 1/2 its total value.
It was found that:
i. Spoilers alone were generally unsuitable for lateral control
on wings with full span split or slotted flaps due to excessive
lag and ineffectiveness at small deflection.
2. Deflectors alone were not as effective as spoilers at large
deflections but were generally more effective at small deflec-
tions and had less lag then spoilers alone.
3. A slot-closing deflector for use with wings with slotted
flaps was effective in decreasing wing drag when the slotted flap
was in neutral and augmented lateral control when the flap was
deflected.
4. The addition of a slot to a combination of a spoiler and a
deflector offered improvement of the static moment and the lag
characteristics.
TESTS OF THE NACA 0025 AND 0035 AIRFOILS IN THE FULL SCALE WIND
TUNNEL, W. Kenneth Bulllvant, 1941
Tests were conducted in the NACA full-scale wind tunnel to deter-
mine the aerodynamic characteristics of 6-by-36 foot rectangular
NACA 0025 and 0035 rectangular planform airfoils. Measurements
were made of the lift, drag and pitching moments of these wings
with no flaps and also with a 20% chord split flap. In addition
to force measurements the profile drag was obtained by the
momentum method, and the boundary layer transition point was
determined from measurements of the local velocity profiles.
Data are presented in the form of drag coefficient, moment coeffi-
cient and angle of attack curves as functions of lift coefficient.
The average velocity for the tests was 57 mph, corresponding to a
Reynolds number of 3.2 x 106 . The angle of attack range extended
from -8 ° through the angle of attack for maximum llft. Flap de-
flections of 15 ° , 30 °, 45 ° , 60 °, 75 ° and 90 ° were tested.
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The data were comparedwith similar data obtained previously for
thinner airfoils.
Within the range of Reynolds number covered (2 x 106 to 6 x 106)
the section profile drag coefficients for the two wings were prac-
tically independent of Reynolds number. For the 0025 airfoil
CDo= 0.0082, for the 0035 airfoil CDo= 0.0112. For a Reynolds
number of 3 x 106 and with 20%c-full span flaps, the maximumlift
coefficient for the 0025 airfoil was 2.57 and for the 0035 air-
foil was 2.54
PRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONOVERANNACA23021AIRFOILWITHA SLOTTED
ANDA SPLITFLAP,ThomasA. Harris and John G. Lowry, 1941
An investigation was madeof the pressure distribution on an
NACA23021airfoil fitted with a slotted flap or with a split
flap. Tests were conducted at an average dynamic pressure of
11.05 psf corresponding to an air speed of @pproximately 65 mph
and to a Reynolds numberof about 1.84 x i00. The effective
Reynolds numberwas approximately 3.56 x 106. Reynolds numbers
were based on chord.
The data were obtained to furnish data for aerodynamic and
structural design of high lift devices on relatively thick wings.
The data are presented in the form of pressure distributions over
the airfoil for the flap undeflected configuration and for several
configurations in which the flap was deflected. In addition, the
pressure distributions were integrated to obtain airload informa-
tion which is also presented.
The results for this airfoil were comparedwith results, pre-
viously obtained, for an NACA23012 airfoil with similar flap
arrangements. This comparison showed:
i. The flap pitching momentcoefficients were approximately the
samefor the range tested.
2. The flap normal force coefficients were approximately the
sameat high angles of attack.
3. The flap chord force coefficients on the 23021 airfoil were
slightly higher than for the flap on the 23012 airfoil.
A GRAPHICALMETHODOFDETERMININGPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONIN TWO
DIMENSIONALFLOW,Robert T. Jones and Doris Cohen, 1941
A procedure is developed for effecting localized modifications of
airfoil shapes and for determining graphically the resulting
changes in the pressure distribution over the body. The method
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is a generalization of the Jonkowski method. It is also shown
how the method can be used to determine the pressure distribution
over airfoils of original design.
Formulas for the lift, moment, and the aerodynamic center of the
airfoil are presented in a appendix.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFNACA23012, 23021, AND23030AIRFOILS
EQUIPPEDWITH40-PERCENT-CHORDDOUBLESLOTTEDFLAPS,ThomasA.
Harris and Isidore G. Recant, 1941
A study was madeto determine the aerodynamic characteristics of
three NACAairfoils fitted with 40-percent-chord double slotted
flaps. The tests were conducted in the NACA7-by-10 foot tunnel
at a dynamic pressure of 16.37 psf corresponding to a velocity of
about 80 mphand to an average Reynolds number (based on chord)
of about 2.19 x 106 or an effective Reynolds numberof approximate-
ly 3.5 x 106. The three airfoil sections were the NACA23012
(12%thick), the 23021 (21%thick), and the 23030 (30%thick).
Data are presented in the form of lift, drag and pitching moment
curves with the primary flap deflection and the secondary flap
deflection as parameters.
The maximumsection lift coefficient of an airfoil with 40%chord
double slotted flap was found to increase slowly with increasing
thickness, reaching a value of 3.7 for the 30%thick airfoil.
For a given airfoil thickness the 40%chord double slotted flap
gives a higher value of section maximumlift coefficient than
either the 40%chord or the 25.66%chord single slotted flap.
The high lift coefficients for the double slotted flaps were
accompaniedby large pitching momentcoefficients.
ANINVESTIGATIONOFTHEDRAGOFWINDSHIELDSIN THE8-FOOTHIGH-
SPEEDWINDTUNNEL,Russell G. Robinson and JamesB. Delano, 1942
The drag of closed-cockpit and transport-type windshields was
determined from tests madeat speeds corresponding to a Mach
numberrange of approximately 0.25 to 0.58. This corresponds to
a Reynolds numberrange of 2.51 x 106 to 4.83 x 106 based on the
meanaerodynamic chord of the full-span model.
For closed cockpit windshields:
The windshield drag for airplanes of small to mediumsize may
account for 15%of the airplane drag or maybe reduced to 1%.
Sharp junctures at the front of windshiels are to be avoided.
A radius of at least 25%of the windshield height should be used
if the drag is to be kept low at mediumspeeds. A larger radius
should be used for a high speed plane. The optimum length for a
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conical windshield nose was twice the windshield height and, for
a streamline nose, wasmore than three times its height.
Tail fairings whether conical or streamline, should be about four
times as long as their height.
Steps for telescoping hoods increased the drag of a good wind-
shield from 25 to 50%; retaining strips addeddrag measureably.
Poor windshields becamerelatively poorer as speed was increased
because of compressibility and low_r critical speeds. The best
windshields at low speed had the least compressibility effect
over a wide speed range and had the highest critical speeds.
For transport-type windshields :
The windshield drag may account for 21%of the fuselage drag or
maybe reduced to 2%without completely fairing the windshield
area.
Recessedwindshield windows added ?% more to the fuselage drag
than did flush windows.
Sharp edges between windshield panels and cabin roof or sides
added 2 to 14% to the fuselage drag.
HIGH-SPEED TESTS OF A MODEL TWIN-ENGINE LOW-WING TRANSPORT
AIRPLANE, John V. Becker and Lloyd H. Leonard, 1942
Force tests were made of a i/8-scale model of twin-engine low-wing
transport airplane to investigate compressibility and interference
effects at speeds up to 450 mph. In addition to tests of the
standard arrangement of the model, tests were made with several
modifications designed to reduce the drag.
The results show serious increases in drag at critical Mach num-
bers ranging from about 0.47 to 0.60 due to the occurrence of
compressibility burbles on the standard radial-engine cowlings,
on sections of the wing as a result of wing-nacelle interference,
and on the semiretracted main landing wheels. The critical speed
at which the shock occurred on the standard cowlings was 20 mph
lower in the presence of only the wing. The drag of the complete
model was reduced 25% at 300 mph by completely retracting the
landing gear, fairing the windshield irregularities, and substi-
tuting streamline nacelles (with allowance made for proper amount
of cooling air flow) for the standard nacelle arrangement. The
values of the critical Mach number were considerably increased as
a result of the afore-mentioned improvements.
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EFFECTOFSMALLANGLESOFSWEEPANDMODERATEAMOUNTSOFDIHEDRAL
ONSTALLINGANDLATERALCHARACTERISTICSOFA WING-FUSELAGECOM-
BINATIONEQUIPPEDWITHPARTIAL-ANDFULL-SPANDOUBLESLOTTED
FLAPS,JeromeTeplitz, 1944
Tests of a wlng-fuselage combination incorporating NACA65-series
airfoil sections were conducted. The investigation included tests
with flaps neutral and with partial- and full-span double slotted
flaps deflected to determine the effects of (i) variations of wing
sweepbetween -4° and 8° on stalling and lateral stability and
control characteristics and (2) variations of dihedral between 0 °
and 6.75 ° on lateral stability characteristics.
Deflection of the flaps noticeably reduced dihedral effect.
Sweepback increased considerably the effective dihedral and de-
creased the adverse effect of flap deflection on dihedral
effect; sweepforward reduced the effective dihedral and increased
the adverse effect of flap deflection. More favorable variations
of effective dihedral with CL were obtained with sweepback.
Stalling characteristics were less satisfactory with sweepback
than with normal sweep or sweepforward in that the point of
initial stall moved outboard, but increased maximum lift coeffi-
cients were noted for every flap condition. Aileron effectiveness
was reduced about 10% with sweepback and flaps neutral but varied
little with speed with flaps deflected.
Agreement with theory was noted for the effect of changes in
dihedral angle on lateral stability characteristics. The test
results showed that the change in slope of the curve of rolling-
moment coefficient against angle of yaw was approximately 0.00026
per degree change in geometric dihedral angle.
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF PROFILE MODIFICATION
AND TABS ON THE CHARACTERISTICS OF AILERONS ON A LOW-DRAG AIRFOIL,
Robert M. Crane and Ralph W. Holtzclaw, 1944
An investigation was made to determine the effect of control-
surface profile modifications on the aerodynamic characteristics
of an NACA low-drag airfoil equipped with a 0.20c and a 0.15c
aileron. Tab characteristics were obtained for a 0.20-aileron
chord tabs on two of the 0.20c ailerons (NACA 661 2-216).
Thickening the aileron profile or thickening and beveling the
trailing edge of the aileron was found to reduce the aileron
effectiveness, reduce the slope of the wing-section lift curve,
and reduce the hinge-moment coefficients. Thinning the profile
had the opposite effect. The effects of profile thickness on the
aileron characteristics decreased with increasing angle of attack,
there being practically no effect at an angle of attack of 12 °.
For the thickened and beveled trailing edges, the effects were
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maximumfor the bevel, the length of which was 0.20 aileron chord,
and decreased for both increasing and decreasing bevel lengths.
Thickening the profile or thickening and beveling the trailing
edge caused a slight increase in minimumprofile-drag coefficient,
but thinning the profile had no effect.
It was shownthat deviations of the order of + O.005-aileron chord
from the specified profile on the ailerons of a typical pursuit
airplane can cause stick-force variations of + 20 pounds for a
large roll rate at an indicated airspeed of 300 mph. It was also
shownthat the danger of overbalance at small deflections of close-
ly balanced ailerons can be dimished by thickening of the aileron
profile if the internal-balance chord is simultaneously reduced to
maintain the samestick force for a large rate of roll.
Thickening and beveling the trailing edge on a typical aileron
installation caused a reduction of 50%in the control force for a
rate of roll at high speed. Whenused in conjunction with internal
balance, the thickened and beveled profile resulted in a 30%re-
duction in the nose balance required for a given control force at
high speed. Under these conditions, the variation of control
force with rate of roll was more nearly linear for the aileron of
normal profile than for the ailerons with thickened and beveled
trailing edges.
TR 824 SUMMARYOFAIRFOILDATA, Ira H. Abbott, Albert E. von Doenhoff,
and Louis S. Stivers, Jr., 1945
Recent airfoil data for both flight and wind-tunnel tests was
collected insofar as possible. The flight data consisted largely
of drag measurementsmadeby the wake-survey method. Most of the
data on airfoil section characteristics were obtained in the
Langley two-dimensional low-turbulence pressure tunnel. Detail
data necessary for the application of NACA6-series airfoils to
wing design were presented in supplementary figures, together with
recent data for the NACA00-, 14-, 24-, 44-, and 230-series air-
foils. The general methods used to derive the basic thickness
forms for NACA6- and 7-series airfoils and their corresponding
pressure distributions were presented. Data and methodswere given
for rapidly obtaining the approximate pressure distributions for
NACAfour-digit, five-digit, 6-, and 7-series airfoils. The
report includes an analysis of the lift, drag, pitching-moment,
and critical-speed characteristics of the airfoils, together with
a discussion of the effects of surface conditions. Data on high-
lift devices were presented. Problems associated with lateral-
control devices, leading-edge air intakes, and interference were
briefly discussed.
The followin$ conclusions may be drawn from the data presented:
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i. Airfoil sections permitting extensive laminar flow, such as the
NACA6- and 7-series sections, result in substantial reductions in
drag at high-speed and cruising lift coefficients as comparedwith
other sections if, and only if, the wing surfaces are fair and smooth.
2. Experience with full-size wings has shownthat extensive
laminar flows sre obtainable if the surface finish is as smooth
as that provided by sanding in the chordwise direction with No.
320 carborundumpaper and if the surface is free from small
scattered defects and specks. Satisfactory results are usually
obtained if the surface is sufficiently fair to permit a straight-
edge to be rocked smoothly in the chordwise direction without
jarring or clicking.
3. For wings of moderate thickness ratios with surface conditions
corresponding to those obtained with current constructions methods,
minimumdrag coefficients on the order of 0.0080 maybe expected.
The values of the minimumdrag coefficient for such wings depend
primarily on the surface condition rather than on the airfoil
section.
4. Substantial reductions in drag coefficient at high Reynolds
numbersmaybe obtained by smoothing the wing surfaces, even if
extensive laminar flow is not obtained.
5. The maximumlift coefficients for moderately camberedsmooth
NACA6-series airfoils with the uniform-load type of meanline are
as high as those for NACA24- and 44-series airfoils. The NACA
230-series airfoils have somewhathigher maximumlift coefficients
for thickness ratios less than 0.20.
6. The maximumlift coefficients of airfoils with flaps are
about the samefor moderately thick NACA6-series sections as for
the NACA23012section but appear to be considerably lower for
thinner NACA6-series sections.
7. The lift-curve slopes for smoothNACA6-series airfoils are
slightly higher than for NACA24-, 44-, and 230-series airfoils
and usually exceed the theoretical value for thin airfoils.
8. Leading-edge roughness causes large reductions in maximumlift
coefficient for both plain airfoils and airfoils equipped with
split flaps deflected 60° . The decrement in maximum lift coeffi-
cient resulting from standard roughness is essentially the same
for the plain airfoils as for the airfoils equipped with the 60 °
split flaps.
9. The effect of leading-edge roughness is to decrease the lift-
curve, slope, particularly for the thicker sections having the
position of minimum pressure far back.
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i0. Characteristics of airfoil sections with the expected surface
conditions must be knownor estimated to provide a satisfactory
basis for the prediction of the characteristics of practical-
construction wings and the selection of airfoils for such wings.
ii. The NACA6-series airfoils provide higher critical Mach
numbers for high-speed and cruising lift coefficients than earlier
types of sections and have a reasonable range of lift coefficients
within which high critical Machnumbersmaybe obtained.
12. The NACA6-series sections provide lower predicted critical
Machnumbersat moderately high lift coefficients than the earlier
types of sections. The limited data available suggest, however,
that the NACA6-series sections retain satisfactory lift charac-
teristics up to higher Machnumbers than the earlier sections.
13. The NACA6-series airfoils do not appear to present unusual
problems with regard to the application of ailerons.
14. Problems associated with the avoidance of boundary-layer
separation caused by interference are expected to be similar
for conservative NACA6-series sections and other good airfoils.
Detail shapes for optimuminterferring bodies and fillets maybe
different for various sections if local excessive expansions in
the flow are to be avoided. I
15. Satisfactory leading-edge air intakes maybe provided for
NACA6-series sections, but insufficient information exists to
allow intakes to be designed without experimental development.
200 pages of graphs are given for almost any general airfoil.
This would be an excellent report for a design manual because
it characterizes certain airfoils.
TR 833 GENERALTHEORYOFAIRFOIL SECTIONSHAVINGARBITRARYSHAPEOR
PRESSUREDISTRIBUTION,H. Julian Allen, 1945
In this report a theory of thin airfoils of small camber is
developed which permits either the velocity distribution
corresponding to a given airfoil shape, or the airfoil shape
corresponding to a given velocity distribution to be calculated.
The procedures to be employed in these calculations are outlined
and illustrated with suitable examples.
TR 903 THEORETICALNDEXPERIMENTALDATAFORA NUMBEROFNACA6A-SERIES
AIRFOIL SECTIONS,Laurence K. Loftin, Jr., 1948
The NACA6A-series airfoil sections were designed to eliminate
the trailing edge cusp which is characteristic of the NACA6-
series sections. Theoretical data were presented for NACA6A-
series basic thickness forms having the position of minimumpres-
sure at 30, 40, and 50%chord and with thickness ratios varying
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from 6%to 15%. The experimental results of a two-dlmensional
wind tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
five NACA 64A-series airfoil sections and two NACA 63A-series
airfoil sections were presented. An analysis of these results,
which were obtained at Re = 3 x i06, 6 x 106 , and 9 x 106 , indicat-
ed that the section mlnlmum-drag and maximum-llft characteristics
of comparable NACA 6-serles and 6A-serles airfoils are essentially
the same. The quarter-chord pltching-moment coefficients and
angles of zero llft of NACA 6A-series airfoil sections are slight-
ly more negative than those of corresponding NACA 6-series airfoil
sections. The position of the aerodynamic center and the lift-
curve slope of smooth NACA 6A-serles airfoil sections appear to be
essentially independent of airfoil thickness ratio in contrast to
the trends shown by NACA 6-serles sections. The addition of
standard leadlng-edge roughness causes the lift-curve slope of
the newer sections to decrease with increasing airfoil thickness
ratio.
TR 942 INVESTIGATION IN THE LANGLEY 19-FOOT PRESSURE TUNNEL OF TWO WINGS
OF NACA 65-210 AND 64-210 AIRFOIL SECTIONS WITH VARIOUS TYPE
FLAPS, James C. Sivells and Stanley H. Spooner, 1949
From the results of tests in the Langley 19-foot pressure tunnel
of a wing with NACA 65-210 airfoil sections and a wing with NACA
64-210 airfoil sections with several types of flaps, it was found
that:
At a Reynolds number = 4.4 x 106 , maximum lift coefficients of
2.48 and 2.76, respectively were obtained with the NACA 65-210 and
64-210 wings with full span double slotted flaps. These values
were approximately 205% of the flap neutral values of 1.21 and
1.35 for the respective wings.
Addition of the fuselage or the leading-edge roughness caused
reductions of 0.i to 0.3 in the Clmax'S of the wings. The NACA
64-210 wing was affected to a greater extent than was the NACA
65-210 wing, although the CLmax'S for the NACA 64-210 wing were
still higher.
Increases in the CLmax with increases in Reynolds number were
obtained at Reynolds numbers < 4.4 x 106 . Above this value,
the test Mach number was high enough to be above the limits of
this review project and into compressibility.
The stall of the NACA 64-210 wing was somewhat more abrupt but
slightly farther inboard than that of the NACA 65-210 wing. The
pattern of stall was not appreciably altered by the leading-edge
roughness or by the various flap configurations. The fuselage,
however, caused the stall to begin inboard near the wlng-fuselage
function.
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TR 950 INVESTIGATIONOFA SYSTEMATICGROUPOFNACAI-SERIESCOWLINGSWITH
ANDWITHOUTSPINNERS,Mark R. Nichols and Arvid L. Kelth, Jr., 1949
An investigation has been conducted to study cowling-spinner
combinations based on the NACA1-series nose inlets and to obtain
systematic design data for one family of approximately ellipsoidal
spinners.
For each spinner there is a single minimuminlet-velocity ratio
below which boundary-layer separation from the spinner occurs at
or ahead of the inlet. In the case of the NACA1-series spinners,
this inlet-velocity ratio is often higher than necessary to obtain
an essentially uniform pressure distribution on the cowling and,
thus, determines the high-speed design conditions.
Short conical spinners are superior to comparable NACA1-series
spinners with regard to the minimuminlet-velocity ratio for which
flow separation is avoided.
Separation bubbles occur on the inner-lip surface of the NACAl-
series cowlings at high inlet-velocity ratios and, in the case of
the open nose cowlings, initiate importantseparation of the in-
ternal flow. In the case of the cowling-spinner combinations,
propeller operation causes a strong outwardly increasing total-
pressure gradient in the inlet which delays and tends to eliminate
muchseparation. A revised inner-lip shape of the type investi-
gated can be used to delay the formation of such separation bub-
bles to considerably higher Inlet-velocity ratios.
Within the usual range of proportions, the addition of NACAl-
series spinners to NACA1-series cowlings does not changeappre-
ciably the design critical Machnumbers for the cowlings, but
frequently causes large changes in the inlet-velocity ratios re-
quired to obtain essentially uniform pressure distributions on
the cowlings. Wherethe design conditions are not determined
by the flow-separation characteristics of the spinner, the design
inlet-velocity ratio increases rapidly with increases in the
slope of the spinner surface just ahead of the inlet; important
increases maybe obtained when short conical spinners are substi-
tuted for conventional spinners of the sameoverall proportions.
With a propeller having approximately oval shanks, propeller
operation retards flow separation from the spinner and inner
cowling-lip surface and, within the usual range of high-speed
operating conditions, does not reduce the design critical Mach
number.
Increases in flight Machnumber reduce the effective _ of the
cowling lip for given values of inlet-velocity ratios less than
unity and, thus, reduce the minimumvalue of inlet-velocity ratio
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for which a near-uniform surface pressure distribution on the
cowling is obtained and tend to make the inner cowling-lip surface
more susceptible to flow separation.
Inasmuchas the present tests were conducted at low airspeeds,
the investlgatlon necessarily included a study of the procedure
required to determine the design operating conditions at the
design flight Machnumberfrom the low speed test results. In
this study, existing relations for open-nose cowlings were
generalized to the case of the cowling-spinner combination and
extended to the case of compressible flow. The derived relations
were then used to calculate the effect of Machnumberon the
design inlet-velocity ratio and to establish a simple correction
procedure.
The design conditions for the NACA1-series cowlings and cowling-
spinner combinations were presented in the form of charts from
which, for wide ranges of spinner proportions and rates of internal
flow, cowlings with near-maximumpressure recovery can be selected
for critical Machnumbersranging from 0.70 to about 0.85. In
addition, the characteristics of the spinners and the effects of
the spinners and the propeller on the cowling design conditions
were presented separately to provide initial quantitative data for
use in a general design procedure through which NACA1-series
cowlings can be selected for use with spinners of other shapes.
By use of this general design procedure, correlation curves
established from the test data, and the equations used, NACAl-
series cowlings and cowling-spinner combinations can be designed
for critical Machnumbers as high as 0.90.
TR 1176 DETERMINATIONFMEANCAMBERSURFACESFORWINGSHAVINGUNIFORM
CHORDWISELOADINGANDARBITRARYSPANWISELOADINGIN SUBSONICFLOW,
S. Katzoff, M. Frances Faison and HughC. DuBose, 1954
The field of a uniformly loaded wing in subsonic flow is discussed
in terms of the acceleration potential. It is shownthat, for
the design of such wings, the slope of the meancambersurface at
any point can be determined by a line integration around the wing
boundary. By an additional line integration around the wing
boundary, this methods is extended to include the case where the
local section lift coefficient varies with spanwise location.
For the uniformly loaded wing of polygonal plan form, the integra-
tions necessary to determine the local slope of the surface and
the further integrations of the slopes to determine the ordinate
can be done analytically. An outline of these integrations and
the resulting formulas are included.
Calculated results are given for sweptbackwing with uniform
chordwise loading and a highly tapered spanwise loading, a uni-
formly loaded delta wing, a uniformly loaded sweptback wing, and
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the samesweptbackwing with uniform chordwise loading but ellip-
tical span load distribution.
WIND-TUNNELANDFLIGHTINVESTIGATIONSOFTHEUSEOFLEADING-EDGE
AREASUCTIONFORTHEPURPOSEOFINCREASINGTHEMAXIMUMLIFT CO-
EFFICIENTOFA 35° SWEPT-WING AIRPLANE, Curt A. Holzhauser and
Richard S. Bray, 1956
An investigation was undertaken to determine the increase in maxi-
mum lift coefficient that could be obtained by applying area suc-
tion near the leading edge of a wing. This investigation was
first performed with a 35 ° swept-wing model in the wind tunnel,
and then with an operational 35 ° swept-wing airplane (F-86F) which
was modified in accordance with wind tunnel results.
Results
i. The maximum lift coefficient was increased more than 50% by
the use of area suction.
Configuration CLmax Stalling Characteristics
(i) Porous leading edge suction on
(2) Cambered leading edge
(3) Normal leading edge slats
extended
(4) Normal leading edge slats
closed
(5) Porous leading edge suction
off
1.82 Controllable, no stall
warning
1.58 Not controllable, no
stall warning
1.36 Controllable, adequate
stall warning
1.27 Controllable, adequate
stall warning
1.08 Controllable, adequate
stall warning
BLOWING-TYPE BOUNDARY-LAYER CONTROL AS APPLIED TO THE TRAILING-
EDGE FLAPS OF A 35 ° SWEPT-WING AIRPLANE, Mark W. Kelly, Seth B.
Anderson and Robert C. Innis, 1958
Flight investigations were made on an F-86D aircraft with boundary
layer control on the trailing-edge flaps:
I. Correlation of flap lift with jet momentum coefficient was
good for the range of pressure ratios obtainable from turbojet
engine bleed air systems.
2. The lift increment obtained by preventing flow separation on
the flap can be predicted up to 60 ° flap deflection by the linear
inviscid fluid theory of NACA Report 1071.
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3. Higher lift increments than those obtained by preventing flow
separation on the flaps can be achieved by further increasing the
momentumcoefficient to values above that required to prevent flow
separation. However, once the flow is attached to the flap,
large values of momentumcoefficient are required to increase
the lift significantly.
4. Lateral stability was increased slightly by blowing over the
flaps, and the maximum roll power of the ailerons was increased
by about 25%.
5. When the blowing nozzle was located in the upper surface of
the flap, it was found that the chordwise position of the nozzle
could be anywhere between the minimum pressure point on the flap
and the wing-flap juncture without seriously affecting the flap
lift. If the nozzle is located too far downstream of the minimum
pressure point, large losses in flap lift may result.
6. When the blowing nozzle was located in the wing shroud ahead
of the flap, it was necessary to position the flap close to the
nozzle to obtain the same coefficients of lift at low momentum
coefficients as those for the plain-blowing-flap configuration.
7. The blowing flap lift is relatively insensitive to spacers
or structural members in the nozzle throat. It is also insensi-
tive to flow disturbances such as those caused by leading-edge
slots.
8. Blowing with the flaps deflected 55 ° reduced the average
approach speed by as much as 12 knots in a carrier-type approach
compared to the slotted flap deflected 38 ° . In sinking type
approaches smaller reductions in speed were realized.
9. Blowing with flaps deflected 66 ° reduced the calculated land-
ing distance by 30% compared to the standard 38 ° slotted flap. In
take-off performance calculations, the catapult end speed required
at a given gross weight was reduced by 8 knots due to blowing.
For a field-type take-off, the gains calculated were relatively
small.
I0. Improvements were noted by the pilots in control of the glide
path with blowing on. Improvements were noted also in take-off
since the airplane would tend to fly off without as much rotation
in attitude required.
ii. The longitudinal term changes due to flap deflection and
application of blowing were considered excessive by the pilots.
12. In some cases, the stalling characteristics were made less
desirable with blowing on.
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TR 1370 AREA-SUCTIONBOUNDARY-LAYERCONTROLAS APPLIEDTOTHETRAILING-
EDGEFLAPSOFA 35° SWEPT-WINGAIRPLANE,WoodrowL. Cook, Seth B.
Anderson and GeorgeE. Cooper, 1958
The results of wind-tunnel and flight tests of a 35° swept-wing
airplane (F-86) having area suction (through a porous metal at
the leading edge of the flap) applied to the trailing edge flaps
indicated that trailing edge flap effectiveness could be improved
to values approaching theory for flap deflections ranging from
45 ° to 64 ° of deflection. The primary effects of boundary layer
control applied to trailing edge flaps was to increase lift at a
given angle of attack. Although the flap boundary layer control
reduced the stall speed only slightly, a reduction in minimum
comfortable approach speed of about 12 knots was obtained by a
number of pilots, particularly those giving visibility and alti-
tude or longitudinal control as the limiting-factor. The improve-
ments in flap effectiveness were accomplished with low values of
flow quantity and suction horsepower; flow coefficients ranging
from 0.0003 to 0.0008 were required; and suction power ranging
from i0 to 25 horsepower would be required in the normal landing-
approach and take-off speed ranges.
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THE UNSTEADY LIFT OF A WING OF FINITE ASPECT RATIO, Robert T.
Jones, 1940
THE APPLICATION OF BASIC DATA ON PLANINGSSURFACES TO THE DESIGN
OF FLYING-BOAT HULLS, Walter S. Diehl, 1940
THE CALCULATED EFFECT OF VARIOUS HYDRODYNAMIC AND AERODYNAMIC
FACTORS ON THE TAKE-OFF OF A LARGE FLYING BOAT, R. E. Olson and
J. M. Allison, 1940
A SIMPLIFIED THEORETICAL METHOD OF DETERMINING THE CHARACTERIS-
TICS OF A LIFTING ROTOR IN FORWARD FLIGHT, F. J. Bailey, 1941
ON THE USE OF RESIDUE THEORY FOR TREATING THE SUBSONIC FLOW OF
A COMPRESSIBLE FLUID, Carl Kaplan, 1942
NONSTATIONARY FLOW ABOUT A WING-AILERON-TAB COMBINATION INCLUDING
AERODYNAMIC BALANCE, Theodore Theodorsen and I. E. Garrick, 1942
GROUND EFFECT ON DOWNWASH ANGLES AND WAKE LOCATION, S. Katzoff
and Harold H. Sweberg, 1942
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF AN NACA 23012 AIRFOIL WITH 30-PERCENT-
CHORD VENETIAN-BLIND FLAPS, F. M. Rogallo and Bartholomew S. Spano,
1942
THE MEAN AERODYNAMIC CHORD AND THE AERODYNAMIC CENTER OF A TAPERED
WING, Walter S. Diehl, 1942
ON A NEW METHOD FOR CALCULATING THE POTENTIAL FLOW PAST A BODY OF
REVOLUTION, Carl Ka_lan, 1943
TESTS OF AIRFOILS DESIGNED TO DELAY THE COMPRESSIBILITY BURBLE,
John Stack, 1943
A METHOD FOR CALCULATING HEAT TRANSFER IN THE LAMINAR FLOW REGION
OF BODIES, H. Julian Allen and Bonnie C. Look, 1943
AERODYNAMIC AND HYDRODYNAMIC TESTS OF A FAMILY OF MODELS OF FLYING-
BOAT HULLS DERIVED FROM A STREAMLINE BODY-- NACA MODEL 84 SERIES,
John B. Parkinson, Roland E. Olson, Eugene C. Draley and Arvo A.
Luoma, 1943
THE FLOW OF A COMPRESSIBLE FLUID PAST A CURVED SURFACE, Carl
Kaplan, 1943
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JET-BOUNDARY CORRECTIONS FOR REFLECTION-PLANE MODELS IN RECTANGULAR
WIND TUNNELS, Robert S. Swanson and Thomas A. Toll, 1943
DETERMINATION OF GENERAL RELATIONS FOR THE BEHAVIOR OF TURBULENT
BOUNDARY LAYERS, Albert E. von Doenhoff and Neal Tetervin, 1943
COMPRESSIBLE POTENTIAL FLOW WITH CIRCULATION ABOUT A CIRCULAR
CYLINDER, Max A..Heaslet, 1944
WALL INTERFERENCE IN A TWO-DIMENSIONAL-FLOW WIND TUNNEL, WITH
CONSIDERATION OF THE EFFECT OF COMPRESSIBILITY, H. Julian Allen
and Walter G. Vincenti, 1944
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R 139 THE THEORY OF INDUCED LIFT AND MINIMUM INDUCED DRAG OF NONPLANAR
LIFTING SYSTEMS, Clarence D. Cone, Jr., 1962
The basic theory of the induced lift and drag of nonplanar,
circulation lifting systems is developed, and methods are evolved
for determining the span force loading intensity necessary for
minimum induced drag. It is shown that the aerodynamic efficiency
of such optimally loaded systems can be expressed in terms of an
effective aspect ratio which depends in value upon the spatial
distribution on the vorticity of the system. Methods for deter-
mining the maximum effective aspect ratio of arbitrary lifting
systems of given shape by use of conformal transformation and
electrical potential-flow analog techniques are developed and
illustrated. The value of the induced-drag efficiency factor is
determined for the families of circular, semiellipse, and complete-
ellipse arcs and for several more complex forms. The results of
the theory are interpreted in terms of the physical airfoil re-
quirements necessary for successful realization of the theoretical
induced-drag reductions. The practical application aspects of
nonplanar wing systems are briefly considered. The theoretical
developments in this paper are based upon the assumption of in-
viscid, incompressible fluid flow so that the results are directly
applicable to subsonic flight in air. The paper had as its pri-
mary objective, the development of the quantitative theoretical
procedures by which the minimum induced drag of arbitrary non-
planar lifting systems could be determined subject to the physical
restraint imposed by limiting the allowable projected span of the
system.
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EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL STUDIES OF AXISYMMETRIC FREE JETS,
Eugene S. Love, Carl E. Grigsby, Louise P. Lee and Mildred J.
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TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER ON A YAWED CONE IN A SUPERSONIC STREAM,
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APPROXIMATE ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS FOR HYPERSONIC FLOW OVER SLENDER
POWER LAW BODIES, Harold Mirels, 1959
EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER AND WALL-TEMPERATURE RATIO ON TURBULENT HEAT
TRANSFER AT MACH NUMBERS FROM 3 TO 5, Thorval Tendeland, 1959
ANALYSIS OF TURBULENT FLOW AND HEAT TRANSFER ON A FLAT PLATE AT
HIGH MACH NUMBERS WITH VARIABLE FLUID PROPERTIES, R° G. Deissler
and A. L. Loeffler, Jr., 1959
SEVERAL METHODS FOR AERODYNAMIC REDUCTION OF STATIC-PRESSURE
SENSING ERRORS FOR AIRCRAFT AT SUBSONIC, NEAR-SONIC, AND LOW
SUPERSONIC SPEEDS, Virgil S. Ritchie, 1959
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and John R. Sevler, Jr., 1960
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FIGURATIONS, Milton A. Beheim, 1961
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LOCAL HEAT TRANSFER AND RECOVERY TEMPERATURES ON A YAWED CYLINDER
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WR A-5 EFFECT OF MACH AND REYNOLDS NUMBERS ON THE MAXIMUM LIFT COEFFI-
CIENT OBTAINABLE IN GRADUAL AND ABRUPT STALLS OF A PURSUIT AIR-
PLANE EQUIPPED WITH A LOW-DRAG WING, John R. Spreiter, George
M. Galster and William K. Blair, July 1945
Flight tests were conducted on a pursuit airplane, which has an
NACA low-@rag wing, to determine the effects of Mach (M) and
Reynolds numbers (RN) on the maximum lift coefficient (CLmax)
obtainable in gradual and abrupt stalls. Gradual stalls were
made at Mach nunbers from 0.145 to 0.67 and Reynolds numbers
from 5.0 x &06 to 19.3 x 106 . Stalls of varying degrees of
abruptness were made at selected Mach numbers from 0.195 to
0.44 and Reynolds numbers from 6.37 x 106 to 11.3 x 106 . Com-
parisons are made with a pursuit plane having conventional wings.
The following were measured: indicated airspeed, pressure
altitude, normal acceleration, and pitching and rolling velo-
cities.
In the low Mach number region, the maximum lift coefficient de-
creases markedly with increases of altitude but at higher Mach
numbers the altitude effect is very small.
_CL
For all but two conditions _-M--max _ - 1.75 is caused by a
thickening boundary layer which reduces circulation. As RN
is increased with contant M the CLmax at first remains nearly
constant but as critical RN is reached the CLmax increases
rapidly to a higher value and then remains constant again with
further increases in Reynolds number. As Mach number increases,
the effects of RN on CLmax decreases.
The limiting value of CLmax in abrupt stalls is plotted as a
function of M and altitude and is shown to decrease rapidly with
increases in M but to be independent of altitude and therefore
RN •
The CLmax was affected by compressibility at Mach numbers as low
as 0.15.
At low M numbers the liftma x of the conventional wing was greater
than that of the test plan, but at moderately supercritical Mach
numbers the minimum lift of the low drag wing was much greater
than that of the conventional wing.
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WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFAILERONSONA LOW-DRAGAIRFOIL. III -
THEEFFECTOFTABS,Ralph W. Holtzclaw and Robert M. Crane,
November1944
Airfoil section lift and momentcoefficients, aileron hinge
momentsand tab hinge momentsare measuredon a NACA6612-216(a = 0.6) airfoil equipped with a 0.20-airfoil-chord plain sealed
aileron and a 0.20-aileron chord tab. Two aileron configurations
are used, one in which the aileron airfoil contour conforms to
the NACA6612-216 (a = 0.6) airfoil contour and one where the
aileron airfoil is straight sided. Data was obtained at Reynolds
numbers of from 5,500,000 to 9,000,000 at angles of from - 20° to
+ 20° and with tab deflections of from - 25° to + 25°. Results
are presented in graphical form in 15 sets of graphs. The coeffi-
cient derivatives
_c_ 6
a
_c_
' _6 a= _ = 0 _ = _ = 0
t o t
, etc. are presented in tabular
form.
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF AILERONS OF A LOW-DRAG AIRFOIL.
II - THE EFFECT OF THICKENED AND BEVELED TRAILING EDGES, Robert
M. Crane and Ralph W. Holtzclaw, January 1944
An investigation was made in the Ames 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel
of the effects of modifications to the trailing edge of a 0.20-
chord plain sealed aileron on an NACA 6612-216 (a = 0.6) airfoil.
Aileron control characteristics were estimated with normal-profile
ailerons and with the modified ailerons. (The modifications con-
sisted of various amounts of symmetrical thickening and beveling
of the aileron trailing edge.) The following conclusions were
drawn:
i. Beveling the aileron trailing edge causes a decrease in
aileron effectiveness, a decrease in the slope of the wing section
lift curve, a decrease in hinge-moment coefficients, and a
reduction in the angular range of linear aileron characteristics.
2. The magnitude of these bevel effects decreases with increasing
angle of attack.
3. The bevels cause an increase of 0.0001 in minimum profile-drag
coefficient.
4. The beveled trailing edge causes a reduction of 50 percent in
the high-speed control forces for large rates of roll.
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5. Whenused in conjunction with internal nose balance, the
trailing-edge bevel results in a 30-percent reduction in the nose
balance required for a given control force at high speed.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFAILERONSONA LOW-DRAGAIRFOIL.
I - THEEFFECTOFAILERONPROFILE,Robert M. Crane and Ralph W.
Holtzclaw, January 1944
An investigation was madein the Ames7- by 10-foot wind tunnel of
the effects of various modifications to the profile of a 0.20-
chord plain sealed aileron and a O.15-chord plain sealed aileron
on an NACA6612-216 airfoil. The results are as follows:
i. Thickening of the aileron profile results in a decrease in
the aileron effectiveness, a decrease in the slope of the wing
section lift curve, and a decrease in the aileron hinge-moment
coefficient. Thinning the profile has the opposite effect.
2. The effects of aileron profile are reduced as angle of attack
is increased. At an angle of attack of 12°, aileron profile has
no effect on the aileron characteristics.
3. Thickening the aileron profile causes an increase of 0.0004 in
the minimumsection profile-drag coefficient. Thinning the pro-
file had no effect on minimumdrag.
4. Whenthe ailerons of a typical pursuit plane are designed for
a given control force for a large rate of roll at high speed, the
aileron with thickened profiles have greater stick force for full
deflection at low speeds than the normal or thinned profiles.
5. Whendesigned for the samehigh-speed stick force for a large
rate of roll, ailerons of 0.20 chord are preferable to ailerons of
0.15 chord of the samespan.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTSOFSLOTSHAPEANDFLAP
LOCATIONONTHECHARACTERISTICSOFA LOW-DRAGAIRFOILEQUIPPEDWITH
A 0.25-CHORDSLOTTEDFLAP, Ralph W. Holtzclaw and Yale Weisman,
December1944
An investigation was madeto determine the effects of slot shape
and flap location on the characteristics of an NACA6612-216(a = 0.6) airfoil equipped with a 0.25 chord slotted flap to pro-
vide a basis for the study of drooped ailerons. Twoslots were
investigated and practical flap paths were selected for each. One
slot had a rounded entry; the other had an entry designed to re-
duce the gap with the flap retracted to a practical minimum.
The dynamic pressure = 50 psf, RN = 5,100,00 and M = 0.19.
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Lift, drag, and pitching-moment measurementswere madethroughout
the useful angle-of-attack range for a constant flap deflection
and position.
Results
i. For a properly located flap, the slot shape had little effect
on CLmax.
2. For intermediate lift coefficients with the flap deflected,
the round-entry slot had lower profile drag.
3. The addition of a minimum gap slot to the plain airfoil
caused an increase in the section profile-drag coefficient of
0.0002 (flap retracted), while the addition of the rounded-entry
slot caused an increase of 0.0015.
4. Low drag was obtained for a larger range of CL'S with the
minimum-gap slot (flap retracted) than with the rounded entry
slot.
5. The pitching moment coefficients were slightly higher with the
minimum-gap slot (flap retracted) than with the rounded-entry slot.
TESTS OF NACA 65(216)-420 AND 66(218)-420 AIRFOILS AT HIGH SPEEDS,
Joseph L. Anderson, April 1944
The report covers 2 high speed low-drag airfoils. It found the
65-series to have lower drag than the 66-series; the 65-series
has a larger low drag range. The 6-series is very sensitive to
minute surface variations and has higher critical Mach number.
For both, Von Karman's relation for the rate of increase of pres-
sure coefficients with Mach number overestimates critical Mach
number. The report has graphs and tables on lift, drag, pitching
moment characteristics, critical Mach numbers and pressure distri-
butions.
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF SPOILERS ON THE
CHARACTERISTICS OF A LOW-DRAG AIRFOIL EQUIPPED WITH A 0.25-CHORD
SLOTTED FLAP, Ralph W. Holtzclaw, July 1945
The report covered an investigation of circular arc spoiler on
NACA 6612-216 (a = 0.6) airfoil with 0.25 chord slotted flap.
Spoilers were mounted (i) upper surface at 0.725 chord, (2)
lower surface at 0.6666 chord, (3) both I and 2.
The upper surface spoilers were unsatisfactory because:
i. It produces rolling moments in wrong direction for small
deflections when flap is deflected.
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2. Nonlinear variation of effectiveness with deflection.
Sealing the flap slot eliminated reversal but reduced flap effec-
tiveness and spoiler effectiveness with flaps deflected. The
lower surface spoiler also suffered nonlinear variation of effec-
tiveness with deflection. The linkage of lower surface deflection
to upper surface deflection improved performance but it was neces-
sary to makespoiler deflection nonlinear with control travel.
Vehicle control was satisfactory.
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WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFANNACA23021AIRFOILWITHA 0.32-
AIRFOIL-CHORDOUBLESLOTTEDFLAP_Jack Fischel and John M.
Riebe_ October 1944
An investigation was madeof an NACA23021airfoil with a double
slotted flap having a chord of 32%of the airfoil chord to deter-
mine the aerodynamic section characteristics with the flaps
deflected at various positions. The effects of moving the fore
flap and rear flap as a unit and of deflecting or removing the
lower lip of the slot were also determined. The Reynolds number
was about 3.5xi06 for the tests.
The 0.32c double slotted flap on the NACA23021 airfoil gave a
CLmaxof 3.31_ which was larger than the value obtained with the
0.2566c or 0.40c single slotted flaps and 0.25 less than the value
obtained with the 0.40c double slotted flap on the sameairfoil.
The values of the profile-drag coefficient obtained with the 0.32c
double slotted flap were larger than those for the 0.2566c or
0.40c single slotted flaps CLbetween 1.0 and approximately 2.7.
At all values of the CL above 1.0_ the present arrangement had a
higher profile drag than the 0.40c double slotted flap.
At a given value of the CLmaxproduced by various flap deflections_
the 0.32c double slotted flap gave negative section pitching-
momentcoefficients that were higher than those of other slotted
flaps on the sameairfoil.
The 0.32c double slotted flap gave approximately the sameCLmax
as_ but higher profile-drag coefficient over the entire lift
than_ a similar arrangement of a 0.30c double slotted flap on an
NACA23012 airfoil.
Moving the flaps slightly from their optimumpositions sometimes
proved critical and resulted in a large increase in drag and a
reduction in lift. The position of the fore flap appears to be
more critical than that of the rear flap.
Deflecting the lower lip of the airfoil 19° upward generally de-
creased the CL and increased the profile CD over most of the
angle-of-attack range; removing the lip at the extended fore-flap
position reduced the profile drag slightly in the lower-lift
range but was slightly unfavorable at high CL.
AERODYNAMICTESTSOFA FULLSCALETBF-I AILERONINSTALLATIONIN
THELANGLEY16-FOOTHIGH-SPEEDTUNNELjJohn V. Becker and Peter
F. Korycinski_ December1944
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This report was specifically for the TBFairplane and was about
the failure of its wing panels from changes in aerodynamics of the
ailerons at high speed.
The hinge-momentcoefficients varied only slightly with airspeed
in spite of large fabric deflections that occurred at high speeds
for the large aileron angles.
Aerodynamic buffeting due to separation of the airflow from the
lower surface of the aileron occurred at up aileron angles of
-I0 ° or greater. The peak stresses set up in the aileron control
linkages because of buffeting were as high as three times the
meanstress indicated by conventional hinge-momentbalance meas-
urements. This buffeting condition appeared to be the only
aerodynamic characteristic that could possibly result in struc-
tural failures at high speeds.
The hinge-momentcoefficients were appreciably affected by lower-
ing the aileron and hinge line 1/4 inch below their normal posi-
tions.
An analysis of the hinge-momentdata showedthat the resultant
control momentof similar ailerons installed in the airplane would
tend to restore the ailerons to their neutral position for all the
test conditions.
Calculations showedthat elastic instability of the aileron
control system resulting in snatch of the upgoing aileron would
not occur at indicated airspeeds below 500 mph for an aileron with
the characteristics measuredin the present tests. Wing-aileron
flutter involving wing deflection components (both normal and
parallel to the chord line) occurred in these tests when the
principal natural vibration frequencies of the wing (both normal-
to-the-chord componentand chordwise component)were of approxi-
mately the samemagnitude as the natural bending frequency of the
aileron system. The flutter condition was eliminated in the
tests either by stiffening the aileron system until its natural
bending frequency was at least 1.4 times the principal normal-to-
the-chord wing bending frequency (the frequency ratio measuredon
a TBF-I airplane was approximately 1.4) or by greatly stiffening
the wing mounting in the chordwise plane.
An analysis of the flutter motion as determined from photographs
taken at intervals of 1/64 second indicated that the flutter con-
dition could also have been eliminated by mass-balancing the
aileron in the normal-to-the-chord plane. The center of gravity
of the aileron as tested was 2.17 inches above the hinge line.
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WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFCONTROL-SURFACECHARACTERISTICSOF
PLAINANDBALANCEDFLAPSONANNACA0009 ELLIPTICALSEMISPANWING_
Vito Tamburello_ Bernard J. Smith_ and H. NormanSilvers_ February
1946
A series of force tests were madeon an NACA0009 elliptical semi-
span wing equipped with a flap either 50%of the wing area or 30%
of the wing area. The 30%area flap was tested as a plain flap
and with 35-percent-flap-chord and 50%-flap-chord elliptical-nose
overhangs. Eachmodel was tested with the gap open and sealed
through an _ range of + 20° and a flap range of 0° to 30° . The
dynamic pressure was 15 psf and an airspeed of 71 mphwas used.
The effective Reynolds numberwas 2.76xi0 6 based on a c = 25.81".
All data was corrected for tare effects and tunnel-wall correc-
tions were also applied.
Results
I. The slope of the lift curve generally increased at large
angles of attack for small flap deflections. This was character-
istic of low aspect ratio wings.
2. At large position angles of attack and flap deflections_ both
flaps gave about the same maximum lift increment.
3. Sealing the gap generally increased the effectiveness _-_
whereas an elliptical overhang balance tended to decrease the
effectiveness with gap sealed and increase it with gap open. The
effect of the gap was nevertheless small.
4. The rate of change of hinge-moment coefficient with _ increased
positively and the rate of change of hinge-moment coefficient with
flap deflection increased negatively when the gap was sealed.
5. Calculated lift-curve slopes were always higher than measured
slopes.
THE EFFECTS OF ROUGHNESS AT HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBERS ON THE LIFT AND
DRAG CHARACTERISTICS OF THREE THICK AIRFOILS_ Frank T. Abbott_ Jr._
and Harold R. Turner_ Jr._ August 1944
The effects of roughness on three 22-percent-thick airfoils were
investigated. The Reynolds number range was from about 6x106 to
26xi06 for the airfoils smooth and with roughness strips applied_he
surfaces. The tests were made in a wind-tunnel. A correction of
about 2% was applied to the data for normal tunnel-wall-
construction effects. Different grains of roughness were tested.
The three airfoils tested were an NACA 63(420)-422 airfoil_ an
NACA 65(223)-422 (modified) airfoil_ and a 22-percent-thick Davis
airfoil.
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Results
i. The airfoil with roughness strips showed favorable scale
effects over the RN range from 6 to 26xi06.
2. At small and moderate lift coefficients_ the drag coeffi-
cients for all the sections tested with leading edge rough were
nearly the same for the same roughness conditions and Reynolds
number.
3. Increasing the size of the roughness grains applied to the
leading edge progressively decreased CLmax for the sizes tested_
but the greater part of the drag increment caused by the roughness
occurred with the smallest roughness tested.
4. The order in permitting high CL'S to be obtained without ex-
cessively high CD'S were:
(i) The NACA 63(420)-422
(2) The NACA 65(223)-422
(3) The 22% thick Davis
5. The CLma x of the NACA airfoils tested were not affected to
any great extent by roughness strips at 20 or 30% of the chord
back of the leading edge.
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF CONTROL-SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS.
XXIII - A 0.25-AIRFOIL-CHORD FLAP WITH TAB HAVING A CHORD TWICE
THE FLAP CHORD ON AN NACA 0009 AIRFOIL_ M. Leroy Spearman_
September 1945
Wind tunnel tests were made to determine the aerodynamic section
characteristics of an NACA 0009 airfoil with a plain flap having a
chord 25% of the airfoil chord and a balancing tab having a chord
50% of the airfoil chord so linked that the tab would deflect at
a given rate with respect to the flap. Three linkage ratios were
tested. The effective Reynolds number was 2.57xi06. The dynamic
pressure was 13 psf.
Results
i. A flap with a 2.00 cf balancing tab could produce hinge-moment
balance with both angle of attack and flap deflection and yet
have greater lift effectiveness than a flap of similar size
equipped with a 0.20 cf conventional balancing tab linked to give
hinge-moment balance with flap deflection only.
2. Deflecting the tab for trim was about 75% as effective as an
adjustable stabilizer.
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3. Sealing both gaps generally increased the slope of the lift
curve as well as the lift effectiveness of the flap.
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4. With the tab deflected negatively for trim_ the hinge moments
were closely balanced at high positive angles of attack.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFA RECTANGULARNACA2212 AIRFOILWITH
SEMISPANAILERONSANDWITHNONPERFORATED_BALANCEDDOUBLESPLIT
FLAPSFORUSEASAERODYNAMICBRAKES_ThomasA. Toll and Margaret
F. Ivey_ April 1945
Tests were madeto determine the applicability of nonperforated_
balanced double split flaps for use as aerodynamic brakes. The
effectiveness and the stability of a conventional trailing-edge
aileron located immediately behind the flaps were also tested. A
rectangular I0- by 6-inch wing model of NACA2212 airfoil section
was used for tests. Results were obtained for flat-plate flaps
with no wing cut-outs and for flaps having Clark Y sections with
cut-outs madein the wing to simulate the space left open by the
deflected flaps. The flap deflections_ the chordwise location_
and the gaps between the flaps and the airfoil contour were
varied over wide ranges in order to determine optimum configura-
tion. An investigation was madeto determine any buffeting ten-
dencies of the aileron.
Dynamicpressure = 16.37 psf_ V = 80 mph_ RNef = 975_000
The jet boundary correction was applied.
Tests were also madeon the model without flaps.
Results
i. The effectiveness of a conventional aileron behind balanced
double split flaps was generally low but increased as the flaps
were movedrearward.
2. The slope of the curve of lift coefficient against angle of
attack generally decreased as the flaps were movedrearward and
as the flap gaps were increased.
3. An aileron back of a balanced single split flap with a small
flap gap may be as effective through a large part of the angle-of-
attack range as an aileron on a wing having no flaps.
4. The effectiveness of the aileron on the model having airfoil-
section flaps and wing cut-outs was generally slightly higher than
the effectiveness of the aileron on the model having flat-plate
flaps and no wing cut-outs.
5. From a consideration of lift_ drag_ aileron-effectiveness_ and
aileron hinge-momentcharacteristics a satisfactory practical
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configuration probably could be obtained with balanced double
split flaps located at 80%of the wing chord and with flap gaps
of 20%of the wing chord.
6. The drag of this model was higher than the drag of an NACA
23012 airfoil with full-span_ 0.20-airfoil-chord_ perforated
double split flaps at the samechordwise location.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFROUNDEDHORNSANDOF GUARDSONA
HORIZONTALTAlL SURFACE_Robert B. Liddell and Vernard E. Lock-
wood_October 1944
An investigation was madeto determine the aerodynamic effects of
horn balances with various plan forms and of guards on a hori-
zontal tail surface. The tail surface investigated was the
GrummanTBF-I airplane.
4 guards were tested with differences in area.
Dynamicpressure = 16.37 psf and also 12.53 psf with
V = 80 and 70 mphand RN = 1.97xi06 and 1.72xi06
Jet boundary corrections were applied.
Results
I. Rounding the adjacent horn and stabilizer edges had a
negligible effect on the aerodynamic characteristics of the tail
surface except for that caused by the decrease in horn area
moment.
2. A solid horn guard mounted at the end of the stabilizer
increased the rate of change of lift with angle of attack and with
elevator deflection.
3. The rate of change of hinge moment with angle of attack and
with elevator deflection increased negatively as the guard area
was increased.
EFFECTS OF REYNOLDS NUMBER AND LEADING EDGE ROUGHNESS ON LIFT AND
DRAG CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NACA 653-418 _ a = 1.0 AIRFOIL SECTION_
J. H. Quinn 3 Jr. 3 November 1945
The present investigation was made to determine the effects of the
Reynolds number (RN) on the lift and drag characteristics of a
NACA 6-series section with roughened leading edge. Tests were
made on the NACA 653-4183 a = 1.0 airfoil section over a range of
RN from 0.23xi06 to 3.0x106. Lift and drag measurements were made
at several RN's in this range with two degrees of roughness applied
to the leading edge.
Tests were made both in the low-turbulence tunnel at atmospheric
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pressure and in the low turbulence pressure tunnel at pressures of
14.7, 30, 45, 63, and 87 psf. The Machnumberwas never greater
than 0.2.
Corrections for tunnel-wall interference were applied.
Results
I. Rougheningthe edges generally lowered the CLmaxthroughout
the range of Reynolds numbers.
2. There was a critical Reynolds number_.7xl06 and 0.5xi06 for
the 0.0003c and 0.0007c diameters roughening grains) at which the
lift-curve slope decreases rapidly and the drag coefficient in-
creases sharply depending upon the size of the roughness.
3. At Reynolds numbergreater than 1.0xl06 the changes in lift-
curve slope and drag coefficient were nearly independent of the
sizes of roughness used for the two sizes of roughness tested.
4. Large variations in the lift and drag characteristics of the
airfoil were found in the range of RN's between 0.23xi06 and
i. 0xl06.
FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFBOUNDARY-LAYERANDPROFILE-DRAGCHARAC-
TERISTICSOFSMOOTHWINGSECTIONSOFA P-47D AIRPLANE,J. A.
Zalovcik, October 1945
A flight investigation was madeof boundary-layer and profile-
drag characteristics of smoothwing sections of a P-47D airplane.
Measurementswere madeat 3 stations on the wing:
(I) On upper surface of left wing in slipstream at 25%semispan.
(2) On upper surface of left wing in slipstream at 63%semispan.
(3) Wakesurveys were madeat 63%semispan on right wing.
The tests were madein straight flight and in turns over a range
of conditions in which airplane lift coefficients from 0.15 to
0.68, Reynolds numbersfrom 7.7xi06 to 19.7xi06, and Machnumbers
from 0.25 to 0.69 were obtained.
Results
I. Boundary-layer transition at least as far back as 20% was
obtained on the upper surface of a section in the slipstream at
low lift coefficient.
2. At the highest Mach number attained in the tests, the criti-
cal Mach number was exceeded by at least 0.04 with no evidence
of compressibility shock losses appearing in the form of in-
creased width of the wake or increased profile-drag coefficient.
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3. For flight conditions approaching the critical Machnumber_
variations in Machnumberas large as 0.17 appeared to have no
effect on profile-drag coefficient.
FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFBOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITIONANDPROFILEDRAG
OFAN EXPERIMENTALLOW-DRAGWINGINSTALLEDONA FIGHTER-TYPEAIR-
PLANE_J. A. Zalovcik and R. B. Skoog_April 1945
The test plane was the XP-47Fwith a wing airfoil section that
varied from an NACA66(215)-1(16.5) at the plane of symmetry to
an NACA67(115)-215 at the tip. Boundary-layer-transition and
profile drag measurementswere madeat a section outside the
propeller slipstream with smooth and with standard camouflage
surfaces and on the upper surface of a section in the propeller
slipstream with the surface smoothed.
Tests were madein normal flight at indicated airspeeds ranging
from about 150 to 300 mphand in steady turns.
The range of Reynolds number (RN) was from 9x106 to 18x106and
Machnumberrange of 0.27 to 0.53.
Transition measurementswere madeon the upper wings as well as
wake surveys being taken behind the wing.
Results
I. The point of transition on the upper surface moved rearward
with decreasing CL to about 50% of the chord and then moved for-
ward again with a further decrease in CL.
2. The profile-drag coefficient decreased with decreasing lift-
coefficient until a minimum of 0.0045 was obtained at a section
CL of about 0.19 and RN = 15.9xi06.
3. No difference in the point of transition on the upper surface
or in the profile-drag coefficient was observed when the airplane
was flown with normal engine operation and with engine throttled.
Separate results are given for the standardright wing section
with camouflage point and normal construction waviness as well as
for the specially finished upper surface of the left wing section
in the propeller slipstream.
FLIGHT INVESTIGATION AT HIGH SPEEDS OF PROFILE DRAG OF WING OF A
P-47D AIRPLANE HAVING PRODUCTION SURFACES COVERED WITH CAMOUFLAGE
PAINT_ J. A. Zalovcik and F. L. Daum_ March 1946
A flight investigation was made at high speeds to determine the pro-
file drag of a P.47D airplane wing having production surfaces
covered with camouflage paint. The profile drag of a wing section
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somewhatoutboard of the flap was determined by meansof wake
surveys in tests madeover a range of airplane lift coefficients
from 0.06 to 0.69 and airplane Machnumbersfrom 0.25 to 0.78 and
Reynolds numbers (RN) from 8.4xi06 to 23.1xi0 6.
Surface Preparation => i coat of zinc chromate primer
1 coat of gray surfacer
2 coats of olive-drab camouflage paint
Surface roughness measurementswere madeas were surface waviness.
The tests were madein level flight_ dives_ and turns at 20_000 ft
and over a range of calibrated airspeeds from 150 to 415 mph.
Results
I. A minimum profile-drag coefficient of 0.0097 was attained for
airplane CL'S from 0.16 to 0.25 at Mach numbers below 0.67.
2. Below the Mach number at which compressibility shock was evi-
dent_ as indicated by a rapid rise in profile drag_ variation in
Mach number as much as 0.2 appeared to have no effect on the
profile drag coefficient while the RN variatioh was appreciable.
3. Compressibility shock losses were not evident until the
critical Mach number was exceeded by at least 0.025.
WIND-TUNNEL TESTS OF A BLUNT-NOSE AILERON WITH BEVELED TRAILING
EDGE ON AN NACA 66(215)-216 AIRFOIL WITH SEVERAL MODIFICATIONS OF
AILERON NOSE AND ADJACENT AIRFOIL CONTOUR_ J. D. Bird_ February
1945
Ailerons having a 0.35-aileron-chord blunt-nose overhang and a 26 °
beveled trailing edge have been tested in two-dimensional flow on
an NACA 66(215)-216 airfoil with several modifications of the
aileron nose and adjacent airfoil contour. Comparing with cusped_
intervally balanced and blunt-nose ailerons_ it was found that:
Making the aileron nose more nearly elliptical decreased the
balance of hinge moments at small aileron angles and increased
the balance of hinge moments at large aileron angles. The CL'S
at large angles were higher than those obtained with the more
blunt nose.
Rounding the airfoil contour adjacent to the aileron nose generally
increased the balance of hinge moments and_ for small aileron
angles_ slightly increased the value of the slope of the curve of
CL against aileron angle CLs. The increase in balance was most
pronounced for a range of aileron angle of ± i0°. This modifica-
tion gave results similar to those that would be obtained when an
aileron nose was made more blunt.
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Flaring the airfoil contour in the region adjacent to the aileron
nose decreased the balance of hinge momentsfor aileron angles up
to approximately J 14° . The value of CL8over a large part of
the aileron-angle range was decreased. These results were similar
to those that would be obtained when an aileron nose was madeless
blunt.
The effects of the airfoil-contour changeswere small at large
aileron angles.
Unsealing the gap at the aileron nose generally caused the effects
resulting from the various modifications of the aileron nose and
adjacent airfoil contour to be more pronounced.
The aileron with 0.60-aileron-chord internal balance and cusped
trailing edge afforded a greater degree of balance of hinge moments
and higher lift at large deflections than the cusped aileron with
the 0.35-aileron-chord blunt-nose overhang or the aileron with 26°
beveled trailing edge and 0.35-aileron-chord blunt-nose overhang.
Comparisonswith other data indicated that_ for small aileron
angles_ the increments of hinge-momentcoefficient resulting from
a beveled trailing edge _nd a blunt-nose overhang were additive.
FULL-SCALEWIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFFORWARDUNDERSLUNGCOOLING-
AIR DUCTS_W. J. Nelson_ K. R. Czarnecki and Robert D. Harrington_
October 1944
A general investigation of underslung cooling air ducts in various
locations on a model of a typical single-engine tractor airplane
has been conducted.
Pressure recoveries at the radiator greater than 90%of the free-
stream dynamic pressure were obtained at the low lift coefficient
of 0.i0_ with the propeller removed_for inlet velocity ratios
ranging from 0.40 to 0.75. Beyondthe inlet velocity ratio of
0.75 the pressure recoveries decreased rapidly.
The variation of pressure recovery with lift coefficient 3 with
the propeller removed_was less than 5%of the free stream dynamic
pressure at values of inlet-velocity ratio of 0.5_ for inlet-
velocity ratios greater than 0.5 the pressure losses ahead of the
radiator increased rapidly with CL. Vanes in the diffuser of the
forward underslung duct had little effect on the pressure recovery
at low CL'S but reduced the adverse effects of increasing CL.
Operation of the propeller_ equipped with large chord cuffs_
increased the total pressure at the radiator of the large duct
approximately 7%of the free-stream dynamic pressure at the high-
speed thrust coefficient of 0.02 and approximately 45%of the
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free-stream dynamic pressure at the climb thrust coefficient of
0.ii. The static pressure at the outlet with no exit flaps in-
creased with both the CL and the propeller thrust.
With the propeller removed_the static pressure at the outlet was
reduced approximately 50%of the free-stream dynamic pressure by
installing 45° exit flaps; the effectiveness of the exit flaps
increased considerably with power.
At equal values of the inlet-velocity ratio and pressure-drop
coefficient for the orifice plate_ the internal drag of the small
duct was somewhathigher in someinstances than that of the
larger duct even though the air flow was considerably less. The
higher drag was a result of the lower diffuser expansion ratio of
the small duct_ which resulted in a higher dynamic pressure within
the duct and hence greater pressure losses and a greater pressure
drop across the radiator. No comparison was madeof the ducts on
the basis of providing equal cooling.
Increases in the inlet-velocity ratio with the propeller removed
increased the critical Machnumberof the duct lower lip and duct-
fuselage fillets.
Increases in the CL of the airplane with propeller removedin-
creased the critical speed of the fillets. Propeller operation
had little effect on the critical speed of the lower lip. The
critical speed of the left fillet was only slightly decreased by
propeller operation; whereas a substantial increase was measured
at the right fillet.
APPLICATIONOF SPRINGTABSTOELEVATORCONTROLS_William H.
Phillips_ October 1944
Problems were investigated which were concerned with the character-
istics of a spring-tab type of elevator. The main problems
encountered are to provide stick forces in the desired range_ to
maintain the force per G sufficiently constant throughout the
speed range_ to avoid undesirable "feel" of the control in ground
handling_ and to prevent flutter. The following conclusions were
reached in this investigation:
I. By use of spring tabs_ satisfactory elevator control-force
characteristics may be obtained over a large center of gravity
range on airplanes varying in weight from about 16_000to at
least 300_000pounds.
2. The spring tab offers the possibility of greatly reducing
the changes in stick forces that result from small variations in
contours of the elevators on different airplanes of the sametype.
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3. The elevator control-force characteristics resulting from the
use of a spring tab should be more closely predictable than those
with other types of aerodynamic balance_ in order to take advan-
tage of this effect more complete information on the hinge-moment
characteristics of tabs will be required.
4. Oneof the chief objectives to the use of spring tabs is the
amountof weight required for massbalance to prevent flutter.
The change in elevator hinge momentcaused by any change in angle
of attack_ elevator angle_ or tab angle is given by:
(i) He
_CH
e
= (_T _T
_CH _CH 2e e
+ A6e 6_--e + A6t _-_t-) qTbeCe
where:
_T = angle of attack of tail
CHe = hinge moment coefficient of elevator
6e : elevator deflection
6t = tab deflection
qT = dynamic pressure at tail
be = span of elevator
c = chord of elevator
e
subscripts • T = tail
t = tab
e : elevator
The corresponding change in tab hinge moment is
(2)
DCh t DCh t
AHt : (A_T _T + A6e _6e
DCht 2
-- + A6 t _-Tt_) qTbTCt
The relationship between the stick force; F; the elevator hinge
moment_ and the tab hinge moment_ when the spring tab system is
in equilibrium is given by:
(3) AF :
AH t + A5 + K2K 3
K 2
K I and K2 are the gearing ratios between the stick and elevator
and between the stick and tab.
K 3 is defined by
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F = K36t
where F is the stick force required at zero airspeed to deflect
the tab with the elevator fixed.
By simultaneous solutions of equations (i)_ (2)_ and (3) the stick
force required in any maneuver for an elevator equipped with an
unpreloaded spring tab maybe obtained.
SCALE-EFFECTTESTSIN A TURBULENTTUNNELOFTHENACA653-418_
a = 1.0 AIRFOILSECTIONWITH0.20-AIRFOIL-CHORDSPLITFLAP,
Warren A. Tucker and Arthur R. Wallac% September1944
Scale-effects tests of the NACA653-418_ a = 1.0 airfoil section
with a split flap having a chord 20%of the airfoil chord were
made. The Reynolds numbersranged from 0.19x106 to 2.99xi06_
the Machnumberattained was never greater than 0.i0.
The CLmaxincreased with Reynolds number. Deflecting the flap
added an increment of CLmaxthat seemedto be almost constant at
all Reynolds numbers.
The slope of the section lift curve with flap deflected showedno
consistent variation with Reynolds number_although the slope of
the section lift curve for the plain airfoil increased up to a
Reynolds number of about 1.0xl06 and then remained nearly constant
up to a Reynolds numberof about 3.0xI06_ the limit of the tests.
For flap deflections above 15_ the slope of the section lift
curve decreased with an increase in flap deflection.
The section profile-drag coefficient with flap deflected remained
almost constant with Reynolds number_although the section profile-
drag coefficient for the plain airfoil decreased up to a Reynolds
numberof about 0.8xi06 and then remained nearly constant to a
Reynolds numberof about 3.0x106.
The slope of the pitching momentcoefficient curve of the plain
airfoil becameslightly more negative with an increase in Reynolds
number. The pitching-moment-coefficient slope for the airfoil
with flap deflected varied with CL in such a way that presentation
of the slopes was not practical.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFANNACA66-SERIES16-PERCENT-THICK
LOW-DRAGTAPEREDWINGWITHFOWLERANDSPLITFLAPS_Robert H.
Neely and Gerald V. Foster_ January 1946
Tests of an NACA66-series 16%-thick low-drag tapered wing of
12-foot span with .30-chord Fowler and 0.20_chord split flaps led
to these conclusions:
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The CLmax'Sobtained with full-span and partial span Fowler flaps
were 3.27 and 2.49 at an Re = 3.5xi06. For the sameconditions_
the CLmax'Sobtained with split flaps were 2.43 and 2.07. The
values of CLmaxfor the wing with split flaps were somewhatlower
(approximately 5%) than the values obtained for comparable wings
with conventional airfoil sections.
Trimming the large pitching momentsdue to flaps would appreciably
reduce the maximumlift available_ particularly for the Fowler
flaps.
For all configurations investigated_ the wing stalled suddenly_
and in most cases completely_ for a very small increase in angle
of attack beyondmaximumlift. With flaps retracted or with
partial span split flaps_ there was someindication of the
approaching wing stall_ but with partial-span or full-span Fowler
flaps there was no such indication.
SCALEANDTURBULENCEEFFECTSONTHELIFT ANDDRAGCHARACTERISTICS
OFTHENACA653_418_ a = 1.0 AIRFOIL SECTION#John H. Quinn# Jr._
and Warren A. Tucker_ August 1944
An investigation in two NACAwind tunnels has determined the effect
of Reynolds numberand stream turbulence on the lift and drag
characteristics of a low-drag airfoil-NACA 653_418_ a = 1.0.
Large increases in minimumdrag coefficient were found as the
Reynolds numberdecreased particularly at Reynolds numbersbelow
1.5x106. At Reynolds numbersbelow 1.5xi06_ stream turbulence had
little effect on the drag characteristics_ but at high Reynolds
numbersstream turbulence had a detrimental effect on drag.
Large decreases in maximumlift coefficient were found with de-
creasing Reynolds number; most of this decrease was encountered at
Reynolds numbersabove 2.0x106.
Considerable variation of lift-curve slope with Reynolds number
was found. Results at high and low turbulence differed as muchas
6 percent but yielded the samevalue of lift-curve slope at a
Reynolds number= 4.0x106. At Reynolds numbershigher than this
value_ no scale effect on the lift-curve slope was observed over
the range tested.
PROFILE-DRAGCOEFFICIENTSOFCONVENTIONALANDLOW-DRAGAIRFOILSAS
OBTAINEDIN FLIGHT_John A. Zalovcik_ May 1944
The results of flight investigations of the profile drag of several
carefully finished conventional and low-drag6airfoils were pre-
sented. Reynolds numbersranged from 7.4xi0 all the way up to
31xlO6. The results (for the airfoils: NACA27-2125 NACA35-215;
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NACA66_2-2(14.7); NACA64_2-(1.4)(13.5); NACA2414.57 N-22_
Republic S-3_II_ Republic S-3_13) indicated that in all cases
lower profile-drag coefficients were obtained with the low-drag
airfoils than with the conventional airfoils over the range of
lift coefficient tested and that_ for comparable conditions of
lift coefficient and Reynolds number_ the low-drag airfoils may
have profile-drag coefficients which are at least 27% lower than
the profile-drag coefficients of the conventional airfoils.
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF NACA 66(215)-216_ 66_i-212_ AND
651-212 AIRFOILS WITH 0.20-AIRFOIL-CHORD SPLIT FLAPSj Felicien
F. Fullmer_ Jr._ July 1944
This was a report of lift coefficients of three different airfoil
sections with and without flaps. Results are available in any
book of airfoil tables.
SUMMARY OF MEASUREMENTS IN LANGLEY FULL-SCALE TUNNEL OF MAXIMUM
LIFT COEFFICIENTS AND STALLING CHARACTERISTICS OF AIRPLANES_
Harold H. Sweberg and Richard C. Dingeldein_ April 1945
The results of measurements of CLmax and stalling characteristics
of some different airplanes were collected.
Wings having high taper ratios and large amounts of sweepback
have been shown to be subject to poor stalling characteristics
because they are susceptible to tip stalling. The proper com-
binations of washout and changes in camber and wing thickness
from root to tip with taper will usually produce satisfactory
stalls on wings subject to tip stalling.
The addition of fuselages and nacelles to wings frequently in-
troduces centers of local separation and may reduce the maximum
CL if the wing-fuselage or wing-nacelles junctures are not
adequately faired.
Deflection of the landing flaps generally tended to "clean up"
the inboard sections of a wing and increased the upwash over the
outer unflapped portions of the wing.
Propeller operation will generally increase the severity of the
stall_ especially on single-engine airplanes_ by producing an
asymmetrical stall pattern and by cleaning up the inboard sec-
tions of the wings.
The CLmax of an airplane may be appreciably increased by the
elimination of wing surface roughness and air leakage through the
wings.
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Wing-duct inlets with well-cambered upper lips properly aligned
with the flow at the leading-edge of the wing will generally
cause no reduction in the CLmaxof an airplane; whereas substan-
tial decreases in the CLmaxof an airplane may be caused by ducts
with the inlet plane perpendicular to the chord line and by inlet
lips with small leading-edge radii.
The increments of CL contributed by split flaps could be computed
with sufficient accuracy by the use of two-dimensional test data;
for slotted flaps_ however_ the measured increments of CL were_
on the average_ about 20%lower than those calculated from the
available two-dimensional test data. These low values for the
slotted flaps are attributed_ mainly_ to difficulties encountered
by manufacturers in producing slot shapes of efficient aerodynamic
design.
In a single instance where great care was taken to reproduce the
test conditions of Reynolds number_propeller operation_ and the
time rate of changeof angle of attack_ satisfactory agreement
Is
of the CLmax determined from full-scale-tunnel and flight tests
were obtained.
TWO-DIMENSIONAL WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF 0.20-AIRFOIL-CHORD
PLAIN AILERONS OF DIFFERENT CONTOUR ON AN NACA 651-210 AIRFOIL
SECTION_ William J. Underwood_ Albert L. Braslow_ and Jones F.
Cahill_ December 1945
A two-dimensional wind-tunnel investigation was made of an NACA
651-210 airfoil equipped with three interchangeable sealed-gap
0.20-airfoil-chord plain ailerons of different contour. The air-
foil was tested with smooth surfaces and with standard leading
edge roughness. Changing the aileron contour by thickening or
beveling the trailing edge would cause:
I. The aileron effectiveness parameter to decrease.
2. The rate of change of aileron section hinge-moment coefficient
with both section angle of attack and aileron deflection to in-
crease positively.
3. The rate of change of section lift coefficient with section
angle of attack to decrease.
4. The maximum section lift coefficient to decrease.
5. The aerodynamic center to shift forward.
6. The increment of section pitching-moment coefficient induced
by aileron deflection at constant lift to remain the same.
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7. The section profile drag coefficient with the aileron neutral
to remain substantially unaffected throughout the section angle-
of-attack range.
The application of roughness to the leading edge would accentuate
the balancing action of the aileron and the loss in aileron
effectiveness caused by beveling the aileron trailing edge.
The effect of aileron contour on the hinge momentsof sealed
internally balanced ailerons_ as computedfrom data on the hinge-
momentand seal-pressure-difference coefficients of plain ailer-
ons_ showedan appreciable effect of aileron contour on the hinge
momentsat large aileron deflections even though all three
ailerons were computedto have the samehinge-momentslope at
small deflections.
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFTHENACA747A315AND747A415
AIRFOILSFROMTESTSIN THENACATWO-DIMENSIONALLOW-TURBULENCE
PRESSURETUNNEL_Albert E. von Doenhoff and Louis S. Stivers_ Jr._
September1944
Data is presented which is contained in airfoil section manuals.
ANALYSISOFAVAILABLEDATAONTHEEFFECTIVENESSOFAILERONS
WITHOUTEXPOSEDOVERHANGBALANCE_Robert S. Swansonand Stewart
M. Crandall_ May 1944
The trends indicated by the analysis of available data on the
effectiveness of ailerons without exposed overhang balance have
been sun_narizedin the form of a few approximate rules concerning
the effectiveness of flap parameter (at constant lift):
Thickening and beveling the trailing edge (as measuredby the
trailing edge angle 9) will generally reduce the effectiveness
about 0.3% per degree of bevel for ailerons sealed at the hinge
axis and about 0.6% per degree of bevel for unsealed ailerons.
A 0.005c gap at the hinge axis usually reduced the effectiveness
about 17%for flap chord ratios of 0.2. This percentage in-
creased as the flap chord ratio is reduced. The effectiveness
was about 14%lower at aileron deflections of 20° than at aileron
deflections of I0o. At large angles of attack (_ = I0o) and for
chord ratios of about 0.2_ positively deflected ailerons were about
20%less effective than negatively deflected ailerons. The
deflection of partial-span flaps had no consistent effect on the
effectiveness. Increases in Machnumberand forward movementof
the transition point decreased the aileron effectiveness.
EFFECTOFLEAKAGEPASTAILERONNOSEONAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICS
OFPLAINANDINTERNALLYBALANCEDAILERONSONNACA66(215)-216_
a = 1.0 AIRFOIL_J. D. Bird_ July 1945
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The effect of leakage past the aileron nose on the aerodynamic
characteristics of plain and internally balanced ailerons on an
NACA66(215)-216_ a = 1.0 airfoil was investigated in 2-D flow.
From the results of this investigation_ it was found that:
A small amount of leakage area changed the pressure distribution
over the plain and internally balanced ailerons markedly. This
changegenerally resulted in negative increments in the lift and
hinge-momentparameters. A further increase in the leakage area
produced smaller changes in these parameters for the internally
balanced aileron.
The sensitivity of the internally balanced aileron tested to
small amounts of leakage area would makeclose aileron balance
difficult without use of a complete nose seal.
The hinge-momentcharacteristics of the internally balanced
aileron with leakage past the balance plate generally were not
changedradically by the changing leakage area from a narrow
slit spanning the aileron at the balance plate nose to a rectangu-
lar hole of about the samearea located at the model midspan.
Reducing the amount of leakage area and vent area so as to hold
constant the ratio of leakage area to vent area increased the
degree of hinge-momentbalance at large aileron angles but caused
no appreciable change in the degree of balance at small aileron
angles.
The sealed and unsealed internally balanced ailerons had almost
the samevariation of aileron deflection hinge-momentcoefficient
with Machnumberand Reynolds number.
WRL 175 WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOF CONTROL-SURFACECHARACTERISTICS.
XXI - MEDIUMANDLARGEAERODYNAMICBALANCESOFTWONOSESHAPESAND
A PLAIN OVERHANGUSEDWITHA 0.40-AIRFOIL-CHORDFLAPONANNACA
0009 AIRFOIL_John M. Riebe and Oleta Church_March 1945
The results of tests of an NACA0009 airfoil with a 40%-chord flap
having various arrangements of overhang and nose shape indicated
that:
The slope of the lift-coefficient curve was approximately the
samefor all sealed gap-conditions regardless of aerodynamic-
balance shape or length_ except for the elliptical-nose overhang
with a 50%-flap chord for which the slope was about 3%larger than
the average. Unsealing the gap reduced the slope 4%for the flap
with plain overhang and 13 to 17%for the flap with aerodynamic
balances.
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The change in lift with flap deflection increased with sealing of
the flap gap and with changing of the nose shape from elliptical
to blunt.
Unsealing the flap gap (except for the plain flap)_ increasing the
balance length_ and changing the nose shape from elliptical to
blunt madethe rate of change of flap hinge momentwith flap
deflection (at small flap deflections) and with angle of attack
more positive (or less negative).
With gap either sealed or unsealed_ someoverbalance was found
on the 50%-chordblunt-nose overhang.
Whenthe lift was varied by changing the angle of attack at zero
flap deflection_ the center of lift was at the 24%-chord-station
for all overhangs tested with gap sealed.
The center of lift due to flap deflection and that due to angle
of attack generally movedrearward as the gap was unsealed.
WRL 178 WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFAILERONEFFECTIVENESSOF0.20-AIRFOIL-
CHORDPLAINAILERONSOFTRUEAIRFOILCONTOURONNACA652-415_
653-418 AND654-421 AIRFOIL SECTIONS_Albert L. Braslow_ August
1944
WRL 186
The aileron effectiveness parameter (change in section angle of
attack with aileron deflection at constant lift coefficient)
decreased very slightly with an increase in airfoil thickness
from 15%to 21%for the NACA652-415_ 653-418_ and 654-421 airfoil
sections. At higher deflections of the 0.20-airfoil-chord ailer-
ons and higher section angles of attack_ the increment of section
lift coefficient due to aileron deflection was more appreciably
reduced with an increase of airfoil thickness than was the aileron
effectiveness parameter. The slope of the airfoil section lift
curve CLwas substantially the samefor the three airfoils tested.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOF CONTROL-SURFACECHARACTERISTICS.XX -
PLAINANDBALANCEDFLAPSONANNACA0009 RECTANGULARSEMISPANTAlL
SURFACE_I. Elizabeth Garner_ October 1944
Force-test measurementshave been madein the Langley 4- by 6_
foot vertical tunnel to determine the aerodynamic characteristics
of an NACA0009 semispan tail surface of rectangular plan form
equipped with flaps of various nose shapes and overhangs. The
flap chord was 30 percent of the airfoil chord. A few tests were
made to determine the effectiveness of a balancing tab on various
flap arrangements.
dynamic pressure = 15 psf_ V = 76 mph_
jet boundary corrections were applied
no gap corrections were applied
no tunnel wall corrections applied
effective RN = 2_760_000
The 0.35cf and 0.50cf overhangs were tested with blunt and ellip-
tical nose shapes.
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A linked balancing tab constructed of brass and having a gap of
0.001c was tested on the plain sealed flap and on the flap with
0.35cf elliptical overhang with open gap. The tab had a chord
of 0.20 cf where cf = chord of the flap.
Results
Sealing the gap at the flap nose increased the slope of the lift
curve_ but the balance nose shape and the amount of overhang had
little effect on the slope. The effectiveness of the flap was
greatest for the unsealed blunt-nose overhangs_ but stalls
occurred at lower flap deflections.
The 50_percent-flap-chord overhang was over-balanced over a part
of the flap deflection range regardless of the nose shape and the
gap at the flap nose.
At large flap deflections for positive angles of attack_ the drag
coefficients generally increased with an increase in overhang and
were higher for the blunt nose than for the elliptical nose_ at
large flap deflections_ the elliptical nose gave more lift than
the blunt nose with approximately the same amount of drag.
The calculations developed in 2-dimensional flow were slightly
higher for the lift-curve slope and were more negative for hinge
moment parameters than were the test results found in actual 3-
dimensional flow.
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF CONTROL-SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS.
XXII - MEDIUM AND LARGE AERODYNAMIC BALANCES OF TWO NOSE SHAPES
AND A PLAIN OVERHANG USED WITH A 0.20-AIRFOIL-CHORD FLAP ON AN
NACA 0009 AIRFOIL_ John M. Riebe and Elizabeth G. McKinney_ June
1945
Blunt-nose and elliptical-nose overhangs of 0.35 and 0.50 flap
chord and a plain overhang on a flap having a chord of 0.20
airfoil chord were tested in two_dimensional flow on an NACA 0009
airfoil. The results of the tests are presented as aerodynamic
section characteristics for several flap deflections with the gap
at the flap nose sealed or unsealed. Tests were made also to
determine the effectiveness of a tab of 0.20 flap chord on the
plain sealed flap and on a sealed flap having an elliptical over-
hang of 0.35 flap chord. The pressure difference across the flap
seal was also determined for the plain sealed flap.
dynamic pressure = 14 psf_ RNef f = 2.76xI06_ Mach no. = 0. I0
An experimentally determined tunnel correction was applied to the
CL.
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Results
I. The slope of the lift curve was largest for the plain sealed
flap_ whereas the slopes for the 0.5cf overhangs were equal to or
slightly larger than for the 0.35cf overhang.
2. The variation of CL with flap deflection generally increased
when the gap was sealed and when the nose was changed from ellip-
tical to blunt.
3. Sealing the gap made variation of flap hinge-moment coefficient
with angle of attack more negative. Changing the nose shape from
blunt to elliptical made this variation more negative for the
sealed gap and more positive for unsealed gap.
WR L 209
4. The tab was slightly more effective in changing the lift and
the flap hinge moment on the plain flap than on the flap with
0.35cf elliptical-nose overhang.
TESTS OF THE NACA 653-018 AIRFOIL SECTION WITH BOUNDARY-LAYER
CONTROL BY SUCTION_ John H. Quinn_ Jr._ October 1944
An NACA 653-018 airfoil section equipped with slots for boundary
layer control was tested in the Langley two-dimensional low
turbulence tunnel at Reynolds numbers up to 6.0xlO 6. Slots were
tested at 30% and 75% and at 45% and 75% of the chord. Approxi-
mately twice as much air was removed through the rear slot as
through the forward slot.
A CLmax of 1.85 was obtained at a Reynolds number = 6x106 with
section using boundary layer control (BLC). This CL was obtained
with suction slots at 45% and 75% of the chord. The low-drag
characteristics of this airfoil section could be realized with
this arrangement when the slots were not operating by covering
them with flush doors. The total amount of air removed at this CL
corresponded to flow having free-stream velocity through an area
equal to approximately 1.2% of the wing area.
For maximum effectiveness_ the amount of air to be removed per
unit span through each slot was approximately equal to the amount
that would pass through the displacement boundary-layer thickness
first ahead of the slot with a velocity equal to the local velocity
just outside the boundary layer at that point.
The CLmax for the airfoil with the slots tested was attained at
approximately the same angle of attack as for the plain airfoil.
Little or no scale effect on maximum lift with boundary layer
condition at the highest flow rate was found for the test
Reynolds number range.
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The present results indicated that farther increases in maximum
lift for this particular airfoil would depend on the prevention
of separation near the leading edge. This separation might be
prevented by a suction slot placed near the leading edge_although
further investigation is required to develop a slot design that
permits the low-drag properties of this airfoil to be realized.
EXPERIMENTALVERIFICATIONOFA SIMPLIFIEDVEE-TAILTHEORYAND
ANALYSISOFAVAILABLEDATAONCOMPLETEMODELSWITHVEETAILS_
Paul E. Purser and John P. Campbell_ January 1945
An analysis wasmadeof available data on vee-tail surfaces.
Methods for designing vee-tails were also given in the report.
The following results were observed:
I. The use of vee-tails will probably provide no reduction in
area unless the conventional vertical tail is in a bad canopy
wake_ unless the usually higher location of the vee-tail places
it in a region of greatly reduced downwash_or unless the vee
tail has a higher effective aspect ratio than the conventional
horizontal and vertical tails.
2. A possible reduction in control forces was indicated by use
of vee-tails_ provided that large deflections of the control
surfaces do not cause a large decrease in the effectiveness and
increase in hinge-momentcoefficient per degree deflection of the
control surface.
3. The following advantages can be obtained with the use of a
vee-tail:
(a) Less drag.
(b) Less tendency toward rudder lock.
(c) Higher location of tail surfaces_ which tends to reduce
elevator deflection required for take-off and landing_ to
keep the tail out of spray in flying boat take-off_ and
to reduce possibilities of tail buffeting from the wing
and canopy wakes in high-speed flight.
(d) Fewer tail surfaces to manufacture.
. The following disadvantages were noted:
(a) Possible interaction of elevator and rudder control forces.
(b) Possible interactions of elevator and rudder trimming when
tabs are at fairly large deflections.
(c) More complicated operating mechanism.
(d) Greater loads on tail and fuselage_ which would tend to
require increased weight.
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5. Indications are that the vee-tail should be as good or better
in regard to spin-recovery as the conventional tail.
WRL 215 WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOF CONTROL-SURFACECHARACTERISTICS.
XIX - A DOUBLEFLAPWITHANOVERHANGANDANINTERNALAERODYNAMIC
BALANCE_Robert B. Liddell_ June 1944
Wind-tunnel tests have beenmade in two-dimensional flow to in-
vestigate the aerodynamic characteristics of a double flap with
an internal balance and an overhang balance.
The balanced double flap produced lifts about equal to a single
plain flap of the samechord and at the sametime produced closely
balanced hinge moments.
High lifts and low hinge momentswere obtained with a double flap
arrangement if either an overhang or an internal balance having a
chord 50%of the flap chord was incorporated on the forward flap.
The data also indicated that the forward and rearward flaps
should deflect at about the samerelative rate.
The relative rate of deflection of the two flaps had a large
effect on the hinge momentdue to flap deflection and a small
effect on the hinge momentdue to angle of attack.
The flap having an overhang balance showeda lower value of the
hinge momentgradient due to flap deflection than the internally
balanced flap.
The rapid change in hinge-momentcoefficient at large flap deflec-
tions and angles of attack of opposite sign maycause reversal of
control surface force_ however_ a relatively small force should be
required to return the control surface to neutral.
A double flap arrangement incorporating an aerodynamic balance is
a very promising arrangement. Inasmuchas this double flap is
merely a large leading tab_ its incorporation on the tail of an
airplane should not present any particularly difficult problem.
There are not enough data available to determine the optimum
chord for a large leading tab.
WRL 228 WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFA PLAINAILERONWITHVARIOUSTRAILING-
EDGEMODIFICATIONSONA TAPEREDWING. II - AILERONSWITHTHICKENED
ANDBEVELEDTRAILINGEDGES_F. M. Rogallo and Paul E. Purser_
October 1942
An investigation was madein the Langley 7- by 10-foot tunnel of
various modifications to the trailing edge of a 0.155-chord plain
aileron on a semispanmodel of the tapered wing of a fighter air-
plane. The modifications considered were various amounts of
thickening and beveling of the aileron trailing edge to reduce
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stick force.
The results of the tests indicated that the use of beveled
ailerons would reduce the high-speed stick forces to 60 percent
or less of those experienced in the use of plain sealed ailerons
and would tend to increase the effective dihedral and the damping
in roll with the stick free. The use of small amounts of thick-
ening and beveling of the trailing edge also was found to be use-
ful to supplement the action of other types of balance in a final
adjustment of stick forces. The ill effects of a gap at the
aileron nose increased as the thickness of the beveled aileron was
increased and as the chord of the bevel was decreased.
HIGH-SPEEDTESTSOFRADIAL-ENGINENACELLESONA THICKLOW-DRAG
WING_John V. Becker_ May 1942
Tests were madeto determine the drag characteristics of several
conventional types of radial-engine nacelle on a low drag airfoil.
The minimumdrags of conventional nacelles of various types and
sizes installed on a 20.7%-thick low-drag wing were of the same
order of magnitude as the minimumnacelle drags obtained in a
previous investigation employing an 18%-thick conventional thick
low-drag wing.
The estimated effect of the disturbance of the laminar boundary
layer on the wing by the slipstream of a tractor propeller is to
increase the nacelle drag from 12%to 21%_depending on nacelle
size.
The drag coefficients of nacelles that were unsatisfactory at low
speeds increased very rapidly with increasing Machnumber. For
the best arrangements tested_ no serious increases occurred up to
Machnumber= 0.55.
Decreases in nacelle size resulted in large reductions of drag both
through reduced frontal area and through decreased interference
effects.
Nacelles in the low position with the top of the nacelle flush
with the upper surface of the wing had about the samedrag as the
nacelles whosecenter lines passed through the trailing-edge_
provided that the low afterbody was extended far enough beyond the
trailing edge to prevent flow separation.
Low nacelles appeared to present less of a problem than central
nacelles in designing for a high critical Machnumberat the wing-
nacelle juncture because only the relatively low local velocities
on the under surface of the wing were augmentedby the afterbody.
With either the low or the central location it appears that the
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critical Machnumberat the juncture can be madeto exceed that
of the wing alone by the proper shaping of the nacelle afterbody.
The effect of air outlet through efficient openings resulted in
reduced external drag in several cases. This effect was large
enough to warrant further investigation.
DEVELOPMENTOFCOWLINGFORLONG-NOSEAIR-COOLEDENGINEIN THENACA
FULL-SCALEWINDTUNNEL_Abe Silverstein and EugeneR. Guryansky_
October 1941
An investigation of cowlings for long-nose radial engines was made
on the Curtiss XP-42 airplane in the wind-tunnel. The XP-42 air-
plane is provided with a Pratt and Whitney R-1830-31 engine_ which
has a propeller shaft and bearing housing that is 20 inches longer
than the standard short-nose engine of the sameseries.
The wind-tunnel program included an initial investigation of the
original P-42 cowling_ which was followed by tests of several
modified arrangements with improved scoops. The general un-
satisfactory aerodynamic characteristics of all the cowlings with
scoop inlets led to the development of the annular high-velocity
inlet cowling.
The long.nose engine enables the design of an efficient annular
inlet cowling owing to the length available for a diffusing
passage. The ratio of the cooling-air velocity at the cowling
inlet to the stream velocity is one of the most important design
variables for the annular inlet cowling and this ratio should not
be less than about 0.5. The critical compressibility speed for
the long-nose engine cowling can be extended to above 500 miles per
hour at 20_000 feet altitude. Important drag losses occur due to
the flow of cooling air out of conventional cowling outlets with
flap gear and exhaust collectors to disturb the flow.
A FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOF INTERNALLYBALANCEDSEALEDAILERONSIN
THEPRESENCEOFA BALANCEDSPLITFLAP_W. C. Williams_ May 1942
Flight tests were madewith a modified Ryan ST airplane to deter-
mine the effect on aileron characteristics of various arrange-
ments of balanced split flaps covering that portion of the wing
span occupied by the ailerons. In the full-span flap arrangement_
with which this paper is concerned_ balanced split flaps were
located over that portion of the wing span covered by the
ailerons_ the inboard portion of the span presumably being fitted
with slotted or Fowler type flaps. The investigation consisted of
flight tests in which the full-span-flap lateral control arrange-
ment was simulated by locating a flap of the balanced split type
under that portion of the wing span covered by the ailerons. The
tests were confined to measurementsof the effectiveness of the
lateral controls.
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The airplane was tested with several arrangements of flap deflec-
tion_ fore-and-aft positions_ and of the gap between the flap and
the lower surface of the wing. Runswere madeat approximately
57 and 85 mph. The corresponding values of airplane lift coeffi-
cients were 1.4 and 0.56_ respectively.
Results
A region of low aileron effectiveness was found which seemed to
agree with some unpublished wind-tunnel reports. It is possible_
however_ that this low aileron effectiveness at partial flap
deflections is not_ in reality_ a serious drawbackj because a two-
position flap arrangement may be used in which the flap passes
quickly through the region of low aileron effectiveness. The
balanced split flap was intended for use in the duplex arrangement
wherein a Fowler or a slotted flap was used over the inboard
portions of the wing_ therefore_ partial flap deflections might
very well be confined to movement of these inboard portions.
FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF NACA DS COWLINGS ON THE XP-42 AIRPLANE.
II - LOW-INLET-VELOCITY COWLING WITH AXIAL-FLOW FAN AND PROPELLER
CUFFS_ J. Ford Johnston and T. J. Voglewede_ January 1943
The results are presented for a series of flight tests of the
performance and cooling characteristics in high-speed level flight
and in climb of the XP-42 airplane equipped with a short-nose low-
inlet-velocity cowling and an axial-flow fan mounted on the
spinner. The cowling is one of a series being tested in an effort
to improve the performance and cooling characteristics of air-
cooled engine installations.
6
Type of Cowling and Flight Condition
Long-nose high-inlet-velocity cowling with small cowl flaps;
high speed
Long-nose high-inlet-velocity cowling with modified cowl
flaps; climb
Short-nose low-inlet-velocity cowling with small cowl
flaps_ high speed
Short-nose low-inlet-velocity cowling with fan_ cuffs_ and
small cowl flaps_ high speed
Short-nose low-inlet-velocity cowling with fan_ cuffs_ and
modified cowl flaps_ climb
Short-nose low-inlet-velocity cowling with fan 3 cuffs_ and
modified cowl flaps_ high speed
As in test 6_ but with baffle seal strips at base of
cylinders removed; high speed
The first of the climb tests was a sustained climb to 20_000 feet
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at approximately 155-miles-per-hour indicated airspeed_ an engine
speed of 2550 rpm_and 40 inches of mercury manifold pressure to
full throttle_ with the carburetor setting at automatic rich.
The second climb was to the samealtitude at 140-miles-per-hour
indicated airspeed and an engine speed of 2550 rpm in full rich.
After the climb tests_ the cowl flaps were fixed closed and addi-
tional high-speed,runs were made to determine the effect of the
added cowl flaps on the maximumspeed of the airplane.
The maximumspeed_pressure_ and temperature were discussed.
Results
i. The maximum speed of the XP-42 airplane obtained with the
short-nose low-inlet-velocity cowling_ the axial-flow fan_ and
propeller cuffs was about 2 mph less than that obtained with
the short-nose high-inlet-velocity cowling_ and about 7 mph less
than that obtained with the long-nose high-inlet-velocity cowling
at the same power and altitude.
2. Cooling-air pressure recoveries on the front of the engine
were 87 percent of airplane impact pressure in the high-speed
condition_ 99 percent in the full-power climb at 155 mph indicated
airspeed_ and 105 percent in the full-power climb at 140 mph.
3. Cylinder-head temperatures were satisfactory in all condi-
tions_ but maximum cylinder-base temperatures exceeded the army
limit in the high-speed condition and were marginal in climb. A
more nearly standard baffle arrangement_ obtained by removing the
sealing strips from the bottom of the cylinders_ reduced the
cylinder-base temperature indications below the Army limit.
WR L 250 WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF A TAPERED WING WITH A PLUG-TYPE
SPOILER SLOT AILERON AND FULL-SPAN SLOTTED FLAPS_ John G. Lowry
and Robert B. Liddell_ July 1942
An investigation was made on several arrangements of a plug-type
spoiler-slot aileron on a tapered wing model of a typical fighter
airplane having a full-span slotted flap. The plug-type aileron
is essentially a tapered plug that fits into a slot through the
wing to conform to the original external wing contour when in the
neutral position. When the aileron is deflected_ the plug pro-
jects from the upper surface of the wing as a spoiler and_ at the
same time_ makes a slot through the wing behind the spoiler. The
static rolling-_ yawing-_ and hinge-moment coefficients were deter-
mined and were presented for several angles of attack and flap
deflections. Estimates of the rolling effectiveness and the stick
forces for a fighter airplane were also given.
All tests with the slotted flap retracted were made at a dynamic
presSure of 16.37 psf_ or at a velocity of 80 mph. The test
Reynolds number was 2_050_000. The tests with the flap deflected
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were_ in general_ run at a dynamic pressure of 9.21 psf_ or a
velocity of 60 mph. The test Reynolds numberwas I_540_000.
The lift characteristics_ aileron characteristics_ and estimated
rates of roll and stick forces were discussed.
Results
The results of this investigation indicated that a plug aileron
will provide satisfactory lateral control on a tapered-wing
airplane equipped with full-span slotted flaps. For satisfactory
results_ it is essential either to obtain the optimum amount of
vent opening or to provide means for deflecting the plate relative
to the aileron.
WR L 260 WIND-TUNNEL TESTS OF SPOILERS ON TAIL SURFACES_ Robert B. Liddell,
August 1945
Wind-tunnel tests were made in two-dimensional and three-
dimensional flow to investigate the aerodynamic characteristics
of spoilers on tail surfaces for low-speed flight. The following
conclusions were drawn:
i. Spoilers showed little possibility of replacing conventional
tail control surfaces but might be used as auxiliary control de-
vices if a number of their serious disadvantages can be improved.
2. Spoilers should generally be located at the rear portion of
the tail surface. It may be advantageous_ however_ to locate an
auxiliary spoiler forward on the lower surface of the horizontal
tail in order to aid in depressing the tail in the landing
maneuver.
3. A forward spoiler alone or in conjunction with the convention-
al control surface gave unsatisfactory results because of its
erratic action throughout the angle of attack range.
4. A forward auxiliary spoiler should be located on the opposite
side of the tail surface from the rear spoiler_ since the two
spoilers on the same side of the tail surface tended to cancel the
effects obtained by the use of either spoiler alone.
5. A gap between the spoiler and tail surface resulted in a loss
of spoiler effectiveness.
WR L 261 WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF AN NACA 23012 AIRFOIL WITH A HANDLEY
PAGE SLAT AND TWO FLAP ARRANG_ENTS_ Marvin J. Schuldenfrei_
February 1942
An investigation was made of an NACA 23012 airfoil equipped with a
Handley Page slat and a slotted and a split flap. The purpose of
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the investigation was to determine the aerodynamic section charac-
teristics of this airfoil with and without flaps_ as affected by
the location of the Handley Page slat. A range of slat-nose
locations was investigated both with and without flaps at a
constant slat gap_ and the effect of slat gap was investigated
for the slotted flap deflected 40° . The slat position for maximum
lift_ polars for slotted and split flaps for the most favorable
slat arrangements for maximumlift_ and complete section data for
the most favorable slat arrangements were included. Contours of
slat-nose locationwere given for maximumlift coefficient_ for
angle of attack for maximumlift coefficient_ and for drag and
pitching momentsat selected lift coefficients.
dynamic pressure = 16.37_ RNef = 3_500j000
The lift_ drag_ and pitching-moment coefficients were measured in
all tests from an angle of attack of -6° to the stall.
Results
I. The Handley Page slat extended the angle-of-attack range about
9° for the plain airfoil and about 14° with optimum deflection of
either slotted or split flap.
2. The maximum section lift coefficient of the plain airfoil was
increased 0.52 by use of the slat_ and the maximum lift coeffi-
cient of the airfoil with either flap at optimum flap deflection
was increased about 0.26 by the use of the slat. The high drag
associated with the increased lift should allow a steeper glide
angle.
3. The extension of the slat decreased the negative pitching
moments at high lift coefficients with flaps deflected but had
little effect in decreasing pitching moments at moderate lift
coefficients.
WRL 262 WIND-_EL INVESTIGATION OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF BLUNT-NOSE
AILERONS ON A TAPERED WING_ Paul E. Purser and Thomas A. Toll_
February 1943
An investigation was made of various modifications of a 0.155-
chord blunt nose aileron on a semispan model of a tapered wing of
a fighter airplane. The modifications considered included various
amounts of overhanging nose balance with various nose radii.
The use of blunt-nose ailerons with 40% balance and medium nose
radii would reduce the high-speed stick forces to about 15% of
those experiences in the use of plain sealed ailerons.
Increasing the balance chord increased the aileron effectiveness
slightly and reduced the adverse effects of a gap at the aileron
nose.
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Increasing the nose radii decreased the aileron effectiveness for
small deflections but increased the effectiveness at large deflec-
tions and extended the deflection range over which the ailerons
maintained their effectiveness.
Increasing the nose radii increased the negative slope of the
curves of hinge-momentcoefficient plotted against aileron deflec-
tion but_ at the sametim% extended the deflection range over
which the slope was relatively small.
Changing the position of the hinge axis from the aileron mean
line to a position near the lower surface of the aileron had
comparatively little effect on the aileron characteristics.
The peak pressures over the noses of the blunt-nose ailerons were
relatively high at moderate deflections.
ADDITIONALDESIGNCHARTSRELATINGTOTHESTALLINGOFTAPEREDWINGS_
Sidney M. Harmon_January 1943
Charts were presented to show the effects of taper rati% thickness
rati% aspect ratio_ and Reynolds numberon the spanwise location
of the initial wing stall and on the maximumlift coefficient of
the wing. These stall charts supplement the charts given in NACA
Report 703 by including additional taper ratios and a root thick-
ness ratio of 0.24 tapering to 0.09 at the tip. For a root
thickness ratio of 0.24_ the effect of increasing the aspect ratio
to 18 was investigated.
The specific conclusions noted mainly for the NACA23024-09 air-
foil were:
i. Increasing the aspect ratio and Reynolds number tends to move
the initial stall location toward the wing center_ while increas-
ing the taper ratio moves the initial stall position in the out-
board direction.
2. The calculated wing maximumlift coefficient for the NACA
23024-09 wing varies only slightly with aspect ratio for the
usual tapers and_ in general_ increases slightly with increasing
Reynolds number.
3. In general_ for a constant taper ratio_ a combined increase
in thickness ratio and aspect ratio tends to reduce the maximum
lift coefficient of the wing and to shift the initial stall
location inboard. If the taper ratio is_ in addition_ increased_
the effect of the combined increase in aspect rati% taper ratio,
and thickness ratio tends both to reduce the maximumlift coeffi-
cient of the wing and to widen the spanwise initial stall region.
A PRELIMINARYINVESTIGATIONOFTHECHARACTERISTICSOFAIR SCOOPS
43O
ONA FUSELAGE_E. Barton Bell and Lucas J. DeKoster_ December1942
Tests were madeof six different air scoops in forward and middle
positions on a streamline fuselage.
The air scoops tested in the forward position gave total pres-
sures in the inlet almost equal to free-stream total pressure
for inlet-velocity ratios of 0.3 or greater.
Whenthe scoops were in positions for which the boundary layer was
appreciable_ it was necessary to resort to somemeansof separat-
ing the boundary layer air from the inlet air to avoid low total
pressure in the inlet. Evenwith the methods tried here_ there
was a decrease in the inlet pressures next to the body.
The critical Machnumber increased with inlet-velocity ratio.
For the forward position of the scoopj a critical Machnumberof
0.55 was obtainable at an inlet-velocity ratio of 0.3. The high-
est critical Machnumberfor a scoop in the midposition was 0.525
at an inlet velocity ratio of 0.3.
WR L 279 THE EFFECT OF STREAMLINING THE AFTERBODY OF AN NACA COWLING_
George W. Stickle_ John L. Crigler_ and Irven Naiman_ December
1939
An investigation was made of cowling shape.
The increase in drag of a conventional NACA open-nose cowling over
that of a streamline nose is greatly affected by the shape of the
afterbody. Of the two streamline afterbodies testedj the more
streamlined afterbody showed the increment of drag associated
with changing the nose to be about 1/4 of that with the other.
The results showed that the drag measurements obtained without
the use of the propeller on a neutral aftezbody need not be
corrected in applying them to the condition of the propeller
operating.
WR L 285 FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF NACA DS COWLINGS ON THE XP-42 AIRPLANE.
IV - HIGH-INLET-VELOCITY COWLING TESTED IN CLIMB WITH AND WITHOUT
PROPELLER CUFFS AND IN HIGH-SPEED LEVEL FLIGHT WITHOUT PROPELLER
CUFFS_ J. Ford Johnston and T. J. Voglewede_ January 1943
Results are presented of flight measurements of the performance
and cooling characteristics of a short nose high-inlet-velocity
cowling on the XP-42 for conditions of climb with and without
propeller cuffs and for high speed without cuffs.
The maximum speed of the XP-42 airplane with the short-nose high-
inlet-velocity cowling was about i mph greater without propeller
cuffs than with propeller cuffs.
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The cooling air pressure recoveries on the front of the engine in
full-power climb at 140 mph indicated airspeed averaged aboutTO%
airplane impact pressure with cuffs and 60%without cuffs. The
corresponding pressure recoveries in high-speed level flight
were 80%and 74%airplane impact pressure.
WRL 290 WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFCONTROL-SURFACECHARACTERISTICS
XIV - NACA0009 AIRFOILWITHA 20-PERCENT-CHORDDOUBLEPLAINFLAP3
Richard I. Sears and Paul E. Purser_ June 1943
Tests have been madeon the NACA0009 airfoil with a double plain
flap that consisted of a plain forward flap having a chord of 0.20
airfoil chord and a 0.15c plain rearward flap.
A 0.20c single or a 0.20c double plain flap deflected 60° posi-
tively at zero and positive angles of attack was capable of
producing lift as great or greater than a 0.50c plain flap de-
flected 30o. At large negative angles of attack_ the small chord
flaps were capable of producing as muchpositive lift as a 0.50c
plain flap deflected 17° .
A 0°20c double plain flap was capable of producing adequate lift
for use as a rudder or as an aileron. For use as an elevator_
however_ a double flap of slightly larger chord maybe required
if more than 30° deflection of a conventional 0.30c elevator or
more than 17° deflection of a conventional 0.50c elevator is re-
quired to land the airplane.
Whenadequately balanced_ small-chord double flaps of large lift
effectiveness should be desirable for use as ailerons because the
aileron span may be reduced and thereby maypermit the use of
larger-span high-lift devices.
With a 0.20c double plain flap_ a lift effectiveness per unit
stick (or pedal) deflection equal to that of a 0.50c single plain
flap can be obtained by adjusting the rate of flap deflection with
stick (or pedal) deflection. Under these conditions_ the 0.20c
double plain flap had a rate of changeof stick hinge momentwith
angle of attack that was about 1/16 that for the 0.50c flap and a
rate of change of stick hinge momentwith stick (or pedal) deflec-
tion that was less than 1/4 that for the 0.50c flap.
With controls free_ the slope of the lift curve for a control
surface having a 0.20c single or a 0.20c double plain flap was
more than twice that for a control surface having a 0.50c single
plain flap. The control-free stability of the airplane will vary
accordingly.
Although the stick hinge momentsof small-chord double plain
flaps were much less than those of large-chord single flapsj they
were not small enoughfor use as control surfaces on large high
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speed airplanes. In order to function efficiently_ a double flap
control surface must have sealed gaps and the rearward flap must
have a chord that is a large percentage of the chord of the
forward flap.
WIND-TUNNELTESTSOFAIR INLETANDOUTLETOPENINGSONA STREAMLINE
BODY_John V. Becker_ November1940
Tests were madeto determine the effect on external drag and on
the pressure distribution of air inlet openings located at the
stagnation point of a streamline body. Air outlet openings
located at the tail and at the 21-percent and 63-percent stations
of the body were also investigated. Boundary-layer transition
measurementswere madeand correlated with the force and pressure
data. Individual openings were tested with the aid of a blower
and then practicable combinations of inlet and outlet openings
were tested. Various modifications to the internal duct shape
near the inlet opening and the aerodynamic effects of a gun in
the duct were also studied.
The speeds at which the tests were conducted were up to 450 mph
or a speed range where compressibility must be considered.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOF CONTROL-SURFACECHARACTERISTICS.
III - A SMALLAERODYNAMICBALANCEOFVARIOUSNOSESHAPESUSEDWITH
A 30-PERCENT-CHORDFLAPONANNACA0009 AIRFOIL_Milton B. Ames_
Jr._ August 1941
Tests were madein the NACA4- by 6-foot vertical wind tunnel
of an NACA0009 airfoil with a 30-percent-chord flap having a
small amount of aerodynamic balance. The effect of balance nose
shape and gap at the nose of the flap was determined. A few tests
were madeto determine the effectiveness of a tab on the balanced
surface. The complete section aerodynamic characteristics of
someof the arrangements tested were given. A partial analysis of
the data was madeand the results were given. These results were
comparedwith results of other tests presented in NACAreports.
The model completely spanned the tunnel test section. The gap
between the tab and the flap was fixed at 0.I of I percent of the
airfoil chord.
dynamic pressure = 15 psf_ v = 76 mph_effective RN = 2_760_000
6 flap nose shapes were tested first_ but only 3 were found to
give sharp characteristics. The three used were called blunt_
medium_and sharp.
The angle of attack range was from negative to positive stall.
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The pitching moment_flap hinge moment_balance effectiveness_
tab_ and drag characteristics were discussed.
Results
i. For a given lift coefficient the reduction in flap section
hinge-moment coefficient obtainable by the addition of a small
aerodynamic overhanging balance will change with the variation of
the flap nose shape and the size of the gap at the flap nose.
2. The blunt nose flap gave the greatest reduction in flap hinge-
moment coefficient for moderate flap deflections_ but for flap
deflections greater than 20°_ the medium nose flap was the most
effective in this respect,
3. The lift effectiveness of the flap was the same as for a plain
flap and was unaffected by the small amount of aerodynamic over-
hanging balance.
4. The tab characteristics appeared to be unaffected by nose
shape and overhang for unstalled condition.
5. The minimum profile-drag coefficient was obtained with the
blunt nose flap neutral and with the gap sealed.
6. As taper of flap nose was increased_ so was the profile drag
coefficient.
WR L 311 WIND-TUNNEL TESTS OF TWO TAPERED WINGS WITH STRAIGHT LEADING
EDGES AND WITH CONSTANT-CHORD CENTER SECTIONS OF DIFFERENT SPANS_
Richard W. Fairbanks and Sidney R. Alexander_ October 1943
An investigation was conducted in the NACA 19-foot pressure tunnel
of two-tapered wings with NACA 230-series airfoil sections_
straight leading edges_ and constant-chord center sections. The
spans_ areas_ and root chords of both wings were equal. The
center-section span of one wing was equal to the root chord;
whereas the center-section span of the other was equal to twice
the root chord. Both wings were equipped with partial- and full-
span simple split flaps. Lift_ dragj and pitching-moment coeffi-
cients were determined for the plain wing and for each flap
arrangement through a test Reynolds number range of 2_600_000 to
4_700_000. Stalling characteristics were determined for the plain
wings and with flaps deflected 60 ° .
The airfoil sections were NACA 23015 at the root and NACA 23009
at the tip. The flaps used were 20-percent-chord simple split
flaps.
The flap spans were 53 percent of the wing span for the partial.
span condition and 90 percent of the wing span for the full-span
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condition.
absolute pressure = 35 psi
angle of attack range was from -6 degrees to stall
The wings were designated wings I and IV with wing IV having a
greater sweepforward than wing I.
Results
Wing I had greater maximumlift coefficients and greater incre-
ments of maximumlift coefficient.
The increment of maximumlift coefficient due to split flaps is
greater for the wings with straight leading edges than for
similar wings with straight trailing edges.
No difference in drag is seen for the two wings at low lift.
The effect of increase in center-section span is to decrease the
shift of the aerodynamic center of the wing in the direction of
the wing sweep.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFCONTROL-SURFACECHARACTERISTICS.
XIII - VARIOUSFLAPOVERHANGSU EDWITHA 30-PERCENT-CHORDFLAP
ONANNACA66-009 AIRFOIL_Clarence L. Gillis and Vernard E.
Lockwood_July 1943
Force tests in 2-dimensional flow were madeon an NACA66-009
airfoil with a flap having a chord 30 percent of the airfoil
chord and a tab having a chord 20 percent of the flap chord. A
plain flap and flaps having overhangs of 35 and 50 percent of the
flap chord were tested with two gap variations_ sealed and un-
sealed. The results were presented as aerodynamic section char-
acteristics.
Three flap arrangements were tested: (i) a plain flap_ (2) a flap
having a 0.35cf overhang3 and (3) a flap having a 0.50cf overhang.
A blunt nose shape was used for each flap.
dynamic pressure = 15 psf_ v = 76 mph_effective RN = 2_760_000
The flap deflections used were 0°_ i°_ 2°_ 5o_ and in 5° incre-
ments to 20o_ 25o_ or 30° . Wheneither stall position was
approached3 the increment was reduced to IO.
Tunnel corrections were applied only to the lift.
The lift_ flap hinge moments_pitching moments_drag_ and tab
characteristics were discussed.
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The results were comparedto the NACA0009 and NACA0015 airfoils.
Results
The slope of the lift curve at small angles of attack was slightly
greater for the NACA66-009 airfoil than for the NACA0009 and
0015 airfoils.
The hinge-moment-coefficient curves generally had greater negative
slopes than those for the NACA0009 and 0015 airfoils.
The pitching-moment-coefficient curves showedthat the aerodynamic
center for an angle-of-attack change at a constant flap deflection
remained near the quarter-chord point for all overhangs and gap
conditions.
The tab was effective in producing increments of lift coefficient
and flap hinge-momentcoefficient for tab deflections throughout
the range tested (from 20° to -20°) and was more effective when
deflected opposite to the deflection of the flap.
The effect of the smaller included angle at the trailing edge in
building up greater lift over the airfoil trailing edge was evident
in the increased lift-curve slope_ the more negative hinge-moment
coefficients_ and the further rearward position of the aerodynamic
center on the NACA66-009 as comparedwith the NACA0009 and 0015
airfoils.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFPLAINAILERONSFORA WINGWITHA
FULL-SPANFLAPCONSISTINGOFAN INBOARDFOWLERANDANOUTBOARD
RETRACTABLESPLITFLAP_ThomasA. Harris and Paul E. Purser_
March 1941
An investigation was madein the wind tunnel of three plain
ailerons on an NACA23012wing with full-span combinations of
Fowler and split-type flaps. The static rolling_ yawing_ and
hinge momentswere determined and were presented for several angles
of attack and flap deflections. In addition_ the lateral-control
characteristics were computedfor a typical pursuit airplane with
two of the arrangements.
The tests were madeto determine the characteristics of a plain
aileron on a wing with an outboard retractable split-type flap
and an inboard flap of a type giving a higher lift and lower drag
than the split flap.
v = 40 mph_ RN= i_440_000
Results
Both the plain and the balanced ailerons gave about equal
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rolling-moment coefficients with the flap completely retracted.
The maximumstick force with full aileron deflection for the high-
speed flight condition was about 25 percent less for the balanced
aileron than for the plain aileron.
For the low angle of attack condition the yawing-momentcoeffi-
cients were favorable or positive.
It is believed that the lateral control system will work equally
well with any other type of inboard flap.
WRL 319 FORMULASFORUSEIN BOUNDARY-LAYERCALCULATIONSONLOW-DRAGWINGS_
E. N. Jacobs and A. E. von Doenhoff_ August 1941
This report was prepared in response to frequent requests received
from aircraft companies for information concerning methods of
computing on low-drag wings the:
(i) Transition point(2) Velocity distribution in laminar and turbulent boundary
layers
(3) Thickness of the boundary layer_ both laminar and turbulent
i. On the new low-drag sections the laminar separation point is
so close behind the point of minimumpressure that transition is
assumedto occur at the minimumpressure point if R6 is less than
the previously mentioned value at the minimumpressure point_
where R6 is the Reynolds numberbased on boundary layer thickness.
2. Boundary-layer velocity distribution measurementshave shown
that in a favorable pressure gradient the shape of the laminar
distribution is very closely approximated by the Blasius distribu-
tion for a flat plate. An approximate relation for this distribu-
tion_ due to Pohlhausen_ is given by the formula:
= 0.8144(y/8) 0 1350(y/8) 3 + 0.0275(y/8) 4
V - "
The outer limit of the boundary layer corresponds to:
(y/8) = 2.4558
In a turbulent boundary layer_ the i/7-power law is a fair approx-
imation to the shape of the velocity profile_ that is_
u ( 11/7V
when the pressure gradient is favorable.
3. The thickness of the laminar layer in a region of favorable
pressure gradients is:
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c V 8,17 s
62 = 5"3 %_ (# fo (%o 8"17 d Sc
where:
c = chord
s = distance along surface from leading edge
V° = reference velocity
V = velocity outside boundary layer
V I = velocity outside boundary layer at point for which
boundary layer is being computed
L = length
r = distance of surface from axis of revolution
The corresponding relation for bodies of revolution is:
L V 8.17 s/L
v
o o
The momentum thickness of the turbulent boundary layer where
there is no danger of turbulent separation can be found from:
0,3914_
6 = _ 0.2454 e
where _ is related to a skin friction coefficient by: _2 = pV L
To
and To is shearing stress at surface and p is the density.
WIND-TUNNEL TESTS OF AILERONS AT VARIOUS SPEEDS. III - AILERONS
OF 0.20 AIRFOIL CHORD AND TRUE CONTOUR WITH 0.35-AILERON-CHORD
FRISE BALANCE ON THE NACA 23012 AIRFOIL_ W. Letko and W. B. Kemp_
September 1943
Hinge moment_ lift_ and pressure-distribution measurements were
made on a Frise aileron on an NACA 23012 airfoil in the 2-
dimensional LMAL stability tunnel. Speeds up to 360 mph_ Mach
number = 0.470_ were used. The nose radius of the aileron was
varied from 0.0012 to 0.0150 of the airfoil chord. Tests also
were made with an increased vent gap and with the lower surface
of the airfoil at the entrance of the slot rounded to a radius
of 0.02 of the airfoil chord. The primary purpose of all tests
was to determine the effects of speed on this type of aileron.
The variation in section hinge-moment and section lift coefficient
with Mach number and angle of attack was shown in curves of hinge-
moment_ and lift coefficient was plotted against aileron deflection
for the various conditions tested. Slopes of these curves were
determined and plotted against Mach number and aileron nose radius.
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Frise ailerons of 0.20 airfoil chord and 0.35-aileron-chord balance
was tested.
Section hinge moment and section lift were measured for a speed
range of from 150 to 360 mph. The Reynolds number range was from
2_800,000 to 6_700_000.
The tests were made at angles of attack of -5o_ 0 o, 5o_ and I0o
and for each angle of attack readings were taken at aileron de-
flections of 0°_ ± 2° , _ 5°_ ± 7°_ ! i0°_ ± 13°, _ 16°_ ± 18°,
and + 20°.
Corrections for tunnel-wall effects were not applied to the hinge-
moment coefficients.
Hinge-moment_ and lift results were discussed.
Results
I. The unstalled range of negative aileron deflections was de-
creased by increasing the airspeed.
2. For small aileron deflections the aileron with the smallest
.nose radius tested was most effective in reducing hinge moments_
but the effective range was limited.
3. Oscillations of the Frise ailerons occurred at the negative
angle of stall of the ailerons,
4. A vibration or shudder different from the oscillation occurred
at the high speed at large angles of attack and at small and even
zero aileron deflections.
THE EFFECT OF EXTERNAL SHAPE UPON THE DRAG OF A SCOOP_ Irven
Naiman and Paul R. Hill, July 1941
The principles of NACA cowling design may be applied to scoop
fairing. Six scoops were built and tested to show the advantage
of using these principles. Three of the scoops had a good nose
contour with different afterbody lengths, and three were of
inferior nose shape.
The scoop tests were made on a 0.4 scale model of the XP-41 air-
plane with a revised fuselage 25 percent longer than the original
one. The tests were run at a dynamic pressure of 50 psf and at
a RN = 3_000_000 based on the mean wing chord. Six scoops_
designated A to F_ were tested on the bottom of the fuselage.
All scoop had an area of 47 square inches.
Results
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I. The most desirable place to take in cooling air for accessor-
ies_ such as oil coolers_ intercoolers_ etc._ was at the nose of
the fuselage or nacelle_ even if it was necessary to increase the
cowling area.
2. If it is necessary to take air in through a scoop or under-
slung duct_ low scoop drag maybe secured by utilizing the design
principles of the NACAcowling.
3. Scoopstested with a nose which used the principles of the
NACAcowling gave not only a low drag increase but a critical
speed of 400 mphwith no air flow.
4. Scoopdrag was found to be quite insensitive to changes in
afterbody length in the range of four to eleven times the scoop
depth.
5. Completedisregard of the principles of fairing resulted in a
scoop which almost doubled the drag of the model.
An analysis of scoop design was given in the appendix.
WIND-TUNNELTESTSOFTWOTAPEREDWINGSWITHSTRAIGHTRAILING
EDGESANDWITHCONSTANT-CHORDCENTERSECTIONSOFDIFFERENTSPANS_
Robert H. Neely_ March 1943
Tests were madeto determine the aerodynamic characteristics of
two tapered wings having NACA230-series airfoil sections_
constant-chord center sections_ and straight trailing edges. The
wing spans_ the areas_ and the root chords of the two wings were
equal; the span of _he center section of one wing was equal to
the root chord (III) and the span of the other was twice the root
chord (IV). Lift_ drag_ and pitching-moment characteristics of the
wings with partial-span and full-span flaps were given for a test
Reynolds numberof 4_600_000. Complete lift_ drag_ and pitching-
momentcharacteristics were determined for each wing through a
range of Reynolds numbersof 2_600_000to 4_600_000.
Lift and stalling characteristics_ drag characteristics_ and
pitching-moment characteristics were presented.
Results
i. The maximum lift
coefficients of wing III
were greater than those Wing
of wing IV for all condi-
III
tions tested because of
IV
the latter stalling.
Position of aerodynamic center
back of leading edge (S/b)
Experimental Calculated
0.451 0.460
0.442 0.442
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2. The effect of increasing the span of the center section while
keeping the wing span_ the root chord_ and the area constant
and the trailing edge straight is to shift the aerodynamic center
toward the leading edge.
3. The horizontal positions of the aerodynamic centers as
determined by experiment and by calculation from section charac-
teristics are in close agreement.
4. Increasing the span of the center section increased the drag
coefficients for lift coefficients greater than 0. i.
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA SLOT-LIPAILERONANDSLOTTEDFLAP
FORDIVE BRAKES_F. M. Rogalloj April 1941
Section aerodynamic characteristics of an NACA23012airfoil with
a slot-lip aileron and slotted flap have been determined over a
large range of flap and aileron deflections. The results_ which
are presented in charts_ indicate that these devices may be com-
bined so as to provide satisfactory dive control. Additional
tests are recommendedfor determination of the buffeting effects.
The investigation was madefor the purpose of developing devices
suitable for limiting the diving speeds of airplanes. The tests
were run in a wind-tunnel at a speed of 80 mphcorresponding to
an average effective Reynolds numberof 3_500_000. The lift was
corrected for tunnel effects_ but no drag corrections were made
except for turbulence. The section lift_ drag_ and pitching-
momentcoefficients of the complete wing and the section hinge-
momentcoefficient of the slot-lip aileron_ over a wide range of
deflection of the flap and the aileron_ were presented.
The data indicated that slot-lip ailerons and slotted flaps may be
combined to provide satisfactory dive control. These data_ how-
ever_ give no indication of the tendency of the arrangement to
induce flutter or buffeting_ a tendency known to exist in many
proposed dive-control devices.
PRELIMINARYREPORTONLAMINAR-FLOWAIRFOILSANDNEWMETHODS
ADOPTEDFORAIRFOILANDBOUNDARY-LAYERINVESTIGATIONSjEastmanN.
Jacobs_ June 1939
This report is an investigation of several low-drag airfoil and
charts of their aerodynamic characteristics. They have low drag
because they are designed to have laminar flow up to unusually
large Reynolds numbers. Note that these airfoils can be tested
only in tunnels which are exceptionably free of turbulence_ as
this not only hastens transition_ but it also changes the nature
of the transition.
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Suchproperties as be neededcould be found in reference books
such as Theory of Wing Sections by Abbott and Doenhoff.
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF CONTROL-SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS.
IV - A MEDIUM AERODYNAMIC BALANCE OF VARIOUS NOSE SHAPES USED WITH
A 30-PERCENT-CHORD FLAP ON AN NACA 0009 AIRFOIL_ Milton B. Ames_
Jr._ and Donald R. Eastman_ Jr._ September 1941
The results of the tests of a 0.30c flap having a 0.35 chord flap
(cf) aerodynamic overhand indicated that the largest reduction in
the flap section hinge-moment coefficient was obtained with blunt
nose flaps. The lift effectiveness of the flap with either a
blunt or medium nose shape and a 0.35cf overhang was slightly
greater than that obtained with a plain flap or a flap having a
small aerodynamic overhang. The adverse effect of a gap at the
flap nose on the balance effectiveness of a flap having a 0.35cf
overhang generally was less than for a plain flap or a flap having
a small aerodynamic balance. When the angle of attack and the
flap deflection were both positive_ the test data indicate that
with a blunt or medium nose flap_ the largest gap gave the highest
values of airfoil section lift coefficient and the most balance
effectiveness at large flap deflections.
The effect of tab deflection on the hinge moment coefficient of a
flap with 0.35cf aerodynamic overhang was less than for the same
tab size on a plain flap_ but this reduction in balance effective-
ness of the tab was very slight.
The minimum profile drag coefficient was obtained with the blunt
nose flap neutral and with the gap sealed. The medium and sharp
nose flaps gave increments in minimum profile-drag coefficients
of 0.0014 and 0.0024_ respectively_ over that obtained with the
blunt nose flap.
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF CONTROL-SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS.
X - A 30-PERCENT-CHORD PLAIN FLAP WITH STRAIGHT CONTOUR ON THE
NACA 0015 AIRFOIL_ H. Page Hoggard_ Jr._ September 1942
Force-test measurements in 2-dimensional flow were made in the
NACA vertical wind tunnel to determine the characteristics of
an NACA 0015 airfoil equipped with a straight-contour plain flap
having a chord 30 percent of the airfoil chord. The straight-
contour plain flap differs from an ordinary plain flap in that the
surfaces behind the hinge axis are flat instead of conforming to
the basic airfoil contour. The results are presented in the form
of aerodynamic section characteristics for several flap deflec-
tions and for a sealed and unsealed gap at the flap nose.
dynamic pressure = 15 psf_ v = 76 mph_
effective Reynolds number = 2_760_000
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The flap was set_ in increments of 5o3 at deflections from 0o to
30° for tests with the gap both sealed and unsealed. For each
flap setting 3 force tests were madethroughout the angle-of-attack
range at 2° increments from negative stall to positive stall.
Wheneither stall position was approached the increment was re-
duced to io angle of attack.
The lift 3 hinge momentof flap3 pitching moment3 and drag were
discussed.
Results
i. The slope of the lift curve for the airfoil with the straight-
contour plain flap was greater than for the same airfoil with the
airfoil-contour plain flap.
2. The lift effectiveness of the straight-contour plain flap was
slightly less with gap sealed and slightly larger with gap un-
sealed than the lift effectiveness of the airfoil-contour flap
with the same gap conditions.
3. For the straight-contour flap_ the variation of the flap
hinge-moment coefficient with angle of attack and with flap de-
flection was larger than for the airfoil-contour flap.
4. The location of the aerodynamic center for the straight-
contour flap was in close agreement with the location of the aero-
dynamic center for the airfoil-contour flap.
5. The airfoil had approximately the same drag characteristics
for both flap contours.
WR L 374 WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF 20-PERCENT-CHORD PLAIN AND FRISE
AILERONS ON AN NACA 23012 AIRFOIL 3 F. M. Rogallo and Paul E.
Purser_ December 1941
An investigation of several modifications of 20-percent-chord
plain and Frise ailerons on an NACA 23012 airfoil was made in the
NACA 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel. The static rolling 3 yawing 3 and
hinge moments were determined and presented for several angles of
attack. The conditions under which aileron oscillation occurred
were also determined. The aileron-control characteristics were
computed for a pursuit airplane with several of the aileron
arrangements and with three assumed aileron linkages.
The effective Reynolds number was i_4403000 for a v = 40 mph.
Some of the tests were repeated at v = 80 mph and RNef f =
23 8803000.
The results of the tests were presented as curves of rolling-_
yawing- 3 and hinge-moment coefficients plotted against aileron
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The flap was set at deflections from 0o to 30° in 5° increments.
The tab was set at 0°_ 15o_ and -15° for each of the flap settings
and a few tests were madewith the tab deflected ! I0°_ ± 20o_
± 30° . For each flap and tab setting_ force tests were made
throughout the angle-of-attack range from negative stall to posi-
tive stall at 2° increments of angle of attack.
Tunnel corrections were applied to lift only.
The lift_ hinge momentof flaps_ pitching moment_drag_ and hinge
momentof tab were discussed.
Results
i. An airfoil having a sealed gap at the flap nose required less
stick force at a given lift and angle of attack than an airfoil
having any size gap within the range tested.
2. Sealing the gap increased the control effectiveness_ delayed
separation over the flap_ decreased the drag at most values of
lift_ and slightly reduced the effectiveness of the tab.
3. Where maximum flap effectiveness and minimum stick forces are
primary considerations in designing a plain flap control surface_
the gap at the flap nose should be sealed.
4. Too much reliance should not be placed in the use of param-
eters to obtain characteristics of flapped airfoils with gaps be-
cause the gap precipitates separation_ causing an early departure
from the linear relationships assumed to exist between the varia-
bles.
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF CONTROL-SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS
VIII - A LARGE AERODYNAMIC BALANCE OF TWO NOSE SHAPES USED WITH A
30-PERCENT-CHORD FLAP ON AN NACA 0015 AIRFOIL_ Richard I. Sears
and Clarence L. Gillis_ July 1942
Force tests in 2_dimensional flow were made of the characteris-
tics of an NACA 0015 airfoil with a balanced flap having a chord
30 percent of the airfoil chord_ a flap-nose overhang 50 percent
of the flap chord_ and a tab having a chord 20 percent of the flap
chord. The results were presented in the form of aerodynamic
section characteristics for a sealed and an unsealed gap at the
flap nose.
dynamic pressure = 15 psf_ v = 76 mph_ RNef f = 2_7603000
The flap was set at deflections from 0° to 25 ° in 5° increments.
The tab was set at deflections from 0° to 20 ° in 5o increments for
both flap-nose shapes. For each flap and tab setting_ force tests
were made throughout the angle-of-attack range at 2o increments
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from negative stall to positive stall. Wheneither stall position
was approached_ the increment was reduced to i °.
The lift_ hinge momentof flap_ pitching moment_drag_ and tab
characteristics were discussed.
Results
i. The slope of the lift curve for the NACA 0015 airfoil was
slightly less than that for the NACA 0009 airfoil and decreased
when the gap at the flap nose was sealed.
2. The lift effectiveness of the flap with large balance on the
NACA 0015 airfoil was practically the same as that of the plain
flap on the same airfoil and as that of the similar flap on the
NACA 0009 airfoil.
3. The blunt-nose balance was more effective in reducing flap
hinge moments and caused greater overbalance than the medium-nose
balance_ but the effectiveness of the blunt-nose balance was not
maintained to so high a flap deflection when the flap was deflect-
ed in conjunction with the angle of attack as that of the medium-
nose balance.
4. The medium-nose flap caused an increase in minimum profile-
drag coefficient of 0.0022 over that of the airfoil with plain
flap_ whereas the blunt-nose flap gave no measurable increase.
5. The tab_ when deflected in conjunction with the angle of
attack_ gave greater increments of lift and flap hinge-moment
coefficients per unit tab deflection than when deflected in
opposition to the angle of attack.
WR L 380 WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF CONTROL-SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS.
II - A LARGE AERODYNAMIC BALANCE OF VARIOUS NOSE SHAPES WITH A
30-PERCENT-CHORD FLAP ON AN NACA 0009 AIRFOIL_ Richard I. Sears
and H. Page Hoggard_ Jr., August 1941
Tests were made of an NACA 0009 airfoil with a 30-percent-chord
flap having a 49.5-percent flap-chord balance with various nose
shapes and two gaps. The results were presented in the form of
aerodynamic section characteristics. A method was proposed for
reducing the control forces to any desired value while_ at the
same time_ markedly increasing the lift effectiveness of the
airfoil-flap combination over that of a plain flap of the same
chord. Characteristics of a plain airfoil-flap combination with
gaps sealed and unsealed were made in 5 of the references of this
report for 2-dimensional flow. The tests reported in this report
were made to provide section data for an airfoil having a flap
with a large overhang and to determine the effects of the shape of
the nose of this overhang. The terms "balance" and "overhang" are
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used synonymouslyto indicate the portion of the movable surface
aheadof the hinge axis.
dynamic pressure = 15 psf_ v = 76 mph3 RNef = 23760_000
The flap deflections were set at 5° increments_ and with the blunt
nose and sealed gap3 tests also were madeat lo3 2o3 3° flap de-
flections. With sealed gap the maximumflap deflection tested was
limited to 15 or 20 degrees depending on the flap nose shape. The
angle of attack range was from negative to positive stall.
The lift_ hinge momentof flap3 drag_ pitching moment3 and effect
of differential balancing tab were discussed.
Results
i. The results of the tests showed that a flap with 49.5-percent
overhang was aerodynamically overbalanced when deflected regard-
less of nose shape. The large amount of overhang reduced the
slope of the curve of hinge moment against angle of attack to
practically zero.
2. The flap effectiveness in producing lift was about the same
as for the unbalanced flap of the same chord.
3. The small gap tested had little effect on any of the charac-
teristics.
4. The smallest increment in drag was obtained with the blunt-
nose shape.
5. A tab deflected in the same direction as the flap in order to
increase both the lift and the hinge moment of an overbalanced
flap shows promise of being a very satisfactory arrangement for
reducing stick forces and improving free-control stability.
FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF NACA DS COWLINGS ON THE XP-42 AIRPLANE.
I - HIGH-INLET-VELOCITY COWLING WITH PROPELLER CUFFS TESTED IN
HIGH-SPEED LEVEL FLIGHTj F. J. Bailey_ Jr._ and J. Ford Johnston_
January 1943
Only very generalized information was given which is surpassed by
later publications dealing with this problem.
FLIGHT TESTS OF AN ALL-MOVABLE VERTICAL TAIL ON THE FAIRCHILD
XR2K-I AIRPLANE_ Harold F. Kleckner_ June 1943
In this report an all movable rudder was investigated. The
original rudder of the plane was replaced with an all movable
rudder_ the report said this worked very well. This investigation
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was to learn the effect of size on the effectiveness of the rudder.
The rudder size was cut in half from 11.6 to 5.8_ but complete
stalling was not obtained in steady sideslips as the sideslip
angle obtained with full rudder was not large enough. The float-
ing ratio_ partial of rudder deflection over a partial of angle of
attack for the samerudder hinge-momentcoefficients_ was lower
at large angles of sideslip than at small angles; thus the in-
crease in directional stability was not as great as expected. The
floating ratio had to be closely controlled to prevent continuous
yawing oscillations of small amplitude (snaking).
Although general conclusions were reached care should be taken in
applying these conclusions to planes that differ much from the
XR2K-I.
WR L 406 SOME EFFECTS OF REYNOLDS AND MACH NUMBERS ON THE LIFT OF AN NACA
0012 RECTANGULAR WING IN THE NACE 19-FOOT PRESSURE TUNNEL_ Thomas
C. Muse_ May 1943
A short investigation was made to determine the aerodynamic char-
acteristics of a rectangular wing model constructed to NACA 0012
airfoil sections. Reynolds numbers ranged from 1.07xlO 6 to
8.24xi06.
Compressibility effects produce pronounced changes in the value of
the maximum lift coefficient for Mach numbers exceeding approxi-
mately 0.17. Below this value Reynolds number effects apparently
predominate.
Determination of the maximum lift coefficient by wind-tunnel tests
must therefore be done with due regard for the flight condition
to which the results will be applied.
WR L 407 WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF WING DUCTS ON A SINGLE-ENGINE PURSUIT
AIRPLANE_ W. J. Nelson and K. R. Czarnecki_ October 1943
A study of several ducts installed in the wings of a model of a
conventional single engine pursuit plane was made to determine
the influence of inlet design and cooling-air flow on the
pressure losses within the duct and on the aerodynamic charac-
teristics of the plane.
The pressure recovery ahead of the radiator installed in a wing
duct was determined principally by the inlet velocity ratio 3 the
lift coefficient and the shape and location of the inlet lips and
diffuser.
Highest pressure recoveries at the front force of the radiator
were obtained at inlet-velocity ratios from 0.4 to 0.6.
A duct with the plane of the inlet opening perpendicular to the
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wing chord and with a diffuser parallel to the chord line gave
highest pressure recoveries at low lift coefficients. At high
lift coefficients_ best pressure recovery was obtained when the
upper lip was extended aheadof the lower lip and the diffuser
was inclined downward.
Becauseof rotation in the slipstream of a single propeller_ the
pressure recovery in a duct located behind the upgoing blades was
not the sameas that in a similar duct symmetrically located be-
hind the downgoingblades. Best design practice would require
different ducts on the right and left wings.
The use of outlet flaps reduced the static pressure in the exit
as muchas 60%of the free-stream dynamic pressure.
An inlet with a well-cambered upper lip properly aligned with the
flow at the leading edge of the wing effected a small increase
in the CLmax;whereas substantial decreases in the CLmaxwere
effected by ducts with the inlet plane perpendicular to the chord
line and by inlet lips with small leading edge radii.
The best compromisefixed inlet tested had an upper lip with a
large leading edge radius conforming approximately to the contour
of the original wing_ a lower lip cut back to turn the inlet
plane downward70° to the chord lin% and a diffuser inclined
approximately i0o to the wing chord.
An inlet with an adjustable lower lip appeared feasible in cases
in which fixed inlets were unsatisfactory becauseof an extreme
range of inlet velocity ratio and lift coefficient.
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSANDFLAPLOADSOFPERFORATEDDOUBLE
SPLITFLAPSONA RECTANGULARNACA23012AIRFOIL_Paul E. Purser
and ThomasR. Turner_ January 1943
Tests madeon perforated double split flaps for flap loads and
additional aerodynamic characteristics. Effects of flap deflec_
tio% flap span_ perforation shap% location and amountof perfora-
tion, and presence of a fuselage on the flap loads at one spanwise
station were also determined.
Aerodynamic characteristics of the airfoil are given in a ref-
erance (Purser, Paul E., and Turner_ ThomasR.: Wind-tunnel
Investigation of Perforated Split Flaps for Use as Dive Brakes
of a Rectangular NACA23012Airfoil_ NACAACR3 July 1941).
Application of the data to the design of dive brakes for fighter
planes discussed in the above reference and Purser, Paul E., and
Turner_ ThomasR.: Wind-tunnel Investigation of Perforated Split
Flaps for Use as Dive Brakes on a Tapered NACA23012Airfoil_
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NACAARRj November1941_and Purser_ Paul E.: A Study of the
Application of Data on Various Types of Flap to the Design of
Fighter Brakes_ NACAACR_June 1942.
Effects of the performances may be sunm_arizedas follows: In
general_ drag coefficient and the flap loads decreased as the
amount of perforation was increased and as one row of perfora-
tions was mo_edfrom the flap leading edge to the flap trailing
edge. The variation of drag and flap loads with lift also de-
creased as the amountof perforation was increased. The shape of
the perforations had little effect on flap loads.
The presence of an elliptical fuselage reduced the loads on and
the drag with 60-percent span perforated double split flaps. In
the landing configuration (only lower flap deflected)_ presence
of circular perforations that removed33%of the flap area reduced
the slope of the lift curve by about 5%and reduced the maximum
lift coefficient about 10%.
WRL 420 WIND-TUNNELDEVELOPMENTOFA PLUG-TYPESPOILER-SLOTAILERONFORA
WINGWITHA FULL-SPANSLOTTEDFLAPANDA DISCUSSIONOF ITS APPLI-
CATION_Francis M. Rogallo and Robert S. Swanson_November1941
An investigation was madeof several arrangements of a plug-type
spoiler-slot aileron on an NACA23012 airfoil with a full-span
slotted flap.
The results of this investigation indicate that a spoiler-slot
aileron will provide satisfactory lateral control on airplanes
equipped with full span slotted flaps. Becausethe aileron re-
quires no large slots_ or openings in the wing whenit is in the
neutral position_ it should be acceptable for use on modern high_
performance airplanes. The spoiler slot aileron when located at
0.67 chord position was tested and considered unsatisfactory
for use on a wing with a full-span split flap unless the aileron
is uprigged when the flap is deflected_ but it may be satisfactory
when located nearer the trailing edge.
WRL 421 WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFA PLAINANDA SLOT-LIPAILERONONA
WINGWITHA FULL-SPANFLAPCONSISTINGOFAN INBOARDFOWLERAND
AN OUTBOARDSLOTTEDFLAP_F. M. Rogallo and Marvin Schuldenfrei_
June 1941
An investigation was madeof a slot-lip aileron and a plain
aileron_ singly and in combination_ on an NACA23012wing with a
full-span flap. The flap consisted of a 0.30c Fowler flap over
the inboard 63%of the wing span and a modified slotted flap over
the remainder of the wing.
The characteristics of the plain and slot-lip ailerons on the wing
with full span Fowler and modified slotted flaps were essentially
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the sameas the characteristics of similar devices on the wing
with full-span NACAslotted flaps. An increase in maximumlift
coefficient of approximately 14%was indicated by these flaps over
other slotted flaps.
The 0.10c by 0.36 b/2 plain aileron tested was considered too
small where c = chord and b = span; an increase of about 50%in
its area was recommended. With this modification_ a combination
of plain and slot-lip ailerons should provide acceptable lateral-
control characteristics throughout the useful flight range.
DRAGANDPROPULSIVECHARACTERISTICSOFAIR-COOLEDENGINE-NACELLE
INSTALLATIONSFORTWO-ENGINEAIRPLANES_Herbert A. Wilsonj Jr._
and Robert R. Lehr_ June 1942
Research on wing-nacelle propeller arrangements was continued
with tests on a model of a two-engine airplane provided with
nacelles varying in diameter from 1.6 to 2.6 times the local wing
thickness.
The overall efficiency of the two-engine model decreased linearly
with an increase in the ratio of the nacelle diameter to the wing
thickness.
The propulsive efficiencies were substantially the samefor all
nacelle arrangements.
The static longitudinal stability was adversely affected by the
addition of the nacelles to the wing and the operation of the
propellers.
The addition of the two nacelles to the wing decreased the maximum
lift by only 1%.
WIND-TUNNELTESTSOFAILERONSAT VARIOUSSPEEDS.I - AILERONSOF
0.20 AIRFOILCHORDANDTRUECONTOURWITH0.35 AILERON-CHORD
EXTREMEBLUNTNOSEBALANCEONTHENACA66_2-216AIRFOIL_W. Letko_
H. G. Denaci_ and C. Freed_ June 1943
The results of the tests of ailerons of 0.20 airfoil chord and
true contour with 0.35 aileron-chord extreme blunt nose balance
on the NACA66_2-216 airfoil indicate that:
Increasing the Machnumberup to 0.470 generally caused a small
increase of the hinge-momentand lift coefficients but increased
the stalled range of the ailerons considerably.
An increase of the balance nose radii from 0 to 0.02 chord in-
creased the range for which the aileron is effective by about 8°
but results in increased hinge-momentcoefficients with little
change in lift coefficients in the unstalled range.
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An increase of the gap width increased the hinge-momentcoeffi-
cients slightly with little change in lift coefficient_ however_
a considerable increase in the stalled range of the aileron
resulted. The magnitude of the increase varied with angle of
attack.
The amountof balance tested_ 0.35 aileron chord_ gave no case of
complete balance and in somecases the unbalance was relatively
large.
WIND-TUNNELTESTSOFAILERONSAT VARIOUSSPEEDS. II - AILERONSOF
0.20 AIRFOILCHORDANDTRUECONTOURWITH0.60 AILERON-CHORDSEALED
INTERNALBALANCEONTHENACA66_2-216 AIRFOIL_H. G. Denaci and
J. D. Bird_ June 1943
The results of the investigation of an internal-balance aileron of
0.20c and true contour 0.60 aileron chord balance tested on the
NACA66_2-216_a = 1.0 airfoil section indicated that:
Increasing the airspeed up to Machnumberof 0.475 noticeably
increased the slope of the curves of the hinge-momentcoefficient
and of the airfoil CLbut_ at the same time3 considerably decreased
the unstalled range of the aileron.
Changesof the vent gap from 0.0025c to O.0100chad little effect
on the aerodynamic characteristics_ best aerodynamics characteris-
tics were obtained with a vent gap of 0.0050 chord or less.
A 0.60 aileron chord sealed internal balance on this aileron
causes overbalance at zero of attack for low airspeeds_ moreover_
when the change in angle of attack due to rolling is considered_
the aileron may be overbalanced at all speeds for a large range
of aileron deflections.
The internal-balance aileron tested had muchbetter aerodynamic
characteristics than the blunt nose ailerons tested on the same
airfoil.
WIND-TUNNELTESTSOFAILERONSAT VARIOUS PEEDS. IV - AILERONSOF
0.20 AIRFOILCHORDANDTRUECONTOURWITH0.35 AILERON-CHORDEX-
TREMEBLUNT-NOSEBALANCEONTHENACA23012AIRFOIL_W. Letko_ T. A.
Hollingworth_ and R. A. Anderson_ August 1943
Tests were madeon an NACA23012airfoil fitted with a 20%-chord_
true-contour aileron with 35%-chord_extreme blunt-nose balance.
Increased airspeed increased the positive slope of the airfoil
section lift curves and pitching-moment coefficient curves_ in-
creased the slope of the section lift coefficient with aileron
angle_ and had a negligible effect on the balance effectiveness
at low angles of attack for small aileron angles. The unstalled
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range of aileron deflections decreased with increased speed.
Increased gap width increased the aileron balance effectiveness
but decreased the slope of the curves of CL with aileron angles at
low angles of attack for small aileron angles. An increase in gap
width usually decreased the slope of the airfoil section lift
curve but increased the positive slope of the airfoil section
pitching momentcoefficient curve.
Increased balance-nose radii greatly increased the unstalled
range of aileron angles and decreased the balance effectiveness
for small angles.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTRIMMINGTABSONA THICKENEDAND
BEVELEDAILERONONA TAPEREDLOW-DRAGWING_F. M. Rogallo and
Stewart M. Crandall_ March 1943
The results of the tests of three different sized inset tabs and
one attached tab on the beveled aileron of a low-drag wing indi-
cated that:
Of the inset tabs tested_ the tab with a chord of 50%of the
aileron chord had the best characteristics for trimming. Its
characteristics were the least affected by gaps and were thought
to be satisfactory for trimming with any of the gap conditions
tested.
The attached tab appeared to be satisfactory as a trimming device;
its addition to a beveled aileron_ however_ it would increase the
control operating force.
No appreciable change in aileron effectiveness resulted from
deflection of the tabs as trimming devices.
Gapsat the leading edges of the tabs or ailerons were detrimental
to tab characteristics for trimming_ especially for tabs of small
chord.
The small-cord inset tabs showedpromise as linked balancing tabs.
Gapsdid not appear to be so detrimental to the tabs for balancing
as for trimming.
FULL-SCALEWIND-TUNNELANDFLIGHTTESTSOFA FAIRCHILDXR2K-I
AIRPLANEWITHA ZAPFLAPANDUPPER-SURFACEAILERON-WINGINSTALLA-
TION_L. A. Clousing_ Robert R. Lehr_ and William J. O'Sullivan_
March 1942
A Fairchild XR2K-I airplane equipped with a wing having a full-
span zap flap and upper surface ailerons was tested in a full-
scale wind tunnel and in flight to determine the characteristics
of the flap and the ailerons.
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The zap flap_ when extended from 0° to 43.0o_ increased the CLmax
of the airplane from 1.29 to 2.37.
The maximumlift and the pitching momentcoefficients were in-
creased for all flap settings by an increase in the flap gap from
O.Ol0c to 0.037c where c is the wing chord.
A reversal occurred in the resultant aileron hinge momentwhen the
flap was deflected to the position that opened the flap gap.
Large aileron hinge-momentscoefficients and excessive stick forces
were measuredat high aileron angles_ but these stick forces were
probably_ in part_ a fault of this particular test installation.
The ailerons gave satisfactory rolling-moment coefficients.
The yawing-momentcoefficients of the upper surface ailerons were
very small at all flap deflections and lift coefficients.
The flight tests showed:
The ailerons produced the minimumsatisfactory rolling velocity
with the flap retracted and more than the minimumsatisfactory
rolling velocity with the flap extended despite excessive stretch
of the control mechanismunder load.
The time lag in the response of the ailerons was so small as to be
unnoticeable to the pilot.
The yawing characteristics_ although slightly irregular_ produced
a small favorable yaw.
The aileron operating forces of this installation were excessive.
Becausethe aileron control system used in these tests had exces-
sive friction and was very flexible under a load_ the results re-
garding the aileron-control forces cannot be considered as con-
clusive.
The results indicate the necessity for a considerable overlap in
the starting and stopping of the upper-surface ailerons_ and that
the control system must be designed with low friction and a small
amountof stretch.
WRL 440 TESTSIN THE19-FOOTPRESSURETUNNELOFA 1/2.75-SCALEMODELOF
THEF4U-I AIRPLANEWITHSEVERALBALANCEDELEVATORS_FULL-SPAN
FLAPS_ANDDROPPABLEGASTANK_Robert R. Grahamand C. Dixon
Ashworth_ October 1942
A wind.tunnel investigation was madeto determine the aerodynamic
effects of several elevators with varying amountsof balance and
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of outboard split flaps on a I/2.75-scale model of an F4U-I air-
plane. Power-on runs were at i00 mphand power-off runs were at
260 mph.
The CLmaxfor the power-on landing approach was 6%higher with
both inboard slotted flaps and outboard split flaps deflected
than it was with inboard slotted flaps deflected and ailerons
drooped.
The addition of the outboard split flaps had a negligible effect
on the stalling characteristics and the longitudinal stability
but noticeably reduced the aileron effectiveness.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFANNACA23012AIRFOILWITHTWOSIZES
OF BALANCEDSPLITFLAP, ThomasA. Harris and Paul E. Purser,
November1940
An investigation was madein the NACA7- by 10-foot wind tunnel
of an NACA23012airfoil with a 15%chord and a 25%chord balanced
split flap of the Clark Y profile.
The optimum arrangement of either of the balanced split flaps_
from consideration of maximumlift coefficient and minimumprofile-
drag coefficient for take-off and climb, was a combination com-
parable to the Fowler flap. The pitching-moment coefficients
increased with flap deflection and with movementof the flap
toward the trailing edge of the wing. Any leak between the nose
of the flap and the lower surface of the wing was harmful from
consideration of maximumlift coefficient, but if the gap was in-
creased to form a suitable slot the maximumlift coefficient was
increased. The data contained in this report is suitable for
application to the design of any probable split-flap arrangement.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOF CONTROL-SURFACECHARACTERISTICS.
XI - VARIOUSLARGEOVERHANGANDINTERNAL-TYPEAERODYNAMICBALANCES
FORA STRAIGHT-CONTOURFLAPONTHENACA0015 AIRFOIL, Richard I.
Sears and H. Page Hoggard_Jr._ January 1943
Force-test measurementsin two-dimensional flow were madein the
NACA4- by 6-foot vertical tunnel to determine the characteristics
of several different shapedoverhang-type aerodynamic balances
applied to a straight-contour flap mountedon an NACA0015 air-
foil. The chord of the flap was 30%of the airfoil chord and the
chord of the overhang was 50%of the flap chord. The results of
tests are as follows:
i. The addition of cover plates over the nose of a flap having a
long overhang of sharp profile materially reduced the drag as
comparedwith that of the uncovered overhang; the reduction in
drag was greatest for the widest cover plates.
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2. Whenthe gap at the nose of a long sharp overhang was not
sealed_ the addition of wide cover plates increased the slope of
the lift curve.
3. The addition of cover plates should decrease the control-free
stability of an airplane with control surfaces having a long
sharp-nose overhang.
4. The addition of cover plates restricted the maximum flap
deflection.
5. The addition of cover plates over the nose of the flap with a
long-sharp-nose overhang adversely affected the hinge-moment
characteristics unless the air leak through the gap at the flap
nose was sealed.
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF CONTROL-SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS.
VII - A MEDIUM AERODYNAMIC BALANCE OF TWO NOSE SHAPES USED WITH
A 30-PERCENT-CHORD FLAP ON AN NACA 0015 AIRFOIL, Richard I.
Sears and H. Page Hoggard_ Jr._ July 1942
Force-test measurements in two-dimensional flow were made in the
NACA 4- by 6-foot vertical tunnel of the characteristics of
an NACA 0015 airfoil with a balanced flap having a chord 30% of
the airfoil chord and a flap-nose overhang 35% of the flap chord.
The following results were noted:
i. The slope of the lift curve for the airfoil was found to be
independent of the flap-nose shapes tested and decreased appre.
ciably when the gap at the flap nose was unsealed.
2. The lift effectiveness of the flap with a sealed gap was
independent of the nose shapes tested.
3. When deflected in conjunction with the angle of attack_ the
blunt-nose flap lost all lift effectiveness when deflected greater
than 15°_ but the medium-nose flap was somewhat effective to 25°.
When deflected in opposition to the angle of attack_ the flap with
either nose shape was effective to 25° .
4. Unsealing the gap at the nose of the flap increased the
balance effectiveness for flaps with both the blunt and the
medium nose shapes.
5. The minimum profile drag of the airfoil with a blunt-nose
balanced flap was the same as that for the plain flap_ but with
the medium-nose balance the minimum profile-drag coefficient was
increased by 0.0011.
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WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFANNACA23021AIRFOILWITHTWOSIZES
OF BALANCEDSPLITFLAPS_Robert S. Swansonand Marvin J. Schulden-
frei_ February 1941
An investigation wasmadein the NACA7- by 10-foot tunnel of a
large-chord NACA23021airfoil with a 15%-chordand a 25%-chord
balanced split flap of Clark Y profile. Section lift_ drag_ and
pitching-moment characteristics were presented. The two balanced
split flaps were comparedwith a slotted-flap arrangement developed
in a previous investigation.
The results showedthat the basic airfoil had the lowest profile
drag coefficients over the low lift range; the optimum arrangement
of the 15%chord balanced split flap had the lowest profile-drag
coefficient over the moderate lift range9 and the optimumarrange-
ment of the 25%chord balanced split flap had the lowest profile-
drag coefficient over the high lift range.
The Fowler arrangement of the 25%chord balanced split flap gave
the highest increment of maximumlift coefficient_ about 1.82 as
comparedto 1.47 for the slotted flap_ and 1.24 for the Fowler
arrangement of the 15%chord balanced split flap. The optimum
arrangement of the 15%chord balanced split flap from considera-
tions of maximumlift coefficient was 5%aheadof the trailing
edge and 3%below the chord line where the increment of maximum
lift coefficient was 1.31. The slotted flap had lower pitching
momentsthan either size of balanced split flaps.
NOTESONTHEEFFECTSOFTRAILING-EDGESHAPESOFLOW-DRAGAIRFOILS
OFPROFILEDRAGANDTHETRIMANDBALANCEOFCONTROLSURFACES_
W. J. Underwood_March 1942
This report was concerned with the problem surrounding the value of
adhering to the specified cusp trailing-edge shapes on low-drag
airfoils as opposed to trailing edgeswith straight-line elements.
Comparative drag tests of a 0.20c straight faired aileron and a
0.20c cusp-type aileron were madeon a low drag airfoil (approx-
imately NACA66_2-I16). The model with the cusp-type aileron had
the lower drag coefficient. The increment of changewas equal to
0.0006. The data presented are not sufficiently complete for
design purposes.
TESTSIN THENACATWO-DIMENSIONALLOW-TURBULENCETUNNELOFAIRFOIL
SECTIONSDESIGNEDTOHAVESMALLPITCHINGMOMENTSANDHIGHLIFT-
DRAGRATIOS_Neal Tetervin_ September1943
Airfoil sections that have small or zero pitching-moment coeffi-
cients and high lift-drag ratios were developed. The airfoil
section ordinates were given in the report.
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WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFCONTROL-SURFACECHARACTERISTICS.
VI - A 30-PERCENT-CHORDPLAINFLAPONTHENACA0015 AIRFOIL_
Richard I. Sears and Robert B. Liddell_ June 1942
Force-test measurementsin two_dimensional flow have been made in
the NACA4- by 6-foot vertical tunnel of the characteristics of a
NACA0015 airfoil equipped with a plain flap having a chord 30%
of the airfo_l chord and a plain tab having a chord 20%of the
flap chord. The results are as follows (the results are com-
pared with those of a NACA0009 airfoil already tested):
i. The slope of the lift curve for the NACA0015 was slightly
less than that for the NACA0009 and decreased when the gap at the
flap nose was unsealed.
2. The lift effectiveness of the plain flap on the NACA0015 was
practically the sameas that of the similar flap on an NACA0009.
3. Onboth the NACA0009 and 0015 airfoils_ the plain flap gave
a greater lift effectiveness with smaller hinge momentswith the
flap gap sealed than with it unsealed. The effect was smaller
for the thicker than for the thinner airfoil.
4. The flap with a sealed gap gave a smaller minimumprofile-
drag coefficient than the flap with unsealed gap.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFANNACA23012AIRFOILWITH0.30-
AIRFOIL-CHORDOUBLESLOTTEDFLAP_Paul E. Purser_ Jack Fischel_
and John M. Riebe_ December1943
Tests to determine the effect of flap position and deflection on
the aerodynamic characteristics of an NACA23012 airfoil with a
double slotted flap having a chord 30%of the airfoil chord
(0.30c) were conducted.
The use of a 0.30c double slotted flap on the NACA23012 airfoil
gave a CLmaxof 3.30 which was larger than that of the 0.2566c
and 0.40c single slotted flaps equal to that of the 0.30c Fowler
flap_ but less than that of the 0.40c double slotted flap on the
sameairfoil.
The 0.30c double slotted flap gave profile-drag coefficients that
were larger than those of the 0.2566c and 0.40c single slotted
flaps for CL'S between 1.2 and 2.7 and were less than those of the
single slotted flaps at values of CL'S greater than 2.7; however_
over the entire lift range_ the present arrangement gave a higher
profile drag than the 0.30c Fowler or 0.40c double slotted flaps.
The 0.30c double slotted flap gave negative section pitching-moment
coefficients that were higher than those of the single and double
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slotted flaps but approximately equal to those of the Fowler flap
at a given CLmax.
At high flap deflections and high CL'S_ a slight movementof the
flaps from the optimumpositions sometimesresulted in relatively
large decreases in lift and increases in drag.
Removingor deflecting the airfoil lower lip improved the aero-
dynamic characteristics near maximumlift only slightly.
The use of a fore flap that was larger in both chord and thickness
slightly increased the CLmaxbut also increased the section pro-
file-drag and section pitching-moment coefficients.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFA PLAINAILERONWITHVARIOUSTRAILING-
EDGEMODIFICATIONSONA TAPEREDWING. III - AILERONSWITHSIMPLE
ANDSPRING-LINKEDBALANCINGTABS_F. M. Rogallo and Paul E. Purser_
January 1943
The results of the computations and the tests of 0.155-chord
ailerons on an NACA230-series airfoil indicated that_ for this
test_ the use of ailerons with simple or spring-linked balancing
tabs would reduce the high-speed stick forces to considerably
less than those experienced in the use of plain scaled ailerons
if the systems were designed for low maximumaileron deflections.
The use of spring-linked tabs designed to give the desired char-
acteristics at high speedwould reduce the variation of stick
force with speed and would also cause an increase in rolling
effectiveness for a given stick deflection as the speed was
reduced_ relative to plain ailerons or ailerons with simple
tabs.
A FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOF INTERNALLYBALANCEDSEALEDAILERONS_
W. C. Williams and H. F. Kleckner_ December1941
Flight tests were madeof a set of internally balanced sealed
ailerons installed on a Ryan STairplane. The flight tests
indicated that internal aerodynamic balance in conjunction with a
positive seal may be used to reduce hinge moments.
For this case an internal balance projecting of the hinge line
32.5%of the aileron chord reduced the hinge momentsby an average
of 45%. The aileron effectiveness was comparablewith that of
other sealed ailerons that have been flight tested.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFA PLAINAILERONANDA BALANCEDAILERON
ONA TAPEREDWINGWITHFULL-SPANDUPLEXFLAPS_F. M. Rogallo and
John G. Lowry_ July 1942
Duplex flaps consisted of an inboard NACAslotted flap and an
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outboard balanced split flap. Results indicate that the 0.58-span
slotted flap provided an increment of 0.82 in maximumlift coeffi-
cient_ and the 0.40-span retractable flaps over the aileron
portion of the wing provided an additional increment of maximum
lift coefficient of 0.22_ that is_ a total increment of 1.04 was
given by the duplex-flap combination. Flap deflection over the
aileron portion of the wing reduced the effectiveness of the
aileron at intermediate positions of the flap but not necessarily
at the final position. Estimated rates of roll and stick forces
indicated that the wing arrangement tested would provide satis-
factory lateral control on the assumedfighter airplane. It gives
aerodynamic characteristics of flaps and aileron tested.
WRL 489 DRAGANALYSISOFSINGLE-ENGINEMILITARYAIRPLANESTESTEDIN THE
NACAFULL-SCALEWINDTUNNEL_C. H. Dearborn and Abe Silverstein_
October 1940
Tests madeon full size models to determine what changes can be
madeon existing planes to increase their top speed. The report
analyzes each componentin turn and gives recommendations.
Somerules for ducts are: (I) Avoid bends in high speed sections.(2) Use guide vanes in all the duct bends_with rounded noses.
(3) Avoid sudden changes in duct size. Report gives allowable
angles of bend. (4) Design the duct entry so that the air flow
does not create pressure peaks on the external on internal lines
of the duct entrance. (5) Locate duct inlets at a stagnation
point if possible or design them to recover full stagnation pres-
sure. (6) Do not use internal duct shutters_ use outlet shutters.
(7) Ducts should have a smooth internal surface and circular cross
section whenpossible. (8) Duct outlets should be designed to
discharge air on streamlines.
Proper design of exhaust stacks and cooling ducts can lead to
full recovery of the drag loss that they produce. Air induction
systems should always have ducts located at stagnation points to
get maximumengine power. Intercoolers are necessary as long as
blowers are inefficient. Useof intercoolers necessitates much
attention to good design of the cooler because of space limita-
tions and drag.
Drag considerations favor small-diameter engine installations.
Canopies and nacelles should be designed to minimize pressure
peaks. Leaks on fuselage or wings or nacelles should be avoided_
as these lead to increased drag. Exhaust stacks and superchargers
should be streamlined to reduce drag. Stacks should be designed
to get maximumjet thrust out of the exhaust gases.
Wings should be constructed very carefully to avoid protuberances_
such as rivets and spanwise irregularities_ which will fix the
transition from laminar to turbulent flow at the point of roughness
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and add considerably to drag. Sandedwalkways add a large drag
increment_ as do aileron gaps. Canopies and all protuberances
from the fuselage should have smoothcurving contours_ to avoid
turbulence and separation. Landing gear should be streamlined_
well faired_ or_ if retractable_ sealed to avoid leaks_ which
cause a great increase in drag. Aerials should be streamlined
and wires should be parallel to the flow if possible.
CHARACTERISTICSOFNACA4400RSERIESRECTANGULARANDTAPERED
AIRFOILS_INCLUDINGTHEEFFECTOF SPLITFLAPS_Harry Greenberg_
January 1941
Tests were madein the variable-density wind tunnel of a tapered
wing of 3-10-18 plan form and based on the NACA4400Rseries
sections which were tested in a reference. The wing was also
tested with 0.2 chord split flaps_ deflected 60o_ in the center
of the wing and having flap span to wing span ratios of 0.3_ 0.5_
0.7 and 1.0_ respectively.
The numbers in the designation of the tapered wing (3-10-18)
refer to taper ratio_ aspect ratio_ and root section percent
thickness_ respectively. The tests were madeof the four rec-
tangular airfoils of the NACA4400Rseries (4409R_4412R_4415R_
and 4418R)with full-span 0.2 chord_ trailing-edge split flaps
deflected 60° .
Measurementsof lift_ drag_ and pitching momentwere madein the
variable-density wind tunnel according to standard procedure where
the Reynolds numberwas 8_000_000.
Standard plots showing the characteristics of the rectangular
airfoils with 0.2 chord split flaps deflected 60° were shownas
figures. The section characteristics after the stall were not
shown. The principal characteristics were summarizedin a table.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFA FULL-SPANRETRACTABLEFLAPIN
COMBINATIONWITHFULL-SPANPLAINANDINTERNALLYBALANCEDAILERONS
ONA TAPEREDWING_R. M. Rogallo_ John G. Lowry_ and Jack Fischel_
August 1943
An investigation was madeof a 20%chord full-span retractable
flap in combination with 8%chord full-span plain and internally
balanced ailerons on a semispanmodel of the tapered wing of a
typical fighter plane.
The results of this investigation indicated that an increment of
CLmaxof 1.3 may be obtained by deflecting the full span flap 30°
with the flap nose about 3%below the trailing edge of the wing.
This increment was increased to 1.5 by increasing the flap deflec-
tion and drooping the aileron. The pitching momentcoefficient
obtained at any given CL with the flap extended was approximately
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the sameas that of other partial and full_span flap arrangements
tested on the samewing.
The estimated aileron effectiveness was adequate in the flap-
retracted condition and was increased by about 50%when the flap
was extended. A reduction of aileron effectiveness of approxi-
mately 40%relative to the flap-retracted condition appears un-
avoidable at someintermediate flap positions. An internal
balance reduced the estimated stick forces to acceptable values
for all flap positions and deflections along a selected path.
It is indicated by the estimated rate of roll and the stick forces
that the wing arrangement tested would provide satisfactory lat-
eral control on the assumedfighter airplane.
INVESTIGATIONOFTHEBOUNDARYLAYERABOUTA SYMMETRICALIRFOIL
IN A WINDTUNNELOFLOWTURBULENCE_Albert E. yon Doenhoff_ August
1940
An extensive series of boundary-layer surveys was madeover the
surface of an NACA0012 airfoil at zero lift. The surveys were
madeat Reynolds numbersof 2.675xi06_ 3.78xI06_ 5.35xi06 and
7.56x106 .
The calculated and the experimental laminar boundary_layer pro-
files for an NACA 0012 airfoil were in good agreement.
Although comparative measurements of transition in flight indicate
that the turbulence of the air stream of the low-turbulence tunnel
was large enough to produce marked effects on transition_ the
turbulence of this air stream was less than that of other NACA
tunnels previously supposed to have low turbulence.
The critical Reynolds number of a sphere cannot be used as a
measure of the effects of small amounts of turbulence on the flow
about an airfoil.
The calculated turbulent skin-friction distribution for an NACA
0012 airfoil was in fair agreement with that found from boundary-
layer surveys.
For the NACA 0012 airfoil 3 the Squire-and-Young method of cal-
culating profile drag gave results in good agreement with the
value determined from wake surveys.
Approximately 80% of the profile drag of the NACA 0012 airfoil was
direct skin-friction drag.
WING-FUSELAGE INTERFERENCE - COMPARISON OF CONVENTIONAL AND
AIRFOIL-TYPE-FUSELAGE COMBINATIONS_ Eastman N. Jacobs and Albert
Sherman_ March 1937
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Tests of wing-fuselage combinations employing an airfoil-type
fuselage were made. The models were designed to simulate an
existing moderate-size transport airplane of that type. The test
results showed that for such sizes the airfoil-type-fuselage
combination should be well faired in such a way as to eliminate
the discontinuity at the ends of the fuselage, and even then will
probably have to rely largely on other than basic aerodynamic
considerations for its justification.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOF CONTROL-SURFACECHARACTERISTICS.
XII - VARIOUSCOVER-PLATEALIGNMENTSONTHENACA0015 AIRFOILWITH
A 30-PERCENT-CHORDFLAPANDLARGESEALEDINTERNALBALANCE_H. Page
Hoggard, Jr., January 1943
Force-test measurementsin two-dimensional flow were madeto
determine the aerodynamic effects of changing the alignment of
the cover plates on a sealed internally balanced flap. Manufac-
turing imperfections in the aligmnent of the cover plates for
internally balanced flaps with the airfoil contour, if large_ may
have serious effects on the resultant hinge momentof a flap with
a sealed internal balance.
In general, bending the cover plates in or out increased the
negative slope of curves of flap hinge momentplotted against
angle of attack and against flap deflection. A rudder with
internal balance with the cover plates bent out an appreciable
amount should have a tendency toward rudder lock in a sideslip.
Similarly_ an elevator should have a tendency toward overbalance
when used in the landing attitude whenthe cover plates are bent
out. Bending the plates in should have no serious effect other
than a slight increase in hinge moment.
Bending the cover plates in or out had practically no effect on
the slope of the lift curve for the airfoil.
The lift effectiveness of the flap with flap deflection and angle
of attack of like sign was reduced when the cover plates were bent
out at either bend location. Bending the plates in did not affect
the lift effectiveness.
The increment of minimumprofile drag due to bending the plates
out was appreciable and was larger when the bend location was
near the cover-plate trailing edge. Within the experimental
accuracy of the tests_ bending the cover plates in had no
appreciable effect on the minimumprofile-drag coefficient.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFA PLAINAILERONWITHVARIOUSTRAILING-
EDGEMODIFICATIONSONA TAPEREDWING. I - AILERONWITHFIXEDINSET
TABS,F. M. Rogallo and Paul E. Purser, September1942
The results of the tests of 0.155c ailerons on an NACA230 series
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airfoil and the computations indicated that_ for this study_ the
use of ailerons with fixed inset tabs combinedwith a suitable
differential aileron linkage can reduce the maximumstick forces
to about 40%or less of the forces experienced in the use of
plain ailerons with an equal up and downlikage. The decreases
in stick forces were greater and the changes in aileron effective-
ness were less for the ailerons with positive tabs than for the
ailerons with negative tabs.
The results indicated that the presence of a gap at the aileron
nose and also the use of initial aileron deflection to counteract
the lift increment due to the deflection were detrimental to the
aileron effectiveness and to the stick-force characteristics.
WRL 516 WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFSHIELDEDHORNBALANCESANDTABSONA
0.7-SCALEMODELOFXF6FVERTICALTAlL SURFACE_John G. Lowry_
JamesA. Maloney_ and I. Elizabeth Garner_ March 1944
An investigation was madeof a 0.7-scale model of the vertical
tail surface of the GrummanXF6Fairplane. Tests to determine the
effect on the hinge-momentcharacteristics of an unshielded horn_
of shielded horns of different chords_ spans_ and nose shapes_ and
of trin_ning tabs of two nose shapes indicated that:
The addition of the shielded horns gave a change in hinge-moment
variation with angle of attack about 60%as great as unshielded
horns for the samebalance coefficient. (The balance coefficient
is the square root of the ratio of the product of the horn area
and meanchord of the horn to the product of the rudder area and
meanchord of the rudder.) For the shielded horns_ the change in
hinge-momentvariation with rudder deflection was less than for
the unshielded horn for horns of small balance coefficient and
greater for horns of large balance coefficient. The ratio of the
change in hinge-momentvariation with angle of attack to change
with rudder deflection was about 0.7 for the shielded horns.
For the XF6Fvertical tail surface the rate of change of hinge-
momentcoefficient with rudder deflection could be reduced with
shielded horns to about 50% of the unbalanced value without
obtaining a positive value of the rate of change with angle of
attack large enough to give steady oscillations of the airplane
with free rudder.
For most tail surfaces it will be impossible to obtain a closely
balanced surface by means of shielded horns and keep the rate of
change of hinge moment coefficient with angle of attack near zero
without the addition of some other balancing device of which the
main function is to reduce the negative hinge moment due to de-
flection.
The pressure-distribution tests showed that_ in general_ the
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medium-nosehorn gave lower peak pressures and consequently higher
critical speeds than the blunt-nose horn.
The two tabs gave approximately the sameresults.
FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOF BOUNDARY-LAYERCONTROLBY SUCTIONSLOTSON
ANNACA35-215 LOW-DRAGAIRFOILAT HIGHREYNOLDSNUMBERS_John A.
Zalovcik_ J. W. Wetmore_and Albert E. von Doenhoffj February 1944
The results of the flight investigation of suction slots on the
upper surface of the airfoil showedthat 3 with a slot spacing of
about 5%of the chord_ the laminar boundary layer could be main-
tained to or slightly beyond45%of the chord_ or just about to
the minimum_pressurepoint_ over a range of airplane lift coeffi-
cient from 0.19 to about 0.35 with a corresponding range of
Reynolds numberfrom 30.8 to 23 million. Comparisonwith the
results obtained from tests of the unslotted airfoil indicated
that laminar flow at 45%of the chord represented an increase_
attributable to the effect of slots_ of at least 5%of the chord
at a lift coefficient of 0.21 and a Reynolds numberof 26.5
million. The corresponding reduction in the external profile-drag
coefficient of the upper surface appeared to be 0.00031 and
0.00065_ respectively. These effects were obtained with an
expenditure of blower power equivalent to a profile drag co-
efficient of 0.00008.
In the tests with the slot spacing reduced to about 2½percent of
the chord_ the maximumextent of the laminar layer was not
definitely determined_ however_ it was apparently less for all
test conditions than with either the 9 slot arrangement or no
slots.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFA PLAINAILERONWITHTHICKENEDAND
BEVELEDTRAILINGEDGESONA TAPEREDLOW-DRAGWING_Paul E. Purser
and John W. McKee_May 1943
Tested 0.20 chord aileron on a tapered low-drag wing:
i. Thickening and beveling the aileron trailing edge would sub-
stantially reduce the high speed control forces.
2. Air leakage across the aileron nose tended to cause over-
balance of the beveled ailerons at small deflections and to reduce
their rolling momenteffectiveness. This loss in effectiveness
was greater with the beveled aileron than with the original cusp
aileron.
3. The characteristics of beveled ailerons were in general agree-
ment with the characteristics obtained in previous wind tunnel and
flights.
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4. Thickening and beveling only one surface of the aileron gave
less aerodynamic balance than thickening and beveling both surfaces
and produced a large floating tendency that would allow advan-
tageous use of a differential aileron linkage.
5. Tab effectiveness varied with aileron profile and in some
cases was unsatisfactory.
A FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFTHEBOUNDARY-LAYERCHARACTERISTICSAND
PROFILEDRAGOFTHENACA35-215 LAMINAR-FLOWAIRFOILAT HIGH
REYNOLDSNUMBERS_J. W. Wetmore3 J. A. Zalovcik_ and Robert C.
Platt_ May 1941
Comparisonof the results of the present flight tests on the air-
foil section with data obtained on generally similar airfoils in
the original NACAlow-turbulence wind tunnel showedthat in flight
the laminar boundary layer was maintained to values of Reynolds
numberconsiderably greater than the highest values that were
attained in the tunnel. This result indicated that even in tunnel
air streams of extremely low turbulence the effect of the residual
turbulence might be appreciabl% and thereby demonstrated the
necessity of continued flight research on airfoils of large scale
to supplement the development work of the tunnels.
INVESTIGATIONOFSURFACEIRREGULARITIESONANNACA63(420)-416_
a = 1.0 AIRFOILSECTIONFORTHEGLENNL. MARTINCOMPANYDESIGN195_
Albert L. Braslow_ October 1943
An investigation was madeto determine effects of riveted and
piano-hinge-type skin joints.
It was found that:
Any type of surface irregularities at the front spar_ however
treated_ caused a substantial increase in drag.
Leakage of air through the airfoil from one surface to the other
caused an additional increase in drag which may be prevented by
sealing the skin joints.
Surface irregularities at the rear spar caused no significant
increase in drag so long as no leakage of air through the airfoil
was present.
The lowest drags at flight values of the Reynolds numberfor
either the riveted or piano-hinge skin joints at the front spar
were obtained with the riveted joints with the skin gaps filled.
The lowest drags for the piano hinges at the front spar were
obtained with the hinges sealed with fabric faired to the surface
of the airfoil.
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No significant increase in drag resulted from the addition of an
aileron slot.
AERODYNAMICDATAFORA WINGSECTIONOFTHEREPUBLICXF-12 AIRPLANE
EQUIPPEDWITHA DOUBLESLOTTEDFLAPj Jones F. Cahill_ January 1946
An investigation was carried out in the Langley 2-dimensional low-
turbulence tunnels for the purpose of developing an optimum flap
configuration for maximumlift on an airfoil section for the
Republic XF-12 airplane equipped with a double slotted flap. Lift
and flap loads were obtained at several flap deflections for two
flap paths. Drag characteristics of the section with flaps re-
tracted were also determined. Tests included an investigation of
flap and fore flap configurations for maximumlift_ lift charac-
teristics at several flap deflections for two flap paths_ and flap
and fore-flap loads. The effect of Reynolds numberand standard
leading-edge roughness on the lift and drag characteristics were
determined for several configurations.
The flap had a length of 0.238c while the fore flap had a length
of 0.092c. The lift_ drag_ and flap loads were discussed.
A flap configuration was developed which was believed to be very
near the optimum for maximumlift and which provided a maximum
lift coefficient of 3.43 at a Reynolds numberof 14 million. The
maximumlift for all deflections except the best maximumlift
configuration was shownto increase with Reynolds number. The
maximumlift coefficient for the optimumconfiguration was shown
to be approximately 0. i0 higher at 3.5 million than at 14 million.
SUMMARYOFAIRFOILDATA_Ira H. Abbott_ Albert E. von Doenhoff_
and Louis S. Stivers_ Jr._ March 1945
This report is a summaryof the NACAairfoil shapes through
747A415. It presents lift_ drag_ and momentcurves for each air-
foil.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFA SECTIONOFTHEHORIZONTALTAIL
SURFACEFORTHEBELLXP-63 AIRPLANE_Milton B. Ames_Jr._ and H.
Page Hoggard_Jr._ August 1941
Data on the NACA0009 airfoil and the NACA66_2X-009airfoil is
given. This can be found in Theory of Wing Sections by Abbott and
Doenhoff.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFANNACA23012AIRFOILWITHAN 18.05-
PERCENT-CHORDMAXWELLSLATANDWITHTRAILING-EDGEFLAPS_Clarence
L. Gillis and John W. McKee_October 1941
Tests were madeon an airfoil with an 18.05%chord Maxwell lead-
ing edge slat and with a slotted and a split flap. The purpose
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was to determine the optimum slot gap of the Maxwell slat for and
the aerodynamic section characteristics of the airfoil with sev-
eral deflections of both types of flap. Curves of lift_ drag_ and
pitching-moment characteristics for selected optimum arrangements
were presented.
Effect of slot gap: Slat tested gave muchmore gradual stall
than the 0.30% chord slat previously tested_ with higher _cImax
but lower Clmax. Pitching momentsbecameincreasingly negative
as the slot gap was increased_ indicating that the center of
pressure movedrearward. The 0.1805%chord slat lost effective-
ness muchmore rapidly with flap deflection than the 0.30% slat.
Whenthe slat was set at the optimum slot gap increased the
pitching-moment coefficients in the high-lift range negatively
for all flap deflections.
Comparisonof the profile drag characteristics: Below a lift
coefficient of 0.8 the plain airfoil had the lowest profile drag.
Above a lift coefficient of 0.8 the airfoil with a slotted flap
had a lower profile drag coefficient than any of the combinations
with the Maxwell slat. With the optimum slot opening_ the airfoil
with the slotted flap had the lowest profile drag_ the airfoil
with the split flap had higher profile drag_ and the airfoil with
no flap had the highest profile drag. The sameorder of the pro-
file drag coefficients was noticed for the airfoil with the 0.30c
slat.
Increasing the radius of the rear edge of the slot entry caused
no appreciable change in the characteristics_ and a sharp corner
at this point either had no effect or was detrimental. Deflecting
the trailing edge of the slat increased the Clmax and decreasedthe profile drag and pitching moment.
REVIEWOFFLIGHTTESTSOFNACAC ANDD COWLINGSONTHEXP-42
AIRPLANE_J. Ford Johnston_ April 1943
Review of flight tests of the performance and cooling character-
istics of three NACAD cowlings and of a conventional NACAC
cowling on the XP-42 airplane are summarizedand compared.
The maximumspeed of the XP-42was increased by a change from a
C-cowling to a D-cowling by an amount corresponding to an airplane
drag coefficient reduction of 7%with the long-nose high-inlet_
velocity cowling_ 6%with the short-nose low-inlet-velocity
cowling_ and 4%with the short-nose high-inlet-velocity cowling.
The engine cooling-air pressure recovery was also increased by
the change so long as the inlet velocity was not too high for
the diffuser used.
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The use of wide-chord propeller cuffs with the D-cowling increased
the pressure recovery in full-power climb by about i inch of water
and improved the ground cooling_ but decreased the top speed by
from I to 4 mph.
The use of a fan with the low-inlet velocity cowling raised the
pressure recovery in climb by about 2½inches of water but de-
creased the top speed by from i to 4 mph.
WRL 615 WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFPROFILEDRAGANDLIFT OFAN INTER-
MEDIATEWINGSECTIONOFTHEXP-51 AIRPLANEWITHBEVELEDTRAILING-
EDGEANDCONTOURAILERONS_Frank T. Abbott_ Jr._ and William J.
Underwood_January 1943
Flight tests were madewhich tended to show that a beveled trail-
ing edge aileron gave a lower profile drag than a contour aileron.
This was viewed with such suspicion that wind tunnel tests were
run on scale models of the XP-51with beveled trailing-edge
aileron and contour aileron. The test justified the suspicions_
the test showedthat the profile drag of the beveled trailing
edge aileron was higher than that of the contour aileron and that
the beveled trailing-edge aileron was less effective per degree of
deflection than the contour aileron. The report makesno mention
of why the results cameout different in the flight test and the
wind-tunnel test.
WRL 629 AERODYNAMICTESTSOFANNACA66(215)-I16_ a = 0.6 AIRFOILWITHA
0.25c SLOTTEDFLAPFORTHEFLEETWINGSXA-39 AIRPLANE_Jones F.
Cahill_ November1944
Tests were conducted in the Langley 2_dimensional low_turbulence
tunnels on a 24-inch-chord model of the NACA66(215)-i16_ a = 0.6
airfoil with a 0.25-chord slotted flap. It was desired to obtain
optimum flap pivot positions for the following conditions: (i) a
high maximumlift coefficient at a high flap deflection; (2) high
lift coefficients with reasonably low drags at a flap deflection
of 30°_ and (3) a positive lift coefficient with low drags at a
negative angle of attack for a flap deflection of 15° . These
conditions were determined from a consideration of the landing_
take-off_ and strafing requirements of the airplane. Twoslot
entry lips were tested to find the effect of a door which closed
the slot on the lower surface when the flap was retracted. Flap
loads were obtained at certain configurations and the effects of
external flap hinges and of the removal of the internal slot
fairing skin were investigated.
Lift_ drag_ and pitching-moment as well as pressure_distribution
data were obtained. All force and momentdata were corrected
for tunnel-wall effect. The highest Machnumberwas 0.140.
Tests were conducted at Reynolds numbersof approximately 2.5xi06
in the 2-dimensional low-turbulence tunnel and 6x106 in the 2-
dimensional low-turbulence pressure tunnel.
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Tuft tests showedthat when the long slot entry lip (the slot
entry lip which closed the slot on the lower surface) was in
place_ the flow over the flap was stalled at deflections greater
than 20o. Whenshort lip was used stalling did not occur.
Results
I, Covering the slot entry with a flush door gave minimum drag
coefficients lower than the no-door configuration by 0.0006 at a
Reynolds number of 6_000_000 with the flap retracted.
2. The highest maximum lift coefficient measured was 2.70 and
was obtained with a flap deflection of 55 ° .
3. The results indicated that the lowest drag at high lift co-
efficients for the 30° flap deflection would be obtained at the
third pivot point of the 6 investigated and shown in the report.
4. Few adverse effects were incurred as a result of removing the
interior slot fairing skin provided the slot is covered by a door
on the lower surface when the flap is retracted.
WR L 644 TWO DIMENSIONAL WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF SPOILER AILERON FLAP
MODEL FOR THE HUGHES XF-II AIRPLANE_ William J. Underwood and
Felicien F. Fullmer_ Jr._ April 1945
The results of this investigation of a retractable spoiler aileron
used as a lateral control device on an NACA 66(215)-216 (approxi-
mate) airfoil section with 0.25c slotted flap indicated the follow-
ing conclusions.
i. The hinge moment characteristics of the retractable spoiler
aileron were greatly affected by spoiler thickness_ rear-gap
size_ and bevel angle of the upper face of the spoiler. The
best hinge-moment characteristics of the configurations tested
were obtained with the thinnest (0,0028c) spoiler which had a
17° bevel angle on the upper and lower faces of the spoiler and
roughness on the upper face_ the largest (0.0100c) spoiler rear
gap_ and the 0.0013c spoiler forward gap.
2. The spoiler aileron was effective in producing a substantial
decrease in the section lift coefficient for all negative spoilers
deflections larger than -3° .
3. The spoiler effectiveness parameter for deflections above
-i0 ° was practically unaffected by increasing the test Reynolds
number from 2.5 to 6 million.
4. With the spoiler in the retracted position_ air flow through
the cut-outs for the spoiler in the upper surface of the airfoil
caused an increase of approximately 12% in the minimum profile-
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drag coefficient.
5. The increments of section pitching-moment coefficient of the
airfoil produced by the spoiler aileron were less positive than
those produced by a plain sealed flap of equal effectiveness.
The advantage of the smaller increments of section pitching
momentassociated with spoiler ailerons with respect to the
lateral-control reversal speed of an airplane_ however_may be
offset by the relatively larger span required for spoiler ailer-
ons.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFA BEVELEDAILERONSHAPEDESIGNEDTO
INCREASETHEUSEFULDEFLECTIONRANGE_R. T. Jones and W. J.
Underwood_Apri ! 1944
The purpose of this investigation in a two-dimensional low-
turbulence tunnel was to determine the general aerodynamic char-
acteristics of an aileron on the XP-51 airplane and to determine
its useful range.
The following three configurations were tested:
--f _ (A)
--( -_ (B) Aileron Shapes
__ (c)
WR L 659
Type (A) ailerons are the unmodified. Type (_ showed a somewhat
greater useful range of deflections and gave slightly better
control at low speed than the unmodified aileron. Likewise Type
(C) improved on Type (B) in regard to range of deflection and
controlability.
INVESTIGATION OF EXTR_E LEADING-EDGE ROUGHNESS ON THICK LOW-DRAG
AIRFOILS TO INDICATE THOSE CRITICAL TO SEPARATION_ Eastman N.
Jacobs_ Ira H. Abbott_ and Milton Davidson_ June 1942
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Several airfoils_ including a conventional NACA23021 and some low
drag airfoils for which the thickness was increased to the point
that they were considered doubtfully conservative with respect to
separation_ were investigated as smooth airfoils and after the
application of a standard roughness. The results showedsomeof
of the airfoils to be critical to separation resulting from such
flow disturbances. It is concluded_ pending further investiga-
tion of separation difficulties_ that airfoil sections falling
definitely within the conservative range should be used.
INVESTIGATIONOFTHEVARIATIONOFLIFT COEFFICIENTWITHREYNOLDS
NUMBERAT A MODERATEANGLEOFATTACKONA LOW-DRAGAIRFOIL_Albert
E. von Doenhoff and Neal Tetervin_ November1942
An investigation of the boundary layer about the NACA66_2-216_
a = 0.6_ airfoil section was madein the NACA2_dimensional low-
turbulence tunnel_ in an attempt to find an explanation for the
decreased slope of the lift curve observed for someof the low-
drag sections outside the low-drag range at low Reynolds numbers.
The tests consisted of boundary-layer and lift measurements
through a range of Reynolds numbers from 0.9xi06 to 2.6xi06.
Changesin lift and boundary-layer characteristics were observed
at an angle of attack = I0.I°_ which was chosen in order that a
fairly large changeof lift coefficient with Reynolds numberwould
occur. This angle of attack_ however_was definitely below that
for maximumlift. The velocity distributions in the boundary
layer were obtained by measuring the static pressure at a point
outside the boundary layer and the total pressure at several
positions within the boundary layer.
The slope of the lift curve decreased with increasing Reynolds
number_an indication that the effect under investigation became
less pronounced as the Reynolds number increases. It is to be
noted that the pressure in the separated region remains constant
independent of the Reynolds number; whereas the pressures over the
remainder of the upper surface decrease with increasing Reynolds
number.
In order to obtain more information regarding the separated region
near the leading edge_ a suspension of lampblack in kerosene was
painted on the wing in each case before the tunnel was started.
It was found that the extent of the separated region decreased as
the Reynolds number increased. In the case under consideration_
the turbulent boundary layer was affected by the Reynolds number
in two ways. The first effect was the normal decrease in thickness
of the turbulent boundary layer associated with an increase in
Reynolds number. The second and more important effect in the
present case was the large decrease in the initial thickness of the
turbulent boundary layer where it forms just at the end of the
region of laminar separation.
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At higher Reynolds numbers it seems likely that the region of
local separation near the leading edge will become insignificant
or will completely disappear. It is to be expected then that the
lift may continue to increase somewhat with increase in Reynolds
number_ owing to the normal decrease in boundary-layer thickness
with increasing Reynolds number_ but at a considerably lower rate.
ANALYSIS OF AVAILABLE DATA ON CONTROL SURFACES HAVING PLAIN-
OVERHANG AND FRISE BALANCES_ Paul E. Purser and Thomas A. Toll_
May 1944
The available data on control surfaces having plain-overhang and
Frise balances have been analyzed and some empirical factors that
will facilitate the prediction of the characteristics of balanced
control surfaces from the geometric constants have been deter-
mined.
The results of the preceding correlation and analysis indicated
the following general conclusions regarding control surfaces hav-
ing plain-overhang or Frise balances:
The effects of balance variation in changing the slope of the
curve of hinge-moment coefficient plotted against control-surface
deflection and in changing the lift effectiveness of the control
surfaces were correlated for various models at low Mach numbers
by the use of a balance factor that accounted for the size and
shape of the overhang.
No correlation factor was obtained that would adequately account
for all the variables which affect the slope of the curve of
hinge-moment coefficient plotted against angle of attack or which
affect the deflection range over which the balance is effective
in reducing the slope of the hinge-moment curve.
The presence of a small gap at the nose of a plain-overhang
balanced flap and of the corresponding unbalanced did not
appreciably alter the differences in the slopes of the curves of
hinge moment plotted against control deflection. The shape of
the balance nose varied the effect of a gap at the control leading
edge on the slope of the curve of hinge-moment plotted against
angle of attack for plain-overhang balances. The presence of a
gap at the control leading edge consistently increased the effect
of overhang in increasing the control lift-effectiveness parameter.
With the open gap_ the increase in the lift-effectiveness param-
eter with increase in overhang was caused by an increase in the
slope of the curve of lift plotted against control-surface deflec-
tion and a decrease in the slope of the curve of lift plotted
against the angle of attack.
Increases in the Mach number consistently decreased the deflection
range over which the balance was effective in reducing the slope
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of the hinge-momentcurve.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOF CONTROL-SURFACECHARACTERISTICS.
XVII - BEVELED-TRAILING-EDGEFLAPSOF0.20_ 0.30_ AND0.40 AIRFOIL
CHORDONA NACA0009 AIRFOIL_Vernard E. Lockwood_April 1944
Force tests in two_dimensional flow of flaps having chords 20_
30_ and 40%of the airfoil chord and 20o_ 30o_ and 40° beveled
trailing edges on an NACA0009 airfoil were made. A com-
parison of the results of the tests of models having a smooth
leading edge and a sealed flap with the results for plain flaps
having chords 20 and 30%of the airfoil chord on an NACA0009 air-
foil indicated that:
The increased trailing-edge angle and the increased thickness near
the trailing edge reduced the slope of the control-fixed lift
curve.
The flap lift effectiveness was reduced by the increase of the
trailing-edge angle and hence was less than that for the corres-
ponding plain flaps.
An increase in the trailing edge angle generally gave a more
positive slope to the rate of changeof hinge-moment coefficient
with angle of attack and with flap deflection. The hinge-moment
characteristics also showedthat_ as the flap chord was increased_
the bevel angle that gave the greatest reduction of hinge moments
was increased.
Aerodynamic centers of lift that result from varying the angle of
attack and varying the flap deflection were generally shifted
forward by an increase of the trailing-edge angle.
Opening the gaps at the nose of the flaps with a 30o beveled
trailing edge decreased the slope of the control-fixed lift curve
and decreased the flap effectiveness. The slopes of the curves
of hinge-moment coefficient against angle of attack and flap
deflection were more positive for the flap with open gap than with
the sealed gap. The drag was generally higher for flaps with
open gaps than with sealed gaps.
Fixing the transition at the leading edge of the airfoil by the
addition of roughness had an effect on the lift and hinge moment
similar to that caused by opening the gap. The maximumlift was
reduced by addition of the rough leading edge.
The asymmetric flap with 20° bevel on the upper surface and I0 °
bevel on the lower surface gave negative hinge momentsat zero
angle of attack and zero flap deflection. The hinge-moment-
coefficient curve as a function of angle of attack at zero flap
deflection had a positive slope at negative _'s and a positive
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slope at positive _'s greater than 3o.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFCONTROL-SURFACECHARACTERISTICS
XV - VARIOUSCONTOURMODIFICATIONSOFA 0.30-AIRFOIL-CHORDPLAIN
FLAPONANNACA66(215)-014 AIRFOIL_Paul E. Purser and John M.
Riebe_ December1943
Tests were madeof the NACA66(215)-014 airfoil equipped with
true-contour 3 straight contour_ and beveled-trailing-edge flaps
having chords equal to 30%of the airfoil chord. The effects that
increasing the trailing_edge angle had in decreasing the lift over
the airfoil trailing edge were not significantly different from
the effects previously noted on conventional airfoils.
The slope of the airfoil lift curve was largest with the sealed
true-contour flap and decreased as the gap at the flap nose was
opened_ as the trailing_edge angle was increased, and as roughness
was added to the airfoil leading edge.
The slope of the lift curve with controls free (zero flap hinge
moment)generally increased as the trailing edge angle increased
and as roughness was added to the airfoil leading edge. The effect
of the gap at the hinge line varied with trailing-edge angle and
with the addition of roughness to the airfoil leading edge.
The effectiveness of the flap in producing lift was greatest with
the true-contour flap and generally decreased as the gap at the
flap nose was openedj as the trailing-edge angle was increased_
and as roughness was added to the airfoil leading edge.
The slope of the curves of the hinge momentplotted against angle
of attack at 0° flap deflection and small angles of attack was
approximately zero for the straight-contour flap_ negative for
the true-contour flap_ and positive for the beveled-trailing-
edge flap. The negative slopes of the hinge momentsplotted
against flap deflection for all three flap contours decreased as
the trailing-edge angle increased, as roughness was added to the
leading edge_and_ for the straight-contour and beveled-trailing
edge flaps_ as the gap at the flap nose was unsealed.
Whenthe lift was varied by changing the angle of attack at zero
flap deflection_ the aerodynamic center of the airfoil with a
sealed gap movedforward as the trailing edge angle was increased.
Unsealing the gap had little effect on the aerodynamic center;
whereas the addition of leading-edge roughness movedthe aero-
dynamic center forward I to 2%of the airfoil chord. At constant
angle of attack the aerodynamic center of lift caused by flap
deflection also tended to move forward as the trailing-edge angle
was increased. Unsealing the gap or adding roughness at the air-
foil leading edge tended to move the aerodynamic center rearward
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for the true-contour flap and forward for the beveled trailing
edge flap.
LIFT ANDDRAGTESTSOFTHREEAIRFOILMODELSWITHFOWLERFLAPS
SUI_IITTEDBYCONSOLIDATEDAIRCRAFTCORPORATION_Ira H. Abbott and
Harold R. Turner_ Jr._ December1941
Lift and drag tests were madein the Langley two-dimensional tunnel
of three airfoil models. The models represented intermediate
sections on alternative wings of the XB-32 airplane and were
equipped with 0.3c Fowler flaps.
The three alternative wings were:
i. A Davis wing.
2. A wing obtained by adding a glove to the Davis wing with a
forward extension of the leading edge.
3. A wing with the NACA65_2-221_a = i section at the root and
the NACA66_2X-416_a = 0.6 section at the tip.
The models were tested with various flap deflections up to 40° .
The Reynolds numberwas about 6x106. Lift curves and profile drag
curves were plotted.
TWO-DIMENSIONALWIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOF SIX AIRFOIL SECTIONS
FORTHEWINGOFTHEVEGAXP2V-I AIRPLANE_Felicien F. Fullmer_ Jr._
October 1945
Noone airfoil was superior in all respects to any other. Addi-
tion of roughness to leading edge of plain airfoils produced
marked separation effects and resultant increases in drag coeffi-
cients of sufficient magnitude that the airfoils were considered
to be unconservative sections_ with the exception of the NACA2418
and the Lockheed D-12A. The maximumlift coefficient for flap
deflection could be appreciably increased by removing the flap gap
seal.
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Airfoil
dc I
a_rg-
o
Range of lift
Clmax Cdmin for low drag Cma. c.
NACA 652-515
(modified) a=l.0 0.108
Lockheed D-12A 0. 109
NACA 65(318 )-419 0.112
a=l.0_ cli=0.5
a=0.8_ Cli=-0.5
a=O. 5_ cti--0.4
Lockheed D-20B 0. 103
NACA 2418 0. I03
Vega (modified) 0.098
2419
1.655 0.0043 0.250 to 0.740
1.555 0.0047 0.500 to 0.840
1.460 0.0046 -.160 to 0.650
-0.086
-0.059
-0.47
1.330 0.0048 -0.060
1.475 0.0068 ............... 0.044
1.440 0.0053 -0.051
WR L 693 WIND-TITNNEL INVESTIGATION OF AN NACA 23012 AIRFOIL WITH A 30-
PERCENT-CHORDMAXWELL SLAT AND WITH TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS_ John G.
Lowry and John W. McKee_ June 1941
An investigation was made in the NACA 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel
of an NACA 23012 airfoil with a 30-percent-chord Maxwell leading_
edge slat and with a slotted and a split flap. The purpose of the
investigation was to determine the optimum slot gap of the Maxwell
slat for_ and the aerodynamic section characteristics of_ the
airfoil with several deflections of both types of flap. Curves
of lift_ drag_ and pitching-moment characteristics for selected
optimum arrangements were presented. The leading-edge-slots were
disadvantageous because they increased the drag_ but they were
advantageous where ruggedness and simplicity are essential.
Test conditions: Dynamic pressure = 16.37 psf
v = 80 mph
RNef f = 3.5xi06
Sufficient slot gaps of the Maxwell slat were tested with most
flap deflections to determine the trend of the characteristics
and the optimum slot gap for maximum angle of attack at the stall
and for maximum lift. When the slotted flap was fully retracted
the flap slot gap was sealed and faired to the basic airfoil con-
tour as recon_nended in one of the references.
Effects of Slot Gap on Plain Airfoil: The maximum section lift
coefficient increased from 1.55 at _c = 15.3 ° for the plain
imax
airfoil to 2.20 at _c = 25.2 ° for the airfoil with a 0.30c
Maxwell slat. imax
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The pitching-moment coefficient becameincreasingly negative as
the slot was opened_indicating that the center of pressure moved
rearward. The slope of the lift curve over the positive lift
range remained practically constant_ and the drag coefficient
increased slowly in the range above cl = 0.6 as the slot was
opened.
Effect of Slot Gap with Various Configurations: In every case the
optimum slot gap increased the angle of attack for maximum lift
coefficient approximately I0 °. Opening the slot to the optimum
gap increased the pitching-moment coefficient negatively an
average of about 0.04 over the high lift range for all flap de-
flections.
Comparison of Profile Drag: The plain airfoil had the lowest
profile drag for lift coetficients below 0.9. Opening the gap to
0.40c gave slightly higher profile drag over the entire range.
The 0.20c split flap with the 0.035c slot gap had considerably
higher profile drag than the corresponding slotted flap combina-
tion above cI = 1.2.
For the arrangements tested a slot gap of 3.5 to 4 percent of the
wing chord gave the greatest increase in maximum lift coefficient
and angle of attack at the stall.
WR L 695 SOME LIFT AND DRAG MEASUR_ENTS OF A REPRESENTATIVE BOMBER NACELLE
ON A LOW-DRAG WING_ Macon C. Ellis_ Jr._ May 1942
Tests of a representative bomber nacelle on a low-drag wing were
made in the NACA 2_dimensional tunnel. A 1/10-full-scale model
was used of a proposed two-engine bomber. Drag measurements were
obtained by making wake surveys at a series of spanwise stations.
It was concluded that unless the lift disturbance due to the
nacelle on an NACA 66_2-216 airfoil was sufficient to cause marked
adverse effects on the induced drag_ the drag and interference
of the nacelle tested may be considered small.
WR L 696 SOME LIFT AND DRAG MEASUR_ENTS OF A REPRESENTATIVE BOMBER NACELLE
ON A LOW-DRAG WING - II_ Macon C. Ellis_ Jr._ September 1942
This report is the same kind of report as L-695 except that this
report tests a different bomber nacelle with the same low-drag
wing. Results showed the drag and interference of the nacelle
on the low-drag wing to be small.
WR L 697 WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF A LOW-DRAG AIRFOIL SECTION WITH A
DOUBLE SLOTTED FLAP_ Seymour M. Bogdonoff_ September 1943
Tests of a 0.309-chord double-slotted flap on an NACA 65_3-I18_
a = 1.0 airfoil section have been made in the NACA 2-dimensional
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low-turbulence tunnel and the NACA2-dimensional low-turbulence
pressure tunnel. The purpose of the investigation was to deter-
mine the lift, drag, and pitching-moment characteristics for a
range of flap deflections. The results of tests of low-drag
airfoils equipped with plain, split, or slotted flaps were pre-
sented in reference I. The results of references 2 and 3 show
that, on conventional airfoils, the highest lifts have been
obtained with large-chord venetian-blind and double-slotted
flaps. The present investigation uses double slotted flaps.
Section lift coefficients were obtained by measurementsof the
lift reaction on the floor and ceiling of the tunnel, and section
drag coefficients were obtained by the wake-survey method.
It was found that the double-slotted flap tested gave lift coeffi-
cients higher than those that have been obtained on NACAlow-drag
airfoils with plain, split, or slotted flaps and did not affect
the low-drag characteristics of the wing with the flap retracted.
The combination tested also offered low drag and moderate lift
for the cruising condition and fairly low drag and high lift for
take-off and climb conditions. The lift coefficients obtained
with the 0.309-chord double-slotted flap were almost as high as
those obtained with larger-chord venetian-blind and double-slotted
flaps on conventional airfoils of approximately the samethick_
ness as the low-drag airfoil tested. The high lift coefficients
obtained with the 0.309-chord double-slotted flap were accompanied
by high pitching moments,which were comparable to those obtained
with other high lift devices giving similar maximumlift coeffi-
cients.
EFFECTSOFA TYPICALNACELLEONTHECHARACTERISTICSOFA THICK
LOW-DRAGAIRFOILCRITICALLYAFFECTEDBYLEADING-EDGEROUGHNESS_
MaconC. Ellis, Jr., April 1943
Tests were made to study the effects of a typical nacelle on the
characteristics of a thick low-drag airfoil which was shownfrom
previous tests to be subject to separation difficulties resulting
from leading edge roughness_ that is, the airfoil with roughness
had been shownto have sharp drag increases at moderate angles
of attack. This report is a follow-up to reports L-695 and
L-696 where bombernacelles were tested on a low-drag wing to test
their lift and drag characteristics. The present investigation
was madeto study the effects of a typical nacelle on one of the
airfoils that had been shownto be unconservative with respect
to leading-edge roughness. Tests of the smoothwing and of the
wing with leading-edge roughness were madeboth with and without
the nacelle and the results were presented for comparison. For
the tests, the nacelle wasmounted on an NACA65_2-422, a = 1.0
airfoil.
It was found that unconservative airfoil sections of the type
tested appeared to show less serious drag increases with nacelle
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interference than with leading-edge roughness; the standard
leading-edge roughness may consequently be considered the more
satisfactory meansof judging such airfoils.
WRL 701 TESTOFNACA66_2-I16_ a = 0.6 AIRFOIL SECTIONFITTEDWITHPRES-
SUREBALANCEANDSLOTTEDFLAPSFORTHEWINGOFTHEXP-63 AIRPLANE_
William J. Underwoodand Frank T. Abbott_ Jr._ May 1942
Tests were madein the Langley 2-dimensional low_turbulence
pressure tunnel of a model of the NACA66_2-I16_ a = 0.6 airfoil
section representing the root section of the wing for the XP-63
airplane. Three things were investigated:
(a) Lift_ drag_ and flap hinge-momentcharacteristics for the
internal balanced flap.
(b) Lift_ drag_ and flap hinge-moment characteristics for the
modified internal balance flap.
(c) Lift and drag characteristics for the slotted flap.
Lift and drag measurementswere madeby methods described in
reference I. The flap hinge momentswere obtained from pressure-
distribution measurementsby integrating the normal and chordwise
pressure-distribution diagrams_ the pressures being plotted
against the orifice projections on the flap chord line and a line
perpendicular to the chord line.
Internal Balance Flap: It was found that for a flap deflection
of 15°_ the hinge moments for the 0.0052c w gaps were larger than
for the original gaps (cw = chord of the wing); however_ for a
flap deflection of 45 ° there was very little change in the hinge
moments. Results also showed the hinge moment for the flap at an
angle of attack of 3° to be larger for the sealed condition than
for the no-seal condition. The maximum lift was little affected
either by small changes in the gap between the slot covers and
flap_ or by removing the sealing curtain. With the original con-
figuration for the internal balance flap_ results show that at a
flap deflection of 15 degrees in the low-drag range_ a small de-
crease in profile drag resulted from increasing the gap on the
upper surface to 0.0052c w.
Modified Internal Balance Flap: The lift characteristics of the
model with either the internal balance flap or the modified flap
were about the same. The profile drag at a flap deflection of i0°
with the modified flap was slightly higher than for the internal
balance flap in the low drag range.
Slotted Flap: It was apparent for good flap characteristics that
the slotted flap be designed to include a door to cover the slot
in the retracted position for low drag and to deflect about the
bottom hinge location with the slot open for maximum lift.
Although higher maximum lift coefficients were obtainable with
the slotted flap tested than with the plain flap_ comparatively
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little gain was shownby the slotted flap unless a low flap hinge
point was used.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFA REVISEDHORIZONTALTAIL SURFACE
FORTHEGRUMMANTBF-I AIRPLANE_John W. McKeeand Robert B.
Liddell_ February 1943
This report dealt with reducing hinge momentsof control surfaces.
An investigation was undertaken to determine if a horizontal tail
surface with a large overhang would reduce the high stick forces
in maneuvers that the airplane had with the original horn-balance
elevator_ without appreciably affecting the longitudinal
stability characteristics of the airplane. Results showedthat
such a modification of the tail leads to reduced hinge moments
and longitudinal stability was unaffected. The tab-elevator
deflection ratio had a large effect on the hinge momentdue to
elevator deflection and a small effect on the hinge momentdue to
angle of attack.
TESTSOFFOURMODELSREPRESENTINGINTERMEDIATESECTIONSOFTHE
SB-33AIRPLANEINCLUDINGSECTIONSWITHSLOTTEDFLAPANDAILERONS_
Ira H. Abbott_ June 1942
Data presented is only general and is now conTnonknowledge.
ADDITIONALPOWER-ONWIND-TUNNELTESTSOFTHEI/8-SCALEMODELOF
THEBREWSTERF2A AIRPLANEWITHFULL-SPANSLOTTEDFLAPS_John G.
Lowry_ October 1941
Tests were conducted in the wind tunnel on the i/8-scale model of
the Brewster F2A airplane to determine the angle of attack of
horizontal tail and the elevator angles required for trim with
flaps down. The i/8-scale model of the Brewster F2A airplane with
the modified wing and full-span slotted flaps was the sameas was
used for the tests reported in reference i.
The effect of changing from the three-blade propeller (D = 1.36 ft)
used in reference I with _ = 30° to the two-blade propeller
(D = 1.54 ft) used in the subject tests with _ = 20° increased the
slope of the pitching-moment-coefficient curve a small amount.
There was an increase in lift largely due to a small variation in
flap setting and angle of attack. The variation in resultant drag
was probably caused by a slight variation in propeller rpm. There
was a decrease in longitudinal stability with up-elevator deflec_
tions. The elevator angles for trim were given in the figure on
the back for the model with 1/2 rated power_ the flaps deflected_
and the landing gear extended. The angles for trim were 1½° to
2° more positive than the values given in reference I (Power-On
Wind-Tunnel Tests of the I/8-Scale Model of the Brewster F2A
Airplane with Full-Span Slotted Flaps_ NACAMR_8/21/41). The
angle of attack of the horizontal tail was shownin a figure also
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for the model with flaps deflected and landing gear extended for
both ½ rated power and windmilling propeller.
An analysis of the subject data indicated that a larger horizontal
tail is desirable for the airplane with full-span slotted flaps.
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WRL 736 AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFSEVERALMODIFICATIONSOFA 0.45-
SCALEMODELOFTHEVERTICALTAlL OFTHECURTISSXP-62 AIRPLANE_
John G. Lowry_ ThomasR. Turner_ and Robert B. Liddell, July 1946
A 0.45-scale model of the Curtiss XP-62vertical tail surface
mountedon a stub fuselage was tested in the Langley 7- by lO-
foot tunnel. The aerodynamic characteristics of the vertical tail
with a plain rudder_ two amountsof overhang and an internal
balance were presented. Tab characteristics on the plain rudder
were also presented. The balance arrangements tested consisted of
a plain rudder_ a mediumoverhang_ a large overhang_ and an in-
ternal balance.
The plain rudder and overhang balances were tested both sealed
and unsealed. The hinges_ however_were not completely sealed.
For one series of tests_ 0.013-inch-diameter transition wires
were placed at the 10-percent-chord point along the vertical
surface for the plain rudder VI4R14 (rudder designation number)
and around the fuselage just back of the leading-edge radius.
Dynamicpressure = 16.37 psf_ V = 80 mph_ RNef = 2_464_000
Jet-boundary corrections were applied.
The lift characteristics_ hinge moments_tab characteristics_ and
effects of transition were discussed.
Results
I. The internally balanced and overhang balanced rudders that
have about the samebalance area had about the samehinge-moment
characteristics throughout the angle-of-yaw and rudder-angle
range.
2. Sealing the nose of the overhang balance increased the rudder
effectiveness in producing lift_ the greater increase being ob-
tained for intermediate balance size.
3. Completely sealing the balance of the internally balanced
rudder resulted in lower hinge momentsand higher lift effective-
ness than were obtained with the hinges unsealed.
4. The results of the tab tests indicated that the tab was effec-
tive at least to tab angles of ± 20° over the rudder-deflection
range_ except for the case of large positive angles of attack
combinedwith large negative rudder deflections.
5. Fixing transition shifted all of the curves slightly and
reduced the value of Ch6r over the small rudder-deflection range
and,in general_ reduced the hinge momentsover moseof the angle
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_Chr
of attack and rudder-deflection range where Ch8r = (_-_--r)o_=_St=0•
TWO-DIMENSIONALWIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTWONACALOW-DRAG
AIRFOILSECTIONSEQUIPPEDWITHSLOTTEDFLAPSANDA PLAINNACA
LOW-DRAGAIRFOILSECTIONFORXF6U-I AIRPLANE_LawrenceK. Loftin_
and Fred J. Ric% Jr._ January 1946
The results of a two-dimensional wind-tunnel investigation of two
NACA65-series airfoil sections of approximately 14%and 13%
thickness and equipped with 25.92%airfoil chord and 33.62%air-
foil chord slotted flaps_ respectively_ and a plain airfoil
section indicate:
The optimum flap deflection for maximumsection CL was 40° for
both of the airfoils equipped with slotted flaps.
The highest values of the CLmaxobtained were 2.63 for the 14%
thick section with the 25.92%airfoil chord slotted flap_ and
2.80 for the 13%thick airfoil section with the 33.62%airfoil
chord slotted flap.
At a Reynolds numberof 9xlO6 the use of a 4° cruising flap de-
flection caused the lift coefficient corresponding to the upper
limit of the low drag range to increase from 0.3 to 0.4 for the
root section and from 0.35 to 0.5 for the intermediate section.
On both airfoils the increment in minimumdrag coefficient caused
by the 4° flap d_flection was approximately 0.001 at a Reynolds
numberof 9.0x10v.
ANEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFFLOWCONDITIONSIN THEVICINITY
OFANNACADs-TYPECOWLING_Robert W. Boswinkle_ Jr._ and Rosemary
P. Bryant_ August 1946
An investigation was conducted to determine the flow conditions
in the vicinity of an NACADs-type cowling. Data was obtained
for inlet velocity ratios ranging from 0.23 to 1.02 and for angles
of attack from 0° to I0°.
The local airspeeds and flow directions had appreciably gradients
in the region of the propeller shanks.
The propeller with thin airfoil type shanks caused higher total
pressures and larger angles of flow rotation at the cowling inlet
for the high-speed and climb flight conditions than the propeller
with thick oval shanks.
At a constant blade-shank angl% the changesof flow rotation and
total pressure rise caused by changes in advance-diameter ratio
were smaller for the propeller with thick oval shanks than for the
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propeller with thin airfoil-type shanks for the complete operating
range of inlet-velocity ratio.
The magnitude of the change of flow rotation in the inlet was
such that contravanes would be required upstream of a fan in-
stalled in the inlet of this cowling.
DRAG MEASUREMENTS AT HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBERS OF A 100-1NCH-CHORD
NACA 23016 PRACTICAL CONSTRUCTION WING SECTION SUBMITTED BY CHANCE
VOUGHT AIRCRAFT COMPANY_ Albert E. von Doenhoff and Robert J.
Nuber_ June 1944
Drag measurements were made over range of Reynolds numbers from
approximately 4 to 68 million:
I. Above a Reynolds number of about 25 million_ the changes in
surface condition of the model had more effect on the drag co-
efficient than changes in the Reynolds number.
2. Extrapolation formulas based on the turbulent skin friction
drag of smooth flat plates tend to give too low values of the drag
coefficient at high Reynolds numbers when applied to airfoils
having surfaces comparable to those of the model investigated in
this test.
TESTS OF A 0.1475c AILERON WITH A TAB ON LOW-DRAG SECTION FOR
CURTISS XP-60 AIRPLANE IN THE LOW-TURBULENCE TUNNEL_ A. E. von
Doenhoff and W. J. Underwood_ November 1941
Preliminary 2-dimensional tests of the hinge-moment characteris-
tics of a 0.1725c internally balanced aileron on the XP-60 wing
section indicated that more internal balance would be required if
light stick forces were to be obtained at high speeds.
The simple leading tab had some advantages over the plain aileron
and was suitable for use when extreme aileron travel at high speed
was not necessary. If low hinge moments are required with large
aileron deflections_ a geared arrangement such that the tab
changes as the aileron is deflected to lighten the load appeared
to be satisfactory from the aerodynamic point of view.
WIND-TUNNEL TESTS OF THE I/9-SCALE MODEL OF THE CURTISS XP-62
AIRPLANE WITH VARIOUS VERTICAL TAlL ARRANGEMENTS_ I. G. Recant and
Arthur R. Wallace_ July 1943
Tests were made on a 1/9 scale model of an XP-62 to determine the
directional stability and rudder control characteristics.
With take-off power and flaps deflected_ the modelj with rudder
freej showed reversal of yawing moments at large angles of yaw
for all the vertical tails tested. The addition of a proper
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dorsal fin improved this condition so that all vertical tails
were satisfactory in this respect at least to 40° yaw.
Directional stability_ with flaps neutral and rudder fixed_ at
small angles of yawwas obtained for all tails tested except the
original tail (no balance horn) (also next-to-largest rudder
area) which had very low or zero stability. This tail was con-
sidered unsatfsfactory. Whenflaps were deflected and with power
onj all tails gave satisfactory stability. The smallest tail
had the least rudder area and largest aspect ratio and gave
satisfactory weathercock stability.
All of the vertical tails tested had satisfactory rudder
effectiveness for the flight conditions for which they were
tested_ and it was believed the tails tested would have satis-
factory rudder effectiveness for all normal flight conditions.
This situation results partly from the fact that_ because of the
dual rotation propeller_ there are no asymmetric yawing moments
at zero yaw which necessitate larger rudder deflections for trim.
Sufficient rudder control to overcomethe adverse aileron yawing
momentswas applied by all the vertical tails. Probably the
most severe rudder requirement in the present case is the spin
recovery requirement and any requirement which may be madeas to
cross-wind take-offs and landings.
Pedal forces in sideslips were undesirably large for someof the
tails but may be easily reduced. The rudder with the bevel trail-
ing edge gave a reversal in pedal forces at small angles of yaw.
EFFECTSOFPROPELLERSANDOFVIBRATIONONTHEEXTENTOFLAMINAR
FLOWONTHENACA27-212 AIRFOIL_Manley J. Hoodand M. Edward
Gaydos,October 1939
The effects of propellers and vibration on the extent of laminar
flow on the NACA27-212 airfoil were investigated by testing
the airfoil in conjunction with a tractor and a pusher propeller
and with a mechanical vibrator. 6TheReynol_s numbersof the
investigation rangedrfrom 3.5xi0 to 7.6xI0 v for the propeller
tests and to 10.3x10b for the vibration tests.
The tractor propeller caused transition on the NACA27-212 airfoil
to move from approximately midchord to a position near the leading
edge_ the accompanyingincrease in drag probably exceeded i00%
for this airfoil. The corresponding drag increase for the NACA
0012 airfoil would be approximately 25%because this airfoil
normally has a less extensive boundary layer.
The effect of the location of the transition point of a pusher
propeller at 0.20% chord behind the airfoil were inconsequential.
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The largest vibration amplitude of the airfoil as a whole_ 0.094
inch at a frequency of 1650 cycles per minut% had no measurable
effect on the laminar flow over the airfoil.
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ON THE PLANE POTENTIAL FLOW PAST A LATTICE OF ARBITRARY AIRFOILS,
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THE FLOW OF A COMPRESSIBLE FLUID PAST A CURVED SURFACE, C. Kaplan,
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INVESTIGATION OF AIR FLOW IN RIGHT-ANGLE ELBOWS IN A RECTANGULAR
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NOTES ON THE SKIPPING OF SEAPLANES, J. B. Parkinson, September 1943
MEASUREMENTS OF THE FLYING QUALITIES OF A SUPERMARINE SPITFIRE V-A
AIRPLANE, William H. Phillips and Joseph R. Vensel, September 1942
EFFECT OF GROUND ON CHARACTERISTICS OF MODEL OF A LOW-WING AIR-
PLANE WITH FULL-SPAN SLOTTED FLAP WITH AND WITHOUT POWER, I. G.
Recant and A. R. Wallace, September 1942
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MEASUREMENTS OF FLYING QUALITIES OF A CURTISS SB2C-I AIRPLANE,
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DRAG MEASUREMENTS OF A PROTRUDING .50-CALIBER MACHINE GUN WITH
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H. S. Ribner, July 1942
FLIGHTTESTSOFVARIOUSTAIL MODIFICATIONSONTHEBREWSTERXSBA-I
AIRPLANE. II - MEASUREMENTSOF FLYINGQUALITIESWITHTAlL CON-
FIGURATIONUMBERTWO,W. H. Phillips and H. L. Crane, December
1943
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AIRPLANE. III - MEASUREMENTSOFFLYINGQUALITIESWITHTAlL CON-
FIGURATION3, H. L. Crane and J. P. Reeder, July 1944
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J. W. Bell and R. F. Havens, June 1943
TANKTESTSOFA I/8-SIZE DYNAMICMODELOFTHEPB2Y-3AIRPLANEWITH
INCREASEDPOWER- NACAMODEL131, J. W. Bell and R. F. Havens,
June 1943
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LOW-DRAGAIRFOILSECTIONSUITABLEFORADMITTINGAIR AT THE
LEADINGEDGE,A. E. von Doenhoff and E. A. Horton, July 1942
LIFT ANDDRAGCHARACTERISTICSOFA LOW-DRAGAIRFOILWITHSLOTTED
FLAPSUBMITTEDBY CURTISS-WRIGHTCORPORATION,I. H. Abbott,
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POWER-ONWIND-TUNNELTESTSOFTHEI/8-SCALEMODELOFTHEBREWSTER
F2A AIRPLANEWITHFULL-SPANSLOTTEDFLAPS,John G. Lowry, August
1941
JET-BOUNDARYCORRECTIONSTO THEDOWNWASHBEHINDPOWEREDMODELS
IN RECTANGULARWINDTUNNELSWITHNUMERICALVALUESFOR7- BY 10-
FOOTCLOSEDWINDTUNNELS,R. S. Swansonand M. J. Schuldenfrei,
August 1942
FLIGHTMEASUREMENTSOFTHEFLYINGQUALITIESOFANF6F-3 AIRPLANE
(BUAERNO. 04776). III - STALLINGCHARACTERISTICS,Walter C.
Williams and John P. Reeder, February 1945
FLIGHTTESTSOFA RUDDERWITHA SPRINGTABONANF6F-3 AIRPLANE
(BUAERNO. 04776), Walter C. Williams, March 1945
A METHODFORTHECALCULATIONOFEXTERNALLIFT, MOMENT,ANDPRES-
SUREDRAGOFSLENDEROPEN-NOSEBODIESOFREVOLUTIONAT SUPERSONIC
SPEEDS,C. E. Brown and H. M. Parker, March 1946
THEAERODYNAMICTESTSOFTHREEEDOFLOATSFORTHESB2U-3, OS2U02,
ANDXSB2C-2SEAPLANES- NACAMODELSI06-X, 107-K AND125-AH, R. B.
Liddell, March 1942
PRELIMINARYTANKTESTSOFAN OUTBOARDFLOATHAVINGTHEFORMOFA
STREAMLINEBODYOFREVOLUTIONFITTEDWITHA HYDROFOIL,D. A. King,
April 1944
PRELIMINARYTANKEXPERIMENTSWITHA HYDROFOILONA PLANING-TAIL
SEAPLANEHULL, K. L. Wadlin, March 1944
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EFFECTS OF EXTERNAL FUEL TANKS AND BOMBS ON CRITICAL SPEEDS OF
AIRCRAFT, S. Katzoff and R. S. Finn, February 1946
PATHS OF TARGET-SEEKING MISSILES IN TWO DIMENSIONS, C. E.
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FLIGHT MEASUREMENTS BY VARIOUS METHODS OF THE DRAG CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE XP-51 AIRPLANE, H. A. Pearson and D. E. Beadle, June 1946
PRELIMINARY DRAG TESTS IN FLIGHT OF LOW-DRAG WING ON THE CURTISS
XP-60 AIRPLANE, Eastman N. Jacobs, December 1941
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF CARBURETOR-AIR SCOOPS FOR THE XTB2D-I
AIRPLANE WITH EMPHASIS ON MEANS FOR BYPASSING THE BOUNDARY LAYER,
Mark R. Nichols, Arvid L. Keith, Jr. and Robert W. Boswinkle, Jr.,
June 1944
CHARACTERISTICS OF AN NACA 66,S-209 SECTION HYDROFOIL AT SEVERAL
DEPTHS, N. S. Land, May 1943
AN INVESTIGATION OF HYDROFOILS IN THE NACA TANK. I - EFFECT OF
DIHEDRAL AND DEPTH OF SUBMERSION, J. M. Benson and N. S. Land,
September 1942
ANALYSIS OF V-G RECORDS FROM THE SNB-I AIRPLANE, Walter G. Walker
and May T. Meadows, July 1946
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TARGET, E. Migotsky, July 1943
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R. E. Olson and M. I. Haar, October 1945
SPRAY CHARACTERISTICS OF A POWERED DYNAMIC MODEL OF A FLYING BOAT
HAVING A HULL WITH A LENGTH-BEAM RATIO OF 9.0, R. E. Olson and
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PRELIMINARY TESTS IN THE NACA TANK TO INVESTIGATE THE FUNDAMENTAL
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1940
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Underwood, September 1941
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THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION OF METHODS FOR COMPUTING DRAG FROM WAKE
SURVEYS AT HIGH SUBSONIC SPEEDS, Max A. Heaslet, June 1945
CRITICAL MACH NUMBERS OF THIN AIRFOIL SECTIONS WITH PLAIN FLAPS,
Max A. Heaslet and Otway O'M. Pardee, April 1946
COMPARISONS OF VARIOUS METHODS FOR COMPUTING DRAG FROM WAKE
SURVEYS, Wallace F. Davis, January 1943
LAMINAR-BOUNDARY-LAYER OSCILLATIONS AND TRANSITION ON A FLAT
PLATE, G. B. Schubauer and H. K. Skramstad, April 1943
PRESSURE LOSS IN DUCTS WITH COMPOUND ELBOWS, John R. Weske,
February 1943
ALTITUDE RATING OF ELECTRIC APPARATUS, Paul Lebenbaum, Jr.,
January 1943
SOME YAWING TESTS OF A 1/30-SCALE MODEL OF THE HULL OF THE XPB2M-I
FLYING BOAT, F. W. S. Locke, Jr., July 1943
A METHOD FOR MAKING QUANTITATIVE STUDIES OF THE MAIN SPRAY
CHARACTERISTICS OF FLYING-BOAT HULL MODELS, F. W. S. Locke, Jr.
and Helen L. Bott, November 1943
SOME SYSTEMATIC MODEL EXPERIMENTS OF THE BOW-SPRAY CHARACTERISTICS
OF FLYING-BOAT HULLS OPERATING AT LOW SPEEDS IN WAVES, F. W. S.
Locke, Jr., December 1943
"GENERAL" MAIN-SPRAY TESTS OF FLYING-BOAT MODELS IN THE DISPLACE-
MENT RANGE, F. W. S. Locke, Jr., April 1945
THE DEVELOPMENT OF SATISFACTORY FLYING QUALITIES ON THE DOUGLAS
DIVE BOMBER, MODEL SBD-I THROUGH FLIGHT TESTING SUCCESSIVE
MODIFICATIONS IN CONTROL-SURFACE AREA, HINGE-LINE LOCATION, AND
AERODYNAMIC-BALANCE NOSE SHAPE, L. E. Root, May 1942
THEORY AND APPLICATION OF HOT-WIRE INSTRUMENTS IN THE INVESTIGA-
TION OF TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYERS, G. B. Schubauer and P. S.
Klebanoff, March 1946
INVESTIGATION OF BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION ON CONCAVE WALLS, H. W.
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INVESTIGATION OF THE BEHAVIOR OF PARALLEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL AIR JETS,
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INVESTIGATION OF FLOW IN AN AXIALLY SYMMETRICAL HEATED JET OF AIR,
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RM A7B24 AN APPROXIMATE METHOD FOR CALCULATING THE EFFECT OF SURFACE
ROUGHNESS ON THE DRAG OF AN AIRPLANE, Charles F. Hall and Fred F.
Fitzgerald, July 1947
A method for computing the effect of surface roughness on the
drag coefficient of an airplane is presented. Calculated results
using this method are compared with experimental results from
both flight and wind-tunnel tests. In general, the agreement is
believed satisfactory. In order to provide means to estimate the
effect of various degrees of roughness on any airplane, the method
discussed in this report was developed. The method combines
several relations used in determining the skin-friction drag of
flat plates with various surface conditions.
In this particular discussion three different types of boundary-
layer flow are of interest, namely, laminar flow, turbulent flow
over a smooth surface, and turbulent flow over a rough surface.
a b c d
At point a, the leading edge of the plate, the boundary-layer
thickness is zero. From points a to b, the boundary layer is
laminar. Transition is assumed to occur at point b, causing a
turbulent boundary layer on a smooth surface to exist from
points b to c. A turbulent boundary layer on a rough surface
exists from c to d. In order to compute the drag of this surface
it is necessary to know the decrease in boundary-layer momentum.
Various equations have been determined analytically and empiric-
ally from which the ordinates of these curves (momentum losses
from the leading edge) can be found, provided the conditions set
forth in the derivation of these equations are met:
i. The boundary layer must be the same type as that used in the
derivation of the equation.
2. The same type of boundary layer must extend over the entire
surface.
3. The momentum losses in the boundary layer must be zero at the
upstream edge of the surface.
The basic skin-friction drag equations as given in the references
are :
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1.327
Cf = 1/2(R) For a laminar boundary layer
Cf =
0.455
2.58
(lOgl0R)
For a turbulent boundary layer
on a smooth surface
RMA7F25
x -2.5
Cf = (1.89 + 1.62 lOgl0 _-)
s
For a turbulent boundary layer
on a rough surface
If the equations are modified by multiplying by a length term
then Cfx is then the drag per unit width of the plate divided by
the dynamic pressure.
In order to use the method previously discussed it is necessary
to determine the types of flow over the surface and the length of
each type of flow. The transition point thus becomes important.
For airfoils having maximum velocity far forward, it is assumed
that transition will occur at the point of laminar separation.
If the surface is in the wake of the wing, as for example the
horizontal tail, or in the propeller slipstream, it is assumed
that transition occurs at the leading edge of the surface. The
boundary layer over a rough surface is assumed to be turbulent
except near the stagnation point.
Results
i. In most of the comparisons, the calculated increment was
within 20 percent of experimental increment.
2. Due to an inability to estimate accurately the extent that a
roughened surface will cause premature transition, experimental
and calculated results in which only the leading edge of the wing
is roughened do not agree very well. This is not believed too
serious since in most cases the entire wing will be roughened.
The tests were made on a P-51B airplane.
A COMPARISON WITH FLIGHT DATA OF VERTICAL-TAIL LOADS IN VARIOUS
MANEUVERS ESTIMATED FROM SIDESLIP ANGLES AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS,
Howard L. Turner, December 1947
A comparison is made of the vertical-tail loads determined from
pressure-distribution measurements in flight in various maneuvers
with the corresponding vertical-tail loads calculated, using the
values of sideslip angles and rudder deflections as measured
during the various maneuvers. The maneuvers investigated
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included slow rolls, steady sideslips, fishtails, and rolling
pull-outs. The loads were calculated only for the sideslip
angles and rudder deflections corresponding to the maximum
measured load in each maneuver. In order to provide data to
further substantiate the validity of one step in the prediction
of tail loads, flight tests were conducted on a propeller-driven
fighter-type airplane in which vertical-tail loads were measured,
by orifices on the surface of the vertical tail, in various static
and dynamic maneuvers. Simultaneous values of side-slip angle,
rudder deflection, and yawing velocity were also measured. From
these data and the aerodynamic parameters evaluated using the
vertical-tail geometry, the vertical-tail loads were computedand
then comparedwith the corresponding loads measured in flight.
Steady sideslips were madewith power off and with normal rated
power. All other maneuverswere performed with normal rated
power only.
Results
i. The effective angle of attack of the vertical tail under
maximum loading conditions is adequately defined by combining the
sideslip angle with the fin offset angle and the angle increment
equivalent to the rudder'deflection.
2. If the maximum sideslip angle and the rudder deflection at
the time of maximum loading of the vertical tail are known, the
maximum loads in static and dynamic maneuvers may be predicted
fairly accurately. Using current methods of estimation, the
calculated vertical-tail loads were found to be approximately
16 percent greater than the corresponding flight-measured loads.
3. The most important single factor in this estimation of
vertical-tail loads appears to be the vertical-tail lift-curve
slope. Further improvements in the accuracy of estimating the
vertical-tail loads appear to be dependent upon more accurate
means for estimating the vertical-tail lift-curve slope.
RM A7K24 WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF HORIZONTAL TAILS. I - UNSWEPT AND
35 ° SWEPT-BACK PLAN FORMS OF ASPECT RATIO 3, Jules B. Dods, Jr.,
April 1948
The results are presented of a wind tunnel investigation of the
low speed characteristics of horizontal tails of aspect ratio 3
with unswept and swept back plane forms. Two models were tested
which had identical areas, aspect ratio, tapper ratio, and air-
foil section, differing only in the angle of sweepback and
elevator area ratios.
Data are presented for variations of the lift, hinge moment, and
pitching moment coefficients with angle of attack. The major
effect of sweepback, as measured from the tests of the two models,
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was to increase the rate of changeof hinge momentcoefficient
with angle of attack, to reduce the rate of changewith elevator
deflection, and to reduce the elevator effectiveness.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFHORIZONTALTAILS. II - UNSWEPTAND
35° SWEPT-BACK PLAN FORMS OF ASPECT RATIO 4.5, Jules B. Dods, Jr.,
April 1948
The results of a wind-tunnel investigation of the low-speed
aerodynamic characteristics of two semispan horizontal tails
having unswept and 35 ° swept-back plan forms are presented. The
two models had an aspect ratio of 4.5, taper ratio of 0.5, and an
NACA 64A010 airfoil section. The data presented supplement pre-
viously reported results of tests of models having the same air-
foil section, taper ratio, and sweepback, but with an aspect
ratio of 3.0. Test results are presented for the models with and
without standard roughness applied to their leading edges and
with sealed and unsealed radius-nose elevators. The 0.25-chord
lines were swept back 7.6 ° for the unswept model and 35 ° for the
swept-back model. Model lift and pitching moment were measured
by the wind-tunnel balance system. Elevator hinge moments were
measured by a resistance-type torsional strain gage. Pressures
above and below the elevator-nose seal in the balance chamber
were measured by a manometer connected to the orifices in the
balance chamber. Tunnel wall corrections were applied.
Results
i. The value of Ch6 e was changed from -0.0095 for the unswept
tail to -0.0069 for the 35 ° swept-back tail. The change in Ch
was negligible.
2. The elevator-effectiveness parameter _ was changed from0e
-0.68 for the unswept model to -0.52 for the swept-back model.
3. The effect of standard leading-edge roughness was greater
for the unswept model than for the swept-back model. The maximum
lift coefficient of the unswept tail was increased from 0.87 to
0.91 with an elevator deflection of 0°, and the changes of hinge-
moment coefficient were less severe near the stall. Practically
no effect of roughness was observed for the swept-back tail.
4. Removal of the elevator-nose seal had the greatest effect
upon the elevator effectiveness of the unswept tail. The hinge-
moment parameters were relatively unaffected for both tails.
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF HORIZONTAL TAILS. III - UNSWEPT AND
35 ° SWEPT-BACK PLAN FORMS OF ASPECT RATIO 6, Jules B. Dods, Jr.,
December 1948
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Results of wind tunnel tests of a horizontal tail of aspect ratio
6 with unswept and 35 ° swept back plan forms are presented. The
lift, hinge moment and pitching moment coefficients and the pres-
sure coefficients across the elevator nose seal are given as
functions of the angle of attack and elevator deflection.
The major effects of the swept wing, as measured in the low speed
tests of the two models having an aspect ratio of 6, were to
reduce the rate of change of hinge moment coefficient with angle
of attack and with elevator deflection, and to reduce the eleva-
tor effectiveness. Roughness increased the maximum lift coeffi-
cient of the unswept tail, but practically no effect was noted
for the sweptback tail. Removal of the elevator nose seal result-
ed only in small changes to the lift and hinge moment parameters.
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF HORIZONTAL TAILS. IV - UNSWEPT PLAN
FORM OF ASPECT RATIO 2 AND A TWO-DIMENSIONAL MODEL, Jules B.
Dods, Jr., December 1948
This report presents the results of a wind tunnel investigation
of the low speed characteristics of an unswept horizontal tail
model of aspect ratio 2, and of a two dimensional model which had
the same airfoil section as all models previously reported in
this series.
The lift, hinge moment, and pitching moment coefficients and the
pressure coefficient across the elevator nose seal are given as
functions of the angle of attack.
The major effect of standard leading edge roughness as to in-
crease (positively) the rate of change of hinge moment coeffi-
cient with angle of attack of the model of aspect ratio 2.
Removal of the elevator nose seal reduced the lift effectiveness
of the elevator for the two dimensional model. No significant
scale effects were encountered for either model through the
Reynolds number range investigated.
These data supplement previously reported results of tests on un-
swept back models of aspect ratios 3, 4, 5, and 6.
PRELIMINARY WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF AREA SUC-
TION ON THE LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER OVER AN NACA 64A010 AIRFOIL,
Albert L. Braslow, Fioravante Visconti, and Dale L. Burrows,
1948
A preliminary investigation was made in the Langley two-
dimensional low-turbulence tunnel on an NACA 64A010 airfoil with
permeable surfaces to obtain an indication of the stabilizing
effect of area suction on the laminar boundary layer. Boundary-
layer velocity profiles were measured at Reynolds numbers of
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2.0 x 106, 4.0 x 106, and 6.0 x 106 and at various chordwise
stations for values of the flow coefficient up to 0.012.
Flow measurements were made by means of an orifice plate in the
suction duct. The suction flow was taken through one of the model
end plates and was regulated by varying the blower speed and the
orifice diameter. A conventional multitube total-pressure "mouse"
was used to obtain the boundary-layer measurements. The airfoil
pressure distribution was obtained from a static-pressure tube on
the boundary-layer mouse. Flow coefficients up to 0.008 were
used. All tests were made at 0° angle of attack.
Results
It was indicated that the area suction had a stabilizing effect
on the laminar boundary layer in the presence of surface waves
and irregularities, at least for the lower range of Reynolds
numbers investigated. The suction quantities required to main-
tain a laminar layer on this wavy surface were very much greater
than the quantity predicted from the theory for small disturb-
ances for a smooth flat plate. The results emphasize the neces-
sity for obtaining quantitative measurements on a model of
stiffer surface construction in order to determine the degree
to which area suction is stabilizing in the presence of varying
degrees of disturbances and at large values of the Reynolds
number.
AIR-FLOW SURVEYS IN THE VICINITY OF REPRESENTATIVE NACA I-
SERIES COWLINGS, Robert W. Boswinkle, Jr., May 1948
Air-flow surveys in the vertical plane of symmetry of six NACA
1-series cowling-spinner combinations and one NACA 1-series nose
inlet were conducted in the Langley propeller-research tunnel to
obtain quantitative propeller-removed flow-field information
useful for the design of propeller shanks and cuffs. The test
conditions investigated included the values of inlet-velocity
ratio and angle of attack considered most likely to be en-
countered in both high-speed and climbing flight. It was found
that the gradients in the speeds and directions of the flow are
sufficient to warrant consideration in the design of propeller
shanks or cuffs for cowling-spinner combinations. The gradients
were much less severe over the cowling where the propeller is
located in the case of the rotating cowling. The results appear
to be directly applicable for propeller design for low and mod-
erate Mach numbers; corrections for the effect of Mach number are
necessary for high subsonic Mach numbers.
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SEVERSL NACA AIRFOIL SECTIONS AT
SEVEN REYNOLDS NUMBERS FROM 0.7 x 106 TO 9.0 x 106 , Laurence K.
Loftin, Jr., and M. Irene Poteat, May 1948
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An investigation was madeof the two dimensional aerodynamic
characteristics of several NACAairfoil sections at four Reynolds
numbers from 2.0 x 106 to 0,7 x 106. The group of airfoils tested
consisted of four NACA64-series sections varying in thickness
from 9 percent to 18 percent and having design lift coefficients
of 0.4, and two NACA230-series sections of 12-percent and 15-
percent thickness. Data was obtained both with and without split
flaps, in the smooth condition and with roughened leading edges.
The results of this test, as well as previously published data,
are presented. The airfoil sections for which experimental
results were obtained are: 64-409, 641-412, 642-415, 643-418,
23012, and 23015.
Results
i. The minimum drag of each of the smooth airfoils increased
progressively as the Reynolds number was lowered from 9.0 x 106
to 0.7 x 106 . The magnitude of this increase appeared to become
larger as the thickness ratio of the NACA 64-series sections was
increased.
2. Decreasing the Reynolds number from 9.0 x 106 to 0.7 x 106
caused a reduction in the maximum lift of all the airfoils both
in the smooth and rough condition. The magnitude and character
of this reduction, however, varied with airfoil design and surf-
ace condition so that the comparative merits of the various air-
foils changed markedly with Reynolds number and surface condition.
3. Although the results are not entirely consistent, some de-
creases in the lift-curve slope of both the smooth and rough air-
foils usually accompanied a reduction in Reynolds number.
4. Both the angle of zero lift and the quarter-chord pitching
moment appeared to be nearly independent of variations in the
Reynolds number between 9.0 x 106 and 0.7 x 106 .
TWO-DIMENSIONAL WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF TWO NACA 6-SERIES
AIRFOILS'WITH LEADING-EDGE SLATS, Stanley M. Gottlieb, January
1949
An investigation was made in a two dimensional low-turbulence
tunnel of two NACA 6-series airfoils, the NACA 641-212 and the
NACA 65AI09, equipped with leading-edge slats and split flaps
deflected 60 ° . The optimum slat positions were determined at a
Reynolds number of 2.0 x 106 . The airfoil section lift character-
istics were obtained with the slats at the optimum _ositlon
tested, at Reynolds number of 2.0 x 106 to 9.0 x 10°. Pitching-
moment characteristics were determined at a Reynolds number of
6.0 x 106.
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Results
i. Extension of the leading-edge slats caused increases in
maximum section lift coefficients and in angles of attack for
maximum lift coefficient so that for the NACA 641-212 airfoil
section increases in maximum lift coefficient of 0.60 and in
angle of attack of 14 ° were attained with flaps retracted and
0.60 and 5° with flaps deflected, and for the NACA 65AI09 airfoil
section increases in maximum lift coefficient of 0.69 and in
angle of attack of i0 ° were attained with flaps retracted and
0.81 and 6° with flaps deflected.
2. The split flap was slightly more effective in increasing the
maximum section lift coefficient than the leading-edge slat on
the airfoils tested.
3. Extension of the leading-edge slats caused the aerodynamic
center to move forward to a point apparoximately equal to the
quarter-chord point of the extended chord.
4. Extension of the leading-edge slat on the plain airfoil or an
increase in Reynolds number on the airfoils with leading-edge
slats extended caused the stall to become more gradual.
5. On the NACA 641-212 airfoil section, for which sufficient
data were obtained to show optimum slat location, deflection of
the split flap caused the optimum slat location to change in such
a way as to form a smaller gap between the slat trailing edge and
the main part of the airfoil section.
RM L8L08 TWO-DIMENSIONAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF 34 MISCELLANEOUS
AIRFOIL SECTIONS, Laurence K. Loftin, Jr., and Hamilton A. Smith,
January 1949
The aerodynamic characteristics of 34 miscellaneous airfoils tested
in the Langley two-dimensional low-turbulence tunnels were present-
ed. The data include lift, drag, and in some cases, pitching-
moment characteristics, for Reynolds numbers between 3.0 x 106 and
9.0 x 106 . The airfoils consist of modified or unconventional
NACA 6-series airfoils and airfoils which were derived by various
aircraft manufacturers. The data was presented in the same form
as the data in "Theory of Wing Sections" by Abbott, von Doenhoff,
and Stivers.
RM L9A20 WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF NACA 65,3-418 AIRFOIL SECTION WITH
BOUNDARY-LAYER CONTROL THROUGH A SINGLE SUCTION SLOT APPLIED TO A
PLAIN FLAP, Albert E. von Doenhoff and Elmer A. Horton, February
1949
An investiBation was conducted in the Langley two-dimensional low-
turbulence tunnel of the NACA 65,3-418 airfoil section having a
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25-percent-airfoil-chord plain flap and a suction slot on the
flap. The tests were conducted at a Reynolds number of 3.20 x 106
for the aerodynamically smooth condition and with leading-edge
roughness. The purpose of the investigation was to determine
the effect of this type of boundary-layer control on the section
lift-drag ratio. Lift and drag of the model for various flap de-
flections were measuredby meansof tunnel floor and ceiling
pressure orifices and wake survey apparatus, respectively. The
quantity of flow through the suction slot was measuredby meansof
a venturi meter. For the rates of flow involved in this investiga-
tion the velocities in the duct of the model were sufficiently
low that the pressure as measuredby the flush orifice within the
duct could be assumedto be total pressure.
Results
i. A flow coefficient of 0.0015 was sufficient to delay separa-
tion over the flap for a flap deflection of 20 ° up to a lift
coefficient of 1.37 for the smooth model and for a flap deflection
of 15 ° up toa lift coefficient of approximately 1.0 for the
model with leading-edge roughness.
2. For the 20 degree flap deflection, the total drag coeffi-
cient, including the drag coefficient equivalent of the boundary-
layer control power, was 0.0048 at a lift coefficient of 1.37 for
the smooth model; the corresponding value of the section lift to
total-drag ratio was 286.
3. Boundary-layer control for the model with leading-edge
roughness produced a substantial decrease in the section drag co-
efficient at low as well as at high lift coefficients.
4. Boundary-layer control was ineffective in producing any sub-
stantial decrease in the minimum section drag coefficient of the
smooth model.
5. For the model with leading-edge roughness and a flap deflec-
tion of 15 ° , the total drag coefficient was 0.0097 at a lift
coefficient of 1.0; the corresponding value of the section lift
to total-drag ratio was 103.
6. The data indicate that the maximum lift to total-drag ratio
of finite-span wings of reasonable aspect ratio made up entirely
of NACA 65,3-418 airfoil sections would not be improved by this
type of boundary-layer control for the aerodynamically smooth
condition; however, the maximum lift to total-drag ratio for the
rough leading-edge condition would be increased by this type of
boundary-layer control but would still be less than that of the
aerodynamically smooth wing.
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RML9B23 TWO-DIMENSIONALWIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTWONACA7-SERIES
TYPEAIRFOILSEQUIPPEDWITHA SLOT-LIPAILERON,TRAILING-EDGE
FRISEAILERON,ANDA DOUBLESLOTTEDFLAP,Albert L. Braslow and
Fioravante Visconti, March 1949
A two dimensional wind-tunnel investigation was madeof two NACA
7-series type airfoils of approximate 17.7-percent chord and 15.4-
percent chord thickness, each equipped with a 30-percent-airfoil-
chord double slotted flap, a slot-lip aileron, and a trailing-
edge Frise aileron with two amounts of aerodynamic overhang
balance. Airfoil lift and drag, Frise aileron hinge moment, and
slot-lip aileron hinge momentwere measured for both airfoils
through a large range of deflection of flap. Frise aileron, and
slot-lip aileron and section angle of attack. During each test
run, the deflections of the movable surfaces were held constant
while the angle of attack was varied in both an increasing and a
decreasing direction. The Reynolds number for all tests was
approximately 6 x 106 and the Machnumberwas less than 0.13.
Results
Sharp breaks in the lift curves and irregular flow conditions
occurred at a flap deflection of 50 ° which indicate the advis-
ability of limiting defl_ction of the double slotted flap to 40 ° .
At a flap deflection of 40 ° with both ailerons neutral, values of
maximum section lift coefficient of 2.92 and 2.85 were obtained
on the 17.7-percent and 15.4-percent thick airfoils, respectively.
The lift effectiveness of the slot lip aileron increased with
flap deflection and was greater than the Frise aileron effective-
ness at a flap deflection of 40 degrees. With the flap re-
tracted, the slot lip aileron lift effectiveness was negligible
and slot lip aileron hinge moments indicated an opening tendency
at positive deflections of the Frise aileron. The data presented
indicated that a slot lip aileron can be combined with a trailing-
edge Frise aileron on a full-span double slotted flap so as to
provide satisfactory lateral-control characteristics at large
flap deflections on a wing having a profile of the NACA 7-series
type.
RML9E27 TWO-DIMENSIONAL WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF A SYMMETRICAL AIR-
FOIL SECTION WITH A SEALED INTERNALLY BALANCED CONTROL SURFACE
AND A LEADING TAB, Robert J. Nuber and Felicien F. Fullmer, Jr.,
July 1949
An investigation was made in the Langley two dimensional low-
turbulence tunnel of a symmetrical airfoil section equipped with
a 0.30-airfoil-chord sealed internally balanced flap having a
0.70-flap-chord overhang and a 0.33-flap-chord leading tab. Air-
foil lift, surface pressure, flap hinge-moment, and flap-balance-
chamber pressure characteristics were determined at various flap
deflections for range of tab-flap deflection ratios from 0.5
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to 2.0. The tests were madeat a Reynolds number, for the most
part, of about 2.0 x 106 with transition fixed.
Results
i. The flap effectiveness, in general, decreased with increasing
flap deflection and with increasing angle of attack and increased
with increasing tab-flap deflection ratio.
2. Good agreement was obtained between the predicted and experi-
mental lift and hlnge-moment parameters for the tab-flap deflec-
tion ratios investigated.
3. Deflecting the balance-chamber cover plate outward, in
general, decreased the flap effectiveness and caused an increase
in the effective aerodynamic balance.
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF FLOW FIELDS AT ZERO SIDESLIP NEAR
SWEPT- AND UNSWEPT-WING-FUSELAGE COMBINATION AT LOW SPEED,
William J. Afford, Jr., and Thomas J. King, Jr., January 1957
An experimental investigation of the flow fields beneath swept-
and unswept-wing-fuselage combinations made at low speed indi-
cated that significant gradients in the flow parameters with
chordwise and vertical distances were incurred by the finite
thickness of the wings at zero angle of attack and that, when
the angle of attack was increased, pronounced changes in the
gradients occurred. The effect of wing sweep (near zero angle
of attack) was to increase the lateral flow angles. The results
also indicated that the wing was the predominant factor in dis-
turbing the field of flow for the conditions investigated.
The report presented many pages of graphs, for angle of local flow
between local flow and wing-fuselage combination in XZ and XY
planes, and ratio of local dynamic pressure to free-stream
dynamic pressure.
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Not Applicable NACA Research Memoranda
RM A6G22
RM A6HI9
RM A6K22
RM A7A31a
RM A7B06
RM A7 BIO
RM A7B28
RM A7CIO
RM A7F09
RM A7FI2
RM A7HI9
RM A7H29
A STUDY OF SEVERAL PARAMETERS CONTROLLING THE TRAJECTORIES OF A
SUPERSONIC ANTIAIRCRAFT MISSILE POWERED WITH SOLID- OR LIQUID-
FUEL ROCKETS_ Ralph F. Huntsberger_ April 1947
THE LINEAR PERTURBATION THEORY OF AXIALLY SYMMETRIC COMPRESSIBLE
FLOW WITH APPLICATION TO THE EFFECT OF COMPRESSIBILITY ON THE
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT THE SURFACE OF A BODY OF REVOLUTION_ John
G. Herriot_ July 1947
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS INCLUDING SCALE EFFECT OF SEVERAL
WINGS AND BODIES ALONE AND IN COMBINATION AT A MACH NUMBER 1.53_
Milton D. Van Dyke_ December 1946
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF VISCOSITY ON THE
DRAG OF BODIES OF REVOLUTION AT A MACH NUMBER OF 1.5_ Dean R.
Chapman and Edward W. Perkins_ April 1947
THE CALCULATION OF DRAG FOR AIRFOIL SECTIONS AND BODIES OF
REVOLUTION AT SUBCRITICAL SPEEDS_ Max. A. Heaslet and Gerald E.
Nitzberg_ April 1947
LOCATION OF DETACHED SHOCK WAVE IN FRONT OF A BODY MOVING AT
SUPERSONIC SPEEDS_ Edmund V. Laitone and Otway O'M. Pardee_
May 1947
BLOCKAGE CORRECTIONS FOR THREE-DIMENSIONAL-FLOW CLOSED-THROAT
WIND TUNNELS_ WITH CONSIDERATION OF THE EFFECT OF COMPRESSIBILITY_
John G. Herriot_ July 1947
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AT SUBCRITICAL AND SUPERCRITICAL
MACH NUMBERS OF TWO AIRFOIL SECTIONS HAVING SHARP LEADING EDGES
AND EXTREME REARWARD POSITIONS OF MAXIMUM THICKNESS_ A. J.
Eggers_ Jr._ November 1947
A SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF DATA ON DIVE-RECOVERY FLAPS_ Lee E.
Boddy and Walter C. Williams_ September 1947
HIGH-SPEED WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF COMPRES-
SIBILITY ON A PITOT-STATIC TUBE_ Louis S. Stivers_ Jr. and
Charles N° Adams_ Jr._ August 1947
CHARACTERISTICS OF A 15-PERCENT-CHORD AND A 35-PERCENT-CHORD PLAIN
FLAP ON THE NACA 0006 AIRFOIL SECTION AT HIGH SUBSONIC SPEEDS_
Richard J. llk_ October 1947
HIGH-SPEED AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF HORN AND OVERHANG
BALANCES ON A FULL-SCALE ELEVATOR_ Joseph W. Cleary and Walter
J. Krumm_ February 1948
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RMA8AI6
RMA8C25
RMABEl2
RM A8H30
RM A8L28
RM A9EI9
RM A52AI8
RM A52E23
RM A52J31
RMA52K07
RM A5 3D02
RM A53G09
AN EXPLORATORY INVESTIGATION OF THE RELATIVE MERITS OF SPLIT
AND CHORD-EXTENSION FLAPS ON A 45 ° SWEPT-BACK WING_ Edward J.
Hopkins_ May 1948
VISUAL OBSERVATION OF THE SHOCK WAVE IN FLIGHT_ George E. Cooper
and George A. Rathert_ Jr._ May 1948
EFFECT OF A NACELLE ON THE LOW-SPEED AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
OF A SWEPT-BACK WING_ Frederick H. Hanson_ Jr. and Robert E.
Dannenberg_ July 1948
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF HORIZONTAL TAILS. III - UNSWEPT
AND 35° SWEPT-BACK PLAN FORMS OF ASPECT RATIO 6_ Jules B. Dods_
Jr._ December 1948
HEAT-TRANSFER AND BOUNDARY-LAYER TRANSITION ON A HEATED 20° CONE
AT A MACH NUMBER OF 1.53_ Richard Scherrer_ William R. Wimbrow_
and Forrest E. Gowen_ January 1949
CALCULATIVE METHOD FOR ESTIMATING THE INTERFERENCE PRESSURE FIELD
AT ZERO LIFT ON A SYMMETRICAL SWEPT-BACK WING MOUNTED ON A
CIRCULAR CYLINDRICAL BODY_ Jack N. Nielsen and Frederick H.
Matteson_ August 1949
INSTRUMENTATION OF THE AMES SUPERSONIC FREE-FLIGHT WIND TUNNEL_
Robert O. Briggs_ William J. Kerwin_ and Stanley F. Schmidt_
April 1952
EFFECTS OF SIMULATED SKIN WRINKLES OF THE WING SURFACE ON THE
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF TWO WING-BODY COMBINATIONS EMPLOY-
ING WINGS OF LOW ASPECT RATIO AT SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC SPEEDS_
John C. Heitmeyer and William G. Smith_ August 1952
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION AT SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC SPEEDS OF A
MODEL OF A TAILLESS FIGHTER AIRPLANE EMPLOYING A LOW-ASPECT-
RATIO SWEPT-BACK WING--EFFECTS OF EXTERNAL FUEL TANKS AND ROCKET
PACKETS ON THE DRAG CHARACTERISTICS_ Willard G. Smith_ January
1953
AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE APPLICABILITY OF THE HYPER-
SONIC SIMILARITY LAW TO BODIES OF REVOLUTION, Stanford E. Neice
and Thomas J. Wong_ January 1953
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE ZERO-LIFT DRAG OF A FIN-
STABILIZED BODY OF FINENESS RATIO i0 AT MACH NUMBERS BETWEEN
0.6 AND 103 Carlton S. James and Robert J. Carros_ June 1953
TESTS OF THE NACA 0010-1.50 40/1.051 AIRFOIL SECTION AT HIGH
SUBSONIC MACH NUMBERS_ Albert D. Hemenover_ September 1953
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RMA53HI2
RMA53L22
RMA54A05
RMA54BI6
RMA54DI9
RMA54JI2
RMA54KI6
RMA54LI3
RMA55C07
RMA55D08
RMA55E02
RMA55E26
RMA55FI5
ANANALYSISOFTHETRACKINGPERFORMANCESOFTWOSTRAIGHT-WING
ANDTWOSWEPT-WINGFIGHTERAIRPLANESWITHFIXEDSIGHTSIN A
STANDARDIZEDTESTMANEUVER_GeorgeA. Rathert_ Jr._ Burnett L.
Gadeberg_and HowardL. Ziff_ October 1953
ANEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFFOURTRIANGULAR-WING-BODY
COMBINATIONSIN SIDESLIPATMACHNI_BERS0.6_ 0.9_ 1.4_ AND1.7_
Frederik B. Christensen_ March 1954
ANEVALUATIONOFTWOCOOLING-AIREJECTORSIN FLIGHTAT TRANSONIC
SPEEDS_L. Stewart Rolls and C. DeweyHavill_ March 1954
EFFECTOFA LEADING-EDGEFLAPUPONTHELIFT_ DRAG_ANDPITCHING
MOMENTOFANAIRPLANE MPLOYINGA THIN_UNSWEPTWING_John C.
Heitmeyer_ October 1954
PRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSONTRIANGULARANDRECTANGULARWINGSTO
HIGHANGLESOFATTACK--MACHNUMBERS1.45 TO1.97_ GeorgeE.
Kaattari_ June 1954
PRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSONTRIANGULARANDRECTANGULARWINGSTO
HIGHANGLESOFATTACK--MACHNUMBERS2.46 AND3.36_ George E.
Kaattari_ January 1955
TRACKINGPERFORMANCEOF SWEPT-WINGFIGHTERWITHDISTURBED
RETICLELEAD-COMPUTINGSI HT[with list of references]_ Burnett
L. Gadebergand GeorgeA. Rathert_ Jr._ February 1955
INITIAL EXPERIMENTSONTHEAERODYNAMICCOOLINGASSOCIATEDWITH
LARGE-SCALEVORTICALMOTIONSIN SUPERSONICFLOW_A. J. Eggers_
Jr. and C. A. Hermach_March 1955
FLIGHTTESTSOFLEADING-EDGEAREASUCTIONONFIGHTER-TYPEAIR-
PLANEWITH35° SWEPTBACKWING[with list of references]_ Richard
S. Bray and Robert C. Innis_ June 1955
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFSOMEAERODYNAMICEFFECTSOFA GAP
BETWEENWINGANDBODYOFA MODERATELYSLENDERWING-BODYCOMBINA-
TIONAT A MACHNUMBEROF1.4_ DuaneW. Dugan_May 1955
THEORETICALNDEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTOFYAW
ONHEATTRANSFERTOCIRCULARCYLINDERSIN HYPERSONICFLOW_A. J.
Eggers_ Jr._ C. Frederick Hanse_and Bernard E. Cunningham_July
1955
SOMEASPECTSOFTHEDESIGNOFHYPERSONICBOOST-GLIDEAIRCRAFT_
Alvin Seiff and H. Julian Allen_ August 1955
DRAGANDROLLING-MOMENTEFFECTIVENESSOFTRAILING-EDGESPOILERS
ATMACHNUMBERS2.2 AND5.0_ ThomasN. Canning and Charles E.
DeRose_October 1955
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RMA55F21a A DISCUSSIONOFMETHODSFORREDUCINGAERODYNAMICHEATINGIN SUPER-
SONICFLIGHT,A. J. Eggersj Jr., September1955
RMA55F23 PRELIMINARYEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFA VARIABLE-AREA,
VARIABLE-INTERNAL-CONTRACTIONAIR I LETAT MACHNUMBERSBETWEEN
1.42 AND2.44_ Richard Scherrer and Forrest E. Gowen,September
1955
RMA55G20 TEMPERATURERECOVERYFACTORSONA SLENDER12° CONE-CYLINDERAT
MACHNUMBERSFROM3.0 TO 6.3 ANDANGLESOFATTACKUPTO45o_ John
O. Relier, Jr., and Frank M. Hamaker_October 1955
RMA55H04a EFFECTOFLEADING-EDGESWEEPBACKONLIFT, DRAG_ANDPITCHING-
MOMENTCHARACTERISTICSOFTHINWINGSOFASPECTRATIO4 ANDTAPER
RATIO0.4 AT SUBSONICANDSUPERSONICSPEEDS_Benton E. Wetzel_
November1955
RMA55H09 EFFECTSOFBOUNDARY-LAYERSEPARATIONONNORMALFORCEANDCENTER
OFPRESSUREOF CONE-CYLINDERMODELWITHLARGEBASEFLAREATMACH
NUMBERSFROM3.00 TO6.28_ David H. Dennis and Clarence A.
Syverson_ October 1955
RMA55H31 INVESTIGATIONOFLOCALHEAT-TRANSFERANDPRESSUREDRAGCHARACTER-
ISTICS OFA YAWEDCIRCULARCYLINDERAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS_Glen
Goodwin_Marcus O. Creager_ and Ernest L. Winkler, January 1956
RMA55J07 AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFTWORECTANGULAR-PLAN-FORM_ALL-
MOVABLECONTROLSIN COMBINATIONWITHA SLENDERBODYOFREVOLUTION
ATMACHNUMBERSFROM3.00 TO 6.25_ ThomasJ. Wongand Hermilo R.
Gloria_ December1955
RMA55J28 APPLICATIONOFTCHEBICHEFFORMOFHARMONICANALYSISTOTHE
CALCULATIONOFZERO-LIFTWAVEDRAGOFWING-BODY-TAlLCOMBINATIONS_
GeorgeH. Holdawayand William A. Mersman_February 1956
RMA55K01 A FLIGHTEVALUATIONOFA WING-SHROUD-BLOWINGBOUNDARY-LAYERCON-
TROLSYSTEMAPPLIEDTOTHEFLAPSOFANF9F-4 AIRPLANE_L. Stewart
Rolls and Robert C. Innis_ February 1956
RMA55K07 EFFECTSOF TWO TRAILING-EDGE CONTROLS ON THE AERODYNAMIC CHARAC-
TERISTICS OF A RECTANGULAR WING AND BODY COMBINATION AT MACH
NUMBERS FROM 3.00 TO 5.05, Hermilo R. Gloria and Thomas J. Wong_
February 1956
RM A55K09 FORCE_ MOMENT_ AND PRESSURE-DISTRIBUTION CHARACTERISTICS OF
RECTANGULAR WINGS AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK AND SUPERSONIC SPEEDS_
William C. Pitts_ February 1956
RMA55K21 LIFT, DRAG_ AND STATIC LONGITUDINAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS OF
CONFIGURATIONS CONSISTING OF THREE TRIANGULAR WING PANELS AND A
BODY OF EQUAL LENGTH AT MACH NUMBERS FROM 3.00 TO 6.28_ Raymond
C. Savin and Thomas J. Wong_ February 1956
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RMA55K30
RMA55L05
_5_9
RMA55LI3a
RMA55LI3b
RMA55LI4
RMA55LI4a
RMA55LI5
RMA55L21
RMA56B27a
A.56C0 6
RM A56GO 6
RM A56H08
A STUDY OF A MISSILE DESIGNED TO FLY AT LOW SPEED WITH ITS
LONGITUDINAL AXIS ALINED WITH THE FLIGHT PATH_ Edward J. Hopkins
and Norman E. Sorensen_ February 1956
AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS DEVELOPING HIGH LIFT-DRAG RATIOS AT HIGH
SUPERSONIC SPEEDS_ A. J. Eggers_ Jr._ and Clarence A. Syvertson_
March 1956
INVESTIGATION OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SIMPLIFYING MISSILE GUIDANCE
SYST_2dS BY THE USE OF FREE-FLOATING FLAPS AND SPRING-MOUNTED
CONTROL SURFACES_ Katsumi Hikido_ Paul H. Hayashi_ and Henry Co
Lessing_ May 1956
HEAT-TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS OF BLUNT 2 AND 3-DIMENSIONAL BODIES
AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS_ Glen Goodwin_ February 1956
AERODYNAMICS OF MISSILES EMPLOYING WINGS OF VERY LOW ASPECT RATIO
[with list of references]_ Elliott D. Katzen and Leland H.
Jorgensen_ March 1956
PRELIMINARY REPORT ON A STUDY OF SEPARATED FLOWS IN SUPERSONIC
AND SUBSONIC STREAMS_ Dean R. Chapman_ Donald M. Kuehnj and
Howard K. Larson_ June 1956
EXTERNAL-STORE DRAG REDUCTION AT TRANSONIC AND LOW SUPERSONIC
MACH NUMBERS BY APPLICATION OF BALDWIN'S MOMENT-OF-AREA RULE_
Lionel L. Levy_ Jr._ and Robert R. Dickey_ March 1956
PROBL_S OF PERFORMANCEAND HEATING OF HYPERSONIC VEHICLES_
H. Julian Allen and Stanford E. Neice_ March 1956
REVIEW OF RECENT INFORMATION ON BOUNDARY-LAYER TRANSITION AT
SUPERSONIC SPEEDS [with list of references]_ Frank A. Lazzeroni
and Frank A. Pfyl_ February 1956
A METHOD OF REDUCING HEAT TRANSFER TO BLUNT BODIES BY AIR
INJECTION_ Jackson R. Stalder and Mamoru Inouye_ May 1956
THE CHANGE WITH MASS-FLOW RATIO OF THE COWL PRESSURE DRAG OF
NORMAL-SHOCK INLETS AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS_ Wallace F. Davis and
Forrest E. Gowen_ June 1956
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION AT MACHNUMBERS FROM 2.1 TO 3.0 OF
CIRCULAR-INTERNAL-CONTRACTION INLETS WITH TRANSLATING CENTER-
BODIES [with list of references]_ Emmet A. Mossman and Frank A.
Pfy_October 1956
LARGE-SCALE WIND-TUNNEL TESTS OF AN AIRPLANE MODEL WITH A 45 °
SWEPTBACK WING OF ASPECT RATIO 2.8 WITH AREA SUCTION APPLIED
TO TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS AND WITH SEVERAL WING LEADING-EDGE
MODIFICATIONS_ David G. Koenig and Kiyoshi Aoyagi_ November 1956
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RMA56H27 AN EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHELIFT_ DRAG_ANDSTATIC-
STABILITYCHARACTERISTICSOFA TRIANGULAR-WINGAIRPLANEATMACH
NUMBERSFROM3.00 TO6.28_ Hermilo R. Gloria_ December1956
RMA56H31 AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSIN PITCHOFSEVERALTRIPLE-BODY
MISSILECONFIGURATIONSATMACHNUMBERSFROM0.6 TO 1.4_
Earl D. Knechtel and Arvid N. Andrea_November1956
RMA56105 SOMEXPERIMENTSAT HIGHSUPERSONICSPEEDSONAERODYNAMICAND
BOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITIONCHARACTERISTICSOFHIGH-DRAGBODIESOF
REVOLUTION3 Alvin Seiff_ Simon C. Sommer_and ThomasN. Canning_
January 1957
RMA56118 EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFA METHODOFWAVE-DRAGREDUCTION
FORCOMBINATIONSEMPLOYINGQUASI-CYLINDRICALBODIES AND SWEPT
WINGS AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS_ Daniel P. Hickey_ February 1957
RM A56J08 THE EFFECT OF BODY CONTOURING ON THE LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
AT MACH NUMBERS UP TO 0.92 OF A WING-FUSELAGE-TAlL AND SEVERAL
WING-FUSELAGE COMBINATIONS HAVING SWEPTBACK WINGS OF RELATIVELY
HIGH ASPECT RATIO_ Fred B. Sutton and J. Walter Lautenberger_ Jr.j
January 1957
RM A56K26 INVESTIGATION OF SYMMETRICAL BODY INDENTATIONS DESIGNED TO REDUCE
THE TRANSONIC ZERO-LIFT WAVE DRAG OF A 45 ° SWEPT WING WITH AN
NACA 64A006 SECTION AND WITH A THICKENED LEADING-EDGE SECTION 3
George H. Holdaway and Elaine W. Hatfield_ March 1957
RM A56LI8 EFFECTS OF CONICAL CAMBER ON THE LIFT_ DRAG_ AND PITCHING-MOMENT
CHARACTERISTICS OF A TRIANGULAR WING OF ASPECT RATIO 3.0_ Victor
L. Peterson and John W. Boyd_ February 1957
RM A57AO 2 AN INVESTIGATION OF WING-BODY JUNCTURE INTERFERENCE EFFECTS AT
TRANSONIC SPEEDS FOR SEVERAL SWEPT-WING AND BODY COMBINATIONS 3
John B. McDevitt and Robert A. Raylor_ May 1957
RM A57A25 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SEVERAL CO-
PLANAR TRIPLE-BODY MISSILE CONFIGURATIONS AT MACH NUMBERS FROM
0.6 TO 1.43 Stuart L. Treon and Earl D. Knechtel 3 April 1957
RM A57BII LEADING-EDGE CONTOURS FOR THIN SWEPT WINGS: AN ANALYSIS OF LOW-
AND HIGH-SPEED DATA_ William T. Evans_ March 1957
RM A57BI4 A FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF AREA-SUCTION AND BLOWING BOUNDARY-
LAYER CONTROL ON THE TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS OF A 35° SWEPT-WING
CARRIER-TYPE AIRPLANE_ Hervey C. Quigley_ Francis W. K. Hom_ and
Robert C. Innis 3 April 1957
RM A57C25 INVESTIGATION OF BOUNDARY-LAYER TRANSITION ON FLAT-FACED BODIES
OF REVOLUTION AT HIGH SUPERSONIC SPEEDS_ Thomas N. Canning and
Simon C. Sommer_ June 1957
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RMA57DII
RMA57D30
RMA57E02
RMA57EI5
RMA57E24
RMA57F03a
RMA57F06a
RMA57FO6b
RMA57GI0
RMA57H19
RMA57H19a
RMA57H21
WIND-TUNNELTESTSOFSTATICLONGITUDINALCHARACTERISTICSAT LOW
SPEEDOF SWEPT-WINGAIRPLANEWITHBLOWINGFLAPSANDLEADING-EDGE
SLATS_Harry A. Jamesand Ralph A. Maki_ July 1957
A COMPARISONFCARRIERAPPROACHSPEEDSAS DETERMINEDFROMFLIGHT
TESTSANDFROMPILOT-OPERATEDSIMULATORSTUDIES_Maurice D. White
and Fred J. Drinkwater_ III_ June 1957
THEEFFECTSAT SUBSONICSPEEDSOFWINGFENCESANDA TAIL ONTHE
LONGITUDINALCHARACTERISTICSOFA 63° SWEPT-WINGANDFUSELAGE
COMBINATION_Donald A. Buell and Carl D. Kolbe_ July 1957
SOMEPROPERTIESOFWINGANDHALF-BODYARRANGEMENTSA UPERSONIC
SPEEDS_EugeneMigotsky and GaynorJ. Adams_July 1957
INVESTIGATIONOFAXIALLYSYMMETRICFLOWOVERSTEPSAT TRANSONIC
SPEEDSWITHCOMPARISONSOFESTIMATEDANDEXPERIMENTALDRAGRE-
SULTS_GeorgeH. Holdawayand Minor R. Wallace_ Jr._ July 1957
HEATTRANSFERTOBLUNTNOSESHAPESWITHLAMINARBOUNDARYLAYERS
AT HIGHSUPERSONICSPEEDS_John O. Reller_ Jr.j August 1957
A BUFFETINVESTIGATIONAT HIGHSUBSONICSPEEDSOFWING-FUSELAGE-
TAlL COMBINATIONSHAVINGSWEPTBACKWINGSWITHNACA64ATHICKNESS
DISTRIBUTIONS_FENCESjA LEADING-EDGEEXTENSION_ANDBODYCON-
TOURING_Fred B. Sutton and J. Walter Lautenberger_ Jr._ August
1957
EFFECTSOFWING-TIPDROOPONTHELONGITUDINALCHARACTERISTICSOF
TWOHIGHLYSWEPTWING-BODYCOMBINATIONSATMACHNUMBERSFROM0.6
TO1.4_ Earl D. Knechtel and GeorgeLee_ August 1957
FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFTHELOW-SPEEDCHARACTERISTICSOFA 35°
SWEPT-WINGAIRPLANE QUIPPEDWITHANAREA-SUCTIONEJECTORFLAP
ANDVARIOUSWINGLEADING-EDGEDEVICES_Seth B. Anderson_ Alan E.
Faye_ Jr._ and Robert C. Innis_ September1957
EFFECTSOFA LEADING-EDGESLATANDA TRAILING-EDGESPLITFLAPON
THEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA WING-FUSELAGECOMBINATION
HAVINGA NEARLYTRIANGULARWINGOFASPECTRATIO2.9 AT MACH
NUMBERSFROM0.60 TO0.92_ Fred A. Demele_January 1958
A TRANSONICNVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTSOF SEMISUBMERGED-STORE
CAVITIESANDOFSLOTSONTHEZERO-LIFTDRAGOFA BODYOFREVOLU-
TION_GeorgeH. Holdaway_Minor R. Wallace_ Jr. 3 and Elaine W.
Hatfield_ October 1957
THEUSEOFA LEADING-EDGEAREA-SUCTIONFLAPANDLEADING-EDGE
MODIFICATIONSTO IMPROVETHEHIGH-LIFTCHARACTERISTICSOFAN
AIRPLANEMODELWITHA WINGOF45° SWEEPANDASPECTRATIO2.8_
David G. Koenig and Kiyoshi Aoyagi_ November1957
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RMA57109
RMA57110
RMA57117
EFFECTSOF STING-SUPPORTINTERFERENCEONTHEDRAGOFANOGIVE'
CYLINDERBODYWITHANDWITHOUTA BOATTAILAT 0.6 TO1.4 MACH
NUMBER_GeorgeLee and JamesL. Summers_December1957
EFFECTSOF VERTICALOCATIONOFWINGANDHORIZONTALTAIL ONTHE
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSIN PITCHATMACHNUMBERSFROM0.60
TO 1.40 OFANAIRPLANECONFIGURATIONWITHANUNSWEPTWING_Louis
S. Stivers_ Jr._ and Garth W. Lippmann_November1957
EXPERIMENTALLIFT OFLOW-ASPECT-RATIORIANGULARWINGSAT LARGE
ANGLESOFATTACKANDSUPERSONICSPEEDSjWilliam A. Hill_ Jr._
November1957
RMA57126 EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHESIMULATIONOFATMOSPHERIC
ENTRYOFBALLISTICMISSILES_Stanford E. Neice_ JamesA. Carson_
and Bernard E. Cunningham_December1957
RMA57126a
RMA57130
RMA57JI6
RMA57K01
RMA57K05
RMA57K07a
RMA58A08
ANINVESTIGATIONOFTHECONTROLEFFECTIVENSSSOFTIP AILERONSAND
SPOILERSONA LOW-ASPECT-RATIORAPEZOIDAL-WINGAIRPLANEMODEL
ATMACHNUMBERSFROM1.55 TO2.35_ NormanD. Wong_December1957
EFFECTSOFBOUNDARY-LAYERSEPARATIONOVERBODIESOFREVOLUTION
WITHCONICALTAlL FLARES_David H. Dennis_ December1957
TRANSONICLATERALANDLONGITUDINALAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOF
A LATERAL-CONTROLSYSTEM_PLOYINGROTATABLEAIRFOILSMOUNTED
VERTICALLYAT THEWINGTIPS OFANUNSWEPTWING-FUSELAGE-TAlL
COMBINATION_John A. Axelso_ January 1958
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTHEUSEOFLEADING-EDGEANDTRAILING-
EDGEAREA-SUCTIONFLAPSONA 13-PERCENT-THICKSTRAIGHTWINGAND
FUSELAGEMODEL_Curt A. Holzhauser_ January 1958
SUBSONICAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSUPTOEXTREMEANGLESOF
ATTACKOFANAIRPLANEMODELHAVINGANUNSWEPTWINGANDA HIGH
HORIZONTALTAIL_ Bruce E. Tinling_ February 1958
HEATTRANSFERONAFTERBODYIMMERSEDIN SEPARATEDWAKEOFH_MI-
SPHERE_Helmer V. Nielsen_ January 1958
EXPERIMENTALLIFT-DRAGRATIOSFORTWOFAMILIESOFWING-BODY
COMBINATIONSAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS_Leland H. Jorgensen_ March
1958
RMA58A09
RMA58A31
LARGE-SCALEWIND-TUNNELTESTSOFANAIRPLANEMODELWITHA 45o
SWEPTBACKWINGOFASPECTRATIO2.8 EMPLOYINGHIGH-VELOCITYBLOW-
INGOVERTHELEADING-ANDTRAILING-EDGEFLAPS_David H. Hickey and
Kiyoshi Aoyagi_ May 1958
THEEFFECTOFMOMENT-OF-AREA-RULEMODIFICATIONSONTHEZERO-LIFT
DRAGOFTHREEWING-BODYCOMBINATIONS_Robert R. Dickey_ May 1958
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RMA58DI4
RMA58DI5
RMA58D25
RMA58E05
RMA58EI9
RMA58E21a
RMA58F02
RMA58FO3
RMA58HI2
RME50J23a
RME5IHI7
RME52CI0
DATAFROMFLOW-FIELDSURVEYSBEHINDLARGE-SCALETHIN STRAIGHTWING
OFASPECTRATIO3 [with list of references]_ William T. Evans_ June1958
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHEDRAGDUETOWEDGESALONGTHE
TRAILINGEDGEOFA SWEPTWING_Bruno J. Gambucciand John A.
Wyss_June 1958
PROSPECTSFORLAMINARFLOWONHYPERSONICAIRPLANES,Alvin Seiff,
June 1958
FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFTHELOW-SPEEDCHARACTERISTICSOFA 45°
SWEPT-WINGFIGHTER-TYPEAIRPLANEWITHBLOWINGBOUNDARY-LAYER
CONTROLAPPLIEDTOTHETRAILING-EDGEFLAPS_Hervey C. Quigley,
Seth B. Anderson, and Robert C. Innis_ August 1958
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTOFYAWONRATESOFHEAT
TRANSFERTOTRANSVERSECIRCULARCYLINDERSIN A 6500-FOOT-PER-
SECONDHYPERSONICAIR STREAM_Bernard E. Cunninghamand Samuel
Kraus_ August 1958
FORCESANDPITCHINGMOMENTSONANASPECT-RATIO-3.1WING-BODY
COMBINATIONAT MACHNUMBERSFROM2.5 TO3.5 ANDSUBLIMATION
STUDIESOFTHEEFFECTOFSINGLE-ELEMENTROUGHNESSONTHE
BOUNDARY-LAYERFLOW,EdwardJ. Hopkins_ Stephen J. Keating_ Jr.,
and Richard R. Muhl_ August 1958
APPROXIMATESOLUTIONSFORFLOWABOUTFLAT-TOPWING-BODYCON-
FIGURATIONSAT HIGHSUPERSONICAIRSPEEDS_RaymondC. Savin_
September 1958
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTHELOW-SPEEDAERODYNAMICCHARACTER-
ISTICS OFA HYPERSONICGLIDERCONFIGURATION_Mark W. Kelly,
September1958
LARGE-SCALEWIND-TUNNELTESTSOFJET-TRANSPORT-TYPEMODELWITH
LEADINGANDTRAILINGEDGEHIGH-LIFTDEVICES,David H. Hickey and
Koyoshi Aoyagi_ September1958
METHODSFORCONNECTIONTOREVOLVINGTHERMOCOUPLES_Philip R. Tarr_
January 1951
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA SLENDERCONE-CYLINDERBODYOF
REVOLUTIONAT A MACHNUMBEROF3.85_ John R. Jack, November1951
AERODYNAMICSOFSLENDERBODIESATMACHNUMBEROF3.12 ANDREYNOLDS
NUMBERSFROM2 x i06 TO 15 x I06 . II - AERODYNAMICLOADDIS-
TRIBUTIONSOF SERIESOFFIBE BODIESHAVINGCONICALNOSESAND
CYLINDRICALAFTERBODIES_John R. Jack and Lawrence I. Gould_May
1952
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RME52EI3
RME53E04
RME53E07
RME53E28
RME53F02
RME53F19
RME53104
RME53J07
RME53J27
RME53L29b
RME54BII
INFLUENCEOFA CANARD-TYPECONTROLSURFACEONFLOWFIELD IN
VICINITY OFSYMMETRICALFUSELAGEATMACHNUMBERS1.8 AND2.0_
GeorgeA. Wise and Murray Dryer_ July 1952
MEASUREMENTS OF HEAT-TRANSFER AND FRICTION COEFFICIENTS FOR AIR
FLOWING IN TUBE OF LENGTH-DIAMETER RATIO OF 15 AT HIGH SURFACE
TEMPERATURES_ Walter F. We[land and Warren H. Lowdermilk_ July
1953
INVESTIGATION OF AERODYNAMIC AND ICING CHARACTERISTICS OF FLUSH
ALTERNATE-INLET INDUCTION SYSTEM AIR SCOOP_ James P. Lewis_ July
1953
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF EFFECTS OF SUPPORT INTERFERENCE ON
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION OF A BODY OF RE_OLUTION ATTACH NUMBER OF
3.12 AND REYNOLDS NUMBERS FROM 2 x i0v TO 14 x I0_ L. Eugene
Baughman and John R. Jack_ August 1953
PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF HEAT TRANSFER FROM STATIONARY AND ROTATING
ELLIPSOIDAL SPINNER_ U. von Glahn_ August 1953
MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS OF TURBULENT FLQW CONTAINING PERIODIC
FLOW FLUCTUATIONS_ William R. Mickelsen and James C. Laurence_
August 1953
PRELIMINARY DRAG AND HEAT-TRANSFER DATA OBTAINED FROM AIR-
LAUNCHED CONE-CYLINDER TEST VEHICLE OVER MACH NUMBER RANGE FROM
1.5 TO 5.18_ Wesley E. Messing_ Leonard Rab_ and John H. Disher_
November 1953
MEASUREMENT OF HEAT-TRANSFERAND FRICTION COEFFICIENTS FOR FLOW
OF AIR IN NONCIRCULAR DUCTS AT HIGH SURFACE TEMPERATURESj Warren
H. Lowdermilk_ Walter F. Weilandj Jr._ and John N. B. Livingood_
December 1954
AERODYNAMICS OF SLENDER BODIES AT MACH NUMBER OF 3.12 AND REYNOLDS
NUMBERS FROM 2 x 106 TO 15 x 106 . IV - AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERIS-
TICS OF SERIES OF FOUR BODIES HAVING NEAR-PARABOLIC NOSES AND
CYLINDRICAL AFTERBODIES_ John R. Jack and Barry Moskowitz_ Jan-
uary 1954
FORCE MEASUREMENTS ON CONE-CYLINDER BODY OF REVOLUTION WITH
VARIOUS NOSE AND FIN CONFIGURATIONS AT MACH NUMBER 4.0_ Leonard
Rabb and Wesley E. Messing_ March 1954
AERODYNAMICS OF SLENDER BODIES AT MACH NUMBER OF 3.12 AND REYNOLDS
NUMBERS FROM 2 x 106 TO 15 x 106 . V - AERODYNAMIC LOAD DISTRIBU-
TIONS FOR A SERIES OF FOUR BOAT-TAILED BODIES_ Barry Moskowitz
and John R. Jack_ May 1954
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RME54DI2
RME54FII
RME54G28
RME54LI4
RME55D07b
RME55F27
RME55115
RME56EI0
RME56G23
RME56LO3
RME56L04
RME57E06
RME57FI0
FORCED-CONVECTIONHEAT-TRANSFERANDPRESSURE-DROPCHARACTERISTICS
OFA CLOSELYSPACEDWIREMATRIX_Louis Gedeonand Milton D. Grel%
August
EXPERIMENTALHEAT-TRANSFERANDFRICTIONCOEFFICIENTSFORAIR FLOW-
INGTHROUGHSTACKSOFPARALLELFLATPLATES[with list of refer-
ences]_ Eldon W. Samsand Walter F. Weiland_ Jr._ August 1954
EFFECTSOF SECONDARY-AIRFLOWONANNULARBASEFORCEOF SUPERSONIC
AIRPLANE_Donald J. Vargo_ October 1954
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONAT MACH1.9 OFMULTIJET-MISSILEBASE
PRESSURES[with list of references]_ L. EugeneBaughman_March
1955
EXPLORATORYINVESTIGATIONOFFLOWIN SEPARATEDREGIONAHEADOF
TWOBLUNTBODIESATMACHNUMBER2 [with list of references]_
Harry Bernstein and William E. Brunk_ June 1955
FREE-FLIGHTHEAT-TRANSFERMEASUREMENTSONTWO20°-CONE-CYLINDERS
ATMACHNIIMBERSFROM1.3 TO4.9_ Leonard Rabband Scott H.
Simpkinso% July 1955
BOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITIONAT HIGHREYNOLDSNUMBERSAS OBTAINED
IN FLIGHTOFA 20° CONE-CYLINDERWITHWALLTOLOCALSTREAM
TEMPERATURERATIOSNEAR1.0_ Leonard Rabband John H. Disher_
November1955
BOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITIONAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS_GeorgeM. Low_
August 1956
OBSERVATIONOFLAMINARFLOWONBLUNTED15° CONE-CYLINDERIN
FREEFLIGHTAT HIGHREYNOLDSNUMBERSANDFREE-STEAMACHNUMBERS
TO8.17_ John H. Disher and Leonard Rabb_October 1956
OBSERVATIONOFLAMINARFLOWONAIR-LAUNCHED15° CONE-CYLINDER
AT LOCALREYNOLDSNUMBERSTO50 x 106 AT PEAKMACHNUMBEROF
6.75_ Leonard Rabband Milan J. Krasnician_ March 1957
ARRANGEMENTSOFJET ENGINEANDAIRFRAMEFORINCREASEDRANGE_
Roger W. Luidens_ July 1957
JET EFFECTSONBASEPRESSURESOF CONICALAFTERBODIESATMACH1.91
AND3.12_ L. EugeneBaughmanand Fred D° Kochendorfer_ August 1957
FREE-FLIGHTDETERMINATIONF BOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITIONANDHEAT
TRANSFERFORHEMISPHERE-CYLINDERATMACHNUMBERSTO5.6_ M. J.
Krasnician and R. J. Wisniewski_ October 1957
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RME57KI9
RME57K19a
RME57LI9
RME58A03a
RME58GI7
RMH54HO6
RMH55A03
RMH56EO2
H56E08
RM H57A02
RM H57DI8b
RM H57EI5a
RM H5 7J30
EFFECTS OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS AND EXTREME COOLING ON BOUNDARY-
LAYER TRANSITION FOR 15° CONE-CYLINDER IN FREE FLIGHT AT MACH
NUMBERS TO 7.6_ Leonard Rabb and Milan J. Krasnican_ March 1958
CORRELATION OF TURBULENT HEAT TRANSFER IN TUBE FOR DISSOCIATING
SYSTEM N204 2NO 2 [with list of references]_ Richard S. Brokaw_
March 1958
PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF POSSIBLE COOLING METHODS FOR HYPERSONIC
AIRCRAFT_ Jack B. Esgar_ Robert O. Hickel_ and Francis S. Stepka_
May 1958
DILUTION OF LIQUID OXYGEN WHEN NITROGEN IS USED FOR PRESSURIZA-
TION [with list of references]_ Thomas J. Walsh_ R. R. Hibbardj
and Paul M. Ordin 3 April 1958
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF BALLISTIC-MISSILE BASE HEATING WITH
OPERATING ROCKET_ J. Cary Nettles_ September 1958
WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT LOW LIFT FOR THE XF-92A DELTA-
WING AIRPLANE AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS_ Earl R. Keenerj October 1954
FLIGHT-DETERMINED PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS OVER A SECTION OF THE
35° SWEPT WING OF THE DOUGLAS D-558-II RESEARCH AIRPLANE AT MACH
NUMBERS UP TO 2.0_ Gareth H. Jordan and Earl R. Keener_ March
1955
LIFT AND DRAG OF THE BELL X-5 RESEARCH AIRPLANE IN THE 45 °
SWEPTBACK CONFIGURATION AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS_ Jack Nugent_ July
1956
FLIGHT-DETERMINED TRANSONIC LIFT AND DRAG CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
YF-102 AIRPLANE WITH TWO WING CONFIGURATIONS_ Edwin Jo Saltzman_
Donald R. Bellman_ and Norman T. Musialowski_ July 1956
STATIC-PRESSURE ERROR CALIBRATIONS FOR NOSE-BOOM AIRSPEED INSTAL-
LATIONS OF 17 AIRPLANES_ Terry J. Larson_ Wendell H. Stillwell_
and Katharine H. Armistead_ March 1957
FLIGHT MEASUREMENTS OF AIRPLANE STRUCTURAL TEMPERATURES AT SUPER-
SONIC SPEEDS_ Richard D. Banner_ June 1957
EFFECT OF WING-MOUNTED EXTERNAL STORES IN THE LIFT AND DRAG OF
THE DOUGLAS D-558-II RESEARCH AIRPLANE AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS_
Jack Nugent_ July 1957
A SIMULATOR INVESTIGATION OF FACTORS AFFECTING THE DESIGN AND
UTILIZATION OF A STICK PUSHER FOR THE PREVENTION OF AIRPLANE
PITCH-UP_ Euclid C. Holleman and David L. Boslaugh_ January 1958
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RMH58B24
RML6H28a
RML6KI8a
RML6K20
RML7C24
RML7F24
RML7HO5a
RML7H27
RMLSAI5a
RML8C22
RML8G30a
RML8101
RML8128
RML8JI4
FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFTHEAERODYNAMICFORCESONA WING-MOUNTED
EXTERNAL-STOREINSTALLATIONONTHEDOUGLASD-558-II RESEARCHAIR-
PLANE_Clinton T. Johnson_May 1958
INVESTIGATIONOFTHECHARACTERISTICSOFA HIGH-ASPECTRATIOWING
IN THELANGLEY8-FOOTHIGH-SPEEDTUNNEL_Richard T. Whitcomb_
August 1946
EFFECTSOF45° SWEEPBACKONTHEHIGH-SPEEDCHARACTERISTICSOFA
WINGHAVINGA MODIFIEDNACA16-012 AIRFOILSECTION_Luke L.
Liccinij July 1947
FULL-SCALEINVESTIGATIONOFTHEMAXIMUMLIFT ANDFLOWCHARACTERIS-
TICSOFANAIRPLANEHAVINGAPPROXIMATELYTRIANGULARPLANFORM_
Herbert A. Wilson_ Jr._ and J. Calvin Lovell 3 February 1947
EFFECTSOFCOMBINATIONSOFASPECTRATIOANDSWEEPBACKAT HIGH
SUBSONICMACHNUMBERS_Alfred A. Adler_ June 1947
ESTIMATEOFHULL-WEIGHTCHANGEWITHVARYINGLENGTH-BEAMRATIO
FORFLYINGBOATS_Stanley U. Benscoter_ August 1947
PERFORMANCEPOSSIBILITIESOFTHETURBOJETSYSTEMASA POWERPLANT
FORSUPERSONICAIRPLANES_GeorgeP. Wood_August 1947
THEEFFECTOF SAMPLESIZE ONTHEDETERMINATIONFMAXIMUMGUST
VELOCITIESIN CLOUDS_Harry Press_ October 1947
AIR-FLOWSURVEYSIN THEVICINITY OFREPRESENTATIVENACA1-SERIES
COWLINGS_Robert W. Boswinkle_ Jr._ May 1948
SOMEFLIGHTMEASUREMENTSOFPRESSURE-DISTRIBUTIONANDBOUNDARY-
LAYERCHARACTERISTICSIN THEPRESENCEOFSHOCK_John A. Zalovcik
and Ernest P. Luke_ July 1948
THEEFFECTSOFFRICTIONIN THECONTROLSYSTEMONTHEHANDLING
QUALITIESOFA C-54DAIRPLANE_Donald B. Talmageand John P.
Reeder_ November1948
AN EVALUATIONOFAIR-BORNERADARAS A MEANSOFAVOIDINGATMOSPHERIC
TURBULENCE_Roy Steiner_ November1948
RESULTSOBTAINEDURINGEXTENSIONOFU. S. AIR FORCETRANSONIC-
FLIGHTTESTSOFXS-I AIRPLANE_Harold R. Goodmanand Hubert M.
Drake_ November1948
NOTEONTHEIMPORTANCEOF IMPERFECT-GASEFFECTSANDVARIATIONOF
HEATCAPACITIESONTHEISENTROPICFLOWOF GASES_Colemandu P.
Donaldson_ December1948
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RMLSK22
RML9A03
RML9C02
RML9C29
RML9E27
RML9K25
RML9L30
RML50Bl4a
RML50G07
RML50H29a
RML50129a
TWO-DIMENSIONALWIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTWONACA6-SERIES
AIRFOILSWITHLEADING-EDGESLATS_Stanley M. Gottlieb_ January
1949
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA FLYING-BOATHULLHAVINGA
LENGTH-BEAMRATIOOF15 ANDA WARPEDFOREBODY_Richard G. MacLeod_
February 1949
ANAPPROXIMATEM THODFORESTIMATINGTHEINCOMPRESSIBLELAMINAR
BOUNDARY-LAYERCHARACTERISTICSONA FLATPLATEIN SLIPPINGFLOW_
ColemanduP. Donaldson_June 1949
PRELIMINARYFULL-SCALEINVESTIGATIONOFA 1/3 - SCALEMODELOFA
CONVERTIBLE-TYPEAIRPLANE_Roy H° Lange_ Bennie W. Cocke_Jr._
and Anthony J. Proterra_ June 1949
TWO-DIMENSIONALWIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFA SYMMETRICALIR-
FOIL SECTIONWITHA SEALEDINTERNALLYBALANCEDCONTROLSURFACE
ANDA LEADINGTAB_Robert J. Nuber and Felicien F. Fullmer_ Jr._
July 1949
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOF VARIOUSEXTERNAL-STORECONFIGURA-
TIONSONA MODELOFA TAILLESSAIRPLANEWITHA SWEPTBACKWING_
H. NormanSilvers and Kenneth P. Spreemann_January 1950
LANGLEY9-1NCHSUPERSONICTUNNELTESTSOF SEVERALMODIFICATIONS
OFA SUPERSONICMISSILEHAVINGTAND_ CRUCIFORMLIFTING SURFACES.
THREE-COMPONENTDATARESULTSOFMODELSHAVINGRATIOSOFWINGSPAN
TO TAlL SPANEQUALTOI_ Robert W. Rainey_ March 1951
A PRESSURE-DISTRIBUTIONINVESTIGATIONOFA SUPERSONIC-AIRCRAFT
FUSELAGEANDCALIBRATIONOFTHEMACHNUMBER1.40 NOZZLEOFTHE
LANGLEY4- BY 4-FOOTSUPERSONICTUNNEL_Lowell E. Hasel and
Archibald R. Sinclair_ April 1950
LANGLEY9-1NCHSUPERSONICTUNNELTESTSOFSEVERALMODIFICATIONS
OFA SUPERSONICMISSILEHAVINGTANDEMCRUCIFORMLIFTING SURFACES.
THREE-COMPONENTDATARESULTSOFMODELSHAVINGRATIOSOFWING
SPANTOTAlL SPANEQUALTOANDLESSTHANi ANDSOMESTATICROLLING-
MOMENTDATA_Robert W. Rainey_March 1951
PRELIMINARYRESULTSOFTHEFLIGHTINVESTIGATIONBETWEENMACH
NUMBERSOF0.80 AND1.36 OFA ROCKET-POWEREDMO ELOFA SUPERSONIC
AIRPLANECONFIGURATIONHAVINGA TAPEREDWINGWITHCIRCULAR-ARC
SECTIONSAND40° SWEEPBACK_Charles T. D'Aiutolo and HomerP.
Masonj October 1950
LANGLEY9-1NCHSUPERSONICTUNNELTESTOF SEVERALMODIFICATIONS
OFSUPERSONICMISSILEHAVINGTANDEMCRUCIFORMLIFTING SURFACES:
THREE-COMPONENTDATARESULTSOFMODELSHAVINGRATIOSOFWINGSPAN
TOTAlL SPANLESSTHANI_ Robert W. Rainey_ March1951
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RML51104a
RML5i J09
RML5IL20
RML52BI8a
RML52EO2a
RML52E20a
RML52G01
RML52H08
RML52JI5
RML52JI7
RML52KO5a
ANINVESTIGATIONAT TRANSONICSPEEDSOFTHEEFFECTSOFTHICKNESS
RATIOANDOFTHICKENEDROOTSECTIONSONTHEAERODYNAMICCHARAC-
TERISTICSOFWINGSWITH47° SWEEPBACK_ASPECTRATIO3.5_ AND
TAPERRATIO0.2 IN THESLOTTEDTESTSECTIONOFTHELANGLEY
8-FOOTHIGH-SPEEDTUNNEL_Ralph P. Bielat_ Daniel E. Harrison_
and DomenicA. Coppolino_ October 1951
AN INVESTIGATIONOFTHEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA SERIES
OFCONE-CYLINDERCONFIGURATIONSAT A MACHNUMBEROF6.86_ Ralph
D. Cooper and RaymondA. Robinson_December1951
PRESSUREMEASUREMENTSONANOGIVE-CYLINDERBODYATMACHNUMBER
4.04_ Douglas R. Lord and EdwardF. Ulmann_February 1952
BIBLIOGRAPHYOFNACAPAPERSONROTATING-WINGAIRCRAFT_Alfred
Gessow_January 1952
AN INVESTIGATIONOFA SUPERSONICAIRCRAFTCONFIGURATIONHAVING
A TAPEREDWINGWITHCIRCULAR-ARCSECTIONSAND40° SWEEPBACK.
PRESSURE-DISTRIBUTIONMEASUREMENTSOFTHEINTERFERENCEEFFECTOF
THEWINGONTHEFUSELAGEAT MACHNUMBERSOF 1.40 AND1.59_ John
P. Gapcynski and JamesW. Clark_ July 1952
INVESTIGATIONOF SUPERSONICAIRCRAFTCONFIGURATIONHAVINGTAPERED
WINGWITHCIRCULAR-ARCSECTIONSAND40° SWEEPBACK_PRESSURE-
DISTRIBUTIONMEASUREMENTSOF INTERFERENCEEFFECTOFWINGON
FUSELAGEATMACHNUMBERSOF1.40 AND1.59_ John P. Gapcynski and
JamesW. Clark_ September1959
INVESTIGATIONOFSEVERALSUPERSONICMISSILECONFIGURATIONS
DIRECTEDTOWARDMINIMIZINGCENTER-OF-PRESSURETRAVEL[with list
of references]_ Robert W. Rainey_ September1952
A STUDYOFTHEZERO-LIFTDRAG-RISECHARACTERISTICSOFWING-BODY
COMBINATIONSEARTHESPEEDOF SOUND_Richard T. Whitcomb_
September1952
THEEFFECTIVEDOWNWASHC ARACTERISTICSAT TRANSONICSPEEDSOFA
6-PERCENT-THICKWINGWITH47° OF SWEEPBACKIN COMBINATIONWITHA
CYLINDRICALBODYAS DETERMINEDFROMFORCEMEASUREMENTSOFA
HORIZONTALTAIL_ DomenicA. Coppolino_ November1952
INVESTIGATIONATMACHNUMBERSOF1.41 AND2.01 OFAERODYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICSOFSWEPT-WINGSUPERSONICBOMBERCONFIGURATION_
NormanF. Smith and Lowell E. Hasel_ February 1956
EFFECTOFLONGITUDINALWINGPOSITIONONTHEPRESSURECHARACTERIS-
TICSAT TRANSONICSPEEDSOFA 45° SWEPTBACKWING-FUSELAGEMODEL_
William Solomonand JamesW. Sehmeer_March 1953
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RML52K24
RML52L29b
RML53AI6a
RML53A27
RML53D03
RML53DI3
RML53D30a
RiML53E22
RML53F04
RML53F22a
RML53GO3
RML53GISa
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONTODETERMINETHEAERODYNAMICCHARACTER-
ISTICS IN STEADYROLLOFA MODELAT HIGHSUBSONICSPEEDS_Richard
E. Kuhn and JamesW. Wiggins_ January 1953
EXPERIMENTALSTUDYOFRELATIONBETWEENAIRPLANEANDWIND-VANE
MEASUREMENTSOFATMOSPHERICTURBULENCE_H. B. Tolefson_ K. G.
Pratt_ and J. K. Thompson_July 1953
NOTEONDRAGDUETOLIFT OFDELTAWINGSATMACHNUMBERSUP TO
2.0_ Robert S. Osborne and ThomasC. Kelly_ April 1953
LOW-LIFTDRAGANDSTABILITYDATAFROMROCKETMODELSOFA
MODIFIED-DELTA-WINGAIRPLANEWITHANDWITHOUTEXTERNALSTORES
AT MACHNUMBERSFROM0.8 TO 1.36_ Grady L. Mitcham and Willard
S. Blanchard_ Jr._ March 1953
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSATMACHNUMBER4.04 OFA RECTANGULAR
WINGOFASPECTRATIO1.33 HAVINGA 6-PERCENT-THICKCIRCULAR-ARC
PROFILEANDA 30-PERCENT-CHORDFULL-SPANTRAILING-EDGEFLAP_
Robert W. Dunning and EdwardF. Ulmann_May 1953
EFFECTSOFTRAILING-EDGEBLUNTNESSONTHELIFT_ DRAG_AND
PITCHING-MOMENTCHARACTERISTICSOFUNSWEPT_45° SWEPTjAND45o
DELTAWINGSATMACHNUMBERSOF1.41_ 1.62_ AND1.96_ Kennith L.
Goin and Gertrude C. Westrick_ June 1953
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFTWODELTAWINGSANDTWOTRAPEZOIDAL
WINGSATMACHNUMBER4.04_ Robert W. Dunning and Fred M. Smith_
June 1953
FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFAERODYNAMICDERIVATIVESANDPERFORMANCE
OFCONTROLSYSTEMSOF 2 FULL-SCALEGUIDEDBOMBS_Ernest C.
Seabergand EdwardS. Geller_ June 1954
A BRIEFHYDRODYNAMICINVESTIGATIONOFA NAVYSEAPLANEDESIGN
EQUIPPEDWITHA HYDRO-SKI_Lloyd J. Fisher and EdwardL. Hoffman_
September 1953
A TRANSONICWIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTSOFNACELLES
ONTHEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA COMPLETEMODELCONFIGURA-
TION_Melvin M. Carmel and ThomasL. Fischetti_ September 1953
PRELIMINARYINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTSOFBODYCONTOURINGAS
SPECIFIEDBY THETRANSONICAREARULEONTHEAERODYNAMICCHARAC-
TERISTICSOFA DELTAWING-BODYCOMBINATIONATMACHNUMBERSOF 1.41
AND2.01_ Harry W. Carlson_ September1953
THEVARIATIONOFATMOSPHERICTURBULENCEWITHALTITUDEANDITS
EFFECTONAIRPLANEGUSTLOADS_Robert L. McDougal_ThomasL.
Coleman_and Philip L. Smith_ November1953
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RML53G20a
RML53H06
RML53H31a
RML53103
RML53114
RML53118a
RML53124a
RML53J02
RML53J08
RML53J26a
RML53L29
RML54A07
RML54BI5
CHARTSFORESTIMATIONOFPROFILEDRAG-LIFTRATIOOFHELICOPTER
ROTORHAVINGRECTANGULARBLADESWITH-8° TWIST_F. B. Gustafson_
October 1953
EXPLORATORYINVESTIGATIONOFTRANSPIRATIONCOOLINGTOALLEVIATE
AERODYNAMICHEATINGONAN8° CONEIN A FREEJETAT A MACHNUMBER
OF2°05_ William J. O'Sullivan_ Leo T. Chauvi_ and Charles B.
Rumsey_September1953
DEVELOPMENTOFA SUPERSONICAREARULEANDANAPPLICATIONTOTHE
DESIGNOFA WING-BODYCOMBINATIONHAVINGHIGHLIFT-TO-DRAGRATIOS_
Richard T. Whitcomband ThomasL. Fischetti_ October 1953
COMPONENTTESTSTODETERMINETHEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFAN
ALL-MOVABLE70° DELTACANARD-TYPECONTROLIN THEPRESENCEOFA
BODYAT A MACHNUMBEROFI. 61, M. Leroy Spearman_October 1953
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSIN PITCHOFA SERIESOFCRUCIFORM-
WINGMISSILESWITHCANARDCONTROLSAT A MACHNUMBEROF2.01_
M. Leroy Spearman_October 1953
FACTORSAFFECTINGTRANSITIONAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS_K. R.
Czarnecki and Archibald R. Sinclair_ October 1953
DATAONSPOILER-TYPEAILERONS_John G. Lowry, October 1953
SUMMARYOFROCKET-MODELTESTSAT ZEROLIFT OFANARROW-WING
MISSILECONFIGURATIONFROMMACHNUMBERSOF0.9 TO 1.8_ Richard
G. Arbic and Warren Gillespie_ Jr._ January 1954
THEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSAT TRANSONICSPEEDSOFA MODEL
WITHA 45° SWEPT-BACKWING_INCLUDINGTHEEFFECTOFLEADING-
EDGESLATSANDA LOWHORIZONTALTALL, Jack F. Runckel and James
W. Schmeer_April 1954
SOMEMEASUREMENTSA SUBSONICSPEEDSOFTHEAERODYNAMICFORCES
ANDMOMENTSONTWODELTAWINGSOFASPECTRATIOS2 AND4 OSCILLAT-
INGABOUTHEMIDCHORD_SumnerA. Leadbetter and ShermanA.
Clevenson_ December1953
A WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFBOMBRELEASEATA MACHNUMBEROF
1.62, Robert W. Rainey_ March 1954
FLIGHT-DETERMINEDPRESSUREMEASUREMENTSOVERTHEWINGOFTHE
DOUGLASD-558-II RESEARCHAIRPLANEAT MACHNUMBERSUPTO1.14_
JamesR. Peele_ March 1954
A TRANSONICWIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTSOFTWISTAND
CAMBERWITHANDWITHOUTINCIDENCE_TWIST_ANDBODYINDENTATIONON
THEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA 45° SWEPTBACKWING-BODYCON-
FIGURATION_J. Lawrence Cooper_April 1954
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RML54C15
RML54D09a
RML54DI9
RML54D30a
RML54E20
RML54E26
RML54F04
RML54FI6
RML54G23b
RML54HI6a
RML54107a
RML54120a
THEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFTWOSERIESOFLIFTING BODIES
ATMACHNUMBER6.86_ Herbert W. Ridyard_ May 1954
EFFECTSOFFENCES_LEADING-EDGECHORD-EXTENSIONS_BOUNDARY-LAYER
RAMPS3 ANDTRAILING-EDGEFLAPSONLONGITUDINALSTABILITYOF
TWISTEDANDCAMBERED60° SWEPTBACK-WING-INDENTED-BODYCONFIGURA-
TIONAT TRANSONICSPEEDS_ThomasL. Fischetti_ June 1954
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFSEVERALFLAP-TYPETRAILING-EDGE
CONTROLSONA TRAPEZOIDALWINGAT MACHNUMBERSOF 1.61 AND2.01_
Douglas R. Lord and K. Ro Czarnecki_ June 1954
NORMALFORCE_CENTEROFPRESSURE_ANDZERO-LIFTDRAGOF SEVERAL
BALLISTIC-TYPEMISSILESATMACHNUMBER4.05_ EdwardF. Ulmann
and Robert W. Dunning_ July 1954
INVESTIGATIONOFA CANARDMISSILECONFIGURATION(NASARM-4) IN
THELANGLEY9-1NCHSUPERSONICTUNNELATMACHNUMBERSOF 1.62 AND
1.93_ Carl E. Grigsby_ June 1954
EFFECTONDRAGOFLONGITUDINALPOSITIONINGOFHALF-SU_ERGEDAND
PYLON-MOUNTEDDOUGLASAIRCRAFTSTORESON.A FUSELAGEWITHAND
WITHOUTCAVITIESBETWEENMACHNUMBERS0.9 AND1.8_ Sherwood
Hoffman and Austin L. Wolff_ July 1954
THEORETICALINVESTIGATIONBASEDONEXPERIMENTALFREQUENCY-
RESPONSEMEASUREMENTSOFANAUTOMATICALTITUDECONTROLIN COMBINA-
TIONWITHA SUPERSONICMISSILECONFIGURATION_Ernest C. Seaberg_
EdwardS. Geller_ and William W. Willoughby_ August 1954
ANASSESSMENTOFTHEAIRPLANEDRAGPROBLEMAT TRANSONICAND
SUPERSONICSPEEDS_Charles J. Donlan_ July 1954
THEEFFECTSOFWINGINCIDENCEONTHEAERODYNAMICLOADINGCHARAC-
TERISTICSOFA SWEPTBACKWING-BODYCOMBINATIONAT TRANSONIC
SPEEDS_Harold L. Robinson_ October 1954
THEEFFECTOFA CHANGEIN AIRFOILSECTIONONTHEHINGE-MOMENT
CHARACTERISTICSOFA HALF-DELTATIP CONTROLWITHA 60° SWEEP
ANGLEATA MACHNUMBEROF6.9_ David E. Fetterman and Herbert W.
Ridyard_ October 1954
AN EXPERIMENTALTRANSONICINVESTIGATIONOFA 45° SWEPTBACK-
WING-BODYCOMBINATIONWITHSEVERALTYPESOFBODYINDENTATIONWITH
THEORETICALCOMPARISONSI CLUDED_Melvin M. Carmel_November1954
EFFECTSOF SOMEXTERNAL-STOREMOUNTINGARRANGEMENTSANDSTORE
SHAPESONTHEBUFFETANDDRAGCHARACTERISTICSOFWINGLESSROCKET-
POWEREDMODELSATMACHNUMBERSFROM0.7 TO 1.4_ HomerP. Mason
and Allen B. Henning_ December1954
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RML54122
RML54J29
RML54K01
RML54KI6a
RML54KI9a
RML54L03b
RML54L06
RML54L06a
RML54L29a
RML54L31a
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFEFFECTSOFPRIMARYJETFLOWAND
SECONDARYFLOWTHROUGHA ZERO-LENGTHEJECTORONBASEANDBOATTAIL
PRESSURESOFA BODYOFREVOLUTIONAT FREE-STREAMMACHNUMBERSOF
1.62_ 1.93_ AND2.41_ Robert M. O'Donnell and Russell W. McDearmon
December1954
A PRESSURE-DISTRIBUTIONINVESTIGATIONOFTHEAERODYNAMICCHARAC-
TERISTICSOFA BODYOFREVOLUTIONI THEVICINITY OFA REFLECTION
PLANEATMACHNUMBERSOF1.41 AND2.01_ John P. Gapcynski and
Harry W. Carlson_ January 1955
EFFECTSOFSOMELEADING-EDGEMODIFICATIONS_SECTIONANDPLAN-
FORMVARIATIONS_ANDVERTICALPOSITIONONLOW-LIFTWINGDRAGAT
TRANSONICANDSUPERSONICSPEEDS_Clement J. Welsh_ Harvey A.
Wallskog_ and Carl A. Sandahl_ January 1955
EFFECTSOFANINSETTABONTHEHINGE-MOMENTANDEFFECTIVENESS
CHARACTERISTICSOFANUNSWEPTTRAILING-EDGECONTROLONA 60°
DELTAWINGATMACHNUMBERSFROM0.75 TO1.96_ Lawrence D. Guy
and Hoyt V. Brown_February 1955
TRANSONICLONGITUDINALAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFFIGHTER-
TYPEAIRPLANEMODELWITHLOW-ASPECT-RATIOUNSWEPTWINGANDTEE-
TAIL_ Gerald Hieser_ and Charles F. Reid_ Jr._ October 1956
LIFT_ DRAG_ANDSTATICLONGITUDINALSTABILITYDATAFROMAN
EXPLORATORYINVESTIGATIONATA MACHNUMBEROF6.86 OFANAIRPLANE
CONFIGURATIONHAVINGA WINGOFTRAPEZOIDALPLANFORM_Jim A.
Penland_ Herbert W. Ridyard_ and David E. Fetterman_ Jr._ January
1955
INVESTIGATIONOFAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSIN PITCHANDSIDESLIP
OFA 45° SWEPTBACK-WINGAIRPLANEMODELWITHVARIOUSVERTICAL
LOCATIONSOFWINGANDHORIZONTALTALL. BASIC-DATAPRESENTATION_
M = 2.01_ M. Leroy Spearman_Cornelius Driver_ and William C.
Hughes_January 1955
APPLICATIONOFNONLINEARAERODYNAMICSTABILITYCHARACTERISTICSTO
SIMPLIFYMISSILECONTROLANDGUIDANCESYSTEMS_HowardJ. Curfman_
Jr._ February 1955
PERFORMANCEMEASUREMENTSFROMA ROCKET-POWEREDEXPLORATORYE-
SEARCHMISSILEFLOWNTOA MACHNUMBEROFi0.4_ Robert O. Piland_
March 1955
AN EXPERIMENTALSTUDYOFA METHODOFDESIGNINGTHESWEPTBACK-
WING--FUSELAGEJUNCTUREFORREDUCINGTHEDRAGAT TRANSONIC
SPEEDS_Robert R. Howell and Albert L° Braslow_ March 1955
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RML55AI3a
RML55AI4a
RML55AI9
RML55A24a
RML55B04
RML55B08
RML55BI4
RML55BI8
RML55C09
ANAERODYNAMICANDHYDRODYNAMICINVESTIGATIONOF TWOMULTIJET
WATER-BASEDAIRCRAFTHAVINGLOWTRANSONICDRAGRISE_Roland E.
Olson and Ralph P. Bielat_ February 1955
EXPERIMENTALSTATICAERODYNAMICFORCESANDMOMENTSAT LOWSPEED
ONA CANARDMISSILEDURINGSIMULATEDLAUNCHINGFROMTHEMID-
SEMISPANANDWING-TIPLOCATIONSOFA 45° SWEPTBACKWING-FUSELAGE
COMBINATION_William J. Alford_ Jr._ April 1955
ORIGINANDDISTRIBUTIONOFSUPERSONICSTOREINTERFERENCEFROM
MEASURI_IENTOFINDIVIDUALFORCESONSEVERALWING-FUSELAGE-STORE
CONFIGURATIONS:i_ SWEPT-WINGHEAVY-BOMBERCONFIGURATIONWITH
LARGESTORE(NACELLE)_LIFT ANDDRAG_MACHNUMBER_1.61 [with
list of references]_ NormanF. Smith and Harry W. Carlson_ March
1955
AERODYNAMIC-HEATINGDATAOBTAINEDFROMFREE-FLIGHTESTSBETWEEN
MACHNUMBERSOF1 AND5_ Charles B. Rumsey_Robert O. Piland_ and
Russell N. Hopko_March 1955
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA 60° DELTAWINGHAVINGA HALF-
DELTATIP CONTROLAT A MACHNUMBEROF4.04_ EdwardF. Ulmannand
Fred M. Smith_ April 1955
PRELIMINARYRESULTSOFAN INVESTIGATIONAT TRANSONICSPEEDSTO
DETERMINETHEEFFECTSOFA HEATEDPROPULSIVEJET ONTHEDRAG
CHARACTERISTICSOFA RELATEDSERIESOFAFTERBODIES_Beverly Z.
Henry_ Jr._ and Maurice S. Cahn_March 1955
EFFECTOF SURFACEROUGHNESSONCHARACTERISTICSOFSPHERICALSHOCK
WAVES_Paul W. Huber and Donald R. McFarland_ May 1955
DEVELOPMENTOF8-1NCHSLOTTEDTUNNELFORMACHNUMBERSUPTO 1.28_
B. H. Little_ Jr._ and JamesM. Cubbage_Jr._ May 1955
AN INVESTIGATIONOFTHEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFTHIN DELTA
WINGSWITHA SYMMETRICALDOUBLE-WEDGESECTIONAT A MACHNUMBEROF
6.9_ Mitchel H. Bertram and William D. McCauley_April 1955
INVESTIGATIONOFTHEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSIN PITCHAND
SIDESLIPOFA 45° SWEPTBACK-WINGAIRPLANEMODELWITHVARIOUS
VERTICALOCATIONSOFTHEWINGANDHORIZONTALTALL. EFFECTOF
WINGLOCATIONANDGEOMETRICALDIHEDRALFORTHEWING-BODYCOMBINA-
TION_M = 2.01_ M. Leroy Spearman_April 1955
FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFTHESUPERSONICAREARULEFORA STRAIGHT
WING-BODYCONFIGURATIONATMACHNUMBERSBETWEEN0.8 AND1.5_
SherwoodHoffman_Austin L. Wolff_ and MaximeA. Faget_ APPENDIX:
A SHORTMETHODOFDETERMININGTHEAVERAGEAREADISTRIBUTIONFOR
AIRCRAFTAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS_MaximeA. Faget_ April 1955
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RML55DI3
RML55D20
RML55D26
RML55D28
RML55E04
RML55EI0c
RML55E24
RML55E26a
RML55E27
RML55F06a
RML55FO8a
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHEZERO-LIFTWAVEDRAGOF SEVEN
PAIRSOFDELTAWINGSWITHCONSTANTANDVARYINGTHICKNESSRATIOS
ATMACHNUMBERSOF1.62_ 1.93_ AND2.41_ Arthur Henderson_Jr._
June 1955
EXPERIMENTALSTATICAERODYNAMICFORCESANDMOMENTSATLOWSPEED
ONA MISSILEMODELDURINGSIMULATEDLAUNCHINGFROMTHE25-PERCENT-
SEMISPANANDWING-TIPLOCATIONSOFA 45° SWEPTBACKWING-FUSELAGE
COMBINATION_William J. Alford_ Jr._ H. NormanSilvers_ and Thomas
J. King_ Jr._ May 1955
ANINVESTIGATIONAT SUPERSONICSPEEDSOFTHEEFFECTOFVARYING
THEMAXIMUM-THICKNESSPO ITIONUPONTHEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERIS-
TICS OFA SERIESOF3½-PERCENT-THICKDELTAWINGS_JamesN. Mueller_
August 1955
INVESTIGATIONAT SUPERSONICSPEEDSOFEXTERNAL-DRAGEFFECTSAND
PUMPINGCHARACTERISTICSOFA SHORTEJECTOR_EugeneS. Love and
Robert M° O'Donnell_ June 1955
AN INVESTIGATIONAT HIGHSUBSONICSPEEDSOFTHEEFFECTSOF
HORIZONTAL-TAlLHEIGHTONTHEAERODYNAMICANDLOADINGCHARACTER-
ISTICS IN SIDESLIPONA 45° SWEPTBACK_UNTAPEREDTAlL ASSEMBLY
AS DETERMINEDFROMFORCETESTSANDINTEGRATEDVERTICAL-TAlLSPAN
LOADINGS_Harleth G. Wiley and William C. Moseley_ Jr._ June 1955
AERODYNAMICHEATINGOFROCKET-POWEREDSEARCHVEHICLESAT HYPER-
SONICSPEEDS_Robert O. Piland and Katherine A. Collie_ July 1955
DRAGINVESTIGATIONOFA SWEPT-WINGFIGHTER-AIRPLANEMODELINCOR-
PORATINGTWODRAG-RISE-REDUCINGFUSELAGEREVISIONS_Charles F.
Whitcomband Edwin E. Lee_ Jr._ July 1955
ORIGINANDDISTRIBUTIONOF SUPERSONICSTOREINTERFERENCEFROM
MEASUREMENTOFINDIVIDUALFORCESONSEVERALWING-FUSELAGE-STORE
CONFIGURATIONS_2_ SWEPT-WINGHEAVY-BOMBERCONFIGURATIONWITH
LARGESTORE(NACELLE)_LATERALFORCESANDPITCHINGMOMENTS_MACH
NUMBER_1.61_ NormanF. Smith and Harry W. Carlson_ July 1955
INVESTIGATIONOFEFFECTSOF BOMB-BAYCONFIGURATIONUPONAERO-
DYNAMICHARACTERISTICSOF BODYWITHCIRCULARCROSSECTIONAT
SUPERSONICSPEEDS_Robert W. Rainey_ August 1955
INVESTIGATIONAT TRANSONICSPEEDSOFTHEHINGE-MOMENTCHARACTERIS-
TICSOFA I/8-SCALEMODELOFTHEX-IE AILERON_William C° Moseley_
Jr._ August 1955
INVESTIGATIONOFEQUILIBRIUMTEMPERATURESANDAVERAGELAMINARHEAT-
TRANSFERCOEFFICIENTSFORTHEFRONTHALFOF SWEPTCIRCULAR
CYLINDERSAT A MACHNUMBEROF6.9_ William V. Feller_ August 1955
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RML55F09
RML55F30
RML55GIIa
RML55G21
RML55G28a
RML55HO4a
RML55HI5
RML55H22
RML55H23
RML55H29
RML55H30
RML55I06
THEORETICALINVESTIGATIONOFLAMINARHEATTRANSFERONYAWED
INFINITE CYLINDERSIN SUPERSONICFLOWANDA COMPARISONWITH
EXPERIMENTALDATA_Ivan E. Beckwith_ August 1955
LONGITUDINALAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSAT TRANSONICSPEEDSOF
A COMPLETEMODELWITHANUNSWEPTWINGANDA SWEPTBACKHORIZONTAL
TAIL AT TWOVERTICALOCATIONS_Gerald Hieser and Louis Kudlacik_
September1955
A FREE-FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONAT HIGHSUBSONICANDLOWSUPERSONIC
SPEEDSOFTHEROLLINGEFFECTIVENESSANDDRAGOFTHREESPOILER
CONTROLSHAVINGPOTENTIALLYLOWACTUATING-FORCER QUIR_ENTS_
EugeneD. Schult_ September1955
NOTEONHOVERINGTURNSWITHTANDENHELICOPTERS_P. Reeder and
Robert J. Tapscott_ September 1955
FREE-FLIGHTMEASUREMENTSOFAERODYNAMICHEATTRANSFERTOMACH
NUMBER3.9 ANDOF DRAGTOMACHNUMBER6.9 OFA FIN-STABILIZED
CONE-CYLINDERCONFIGURATION_Charles B. Rumsey_October 1955
SUMMARYOFLOCATIONSANDEXTENTSOFTURBULENTAREASENCOUNTERED
DURINGFLIGHTINVESTIGATIONSOFJET STREAM_October 1953-May
1954 ANDNovember1954-July 1955 [with list of references]_
Mary W. Fetner 3 November1956
AN INVESTIGATIONOFTHEADAPTATIONOFA TRANSONICSLOTTEDTUNNEL
TOSUPERSONICOPERATIONBY ENCLOSINGTHESLOTSWITHFAIRINGS_
Clarence W. Matthews_ October 1955
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONAT TRANSONICSPEEDSOFA JET CONTROL
ONAN80° DELTA-WINGMISSILE_ThomasR. Turner and RaymondD.
Vogler_ November1955
FORCEANDPRESSUREMEASUREMENTSONSEVERALCANOPY-FUSELAGECON-
FIGURATIONSAT MACHNUMBERS1.41 AND2.01_ A. Warner Robins_
December1955
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFFLOWPHENOMENAOVERBODIESAT HIGH
ANGLESOFATTACKAT MACHNUMBEROF2.01_ John P. Gapsynski_
October 1955
TRANSONICINVESTIGATIONOFAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA SWEPT-
WINGFIGHTER-AIRPLANEMODELWITHLEADING-EDGEDROOPIN COMBINATION
WITHOUTBOARDCHORD-EXTENSIONSA DNOTCHES_Charles F. Whitcomb
and Harry T. Norton_ Jr._ March 1956
COMPARATIVEDISPERSIONDATAFROMGROUND-LAUNCHED2.25-1NCHROCKETS
EQUIPPEDWITHCRUCIFORMANDMONOPLANEFINS_ Paul E. Purser_
November1955
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RML55112 LIFT_ DRAG_ANDLONGITUDINALSTABILITYATMACHNUMBERSFROM1.4
TO2.3 OFA ROCKET-POWEREDMO ELHAVINGA 52.5° SWEPTBACKWING
OFASPECTRATIO3 ANDINLINETAlL SURFACES_Warren Gillespie_ Jr._
December1955
RML55113 FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFEFFECTOFUNDERWINGPROPULSIVEJETSON
LIFT_ DRAG_ANDLONGITUDINALSTABILITYOFDELTA-WINGCONFIGURA-
TIONATMACHNUMBERSFROM1.23 TO 1.62_ Ralph A. Falanga and
Joseph H. Judd_ December1955
RML55114 INVESTIGATIONOF INTERFERENCELIFT_ DRAG_ANDPITCHINGMOMENTOF
A SERIESOFTRIANGULAR-WINGANDBODYCOMBINATIONSATA MACH
NUMBEROF 1.94_ Donald E. Coletti_ December1955
RML55127a
RML55129
ORIGINANDDISTRIBUTIONOF SUPERSONICSTOREINTERFERENCEFROM
MEASUREMENTOFINDIVIDUALFORCESONSEVERALWING-FUSELAGE-STORE
CONFIGURATIONS_4_ DELTA-WINGHEAVY-BOMBERCONFIGURATIONWITH
LARGESTORE_MACHbFUMBER_1.61 [with list of references]_ Odell
A. Morris_ December1955
LOW-SPEEDPRESSURE-DISTRIBUTIONINVESTIGATIONOFA SPOILERANDA
SPOILER-SLOT-DEFLECTORONA 30° SWEPTBACKWING-FUSELAGEMODEL
HAVINGANASPECTRATIOOF 3_ A TAPERRATIOOF0.5_ ANDNACA
65A004AIRFOILSECTION_Alexander D. Hammond_January 1956
RML55J04 TABULATEDPRESSUREDATAFORSEVERALFLAP-TYPETRAILING-EDGE
CONTROLSONA TRAPEZOIDALWINGATMACHNUMBERSOF 1.61 AND2.01_
Douglas R. Lord and K. R° Czarnecki_ ]February 1956
RML55J07
RML55JI9
A TRANSONICINVESTIGATIONOFCHANGINGINDENTATIONDESIGNMACH
NUMBERONTHEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA 45° SWEPTBACK-WING
--BODYCOMBINATIONDESIGNEDFORHIGHPERFORMANCE_Donald L.
Loving_ January 1956
I
LIMITEDHYDRODYNAMICINVESTIGATIONOFA I-_-SIZE MODELOFA
MODIFIEDNOSE-INLETMULTIJETWATER-BASEDAIRCRAFT_Robert E.
McKannand Claude W. Coffee_ February 1956
RML55J24 SIMULATEDFLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFSCALED-SPEEDLASTICSWEPT-WING
BOMBERANDFIGHTERMODELSCOUPLEDWINGTIP TOWINGTIP_ Robert E.
Thompson_February 1956
RML55KI5 ORIGINANDDISTRIBUTIONOF SUPERSONICSTOREINTERFERENCEFROM
MEASUREMENTOF INDIVIDUALFORCESONSEVERALWING-FUSELAGE-STORE
CONFIGURATIONS:5_ SWEPT-WINGHEAVY-BOMBERCONFIGURATIONWITH
LARGESTORE(NACELLE)_MACHNUMBER2.01_ H. W. Carlson and D. J.
Geier_ February 1956
RML55K23 THEEFFECTSAT A MACHNUMBEROF6.86 OFDRAGBRAKESONTHELIFT_
DRAG_ANDPITCHINGMOMENTOFANOGIVECYLINDER_Jim A. Penland
and David E. Fetterman_ Jr._ March 1956
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RML55L06
RML55L08
RML55L20a
RML55L23
RML56A03
RML56A09
RML56AI6
RML56A25
RML56B07
RML56B09
RML56B24
RML56B27
INVESTIGATIONOFAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSIN PITCHANDSIDESLIP
OFA 45° SWEPTBACK-WINGAIRPLANEMODELWITHVARIOUSVERTICAL
LOCATIONSOFWINGANDHORIZONTALTALL. STATICLONGITUDINAL
STABILITYANDCONTROL_M = 2.01_ M. Leroy Spearma_and Cornelius
Driver_ February 1956
ORIGINANDDISTRIBUTIONOFSUPERSONICSTOREINTERFERENCEFROM
MEASUREMENTOF INDIVIDUALFORCESONSEVERALWING-FUSELAGE-STORE
CONFIGURATIONS:6_ SWEPT-WINGHEAVYBOMBERCONFIGURATIONWITH
STORESOFDIFFERENTSIZESANDSHAPES_NormanF. Smith_ February
1963
FACTORSAFFECTINGMAXIMUMLIFT-DRAGRATIOAT HIGHSUPERSONIC
SPEEDS_Charles H. McLellan and Robert W. Dunning_February 1956
DRAGOF CANOPIESAT TRANSONICANDSUPERSONICSPEEDS_Sherwood
Hoffmanand A. Warner Robins_ February 1956
INVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTSOF BODYCAMBERANDBODYINDENTATION
ONTHELONGITUDINALCHARACTERISTICSOFA 60° DELTA-WING-BODY
COMBINATIONAT A MACHNUMBEROF 1.61_ John R. Sevier_ Jr._ April
1956
THEEFFECTSUPONBODYDRAGOFJETSEXHAUSTINGFROMWING-MOUNTED
NACELLES_Robert W. Rainey_ April 1956
FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTOFA PROPULSIVEJET POSITIONED
ACCORDINGTOTHETRANSONICAREARULEONTHEDRAGCOEFFICIENTSOF
A SINGLE-ENGINEDELTA-WINGCONFIGURATIONATMACHNUMBERSFROM0.83
TO1.36_ Joseph H. Judd and Ralph A. Falanga_ April 1956
TWOEXPERIMENTSONAPPLICATIONSOFTHETRANSONICAREARULETO
ASYMMETRICCONFIGURATIONS_JamesRudyard Hall_ April 1956
MEASUREMENTSOFAERODYNAMICHEATTRANSFERANDBOUNDARY-LAYER
TRANSITIONONA I0° CONEIN FREEFLIGHTAT SUPERSONICMACHNUMBERS
UP TO5.9_ Charles B. Rumseyand Dorothy B. Lee_ April 1956
A BRIEFINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTOFWAVESONTHETAKE-OFF
RESISTANCEOFA SEAPLANE_ElmoJ. Mottard_ April 1956
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA 6-PERCENT-THICKSYMMETRICAL
CIRCULAR-ARCAIRFOILHAVINGA 30-PERCENT-CHORDTRAILING-EDGE
FLAPATMACHNUMBEROF6.9_ Herbert W. Ridyard and David E.
Fetteman_ Jr._ June 1956
SUPERSONIC-AREA-RULEDESIGNANDROCKET-PROPELLEDFLIGHTINVESTI-
GATIONOFA ZERO-LIFTSTRAIGHT-WING--BODY--NACELLECONFIGURATION
BETWEENMACHNUMBERS0.8 AND1.53_ SherwoodHoffman_April 1956
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RML56C05 TURBULENTANDLAMINARHEAT-TRANSFERMEASUREMENTSONA I/6-SCALE
NACARM-IOMISSILEIN FREEFLIGHTTOA MACHNUMBEROF4.2 ANDTO
A WALLTEMPERATUREOF 1400° R_ Robert O. Piland_ Katherine A.
Collie_ and William E. Stoney_ APPENDIXA: ESTIMATEDERRORS_
William E. Stoney_ July 1956
RML56C13 FREE-FLIGHTMEASUREMENTSOFTHEZERO-LIFTDRAGOFSEVERALWINGS
AT MACHNUMBERSFROM1.4 TO 3.8_ H. Herbert Jackson_ June 1956
RML56C14 EFFECTOFLEADING-EDGEDROOPONTHEAERODYNAMICANDLOADING
CHARACTERISTICSOFA 4_PERCENT-THICKUNSWEPT-WING--FUSELAGE
COMBINATIONAT TRANSONICSPEEDS_JamesW. Schmeer_May 1956
RML56C23 HEATTRANSFERONTHELIFTING SURFACESOFA 60° DELTAWINGAT
ANGLEOFATTACKFORMACHNUMBER1.98_ HowardS. Carter_ May 1956
RML56C28a ANINVESTIGATIONOFTHEHYDRODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA DYNAMIC
MODELOFA TRANSONICSEAPLANEDESIGNHAVINGA PLANING-TAILHULL_
Archibald E. Morse_ Jr._ David R. Woodward_and Ulysse J. Blanchard_
June 1956
RML56DIi SOME XAMPLESOFTHEAPPLICATIONSOFTHETRANSONICANDSUPERSONIC
AREARULESTOTHEPREDICTIONOFWAVEDRAG_Robert L. Nelson and
Clement J. Welsh_March 1957
RML56DIIa TRANSONICINVESTIGATIONAT LIFTING CONDITIONSOF STREAMLINECON-
TOURINGIN THESWEPTBACK-WING--FUSELAGEJUNCTUREIN COMBINATION
WITHTHETRANSONICAREARULE_William E. Palmer_ Robert R. Howell_
and Albert L. Braslow_ July 1956
RML56DI6
RML56DI7
ZERO-LIFTDRAGOFSERIESOFBOMBSHAPESATMACHNUMBERS0.60 TO
I.I0 [with list of references]_ William E. Stoney_ Jr._ and John
F. Royall_ July 1956
FORCEANDPRESSURE-DISTRIBUTIONMEASUREMENTSA A MACHNUMBEROF
3.12 OF SLENDERBODIESHAVINGCIRCULAR_ELLIPTICAL_ANDTRIANGULAR
CROSSECTIONSANDTHESAMELONGITUDINALDISTRIBUTIONOFCROSS-
SECTIONALAREA_Roy H. Lange and Charles E. Wittliff_ July 1956
RML56D25 FREE-FLIGHTAERODYNAMIC-HEATINGDATATOMACHNUMBER10.4 FORA
MODIFIEDVONKARMANOSESHAPE_William M. Bland_ Jr._ and
Katherine A. Collie_ July 1956
RML56D30
RML56E04
FREE-FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFEFFECTSOF SIMULATEDSONICTURBOJET
EXHAUSTONTHEDRAGOFTWIN-JETBOATTAILBODIESAT TRANSONIC
SPEEDS_AbrahamLeiss_ July 1956
COMPARISONFTHEMINIMUMDRAGOFTWOVERSIONSOFA MODIFIED
DELTA-WINGFIGHTERAS OBTAINEDFROMFLIGHTTESTSOFROCKET-
BOOSTEDMODELSANDEQUIVALENTBODIESBETWEENMACHNUMBERSOF0.80
AND1.64_ Earl C. Hastings_ Jr. 3 and Grady L. Mitcham_ September
1956
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RML56E09
RML56E22
RML56FIIa
RML56F20
RML56F26
RML56G05
RML56GI2
RML56GI2a
RML56H01
RML56H07
RML56H20
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTOF BOUNDARY-LAYER
TRANSITIONONTHEAVERAGEHEATTRANSFERTOA YAWEDCYLINDER
IN SUPERSONICFLOW_Ivan E. Beckwith and JamesJ. Gallagher_
July 1956
PRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSANDAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFSEVERAL
SPOILER-TYPECONTROLSONTRAPEZOIDALWINGATMACHNUMBERSOF I. 61
AND2.01_ Douglas R. Lord and K. R. Czarnecki_ July 1956
AERODYNAMICHEATINGOFA WINGAS DETERMINEDFROMA FREE-FLIGHT
ROCKET-MODELTESTTOMACHNUMBER3.64_ AndrewG. Swansonand
Charles B. Rumsey_September1956
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTOFASPECTRATIOAND
CHORDWISELOCATIONONEFFECTIVENESSOFPLAINSPOILERSONTHIN
UNTAPEREDWINGSAT TRANSONICSPEEDS_Alexander D. Hammond_
September1956
MEASUREMENTSOFAERODYNAMICHEATTRANSFERANDBOUNDARY-LAYER
TRANSITIONONA 15° CONEIN FREEFLIGHTAT SUPERSONICMACHNUMBERS
UP TO5.2_ Charles B. Rumseyand Dorothy B. Lee_ October 1956
AERODYNAMICHEATTRANSFERANDZERO-LIFTDRAGOFFLATWINDSHIELD
CANOPYONNACARM-10RESEARCHVEHICLEAT HIGHREYNOLDSNUMBERSFOR
FLIGHTMACHNUMBERANGEFROM1.5 TO3.0_ SherwoodHoffman and
Leo T° Chauvin_ September 1956
ADDITIONALRESULTSOFANINVESTIGATIONAT TRANSONICSPEEDSTO
DETERMINETHEEFFECTSOFA HEATEDPROPULSIVEJ T ONTHEDRAG
CHARACTERISTICSOFA SERIESOFRELATEDAFTERBODIES_Beverly Z.
Henry_ Jr._ and Maurice S. Cahn_September1956
EFFECTSOFTWOLEADING-EDGEMODIFICATIONSONTHEAERODYNAMICCHAR-
ACTERISTICSOFA THINLOW-ASPECT-RATIODELTAWINGAT TRANSONIC
SPEEDS_John P. Mugler_ Jr._ October 1956
AERODYNAMICANDHYDRODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA DECK-INLET
MULTIJETWATER-BASED-AIRCRAFTCONFIGURATIONDESIGNEDFORSUPERSONIC
FLIGHT_Ralph P. Bielat_ Claude W. Coffee_ Jr._ and William W.
Petynia_ December1956
AN EXPERIMENTALSTUDYOFTHEZERO-ANGLE-OF-ATTACKTRANSONICDRAG
ASSOCIATEDWITHTHEVERTICALPOSITIONOFA HORIZONTALTAlL AT
ZEROINCIDENCEjRobert R. Howell_ October 1956
INVESTIGATIONAT SUPERSONICSPEEDSOFEFFECTSOFBOMB-BAYCON-
FIGURATIONUPONAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFFUSELAGESWITH
NON-CIRCULARCROSS ECTIONS_Robert W. Rainey_ November1956
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RM L56H21
RML56H22
RM L56H22a
RM L56H23
RM L56H28
RM L56H28a
RM L5 6H29
RM L56H30
RM L56H31
RM L56105
RM L56106
RM L56111
EFFECT OF INCREASE IN ANGLE OF DEAD RISE ON THE HYDRODYNAMIC
QUALITIES OF A SEAPLANE CONFIGURATION INCORPORATING HIGH WING
LOADING_ Walter J. Kapryan and Irving Weinstein_ October 1956
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS OF FOUR CANOPY-FUSELAGE CONFIGURATIONS AT
TRANSONIC SPEEDS_ Elden S. Cornette_ December 1956
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF TWO VERTICAL-TAKE-OFF-AND-LANDING
JET BOMBER AIRPLANE CONFIGURATIONS AT MACH NUMBERS OF 1.94 AND
2.40_ Robert A. Jones and Robert W. Rainey_ October 1956
FREE-FLIGHT INVESTIGATION AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS OF DRAG COEFFICIENTS
OF A BOATTAIL BODY OF REVOLUTION WITH A SIMULATED TURBOJET
EXHAUST ISSUING AT THE BASE FROM CONICAL SHORT-LENGTH EJECTORS_
Ralph A. Falanga and Abraham Leiss_ December 1956
INVESTIGATION OF EJECTION RELEASE OF SEVERAL DYNAMICALLY SCALED
BLUFF INTERNAL STORES AT MACH NUMBERS 0.8_ 1.39_ AND 1.98_ Howard
S. Carter and John B. Lee_ December 1960
A WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF LIFT ON WINGS
IN ACCELERATED LONGITUDINAL MOTION_ Thomas R. Turner_ November
1956
FREE-FLIGHT INVESTIGATION AT MACH NUMBERS BETWEEN 0.5 AND 1.7 OF
ZERO-LIFT ROLLING EFFECTIVENESS AND DRAG OF VARIOUS SURFACE_
SPOILER_ AND JET CONTROLS ON 80 ° DELTA-WING MISSILE_ Eugene D.
Schult_ November 1956
SOME CONSIDERATIONS OF THE INFLUENCE OF BODY CROSS-SECTIONAL SHAPE
ON THE LIFTING EFFICIENCY OF WING-BODY COMBINATIONS AT SUPERSONIC
SPEEDS_ E. B. Klunker and Keith C. Harder_ October 1956
A LOW-SPEED INVESTIGATION OF A HIGH-LIFT LATERAL-CONTROL DEVICE
CONSISTING OF A SPOILER-SLOT-DEFLECTOR AND A TRAILING-EDGE FLAP
ON A TAPERED 45 ° SWEPTBACK WING_ Alexander D. Hammond and Jarrett
K. Huffman_October 1956
FORCE TEST RESULTS FOR BODY-MOUNTED LATERAL CONTROLS AND SPEED
BRAKES ON A 45 ° SWEPT-WING MODEL AT MACH NUMBERS FROM 0.80 TO
0.98_ F. E. West_ Jr._ and Chris C. Critzos_ December 1956
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION INDUCED ON A FLAT PLATE BY A SUPERSONIC AND
SONIC JET EXHAUST AT A FREE-STREAM MACH NUMBER OF 1.80_ Abraham
Leiss and Walter E. Bressette_ January 1957
LOW-SPEED PRESSURE-DISTRIBUTION INVESTIGATION OF A THIN-DELTA-WING
--FUSELAGE MODEL WITH DOUBLE SLOTTED FLAP_ EXTENDED DOUBLE
SLOTTED FLAP_ AND CANARD_ Delwin R. Croom and Jarrett K. Huffman_
November 1956
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RM L56113
RM L57117
RM L56124
RM L56J04
RM L56J05
RM L56J08
RM L56J09
RM L56JI7
RM L56JI8
RM L56JI9
RM L56J29
INVESTIGATION OF STATIC PRESSURES AND BOUNDARY-LAYER CHARACTERIS-
TICS ON FORWARD PARTS OF 9 FUSELAGES OF VARIOUS CROSS-SECTIONAL
SHAPES AT Moo = 2.0I s Lowell E. Hasel and Walter L. Kouyoumjian s
January 1957
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MODEL OF ESCAPE CAPSULE FOR SUPER-
SONIC BOMBER-TYPE AIRPLANE AT MACH NUMBER OF 2.49 s John G.
Presnell s Jr._ December 1957
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF THE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A
SERIES OF SWEPT s HIGHLY TAPERED_ THIN WINGS AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS.
TRANSONIC-BUMP METHOD s Albert G. Few s Jr. s and Paul G. Fournier_
January 1957
EFFECTIVENESS AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS OF FLAP-TYPE AILERONS FOR
SEVERAL SPANWISE LOCATIONS ON A 4-PERCENT-THICK SWEPTBACK-WING--
FUSELAGE MODEL WITH AND WITHOUT TAILS s Gerald Hieser and Charles
F. Whitcomb_ February 1957
EXPERIMENTAL STATIC AERODYNAMIC FORCES AND MOMENTS AT HIGH SUB-
SONIC SPEEDS ON A MISSILE MODEL DURING SIMULATED LAUNCHING FROM
THE MIDSEMISPAN LOCATION OF A 45 ° SWEPTBACK WING-FUSELAGE-PYLON
COMBINATION s William J. Alford s Jr. s and Thomas J. King s Jr._
January 1957
THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE ATTACK PHASE OF AN AUTOMATIC
INTERCEPTOR SYSTEM AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS WITH PARTICULAR ATTENTION
TO AERODYNAMIC AND DYNAMIC REPRESENTATION OF THE INTERCEPTOR s
Windsor L. Sherman and Albert A. Schy s January 1957
EXPLORATORY MATERIALS AND MISSILE-NOSE-SHAPE TESTS IN A 4_000 ° F
SUPERSONIC AIR JET s Paul E. Purser and Russell N. Hopko_ December
1956
HINGE-MOMENT AND EFFECTIVENESS CHARACTERISTICS OF AN ASPECT-
RATIO-8.2 FLAP-TYPE CONTROL ON A 60o DELTA WING AT MACH NUMBERS
FROM 0.72 TO 1.96 s Lawrence D. Guy s January 1957
TRANSONIC AND SUPERSONIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A HORN-BALANCED CONTROL
WITH UNBALANCING TAB ON A 55° SWEPTBACK WING_ Lawrence D. Guy_
January 1957
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF FLOW FIELDS AT ZERO SIDESLIP NEAR
SWEPT- AND UNSWEPT-WING-FUSELAGE COMBINATIONS AT LOW SPEED s
William J. Alford s Jr. s and Thomas J. King_ Jr. s January 1957
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF SCALE ON THE ABSOLUTE VALUES
OF ZERO-LIFT DRAG OF AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS_
Robert R. Howell and Albert L. Braslow s February 1957
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RML56K05
RML56K22
RML56L07
RML56LI0
RML56LII
RML56L21
RML57AII
RML57A25
RML57BOI
RML57B04
RML57B20
RML57B21
PRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSOVERA SERIESOFRELATEDAFTERBODYSHAPES
AS AFFECTEDBYA PROPULSIVEJ T AT TRANSONICSPEEDS,Beverly Z.
Henry_ Jr._ and Maurice S. Cahn_January 1957
DRAGOFCONICALANDCIRCULAR-ARCBOATTAILAFTERBODIESATMACH
NUMBERSFROM0.6 TO 1.3_ Frank V. Silhan and JamesM. Cubbage_
Jr._ January 1957
LOW-SPEEDPRESSURE-DISTRIBUTIONINVESTIGATIONOFA THIN-DELTA-
WING--FUSELAGEMODELHAVINGDOUBLESLOTTEDFLAPSANDSPOILERS_
Delwin R. Croomand Jarrett K. Huffman_February 1957
SUPERSONICFREE-FLIGHTMEASUREMENTOFHEATTRANSFERANDTRANSI-
TIONONA i0 ° CONEHAVINGA LOWTEMPERATURERATIO_Charles
F. Merlet and Charles B. Rumsey_January 1957
TWO-DIMENSIONALTRANSONICINVESTIGATIONOFFLOWSANDFORCESONA
9-PERCENT-THICKAIRFOILWITH30-PERCENT-CHORDFLAP_Walter F.
Lindsey and Robert G. Pitts_ February 1957
ZERO-LIFTDRAGOFA LARGEFUSELAGECAVITYANDA PARTIALLYSUB-
MERGEDSTOREONA 52.5o SWEPTBACK-WING--BODYCONFIGURATIONAS
DETERMINEDFROMFREE-FLIGHTESTSAT MACHNUMBERSOF0.7 TO1.53,
SherwoodHoffman_February 1957
PRELIMINARYMEASUREMENTSOFATMOSPHERICTURBULENCEAT HIGH
ALTITUDEAS DETERMINEDFROMACCELERATIONMEASUREMENTSONLOCKHEED
U-2 AIRPLANE[with list of references]_ ThomasL. Colemanand
Jack Funk_March 1957
SUPERSONICAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA LOW-DRAGAIRCRAFT
CONFIGURATIONHAVINGANARROWINGOFASPECTRATIO1.86 ANDA
BODYOFFINENESSRATIO20_ Warren Gillespie_ Jr._ March 1957
HINGE-MOMENTCHARACTERISTICSFORA SERIESOFCONTROLSANDBALANC-
INGDEVICESONA 60° DELTAWINGATMACHNUMBERSOF 1.61 AND2.01_
Douglas R. Lord and K. R. Czarnecki_ April 1957
EXPERIMENTALSTATICAERODYNAMICFORCESANDMOMENTSAT HIGHSUBSONIC
SPEEDSONA MISSILEMODELDURINGSIMULATEDLAUNCHINGFROMUNSWEPT-_
SWEPTBACK-_ANDMODIFIED-DELTA-WING- FUSELAGECOMBINATIONSAT
ZEROSIDESLIP_William J. Alford_ Jr., and ThomasJ. King_ Jr._
March 1957
MEASUREMENTOFAERODYNAMICHEATTRANSFERTODEFLECTEDTRAILING-
EDGEFLAPONDELTAFIN IN FREEFLIGHTAT MACHNUMBERSFROM1.5 TO
2.6_ Leo T. Chauvin and JamesJ. Buglia_ April 1957
JET EFFECTSONTHEDRAGOF CONICALAFTERBODIESFORMACHNUMBERSOF
0.6 TO 1.28_ JamesM. Cubbage_Jr._ April 1957
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RML57B27
RML57C08
RML57C18
RML57D04a
RML57D05
RML57DI8c
RML57DI9
RML57DI9a
RML57DI9c
RML57D22
RML57D22c
RML57D23
A FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONTODETERMINETHEEFFECTIVENESSOFMACH
NUMBER1.0_ 1.2_ AND1.41 FUSELAGEINDENTATIONSFORREDUCING
THEPRESSUREDRAGOFA 45° SWEPTBACKWINGCONFIGURATIONAT
TRANSONICANDLOWSUPERSONICSPEEDS_Willard S. Blanchard_ Jr._
and SherwoodHoffman_May 1957
AN EXPERIMENTALSTUDYAT HIGHSUBSONICSPEEDSOF SEVERALTAIL
CONFIGURATIONSONA MODELHAVINGA 45° SWEPTBACKWING_William
C. Sleeman_Jr._ April 1957
HEAT-TRANSFERANDPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONONSIX BLUNTNOSESAT A
MACHNUMBEROF23 HowardS. Carter and Walter E. Bressette_ April
1957
MEASUREMENTSOFHEATTRANSFERANDBOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITIONONAN
8-1NCH-DIAMETERHEMISPHERE-CYLINDERIN FREEFLIGHTFORA MACH
NUMBERANGEOF2.00 TO3.88_ Benjamine J° Garland and Leo T.
Chauvin_ April 1957
HEATTRANSFERANDBOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITIONONA HIGHLYPOLISHED
HEMISPHERE-CONEIN FREEFLIGHTATMACHNUMBERSUPTO3.14 AND
REYNOLDSNUMBERSUPTO 24 x i06_ JamesJ.. Buglia_ April 1957
PRELIMINARYRESULTSFROMA FREE-FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFBOUNDARY-
LAYERTRANSITIONANDHEATTRANSFERONA HIGHLYPOLISHED8-1NCH-
DIAMETERHEMISPHERE-CYLINDERATMACHNUMBERSUP TO_ ANDREYNOLDS
NUMBERSBASEDONA LENGTHOF I FOOTUPTO17.7 x I0_ JamesR.
Hall_ Katherine C. Speegle_ and Robert O. Piland_ May 1957
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFMISSILECONFIGURATIONSWITHWINGS
OFLOWASPECTRATIOFORVARIOUSCOMBINATIONSOFFOREBODIES_
AFTERBODIES_ANDNOSESHAPESFORCOMBINEDANGLESOFATTACKAND
SIDESLIPATA MACHNUMBEROF2.01_ Ross B. Robinson_ June 1957
EFFECTSONADJACENTSURFACESFROMTHEFIRINGOFROCKETJETS_
Walter E. Bressette and AbrahamLeiss_ June 1957
HEATTRANSFERTOBODIESAT ANGLESOFATTACK_William V. Feller_
June 1957
SOMEFFECTSOFWINGHEIGHTONTHEVERTICAL-TAILPRESSUREDISTRI-
BUTIONSOFA COMPLETEMODELIN SIDESLIPAT HIGHSUBSONICSPEEDS_
Albert G. Few_Jr._ and William J. Alford_ Jr._ July 1957
AERODYNAMICHEATTRANSFERTOWINGSURFACESANDWINGLEADINGEDGES_
Aleck C. Bond_William V. Feller_ and William M. Bland_ Jr._ June
1957
HIGH-PRESSUREBLOWINGOVERFLAPANDWINGLEADINGEDGEOFA THIN
LARGE-SCALE49° SWEPTWING-BODY-TAILCONFIGURATIONIN COMBINATION
WITHA DROOPEDNOSEANDA NOSEWITHA RADIUSINCREASE_Marvin P.
Fink and H. Clyde McLemore_May 1957
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RM L57D24
RM L57D25b
RM L57D26
RM L57D29
RM L57E02
RM L57E08
RM L57EI0
RM L57E14
RM L57EI4a
RM L57EI6a
RM L57F04
RM L57F05
RM L57F06
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THE SINE-COSINE METHOD FOR REDUCING THE INTERFERENCE PRESSURE DRA(
OF SWEPTBACK WINGS_ Maxime A. Faget_ July 1957
HEAT TRANSFER IN REGIONS OF SEPARATED AND REATTACHED FLOWS_
Davis H. Crawford and Charles B. Rumsey_ June 1957
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NIKE-CAJUN (CAN) ROCKET SYSTEM AND FLIGHT
INVESTIGATION OF ITS PERFORMANCE_ John F. Royall_ Jr._ and
Benjamine J. Garland_ July 1957
EFFECTS OF WING INBOARD PLAN-FORM MODIFICATIONS ON LIFT_ DRAGj
AND LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AT MACH NUMBERS FROM 1.0 TO 2.3 OF A
ROCKET-PROPELLED FREE-FLIGHT MODEL WITH A 52.5 ° SWEPTBACK WING OF
ASPECT RATIO 3_ Allen B. Henning_ June 1957
EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF 2
LOW-ASPECT RATIO DELTA WINGS AT ANGLES OF ATTACK TO 50 ° AT MACH
NUMBER OF 4.07_ Fred M° Smith_ July 1957
LIMITED HEAT-TRANSFER_ DRAG_ AND STABILITY RESULTS FROM INVESTI-
GATION AT MACH NUMBERS UP TO 9 OF LARGE ROCKET-PROPELLED i0o
CONE_ James R. Hall and Katherine C. Speegle_ July 1957
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF EFFECTS OF MODERATE SIDESLIP ON
FLOW FIELDS NEAR 45 ° SWEPT-WING FUSELAGE COMBINATION AT LOW SPEED_
William J. Alford_ Jr._ and Thomas J. King_ Jr._ July 1957
THE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A BODY IN THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL
FLOW FIELD OF A CIRCULAR-ARC WING AT A MACH NUMBER OF 2.01_
John P. Gapcynski and Harry W. Carlson_ July 1957
AERODYNAMIC HEATING AND BOUNDARY-LAYER TRANSITION ON A 1/10-
POWER NOSE SHAPE IN FREE FLIGHT AT MACH NUMBERS UP TO 6.7 AND
FREE-STREAM REYNOLDS NUMBERS UP TO 16 x 106 Benjamine J
Garland_ Andrew G. Swanson_ and Katherine C. Speegle_ June 1957
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A SPOILER-SLOT-DEFLECTOR CONTROL
ON A 45 ° SWEPTBACK WING AT MACH NUMBERS OF 1.61 AND 2.01_ Douglas
R. Lord and Robert Moring_ July 1957
ROCKET-MODEL INVESTIGATION OF HINGE MOMENTS ON TRAILING-EDGE
CONTROL ON 52.5 ° SWEPT WING BETWEEN MACH NUMBERS OF 0.70 AND 1.80_
C. William Martz_ August 1957
TWO-DIMENSIONAL AIRFOIL CHARACTERISTICS OF FOUR NACA 6A-SERIES
AIRFOILS AT TRANSONIC MACH NUMBERS UP TO 1.25_ Charles L. Ladson_
August 1957
AERODYNAMIC HEATING OF A THIN_ UNSWEPT_ UNTAPERED 3 MULTIWEB_
ALUMINUM-ALLOY WING AT MACH NUMBERS UP TO 2.67 AS DETERMINED FROM
A FREE-FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF A ROCKET-PROPELLED MODEL_ H. Kurt
Strass and Emily W. Stephens_ August 1957
_M L57FI0
RM L57FII
RM L57FI3
RM L57F19
RM L57F20
RM L57F27
RM L57G02
RM L57G03
RM L57G05
RM L57G08
RM L57GO8a
FREE-FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF COMPARATIVE ZERO-LIFT ROLLING
EFFECTIVENESS OF A LEADING-EDGE AND A TRAILING-EDGE AIR-JET
SPOILER ON AN UNSWEPT WING_ Alan B. Kehlet_ August 1957
EXPLORATORY INVESTIGATION OF TRANSPIRATION COOLING OF A 40 °
DOUBLE WEDGE USING NITROGEN AND HELIUM AS COOLANTS AT STAGNATION
TEMPERATURES OF i_295 ° TO 2_910 ° F_ Bernard Rashis_ August 1957
FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF FACTORS AFFECTING CHOICE OF MINIMUM
APPROACH SPEED FOR CARRIER-TYPE LANDINGS OF SWEPT-WING JET FIGHTER
AIRPLANE_ Lindsay J. Lina, Garland J. Morris_ and Robert A.
Champine_ September 1957
FREE-FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF JET EFFECTS AT LOW SUPERSONIC MACH
NUMBERS ON A FIGHTER-TYPE CONFIGURATION EMPLOYING A TAIL-BOOM
ASSEMBLY. LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AND TRIM_ Bruce G. Jackson and
Norman L. Crabill_ August 1957
HYDRODYNAMIC INVESTIGATION OF MODEL OF SUPERSONIC MULTIJET WATER-
BASED AIRCRAFT WITH ENGINES EXHAUSTING FROM STEP_ Ulysse J.
Blanchard_ September 1957
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS FROM A FLIGHT TEST OF TWO WING-BODY
COMBINATIONS AT 7° ANGLE OF ATTACK FOR MACH NUMBERS TO 4.86 AND
REYNOLDS NUMBERS TO 19.2 x i06_ Leo T. Chauvin_ September 1957
AIRPLANE MEASUREMENTS OF ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE FOR ALTITUDES
BETWEEN 20,000 AND 55_000 FEET OVER WESTERN PART OF UNITED STATES
[with list of references]_ Thomas L. Coleman and Emilie C. Coe_
August 1957
EFFECT OF FULL-SPAN TRAILING-EDGE ELEVONS ON THE TRANSONIC LONGI-
TUDINAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A WING-BODY COMBINATION
HAVING A 3-PERCENT-THICK TRIANGULAR WING WITH 60° LEADING-EDGE
SWEEP_ Chris C. Critzos and Willard E. Foss_ Jr._ September 1957
AERODYNAMIC AND HYDRODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A PROPOSED SUPER-
SONIC MULTIJET WATER-BASED HYDRO-SKI AIRCRAFT WITH A VARIABLE-
INCIDENCE WING_ William W. Petynia_ Dennis F. Hasson_ and Stanley
H. Spooner_ October 1957
AN INVESTIGATION OF SCREENS FOR REMOVING DISTORTIONS IN DUCTED
FLOWS AT HIGH SUBSONIC SPEEDS_ Charles C. Wood and Gerald Knip_
Jr._ September 1957
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF ASPECT RATIO AND CHORD-
WISE LOCATION ON EFFECTIVENESS OF SPOILER-SLOT-DEFLECTOR CONTROLS
ON THIN UNTAPERED WINGS AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS_ Alexander D. Hammond
and Jarrett K. Huffman_ September 1957
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RML57GI0 COMPARISONFLOW-LIFTDRAGATMACHNUMBERSFROM0.74 TO I. 37 OF
ROCKET-BOOSTEDMODELSHAVINGEXTERNALLYBRACEDWINGSANDCANTI-
LEVERWINGS_WaldoL. Dickens and Earl C. Hastings_ Jr._ September
1957
RML57GII FREE-FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFJET EFFECTONTHELOW-LIFTDRAGAND
LONGITUDINALTRIMOFA SUPERSONICINTERCEPTOR-TYPEAIRPLANECON-
FIGURATIONWITHANOVERHANGINGTAIL BOOMATMACHNUMBERSFROM
1.09 TO 1.34_ Willard S° Blanchard_ Jr._ September1957
RML57GI2 EFFECTSOFWINGWARPONTHELIFT_ DRAG_ANDSTATICLONGITUDINAL
STABILITYCHARACTERISTICSOFANAIRCRAFTCONFIGURATIONHAVINGAN
ARROWINGOFASPECTRATIO1.86 ATMACHNUMBERSFROMi.I TO1.7_
Warren Gillespie_ Jr._ August 1957
RML57GI6 EFFECTOFGROUNDPROXIMITYONAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOF2
HORIZONTAL-ALTITUDEJET VERTICAL-TAKE-OFF-AND-LANDINGAIRPLANE
MODELS_William A. Newsom_Jr._ September1957
RML57GI7 TRANSONICINVESTIGATIONOFEFFECTSOFSPANWISEANDCHORDWISEEX-
TERNALSTORELOCATIONANDBODYCONTOURINGONAERODYNAMICCHARAC-
TERISTICSOF45° SWEPTBACKWING-BODYCONFIGURATIONS_Albin O.
Pearson_ September1957
RML57GI8 EFFECTOFCONICALANDFLATSTING-MOUNTEDWINDSHIELDSONZERO-LIFT
DRAGOFFLARE-STABILIZEDBLUFFBODYATMACHNUMBERSFROM0.6 TO
1.15_ Willard S. Blanchard_ Jr._ September1957
RML57GI9
RML57G29
PRESSUREMEASUREMENTSA TRANSONICANDLOWSUPERSONICSPEEDSON
A THIN CONICALCAMBEREDLOW-ASPECT-RATIODELTAWINGIN COMBINA-
TIONWITHBASICANDINDENTEDBODIES_John P. Mugler_ Jr._
September1957
FREE-FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFDRAGOFMODELOF60° DELTA-WING
BOMBERWITHSTRUT-MOUNTEDSIAMESENACELLESANDINDENTEDFUSELAGE
ATMACHNUMBERSFROM0.80 TO1.35_ SherwoodHoffman_ September
1957
RML57G30 FREE-FLIGHTSKIN-TEMPERATUREANDSURFACE-PRESSUREMEASUREMENTSON
A HIGHLYPOLISHEDNOSEHAVINGA i00 ° TOTAL-ANGLECONEANDA i0 °
HALF-ANGLECONICALFLARESECTIONUPTOA MACHNUMBEROF4.08_
Bernard Rashis and Aleck C. Bondj August 1957
RML57HI3 BUFFETESTSOFATTACK-AIRPLANEMODELWITHEMPHASISONANALYSIS
OFDATAFROMWIND-TUNNELTESTS_Don D. Davis and DeweyE. Wornom_
February 1958
RML57HI9
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TESTSOFAERODYNAMICALLYHEATEDMULTI-WEBWINGSTRUCTURESIN A
FREEJETAT MACHNUMBER2. TWOALUMINUM-ALLOYMODELSOF20-1NCH
CHORDWITH0.064-1NCH-THICKSKINAT ANGLESOFATTACKOF0° AND±2°_
GeorgeneH. Miltonberger_ George E. Griffith_ and John R. Davidson_
October 1957
RML57103
RML57104
RML57110
RML57112
RML57123
RML57127
RML57J04
RML57JI6
RML57J22
RML57J23a
RML57J24
PRELIMINARYINDICATIONSOFTHECOOLINGACHIEVEDBYEJECTINGWATER
UPSTREAMFROMTHESTAGNATIONPOINTOFHEMISPHERICAL_80° CONICAL,
ANDFLAT-FACEDNOSESHAPESAT A STAGNATIONTEMPERATUREOF4,000OF,
Bernard Rashis, October 1957
TRANSONICWIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOF THELOW-LIFTAERODYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICS_INCLUDINGEFFECTSOFLEADING-EDGEDROOPAND
THICKNESS,OFA THIN TRAPEZOIDALWINGIN COMBINATIONWITHBASIC
ANDINDENTEDBODIES_ThomasC. Kelly, October 1957
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSAT A MACHNUMBEROF4.06 OFA TYPICAL
SUPERSONICAIRPLANEMODELUSINGBODYANDVERTICAL-TAILWEDGESTO
IMPROVEDIRECTIONALSTABILITY,Robert W. Dunning_ December1957
LIMITEDTESTSOFMOLYBDENUMCOATEDWITHMOLYBDENUMDISILICIDE IN
A SUPERSONICHEATED-AIRJETANDBRIEFDESCRIPTIONOFTHECOATING
FACILITY_E. M. Fields and N. T. Wakelyn, January 1958
NORMAL-FORCEANDHINGE-MOMENTCHARACTERISTICSAT TRANSONICSPEEDS
OFFLAP-TYPEAILERONSAT THREESPANWISELOCATIONSONA 4-PERCENT-
THICKSWEPTBACK-WING- BODYMODELANDPRESSURE-DISTRIBUTIONMEA-
SUREMENTSONANINBOARDAILERON_Jack F. Runckel and Gerald
Hieser, December1957
ANINITIAL EXPERIMENTALSTUDYOFTHEEFFECTOFVARIATIONSIN
FREQUENCYANDIMPULSEONTHEREDUCTIONI TEMPERATURECOVERY
FACTORAFFORDEDBYLARGE-SCALEUNSTEADYFLOW_Robert R. Howell_
January 1958
EFFECTOFHOT-JETEXHAUSTONPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSANDEXTERNAL
DRAGOF SEVERALAFTERBODIESONSINGLE-ENGINEAIRPLANEMODELAT
TRANSONICSPEEDS,Harry T. Norton_ Jr., and John M. Swihart,
March 1958
EFFECTOFTARGET-TYPETHRUSTREVERSERONTRANSONICAERODYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICSOFA SINGLE-ENGINEFIGHTERMODEL,John M.
Swihart, January 1958
TABULATEDPRESSUREDATAFORA 60° DELTA-WING-BODY-TAILMODEL
WITHA HOTJET EXHAUSTINGFROMA PYLON-MOUNTEDNACELLE_Edwin
E. Lee_ Jr., and John M. Swihart_ February 1958
AN INVESTIGATIONOFTHEDRAGCHARACTERISTICSOFSPEEDBRAKESFOR
MACHNUMBERSFROM0.20TO 1.30_ Allen R. Vick_ January 1958
FREE-FLIGHTPRESSUREMEASUREMENTSOVERA FLARE-STABILIZEDROCKET
MODELWITHA MODIFIEDVONKARMANOSEFORMACHNUMBERSUPTO4.3_
William M. Bland, Jr., and Ronald Kolenkiewicz, January 1958
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RML57J25
RML57J31
RML57KI2
RML57K21
RML57K22
RML57K25
RML57K29
RML57L03
RML57L04
RML57L09
RML57LI2
RML58A06
EXPERIMENTALHINGEMOMENTSONTWOFREELYOSCILLATINGTRAILING-
EDGECONTROLSHINGEDAT 55 PERCENTCONTROLCHORD_C. William
Martz_ December1957
FREE-FLIGHTRANSONICMODELINVESTIGATIONOFJET EFFECTSONA
FIGHTER-TYPECONFIGURATIONEMPLOYINGA TAlL BOOMANDTHREE
HORIZONTAL-TAlLPOSITIONS_Bruce G. Jackso% February 1958
SOME FFECTSOFFIN LEADING-EDGESHAPEONAERODYNAMICHEATINGAT
MACHNUMBER2.0 AT A STAGNATIONTEMPERATUREOFABOUT2_600° R_
William M. Bland_ Jr._ January 1958
STUDYOFEXIT PHASEOFFLIGHTOFA VERYHIGHALTITUDEHYPERSONIC
AIRPLANEBYMEANSOFA PILOT-CONTROLLEDANALOGCOMPUTER_Windsor
L. Sherma%Stanley Faber_ March 1958
FEASIBILITYOFNOSE-CONECOOLINGBYTHEUPSTREAMEJECTIONOF
SOLIDCOOLANTSATTHESTAGNATIONPOIN%William H. Kinard_ March
1958
SURFACEPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSONA LARGE-SCALE49° SWEPTBACK
WING-BODY-TAlLCONFIGURATIONWITHBLOWINGAPPLIEDOVERTHEFLAPS
ANDWINGLEADINGEDGE_H. Clyde McLemoreand Marvin P. Fink_
February 1958
FREE-FLIGHTAERODYNAMIC-HEATINGDATAATMACHNUMBERSUPTO10.9
ONFLAT-FACEDCYLINDER_William M. Bland_ Jr._ AndrewG. Swanso%
and Ronald Kolenkiewicz_ January 1958
HEAT-TRANSFERMEASUREMENTSIN FREEFLIGHTAT MACHNUMBERSUP TO
14.6 ONFLAT-FACEDCONICALNOSEWITHTOTALANGLEOF 29% Charles
B. Rumseyand Dorothy B. Le% January 1958
FREE-FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONATMACHNUMBERSFROM0.8 TO 1.5 OFTHE
EFFECTOFA FUSELAGEINDENTATIONONTHEZERO-LIFTDRAGOFA 52.5°
SWEPTBACK-WING- BODYCONFIGURATIONWITHSYMMETRICALLYMOUNTED
STORESONTHEFUSELAGE_SherwoodHoffma% February 1958
MEASUREMENTSOFAERODYNAMICHEATTRANSFERIN TURBULENTSEPARATED
REGIONSATMACHNUMBEROF 1.8_ Benjamine J. Garland and James
R. Hall_ February 1958
SUMMARYOFLOCATIONS_EXTENTS_ANDINTENSITIESOFTURBULENTAREAS
ENCOUNTEREDDURINGFLIGHTINVESTIGATIONSOFJET STREAM3 JANUARY
7 - APRIL28_ 1957 [with list of references]_ Martin R. Copp_
March 1958
HEATTRANSFERMEASUREDONA FLAT-FACECYLINDER-FLARECONFIGURA-
TIONIN FREEFLIGHTATMACHNUMBERSFROM1.6 TO2.7_ Dorothy B.
Lee and AndrewG. Swanso%February 1958
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RM L58A07
RML58AI0
RM L58AI3
RM L58AI7
RM L58A22
RM L58A23
RM L58A27
RML58A31
RM L58B04
RM L58B05
RM L58B06
RM L58B07
INVESTIGATION OF THE LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF
A TRAPEZOIDAL-WING AIRPLANE MODEL WITH VARIOUS VERTICAL POSITIONS
OF WING AND HORIZONTAL TAIL AT MACH NUMBERS OF 1.41 AND 2.01_
Gerald V. Foster_ March 1958
EFFECTS OF NOSE AND AFTERBODY MODIFICATIONS ON AERODYNAMIC CHARAC-
TERISTICS OF A BODY WITH AND WITHOUT A VERTICAL TAIL AT A MACH
NUMBER OF 2.01_ Gerald V. Foster_ April 1958
HEAT TRANSFER TO 0 ° AND 75° SWEPT BLUNT LEADING EDGES IN FREE
FLIGHT AT MACH NUMBERS FROM 1.90 TO 3.07_ Robert L. O'Neal and
Aleck C. Bond_ March 1958
EFFECT OF DISTRIBUTED GRANULAR-TYPE ROUGHNESS ON BOUNDARY-LAYER
TRANSITION AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS WITH AND WITHOUT SURFACE COOLING
[with list of references]_ Albert L. Braslow_ March 1958
PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF LAND-WATER OPERATION WITH A 1/10-
SCALE MODEL OF A JET AIRPLANE EQUIPPED WITH HYDRO-SKIS_ William
C. Thompson_ March 1958
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OVER A MACH NUMBER RANGE OF 1.40 TO
2.78 OF A ROCKET-PROPELLED AIRPLANE CONFIGURATION HAVING A LOW
52.5 ° DELTA WING AND AN UNSWEPT HORIZONTAL TAIL_ Alan B. Kehlet_
March 1958
JET EFFECTS ON THE BASE DRAG OF A CYLINDRICAL AFTERBODY WITH
EXTENDED NOZZLES_ William J. Nelson and William R. Scott_ April
1958
EFFECTS OF SHOCK - BOUNDARY-LAYER INTERACTION ON THE PERFORMANCE
OF A LONG AND A SHORT SUBSONIC ANNULAR DIFFUSER_ Charles C. Wood
and John R. Henry_ April 1958
FREE-FLIGHT INVESTIGATION TO DETERMINE THE INLET EXTERNAL DRAG
OF FOUR INLET MODELS AT MACH NUMBERS FROM 1.50 TO 3.00_ Walter
L. Kouyoumjia% April 1958
LOW-SUBSONIC INVESTIGATION TO DETERMINE CHORDWISE PRESSURE
DISTRIBUTION AND EFFECTIVENESS OF SPOILERS ON THIN_ LOW-ASPECT-
RATIO_ UNSWEPT_ UNTAPERED_ S_41SPAN WING AND ON WING WITH
LEADING- AND TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS [with list of references]_
Delwin R. Croom_ April 1958
PRELIMINARY STUDY OF AIRPLANE CONFIGURATIONS HAVING TAIL SURFACES
OUTBOARD OF THE WING TIPS_ William C. Sleema% Jr._ March 1958
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A CANARD AND AN OUTBOARD-TAIL
AIRPLANE MODEL AT A MACH NUMBER OF 2.01_ M. Leroy Spearman and
Ross B. Robinson_ March 1958
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RML58BI8
RML58BI9
RML58CI0
RML58C13
RML58CI4a
RML58C18
RML58C24
RML58C27
RML58D09
RML58DI6
RML58DI8
HEATTRANSFERFORMACHNUMBERSUPTO2.2 ANDPRESSUREDISTRIBU-
TIONSFORMACHNUMBERSUP TO4.7 FROMFLIGHTINVESTIGATIONSOF
FLATFACE-CONEANDHEMISPHERE-CONE_Katherine C. Speegle_ Leo T.
Chauvin_ and Jack C. Heberlig_ May 1958
EFFECTOF COMPRESSIBILITYONTHEHOVERINGPERFORMANCEOFTWO
10-FOOT-DIAMETERHELICOPTERROTORSTESTEDIN THELANGLEYFULL-
SCALETUNNEL_Joseph W. Jewel_ Jr._ and Robert D. Harrington_
April 1958
SOMEFFECTSOFROUGHNESSONSTAGNATION-POINTHEATTRANSFERAT A
MACHNUMBEROF2_ A STAGNATIONTEMPERATUREOF3_530oF_ ANDA
REYNOLDSNUMBEROF2.5 x 106 PERFOOT_H. Kurt Strass and
ThomasW. Tyner_ May 1958
EFFECTSOFEXTERNALSTORE-PYLONCONFIGURATIONA DPOSITIONONTHE
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA 45° SWEPTWING-FUSELAGECOMBINA-
TIONAT A MACHNUMBEROF1.61_ Odell A. Morris_ May 1958
HEATTRANSFERANDPRESSUREMEASUREMENTONA 5-1NCHHEMISPHERICAL
CONCAVENOSEAT A MACHNUMBEROF2.0_ J. ThomasMarkley_ July 1958
EFFECTSOFVERTICALOCATIONOFTHEWINGANDHORIZONTALTAIL ON
THESTATICLATERALANDDIRECTIONALSTABILITYOFA TRAPEZOIDAL-WING
AIRPLANEMODELATMACHNUMBERSOF1.41 AND2.01_ Ross B. Robinson_
July 1958
TESTSOFAERODYNAMICALLYHEATEDMULTI-WEBWINGSTRUCTURESIN A
FREEJETATMACHNUMBER2. ANALUMINUM-ALLOYMODELOF40-1NCH
CHORDWITH0.125-1NCH-THICKSKIN_George E. Griffith and Georgene
H. Miltonberger_ June 1958
INVESTIGATIONOFTHEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA MODELOFA
SUPERSONICBOMBERCONFIGURATIONWITHA SWEPTANDANUNSWEPT
WINGATMACHNUMBERSFROM1.79 TO 2.67_ H. NormanSilvers and
RaymondL. Zedekar_ July 1958
PRESSURELOADSPRODUCEDONA FLAT-PLATEWINGBY ROCKETJETS
EXHAUSTINGIN A SPANWISEDIRECTIONBELOWTHEWINGANDPERPENDICU-
LARTOA FREE-STREAMFLOWOFMACHNUMBER2.0_ Ralph A. Falanga
and Joseph J. Janos_ June 1958
SOMEFACTORSAFFECTINGSTABILITYANDPERFORMANCECHARACTERISTICS
OF CANARDAIRCRAFTCONFIGURATIONS_M. Leroy Spearmanand
Cornelius Driver_ June 1958
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOF SEVERALJET-SPOILERCONTROLSONA
45° SWEPTBACKWINGATMACHNUMBERSOF 1.61 AND2.01_ Douglas R.
Lord_ June 1958
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RML58E01a
RML58E05
RML58E07a
RML58EO8a
RML58E09
RML58EI2
RML58EI5a
RML58E21
RML58E22
RML58E26
RML58F24
RML58F26
HEATTRANSFERTO SURFACESANDPROTUBERANCESIN A SUPERSONICTURBU-
LENTBOUNDARYLAYER_Paige B. Burbank and H. Kurt Strass_ July
1958
TRANSONICHARACTERISTICSOFOUTBOARDAILERONSONA 4-PERCENT-
THICK30° SWEPTBACKWING_INCLUDINGSOMEFFECTSOFAILERON
TRAILING-EDGETHICKNESSANDAERODYNAMICBALANCE_Charles F.
Whitcomband Chris C. Critzos_ July 1958
PRELIMINARYSTUDIESOFMANNEDSATELLITESWINGLESSCONFIGURATION:
NONLIFTING_MaximeA. Faget_ Benjamine J. Garland_ and JamesJ.
Bugli% August 1958
SIMULATIONSTUDYOFA HIGH-PERFORMANCEAIRCRAFTINCLUDINGTHE
EFFECTONPILOTCONTROLOFLARGEACCELERATIONSDURINGEXIT AND
REENTRYFLIGHT_C. H. Woodling_ JamesB. Whitten_ Robert A.
Champin%and Robert E. Andrews_July 1958
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFAERODYNAMICANDSTRUCTURALDEFLEC-
TIONCHARACTERISTICSOF GOODYEARINFLATOPLANE_Bennie W. Cock%
Jr._ September1958
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFWINGLOADSDUETODEFLECTEDINBOARD
AILERONSON45° SWEPTBACKWINGAT TRANSONICSPEEDS_Atwood R.
Heath_ Jr._ and Ann W. Igo% July 1958
EXPERIMENTALBLATIONCOOLING_Aleck C. Bond_Bernard Rashis_ and
L. RossLevin_ July 1958
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSAT MACHNUMBERS2.36 AND2.87 OFAN
AIRPLANECONFIGURATIONHAVINGA CAMBEREDARROWINGWITHA 75o
SWEPTLEADINGEDGE_Joseph M. Hallissy_ Jr._ and Dennis F.
Hasson_August 1958
QUALITATIVEMEASUREMENTSOFTHEEFFECTIVEHEATSOFABLATIONOF
SEVERALMATERIALSIN SUPERSONICAIR JETSAT STAGNATIONTEMPERA-
TURESUPTOII_000 ° F_ Bernard Rashis_ William G. Witt% and
Russell N. Hopko_July 1958
LONGITUDINALANDLATERALAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSAT COMBINED
ANGLESOFATTACKANDSIDESLIPOFA GENERALIZEDMISSILEMODEL
HAVINGA RECTANGULARWINGAT A MACHNUMBEROF4.08_ Fred M. Smith_
EdwardF. Ulmann_and Robert W. Dunning_August 1958
ANALYSISOFPRESSUREDATAOBTAINEDAT TRANSONICSPEEDSONA THIN
LOW-ASPECT-RATIOCAMBEREDDELTAWING-BODYCOMBINATION_John P.
Mugler_ Jr._ September1958
INVESTIGATIONOFA TILTING-WINGVERTICAL-TAKE-OFF-AND-LANDINGJET
AIRPLANEMODELIN HOVERINGANDTRANSITIONFLIGHT_Robert H. Kirby
and JamesL. Hassell_ Jr._ August 1958
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RML58G29 ROCKET-MODELINVESTIGATIONTODETERMINETHELIFT ANDPITCHING
EFFECTIVENESSOFSMALLPULSEROCKETSEXHAUSTEDFROMTHEFUSELAGE
OVERTHESURFACEOFANADJACENTWINGAT MACHNUMBERSFROM0.9 TO
1.8_ C. William Martz_ September1958
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FLOW AROUND WINGS ACCOMPANIED BY SEPARATION OF VORTICES,
C. Schmieden, December 1940
The author considers inviscid flow about a flat plate and about
airfoils and constructs a complex velocity potential which accounts
for the separation of the flow from the rear side of the plate
(airfoil). The flow constructed separates at the trailing edge
of the plate (airfoil) on the high pressure side. On the suction
side the flow separates tangentially at a point upstream of the
trailing edge forming a vortex zone behind the plate. The vortex
zone is idealized as two vortex sheets of equal and opposite
circulation. The velocities at the edge of the vortex sheets is
equal to the free stream velocity and the vortex sheets form a
boundary for a dead air region behind the airfoil and therefore
become free streamlines.
The condition of constant speed along the free streamlines and of
the dead air region disappearing at infinity are sufficient to
determine the unique streamlines bounding the dead air region.
The limiting case of pure Helmholtz flow and steady circulation
are found as part of the solution.
For the case of a flat plate the solution given is
Lift = P =
np£V 2 sin_
O0
Y a _ n+_ . _ . 2
l-2sin _ cos _ +sin 2 _ +--_-slnza-sln a In [2(l-sin _)]
Drag = P = 0
X
where V
OO
P
= free stream velocity
= free stream density
= length of the plate
= angle of attack
BOUNDARY LAYER REMOVAL BY SUCTION, O. Schrenk, April 1941
A discussion is given of some aspects of boundary layer removal by
suction together with a description, and some excellent pictures,
of experiments to evaluate the effects of suction on the lift of a
small airplane.
It is pointed out that not only does boundary layer suction alter
and control the boundary layer directly but the suction has a
secondary "sink effect" in which the suction tends to alter the
pressure distribution in the vicinity of the suction slots. The
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altered pressure gradient is more favorable on both sides of the
suction slot.
Data are presented to show the effect of suction volume flow and
suction pressure on the lift coefficient of both thin and thick
airfoils. These data were obtained in wind tunnel tests.
Also presented are someexcellent pictures showing the effect of
suction on a deflected and undeflected flap on an airplane modi-
fied to have suction on the flap.
OBSERVATIONSOFTHEEFFECTOFWINGAPPENDAGESANDFLAPSONTHE
SPREADOF SEPARATIONOFFLOWOVERTHEWING,G. Hartwig, September
1941
In tests to observe flow separation over wings, it was found that
the wings with the straight leading of trailing edge did not give
results as good as those obtained with a tapered wing. Also,
adding twist to the wing addedoverall control at the maximum
lift coefficient and reduced the flow separation for any one wing
at any one angle of attack.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTHEHORIZONTALMOTIONOFA WINGNEAR
THEGROUND,Y. M. Serebrisky and S. A. Biachuev, September1946
A rectangular wing with Clark Y-H profile was tested with and
without flaps. The distance from the trailing edge of the wing to
the ground was varied within the limits 0.75 < n/c < 0.25 (n =
distance from trailing edge to ground and c =--wing_hord). Mea-
surements were madeof the lift, drag, and pitching moment,and
the pressure distribution at one section. For a wing without
flaps and one with flaps a considerable decrease in the lift force
and a drop in the drag was obtained at angles of attack (_) below
stalling. The flow separation near the ground occurred at smaller
angles of attack than was the case for a great height above the
ground. At horizontal steady flight for practical values of the
height above the ground, the maximumlift coefficient for the wing
without flaps changedlittle, but markedly decrease for the wing
with flaps. Analysis of these phenomenainvolve the investigation
of the pressure distribution. The pressure distribution curves
showedthat the changesoccurring near the ground were not equiva-
lent to a change in _. At the lower surface of the section a very
strong increase in the pressures was observed. The pressure
changes on the upper surface at _'s below stalling were insignifi-
cant and lead mainly to an increase in the unfavorable pressure
gradient, resulting in the earlier occurrence of separation. For
a wing with flaps at large _ for n < 0.5c, the flow between the
wing and the ground was retarted so greatly that the pressure co-
efficient at the lower surface of the section was very near its
limiting value, and any further possibility of increase in the
pressure was very small.
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FORCEANDPRESSURE-DISTRIBUTIONMEASUREMENTSONA RECTANGULARWING
WITHA SLOTTEDROOPNOSEANDWITHEITHERPLAINANDSPLIT FLAPSIN
COMBINATIONORA SLOTTEDFLAP, H. G. Lemme,March 1947
Force measurementsand pressure distribution measurementson the
midsection of a rectangular wing with a slotted droop nose and end
plates were made.
For large droop-nose deflections and angles of attack, the air
flow resulting from the slot between the droop nose and the wing
should retard friction layers on the surface of the airfoil.
The low-pressure points at the droop of the droop nose should also
be reduced by the slotted droop nose.
The wind-tunnel measurementsdid not verify these decreases. A
slot effect was not recognizable. Incontrast to the simple droop
nose, the droop-nose angle most favorable to maximumlift was no
longer the samewith and without flap deflection. The low-
pressure points at the droop of the droop nose were greater for
deflection of the slotted droop nose than for deflection of the
simple droop nose and favored rather than'delayed the separation
of flow on the surface of the airfoil. For like model configura-
tions, the maximumlift obtained for a wing with slotted droop
nose was smaller than the one obtained for a wing with simple droop
nose. The slotted droop nose had no advantage over the simple
droop nose.
RUSSIANLAMINARFLOWAIRFOILS3RDPART: MEASUREMENTSONTHEPRO-
FILE NO. 2315 BIS WITHAVA-NOSEFLAP, F. Riegels, September1947
The tests on the Russian airfoil 2315 Bis were continued. This
airfoil shows, according to Moscowtests, good laminar-flow char-
acteristics. Several tests were prepared in the large wind tunnel
at Gottingen; partial results were obtained. It was believed that
an airfoil with a nose flap adjusted itself more readily to the
flow pattern at high lift; therefore, the high flow velocities at
the nose which usually cause a premature separation on airfoils
with pointed noses are avoided. Several measurementswith transi-
tion wires of 0.i-, 0.3-, and 0.5-millimeter diameter were taken
in order to determine whether for small Ca-Values the laminar
effect would be impaired by distrubances on the pressure side;
such disturbances would be certain to originate for the nonextend-
ed position of the flaps. Wind-tunnel corrections were taken into
consideration in the customary manner.
It was indicated that the new AVAnose flap will produce consider-
able lift increases for profiles with small nose radii even for
small flap chords. The corresponding changesof momentare small
and can be tolerated. The more the flight speed approached sound
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velocity the more the developmentwill lead toward profiles with
small radii of the nose; accordingly, a way is shownfor obtaining
practically useful maximumlifts for such profiles. Considering
the results obtained so far, one maysay that transition wires of
thicknesses of the sameorder of magnitude as the thickness of the
local boundary layer are dangerous. The question whether the dis-
turbances originating with the installation of the nose flap will
cause the sameeffects as transition wires will have to be inves-
tigated further.
Model of flap
investigated
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TEST REPORT ON MEASUREMENTS ON A 4 SERIES OF TAPERED WINGS OF
SMALL ASPECT RATIO (TRAPEZOIDAL WING WITH FUSELAGE), Lange/Wacke,
July 1947
This is the second of a series of six reports dealing with three-
and six-component measurements on the tapering series at small
aspect ratio. The present report concerns the trapezoidal wing
with fuselage.
It was found that the drag increased with increasing taper, start-
ing at alpha = 18 ° , but no expressed drag increase due to the
fuselage is observed. The neutral-point position at ca = 0 moves
backward with increasing taper in the same way as on the wing alone.
The overhanging fuselage nose caused the neutral point to move
forward. Lift and drag were nearly independent of the yawed flow.
At small angles of attack the taper had little effect on the
transverse force. The effect of the fuselage on the rolling
moments was unimportant. The effect of the fuselage on the pitch-
ing moment with respect to beta was zero compared to the wing
alone.
This report consisted mainly of results found from testing the
trapezoidal wing with and without a fuselage.
TEST REPORT ON THREE- AND SIX-COMPONENT MEASUREMENTS ON A SERIES
OF TAPERED WINGS OF SMALL ASPECT RATIO (PARTIAL REPORT: ELLIPTIC
WING), Lange/Wacke, June 1947
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This report gave the results of a series of elliptic wings. The
aspect ratio varied from 1 to 2 with the sweepback. The contour
was formed by elliptic arcs. The influence of sweepbackand con-
tour upon the neutral point was shown. The airfoil was an NACA
0012 section. The tests were run in the 3 x 2.15mwind-tunnel.
Forces and momentswere measuredand presented in the form of
graphs and charts.
CALCULATIONSANDEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONSONTHEFEED-POWER
REQUIREMENTOFAIRPLANESWITHBOUNDARY-LAYERCONTROL,W. Kruger,
September1947
The results of calculations and measurementswith respect to the
power requirement of airplanes with Boundary Layer Control (BLC)
are given. For this investigation the structurally possible
arrangements were:
I,
II.
III.
Suction in the landing-flap region, blowing in the
aileron region.
Blowing over the entire span.
Suction over the entire span.
Arrangement I is superior to the other types of construction. In
general, one may for all types of construction, assume that the
feeding-capacity coefficient required for a certain CL plays the
main part for the power requirement and the pressure loss, re-
spectively, whereas the pressure coefficient which covers only
the difference of the static pressures at the suction and blowing
point is of lesser importance. For all three cases, it is very
important for obtaining small feed powers to make the narrowest
cross section of the feed apparatus (blower or jet apparatus) as
large as possible since the kinetic energy of the flow at this
location is lost to a great part. The construction Type I offers
the great advantage that the entire arrangement (feed apparatus
and air ducts) is installed behind the rear spar of the wing struc-
ture whereas for the Type II spar perforations are necessary and
for Type IIIa part of the loading space in the fuselage is lost
to flow ducts.
SYSTEMATIC INVESTIGATIONS OF THE EFFECTS OF PLAN FORM AND GAP
BETWEEN THE FIXED SURFACE AND CONTROL SURFACE ON SIMPLE FLAPPED
WINGS, Gothert and Rober, May 1949
Four-component measurements of 12 wings of symmetric profile
having flaps with chord ratios tR/t L = 0.2 and 0.3 are treated
in this report. As a result of the investigation, the effects of
plan form and gap between a fixed surface and a control surface
have been clarified. Lift, drag, pitching moment, and hinge
moment were measured in the control-surface deflection range of
-23 ° to 23 ° and the angle of attack range of -20 ° to 20 ° .
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tR/t L is the control-surface chord divided by the total tail-
plane chord. Six wings with flaps of small chord (tR/t L less than
0.i) were investigated at large flap settings. The following were
investigated:
i. Effect of the slot width between fixed surface and control
surface for two chord ratios.
2. Effect of the plan form for two chord ratios.
3. Rectangular wing with flaps of small chord at high flap angles.
It was found that with increasing slot width the control-surface
effectiveness and also the change in pitching momentwith control-
surface angle becomeconsiderably lower. With changeof plan form,
it is observed that the control-surface effectiveness (a_/aB) and
(_c /_ °) decrease considerably the more the plan form departs from
L o
the rectangular; the lift gradiant ($_ /ac ) is likewise worsened.
a
As a result of large settings of flaps of small chord, there is an
improvement in (a_O/aca) in the sense of a larger aspect ratio;
the increase can amount to 25 percent.
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Not Applicable NACA Technical Memoranda
CONTRIBUTION TO THE AERODYNAMICS OF ROTATING-WING AIRCRAFT,
G. Sissingh, December 1939
THE BREDA WIND TUNNEL, Mario Pittoni, March 1939
DFS DIVE-CONTROL BRAKES FOR GLIDERS AND AIRPLANES, Hans Jacobs
and Adolf Wanner, January 1940
AERODYNAMICS OF ROTATING-WING AIRCRAFT WITH BLADE-PITCH CONTROL,
A. Pfluger, February 1940
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF THE DRAG OF IN-
STALLED AIRCRAFT RADIATORS, W. Barth, February 1940
APPLICATION OF THE METHODS OF GAS DYNAMICS TO WATER FLOWS WITH
FREE SURFACE. PART I - FLOWS WITH NO ENERGY DISSIPATION, Ernst
Preiswerk, March 1940
APPLICATION OF THE METHODS OF GAS DYNAMICS TO WATER FLOWS WITH
FREE SURFACE. PART II - FLOWS WITH MOMENTUM DISCONTINUITIES
(HYDRAULIC JUMPS), Ernst Preiswerk, March 1940
ON THE THEORY OF UNSTEADY PLANING AND THE MOTION OF A WING WITH
VORTEX SEPARATION, L. Sedov, May 1940
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH AIRFOILS TESTED IN THE HIGH-SPEED
TUNNEL AT GUIDONIA, Antonio Ferri, July 1940
VARIATION IN VELOCITY _PROFILE WITH CHANGE IN SURFACE ROUGHNESS OF
BOUNDARY, W. Jacobs, September 1940
CORRECTIONS ON THE THERMOMETER READING IN AN AIR STREAM, H. J.
Van der Maas and S. Wynla, October 1940
GENERAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE VARIOUS SYSTEMS OF REFERENCE
AXES EMPLOYED IN FLIGHT MECHANICS, H. J. Rautenberg, November
1940
NOTE ON THE CALCULATION OF BOUNDARY LAYERS, L. Prandtl, November
1940
FLOW AROUND WINGS ACCOMPANIED BY SEPARATION OF VORTICES, C.
Schmieden, December 1940
RECENT WORK ON AIRFOIL THEORY, L. Prandtl, December 1940
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STAGNATIONTEMPERATURERECORDING,W. Wimmer,January 1941
ONTHECALCULATIONOFFLOWPASTANINFINITE SCREENOFTHINAIRFOILS,
E. Pistolesi, February 1941
EXPERIENCESWITHFLOW-DIRECTIONINSTRUMENTS,B. Eckert, March 1941
THEELLIPTICWINGBASEDONTHEPOTENTIALTHEORY,Klaus Kriennes,
March 1941
GENERALAIRFOILTHEORY,H. G. Kussner, June 1941
AIR TRANSPORTBY GLIDERSSOMETECHNICALOBSERVATIONS,W. Stepniewski
June 1941
TEMPERATURERECORDINGIN HIGH-SPEEDGASES,E. Eckert, August 1941
CONTRIBUTIONTOTHEAERODYNAMICSOFROTATING-WINGAIRCRAFTPART
II, G. Sissingh, October 1941
THEOSCILLATINGWINGWITHAERODYNAMICALLYBALANCEDELEVATOR,
H. G. Kussner and L. Schwarz, October 1941
TWO-DIMENSIONALPOTENTIALFLOWPASTA SMOOTHWALLWITHPARTLYCON-
STANTCURVATURE,W. von Koppenfels, November1941
INERTIAOFDYNAMICPRESSUREARRAYS,Hans Wiedemann,December1941
THETEMPERATUREOFUNHEATEDBODIESIN A HIGH-SPEEDGASSTREAM,
E. Eckert and W. Wiese, December1941
THERESISTANCECOEFFICIENTOFCOMMERCIALROUNDWIREGRIDS,B.
Eckert and F. Pfluger, January 1942
ELECTRICALEQUIPMENTFORTHEEXPERIMENTALSTUDYOFTHEDYNAMICS
OFFLUIDS, C. Ferrari, March 1942
NEWMETHODOFEXTRAPOLATIONFTHERESISTANCEOFA MODELPLANING
BOATTOFULLSIZE, W. Sottorf, March 1942
CORRELATIONFDATAONTHESTATISTICALTHEORYOFTURBULENCE,
K. Wieghardt, March 1942
THEORETICALSOLUTIONOFPROFILEDRAG,J. Pretsch, April 1942
PRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONONWINGSIN REVERSEDFLOW,A. Naumann,
April 1942
RECORDINGRAPIDLYCHANGINGCYLINDER-WALLTEMPERATURES,A. Meier,
May1942
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THE STABILITY OF LAMINAR FLOW PAST A SPHERE D J. Pretsch_ June
1942
ON THE SYMMETRICAL POTENTIAL FLOW OF COMPRESSIBLE FLUID PAST A
CIRCULAR CYLINDER IN THE TUNNEL IN THE SUBCRITICAL ZONE, E.
Lamla, June 1942
PREDICTION OF DOWNWASH AND DYNAMIC PRESSURE AT THE TAIL FROM FREE-
FLIGHT MEASUREMENTS_ E. EuJen, July 1942
DIAGRAMS FOR CALCULATION OF AIRFOIL LATTICESp A. Betz, July 1942
TWO-DIMENSIONAL POTENTIAL FLOW PAST AN ORDINARY THICK WING PRO-
FILE, F. Keuhe, July 1942
THE NAVIER-STOKES STRESS PRINCIPLE FOR VISCOUS FLUIDS, E. Mohr,
September 1942
THE COMPRESSIBLE POTENTIAL FLOW PAST ELLIPTIC SYMMETRICAL CYLINDERS
AT ZERO ANGLE OF ATTACK AND WITH NO CIRCULATION, W. Hantzsche and
H. Wendt, October 1942
HEAT TRANSFER IN THE TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER OF A COMPRESSIBLE
GAS AT HIGH SPEEDS AND FRICTION IN THE TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER
OF A COMPRESSIBLE GAS AT HIGH SPEEDS, F. Frankl and V. Voishel,
October 1942
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATIONS OF DIVING BRAKES, D. Fuchs, November
1942
AERODYNAMICS OF THE FUSELAGE, H. Multhopp, December 1942
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION IN NONUNIFORM TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLOW, M.
Schwabe, January 1943
HEAT TRANSFER OF AIRFOILS AND PLATES, O. Siebert, April 1943
THE HEAT TRANSFER TO A PLATE IN FLOW AT HIGH SPEED, E. Eckert
and O. Drewitz, May 1943
HEAT TRANSFER THROUGH TURBULENT FRICTION LAYERS, H. Reichardt,
September 1943
PERIODIC HEAT TRANSFER AT SMALL PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS, Pfriem,
September 1943
HEAT TRANSFER OVER THE CIRCUMFERENCE ON A HEATED CYLINDER IN
TRANSVERSE FLOW, E. Schmidt and K. Wenner, October 1943
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TURBULENTFRICTIONIN THEBOUNDARYLAYEROFA FLATPLATEIN A
TWO-DIMENSIONALCOMPRESSIBLEFLOWAT HIGHSPEEDS,F. Frankl and
V. Voishel, December1943
HEATTRANSFERANDHYDRAULICFLOWRESISTANCEFORSTREAMSOFHIGH
VELOCITY,V. L. Lelchuk, December1943
THETHEORYOFA FREEJET OFA COMPRESSIBLEGAS,G. N. Abramovich,
March 1944
PROFILEMEASUREMENTSDURINGCAVITATION,O. Walchner, January 1944
ANALYSISOFEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONSOFTHEPLANINGPROCESSON
THESURFACEOFWATER,W. Sattorf, March 1944
DVLANGULARVELOCITYRECORDER,W. Liebe, August 1944
HEATTRANSFERIN A TURBULENTLIQUID ORGASSTREAM,H. Latzko,
October 1944
INTEGRALMETHODSIN THETHEORYOFTHEBOUNDARYLAYER,L. G.
Loitsianskii, July 1944
DETERMINATIONFTHEACTUALCONTACTSURFACEOFA BRUSHCONTACT,
R. Holm, August 1944
THEWALLINTERFERENCEOFA WINDTUNNELOFELLIPTICCROSSECTION,
I. Tani and M. Sanuki, November1944
NEWMETHODOFDETERMININGTHEPOLARCURVEOFANAIRPLANEIN
FLIGHT, B. N. Yegorov, March 1945
EXPERIMENTALNDTHEORETICALINVESTIGATIONSOFCAVITATIONIN WATER,
J. Ackeret, May1945
SOMEBASICLAWSOFISOTROPICTURBULENTFLOW,L. G. Loitsianskii,
September1945
CALCULATIONOFTURBULENTEXPENSIONPROCESSES,W. Tollmeln,
September1945
ONLAMINARANDTURBULENTFRICTION,T. von Karman, September1946
INVESTIGATIONOFTURBULENTMIXINGPROCESSES,K. Viktorin, October
1946
THEOSCILLATINGCIRCULARAIRFOIL ONTHEBASISOFPOTENTIALTHEORY,
T. Schadeand K. Krienes, February 1947
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INFINITESIMALCONICALSUPERSONICFLOW,A. Busemann,March 1947
INVESTIGATIONSOFPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONONFASTFLYINGBODIES,
G. Stamm,September1946
HIGH-SPEEDMEASUREMENTSONA SWEPT-BACKWING,B. Gothert, March
1947
CALIBRATIONTUNNELFORHIGHSPEED,J. Pretsch, October 1946
THEINFLUENCEOFTHEJET OFA PROPULSIONUNIT ONNEARBYWINGS,
H. Falk, September1946
PLANEANDTHREE-DIMENSIONALFLOWAT HIGHSUBSONICSPEEDS,B.
Gothert, October 1946
SIX-COMPONENTMEASUREMENTSONA STRAIGHTANDA 35° SWEPT-BACK
TRAPEXOIDAL WING WITH AND WITHOUT SPLIT FLAPS, G. Thiel and
F. Weissinger, June 1947
FLOW INVESTIGATION WITH THE AID OF THE ULTRAMICROSCOPE, G.
Vogelpohl and D. Mannesmann, October 1946
THE MONOPLANE AS A LIFTING VORTEX SURFACE, H. Blenk, February
1947
INVESTIGATIONS OF COMPRESSION SHOCKS AND BOUNDARY LAYERS IN
GASES MOVING AT HIGH SPEED, J. Ackeret, F. Feldman, and N.
Rott, January 1947
THE CALCULATION OF COMPRESSIBLE FLOWS WITH LOCAL REGIONS OF
SUPERSONIC VELOCITY, B. Gothert and K. H. Kawalki, March 1947
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION MEASUREMENTS AT HIGH SPEED AND OBLIQUE
INCIDENCE OF FLOW, A. Lippisch and W. Beuschausen, March 1947
SYSTEMATIC WIND-TUNNEL MEASUREMENTS ON A LAMINAR WING WITH NOSE
FLAP, W. Krueger, April 1947
THE LIFT DISTRIBUTION OF SWEPT-BACK WINGS, J. Weissinger, Malch
1947
THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION OF DRAG REDUCTION IN MAINTAINING THE
LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER BY SUCTION, A. Ulrich, June 1947
SYSTEMATIC WIND-TUNNEL MEASUREMENTS ON MISSILES, O. Walchner,
March 1947
CALIBRATION AND MEASUREMENT IN TURBULENCE RESEARCH BY THE HOT-WIRE
METHOD, L. Kovasznay, June 1947
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METHODOFCHARACTERISTICSFORTHREE-DIMENSIONALAXIALLYSYMMETRICAl
SUPERSONICFLOWS,R. Sauer, January 1947
PLANINGOFWATERCRAFT,H. Wagner, April 1948
PRESSURERECOVERYFORMISSILESWITHREACTIONPROPULSIONAT HIGH
SUPERSONICSPEEDS(THEEFFICIENCYOF SHOCKDIFFUSERS),K.
Oswatitsch, June 1947
LIFT INCREASEBYBLOWINGOUTAIR, TESTSONAIRFOILOF 12 PERCENT
THICKNESS,USINGVARIOUSTYPESOFFLAP, W. Schwier, June 1947
COMPRESSIONSHOCKSOFDETACHEDFLOW,Eggink, June 1947
LIFT ANDDRAGOFWINGSWITHSMALLSPAN,F. Weinig, August 1947
THESEPARATIONOFFLOWDUETOCOMPRESSIBILITYSHOCK,A. Weise,
July 1947
THEORYOFWINGSIN NONSTATIONARYFLOW,A. I. Nekrasov, June 1947
ONTHEPROBLEMSOFCHAPLYGINFORMIXEDSUB-ANDSUPERSONICFLOWS,
F. Frankl, June 1947
ONTHETHEORYOFTHEUNSTEADYMOTIONOFANAIRFOIL, L. I. Sedov,
July 1947
CONESIN SUPERSONICFLOW,W. Hantzsche and H. Wendt, August 1947
SOMEAERODYNAMICRELATIONSFORANAIRFOIL IN OBLIQUEFLOW,F.
Ringleb, June 1947
WIND-TUNNELMEASUREMENTSONTHEHENSCHELMISSILE"ZITTERROCHEN"
IN SUBSONICANDSUPERSONICVELOCITIESANDWIND-TUNNELMEASUREMENTS
ONTHEWINGOFTHEHENSCHELMISSILE" ZITTERROCHEN"I SUBSONIC
ANDSUPERSONICVELOCITIES,Weberand Kehl, April 1948
CONCERNINGTHEVELOCITYOFEVAPORATIONOFSMALLDROPLETSIN GAS
ATMOSPHERE,N. Fuchs, August 1947
WIND-TUNNELTESTSONVARIOUSTYPESOFDIVE BRAKESMOUNTEDIN
PROXIMITYOFTHELEADINGEDGEOFTHEWING,B. Lattanzi and
E. Bellante, May1949
TUNNELCORRECTIONFORCOMPRESSIBLESUBSONICFLOW,A. V. Baranoff,
July 1947
DRAGCORRECTIONI HIGH-SPEEDWINDTUNNELS,H. Ludwieg, July 1947
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DRAG REDUCTION BY SUCTION OF THE BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATED BEHIND
SHOCK WAVE FORMATION AT HIGH MACH NUMBERS, B. Regenscheit, July
1947
ANALYTICAL TREATMENT OF NORMAL CONDENSATION SHOCK, Heybey,
July 1947
FUNDAMENTAL AERODYNAMIC INVESTIGATIONS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF ARROW-
STABILIZED PROJECTILES, H. Kurzweg, December 1947
TEST REPORT ON THREE AND SIX-COMPONENT MEASUREMENTS ON A SERIES
OF TAPERED WINGS OF SMALL ASPECT RATIO (PARTIAL REPORT: TRIANGU-
LAR WING), Lange/Wacke, May 1948
INVESTIGATION OF THE OPERATING PROPERTIES OF THE LEAKAGE CURRENT
ANEMOMETER, W. Fucks, October 1947
MAINTAINING LAMINAR FLOW IN THE BOUNDARY LAYER USING A SWEPT-BACK
WING, Brennecke, February 1948
INVESTIGATIONS ON REDUCTIONS OF FRICTION ON WINGS, IN PARTICULAR
BY MEANS OF BOUNDARY LAYER SUCTION, W. Pfenninger, August 1947
DEVELOPMENT AND CONSTRUCTION OF AN INTERFEROMETER FOR OPTICAL
MEASUREMENTS OF DENSITY FIELDS, T. Zobel, September 1947
SYSTEMATIC INVESTIGATIONS OF THE INFLUENCE OF THE SHAPE OF THE
PROFILE UPON THE POSITION OF THE TRANSITION POINT, K. Bussmann
and A. Ulrich, October 1947
COMPARISON OF DROP AND WIND-TUNNEL EXPERIMENTS ON BOMB DRAG AT
HIGH SUBSONIC SPEEDS, B. Gothert, May 1948
EQUATIONS FOR ADIABATIC BUT ROTATIONAL STEADY GAS FLOWS WITHOUT
FRICTION, M. Schafer, August 1947
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF STATIONARY POTENTIAL FLOWS AND BOUNDARY
LAYERS AT HIGH SPEED, K. Oswatitsch and K. Wieghardt, April 1948
VENTURI TUBE WITH VARYING MASS FLOW, B. Regenscheit, March 1948
COMPRESSION SHOCKS IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL GAS FLOWS, A. Busemann,
February 1949
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TION OF ABLATIVE PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS FOR BALLISTIC MISSILES,
Frank M. Hamaker, October 1960
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION AT SUBSONIC AND LOW SUPERSONIC SPEEDS
OF RENETRY VEHICLE WITH RETRACTABLE WINGS, Wil]ard G. Smith,
February 1961
STATIC LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AT TRANSONIC
SPEEDS OF LENTICULAR-SHAPED REENTRY VEHICLE, John P. Mugler, Jr.
and Walter B. Olstad, December 1960
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE INFLUENCE OF BODYSIZE AND INDENTATION
ASYMMETRY ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF BODY INDENTATION IN COMBINATION
WITH A CAMBERED WING, James C. Patterson, Jr. and Donald L. Loving,
February 1961
PRELIMINARY FULL-SCALE POWER-OFF DRAG OF THE X-15 AIRPLANE FOR
MACH NUMBERS FROM 0.7 TO 3.1, Edwin J. Saltzman, December 1960
INVESTIGATION AT SUBSONIC SPEEDS OF LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICS AT ANGLES OF ATTACK FROM -4 ° TO i00 ° OF DELTA-
WING REENTRY CONFIGURATIONS HAVING VERTICALLY DISPLACED AND
CAMBERED WING-TIP PANELS, Bernard Spencer, Jr., February 1961
EFFECT OF LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL CONTROL ON AERODYNAMIC CHARAC-
TERISTICS OF WINGED REENTRY CONFIGURATION AT MACH NUMBER OF 1.97
AND ANGLES OF ATTACK UP TO APPROXIMATELY 90 °, Gerald V. Foster,
February 1963
INVESTIGATION OF NORMAL-FORCE, AXIAL-FORCE AND PITCHING MOMENT
CHARACTERISTICS OF BLUNT LOW-FINENESS-RATIO BODIES OF REVOLUTION
AT MACH NUMBER OF 3.55, Russel W. McDearmon and Warren A. Lawson,
April 1961
SKIN AND STRUCTURAL TEMPERATUES MEASURED ON X-15 AIRPLANE DURING
FLIGHT TO MACH NUMBER OF 3.3, Robert D. Reed and Joe D. Watts,
January 1961
FREE-FLIGHT MEASUREMENTS OF DRAG AND STATIC STABILITY FOR BLUNT-
NOSED i0 ° HALF-ANGLE CONE AT MACH NUMBER 15, Dale L. Compton,
April 1961
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TMX 249
TMX 269
TMX 271
TMX 273
TMX 283
TMX 292
TMX 299
TMX 300
TMX 332
TMX 338
TMX 372
TMX 379
AERODYNAMICANDHYDRODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFPROPOSEDSUPER-
SONICMULTIJETWATER-BASEDHULL-TYPEAIRPLANEWITHVARIABLE-
INCIDENCEWING( WITHLIST OFREFERENCES),William W. Petynia,
Albion O. Pearson and Roger H. Fournier, April 1960
AERODYNAMICANDLANDINGMEASUREMENTSOBTAINEDURINGTHEFIRST
POWEREDFLIGHTOFTHENORTHAMERICANX-15 RESEARCHAIRPLANE,
Flight Research Center, January 1960
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFMODELOFPROPOSED6-ENGINEHULL-
TYPESEAPLANEAT MACHNUMBERSOF1.57, 1.87, AND2.16 ( WITHLIST
OFREFERENCES),JamesR. Morganand Ann B. Fichter, April 1960
EFFECTSOFSPOILER-SLOTDEFLECTORCONTROLONAERODYNAMICCHARAC-
TERISTICSAT MACHNUMBEROF 2.01 OFVARIABLE-WING-SWEEPCONFIGURA-
TIONWITHOUTERWINGPANELS WEPTBACK75° ( WITHLIST OFREFER-
ENCES),Gerald V. Foster, April 1960
SUBSONICFLIGHTTESTSOFA 1/17-SCALERADIO-CONTROLLEDMODELOF
THENORTHAMERICANX-15 AIRPLANEWITHPARTICULAREFERENCETO
HIGHANGLE-OF-ATTACKONDITIONS,Donald E. Hewesand JamesL.
Hassell, Jr., June 1960
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONAT MACHNI_BERSFROM0.50 TO1.14 OF
STATICAERODYNAMICSHARACTERISTICSOFMODELOFPROJECTMERCURY
CAPSULE,Albion O. Pearson, July 1960
AERODYNAMICHEATINGTESTSOFMISSILESTABILIZERSIN FREEJET AT
MACHNUMBER2, Louis F. Vosteen, September1960
ANALYTICALINVESTIGATIONOFABLATION,Bernard Rashis and Russell
N. Hopko, July 1960
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSAT MACHNUMBER2.05 OFA SERIESOF
HIGHLYSWEPTARROWINGSEMPLOYINGVARIOUSDEGREESOFTWISTAND
CAMBER,Harry W. Carlson, October 1960
SOMEAERODYNAMICANDCONTROLSTUDIESOFLIFTING REENTRYCONFIGU-
RATIONSAT ANGLESOFATTACKUPTO90° ATMACHNUMBEROF 2.91,
Frank L. Clark and Joanna M. Evans, November1960
INVESTIGATIONATMACHNUMBERSOF0.20 TO3.50 OFBLENDEDWING-
BODYCOMBINATIONSOF SONICDESIGNWITHDIAMOND,DELTA,ANDARROW
PLANFORMS,GeorgeH. Holdaway and Jack A. Mellenthin, August 1960
EVALUATIONOFBLENDEDWING-BODYCOMBINATIONSWITHCURVEDPLANFORMS
AT MACHNUMBERSUPTO3.50, George H. Holdawayand Jack A. Mellen-
thin, October 1960
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TMX 530
TMX 566
TMX 581
TMX 652
A PRELIMINARYSTUDYOFSOMEABORT RAJECTORIESINITIATED DURING
LAUNCHOFA LUNARMISSIONVEHICLE,John M. Eggleston and William
A. McGowan,April 1961
SUBSONICAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFDISK REENTRYCONFIGURA-
TIONSWITHELLIPTICCROSSECTIONSANDTHICKNESS-DIAMETERRATIOS
OF0.225 AND0.325, Fred A. Demeleand Jack J. Brownson, May 1961
SUBSONICAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFSOMEBLUNTDELTACONFIGU-
RATIONSWITH75° SWEEPBACK,George G. Edwardsand HowardF. Savage,
October 1961
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFDISK SHAPEDREENTRYCONFIGURATIONAT
TRANSONICANDLOWSUPERSONICSPEEDS,Frank A. Lazzeroni, May 1962
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A STUDYOFNACAANDNASALITERATUREONTHECALCULATION
OFAERODYNAMICLOADSHAVINGAPPLICATION
TOLIGHTAIRCRAFTDESIGN
by
John N. Perkins
The purpose of this study was to review existing NACAand NASAreports
to determine if sufficient information was available to enable a design
engineer to predict the load forces on a light airplane in both flight and
landing. To facilitate the discussion, the loadings have been divided into
the following seven types: pressure distributions, wing span loads, verti-
cal and horizontal tail loads, control surface loads, gust loads, landing
gear loads, and loads due to flutter. The results found for each of these
load types is discussed briefly below and then a listing of the reports
dealing with each type is given. Titles, authors, and brief summariesare
given in the appendix for each report listed under the seven different types.
In order to avoid duplication with the aerodynamics portion of the
investigation, the reports reviewed concerning pressure distributions were
confined primarily to experimental measurementsobtained from both actual
flight and wind tunnel tests. The reports reveiwed and found applicable
deal with measuredpressure distributions on plain airfoils, airfoils with
plain flaps, split flaps and ailerons, and airfoils with leading edge slots.
The effects of varying angle of attack, flap or aileron deflection, sweep
angle, taper angle, and contour are discussed both from their effect on
actual performance and their effect on existing idealized theoretical
calculation methods. In general, it was found that most theoretical methods
are inaccurate for large angles, such as those of sweepor flap deflection.
In addition to airfoil pressure distributions, reports concerning pres-
sure distributions on fuselages alone and on wing-fuselage combinations
were also reviewed. It was concluded that the effect of wing-body inter-
ference must be accounted for if meaningful pressure distributions over
fuselages are to be obtained. The reports listed below are indicative of
the reports dealing with pressure distributions.
NACATechnical Notes:
NACATechnical Reports:
Pressure Distributions
817, 890, 1016, 1144, 1539, 1967
732, 1364
NACA Wartime Reports: L-205, L-264, L-434, L-439, L-553, L-676, L-700
NACA Technical Memoranda: 1117, 1126, 1164, 1177, 1194, 1220
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It should be pointed out that the small numberof reports reviewed here
is not indicative of the total existing amountof information available
concerning pressure distributions and that a more complete review of this
subject is contained in the aerodynamics section of this report.
Reports dealing with the theoretical determination of the spanwise load
distribution all dealt with variations of either the lifting line or lifting
surface theories. Almost all of the report reviewed were written before
the present day high-speed digital computers were available, and hence, much
emphasiswas placed on simple methods amenableto hand computations. For
example, in TN 1476 in which 3 theoretical methods for calculating spanwise
load distributions were compared, it was concluded that the least accurate
but quickest methodwas the best. It would appear that with present day
computing capabilities that this conclusion is no longer valid. In general
then, it can be concluded that while the basic theoretical methods for cal-
culating spanwise loads are well knownand understood, the actual numerical
methods should be updated to makeuse of available high-speed computers.
For example, while methods are available which allow for variations in sweep,
taper, twist, plan form, and aspect ratio, most of these were purposely
kept simple, and hence inaccurate, in order that the results could be ob-
tained with a reasonable amount of manpowerexpenditure. Suchsimplifying
assumptions should no longer be necessary. Consequently, there is some
question as to the usefulness of the reports dealing with theoretical cal-
culations other than to provide a starting point for new investigations and
for any experimental data which maybe given.
However, several reports do give charts for determining preliminary
values of spanwise loads for a wide range of wing configurations; examples
of the charts maybe found in RML8A26and TR 921. While most of these
results are based on approximate theories, the results are applicable in
preliminary design work and should be useful.
In addition to the above reports, a numberof reports dealt with the
effect of fairing engine nacelles, fuel tanks, etc. on the wing loading.
As would be expected, it was concluded that streamlining can produce sig-
nificant changes in the load distribution both from lift and drag considera-
tions. Several of these reports are reviewed as a matter of general interest
and to illustrate the methods of investigation. Other reports which were
considered applicable to light aircraft or to the subject of wing loads and
fairing problems are listed below.
NACATechnical Notes:
NASATechnical Notes:
Spanwise Win S Loads
834, 1064, 1491, 1729, 1839, 1862, 1876, 1884, _73,
2140, 2222, 2249, 2282, 2284, 2298, 2751, 2901, 3014,
3057
D-1501, D-1521
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NACA Technical Reports: 885, 910, 969, i000, 1056, 1071, 1140, 1146, 1228,
1269, 1322, 1327
NACA Wartime Reports: L-108, L-221, L-426
NACA Technical Memorandum: 948
Reports dealing with horizontal and vertical tail loads dealt mainly
with experimental results obtained from both flight tests and wind tunnel
tests. While, as in the case of wing loads, most of the theoretical methods
reviewed need to be brought up to date, a considerable amount of useful
experimental data has been put in useable form. For example, in TN 1483
numerous graphs are presented for determining aerodynamic loads on hori-
zontal tail surfaces. Similar information is also presented in the form of
charts in WR L 488. Design charts for the vertical tail loads are given in
TN 1122. Thus, it appears that there is possibly enough experimental infor-
mation available in the form of graphs and charts to develop a design manual
for tail surfaces. However, more sophisticated theoretical methods making
use of high-speed computers need to be developed. The following reports
dealt with loads and were thought to be valuable.
Vertical and Horizontal Tail Loads
NACA Technical Notes: 1048, 1065, 1394, 1504, 2078
NACA Technical Reports: 1007, 1136
NACA Wartime Reports: L-93, L-181, L-193, L-227, L-443, L-496
As expected, the majority of reports concerning control force loads
dealt with hinge moment data. In particular, most of the reports dealt with
methods for reducing hinge moments at high speeds and, as a result, were not
applicable to this study. However, several reports did give summaries of
existing hinge moment data and theoretical methods for computing hinge
moments. Two of the better reports in this respect are WR L 169 and TN 2288.
WR L 169 gives a resume of experimentally determined hinge moment data for
unshielded horn balanced control surfaces and discusses means for data cor-
relation. TN 2288 gives a summary of theoretical methods for computing low-
speed lift and hinge moment parameters for full span trailing edge flaps and
compares the accuracy of each method. Some other reports which discussed
control force loads and hinge moment data can be seen below.
Control Surface Loads
NACA Technical Notes: 1113, 1333, 1400, 1473, 1506, 1801
NACA Technical Reports: 911, 1034
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NACAWartime Reports: L-52, L-53, L-124, L-129, L-174, L-289, L-318, L-350,
L-467
From the review of reports concerning hinge momentsit can be concluded
that all methods for theoretically predicting control surface hinge moments
are subject to rather large errors and are quite unreliable. The only re-
liable methods for determining hinge momentsappear to be either from flight
tests or large scale wind tunnel tests. It is doubtful if sufficient experi-
mental evidence is available in existing NASAreports to produce reliable
design charts.
The reports dealing with gust loading can be divided into two cate-
gories; those concerned with the response of the airplane to gusts and
those concerned with the statistical prediction of the occurrence of gusts
and maximumvelocities within the gusts. Most of the data found was reason-
ably old (late 1940's) and would appear to need updating. As an example,
TN 1976 gives a summaryof information knownin 1949 relating to gust struc-
ture, airplane reactions and pertinent operating statistics. Reports which
were indicative of those reports discussing gust loads are listed below.
Gust Loads
NACA Technical Notes: 802, 1320, 1632, 1753, 2575, 2660, 2853, 3880, 3954
NACA Technical Reports: 805, 991, 997, I010, 1172, 1272, 1285, 1345
Although very few reports dealing with landing gear loads were found,
it appears that there is sufficient data available for the design of landing
gear for light aircraft. In particular, TR 1154 gives charts for rapidly
estimating landing-gear performance in preliminary design as well as giving
a more generalized method for obtaining "exact" answers in the final design
stages. Other reports on which the subject, landing gear loads, was discussed
were reviewed and the reports are listed below.
Landin$ Gear Loads
NACA Technical Notes: 1995, 2596, 2645, 2743
NACA Technical Reports: 1248, 1278
Applicable reports dealing with flutter were quite limited in number.
However, several reports did give fairly comprehensive compilations of exist-
ing flutter information. One of the more useful reports of this type is
RM L53K02a which gives salient results of much of the postwar experimental
research on flutter. In order to give an indication of the theoretical
state of the art, reports using methods ranging from simple to sophisticated
have been reviewed and are summarized in the bibliography below. Those
reports which were classified as flutter reports are shown below.
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Loads Due to Flutter
NACA Technical Notes: 926, 1594, 1848, 1989, 2121, 2346, 2375, 2396, 3686, 4240
NACA Technical Report: 1305
NACA Research Memoranda: L7GI8, L9EI7
Thus, a brief listing of each of the reports dealing with loads which were
found applicable to the design of a light airplane is given above. Examina-
tion of this material shows that while there is much useful information and
data available, there does not appear to be sufficient coverage to produce a
design manual for loads without using material from sources other than NACA
and NASA reports.
The appendix contains student-written report reviews of those reports
found applicable to loads as well as a title listing with authors and dates
of those reports found "not applicable". In each group, the reports are
listed chronologically by series. The table below gives the initial and
final number of the reports in each group by series.
First NACA Technical Note
Last NACA Technical Note
First NASA Memorandum (Memo)
Last NASA Memorandum (Memo)
First NASA Technical Note
Last NASA Technical NOte
First NACA Technical Report
Last NACA Technical Report
First NASA Technical Report
Last NASA Technical Report
First NACA Wartime Report
Last NACA Wartime Report
First NACA Research Memorandum
Last NACA Research Memorandum
Applicable Not Applicable
802 757
4240 4409
5-26-59L I0-17-58L
5-26-59L 6-I-59L
D-1501 D-3
D-1521 D-2604
732 685
1364 1390
None R-20
None R-150
None A-13
L-52 L-39
None W-41
None A-81
L-700 L-743
None W-I06
L7GI8 A7C28
L53K02a L58F25
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Applicable Not Applicable
First NACA Technical Memorandum
Last NACA Technical Memorandum
948 963
1220 1257
First NASA Technical Translation
Last NASA Technical Translation
None F-25
None F-81
First NASA Technical Memorandum
Last NASA Technical Memorandum
None X-53
None X-639
It should be noted that some applicable reports were assigned to the "not
applicable" list because of similar information found in other reports. It is
hoped that the subject listing and the student reviews will enable the reader
to identify any aerodynamics loads report in which he may be interested.
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TN
TN
TN
TN
802
817
834
890
Applicable NACA Technical Notes
TEST OF A GUST-ALLEVIATING WING IN THE GUST TUNNEL, C. C.
Shufflebarger, April 1941
The purpose of this report was to determine the effectiveness of
a torsionally flexible wing with the torsion axis ahead of the
locus of the section aerodynamic centers in reducing airplane
accelerations due to atmospheric gusts. Both a torsionally
flexible wing and a rigid wing were tested.
It was concluded that the method of alleviating gust loads by
torsional deflection is not feasible.
CORRECTION OF THE LIFTING-LINE THEORY FOR THE EFFECT OF THE CHORD,
Robert T. Jones, July 1941
The report showed that a simple correction for the chord of a
finite wing can be deduced from the three dimensional flow around
an elliptic plate. It was found that this correction brings the
lifting line theory into closer agreement with experiments. The
correction also accounts for losses in lift attributed to viscosity
effects.
THE CALCULATIONS OF SPAN LOAD DISTRIBUTIONS ON SWEPT-BACK WINGS,
William Mutterperl, December 1941
Object: To calculate span load distributions of sweptback wings
of various sweep angles, taper ratios.
Method: Modified bound vortex theory, extension of Wieghardt's
work with flat plates. Replace the wing with a bound vortex at
the quarter-chord line, then require downwash due to system of
bound and trailing vortices to conform at the 3/4 chord line to
the slope of the flat plate wing surface. Assume that wing thick-
ness is not great enough to displace vortex from horizontal plane,
thus flat plate theory can be used. Analysis is done for com-
plete wing, thus in practice, it does not hold at center because
of fuselage. Theory does not hold at trips either because strong
trailing vortices are present and theory is based on 2-dimensional
flow.
Induced downwash velocity is calculated from Biot-Savart law.
Only induced drag can be computed by this method.
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON THE FUSELAGE OF A MIDWING AIRPLANE MODEL
AT HIGH SPEEDS, James B. Delano, February 1943
The purpose was to determine the air pressure distribution on
various parts of the fuselage for use in structural design. The
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highest negative pressures occurred near the location where the
wing and fuselage were joined. These low pressures were more
dependent on the wing than the fuselage. The critical speed of
the fuselage will be decreased because of velocities induced by
the wing. Also the critical speed of the wing will be decreased.
At high speed the magnitude of the pressure coefficients as pre-
dicted by the application of the theoretical factor i/_l-m z to
pressure coefficients measuredat low speeds maymisrepresent the
actual. At points of macimumnegative pressure, the variation of
the pressure coefficient with speed was in good agreementwith the
factor i/ _, at least up to m = 0.5 at 590F.
TN 926 THEINFLUENCEOFTHEAERODYNAMICSPANEFFECTONTHEMAGNITUDEOF
THETORSIONAL-DIVERGENCEVELOCITYANDONTHESHAPEOFTHECOR-
RESPONDINGDEFLECTIONMODE,Francis B. Hildebrand and Eric
Reissner, February 1944
This paper deals with the limiting case of the bending-torsion
flutter problem which occurs when the flutter frequency has the
value zero. This procedure accounts for the aerodynamic span
effect for the determination of the torslonal-divergence veloci-
ties. The developmentswere based on the theory of torsion of
straight rods and on lifting line theory for the spanwise dis-
tribution of lift.
TN 1016 PRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSFORREPRESENTATIVEAIRFOILSANDRELATED
PROFILES,Theodore Theodorsen and Irven Naimen, February 1946
This report tabulates plots of airfoil shapes and pressure distri-
butions at various CL'S and angles of attack. The airfoils are
NACA22-, 44-, and 230-series, Clark Y family, circular arc air-
foils and synthetic airfoils based on _ = _o + AI cos (_-6) and
harmonics. Plots are for CL = 0, 0.i, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5
and ideal CL. The descriptions of airfoil shapes are given in
NACAReport No. 460, 1933, and NACAReport No. 669, 1939. All
Clark Y's are based on station-relative thickness and camber
table, with maximumthickness and cambergiven in airfoil desig-
nation (CY(c)-t). The Clark Y-M airfoil has a flat bottom with
constant camber.
Circular-arc airfoils were based on the Karmann-Trefftz transfor-
mation.
Synthetic airfoils were previously defined. The phase angle of
45° appears to give the best airfoil shape based on one harmonic.
Generating function containing ist and 2nd. Harmonics were chosen
to give a zero moment coefficient, as was done for series based on
ist, 2nd, and 4th harmonic. The 4th harmonic has no effect on
moment, but does affect pressure distribution.
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TN
TN
1048
1064
TWO-DIMENSIONALWIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFLOW-DRAGVERTICAL
TALL, HORIZONTALTALL, ANDWINGSECTIONSEQUIPPEDWITHSEALED
INTERNALLYBALANCEDCONTROLSURFACES,Albert L. Braslow, April
1946
I. Airfoils
A.
B.
C Wing -
Vertical Tail - c = 24", .155c thick, symmetrical NACA
64-series, .40c rudder, hinge axis at
.412 c (c = chord of rudder).
Horizontal Tail - c = _4", r 13c thick NACA 64 series
profile, .35c elevator, hinge axis at
.43 ce (ce = chord of elevator).
c = 24", .17c thick, NACA 7-series profile,
.22 cw aileron, cI = 0.266 (design section
lift coefficient).
II. Tests
A. RN = 3,6,9xi06 for lift and drag tests on tail sections
B. RN 6x106 for control surface hinge moment and balance
pressure
C. RN = 6x106 roughness applied to vertical tail
III. Vertical Tail Section
_Cl _Cl 9_o effectiveness
A. Lift _=_o 0.107,_-_-=r 0.062, _-_-=r 0.58 parameter
LIFTING-SURFACE-THEORY RESULTS FOR THIN ELLIPTIC WINGS OF ASPECT
RATIO 3 WITH CHORDWISE LOADINGS CORRESPONDING TO 0.5-CHORD PLAIN
FLAP AND TO PARABOLIC-ARC CAMBER, Stewart M. Crandall, May 1946
The electromagnetic-analogy method was used to provide lifting-
surface-theory solutions to determine the aspect-ratio corrections
for the slope of the lift and hinge-moment coefficients against
flap deflection. The results were obtained for unswept elliptic
wings having an aspect ratio of 3. The lifting-surface-theory
results for hinge-moment coefficient vs angle of attack agreed
well with experiment for thin unswept elliptic wings. The lifting
line theory results did not agree with experiment.
In order to use the electromagnetic-analogy model the vortex
patterns and their wakes were first determined from the lifting-
surface-theory for a (i) elliptic wing with 0.5-chord-flap chord
loading, and (2) elliptic wing with a parabolic-arc-camber chord.
The electromagnetic analogy is found in the following reference:
Swanson, Robert S. and Stewart M. Crandall, An Electromagnetic-
Analogy Method for Solving Lifting-Surface-Theory Problems.
NACA ARR No. L5D23, 1945.
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TN
TN
TN
1065
1113
1122
1144
CONSIDERATIONFDYNAMICLOADSONTHEVERTICALTAIL BYTHETHEORY
OFFLATYAWINGMANEUVERS,John Boshar and Philip Davis, June 1946
Dynamicyawing effects on vertical-tail loads are considered by a
theory of yawing maneuvers. With the restriction of flat yawing
maneuvers the loads on the vertical tail that arise from abrupt
deflections of the rudder or suddenly imposedmomentsfrom any
source maybe determined. It was assumedthat the only motion
resulting from a rudder deflection is restricted to the plane of
yaw. This implies a low effective dihedral. Other assumptions
are: (I) the plane is initially in steady, power-off flight,(2) no changesoccur in speed during the maneuver, (3) no changes
in altitude, (4) no rolling or pitching, (5) the lateral stability
derivations are linear functions of the angle of sideslip.
The results on a fighter aircraft of both experimental and
theoretical methods are compared.
COLLECTIONANDANALYSISOFHINGEMOMENTDATAONCONTROLSURFACE
TABS,Paul E. Purser and Charles B. Cook, April 1947
Equations are presented for tab hinge momentcoefficients. The
equations were derived from flap hinge momentequations, and when
comparedwith experiments, found to be applicable.
SIDESLIPANGLESANDVERTICAL-TAILLOADSIN ROLLINGPULL-OUT
MANEUVERS,Maurice D. White, Harvard Lomaxand HowardL. Turner,
April 1947
This report shows that it is possible to develop angles of sideslip
which may cause critical vertical-tail loads in rudder fixed
rolls. A method for determining the side-slip anlges is devel-
oped. A simplified method for determining these side-slip angles
is comparedwith flight charts and was found to be fairly depend-
able as a first approximation to the problem of predicting side-
slip angles and vertical tail loads. Design charts were con-
structed in order to comparethe actual flight results with
results from present theory. It was shown that, in general,
agreementwith experiment was very good. However, the results
are valid only for conventional airplanes.
MEASUREMENTOFTHEPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONONTHEHORIZONTAL-TAIL
SURFACEOFA TYPICALPROPELLER-DRIVENPURSUITAIRPLANEIN FLIGHT,
Melvin Sadoff, William N. Turner and LawrenceA. Clousing, July
1947
The purpose was to makean investigation of the pressure distribu-
tion on the horizontal-tail surface of a representative pursuit-
type airplane during maneuverswhich might cause critical loading
on the tail surface.
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TN 1320
TN 1333
TN 1394
The test airplane was a single-place, single-engine, interceptor-
pursuit, low-wing monoplanedriven by a tractor propeller and
equipped with a tricycle landing gear. The pressure distribution
was measuredat four stations along each tail on both top and
bottom.
The horizontal tail loads were also calculated using the measured
values of the pressure coefficient. For accelerated flight the
horizontal tail load was as high as 2000 ibs. The measuredpres-
sures were comparedto the formerly calculated pressures and were
found to comparequite well.
INVESTIGATIONOFTHEDYNAMICRESPONSEOFAIRPLANEWINGSTOGUSTS,
Harold B. Pierce, August 1947
The report presents a method of analysis for predicting the dynamic
response of airplane wings to gusts by considering only the
fundamental bending mode. The tests were conducted in a wind
tunnel and used to evaluate the analytical method. It was found
that the analytical method is sufficiently accurate to predict
the ratio of the maximumdynamic wing tip deflection increment to
the maximumfuselage acceleration increment for a conventional
airplane. The report also indicates that simplification of the
methodby omitting parts of the damping is not feasible.
ESTIMATIONOFCONTROLFORCESOF SPRING-TABAILERONSFROMWIND-
TUNNELDATA,OwenJ. Deters, June 1947
A method is presented for estimating the control forces of spring-
tab ailerons. The application of a spring tab to the ailerons has
the advantage of reducing the difference between the control force
at high and low speeds for a stated value of wing-tip helix angle.
The spring-tab tends to reduce the hinge momentcaused by the
ailerons.
The basic assumptions involved in the method are: (I) the rolling
motion of the airplane is steady, (2) the effects of aileron and
horn deflections on the linkages are negligible, (3) the effects
of wing deflection and friction on the control forces are negli-
gible.
FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONONA FIGHTER-TYPEAIRPLANEOFFACTORSWHICH
AFFECTTHELOADSANDLOADDISTRIBUTIONSONTHEVERTICALTAIL
SURFACESDURINGRUDDERKICKANDFISHTAILS, John Boshar, August
1947
Results are presented on a flight investigation conducted on a
fighter-type airplane to determine the factors which affect the
loads and load distributions on the vertical tail during maneuvers.
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TN
1400
1473
1476
The investigation was conducted on a Curtiss P-40K airplane--
low-wing fighter, weight ~ 8200 Ibs, engine rated at i000 HPat
a pressure altitude of 10,800 ft.
HINGE-MOMENTCHARACTERISTICSOFBALANCEDELEVATORANDRUDDERFOR
A SPECIFICTAlL CONFIGURATIONA FUSELAGEIN SPINNINGATTITUDES,
Ralph W. Stone, Jr., and Sanger M. Burk, Jr., August 1947
Hinge-momentmeasurementsare presented for a balanced elevator
equipped with trim tabs and for a balanced rudder. The measure-
ments were taken in attitudes simulating spin conditions without
regard to the effectiveness of the control surfaces in producing
a recovery.
HIGH-SPEEDWINDTUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFHIGHLIFT ANDAILERON
CONTROLCHARACTERISTICSOFANNACA65-210 SEMISPANWING,Jack
Fischel and Leslie E. Schneiter, November1947
An investigation of characteristics of NACA65-210 semispanwing,
at velocities M = 0.13 to M = 0.71, equipped with a .25c full
span slotted flap and a .38c, 20%span straight sided aileron was
made.
A COMPARISONF 3 THEORETICALMETHODSFORCALCULATINGSPANLOAD
DISTRIBUTIONONSWEPTWINGS,Nicolas H. Van Dorn and John DeYoung,
November1947
The report compared(i) Falkner Method (R. and M. No. 1910, British
A.B.C., 1943), (2) Mutterperl Method (NACATN 834), (3) Weissenger
Method (NACATM1120).
Time: Falkner - 24 to 32 hrs
Mutterperl - 20 to 28 hrs
Weissenger - 2-1/2 to 3 hrs
Accuracy: i. Falkner
2. Mutterperl
3. Weissenger
Conclusion: The Weissengermethod was best unless extreme accuracy
needed. Then go to Falkner. Mutterperl was not applicable to
forward-swept wings. The Weissengermethod allows pretabulation
of manyconstants and application to any plan form; thus it takes
much less time. (Tabulation in book)
The report contains 70 pages of information and directions for use
of each method. The object was to present material in such a way
that a computing staff can do the work unsupervised.
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FLIGHTMEASUREMENTSOFAERODYNAMICLOADSONTHEHORIZONTALTAIL
SURFACEOFA FIGHTERTYPEAIRPLANE,John B. Garuin, November
1947
The purpose of this report was to determine the load applied to the
horizontal tail surface of a fighter type aircraft. Airspeed
ranged from 125 to 300 mph and accelerations went up to 6g. The
differential-pressure-distributions methods were employed to ob-
tain the value of the loads. The tests verify that changes in
tail load due to changes in tail load parameters are those which
would be expected due to engineering considerations.
THEORETICALDDITIONALSPANLOADINGCHARACTERISTICSOFWINGSWITH
ARBITRARYSWEEPASPECTRATIO, ANDTAPER,John DeYoung,December
1947
The Weissengermethod for determining additional span loading
was used to find the lift-curve slope, spanwise center of pressure,
aerodynamic center location, and spanwise loading coefficient of
untwisted and uncamberedwings having a wide variety of plan forms.
Although the Weissenger theory of the lifting line method is
limited, the comparison between the theory and experimental data
is very close.
SIDESLIPANGLESANDVERTICALTAIL LOADSDEVELOPEDBY PERIODIC
CONTROLDEFLECTIONS,Harvard Lomax, January 1947
The report develops equations for determining tail loads due to the
3 basic maneuvers, with rudder exhibiting a periodic oscillation
and aileron movementssuperimposed.
Dynamicmaneuversconsisting of periodic rudder and aileron con-
trol deflections were considered with respect to the maximum
sideslip angles developed and the position of the rudder at the
time of maximumsideslip. The sideslip obtained from the oscil-
lating rudder, the rudder kick and the rolling-pull-out are
compared.
Also for all configurations one cycle of rudder motion is suffi-
cient to produce more sideslip than that obtained from the rudder
kick.
ANAPPLICATIONOFFALKNER'S URFACE-LOADINGMETHODTOPREDICTIONS
OFHINGE-MOMENTPARAMETERSFORSWEPT-BACKWINGS,Arthur L. Jones
and LomaSluder, February 1948
An application of the Falkner lifting-surface theory to the predic-
tion of hinge-moment for swept back plan forms in order to de-
velop an analog to the unswept plan forms was made.
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The predicted values of Ch_ (variation of hinge-moment coeffi-
cient with angle of attack) did not agree with the experimental
results but the lifting surface theory proved to be more accu-
rate than the lifting line theory. The fact that the Falkner
theory did not agree with experiment was probably due to viscous
effects which were not considered.
MEASUREMENTSOFTHEPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONONTHEHORIZONTALTAlL
SURFACEOFA TYPICALPROPELLERDRIVENPURSUITAIRPLANEIN FLIGHT.
III - TAlL LOADSIN ABRUPTPULL-UPPUSH-DOWNMANEUVERS,Melvin
Sadoff and LawrenceA. Clousing, February 1948
The total horizontal-tail load and the root bending-momentincre-
ments calculated by the use of existing rational procedures are
comparedwith experimental values obtained in pull-up push-down
maneuverson a representative propeller driven, pursuit plane
(P-39 - 213 sq ft, 7600 ibs, 34 ft span, CGat 30.3%chord) for
six different combinations of power, indicated airspeed, and pres-
sure altitude.
It was found that methods currently available for predicting maxi-
mummaneuvering tail loads from prescribed elevator motions are
valid and can be used with assurance, provided _hat the aerodynamic
parameters are accurately known. Computations of tail load based
on linear elevator motion in a pull-up push-downmaneuverwith a
0.2 second elevator reversal maybe expected to give very nearly
the samevalues of maneuveringtail load as those that would be
measured in actual pull-up push-downmaneuversat identical
values of g-forces, provided aerodynamicparameters used in the
computation are accurate.
The maximumtail-load increments computedby the use of the methods
in the report were in fairly good agreementwith actual values and
would be sufficiently accurate for preliminary design studies.
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTSOFCONCENTRATEDWEIGHTS
ONFLUTTERCHARACTERISTICSOFA STRAIGHTCANTILEVERWING,Harry
L. Runyanand John L. Sewall, June 1948
An investigation was madeto determine the effects of concentrated
weights of 38, 60, 90, and 100%of wing weight on a rigid canti-
lever wing with varied momentsof inertia, and spanwise and
chordwise positions of the weight.
GUST-TUNNELTESTSTODETERMINEINFLUENCEOFAIRFOIL SECTION
CHARACTERISTICSONGUSTLOADFACTORS,Harold B. Pierce and
Mitchell Trauring, July 1948
Gust tunnel tests were conducted to determine if gust-load
factors for airplanes with low-drag wing sections should be
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higher than those for airplanes with conventional wing sections.
A model having a wing with a low-drag section was used with smooth
surfaces and with roughness applied to the leading edge to simu-
late the flow conditions for a conventional section.
Gust loads maybe different from regular loads because of a time
lag required for the boundary layer to respond to the change in
angle-of-attack.
FLIGHTDETERMINATIONFWINGANDTAIL LOADSONA FIGHTER-TYPE
AIRPLANEBYMEANSOFSTRAIN-GAGEMEASUREMENTS,William S. Aiken,
Jr., October 1948
A flight investigation was conducted to determine the contribution
of wing, tail, and fuselage to the total airplane lift of a
propeller-driven fighter-type airplane. The Machnumber ranged
from 0.2 to 0.8. The loads on the airplane componentswere
measuredby the use of calibrated strain gage installations. The
flight test data was the result of 34 abrupt push-downand pull-
up maneuvers.
EVALUATIONOFA FIXEDSPOILERAS A GUSTALLEVIATOR,Harry C.
Mickelboro, November1948
This report attempts to determine whether a fixed spoiler will
alleviate maximumacceleration on aircraft entering gusts. Steady
state theory indicates such is true. Experiments were performed
in a gust tunnel for a sharp edge gust (about 1/2 chord distance)
and a gradual gust (about 12-14 chord distances). The results
show a long lag between entering gust and alleviation. A fixed
spoiler slightly increases maximumacceleration encountered in
entering sharp edge gust. The reason for this is that the spoiler
has the effect of increasing effective camber, which causes flow
breakdown. After maximumacceleration is passed, the spoiler
begins to alleviate acceleration. Whenentering gradual gust,
the spoiler does reduce maximumacceleration.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTHESPINNINGCHARACTERISTICSOFA
MODELOFA TWIN-TAlLLOW-WINGPERSONAL-OWNER-TYPEAIRPLANEWITH
LINKEDANDUNLINKEDRUDDERANDAILERONCONTROLS,Walter J.
Klinar and Lawrence J. Gale, January 1949
A test was madeon a I/Ii scale model based on light military
aircraft tested per title in the Langley 20' free spin tunnel
without propeller or power. Tested with ballast to simulate
5000' altitude with 4 types of loading: (i) Normal, (2) Extra
mass along fuselage, (3) Extra mass along wings, (4) density
doubled.
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SOMETHEORETICALLOW-SPEEDSPANLOADINGCHARACTERISTICSOF SWEPT
WINGSIN ROLLANDSIDESLIP,John D.Bird, March 1949
The Weissengermethod was used to determine the additional span
loading for incompressible flow which in turn was used to deter-
mine the dampingin roll, the lateral center of pressure of the
rolling load, and the span loading coefficient causedby rolling
for wing plan forms of various aspect ratios, taper ratios, and
sweepangles.
The experimental results showedthat the Weissengermethod was
quite accurate.
FLUTTEROFA UNIFORMWINGWITHANARBITRARILYPLACEDMASSACCORD-
INGTOA DIFFERENTIAL-EQUATIONANALYSISANDA COMPARISONWITH
EXPERIMENT,Harry L. Runyanand Charles E. Watkins, March 1949
A method is presented for the calculation of the flutter speed of
a uniform wing carrying an arbitrarily placed concentrated mass.
The method involves the solution of the differential equations
of motion of the wings at flutter speed and does not require the
assumptions of specific normal modesof vibration.
The method used is not limited to a uniform cantilevered wing
with a single weight. Changing the boundary conditions correctly
will correct for different applied loads on the wing.
For wings which are not unifrom the equations reduce to ordinary
differential equations with variable coefficients. Thus the
solution would be more difficult to obtain.
It was found that the location of the concentrated masseson the
wing could be used to advantage in increasing the flutter speed
of a given wing.
The comparison betweenexperimental and theoretical results was
good.
A SIMPLEMETHODFORESTIMATINGTHESUBSONICLIFT ANDDAMPINGIN
ROLLOFSWEPTBACKWINGS,EdwardC. Polhamus, April 1949
The report develops simple lifting line equations for lift and roll
damping of wings at low speeds, where aspect ratio is not too low.
CALCULATIONOFTHEAERODYNAMICLOADINGOFFLEXIBLEWINGSOFARBI-
TRARYPLANFORMANDSTIFFNESS,Franklin W. Diederich, April 1949
A method is presented for calculating the aerodynamic loading,
the divergence speed, and certain stability derivatives of wings
and tail surfaces of arbitrary plan form and stiffness.
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SUMMARY OF INFORMATION RELATING TO GUST LOADS ON AIRPLANES,
Philip Donely, November 1949
Available information on gust structure, airplane reactions, and
pertinent operating statistics was examined. The assumptions
made in the analysis are as follows: (i) The gust is sharp-edged
in the direction of flight. (2) The gust velocity is uniform
across the span. (3) The gust direction is normal to the lateral
axis. (4) The primary effect of the gust is to change the lift
on the airplane. (5) The lift increment on the horizontal tail
is negligible as compared to the wing lift increment.
SOME EFFECTS OF DENSITY AND MACH NUMBER ON THE FLUTTER SPEED OF
TWO UNIFORM WINGS, George E. Castile and Robert W. Herr, December
1949
Results of 66 flutter tests were presented to show some effects
of density and Mach number upon flutter speed. Two uniform,
cantilever wing models, one having a small amount of sweep, were
fluttered through a range of Mach numbers up to 0.82. The mass
ratio, k, for those models ranged from 0.00375 to 0.ii, while RN
varied from 0.266 x 106 to 3.000 x 106 . Two testing mediums,
having different velocities of sound, were used to obtain flutter
at two Mach numbers at the same density.
INFLUENCE OF WING FLEXIBILITY ON FORCE-TIME RELATION IN SHOCK
STRUT FOLLOWING VERTICAL LANDING IMPACT, Albert E. McPherson,
J. Evans, Jr., and Samuel Levy, November 1949
Analysis indicates an experiment proves that wing flexibiltiy
can reduce shock strut by as much as 25%. If time of impact is
less than natural period of wing and the generalized mass of the
wing is less than 5 times the actual mass, the reduction is not
significant.
For
TI/T N -- 1
5 < -- < 15
M
o
reduction is 5%
Where:
TI =
TN =
M I =
S
O
duration impact.
natural period of fundamental flexure mode of wing.
generalized mass in fundamental mode.
total mass.
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The method uses matrix methods.
NOTEONTHEACCURACYOFA METHODFORRAPIDLYCALCULATINGTHE
INCREMENTSIN VELOCITYABOUTANAIRFOILDUETOANGLEOFATTACK,
Laurence K. Loftin, Jr., June 1949
The exact method is given in NACAReport No. 452.
The rapid method is given in NACAReport No. 824.
The report proves the error in rapid method to be in error by a
factor of less than cos _ (_ = section angle of attack). Thus
error due to the use of the rapid method is less than the dif-
ference between theory given in Report No. 452 and the actual be-
havior of airfoil.
A COMPARISONFWINGLOADSMEASUREDIN FLIGHTONA FIGHTER-TYPE
AIRPLANEBY STRAIN-GAGEANDPRESSURE-DISTRIBUTIONMETHODS,W. S.
Aiken, Jr., and Donald A. Howard, November1949
Pressure-distribution measurementswere madeon the wing of a
fighter-type airplane to determine the span loading and to compare
the center-of-pressure results with those obtained by strain-gage
measurements. The Machnumbersranged from 0.35 to 0.81. The air-
plane used was the sameone used in TN 1729 and TN 1719. The
following conclusions were noted:
(I) The agreementbetween pressure-distribution measurementsand
strain-gage measurementsof the wing root shear and bending
momentwas good.(2) Buffeting had no serious effect on span loading for the condi-
tions investigated.
(3) The spanwise center of pressure shifted farther outboard dur-
ing low-speed stalls than during buffeting at Machnumbers
near 0.8.
THEORETICALSPANWISELIFT DISTRIBUTIONSOFLOW-ASPECT-RATIOWINGS
AT SPEEDSBELOWANDABOVETHESPEEDOFSOUND,Franklin W.
Diederich and Martin Zlotnick, October 1949
The spanwise lift distributions of wings of low aspect ratio but
of arbitrary plan form and angle of attack were analyzed.
Twodifferent methods gave the same:result for the spanwise lift
distributions. The two methods were the virtual-mass concept and
the Weissengermethod. With certain limitations these lift
distributions are independent of plan form.
The lift distributions were graphed as functions of span and angle
of attack.
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Equations and tables are included to calculate reduction. It is
apparent that it is unlikely that light aircraft could be affected
significantly.
TN 2078 HORIZONTALTAlL LOADSIN MANEUVERINGFLIGHT,Henry A. Pearson,
William A. McGowan,JamesJ. Donegan,April 1950
A method is given for determining the horizontal tail loads in
maneuvering flight. The method is based upon the assignment of a
load factor variation with time and the determination of a minimum
time to reach peak load factor.
The assumptions madein the method are as follows:
(i) The change in load factor due to flight path change is small.
(2) The aerodynamic derivatives are linear with angle of attack
and elevator angle.
(3) The variation of speed during the maneuvermaybe neglected.
(4) Unsteady lift effects can be neglected.
TN 2121 STUDYOFEFFECTSOFSWEEPONTHEFLUTTEROFCANTILEVERWINGS
(Supersededby Report 1014), J. G. Barmby, H. J. Cunningham,and
I. E. Garrick, June 1950
This report was done to provide data on the effect of sweep on
the flutter of a cantilever beam, to formulate a method of
analytically finding the force and momentcaused by the flutter,
and to comparethe experimental and the analytical results.
The experimental and analytical data comparesvery well. The
coupling between bending and torsion lowers the flutter speed
while the fact that only part of the forward velocity is aero-
dynamically effective increases the flutter speed. The location
of the section of center of gravity, the length-to-cord ratio_
and the tip shape all had an important effect on flutter. In
general it was observed that the greater the angle of sweepthe
higher the flutter speed.
TN 2140 THEORETICALSPANLOADINGFORWINGSOFARBITRARYPLANFORMAT
SUBSONICSPEEDS,John DeYoung,July 1950
Simplified lifting-surface theory, which includes effects of
compressibility and spanwise variation of lift curve slope, is
used to develop equations and charts for antisymmetric loading
of wings with symmetric plan forms with constant spanwise sweep
angle at 1/4 chord line. Makesallowances for rolling, aileron
deflection, sideslip of wings with ailerons. Includes solutions
for straight-tapered wings.
Accuracy of method was good up to large angles where flow
separates.
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A METHODFORTHEDETERMINATIONFTHESPANWISELOADDISTRIBUTION
OFA FLEXIBLESWEPTWINGAT SUBSONICSPEEDS,Richard B. Skoog
and Harvey H. Brown, March 1951
A method is presented for the determination of spanwise load
distribution of a flexible swept wing at subsonic speeds. The
method is based on a relaxation approach utilizing aerodynamic
loadings obtained from previously published work (NACAReports
921, 948) based on Weissenger's simplified lifting-surface theory
together with simple beamtheory. The solution is expressed in a
convenient form such that the amount of detailed computing in-
volved when extensive aeroelastic calculations for many flight
conditions are desired is reduced to that for a single set of
flight conditions.
THESPANWISEDISTRIBUTIONOFLIFT FORMINIMUMINDUCEDRAGOF
WINGSHAVINGA GIVENLIFT ANDGIVENBENDINGMOMENT,Robert T.
Jones, December1950
In this report the problem of the minimuminduced drag of wings
having a given lift and a given span is extended to include cases
in which the bending momentto be supported by the wing is also
given. As in the classical problem of induced drag, the theory
is limited to lifting surfaces traveling at subsonic speeds.
Expressions for the minimumdrag and the corresponding spanwise
load distributions are also given for the case "in which the lift
and the bending momentabout the wing root are fixed while the
span is allowed to vary.
General formulas are given for lift, drag, and bending moment.
ANIMPROVEDAPPROXIMATEM THODFORCALCULATINGLIFT DISTRIBUTIONS
DUETOTWIST,JamesC. Sivells, January 1951
The report gives a method of finding lift distribution due to twist,
based on lifting line theory making use of aspect ratio. Twist
maybe due to washout, aeroelastic deformations, deflected flaps
or ailerons, or of downwashinduced by another lifting surface or
by jet boundary of a wind tunnel. The twist can be symmetrical,
antisymmetrical, continuous, or discontinuous. The method gives
good results even for swept wings.
Discontinuities
When discontinuities in the twist are encountered, as in the case
of deflected ailerons, the portions of the curve on each side of
the discontinuity must be "patched" or faired to give a continuous
twist function. In the case of the report, this was done using
ellipses to patch the discontinuous portion of the curve.
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LIFT, PITCHINGMOMENT,ANDSPANLOADCHARACTERISTICSOFWINGSAT
LOWSPEEDAS AFFECTEDBYVARIATIONSOFSWEEPANDASPECTRATIO,
EdwardJ. Hopkins, January 1951
The report consisted of taking experimental data on airfoils with
aspect ratios of 6.8, 5.3, 4.2, 3.4, 2.8 with corresponding taper
ratios of approximately 0.4 to 0.7 to find lift-curve slope,
the span load distributions, the aerodynamic-center, and the
spanwise center of pressure locations as comparedwith calcula-
tions madeusing the Weissenger method.
Data was taken in the Ames7- by 10-foot tunnel at low speed with
corrections madefor tunnel wall interference. Previous experience
proved these corrections to be sufficient to make the error
negligible.
The report gave no mathematics but gave many results.
ESTIMATIONOFLOW-SPEEDLIFT ANDHINGE-MOMENTPARAMETERSFORFULL
SPANTRAILING-EDGEFLAPSONLIFTING SURFACESWITHANDWITHOUT
SWEEPBACK,Jules B. Dods, Jr., February 1951
The report uses methods given in references to calculate full-span
parameters from section data, then commentson the accuracy of
each.
Method i
Method i is a modified version of the procedure used in reference
4 (Jones, Arthur L. and Loma Sluder: An Application of Falkner's
Surface Loading Method to Predictions of Hinge-Moment Parameters
for Swept-Back Wings. NACA TN 1506, 1948). Computed values of
the lift-curve slopes of the unswept models still were consis-
tently high. The aspect ratio range from 2 to 6 investigated.
Correlation is satisfactory, but not good enough for final design.
Method 2
Method 2 consists of a combination of the methods presented by
Falkner and Weissenger. Falkner's method is used throughout,
including correction for induced-camber. Weissenger was used to
correct for induced-angle-of attack. This method was found to be
the best method of those tested.
Method 3
Method 3 combines the induced angle-of-attack corrections of
method 2 and the induced-camber correction to Ch_ and Chdelta as
given in Toll, Thomas A. and Leslie E. Schneiter: Approximate
Relations for Hinge-Moment Parameters of Control Surfaces on
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SweptWings at LowMachNumbers. NACATN 1711, 1948. This method
is included to prove that the method given by this reference is
not satisfactory.
Method 4
Method 4 is an approximate way of accounting for the effects of
sweep by applying modified lifting-line theory to the equations
for the hinge-moment parameters of unswept airfoils. The method
explained in same reference as Method 3. Use of this method is
recommended only for rough approximation.
Method 5
This method is completely explained in Swanson, Robert S. and
Stewart M. Crandall: Lifting-Surface-Theory Aspect Ratio Correc-
tions to the Lift and Hinge-Moment Parameters for Full-Span Eleva-
tors on Horizontal Tail Surfaces. NACA TN 1275, 1947. Method 2
gives much better results except for Cldelta.
A MODIFICATION TO THIN-AIRFOIL-SECTION THEORY, APPLICABLE TO
ARBITRARY AIRFOIL SECTIONS, TO ACCOUNT FOR THE EFFECTS OF THICK-
NESS ON THE LIFT DISTRIBUTION, David Graham, February 1951
The report investigated NACA Report Nos. 452, 411, 833, 824, 722,
and NACA ARRL4K22a and found that Report No. 833 gives the best
accuracy of the methods which give reasonably rapid answers. How-
ever, there is something lacking in accuracy in the area of
camber and angle of attack effects. This report increases the
accuracy of the method in those areas. Briefly the change in-
troduced by this report is to adjust the vorticity for the local
velocity induced by the airfoil thickness distribution.
AN ITERATIVE TRANSFORMATION PROCEDURE FOR NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF
FLUTTER AND SIMILAR CHARACTERISTICS-VALUE PROBLEMS, Myron L.
Gossard, May 1951
An iterative transformation procedure suggested by H. Wielandt for
numerical solution of flutter and similar characteristic-value
problems is presented.
ON THE USE OF COUPLED MODAL FUNCTIONS IN FLUTTER ANALYSIS,
Donald S. Woolston and Harry L. Runyan, June 1951
An investigation of the flutter characteristics of a uniform,
unswept, cantilever wing of high aspect ratio and under condi-
tions of high mass coupling was made by means of an analysis
of the Rayleigh type based on coupled modal functions. The re-
sults were as follows:
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i. Whencomparedwith experiment, the results of flutter analysis
were high.
2. Increasing the numberof modesin the coupled-modeanalyses
of these cases did not usually cause the result to converge
toward the experimental results.
FN 2396 SINGLE-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM-FLUTTERCALCULATIONSFORA WINGIN
SUBSONICPOTENTIALFLOWANDCOMPARISONWITHAN EXPERIMENT,Harry
L. Runyan, July 1951
A study of single-degree-of-freedom pitching oscillations of a
wing was presented. It includes the effects of Machnumber and
structural damping. The actual existence of single-degree-of-
freedom flutter was demonstrated by somelow-speed tests of a
wing, pivoted a short distance ahead of the leading edgewith a
geometric A.R. of 5.87.
TN 2575 A FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTOFCENTER-OF-GRAVITYLOCATION
ONGUSTLOADS,Jack Funk and Earle T. Binckley, December1951
Experimental and theoretical investigations showedthat forward
movementof c.g. location reduces gust loads.
TN 2596 ANIMPULSEMOMENTUMMETHODFORCALCULATINGLANDINGGEARCONTACT
CONDITIONSIN ECCENTRICLANDINGS,Robert T. Untemaand Benjamin
Milwitzky, January 1953
An impulse-momentummethod for determining impact conditions for
landing gears in eccentric landings is presented. The analysis
is mainly concerned with the determination of contact velocities
for impacts subsequent to initial touchdown in eccentric landings
and with the determination of the effective mass acting on each
landing gear.
Changesin airplane angular and linear velocities and the magni-
tude of landing-gear vertical, drag, and side impulses resulting
from a landing impact are determined by meansof impulse-momentum
relationships. The effective mass acting on each landing gear
is also determined from the calculated landing gear impulses.
General equations applicable to any type of eccentric landing
are written and solutions are obtained for the cases of impact
on one gear, a simultaneous impact on any two gears, and a sym-
metrical impact. In addition a solution is presented for a
simplified two degree of freedom system which allows rapid quali-
tative evaluation of the effects of certain principal parameters.
The general analysis permits evaluation of the importance of such
initial conditions at ground contact as vertical, horizontal, and
side drift velocities, wing lift, roll, and pitch angles, and
rolling and pitching velocities.
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EFFECTSOFWINGLIFT ANDWEIGHTONLANDINGGEARLOADS,DeanC.
Lindquist, March 1952
Drop tests were madewith a small landing gear in the Langley
impact basin. Wing lift was simulated by mechanical application
of a constant lift force to the test specimen throughout each
impact. The results of these investigations show the variations
of maximumlanding-gear load, landlng-gear load factor, and max-
imumupper-massacceleration with changes in lift force and
dropping weight at various vertical contact velocities.
ANAPPROACHTOTHEPREDICTIONOFTHEFREQUENCYDISTRIBUTIONOF
GUSTLOADSONAIRPLANESIN NORMALOPERATION,Harry Press, April
1952
The statistical concepts of randomvariables and probability
distributions are applied to the "sharp edge gust" formula.
Expressions are derived for the frequency distribution of gust
loads in terms of distributions of the related variables such as
effective gust velocity and airspeed. Solutions are obtained
under assumptions that appear reasonable on the basis of present
practices in gust research. The results _rom the theoretical
method comparedfavorably with those of experiment.
LANDINGGEARIMPACT,W. Flugge, October 1952
Both the landing impact and the taxying impact were considered,
but drag forces were excluded in an investigation of landing
gear impact. The differential equations are developed and their
numerical integration is shown, considering the non-linear pro-
perties of the oleo shock strut. It is shownhow the dimensions
of the metering pin maybe determined from a given load-time
diagram.
A SIMPLEAPPROXIMATEM THODFORCALCULATINGSPANWISELIFT DISTRI-
BUTIONANDAERODYNAMICINFLUENCECOEFFICIENTSAT SUBSONICSPEED,
Franklin W. Diederich, August 1952
Several approximate methods for calculating lift distributions at
subsonic speeds are combined and extended to form a simple step-
by-step procedure for calculated symmetric and antisymmetric lift
distributions for arbitrary angle-of-attack conditions on swept
and unswept conditions. The extension of the method to the cal-
culation of dynamic influence coefficients and of spanwise moment
distributions is indicated. The results obtained comparefavor-
ably with those obtained by more time-consuming theories.
A STUDYOFTHEAPPLICATIONOFPOWERSPECTRALMETHODSOFGENERAL-
IZEDHARMONICANALYSISTOGUSTLOADSONAIRPLANES,Harry Press
and Berhard Mazelsky, January 1953
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The applicability of someresults from the theory of generalized
harmonic analysis (or power-spectral analysis) to the analysis of
gust loads on airplanes in continuous rough air is examined. The
general relations for linear systems between power spectrums of
a randominput disturbance and an output response are used to re-
late the spectrum of airplane load in rough air to the spectrum
of atmospheric gust velocity. The power spectrum of loads is
shownto provide a measureof the load intensity in terms of the
standard deviations (root meansquare) of the load distribution
for an airplane in flight through continuous rough air.
ANANALYSISOFTHEFACTORSAFFECTINGTHELOSSIN LIFT ANDSHIFT
IN AERODYNAMICCENTERPRODUCEDBY THEDISTORTIONOFA SWEPTWING
UNDERAERODYNAMICLOAD,Charles W. Matthews and Max C. Kurbjun,
March 1953
An analysis wasmadeof factors affecting the loss in lift and
the shift in aerodynamic center of a wing produced by the wing
bending under aerodynamic loads. The analysis was applied to
shell-wing structures in which the spanwise variation in skin
thickness is of a character to give a constant spanwise stress
under a uniformly distributed load.
CALCULATEDSPANWISELIPT DISTRIBUTIONSANDAERODYNAMICINFLUENCE
COEFFICIENTSFORUNSWEPTWINGSIN SUBSONICFLOW,Franklin W.
Diederich and Martin Zlotnick, September1953
Spanwiselift distributions were calculated for nineteen unswept
wings with various aspect ratios and with a variety of angle of
attack or twist distributions, including flap and aileron deflec-
tions, by meansof the Weissengermethod with 8 control points
on the semispan. Also calculated were aerodynamic influence co-
efficients which pertain to a certain definite set of stations
along the span, and several methods were presented for calcula-
ting aerodynamic influence coefficients for stations other than
those stipulated.
A SIMPLIFIEDMATHEMATICALMODELFORCALCULATINGAERODYNAMIC
LOADINGANDDOWNWASHFORWING-FUSELAGECOMBINATIONSWITHWINGSOF
ARBITRARYPLANFORM,Martin Zlotnick add SamuelW. Robinson, Jr.,
January 1954
For the purpose of calculating the longitudinal loads on the
fuselage in subsonic flow, a midwing wlng-fuselage combination
with a fuselage of circular cross-section was represented by a
system of discrete horseshoe vortices and images. By using this
simplified mathematical model_ or the extension of it, given in
an appendix for non-midwing configurations with fuselages of
arbitrary cross-section, a method was derived for calculating the
lift on the fuselage induced by the wing. The method was
illustrated by a numerical example. This "induced lift" can be
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added to the lift on the part of the wing outboard of the fuselage
and the lift on the fuselage due to the upwashinduced by the wing
to get the total loading on the wing-fuselage combination.
In addition to the method for calculating the induced lift, which
is theoretically rigorous, methods for calculating the downwash
far behind the wing and for calculating the spanwise lift dis-
tribution on the wing for midwing configurations with axisym-
metric fuselages were outlined. In calculating the spanwise lift
distribution on the wing, approximations were madeto account for
11
the effect of the "additional potential, so that the method was
not so rigorous. However, the effect of the additional potantial
may easily be incorporated into the method when necessary.
TN 3686 EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS OF FORCES AND MOMENTS ON A TWO-
DIMENSIONAL OSCILLATING WING AT SUBSONIC SPEEDS, Sherman A.
Clevenson and Edward Widmayer, Jr., June 1956
This paper deals with some experiments at subsonic speeds in
which a two-dimensional wing was oscillated about the quarter-
chord position in a reduced frequency range from 0.15 to 0.35.
The wing used had a span of 24" and a chord of 8" with a 65-010
airfoil section. It was of fabricated construction, having a
steel spar with duralumin skin and was mass balanced about the
quarter chord to eliminate any mass-inertia force. The only
freedom allowed was freed to pitch about the quarter chord. The
wing oscillated about a mean _ = 0 ° with maximum amplitude = 2.30 ° .
The experimental tests and results obtained here for lifts and
moments about c 1/4 of an oscillating wing in the subsonic region
were conducted with the intention of refining experimental tech-
niques for use with transonic techniques.
Good agreement of the experimental magnitude of the oscillating
lift vector was obtained with the magnitude of the theoretical
oscillating lift vectors of Dietze (AAF Translation Reports No.
F-TS-506-RE and F-TS-948-RE, Air Material Cormnand, USAF, March
1947).
A comparison of the experimental damping-moment coefficients with
the theoretical values showed the experimental values to be
consistently low.
TN 3880 MEASUREMENTS OF LIFT FLUCTUATIONS DUE TO TURBULENCE, P. Lamson,
March 1957
For a rigid wing configuration, fluctuations in lift and drag
are due to turbulence which may be present in the atmosphere or
produced by the airplane itself. In this report the aerodynamic
admittance of a wing was obtained from measurements of the lift
power spectrum and turbulence spectrum.
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If end plates are used so that the fluctuations are correlated
across the effective span of the wing, the physical situation can
be madeto approximate Lipmann's I-D study. It was found that the
aerodynamic admittance approaches Sears' theoretical curve for
reduced frequencies higher than about 0.8. Hence, the assumption
madein the theory that the influence of the wing on the turbu-
lence can be neglected was verified by the measurements.
The smoothing effect of a wing span which was large comparedwith
the scale of turbulence was demonstrated. The aerodynamic admit-
tance for the airfoil measuredwas less by a large factor than for
the case with end plates.
A THEORYFORTHELATERALRESPONSEOFAIRPLANESTORANDOMATMOS-
PHERICTURBULENCE,John M. Eggleston, May1957
This report presents a method of utilizing the statistical forces
and momentsderived in NACATN 3805 and NACATN 3964 by John M.
Eggleston for the calculation of the lateral motion of the air-
plane in any lateral degree of freedom due to atmospheric turbu-
lence. The governing equations were derived and the power spectra
solutions of the motions were given in terms of linear airplane
transfer functions, statistical force and momentcoefficients,
and power spectra of the three orthogonal componentsof atmos-
pheric gust velocity. Solutions for three airplanes were shown
with trends and possible simplifications noted. Thesewere
heavy rather than light aircraft. The theory in this report was
comparedwith earlier theory.
SOMEMEASUREMENTSOFAERODYNAMICFORCESANDMOMENTSAT SUBSONIC
SPEEDSONA RECTANGULARWINGOFASPECTRATIO2 OSCILLATINGABOUT
THEMIDCHORD,EdwardWidmayer, Jr., ShermanA. Clevenson and
SumnerA. Leadbetter, May 1958
This paper presents someexperimental measurementsof the
oscillatory aerodynamic forces and momentsacting on a rectangular
wing of AR2 which was oscillated about the midchord. These co-
efficients are presented for a range of reduced frequency from
0.15 to 1.32 and for a range of Machnumbers from 0.15 to 0.81.
The Re for these tests were from 0.60 x 106 to 9.21 x 106. This
testing program is aimed at filling the need for experimental
measurementsof oscillating air forces because of their signifi-
cance in flutter. Tests were conducted in the NACA2 x 4 foot
flutter research tunnel.
The experimental results for the measuredaerodynamic forces and
momentsare presented in tabular form as well as in the form of
graphs. This study indicated that the aerodynamic coefficient
possibly was infuenced to someextent by Machnumberand Re but
the effect was not first order and was probably within the accu-
racy of the experiment. Graphs are shownwith the followiDg
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parameters in terms of k (k-reduced frequency parameter, wc/2v)
or l/k; negative damping-momentcoefficient, theoretical and ex-
perimental lift coefficient, lift phase angles, theoretical and
experimental in-phase momentcomponentcoefficients, damping
momentcoefficients.
Comparisonsof the experimental data obtained here showsgood
agreementwith published experimental data. Twodimensional flow
theory yielded inadequate results while coefficients given by AR
theories was in generally good agreement.
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NACA Technical Notes Dealing with Aerodynamic Loads
But Not Judged Applicable to Light Aircraft
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TN 1008
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TN 1166
TN 1181
TN 1202
TN 1268
A STUDY OF UNSYMMETRICAL-LOADING CONDITIONS_ Henry A. Pearson_
April 1940
MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSIS OF THE MOTION OF A CANARD AIRPLANE MODEL
IN GUSTS_ Philip Donely_ Harold B. Pierce_ and Philip W. Pepoon_
April 1940
ANALYSIS AND MODIFICATION OF THEORY FOR IMPACT OF SEAPLANES ON
WATER_ Wilbur L. Mayo 3 December 1945
BENDING-TORSION FLUTTER CALCULATIONS MODIFIED BY SUBSONIC COMPRES-
SIBILITY CORRECTIONS_ J. E. Garrick_ May 1946
GENERAL TANK TEST OF A i/I0 SIZE MODEL OF THE HULL OF THE BOEING
XPBB-I FLYING BOAT LANGLEY TANK MODEL 175_ Douglas A. King and Mary
B. Hill_ July 1946
MEASUREMENTS OF LANDING-GEAR FORCES AND HORIZONTAL-TAlL LOADS IN
LANDING TESTS OF A LARGE BOMBER-TYPE AIRPLANE_ John R. Westfall_
September 1946
FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF A LOCAL CHANGE IN WING CON-
TOUR ON CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION AT HIGH SPEEDS_ Richard E.
Adams and Norman S. Silsby_ September 1946
FLUTTER AND OSCILLATING AIR-FORCE CALCULATIONS FOR AN AIRFOIL IN
TWO-DIMENSIONAL SUPERSONIC FLOW_ I. E. Garrick and S. I. Rubinow 3
October 1946
VARIATION OF HYDRODYNAMIC IMPACT LOADS WITH FLIGHT-PATH ANGLE FOR A
PRISMATIC FLOAT AT 0° AND -3 ° TRIM AND WITH A 22½ ° ANGLE OF DEAD
RISE_ Sidney A. Batterson_ April 1947
WING PRESSURE-DISTRIBUTION MEASU_ENTS UP TO 0.866 MACH NUMBER
IN FLIGHT ON A JET-PROPELLED AIRPLANE, Harvey H. Brown and
Lawrence A. Clousing 3 March 1947
MEASUREMENTS OF THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON THE HORIZONTAL TAlL
SURFACE OF A TYPICAL PROPELLER-DRIVEN PURSUIT AIRPLANE IN FLIGHT.
II - THE EFFECT OF ANGLE OF SIDESLIP AND PROPELLER OPERATION,
Melvin Sadoff and Lawrence A. Clousing, May 1947
AN APPLICATION OF STATISTICAL DATA IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF GUST-LOAD
CRITERIONS_ Reginald B. Bland and T. D. Reisert, April 1947
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TN 1321
TN 1325
TN 1330
TN 1351
TN 1363
TN 1398
TN 1437
TN 1484
TN 1510
TN 1528
TN 1563
TN 1569
TN 1584
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTHEAIR LOADDISTRIBUTIONONTWO
COMBINATIONSOFLIFTING SURFACEANDFUSELAGE_Carl A. Sandahl and
SamuelD. Vollo_ May 1947
AN IMPROVEDMETHODFORCALCULATINGTHEDYNAMICRESPONSEOFFLEXI-
BLEAIRPLANESTOGUSTS_Abbott A. Putnam_May 1947
HYDRODYNAMICIMPACTLOADSIN SMOOTHWATERFORA PRISMATICFLOAT
HAVINGANANGLEOFDEADRISE OF30°_ Robert W. Miller and Samuel
Leshnover_ June 1947
EFFECTOF CRITICALMACHNUMBERANDFLUTTERONMAXIMUMPOWERLOADING
OFDUCTEDFANS_Arthur A. Regier_ John G. Barmby_and Harvey H.
Hubbard_June 1947
COMPARISONBETWEENTHEMEASUREDANDTHEORETICALSPANLOADINGSONA
MODERATELYSWEPT-FORWARDN A MODERATELYSWEPT-BACKSEMISPANWING_
Robert A. Mendelsohnand Jack D. Brewer3 July 1947
A THEORETICALINVESTIGATIONOFHYDRODYNAMICIMPACTLOADSON
SCALLOPED-BOTTOMSEAPLANESANDCOMPARISONWITHEXPERIMENT_Benjamin
Milwitzky_ July 1947
SOLUTIONSFORHYDRODYNAMICIMPACTFORCEANDRESPONSEOFA TWO-MASS
SYSTEMWITHANAPPLICATIONTOANELASTICAIRFRAME_Wilbur L. Mayo_
August 1947
IMPACTTHEORYFORSEAPLANELANDINGS_Stanley U. Benscoter_ October
1947
THEORETICALLIFT DISTRIBUTIONANDUPWASHVELOCITIESFORTHINWINGS
AT SUPERSONICSPEEDS_John C. Evvard and Richard Turner_ November
1947
THEINFLUENCEOFVERYHEAVYFUSELAGEMASSLOADINGSANDLONGNOSE
LENGTHSUPONOSCILLATIONSIN THESPIN_Ralph W. Stone_ Jr._ and
Walter J. Klinar 3 January 1948
TESTSOFA 45° SWEPTBACK-WINGMODELIN THELANGLEYGUSTTUNNEL_
Harold B. Pierce_ February 1948
EFFECTOFPARTIALWINGLIFT IN SEAPLANELANDINGIMPACT_Stanley U.
Benscoter_ April 1948
A METEOROLOGICALMEASUREOFMAXIMUMGUSTVELOCITIESIN CLOUDS_I. I.
Gringorten and H. Press_ April 1948
ANEVALUATIONOFSOMEAPPROXIMATEM THODSOF COMPUTINGLANDING
STRESSESIN AIRCRAFT_Elbridge Z. Stowell_ John C. Houbolt_ and
S. B. Batdorf_ May 1948
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TN 1628 ANANALYSISOFTHEVARIATIONWITHALTITUDEOF EFFECTIVEGUST
VELOCITYIN CONVECTIVE-TYPECLOUDS_H. B. Tolefson_ June 1948
TN 1645 A STATISTICALANALYSISOF GUST-VELOCITYMEASUREMENTSAS AFFECTED
BYPILOTSANDAIRPLANES_Harry Press_ June 1948
TN 1650 CHORDWISEANDSPANWISELOADINGSMEASUREDAT LOWSPEEDSONA TRIANG-
ULARWINGHAVINGANASPECTRATIOOF2 ANDA_NNACA0012 AIRFOIL
SECTION_Bradford H. Wickj June 1948
TN 1659 METHODFORCALCULATIONOFPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSONTHIN CONICAL
BODIESOFARBITRARYCROSSECTIONIN SUPERSONICSTREAM_Stephen
H. Malsen_ July 1948
TN 1689 LOADDISTRIBUTIONSDUETO STEADYROLLANDPITCHFORTHINWINGSAT
SUPERSONICSPEEDS_W. E. Moeckel and J. C. Evvard_ August 1948
TN 1690 THEORETICALNDEXPERIMENTALWING-TIPSACCELERATIONSOFA SMALL
FLYINGBOATDURINGLANDINGIMPACTS_Daniel Savitsky_ September 1948
TN 1694
TN 1717
ANALYSISOFPLANINGDATAFORUSEIN PREDICTINGHYDRODYNAMICIMPACT
LOADS_Margaret F. Steiner_ August 1948
GUST-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFA 45° SWEPTFORWARD-WINGMODEL_Harold
B. Pierce_ October 1948
TN 1719 FLIGHTMEASUR_ENTSOFBUFFETINGFLIGHTLOADS_Allen R. Stokke and
William S. Aiken_ Jr._ October 1948
TN 1736
TN 1768
THEORETICAL METHOD FOR SOLUTION OF AERODYNAMIC FORCES ON THIN
WINGS IN NONUNIFORM SUPERSONIC STREAM WITH AN APPLICATION TO TAIL
SURFACES_ Harold Mirels_ November 1948
A RAPID GRAPHICAL METHOD FOR COMPUTING THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION AT
SUPERSONIC SPEEDS ON A SLENDER ARBITRARY BODY OF REVOLUTION_ Jim
Rodgers Thompson_ January 1949
TN 1772 THEORETICAL BASIC SPAN LOADING CHARACTERISTICS OF WINGS WITH ARBI-
TRARY SWEEP_ ASPECT RATIO AND TAPER RATIO (Superseded by Report 921)_
Victor I. Stevens_ December 1948
TN 1775 HYDRODYNAMIC IMPACT LOADS IN SMOOTH WATER FOR A PRISMATIC FLOAT
HAVING AN ANGLE OF DEAD RISE OF 40°_ Philip M. Edge 3 Jr._ January
1949
TN 1776 HYDRODYNAMIC IMPACT LOADS IN ROUGH WATER FOR A PRISMATIC FLOAT
HAVING AN ANGLE OF DEAD RISE OF 30°_ Robert W. Miller_ December 1948
TN 1781 COMPARISON OF OVER-ALL IMPACT LOADS OBTAINED DURING SEAPLANE LAND-
ING TESTS WITH LOADS PREDICTED BY HYDRODYNAMIC THEORY_ Margaret F.
Steiner_ January 1949
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TN 1893
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TN 1926
TN 1937
TN 1973
TN 1991
TN 2007
TN 2011
TN 2015
TN 2035
TN 2036
TN 2060
GUST-TIYNNELINVESTIGATIONOFA WINGMODELWITHSEMICHORDLINE
SWEPTBACK30°_ ThomasD. Reisert_ January 1949
COMPARISONFPITCHINGMOMENTSOBTAINEDURINGSEAPLANELANDINGS
WITHVALUESPREDICTEDBY HYDRODYNAMICIMPACTTHEORY_Gilbert A.
Haines_ May 1949
EFFECTOFCENTRIFUGALFORCEONFLUTTEROFUNIFORMCANTILEVERBEAM
AT SUBSONICSPEEDSWITHAPPLICATIONTOCOMPRESSORANDTURBINE
BLADES_Alexander Mendelson_June 1949
ANANALYSISOFTHERELATIONBETWEENHORIZONTALTI_MPERATUREVARIA-
TIONSANDMAXIMVMEFFECTIVEGUSTVELOCITIESIN THUNDERSTORMS_H.
Press and J. K. Thompson_July 1949
THEAPPLICATIONOFTHESTATISTICALTHEORYOFEXTREMEVALUESTO
GUST-LOADPROBLEMS( upersededby Technical Report 991)_ Harry
Press_ November1949
A FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTSOFCOMPRESSIBILITYONAPPLIED
GUSTLOADS_E. T. Binckley and Jack Funk_ August 1949
THEORETICALSPANWISELIFT DISTRIBUTIONSOFLOW-ASPECT-RATIOWINGSAT
SPEEDSBELOWANDABOVETHESPEEDOFSOUND_Franklin W. Diederich
and Martin Zlotnick_ October 1949
THEORETICALLOADINGAT SUPERSONICSPEEDSOFFLATSWEPT-BACKWINGS
WITHINTERACTINGTRAILINGLEADINGANDLEADINGEDGES_Doris Cohen_
December1949
THELOADDISTRIBUTIONDUETO SIDESLIPONTRIANGULAR_TRAPEZOIDAL_
ANDRELATEDPLANFORMSIN SUPERSONICFLOW_Arthur L. Jones and
Alberta Alksne_ January 1950
SPANWISELOADINGFORWINGSANDCONTROLSURFACESOFLOWASPECTRATIO_
John DeYoung_January 1950
WATERLANDINGINVESTIGATIONOFMODELHAVINGA HEAVYBEAMLOADING
ANDA 30° ANGLEOFDEADRISE_Sidney A. Batterson and A. Ethelda
McArver_ February 1950
A METHODOFDETERMININGTHEEFFECTOFAIRPLANESTABILITYONTHE
GUSTLOADFACTOR_Bernard Mazelsky and Franklin W. Diederich_
February 1950
CHARTSOFAIRPLANEACCELERATIONRATIOFORGUSTSOFARBITRARYSHAPE_
Bernard Mazelsky_ February 1950
A RECURRENCEMATRIXSOLUTIONFORTHEDYNAMICRESPONSEOFAIRCRAFT
IN GUSTS_John C. Houbolt_ March 1950
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TN 2194
TN 2204
TN 2265
TN 2278
TN 2330
TN 2416
TN 2461
TN 2477
TN 2490
TN 2498
TN 2575
TN 2625
TN 2633
A COMPARISONFTHEORETICALNDEXPERIMENTALWINGBENDINGMOMENTS
DURINGSEAPLANELANDINGS_Kenneth F. Merten_ Jose L. Rodriguez_ and
Edgar B. Beck3 April 1950
STUDYOFTHEEFFECTSOFSWEEPONTHEFLUTTEROF CANTILEVERWINGS_
J. G. Barmby_H. J. Cunningham_and I. E. Garrick_ June 1950
THENACAOIL-DAMPEDV-G RECORDER_Israel Taback_ October 1950
GUST-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFA WINGMODELWITHSEMICHORDLINE
SWEPTBACK60°_ Harold B. Pierce_ October 1950
NACAVGHRECORDER_NormanR. Richardson_ February 1951
THEORETICALSYMMETRICSPANLOADINGDUETOFLAPDEFLECTIONFORWINGS
OFARBITRARYPLANFORMATSUBSONICSPEEDS(Superseded by TR i071)_
John DeYoung_January 1951
WATER-LANDINGINVESTIGATIONOFA MODELHAVINGHEAVYBEAMLOADINGS
AND0° ANGLEOFDEADRISE_A. Ethelda McArver_ April 1951
THEORETICALSTUDYOFSOMEMETHODSFORINCREASINGTHESMOOTHNESS
OFFLIGHTTHROUGHROUGHAIR_ William H. Phillips and Christopher
C. Kraft_ Jr._ July 1951
ANALYSISOFPURE-BENDINGFLUTTEROFA CANTILEVERSWEPTWINGAND
ITS RELATIONTOBENDING-TORSIONFLUTTER_H. J. Cunningham_September
1951
INVESTIGATIONOFTHEAIR-COMPRESSIONPROCESSDURINGDROPTESTSOF
ANOLEO-PNEUMATICLANDINGGEAR_JamesH. Walls_ September1951
FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFSOMEFACTORSAFFECTINGTHECRITICALTAIL
LOADSONLARGEAIRPLANES_Harvey H. Brown_September1951
FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTOFATMOSPHERICTURBULENCEONTHE
CLIMBPERFORMANCEOFANAIRPLANE_Harry Press and Herbert C.
McClanahan3 Jr._ October 1951
A FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTOF CENTER-OF-GRAVITYLOCATION
ONGUSTLOADSjJack Funk and Earle T. Binckley_ December1951
SUMMARYOFACCELERATIONA DAIRSPEED ATAFROMCOMMERCIALTRANSPORT
AIRPLANESDURINGTHEPERIODFROM1933 TO1945_Walter G. Walker and
Roy Steimer_ February 1952
ESTIMATIONOFTHEMAXIMUMANGLEOFSIDESLIPFORDETERMINATIONF
VERTICALTAlL LOADSIN ROLLINGMANEUVERS( uperseded by TR i136)_
Ralph W. Stone_ Jr._ February 1952
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TN 2798
TN 2813
TN 2814
TN 2815
SPAN LOAD DISTRIBUTIONS RESULTING FROM ANGLE OF ATTACK_ ROLLING_
AND PITCHING FOR TAPERED SWEPTBACK WINGS WITH STREAMWISE TIPS_
SUPERSONIC LEADING AND TRAILING EDGES_ John C. Martin and Isabella
Jeffreys_ July 1952
SOME EFFECTS OF FREQUENCY ON THE CONTRIBUTION OF A VERTICAL TAlL
TO THE FREE AERODYNAMIC DAMPING OF A MODEL OSCILLATING IN YAW_
J. D. Bird_ L. R. Fisher_ and S. M. Hubbard_ April 1952
THE GUST AND GUST-LOAD EXPERIENCE OF A TWIN-ENGINE LOW-ALTITUDE
TRANSPORT AIRPLANE IN OPERATION ON A NORTHERN TRANSCONTINENTAL
ROUTE_ Harry Press and Robert L. McDougal_ April 1952
AN ANALYSIS OF THE NORMAL ACCELERATIONS AND AIRSPEEDS OF A TWO
ENGINE TYPE OF TRANSPORT AIRPLANE IN COMMERCIAL OPERATIONS ON
ROUTES IN THE CENTRAL UNITED STATES FROM 1948 TO 1950_ Walter G.
Walker and Paul W. J. Schumacher_ July 1952
ANALYSIS OF LANDING-GEAR BEHAVIOR (Been Replacad by TR I154)_
Benjamin Milwitzky and Francis E. Cook_ August 1952
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF NOISE FROM SUBSONIC JETS IN STILL AIR_
Leslie W. Lassiter and Harvey H. Hubbard_ August 1952
GUST-RESPONSE ANALYSIS OF AN AIRPLANE INCLUDING WING BENDING
FLEXIBILITY (Superseded by Report I181)_ John C. Houbolt and Eldon
E. Kordes_ August 1952
FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF TRANSIENT WING RESPONSE ON A FOUR ENGINE
BOMBER AIRPLANE IN ROUGH AIR WITH RESPECT TO CENTER OF GRAVITY
ACCELERATIONS_ Harry C. Mickleboro_ Richard B. Fahrer_ and C. C.
Shufflebarger_ September 1952
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF HYDRODYNAMIC IMPACT OF A PRISMATIC FLOAT
HAVING FREEDOM IN TRIM_ Herbert F. Hardrath and Elmer C. Utley_
Jr._ October 1952
THEORY AND PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINING LOADS AND MOTIONS IN CHINE-
IMMERSED HYDRODYNAMIC IMPACTS OF PRISMATIC BODIES_ Emanuel Schnit-
zer_ November 1952
THE APPLICATION OF PLANING CHARACTERISTICS TO THE CALCULATION OF
THE WATER LANDING LOADS AND MOTIONS OF SEAPLANES OF ARBITRARY
CONSTANT CROSS SECTION_ Robert F. Smiley_ November 1952
A THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF PARTIAL WING LIFT ON
HYDRODYNAMIC LANDING CHARACTERISTICS OF V-BOTTOM SEAPLANES IN STEP
IMPACTS_ Joseph L. Sims and Emanuel Schnitzer_ November 1952
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TN 2897
TN 2898
TN 2900
TN 2925
TN 2926
TN 2927
TN 2932
TN 2953
WATERPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSDURINGLANDINGSOFA PRISMATIC
MODELHAVINGANANGLEOFDEADRISE OF22-1/2 ° ANDBEAMLOADING
COEFFICIENTSOF0.48 AND0.97_ Robert F. Smiley_ November1952
SPANLOADDISTRIBUTIONSRESULTINGFROMCONSTANTANGLEOFATTACK_
STEADYROLLINGVELOCITY_STEADYPITCHINGVELOCITY_ANDCONSTANT
VERTICALACCELERATIONFORTAPEREDSWEPTBACKWINGSWITHSTREAMWISE
TIPS_Margery E. Hannahand Kenneth Margolis_ December1952
ANANALYSISOFNORMALACCELERATIONSANDAIRSPEEDSOFONETYPEOF
TWINENGINETRANSPORTAIRPLANEIN COMMERCIALOPERATIONSOVERA
NORTHERNTRANSCONTINENTALROUTE_Roy Steiner_ November1952
ONTHEUSEOFA DAMPEDSINE-WAVELEVATORMOTIONFORCOMPUTINGTHE
DESIGNMANEUVERINGHORIZONTAL-TAlLLOAD_Melvin-Sadoff_ January
1953
ESTIMATIONOFGYRODYNAMICIMPACTLOADSANDPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONS
ONBODIESAPPROXIMATINGELLIPTICALCYLINDERSWITHSPECIALREFERENCE
TOWATERLANDINGSOF HELICOPTERS_EmanuelSchnitzer and Melvin
E. Hathaway_April 1953
EVALUATIONOF GUSTRESPONSECHARACTERISTICSOF SOMEXISTINGAIR-
CRAFTWITHWINGBENDINGFLEXIBILITY INCLUDED_Eldon E. Kordes and
John C. Houbolt_ February 1953
THEORETICALCALCULATIONOFPRESSUREDISTRIBUTION_SPANLOADING_AND
ROLLINGMOMENTDUETOSIDESLIPAT SUPERSONICSPEEDSFORTHIN SWEPT-
BACKTAPEREDWINGSWITHSUPERSONICTRAILINGEDGESANDWINGTIPS
PARALLELTOTHEAXIS OFWINGSYMMETRY_Kenneth Margolis_ Windsoner
L. Sherman_and Margery E. Hannah_February 1953
THECALCULATIONOFPRESSUREONSLENDERAIRPLANESIN SUBSONICAND
SUPERSONICFLOW_Max. A. Heaslet and Harvard Lomax_March 1953
LIFT DEVELOPEDONUNRESTRAINEDRECTANGULARWINGSENTERING USTS
AT SUBSONICANDSUPERSONICSPEEDS_Harvard Lomax_April 1953
STATICFORCEDEFLECTIONCHARACTERISTICSOFSIX AIRCRAFTIRES
UNDERCOMBINEDLOADING_Walter B. Horne3 May 1953
DEFLECTIONOF DELTAWINGSHAVINGA CARRYTHROUGHBAYCHORDSMALLER
THANTHEWINGROOTCHORD_Roger W. Peters and Manuel Stein_ May 1953
WATERLANDINGINVESTIGATIONOFA FLATBOTTOMV-STEPMODELAND
COMPARISONWITHA THEORYINCORPORATINGPLANINGDATA_Robert W.
Miller_ May 1953
AN INVESTIGATIONOFTHEEXPERIMENTALERODYNAMICLOADINGONA MODEL
HELICOPTERROTORBLADE_John R. Mayer and GaetanoFalabella_ Jr._
May 1953
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TN 3080
TN 3096
TN 3116
TN 3120
FLIGHTMEASUREMENTSANDANALYSISOF HELICOPTERNORMALLOADFACTORS
IN MANEUVERS_F. B. Gustafson and Almer D. Crim_ August 1953
ACCELERATIONSANDPASSENGERHARNESSLOADSMEASUREDIN FULLSCALE
LIGHTAIRPLANECRASHES_A. Martin Eiband_ Scott H. Simpkinso_and
Dugald D. Black_ August 1953
CALIBRATIONOF STRAINGAGEINSTALLATIONSIN AIRCRAFTSTRUCTURESFOR
THEMEASUREMENTOFFLIGHTLOADS_T. H. Skopinski_ William S. Aiken_
Jr._ and Wilber B. Huston_ August 1953
A METHODFORCALCULATINGTHESUBSONICSTEADY-STATELOADINGONAN
AIRPLANEWITHA WINGOFARBITRARYPLANFORMANDSTIFFNESS_W. L.
Grey and K. M. Schenk_December1953
COUNTINGMETHODSANDEQUIPMENTFORMEAN-VALUEMEASUREMENTSIN
TURBULENCER SEARCH_. W. Liepmann and M. S. Robinson_October
1953
USEOFTWO-DIMENSIONALDATAIN ESTIMATINGLOADSONA 45° SWEPTBACK
WINGWITHSLATSANDPARTIAL-SPANFLAPS_Lynn U. Hunton and Harry
A. James_November1953
SUMMARYOFREVISEDGUST-VELOCITYDATAOBTAINEDFROMV-G RECORDS
TAKENONCIVIL TRANSPORTAIRPLANESFROM1933 TO 1950_Walter G.
Walker_ November1953
THEORETICALCALCULATIONSOFTHEEFFECTSOFFINITE SIDESLIPAT
SUPERSONICSPEEDSONTHESPANLOADINGANDROLLINGMOMENTFOR
FAMILIESOFTHIN SWEPTBACKTAPEREDWINGSAT ANANGLEOFATTACK_
Windsor L. Shermanand Kenneth Margolis# November1953
GUSTLOADSANDOPERATINGAIRSPEEDSOFONETYPEOFFOUR-ENGINE
TRANSPORTAIRPLANEONTHREEROUTESFROM1949 TO1953_Walter G.
Walker_ November1953
MEASUREMENTA DANALYSISOFWINGANDTAlL BUFFETINGLOADSONA
FIGHTER-TYPEAIRPLANE_Wilber B. Huston and T. H. Skopinski_ May
1954
THEORETICALPREDICTIONOFPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSONNONLIFTINGAIR-
FOILSAT HIGHSUBSONICSPEEDS_John R. Spreiter and Alberta Alksne_
March 1954
CORRELATIONSINVOLVINGPRESSUREFLUCTUATIONSIN HOMOGENEOUST RBU-
LENCE_Mahinder S. Uberoi_ January 1954
SPANLOADDISTRIBUTIONSRESULTINGFROMCONSTANTVERTICALACCELERA-
TIONFORTHIN SWEPTBACKTAPEREDWINGSWITHSTREAMWISETIPS SUPER-
SONICLEADINGANDTRAILINGEDGES_Isabella J. Cole and Kenneth
Margolis_ January 1954
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ON THE KERNEL FUNCTION OF THE INTEGRAL EQUATION RELATING THE LEFT
AND DOWNWASH DISTRIBUTIONS OF OSCILLATING FINITE WINGS IN SUBSONIC
FLOW_ C. E. Watkins_ H. L. Runyan_ and D. S. Woolston_ January 1954
A CALCULATION STUDY OF WING-AILERON FLUTTER IN TWO DEGREES OF
FREEDOM FOR TWO-DIMENSIONAL SUPERSONIC FLOW_ Donald S. Woolston and
Vera Huckel_ April 1954
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE USE OF ROCKET-POWERED MODELS FOR GUST-LOAD
STUDIES WITH AN APPLICATION TO A TAILLESS SWEPTWING MODEL AT TRAN-
SONIC SPEEDS_ A. James Vital% H. Press_ and C. C. Shufflebarger_
June 1954
STATISTICAL MEASUR_ENTS OF CONTACT CONDITIONS OF 478 TRANSPORT-
AIRPLANE LANDINGS DURING ROUTINE DAYTIME OPERATIONS_ Norman S.
Silsby_ June 1954
AERODYNAMIC LOADS ON A LEADING-EDGE FLAP AND A LEADING-EDGE SLAT
ON THE NACA 64A010 AIRFOIL SECTION_ John A. Kelly and George B.
McCullough_ June 1954
AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF WHEEL SPIN-UP DRAG LOADS_ Dean C.
Lindquist and Dexter M. Potter_ September 1954
AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF WHEEL PREROTATION ON
LANDING-GEAR DRAG LOADS_ Dexter M. Potter_ October 1954
ON THE MINIMIZATION OF AIRPLANE RESPONSES TO RANDOM GUSTS_ Murray
Tobak_ October 1957
COMPARISON OF FLUTTER CALCULATIONS USING VARIOUS AERODYNAMIC
COEFFICIENTS WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR SOME RECTANGULAR CANTI-
LEVER WINGS AT MACH NUMBER 1.3_ Herbert C. Nelson and Rubby A.
Rainey_ November 1954
INITIAL EXPERIMENTS ON FLUTTER OF UNSWEPT CANTILEVER WINGS AT MACH
NUMBER 1.3_ W. J. Tuorila_ John E. Baker_ and Arthur A. Regier_
November 1954
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF AN ACCELERATION RESTRICTOR AS DETER-
MINED BY MEANS OF A SlMULATOR_ Arthur Assadourian_ December 1954
GUST EXPERIENCE OF A HELICOPTER AND AN AIRPLANE IN FORMATION FLIGHT_
Almer D. Crim_ December 1954
GUST-LOAD AND AIRSPEED DATA FROM ONE TYPE OF FOUR-ENGINE AIRPLANE
ON FIVE ROUTES FROM 1947 TO 1954_ Walter G. Walker_ January 1955
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TN 3365
TN 3366
TN 3370
TN 3376
TN 3395
TN 3426
TN 3434
TN 3465
TN 3467
TN 3475
TN 3479
TN 3484
ESTIMATES OF PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF ROOT-MEAN-SQUARE GUST
VELOCITY OF ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE FROM OPERATIONAL GUST-LOAD DATA
BY RANDOM-PROCESS THEORY_ Harry Press_ May T. Meadows_ and Ivan
Hadlock_ March 1955
AN ANALYSIS OF ACCELERATIONS_ AIRSPEED AND GUST VELOCITIES FROM
THREE COMMERCIAL OPERATIONS OF ONE ]_PE OF MEDIUM-ALTITUDE TRANS-
PORT AIRPLANE_ T. L. Colema% M. R. Copp_ W. G. Walker_ and Jerome
N. Engel_ March 1955
A METHOD FOR STUDYING THE TRANSIENT BLADE-FLAPPING BEHAVIOR OF
LIFTING ROTORS AT EXTREME OPERATING CONDITIONS_ Alfred Gessow and
Almer D. Crim_ January 1955
A SIMPLIFIED METHOD FOR CALCULATING AEROELASTIC EFFECTS ON THE
ROLL OF AIRCRAFT_ J. M. Hedgepath_ P. G. Waner_ Jr._ and R. J.
Kell_ March 1955
THE EFFECT OF CONTROL STIFFNESS AND FORWARD SPEED ON THE FLUTTER
OF A 1/10-SCALE DYNAMIC MODEL OF A TWO-BLADE JET-DRIVEN HELICOPTER
ROTOR_ George W. Brooks and Maurice A. Sylvester_ April 1955
ON THE CALCULATION OF THE I.P OSCILLATING AERODYNAMIC LOADS ON SIN-
GLE-ROTATION PROPELLERS IN PITCH ON TRACTOR AIRPLANES_ Vernon L.
Rogallo and Paul F. Yaggy_ May 1955
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF ORIFICE COEFFICIENTS_ INTERNAL STRUT
PRESSURES_ AND LOADS ON A SMALL OLEO-PNEI_MATIC SHOCK STRUT_
James H. Walls_ April 1955
A STUDY OF NORMAL ACCELERATIONS AND OPERATING CONDITIONS EXPERIENCED
BY HELICOPTERS IN COMMERCIAL AND MILITARY OPERATIONS_ Marlin E.
Haze% April 1955
THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION OF FLUTTER OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLAT
PANELS WITH ONE SURFACE EXPOSED TO SUPERSONIC POTENTIAL FLOW_
Herbert C. Nelson and Herbert J. Cunningham_ July 1955
EFFECT OF INTERACTION ON LANDING-GEAR BEHAVIOR AND DYNAMIC LOADS IN
A FLEXIBLE AIRPLANE STRUCTURE_ Francis E. Cook and Benjamin
Milwitzky_ August 1955
AN ANALYSIS OF ACCELERATION_ AIRSPEED_ AND GUST-VELOCITY DATA
FROM ONE TYPE OF FOUR-ENGINE TRANSPORT AIRPLANE OPERATED OVER
TWO DOMESTIC ROUTES_ Martin R. Corp and Thomas L. Coleman_ October
1955
ANALYSIS OF THE HORIZONTAL-TAIL LOADS MEASURED IN FLIGHT ON A
MULTIENGINE JET BOMBER_ William S. Aiken_ Jr._ and Bernard Wiener_
September 1955
ON SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF RUNWAY ROUGHNESS AND LOADS DEVELOPED DURING
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TN 3492
TN 3500
TN 3533
TN 3535
TN 3538
TN 3539
TN 3540
TN 3541
TN 3597
TN 3605
TN 3608
TN 3610
TN 3612
TAXIING_John C. Houbolt_ JamesH. Walls_ and Robert T. Smiley_
July 1955
DETERMINATIONF INFLOWDISTRIBUTIONSFROMEXPERIMENTALERODYNAMIC
LOADINGANDBLADE-MOTIONDATAONA MODELHELICOPTEROTORIN HOVER-
INGANDFORWARDFLIGHT_GaetanoFalabella_ Jr._ and John R. Meyer_
Jr._ November1955
CORRECTIONFADDITIONALSPANLOADINGSCOMPUTEDBYTHEWEISSINGER
SEVEN-POINTMETHODFORMODERATELYTAPEREDWINGSOFHIGHASPECTRATIO_
John DeYoungand Walter H. Barling_ Jr._ July 1955
THEPROPERCOMBINATIONOFLIFT LOADINGFORLEASTDRAGONA SUPER-
SONICWING_Frederick C. Grant_ October 1955
FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFTHESURFACE-PRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONANDTHE
FLOWFIELD AROUNDA CONICALANDTWOSPHERICALNON-ROTATINGFULL-
SCALEPROPELLERSPINNERS_Jerome B. Hammack_Milton L. Windler_ and
ElwoodF. Scheithauer_ September 1955
SUMMARYOFDERIVEDGUSTVELOCITIESOBTAINEDFROMMEASUREMENTSWITH-
IN THUNDERSTORMS_Harold B. Tolefson_ October 1955
SOME FFECTSOFSYSTEMNONLINEARITIESIN THEPROBLEMOFAIRCRAFT
FLUTTER_D. S. Woolston_ H. L. Runyan_and T. A. Byrdsong_ October
1955
A REEVALUATIONOFGUST-LOADSTATISTICSFORAPPLICATIONSIN SPECTRAL
CALCULATIONS_Harry Press and May T. Meadows_August 1955
A METHODFOROBTAININGSTATISTICALDATAONAIRPLANEVERTICAL
VELOCITYAT GROUNDCONTACTFROMMEASUREMENTSOF CENTER-OF-GRAVITY
ACCELERATION_Robert C. Dreher_ February 1956
ANALYSISOFA VANE-CONTROLLEDGUST-ALLEVIATIONSYSTEM_Robert W.
Boucher and Christopher C. Kraft_ Jr._ April 1956
THEORETICALSPANLOADDISTRIBUTIONSANDROLLINGMOMENTSFORSIDE-
SLIPPINGWINGSOFARBITRARYPLANFORMIN INCOMPRESSIBLEFLOW_
M. J. Queijo_ December1955
HYDRODYNAMICIMPACTLOADSIN SMOOTHWATERFORA PRISMATICFLOAT
HAVINGANANGLEOFDEADRISE OF i0°_ Philip M. Edge_Jr._ January
1956
COMPARISONFLANDING-IMPACTVELOCITIESOFFIRSTANDSECONDWHEEL
TO CONTACTFROMSTATISTICALMEASUREMENTSOFTRANSPORTAIRPLANE
LANDINGS_Eziaslav N. Harrin_ February 1956
INITIAL RESULTSOFA FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFA GUST-ALLEVIATION
SYSTEM_Christopher C. Kraft_ Jr._ April 1956
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TN 3616
TN 3619
TN 3621
TN 3622
TN 3632
TN 3687
TN 3688
TN 3690
TN 3698
TN 3705
TN 3716
TN 3730
TN 3733
TN 3741
CHARTS FOR ESTIMATING ROTOR-BLADE FLAPPING MOTION OF HIGH-
PERFORMANCE HELICOPTERS_ Robert Jo Tapscott and Alfred Gessow_
March 1956
EFFECT OF CARRIAGE MASS UPON THE LOADS AND MOTIONS OF A PRISMATIC
BODY DURING HYDRODYNAMIC IMPACT_ Melvin F. Markey_ March 1956
GUST-LOAD AND AIRSPEED DATA FROM ONE TYPE OF TWO-ENGINE AIRPLANE
ON SIX CIVIL AIRLINE ROUTES FROM 1947 TO 1955_ Walter G. Walker_
February 1956
PRELIMINARY STUDY OF SOME FACTORS WHICH AFFECT THE STALL-FLUTTER
CHARACTERISTICS OF THIN WINGS_ A. Gerald Rainey_ March 1956
CORRELATION_ EVALUATIONj AND EXTENSION OF LINEARIZED THEORIES FOR
TIRE MOTION AND WHEEL SHIMMY_ Robert F. Smiley_ June 1956
SOME WIND-TUNNEL EXPERIMENTS ON SINGLE-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM FLUTTER
OF AILERONS IN THE HIGH SUBSONIC SPEED RANGE_ R. E. Maringerj L. L.
Marsh_ and G. K. Manning_ June 1956
STATIC-THRUST MEASUREMENTS OF THE AERODYNAMIC LOADING ON A HELl-
COPTER ROTOR BLADE_ John P. Rabbott_ Jr._ july 1956
NORMAL COMPONENT OF INDUCED VELOCITY IN THE VICINITY OF A LIFTING
ROTOR WITH A NON-UNIFORM DISK LOADING_ William Hewitt Phillips and
Robert F. Thompson_ April 1956
PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF SELF-EXCITED VIBRATIONS OF SINGLE PLAN-
ING SURFACES_ Elmo J. Mottard_ June 1956
AN INVESTIGATION OF FORWARD-LOCATED FIXED SPOILERS AND DEFLECTORS AS
GUST ALLEVIATORS ON AN UNSWEPT-WING MODEL_ D. R. Croom_ Co C.
Shufflebarger_ and J. K. Huffman_ June 1956
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL NORMAL-FORCE DISTRIBU-
TIONS (INCLUDING REYNOLDS NUMBER EFFECTS) ON AN OGIVE-CYLINDER BODY
AT MACH NUMBER 1.98_ Edward W. Perkins and Leland H. Jorgensen_
May 1956
THE INTERFERENCE EFFECTS OF A BODY ON THE SPANWISE LOAD DISTRIBUTIONS
OF TWO 45 ° SWEPTBACK WINGS OF ASPECT RATIO 8.02 FROM LOW-SPEED
TESTS_ Albert P. Martina_ August 1956
PROBABILITY AND FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS OF SOME FLIGHT BUFFET
LOADS_ Wilber B. Huston and T. H. Skopinski_ August 1956
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE LOADS ON THE VERTICAL TAlL OF A JET-BOMBER
AIRPLANE RESULTING FROM FLIGHT THROUGH ROUGH AIR_ Jack Funk and
Richard H. Rhyne_ October 1956
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TN 3746
TN 3748
INITIAL RESULTSOFA FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFTHEWINGANDTAIL LOADS
ONANAIRPLANEEQUIPPEDWITHA VANE-CONTROLLEDGUST-ALLEVIATION
SYSTEM_T. V. Cooneyand Russell L. Schott_ September1956
CALCULATIONANDCOMPILATIONOFTHEUNSTEADY-LIFTFUNCTIONSFORA
RIGIDWINGSUBJECTEDTOSINUSOIDALGUSTSANDTO SINUSOIDALSINKING
OSCILLATIONS_Joseph A. Drischler_ October 1956
TN 3780 INCOMPRESSIBLEFLUTTERCHARACTERISTICSOFREPRESENTATIVEAIRCRAFT
WINGS_C. H. Wilts_ April 1957
TN 3803
TN 3805
BAND-PASSHOCKANDVIBRATIONABSORBERSFORAPPLICATIONTOAIR-
CRAFTLANDINGGEAR_EmanuelSchnitzer_ October 1956
CALCULATIONOFTHEFORCESANDMOMENTSONA SLENDERFUSELAGEAND
VERTICALFIN PENETRATINGLATERALGUSTS_John M. Eggleston_ October
1956
3870 MEASUREMENT OF THE LONGITUDINAL MOMENT OF INERTIA OF A FLEXIBLE
AIRPLANE_ Henry A. Cole_ Jr._ and Frances L. Bennion_ November
1956
3878 THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF RANDOM GUST LOADS.
PART I - AERODYNAMIC TRANSFER FUNCTION OF A SIMPLE WING CONFIGURA-
TION IN INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW_ Raimo J. Hakkinen and A. S. Richard-
son_ Jr._ May 1957
TN 3879
TN 3902
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF RANDOM GUST LOADS.
PART II - THEORETICAL FORMULATION OF ATMOSPHERIC GUST RESPONSE
PROBLEM_ A. S. Richardson_ Jr._ May 1957
RESULTS OF TWO FREE-FALL EXPERIMENTS ON FLUTTER OF THIN UNSWEPT
WINGS IN THE TRANSONIC SPEED RANGE_ William T. Lauten_ Jr._ and
Herbert C. Nelson_ January 1957
TN 3910
TN 3914
TN 3920
THE RESPONSE OF AN AIRPLANE TO RANDOM ATMOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES_
Franklin W. Diederich_ April 1957
SOME EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF PANEL FLUTTER AT MACH NUMBER 1.3_
Maurice A. Sylvester and John E. Baker 3 February 1957
EFFECT OF SPANWISE VARIATIONS IN GUST INTENSITY ON THE LIFT DUE TO
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE_ Franklin W. Diederich and Joseph A. Drisch-
ler, April 1957
TN 3940 IMPACT-LOADS INVESTIGATION OF CHINE-IMMERSED MODELS HAVING CONCAVE-
CONVEX TRANSVERSE SHAPE AND STRAIGHT OR CURVED KEEL LINESj Philip
M. Edge_ Jr._ February 1957
TN 3941 COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL LOAD DISTRIBUTIONS ON
THIN WINGS AT HIGH SUBSONIC AND SONIC SPEEDS_ John L. Crigler_
January 1957
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TN 3956 LIFT ANDMOMENT_RESPONSESTOPENETRATIONOFSHARP-EDGEDTRAVELING
GUSTS,WITHAPPLICATIONTOPENETRATIONOFWEAKBLASTWAVES,Joseph
A. Drischler and Franklin Diederich_ May 1957
TN 4008 A SUMMARYOF GROUND-LOADSSTATISTICS_John R. Westfall_ Benjamin
Milwitzky_ NormanS. Silsby_ and Robert C. Dreher_ May 1957
TN 40i0 EXPERIMEqqTALLYDETERMINEDNATURALVIBRATIONMODESOF SOMECANTI-
LEVER-WINGFLUTTERMODELSBYUSINGANACCELERATIONMETHOD_Pery W.
Hansonand W. J. Tuovila_ April 1957
TN 4015 THEORETICALNDEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONSOF DELTA-WINGVIBRA-
TIONS_Edwin T° Kruszeweki_ DeeneJ. Weidman_and Eldon E. Kordes_
June 1957
TN 4055 EFFECTSOFAIRPLANEFLEXIBILITY ONWINGBENDINGSTRAINSIN ROUGH
AIR_ R. L. Coleman_Harry Press_ and C. C. Shufflebarger_ July 1957
TN 4056 LOADSIMPLICATIONSOFGUST-ALLEVIATIONSYSTEMS_William H. Phillips_
June 1957
TN4071 A CORRELATIONFRESULTSOFA FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONWITHRESULTSOF
ANANALYTICALSTUDYOFEFFECTSOFWINGFLEXIBILITY ONWINGSTRAINS
DUETOGUSTS_C. C. Shufflebarger_ C. B. Payne_ and G. L. Cahen_
August 1957
TN4103 IMPACT-LOADSINVESTIGATIONOFCHINE-IMMERSEDMODELHAVINGA
CIRCULAR-ARCTRANSVERSEHAPE_Philip M. Edge_Jr._ September1957
TN 4106 IMPACT-LOADSINVESTIGATIONOFA CHINE-IMMERSEDMODELHAVINGA
LONGITUDINALLYCURVEDBOWANDA V-BOTTOMWITHA DEAD-RISEANGLE
OF 30o_Philip M. Edge_Jr._ and John S. Mixson_ September1957
TN 4113 STUDYOFPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSONSIMPLESHARP-NOSEDMODELSAT
MACHNUMBERSFROM16 TO18 IN HELIUMFLOW_WayneD. Erickson_
October 1957
TN 4148 THEORETICALPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSFORSEVERALRELATEDNON-LIFTING
AIRFOILSAT HIGHSUBSONICSPEEDS_John R. Spreiter_ Alberta Y.
Alkson_ and B. Jeanne Hyett_ January 1958
TN 4166 AN EXPERIMENTALNDTHEORETICALSTUDYOFTHEEFFECTOFFUELON
PITCHING-TRANSLATIONFLUTTER_John L. Sewall_ December1957
TN 4173 ANANALYTICALINVESTIGATIONOF THEGUST-ALLEVIATINGPROPERTIESOF
A SIMPLEPITCHDAMPER_NormanL. Crabill_ December1957
TN 4175 INVESTIGATIONOFDEFLECTORSA GUSTALLEVIATORSONA 0.09-SCALE
MODELOF THEBELLX-5 AIRPLANEWITHVARIOUSWINGSWEEPANGLESFROM
20° TO60° ATMACHNUMBERSFROM0.40 TO0.90_ Delwin R. Croomand
Jarrett K. Huffman_ November1957
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TN 4191
TN 4197
TN4234
TN 4245
TN 4247
TN 4256
TN 4280
TN 4291
TN 4304
TN 4332
TN 4335
TN 4339
TN 4342
ANALYSISOFHORIZONTAL-TAlLLOADSIN PITCHINGMANEUVERSONA
FLEXIBLESWEPT-WINGJET BOMBER_William S. Aiken_ Jr._ December
1957
SUMMARYOFFLUTTEREXPERIENCESA A GUIDETOTHEPRELIMINARYDESIGN
OFLIFTING SURFACESONMISSILES_Dennis J. Martin_ February 1958
PRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSAT TRANSONICSPEEDSFORPARABOLIC-ARC
BODIESOFREVOLUTIONHAVINGFINENESSRATIOSOF i0_ 12_ AND14_
Robert A. Taylor and John B. McDevitt_ March 1958
FLUTTERANALYSISOFRECTANGULARWINGSOFVERYLOWASPECTRATIO_
Robert W. Fralich and John M. Hedgepeth_June 1958
STUDYOFGROUND-REACTIONF RCESMEASUREDDURINGLANDINGIMPACTS
OFA LARGEAIRPLANE_Albert W. Hall_ Richard H. Sawyer_and James
M. McKay_May 1958
WATER-IMPACTTHEORYFORAIRCRAFTEQUIPPEDWITHNONTRIMMINGHYDRO-
SKISMOUNTEDONSHOCKSTRUTS_nanuel Schnitzer_ September1958
PRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSAT TRANSONICSPEEDSFORSLENDERBODIESHAV-
INGVARIOUSAXIAL LOCATIONSOFMAXII_fUMDIAMETER_John B. McDevitt
and Robert A. Taylor_ July 1958
ANEVALUATIONOF EFFECTSOFFLEXIBILITY ONWINGSTRAINSIN ROUGH
AIR FORA LARGESWEPT-WINGAIRPLANEBYMEANSOFEXPERIMENTALLY
DETERMINEDFREQUENCY-RESPONSEFUNCTIONSWITHANASSESSMENTOF
RANDOM-PROCESSTECHNIQUESEMPLOYED_ThomasL. Coleman_Harry
Press_ and May T. Meadows_July 1958
MATRIXMETHODFOROBTAININGSPANWISEMOMENTSANDDEFLECTIONSOF
TORSIONALLYRIGIDROTORBLADESWITHARBITRARYLOADINGS_Alton P.
Mayo_August 1958
ANAPPROACHTOTHEPROBLEMOFESTIMATINGSEVEREANDREPEATEDGUST
LOADSFORMISSILEOPERATIONS_Harry Press and Roy Steiner_ Septem-
ber 1958
PROCEDUREFORCALCULATINGFLUTTERAT HIGHSUPERSONICSPEEDSINCLUD-
ING CAMBERDEFLECTIONS_ANDCOMPARISONWITHEXPERIMENTALRESULTS_
HomerG. Morgan_Vera Huckel_ and Harry L. Runyan_September 1958
HYDRODYNAMICIMPACTLOADSOFA 20° DEAD-RISEINVERTED-VMODELAND
COMPARISONSWITHLOADSOFA FLAT-BOTTOMMODEL_Philip M. Edge_Jr._
August 1958
FLIGHTMEASUREMENTSOFTHEVIBRATORYBENDINGANDTORSIONALSTRESSES
ONA MODIFIEDSUPERSONICPROPELLERFORFORWARDMACHNUMBERSUP TO
0.95_ ThomasC. O'Bryan_ July 1958
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TN 4387
TN4395
TN 4400
TN4401
TN4409
EXPERIMENTALEVALUATIONOFLOW-BAND-PASSLANDING-GEARSHOCKABSORB-
ERFORPULSELOADINGS__nanuel Schnitzer_ September1958
USEOFTHEKERNELFUNCTIONIN A THREE-DIMENSIONALFLUTTERANALYSIS
WITHAPPLICATIONTOA FLUTTER-TESTEDDELTA-WINGMODEL_Donald S.
Woolston_ John L. Sewall_ September1958
MEASURI_IENTSOFGROUND-REACTIONF RCESANDVERTICALCENTEROF
GRAVITYACCELERATIONSOFA BOMBERAIRPLANETAXIINGOVEROBSTACLES_
JamesM. McKay_Richard H. Sawyer_and Albert W. Hall_ September
1958
HYDRODYNAMICIMPACTLOADSON30° AND60° V-STEPPLAN-FORMODELS
WITHANDWITHOUTDEADRISE_Philip M. Edge_Jr._ and Jean P. Mason_
September 1958
FLIGHTMEASURI_IENTSOFTHEVIBRATIONEXPERIENCEDBY A TANDEM
HELICOPTERIN TRANSITION_VORTEX-RINGSTATE_LANDINGAPPROACH_AND
YAWEDFLIGHT_John E. Yeates_ September1958
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Applicable NASA Memoranda (Memo)
MEMO 5-26-59L MODIFIED MATRIX METHOD FOR CALCULATING STEADY-STATE SPAN LOADING
ON FLEXIBLE WINGS IN SUBSONIC FLIGHT, Patrick A. Gainer and
William S. Aiken, Jr., June 1959
A method was presented for shortening the computations required
to determine the steady-state span loading on flexible wings in
subsonic flight. The method makes use of tables of downwash
factors to find the necessary aerodynamic-influence coefficients
for the application of lifting-line theory. Matrix equilibrium
equations were converted into a matrix power series with a
finite number of terms by using the properties of matrices. A
trial and error process dependent on the required accuracy was
used to determine the number of terms. The purpose was to com-
bine some of the methods given in references into a procedure
which can be readily followed by engineers. An example problem
was given to show how the method was used.
The methods of this report were designed to save time and effort
in solving steady-state aeroelastic problems without degrading
the accuracy of the results. There was, however, an added flexi-
bility in that the various quantities were obtained as functions
of the parameter qm R where q ffidynamic pressure and mR = lift
curve slope of rigid wing per degree. These added quantities
were also readily applied to any flight condition of dynamic
pressure and Mach number.
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Not Applicable NASA Memoranda (Memo)
MEMO I0-17-58L FLUTTER TESTS OF SANDWICH-TYPE FLAT PANELS AT MACH NUMBERS OF
2.97 AND 4.12, Eldon E. Kordes and Ernest W. Evans, December
1958
MEMO 12-20-58L INVESTIGATION OF THE MAXIMUM SPIN-UP COEFFICIENTS OF FRICTION
OBTAINED DURING TESTS OF A LANDING GEAR HAVING A STATIC-LOAD
RATING OF 20,000 POUNDS, Sidney A. Batterson, January 1959
MEMO I-9-59L HYDRODYNAMIC IMPACT-LOAD ALLEVIATION WITH A PENETRATING HYDRO-
SKI, Philip M. Edge, Jr., February 1959
MEMO 1-17-59L ANALYSIS OF ACCELERATION, AIRSPEED, AND GUST-VELOCITY DATA
FROM A FOUR-ENGINE TRANSPORT AIRPLANE OPERATING OVER A NORTH-
WESTERN UNITED STATES-ALASKA ROUTE, Jerome N. Engel and Martin
R. Copp, February 1959
MEMO 1-18-59A SUBSONIC WING LOADINGS ON A 45 ° SWEPTBACK-WING AND BODY COMBI-
NATION AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK, John A. Axelson and Jack F.
Haacker, February 1959
MEMO 2-4-59L EXPERIMENTAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS AND VIBRATION MODES OF A
MULTISPAR 60 ° DELTA WING, Deene J. Weidman and Eldon E. Kordes,
May 1959
MEMO 2-I0-59L A GENERALIZED HYDRODYNAMIC-IMPACT THEORY FOR THE LOADS AND
MOTIONS OF DEEPLY IMMERSED PRISMATIC BODIES, Melvin F. Markey,
March 1959
MEMO 2-17-59L SOME EFFECTS OF YAW DAMPING ON AIRPLANE MOTIONS AND VERTICAL-
TAlL LOADS IN TURBULENT AIR, Jack Funk and T. V. Cooney, March
1959
MEMO 3-9-59A A WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF THE STALL-FLUTTER CHARACTERISTICS
OF A SUPERSONIC-TYPE PROPELLER AT POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE THRUST,
Vernon L. Rogallo and Paul F. Yaggy, May 1959
MEMO 3-15-59L RESULTS OF CYCLIC LOAD TEST OF RB-47E AIRPLANE COORD. NO. AF-
AM-171, Wilber B. Huston, January 1959
MEMO 3-23-59A A BUFFET INVESTIGATION AT HIGH SUBSONIC SPEEDS OF WING-FUSELAGE-
TAlL COMBINATIONS HAVING SWEPTBACK WINGS WITH NACA FOUR-DIGIT
THICKNESS DISTRIBUTIONS, FENCES, AND BODY CONTOURING, Fred B.
Sutton, March 1959
MEMO 4-I-59L EFFECT OF HORIZONTAL-TAIL CHORD ON THE CALCULATED SUBSONIC SPAN
LOADS AND STABILITY DERIVATIVES OF ISOLATED UNSWEPT TAlL ASSEM-
BLIES IN SIDESLIP AND STEADY ROLL, Katherine W. Booth, March
1959
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MEMO5-12-59A SURFACEPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONAT HYPERSONICSPEEDSFORBLUNT
DELTAWINGSAT ANGLEOFATTACK,Marcus O. Creager, May 1959
MEMO5-26-59L MODIFIEDMATRIXMETHODFORCALCULATINGSTEADY-STATESPAN
LOADINGONFLEXIBLEWINGSIN SUBSONICFLIGHT,Patrick A.
Gainer and William S. Aiken, Jr., June 1959
MEMO6-I-59L CHORDWISEPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSOVERSEVERALNACA16-SERIES
AIRFOILSAT TRANSONICMACHNUMBERSUPTO 1.25, Charles L.
Ladson, June 1959
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Applicable NASA Technical Notes
TN D 1501 AN APPLICATION OF A NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE TO LIFTING SURFACE THEORY
FOR CALCULATION OF UNSTEADY AERODYNAMIC FORCES DUE TO CONTINUOUS
SINUSOIDAL GUSTS ON SEVERAL WING PLAN FORMS AT SUBSONIC SPEEDS,
W. Prager, January 1948
A numerical lifting surface method is used to calculate direct
gust forces and moments on wings of several plan forms. The
gust velocities are continuous, vary sinusoidally in the stream
direction and are uniform across the span. The procedure
includes effects of wing plan form, nonsteady subsonic flow, and
induced flow effects. The method provides for calculation of
gust forces on a basis consistent with that for the calculation
of forces due to motion and deformation. The direct gust forces
and moments are in forms suitable to be inserted in equations of
motion used in the calculation of dynamic responses of flexible
lifting vehicles to random turbulence and to be compared with
results from other methods.
Responses of the six wing plan forms are plotted. The known
limitations of the method are discussed; in particular, aspect
ratio must be less than i0.
Steady-state values of lift- and pitching-moment-curve slopes
must be known.
The results include (i) spanwise distribution of section lift
coefficient, (2) total lift coefficient, (3) total pitching
moment coefficient.
TN D 1521 AN INTEGRAL EQUATION RELATING THE GENERAL TIME DEPENDENT LIFT AND
DOWNWASH DISTRIBUTIONS ON A FINITE WING IN SUBSONIC FLOW, Eugene
Migotsky, March 1948
Summary :
An integral equation for obtaining the unsteady air forces on
finite wings in subsonic compressible flow is presented. The
equation is applicable for any time-dependent motion and can be
utilized for flexible as well as rigid wings. The approach in-
volves the derivation of an integral equation relating the unknown
pressure distribution to any arbitrary time dependent downwash
distribution. Special cases of the integral equation are treated
for the 2-dimensional incompressible flow and are presented in
the index. In particular, the 2-dimensional incompressible case
has been developed in the appendix for the rapid determination of
the growth of lift for any arbitrary time-dependent downwash
distribution, with special attention given to a wing having a
sudden change in angle of attack or penetrating a sharp-edge
gust.
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It was noted that the kernel function for oscillating finite wings
is obtained as a special case of the integral expression.
No table, graphs, or plots were contained in the report.
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Not Applicable NASA Technical Notes
AN EXAMINATION OF METHODS OF BUFFETING ANALYSIS BASED ON EXPERI-
MENTS WITH WINGS OF VARYING STIFFNESS_ A. Gerald Rainey and
Thomas A. Byrdsong_ APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS GOVERN-
ING BUFFET RESPONSE OF A WING_ Don D. Davis_ Jr._ August 1959
INVESTIGATION OF METHODS FOR COMPUTING FLUTTER CHARACTERISTICS OF
SUPERSONIC DELTA WINGS AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA,
C. H. Wilts_ August 1959
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS OF PRESSURE DIS-
TRIBUTIONS OVER WEDGE AND CIRCULAR-ARC AIRFOIL SECTIONS AND EVAL-
UATION OF PERFORATED-WALL INTERFERENCE_ Earl D. Knechtel_ August
1959
TN D
TN D
TN D
22
27
29
TN D 31
TN D 36
TN D 40
MEASUREMENTS OF GROUND-REACTION FORCES AND VERTICAL ACCELERATIONS
AT THE CENTER OF GRAVITY OF A TRANSPORT AIRPLANE TAXIING OVER
OBSTACLES, James M. McKay_ September 1959
SHIELDING STAGNATION SURFACES OF FINITE CATALYTIC ACTIVITY BY AIR
INJECTION IN HYPERSONIC FLIGHT_ Paul M. Chung_ August 1959
SUMMARY OF VGH AND V-G DATA OBTAINED FROM PISTON-ENGINE TRANSPORT
AIRPLANES FROM 1947 TO 1958_ Walter G. Walker and Martin R. Copp_
September 1959
A DYNAMIC MODEL INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF A SHARP-EDGE
VERTICAL GUST ON BLADE PERIODIC FLAPPING ANGLES AND BENDING MOMENTS
OF A TWO-BLADE ROTOR_ John Locke McCarty_ George W. Brooks_ and
Demenic J. Maglieri_ September 1959
ANALYSIS OF ACCELERATION_ AIRSPEED_ AND GUST-VELOCITY DATA FROM A
FOUR-ENGINE TURBOPROP TRANSPORT OPERATING OVER THE EASTERN UNITED
STATES_ Martin R. Copp and Mary W. Fetner 3 September 1959
SOME NOTES ON ATTITUDE CONTROL OF EARTH SATELLITE VEHICLES_ Warren
Gillespie_ Jr._ Donald G. Eide_ and Allan B. Churgin_ December
1959
TN D 48
TN D 56
TN D 63
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GROUND MEASUREMENTS OF THE SHOCK-WAVE NOISE FROM AIRPLANES IN
LEVEL FLIGHT AT MACH NUMBERS TO 1.4 AND AT ALTITUDES TO 45_000
FEET, Domenic J. Maglieri_ Harvey H. Hubbard_ and Donald L.
Lansing_ September 1959
AN INVESTIGATION TO DETERMINE CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH DOWNWASH FROM
VTOL AIRCRAFT WILL START SURFACE EROSION FROM VARIOUS TYPES OF
TERRAIN_ Richard E. Kuhn_ September 1959
FIELD EXPERIMENTS ON TREATMENT OF FLUORINE SPILLS WITH WATER OR
SODA ASH_ R. James Rollbuhler_ George R. Kinney_ and Lorenz C.
Leopoid_ September 1959
TN D 64
TN D 68
TN D 71
TN D i00
TN D i01
TN D 115
TN D 137
TN D 138
TN D 142
TN D 145
TN D 146
TN D 147
TN D 154
GRAPHICALTRAJECTORYANALYSIS_Aaron S. Boksenbom_December1959
GENERALPURPOSESUBROUTINESFORTHEIBM 650 MAGNETICDRUMDATA-
PROCESSINGMACHINEWITHATTACHMENTS_Vearl N. Huff_ DonN. Turner_
and Oliver W. Reese_October 1959
ANAPPROXIMATEM THODFORCALCULATINGSURFACEPRESSURESONCURVED
PROFILEBLUNTPLATESIN HYPERSONICFLOW_Marcus O. Creager_
September1959
ANANALYSISOFINCREMENTALHORIZONTAL-TAlLLOADSMEASUREDONA
SWEPT-WINGBOMBERAIRPLANEIN SIDESLIPMANEUVERS_William A.
McGowan_October 1959
ROUGH-WATERDITCHINGINVESTIGATIONOFA MODELOFA JET TRANSPORT
WITHTHELANDINGGEAREXTENDEDANDWITHVARIOUSDITCHINGAIDS,
William C. Thompson_October 1959
PREDICTEDCHARACTERISTICSOFAN INFLATABLEALUMINIZED-PLASTIC
SPHERICALEARTHSATELLITEWITHREGARDTOTEMPERATURE_VISIBILITY_
REFLECTIONOFRADARWAVES_ANDPROTECTIONFROMULTRAVIOLETRADIA-
TION_GeorgeP. Woodand Arlen F. Carter 3 October 1959
A PRELIMINARYINVESTIGATIONOFTHEPENETRATIONOF SLENDERMETAL
RODSIN THICKMETALTARGETS_JamesL. Summersand William R.
Niehaus, December1959
THEEFFECTSOFAN INVERSE-TAPERLEADING-EDGEFLAPONTHEAERO-
DYNAMICLOADINGCHARACTERISTICSOFA 45° SWEPTBACKWINGATMACH
NUMBERSTO0.90, Fred A. Demele_December1959
A METHODFORCALCULATINGTHEAERODYNAMICFORCESDUETOARBITRARY_
TIME-DEPENDENTDOWNWASHFORA CLASSOFTHIN_FLEXIBLEWINGSAT
SUPERSONICSPEEDS_Robert W. Warner and Barbara B. Packard,
February 1960
WATER-LANDINGIMPACTACCELERATIONSFORTHREEMODELSOF REENTRY
CAPSULES_Victor L. Vaughan_Jr._ October 1959
DERIVATIONANDTABULATIONOFMOLECULARINTEGRALS_RoopC. Sahni
and JamesW. Cooley_ December1959
STATISTICALMEASUREMENTSOFCONTACTCONDITIONSOFCOMMERCIAL
TRANSPORTSLANDINGONAIRPORTSAT ANALTITUDEOF5_300FEETAND
AT SEALEVEL_NormanS. Silsby and Sadie Livingston_ November1959
BRAKINGANDLANDINGTESTSONSOMENEWTYPESOFAIRPLANELANDING
MATSANDMEMBRANES_idney A. Batterson_ October 1959
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TN D 161
TN D 165
TN D 175
TN D 176
TN D 180
TN D 192
TN D 207
TN D 213
TN D 214
TN D 215
TN D 227
TN D 229
AN INVESTIGATIONOF SOMEASPECTSOFTHESONICBOOMBYMEANSOF
WIND-TUNNELMEASUREMENTSOFPRESSURESABOUTSEVERALBODIESATA
MACHNUMBEROF2.01_ Harry W. Carlson_ December1959
A BRIEFINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTOFWAVESONTHETAKE-OFF
RESISTANCEOFA SEAPLANE_ElmoJ. Mottard_ December1959
DYNAMIC-MODELINVESTIGATIONOFTHEDAMPINGOFFLAPWISEBENDING
MODESOFTWO-BLADEROTORSIN HOVERINGANDA COMPARISONWITH
QUASI-STATICANDUNSTEADYAERODYNAMICTHEORIES_Milton A° Silveira
and GeorgeW. Brooks_ December1959
WORKINGCHARTSFORRAPIDPREDICTIONOFFORCEANDPRESSURECOEFFI-
CIENTSONARBITRARYBODIESOFREVOLUTIONBYUSEOFNEWTONIAN
CONCEPTS_Robert W. Rainey_ December1959
HYDRODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFA PLANINGSURFACEWITHCONVEX
LONGITUDINALCURVATUREANDANANGLEOFDEADRISE OF20°_ Elmo
J. Mottard_ January 1960
SUMMARYOFRAWINSONDEM ASUREMENTSOFTEMPERATURES_PRESSURE
HEIGHTS_ANDWINDSABOUT50_000FEETALONGA FLIGHT-TESTRANGE
IN THESOUTHWESTERNUNITEDSTATES_Terry J. Larson and Harold P.
Washington_January 1960
HYDRODYNAMICIMPACT-LOADSINVESTIGATIONOFCHINE-IMMERSED0° DEAD-
RISE CONFIGURATIONSHAVINGLONGITUDINALCURVATURE.WITHAN
APPENDEDBIBLIOGRAPHYOFLANGLEYIMPACTBASINHYDRODYNAMICPUB-
LICATIONS_Robert W. Miller_ February 1960
DYNAMICMODELINVESTIGATIONOFA LANDING-GEARCONFIGURATIONCON-
SISTINGOFA SINGLEMAINSKIDANDA NOSEWHEEL_Stanley Faber_
February 1960
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFSPIN-UPFRICTIONCOEFFICIENTSON
CONCRETEANDNONSKIDCARRIER-DECKSURFACES_Walter B. Horne_April
1960
VERTICAL-TAILOADSMEASUREDIN FLIGHTONFOURAIRPLANECONFIG-
URATIONSAT TRANSONICANDSUPERSONICSPEEDS_Robert D. Reed_
February 1960
EFFECTOFECCENTRICITYOFTHELUNARORBIT_OBLATENESSOFTHE
EARTH_ANDSOLARGRAVITATIONALFIELD ONLUNARTRAJECTORIES_
William H. Michael_ Jr._ and Robert H. Tolson_ June 1960
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTOFASPECTRATIOANDMACH
NUMBERONTHEFLUTTEROFCANTILEVERWINGS_E. Widmayer_Jr._ W.
T. Lauten_ Jr._ and S. A. Clevenson_April 1960
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iN D 238
_ND 245
TN D 264
TN D 301
TN D 307
TN D 311
TN D 314
TN D 315
TN D 351
TN D 355
TN D 377
TN D 379
TN D 392
TN D 405
THEDEPENDENCYOFPENETRATIONONTHEMOMENTUMPERUNIT AREAOF
THEIMPACTINGPROJECTILEANDTHERESISTANCEOFMATERIALSTOPENE-
TRATION_Rufus D. Collins_ Jr._ and William H. Kinard_ May 1960
COMPRESSIBILITYEFFECTSONTHEHOVERINGPERFORMANCEOFA TWO-
BLADEIO-FOOT-DIAMETERHELICOPTEROTOROPERATINGAT TIP MACH
NUMBERSUPTO0.98_ Joseph W. Jewel_ Jr._ April 1960
SUITABILITYOFCARBONRESISTORSFORFIELDMEASUREMENTSOFTE_IPER-
ATURESIN THERANGEOF 35° TOi00 ° R_Austin C. Herr_ HowardG.
Terbeek_ and Marvin W. Tiefermann_ February 1960
SPATIALCHARACTERISTICSOFWATERSPRAYFORMEDBYTWOIMPINGING
JETSAT SEVERALJET VELOCITIESIN QUIESCENTAIR_ HamptonH.
Foster and MarcusF. Heidmann_July 1960
A HIGH-VELOCITYGUNEMPLOYINGA SHOCK-COMPRESSEDLIGHTGAS_
Carlton Bioletti and Bernard E. Cunningham_February 1960
FULL-SCALEWIND-TUNNELTESTSOFA SWEPT-WINGAIRPLANEWITHA
CASCADE-TYPETHRUSTREVERSER_Mark W. Kelly_ Richard K. Greif_
and William H. Tolhurst_ Jr._ April 1960
ANANALYSISOFTHEIMPACTMOTIONOFAN INFLATEDSPHERELANDING
VEHICLE_E. Dale Martin and John T. Howe3 April 1960
GASDYNAMICSOFAN INFLATEDSPHERESTRIKINGA SURFACE_John T.
Howeand E. Dale Martin_ April 1960
A FLIGHTEVALUATIONOFANAIRBORNEPHYSIOLOGICALINSTRUMENTATION
SYSTEM_INCLUDINGPRELIMINARYRESULTSUNDERCONDITIONSOFVARYING
ACCELERATIONS_Harald A. Smedal_GeorgeR. Holden_ and Joseph R.
Smith_ Jr._ December1960
SOMEBASICCONSIDERATIONSOF TELEMETRYSYSTEMDESIGN_H. J. Peake_
June 1960
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFA SMALL-SCALEMODELOFANAERIAL
VEHICLESUPPORTEDBY DUCTEDFANS_Lysle P. Parlett_ May 1960
SUBSONICKERNEL-FUNCTIONFLUTTERANALYSISOFA HIGHLYTAPERED
TAlL SURFACEANDCOMPARISONWITHEXPERIMENTALRESULTS_Gerald
D. Walberg3 September1960
THEORETICALDETERMINATIONFWATERLOADSONPITCHINGHULLSAND
SHOCK-MOUNTEDHY RO-SKIS_EmanuelSchnitzer_ May 1960
INVESTIGATIONOFTANDEM-WHEELANDAIR-JETARRANGEMENTSFORIM-
PROVINGBRAKINGFRICTIONONWETSURFACES_Eziaslav No Harrin_
June 1960
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TN D 421
TN D 460
TN D 498
TN D 515
TN D 522
TN D 524
TN D 527
TN D 532
TN D 535
TN D 537
TN D 541
TN D 542
TN D 552
INVESTIGATIONAT TRANSONICSPEEDSOFLOADINGOVERA 30° SWEPTBACK
WINGOFASPECTRATIO3_ TAPERRATIO0.2_ ANDNACA65A004AIRFOIL
SECTIONMOUNTEDONA BODY_Donald D. Arabian_ June 1960
EFFECTOFAERODYNAMICHEATINGONTHEFLUTTEROFA RECTANGULAR
WINGAT A MACHNUMBEROF2_ Harry L. Runyanand Nan H° Jones_
June 1960
BALANCINGVANGUARDSATELLITES_A. Simkovich and Robert C. Baumann_
April 1961
USEOF SUBSONICKERNELFUNCTIONIN AN INFLUENCE-COEFFICIENTME HOD
OFAERO-ELASTICANALYSISANDSOMECOMPARISONSWITHEXPERIMENT_
John L. Sewall_ Robert W. Herr_ and Charles E. Watkins_ October
1960
EFFECTOF BODY-MOUNTEDLATERALCONTROLSANDSPEEDBRAKESONTHE
AERODYNAMICLOADDISTRIBUTIONOVERA 45° SWEPTWINGAT MACH
NUMBERSFROM0.80 TO0.98_ F. E. West_ Jr._ November1960
APPLICATIONOFMONTECARLOTECHNIQUEFORDETERMININGMANEUVERING
LOADSFROMSTATISTICALINFORMATIONONAIRPLANEMOTIONS_Harold
A° Hamer_John P. Mayer_ and Wilber B. Huston_ May 1961
AN INVESTIGATIONOFLANDING-CONTACTCONDITIONSFORA LARGETURBO-
JET TRANSPORTDURINGROUTINEDAYLIGHTOPERATIONS_Joseph W.
Stickle and NormanS. Silsby_ October 1960
A FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOFANAUTOMATICGUST-ALLEVIATIONSYSTEMIN
A TRANSPORTAIRPLANE_Paul A. Hunter_ Christopher C. Kraft_ Jr._
and William L. Alford_ January 1961
DAMAGEINCURREDONA TILT-WINGMULTI-PROPELLERVTOL/STOLAIR-
CRAFTOPERATINGOVERA LEVEL_GRAVEL-COVEREDSURFACE_Robert
J. Pegg_December1960
FLIGHTEVALUATIONOFSEVERALSPRINGFORCEGRADIENTSANDA BOB-
WEIGHTIN THECYCLIC-POWER-CONTROLSYSTEMOFA LIGHTHELICOPTER_
Donald L. Mallick and John P. Reeder_October 1960
LANDING-IMPACTCHARACTERISTICSOFLOAD-ALLEVIATINGSTRUTSONA
MODELOFA WINGEDSPACEVEHICLE_Ulysse J. Blanchard_ October
1960
THEORETICALINVESTIGATIONOFTHESUBSONICANDSUPERSONICFLUTTER
CHARACTERISTICSOFA SWEPTWINGEMPLOYINGA TUNEDSTING-MASS
FLUTTERSUPPRESSOR_E. Carson Yates_ Jr._ November1960
STUDIESOFTHERETARDATIONFORCEDEVELOPEDONANAIRCRAFT IRE
ROLLINGIN SLUSHORWATER_Walter B. Horne_Upshur T° Joyner_ and
Trafford J. W. Leland_ September1960
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N D 620
_ND 643
TN D 649
TN D 690
TN D 690-1
TN D 690-11
TN D 712
TN D 729
TN D 757
TN D 760
TN D 803
AN INVESTIGATIONOFWINGANDAILERONLOADSDUETODEFLECTED
INBOARDANDOUTBOARDAILERONSONA 4-PERCENT-THICK30o SWEPT-BACK
WINGAT TRANSONICSPEEDS_Charles F. Whitcomb_Chris C. Critzos_
and Phillipa F. Brown_January 1961
FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONOF SOME FFECTSOFA VANE-CONTROLLEDGUST-
ALLEVIATIONSYSTEMONTHEWINGANDTAlL LOADSOFA TRANSPORT
AIRPLANE_Russell L. Schott and Harold A. Hamer_January 1961
LOADSINDUCEDONA FLAT-PLATEWINGBY ANAIR JET EXHSUSTING
PERPENDICULARLYTHROUGHTHEWINGANDNORMALTOA FREESTREAMFLOW
OFMACHNUMBER2.0_ Joseph J. Janos_ March 1961
AERODYNAMICLOADSATMACHNUMBERSFROM0.70 TO 2.22 ONANAIRPLANE
MODELHAVINGA WINGANDCANARDOFTRIANGULARPLANFORMANDEITHER
SINGLEORTWINVERTICALTAILS_ Victor L. Peterson and GeneP.
Menees_June 1961
AERODYNAMICLOADSATMACHNUMBERSFROM0.70 TO 2.22 ONANAIR-
PLANEMODELHAVINGA WINGANDCANARDOF TRIANGULARPLANFORMAND
EITHERSINGLEORTWINVERTICALTAILS. SUPPLEMENTI - TABULATED
DATAFORTHEMODELWITHSINGLEVERTICALTAIL_ Victor L. Peterson
and GeneP. Menees_June 1961
AERODYNAMICLOADSATMACHNUMBERSFROM0.70 TO2.22 ONANAIRPLANE
MODELHAVINGA WINGANDCANARDOFTRIANGULARPLANFORMANDEITHER
SINGLEORTWINVERTICALTAILS. SUPPLEMENTII - TABULATEDATAFOR
THEMODELWITHTWINVERTICALTAILS_Victor L. Peterson and Gene
P. Menees_June 1961
INVESTIGATIONAT TRANSONICSPEEDSOFTHELOADINGOVERA 45° SWEPT-
BACKWINGHAVINGANASPECTRATIOOF 3_ A TAPERRATIOOF0.2_ AND
NACA65A004AIRFOIL SECTIONS_Jack F. Runckel and Edwin E. Lee_
Jr._ May 1961
STRUCTURAL-LOADSSURVEYSONTWOTILT-WINGVTOLCONFIGURATIONS_
John F. Ward_March 1961
MEASUREDRESPONSETOWIND-INDUCEDDYNAMICLOADSOFA FULLSCALE
SCOUTVEHICLEMOUNTEDVERTICALLYONA LAUNCHINGTOWER_G. W.
Jones_ Jr._ and Jean Gilman_ Jr._ April 1961
SKIDLANDINGSOFAIRPLANESONROCKER-TYPEFUSELAGES_Wilbur L.
Mayo_May 1961
EFFECTSOFMASS-LOADINGVARIATIONSANDAPPLIEDMOMENTSONMOTION
ANDCONTROLOFA MANNEDROTATINGSPACEVEHICLE_William Grantham_
May 1961
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TN D 811
TN D 827
TN D 829
TN D 830
TN D 831
TN D 833
TN D 893
TN D 899
TN D 900
TN D 902
TN D 903
TN D 918
EFFECTOFA LOAD-ALLEVIATINGSTRUCTUREONTHELANDINGBEHAVIOR
OFA REENTRY-CAPSULEMODEL_EdwardL. Hoffman_ SandyM. Stubbs_
and John R. McGehee_May 1961
SUPERSONICPANELFLUTTERTESTRESULTSFORFLATFIBER-GLASSAND-
WICHPANELSWITHFOAMEDCORES_W. J. Tuovila and John G° Presnell_
Jr._ June 1961
CALCULATEDNORMALLOADFACTORSONLIGHTAIRPLANESTRAVERSINGTHE
TRAILINGVORTEXOFHEAVYTRANSPORTAIRPLANES,William McGowan_
May 1961
TRANSONICLOADSCHARACTERISTICSOFA 3-PERCENT-THICK60° DELTA-
WING-BODYCOMBINATION_John M. Swihart and Willard E. Foss_ Jr._
May 1961
A STUDYOFFLUTTERAT LOWMASSRATIOSWITHPOSSIBLEAPPLICATION
TOHYDROFOILS_Robert W. Herr_ May 1961
EXPERIMENTALSTUDIESOFFLUTTEROFBUCKLEDRECTANGULARPANELSAT
MACHNUMBERSFROM1.2 TO3.0 INCLUDINGEFFECTSOFPRESSUREDIF-
FERENTIALANDOFPANELWIDTH-LENGTHRATIO_Maurice A. Sylvester_
May 1961
PRESSURELOADSPRODUCEDONA FLAT-PLATEWINGBYROCKETJETSEX-
HAUSTINGIN A SPANWISEDIRECTIONBELOWTHEWINGANDPERPENDICULAR
TOA FREE-STREAMFLOWOFMACHNUMBER2.0_ Ralph A. Falanga and
Joseph J. Janos_ May 1961
AN INVESTIGATIONOFLANDING-CONTACTCONDITIONSFORTWOLARGE
TURBOJETTRANSPORTSANDA TURBOPROPTRANSPORTDURINGROUTINE
DAYLIGHTOPERATIONS_Joseph W. Stickle_ May 1961
AERODYNAMICLOADMEASUREMENTSANDOPENINGCHARACTERISTICSOF
AUTOMATICLEADING-EDGESLATSONA 45° SWEPTBACKWINGAT TRANSONIC
SPEEDS_Donald D. Arabian_ Jack F. Runckel_ and Charles F. Reid_
Jr._ September1961
APPLICATIONSOFPOWERSPECTRALANALYSISMETHODSTOMANEUVERLOADS
OBTAINEDONJETFIGHTERAIRPLANESDURINGSERVICEOPERATIONS_
John P. Mayer and Harold A. Hamer_May 1961
EFFECTOFHIGHSUBSONICSPEEDSOFFUSELAGEFOREBODYSTRAKESON
THESTATICSTABILITYANDVERTICAL-TAlL-LOADCHARACTERISTICSOFA
COMPLETEMODELHAVINGA DELTAWING_EdwardC. Polhamusand Kenneth
P. Spreemann_May 1961
TRANSONICWIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFTHEFIN LOADSONA 1/8-
SCALEMODELSIMULATINGTHEFIRST STAGEOFTHESCOUTRESEARCH
VEHICLE_ThomasC. Kelly_ June 1961
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TN D 921
TND 924
TN D 942
TN D 945
TN D 971
TN D 974
TN D 975
TN D 995
TN D 1003
TN D 1021
TN D 1023
TN D 1027
EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONAT MACHNUMBER3.0 OFTHEEFFECTSOF
THERMALSTRESSANDBUCKLINGONTHEFLUTTEROFFOUR-BAYALUMINUM
ALLOYPANELSWITHLENGTH-WIDTHRATIOSOF I0_ Sidney C. Dixon_
George E. Griffith_ and HermanL. Bohon_October 1961
ANEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOF THEEFFECTSOFMACHNUMBER_
STABILIZERDIHEDRAL_ANDFIN TORSIONALSTIFFNESSONTHETRANSONIC
FLUTTERCHARACTERISTICSOFA TEE-TAIL_NormanS. Land and Annie
G. Fox_ October 1961
FLUTTERAT VERYHIGHSPEEDS_Harry L. Runyanand HomerG. Morgan_
August 1961
AERODYNAMICLOADINGCHARACTERISTICSATMACHNUMBERSFROM0.80 TO
1.20 OFA I/IO-SCALE THREE-STAGESCOUTMODEL_ThomasC. Kelly_
September1961
TRANSONICAERODYNAMICLOADINGCHARACTERISTICSOFA WING-BODY-TAIL
COMBINATIONHAVINGA 52.5° SWEPTBACKWINGOFASPECTRATIO3 WITH
CONICALWINGCAMBERANDBODYINDENTATIONFORA DESIGNMACHNUMBER
OF_2_ Marlowe D. Cassetti_ Richard J. R% and William B. Igo%October 1961
COMPARISONFEXPERIMENTALNDTHEORETICALSTATICAEROELASTIC
LOADSANDDEFLECTIONSOFA THIN45° DELTAWINGIN SUPERSONICFLOW_
Floyd V. Bennett_ October 1961
LANDING-IMPACT-DISSIPATIONSYST_4S_Lloyd J. Fisher_ Jr._ December
1961
AERODYNAMICLOADSONAN ISOLATEDSHROUDED-PROPELLERCONFIGURATION
FORANGLESOFATTACKFROM-I0 ° TOii0°_ KalmanJ. Grunwald and
Kenneth W. Goodson_January 1962
ANANALYTICALINVESTIGATIONOFTHELOADS_TEMPERATURES_ANDRANGES
OBTAINEDURINGTHERECOVERYOFROCKETBOOSTERSBYMEANSOFA
PARAWING_HowardG. Hatch_ Jr._ and William A. McGowan_February
1962
ANALYTICALANDEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFFLUTTERANDDIVERG-
ENCEOF SPRING-MOUNTEDCONECONFIGURATIONSAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS_
John L. Sewall_ Robert W. Hess_ and Charles E. Watkins_ April
1962
TRANSONICFLUTTERTESTSOFA HIGHLYSWEPTARROWINGWITHAND
WITHOUTSIMULATEDTRAILING-EDGE-MOUNTEDENGINEMASSES_Gerald D.
Walberg_March 1962
MODELINVESTIGATIONOF THELANDINGCHARACTERISTICSOFA REENTRY
SPACECRAFTWITHA VERTICAL-CYLINDERAIR BAGFORLOADALLEVIATION3
John R. McGeheeand Victor L. Vaughan_Jr._ March 1962
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TN D 1030
TN D 1058
TN D 1149
TN D 1257
TN D 1280
TN D 1308
TN D 1353
TN D 1376
TN D 1380
TN D 1385
TN D 1485
TN D 1487
TN D 1593
AN EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE FOR THE INVESTIGATION OF TIPOFF FORCES
ASSOCIATED WITH STAGE SEPARATION OF MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES_
Robert L. Gungle_ William S. Brosier_ and H. Wayne Leonard_ March
1962
FLIGHT FLUTTER RESULTS FOR FLAT RECTANGULAR PANELS_ Eldon E.
Kordes and Richard B. Noll_ February 1962
LONGITUDINAL FORCE AND MOMENT DATA AT MACHNUMBERS FROM 0.60 TO
1.40 FOR A FAMILY OF ELLIPTIC CONES WITH VARIOUS SEMIAPEX ANGLES_
Louis S. Stivers_ Jr._ and Lionel L. Levy_ Jr._ December 1961
DIVISION OF AERODYNAMIC LOADS ON A SEMISPAN TILTING-DUCTED-
PROPELLER MODEL IN HOVERINGAND TRANSITION FLIGHT_ Kalman J.
Grunwald and Kenneth W. Goodson_ May 1962
APPROXIMATE ANALYSIS OF G LOADS AND HEATING DURING ATMOSPHERIC
ENTRIES AND PASSES WITH CONSTANT AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS_ Roger
W. Luidens_ July 1962
SURVEY OF ENERGY-ABSORPTION DEVICES FOR SOFT LANDING OF SPACE
VEHICLES_ Jack B. Esgar_ June 1962
FLUTTER OF AERODYNAMICALLY HEATED ALUMINUM-ALLOY AND STAINLESS-
STEEL PANELS WITH LENGTH-WIDTH RATIO OF i0 AT MACH NUMBER OF 3.0_
Lawrence D. Guy and Herman L. Bohon_ July 1962
INFLUENCE OF THE TIRE TREAD PATTERN AND RUNWAY SURFACE CONDITION
ON BRAKING FRICTION AND ROLLING RESISTANCE OF A MODERN AIRCRAFT
TIRE_ Walter B. Horne and Trafford J. W. Leland, September 1962
EFFECTS OF ANGLE OF ATTACK AND THICKNESS RATIO ON THE FLUTTER OF
A RIGID UNSWEPT DIAMOND-AIRFOIL-SECTION WING AT A MACH NUMBER OF
i0.0_ Lou S. Young_ August 1962
PANEL FLUTTER TESTS ON FULL-SCALE X-15 LOWER VERTICAL STABILIZER
AT MACH NUMBER OF 3.0_ Herman L. Bohon_ October 1962
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION AT MACH NUMBER 3.0 OF EFFECTS OF THER-
MAL STRESS AND BUCKLING ON FLUTTER CHARACTERISTICS OF FLAT SINGLE-
BAY PANELS OF LENGTH-WIDTH RATIO 0.96_ Sidney C. Dixon_ November
1962
EFFECTS OF LEADING-EDGE BLUNTNESS ON FLUTTER CHARACTERISTICS OF
SOME SQUARE-PLANFORM DOUBLE-WEDGE AIRFOILS AT A MACH NUMBER OF
15.4_ Robert C. Goetz_ October 1962
INVESTIGATION OF THE LATERAL VIBRATION CHARACTERISTICS OF A 1/5-
SCALE MODEL OF SATURN SA-I_ John S. Mixson_ John J. Catherine_
and Ali Arman_ January 1963
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TN D 1594 SOME FFECTSOFSWEEPANDASPECTRATIOONTHETRANSONICFLUTTER
CHARACTERISTICSOFA SERIESOFTHIN CANTILEVERWINGSHAVINGA
TAPERRATIOOF0.6, John R. Unangst and GeorgeW. Jones, Jr.,
February 1963
TN D 1600 EXPERIMENTALPANELFLUTTER ESULTSFORSOMEFLATANDCURVED
TITANIUMSKINPANELSAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS,John G. Presnell, Jr.,
and R. L. McKinney_January 1963
TN D 1615 POSTBUCKLINGEFFECTSONTHEFLUTTEROFSIMPLYSUPPORTEDRECTANGU-
LARPANELSAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS;Robert W. Fralich, March 1963
TN D 1616 MEASUREDANDCALCULATEDSUBSONICANDTRANSONICFLUTTERCHARACTER-
ISTICS OFA 45° SWEPTBACKWINGPLANFORMIN AIR ANDIN FREON-12
IN THELANGLEYTRANSONICDYNAMICSTUNNEL_E. Carson Yates, Jr.,
NormanS. Land_ and JeromeT. Foughner, Jr., March 1963
TN D 1633 INVESTIGATIONOF BUFFETPRESSURESONMODELSOFLARGEMANNED
LAUNCHVEHICLECONFIGURATIONS,GeorgeW. Jones_ Jr., and
Jerome T. Foughner, Jr., May 1963
TN D 1634 WINGANDFLAPLOADSOBTAINEDFROMA WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOF
A LARGE-SCALEV/STOLMODEL,Robert J. Huston_ John F. Ward, and
Matthew M. Winston, April 1963
TN D 1683 FLIGHTVIBRATIONDATAFROMTHEDELTA9 LAUNCHVEHICLE,Lloyd A.
Williams, October 1963
TN D 1763 SINUSOIDALVIBRATIONTESTINGOFNONLINEARSPACECRAFTS RUCTURES_
William F. Bangs, September1963
TN D 1788 EFFECTOFAERODYNAMICHEATINGONTHEFLUTTEROFTHINFLAT-PLATE
ARROWINGS,Joseph M. Groen and Richard Rosecrans3 May 1963
TN D 1794 A STUDYOF SEVERALFACTORSAFFECTINGTHEFLUTTERCHARACTERISTICS
CALCULATEDFORTWOSWEPTWINGSBYPISTONTHEORYANDBY QUASI-
STEADYSECOND-ORDERTHEORYANDCOMPARISONWITHEXPERIMENTS,Robert
M. Bennett and E. Carson Yates_ Jr., May 1963
TN D 1821 DYNAMICRESPONSEOFRISINGANDFALLINGBALLOONWINDSENSORSWITH
APPLICATIONTOESTIMATESOFWINDLOADSONLAUNCHVEHICLES,Wilmer
H. ReedIII, October 1963
TN D 1824 USEOFAERODYNAMICPARAMETERSFROMNONLINEARTHEORYIN MODIFIED-
STRIP-ANALYSISFLUTTERCALCULATIONSFORFINITE-SPANWINGSAT
SUPERSONICSPEEDS_E. Carson Yates, Jr., and Robert M. Bennett_
July 1963
TN D 1893 A WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFGROUND-WINDLOADSONAXISYMMETRIC
LAUNCHVEHICLES_Donald A. Buell_ George B. McCullough, and
William J. Steinmetz, October 1963
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TN D 1954
TN D 1961
TN D 1962
TN D 1982
TN D 2038
TN D 2047
TN D 2158
TN D 2179
TN D 2192
TN D 2215
TN D 2227
AERODYNAMICLOADINGCHARACTERISTICSOFA 1/10-SCALEMODELOFTHE
THREE-STAGESCOUTVEHICLEAT MACHNUMBERSFROM1.57 TO4.65;
Lloyd S. Jernell; July 1963
LOADSINDUCEDONA FLATPLATEAT A MACHNUMBEROF4.5 WITHA SONIC
ORSUPERSONICJET EXHAUSTINGNORMALTOTHESURFACE;William Letko;
July 1963
FLUTTEROFFLATRECTANGULARO THOTROPICPANELSWITHBIAXIALLOAD-
INGANDARBITRARYFLOWDIRECTION;HermanL. Bohon; September 1963
PRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSONBLUNTDELTAWINGSAT ANGLESOFATTACKUP
TO90° ANDMACHNUMBEROF 6.85; Peter T. Bernot; July 1963
SURFACEPRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSON0.0628-SCALEMODELSOFPROPOSED
PROJECTFIRE SPACEVEHICLESATMACHNUMBERSFROM0.25 TO4.63;
Albin O. Pearson_ September1963
SUPERSONICINVESTIGATIONOFNOZZLEHINGEMOMENTSOFA MODIFIED
SATURNC-I MODELWITHANDWITHOUTJETFLOW;Nickolai Charczenko
and Jerry L. Lowery; November1963
DYNAMICRESPONSEOFHAMMERHEADLAUNCHVEHICLESTOTRANSONIC
BUFFETING_Henry A. Cole; Jr.; October 1963
EXPERIMENTALNDCALCULATEDRESULTSOFA FLUTTERINVESTIGATIONOF
SOMEVERYLOWASPECT-RATIOFLAT-PLATESURFACESATMACHNUMBERS
FROM0.62 TO3.00; Perry W. Hansonand Gilbert M. Levey; October
1963
EFFECTSOFDIFFERENTIALPRESSURE;THERMALSTRESS;ANDBUCKLINGON
FLUTTEROFFLATPANELSWITHLENGTH-WIDTHRATIOOF 2; Sidney C.
Dixon and Charles P. Shore; December1963
STATISTICALTECHNIQUESFORDESCRIBINGLOCALIZEDVIBRATORYENVIRON-
MENTSOFROCKETVEHICLES;Robert E. Barrett; July 1964
WIND-TUNNELF UTTERSTUDIESOFTHESWEPTBACKT-TAlL OFA LARGE
MULTIJETCARGOAIRPLANEATMACHNUMBERSTO0.90; Charles L.
Ruhlin; Maynard C. Sandford; and E. Carson Yates; Jr.; March 1964
FLUTTEROFCURVEDANDFLATSANDWICHPANELSSUBJECTEDTOSUPERSONIC
FLOW;John A. McElman;April 1964
COMPARISONFEXPERIMENTALVIBRATIONCHARACTERISTICSOBTAINEDFROM
A I/5-SCALEMODELANDFROMA FULL-SCALESATURNSA-I; John S.
Mixson and John J. Catherine; November1964
RESEARCHONPANELFLUTTER;D. R. Kobett and E. F. E. Zeydel;
November1963
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EXPERIMENTALF UTTER ESULTSFORCORRUGATION-STIFFENEDPANELSAT
A MACHNUMBEROF 3_ HermanL. Bohon, May 1964
EFFECTSOFLEADING-EDGESWEEPONFLUTTERCHARACTERISTICSOF
SOMEDELTA-PLANFORMSURFACESAT A MACHNUMBEROF 15.4_ Robert
C. Goetz_ July 1964
EXPERIMENTALNDANALYTICALINVESTIGATIONOFPROPELLERWHIRL
FLUTTEROFA POWERPLANTONA FLEXIBLEWING_Robert M. Bennett
and SamuelR. Bland_ August 1964
A STUDYOFTHEEFFECTIVENESSOFVARIOUSMETHODSOFVIBRATION
REDUCTIONONSIMPLIFIEDSCALEMODELSOFTHENIMBUSSPACECRAFT_
Huey D. Cardenand Robert W. Herr_ August 1964
EFFECTOFSTOREPITCHFLEXIBILITY ONFLUTTERCHARACTERISTICSOF
A WING-STORECONFIGURATIONAT MACHNUMBERSNEAR0.85_ Lou S.
Youngand Charles L. Ruhlin 3 September1964
DYNAMICANALYSISOFA MULTI-LEGGEDLUNARLANDINGVEHICLETO
DETERMINESTRUCTURALLOADSDURINGTOUCHDOWN_John Admire and
Alden Mackey_January 1965
DETERMINATIONF LOADSONA FLEXIBLELAUNCHVEHICLEDURINGASCENT
THROUGHWINDS_Harold C. Lester and Dennis F. Collins 3 February
1965
FLIGHT-MEASUREDWINGSURFACEPRESSURESANDLOADSFORTHEX-15
AIRPLANEATMACHNUMBERSFROM1.2 TO 6.0_ Jon S. Pyl% January
1965
AERODYNAMICLOADDISTRIBUTIONSFORTHEPROJECTFIRE CONFIGURATIONS
ATMACHNUMBERSFROM0.25 TO4.63_ Ralph J. Muraca_ February 1965
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Applicable NACA Technical Reports
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION OVER AN NACA 23012 AIRFOIL WITH A FIXED SLOT
AND A SLOTTED FLAPj Thomas A. Harris and John G. Lowry_ 1942
Tests were made at a dynamic pressure of 16.37 pounds per square
fo_t_ velocity of 80 mph_ and effective Reynolds number of 3.5 x
I0v. The model was tested with slotted flap deflected from 0° to
60 ° in i0° increments. For each flap deflection_ tests were made
for angle of attack range from zero lift to approximately maximum
lift in 4 increments.
The peak pressures at the nose of the slat were very high in the
range of angle of attack where slots are useful. The forces on
the slat were smaller than the forces on the same portion of a
plain airfoil at low angles of attack but built up to very high
values above the stall of the plain airfoil. These forces were
much higher than previously published loads on Handley Page slats.
The loads on the flap on the slotted airfoil were approximately
the same as the loads on a flap on a plain airfoil; therefore_ any
conventional flap should show little change in load if a similar
leading-edge slot were added to the combination.
AN ANALYSIS OF LIFE EXPECTANCY OF AIRPLANE WINGS IN NORMAL CRUIS-
ING FLIGHT_ Abbott A. Putnam_ 1945
An analysis of wing life for normal cruising flight was made based
on data on the frequency of atmospheric gusts. The results of
the analysis indicate that_ in general_ the fatigue life and single-
gust life of an airplane wing are of about equal importance for
conventional designs and normal operating conditions. Occasional
failures of the overload type and fatigue failures with moderate
values of stress_concentration factor may be expected within the
operating life of some existing airplanes. The trends toward
higher wing loading_ reduced load factor_ larger size_ and in-
creased speed appear to have a secondary effect on both the fatigue
life and the single gust life.
FLIGHT INVESTIGATION ON A FIGHTER-TYPE AIRPLANE OF FACTORS WHICH
AFFECT THE LOADS AND LOAD DISTRIBUTIONS ON THE VERTICAL TAlL
SURFACES DURING RUDDER KICKS AND FISHTAILS_ John Boshar_ 1947
Results are presented of a flight investigation conducted on a
fighter-type airplane to determine the factors which affect the
loads and load distributions on the vertical tail surfaces in
maneuvers. An analysis is made of the data obtained in steady
flight_ rudder kicks_ and fishtail maneuvers.
SUMMARY OF DRAG CHARACTERISTICS OF PRACTICAL-CONSTRUCTION WING
SECTIONS_ John H. Quinn_ Jr._ 1948
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From the analysis of the drag characteristics of practical-
construction wings_ quantitative data were obtained that indicated
the size_ number_and location of surface waves sufficient to
induce premature transition at Reynolds numbersgreater than
9xI06_ 16xi06_ and 24xi06_ and for waves that did not bring about
premature transition_ at least for RN's up to approximately
50xlO6.
LIFTING-SURFACE-THEORYASPECT-RATIOCORRECTIONSTOTHELIFT AND
HINGE-MOMENTPARAMETERSFORFULL-SPANELEVATORSONHORIZONTALTAlL
SURFACESjRobert S. Swansonand Stewart M. Crandall_ 1948
The lifting-surface-theory method presented is believed to allow
a satisfactory estimation of the lift and hinge-momentparameters
of horizontal tail surfaces with full-span elevators from the
section data. The application of the method is fairly simple
and requires no knowledge of lifting-surface theory. A comparison
of experimental finite-span lift and hinge-momentparameters for
three horizontal tail surfaces with the parameters estimated by
the method provided a satisfactory verification of the method.
The method consists of using given formulas in conjunction with
charts and graphs in the report. The use of the graphs greatly
simplifies the method.
THEORETICALSYMMETRICSPANLOADINGAT SUBSONICSPEEDSFORWINGS
HAVINGARBITRARYPLANFORM,John DeYoungand Charles W. Harper_
1948
A method is shownby which the symmetric span loading for a certain
class of wings can be simply found. The geometry of these wings is
limited only to the extent that they must have symmetry about the
root chord_ a straight quarter-chord line over the semispan_ and
no discontinuities in twist. A procedure is shownfor finding the
lift-curve slope_ pitching momentj center of lift, and induced
drag from the span load distribution. A method of accounting for
the effects of Machnumberand for changes in section lift-curve
slope is also given. The span load distribution is computed from
a set of 5 simultaneous equations. The other aforementioned quan-
tities are then found from given formulas which are based on the
span load distribution.
Charts are presented which give directly the characteristics of
manywings. Other charts are presented which reduce the problem
of finding the symmetric loadings on all wings falling within the
prescribed limits to the solution of not more than four simul-
taneous equations. The results produced from this method compare
well with results from other theories and experiments. The theory
is applied to a numberof wings to exhibit the effects of such
variables as sweep_aspect ratio_ taper_ and twist. The results
are comparedand conclusions drawn as to the relative effects of
these variables.
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SOMETHEORETICALLOW-SPEEDSPANLOADINGCHARACTERISTICSOFSWEPT
WINGSIN ROLLANDSIDESLIP_John D. Bird_ 1950
The Weissinger method for determining additional span loading for
incompressible flow is used to find the damping in roll_ the
lateral center of pressure of the rolling load_ and the span
loading coefficients caused by rolling for wing plan forms of
various aspect ratios_ taper ratios_ and sweepangles. The cal-
culations of span loadings carried out in the report were madeby
the method of Weissinger as found in NACA_M1120. The results
of the calculations are given in the form of graphs. The theoreti-
cal results comparefavorably with those of experiment. Thus the
method seemswell suited to the calculations of the span loading
caused by roll and for the calculation of such resulting aero-
dynamic derivatives of wings as do not involve considerations of
tip suction.
THEAPPLICATIONOF THESTATISTICALTHEORYOFEXTREMEVALUESTO
GUST-LOADPROBLI_IS_Harry Press_ 1950
An analysis is presented which indicates that the statistical
theory of extreme values is applicable to the problems of predict-
ing the frequency of encountering the larger gust loads and gust
velocities for both specific test conditions as well as commercial
transport operations. The extreme-value theory provides an analy-
tic form for the distributions of maximumvalues of gust load and
velocity. Methods of fitting the distribution are given along
with a method of estimating the reliability of the predictions.
The application of the distribution of maximumvalues to available
V-G data yields estimates of the frequency of encountering the
larger acceleration increments that are consistent with the avail-
able data and appear to be more reliable than the estimates obtained
in previous analyses.
SUMMARYOFINFORMATIONRELATINGTO GUSTLOADSONAIRPLANES_Philip
Donely_ 1950
Available information on gust structure_ airplane reactions_ and
pertinent operating statistics was examined. This report attempts
to coordinate this information with a reference for the prediction
of gust loads on airplanes. The material covered represents re-
search up to October 1947
The simple sharp-edge-gust formula is given which assumesthe
following:
The gust is sharp-edge in the direction of flight and represents
an instantaneous change in wind direction or speed.
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The gust velocity is uniform across the span of the airplane at
any instant of time or position of the airplane in space.
The gust direction is normal to the lateral axis of the airplane.
The airplane is in steady level flight prior to entry into the
gust_ and the airplane flight path_ attitud% and ground speed
are not affected by the action of the gust on the airplane.
The primary effect of encountering a gust is to change the lift
on the airplane.
The lift increment of the horizontal tail due to the action of the
gust is negligible as comparedto that on the wing.
An investigation was also carried out on the structure of atmos-
pheric gusts. Available information on the structure of atmos-
pheric gusts has shownthat when the gust size and the gust-
gradient distance are expressed in meanwing chordsj the gust
size is independent of airplane_ weather3 topography3 and alti-
tude. The probable size of the gust is 20 chords_ and the prob-
able gust-gradient distance for the standard gust is about I0
chords. A wedge-shapedgust with the gust velocity uniform across
the span and either triangular of sinusoidal in shapewith a base
of 20 chords is believed to be the proper type for most load cal-
culations.
Although the two-dimensional unsteady-lift functions yield the most
satisfactory estimates of the load increments due to gusts for
conventional airplanes with fuselages_ finite-aspect-ratio unsteady
-lift functions appear pertinent for flying wings.
For unconventional configurations such as swept wings_ strip theory
with two-dimensional unsteady-lift functions appears adequate.
Available data on horizontal and vertical tail loads indicate that
detailed calculations of tail load are not warranted. The lift on
either tail surface due to a gust can be estimated apparently by
utilizing a true gust velocity and neglecting the alleviating
effects of unsteady lift and airplane motion but consideration of
the downwash.
TR I000 CALCULATIONOFTHEAERODYNAMICLOADINGOF SWEPTANDUNSWEPTFLEXI-
BLEWINGSOFARBITRARYSTIFFNESS(Supersedes NACATN 1876)_ Franklin
W. Diederich 3 1950
A method is presented for calculating the aerodynamic loading_
the divergence speed_ and certain stability derivatives of swept
and unswept wings and tail surfaces of arbitrary stiffness. Pro-
vision is made for using either stiffness curves and root rota-
tion constants or structural influence coefficients in the analy-
sis.
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The assumptions made in the development of the method are:
(a) All deflections and angles of attack are small.
(b) The wing is mounted flexibly at an effective root perpendicu-
lar to the elastic axis through the intersection of the
elastic axis and the fuselage.
(c) All deformations other than those due to the root rotations
are given by the elementary theories of bending and of torsion
about the reference axis_ which is in this case the elastic
axis.
HORIZONTAL TAIL LOADS IN MANEUVERING FLIGHT (Supersedes TN 2078)_
Henry A. Pearson_ William A. McGowan_ and James J. Donegan_ 1951
A method was presented for determining the horizontal tail loads
in maneuvering flight with the use of a prescribed load-factor
variation. The incremental tail load was separated into four
components representing _ _ y_ and c. The camber component is
so small that it may be neglected; therefore_ the number of aero-
dynamic parameters needed in this computation of tail loads was
reduced to a minimum.
An approximate method is presented for predicting maximum angular
accelerations and maximum angular velocities.
A RECURRENCE MATRIX SOLUTION FOR THE DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF AIRCRAFT
IN GUSTS (Supersedes TN 2060)_ John C. Houbolt_ 1951
A systematic procedure is developed for the calculation of the
structural response of aircraft flying through a gust by use of
difference equations and matrix notation. A detailed analysis is
then given which leads to a recurrence matrix equation for the
determination of the response of an airplane in a gust. The
method takes into account wing bending and twisting deformations,
fuselage deflections_ vertical and pitching motion of the air-
plane_ and some tail forces. The method is based on aerodynamic
strip theory. Either a sharp-edge gust or a gust of arbitrary
shape in the spanwise or flight directions may be treated.
Once the time history of the displacements has been found_ the
normal or torque loading on the wing can be found with little
effort.
INVESTIGATION OF SPOILER AILERONS FOR USE AS SPEED BRAKES OR
GLIDE PATH CONTROLS ON TWO NACA 65-SERIES WINGS EQUIPPED WITH
FULL SPAN SLOTTED FLAPS (Supersedes TN 1933), 1951
The report investigates aileron characteristics per title. Several
plug-aileron and retractable-aileron configurations were investi_
gated on the two wing models with the full-span flaps retracted
and deflected. Tests were made at various Mach numbers between
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0.13 and 0.71. Results show that the use of plug or retractable
ailerons_ either alone or in conjunction with wing flaps_ as
speed brakes of glide-path controls is feasible and very effective.
THEORETICALNTISYMMETRICSPANLOADINGFORWINGSOFARBITRARY
PLANFORMAT SUBSONICSPEEDS(Supersedes TN 2140)_ John DeYoung,1951
A simplified lifting-surface theory that includes effects of
compressibility and spanwise variation of section lift-curve slope
is used to provide charts with which antisymmetric loading due to
arbitrary antisymmetric angle of attack can be found for wings
having symmetric plan forms with a constant spanwise sweepangle
of the quarter-chord line. Consideration is given to the flexible
wing in roll. Aerodynamic characteristics due to rolling_ deflect_
ed ailerons_ and sideslip of wings with dihedral are considered.
Experimental and theoretical verification of the theory is shown
to be good. The theory is applicable for large aerodynamic angles
provided the flow remains unseparated.
THEORETICALSYMMETRICSPANLOADINGDUETOFLAPDEFLECTIONFOR
WINGSOFARBITRARYPLANFORMAT SUBSONICSPEEDS(Supersedes TN
2278)_ John DeYoung_1952
A simplified lifting-surface theory is applied to the problem of
evaluating span loading due to flap deflection for arbitrary wing
plan forms. With the resulting procedure_ the effects of flap
deflection on the span loading and associated aerodynamic charac_
teristics can easily be computed for any wing which is symmetrical
about the root chord and which has a straight quarter-chord line
over the wing semispan.
For the special case of straight-tapered wings_ the loading dis-
tributions and values of flap effectiveness are given in chart form
for a range of wing plan forms.
On the basis of experimental comparisons_ it is concluded that the
method of the subject report can predict the flap effectiveness of
wings at subsonic speeds with good accuracy.
ESTIMATIONOFTHEMAXIMUMANGLEOF SIDESLIPFORDETERMINATIONF
VERTICAL-TAILLOADSIN ROLLINGMANELF_ERS(Supersedes TN 2633),
Ralph W. Stone_ Jr._ 1953
The results of the investigation presented give the following
indications with regard to sideslip angles and resultant vertical_
tail loads in rolling maneuvers for a current (1953) high-speed
airplane:
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I. The expressions that existed at this time which were simpli-
fied for calculating maximumsideslip angles in rolling maneuvers
will greatly underestimate the maximumsideslip angle for some
conditions.
2. Solutions of the three linearized lateral equations of motion_
including product-of-inertia terms_ will generally indicate with
sufficient accuracy the sideslip angles expected in aileron rolls
from trimmed flight.
CHARTSANDAPPROXIMATEFORMULASFORTHEESTIMATIONOFAEROELASTIC
EFFECTSONTHELOADINGOFSWEPTANDUNSWEPTWINGS(Supersedes TN
2608)_ Franklin W. Diederich and Kenneth A. Foss_ 1953
Charts were presented for the estimation of aeroelastic effects on
the spanwise lift distribution_ lift-curve slope_ aerodynamic
center_ and damping in roll of swept and unswept wings at subsonic
and supersonic speeds. Two types of stiffness distributions were
considered: one which consists of a variation of the stiffness
with the fourth power of the chord and is appropriate for solid
wings_ and one which is based on an idealized constant-stress
structure and is believed to be more nearl_ representative of
actual structures.
The limitations of these charts are that they do not apply to wings
with very low aspect ratio or very large angles of sweepnor to
wings with large sources of concentrated aerodynamic forces. The
charts are likely to be less reliable for wings with zero taper
than for wings with other taper ratios and less reliable when the
componentof the Machnumberperpendicular to the leading edge is
transonic than when this componentis either subsonic or supersonic.
Wingswith large discontinuities in the spanwise distribution of
the bending or torsional stiffnesses cannot be analyzed directly by
use of the charts_ but an approximate method was presented. No
charts have been presented for inertia effects but a method of
estimating these effects has been outlined.
AERODYNAMICFORCESANDLOADINGSONSYMMETRICALCIRCULAR-ARCAIR-
FOILSWITHPLAINLEADING-EDGEANDPLAIN TRAILING-EDGEFLAPS_Jones
F. Cahill_ William J. Underwood_Robert J. Nuber_ and Gail A.
Cheesman_1953
An investigation was madein the Langley two-dimensional low-
turbulence tunnel and in the Langley two_dimensional low-turbulence
pressure tunnel of 6- and 10%-thick symmetrical circular-arc
airfoil sections at low Machnumbersand several Reynolds numbers.
The airfoils were equipped with 0.15-chord plain leading-edge
flaps and 1.20-chord plain trailing-edge flaps.
ANALYSISOFLANDING-GEARBEHAVlOR_Benjamin Milwitzky and Francis
E. Cook_ 1953
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The report first works problem out for the complete system of
equations involved in the problem_ first for the instant of impact
and then for the shock-strut deflection. The report then general-
izes a simple solution in non-dimensional form which has been
found to be accurate_ and leads to a rapid solution.
Plots are given for a series of solutions to the generalized equa-
tions. The graphs are for dimensionless time_ against velocity
ratio. These graphs may be used for rapidly estimating landing-
gear performance in preliminary design.
TR 1172 A STUDYOFTHEAPPLICATIONOFPOWER-SPECTRALMETHODSOF GENERALIZED
HARMONICANALYSISTOGUSTLOADSONAIRPLANES_Harry Press and
Bernard Mazelsky_ 1954
The analysis of the application of power-spectral methods of
analysis to gust-load problems has indicated the following re-
suits:
I. The application of power-spectral methods of analysis to load
calculations provides a measureof load intensity for continuous
rough air in terms of the standard deviation of the load output.
2. The probability distribution of load intensity in homogeneous
rough air appears to approximate a normal distribution.
3. For the case of the normally distributed output_ the standard
deviation of load completely describes the probability distribu-
tion of loads specifying the proportion of total time that vari-
ous load values are exceeded.
4. Calculations for a limited series of conventional and stable
airplane configurations indicate that the loads in continuous
rough air for variations in individual airplane geometric and
aerodynamic parameters are to a first approximation adequately
reflected by the peak-load response to the arbitrary 10-chord
triangular gust commonlyused.
The power-spectral method itself wasn't shownin the report.
TR 1228 CALCULATEDSPANWISELIFT DISTRIBUTIONS_INFLUENCEFUNCTIONS_AND
INFLUENCECOEFFICIENTSFORUNSWEPTWINGSIN SUBSONICFLOW(Super-
sedes TN 3014)_ Franklin W. Diederich and Martin Zlotnick_ 1955
Spanwise lift distributions were calculated for nineteen unswept
wings with various aspect ratios and taper ratios and with a
variety of angle.of-attack or twist distributions_ including
flap and aileron deflections by meansof the Weissengermethod
with eight control points on the semispan. Also calculated were
aerodynamic influence coefficients which pertain to a certain
definite set of stations along the span_ and several methods are
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presented for calculating aerodynamic influence functions and co-
efficients for stations other than those stipulated.
The information presented can be used in the analysis of untwisted
wings of wings with knowntwist distributions_ as well as in aero-
elastic calculations involving initially unknowntwist distribu-
tions.
Several pages of equations are required to present the method.
ANEXPERIMENTALSTUDYOFAPPLIEDGROUNDLOADSIN LANDING(Super-
sedes TN 3246)_ DeanC. Lindquist and Dexter M. Potter_ 1955
A study was madeof the applied loads and the coefficient of fric-
tion in impacts of a small landing gear under controlled conditions
on a concrete landing strip in the Langley impact basin. The basic
investigation included three major phases: forward-speed tests at
horizontal velocities up to approximately 86 feet per second_
forward-speed tests with reverse wheel rotation to simulate hori-
zontal velocities up to about 273 feet per second_and spin-up
drop tests for comparison with the other tests.
THEORETICALSPANLOADDISTRIBUTIONSANDROLLINGMOMENTSFORSIDE-
SLIPPINGWINGSOFARBITRARYPLANFORMIN INCOMPRESSIBLEFLOW(Super-
sedes NACATN 3605)_ M. J. Queijo_ 1956
A method of computing span loads and the resulting rolling moments
for sideslipping wings of arbitrary plan form in incompressible
flow is derived. The method requires that the span load at zero
sideslip be known for the wing under consideration. Becausethis
information is available for a variety of wings_ this requirement
should not seriously restrict the application of the present
method. The basic method requires a mechanical differentiation
and integration to obtain the rolling momentfor the general wing
in sideslip. For wings having straight leading and trailing edges
over each semispan_ the rolling momentdue to sideslip is given by
a simple equation in terms of plan-form parameters and the lateral
center of pressure of the lift due to angle of attack.
The mechanical differentiation and integration required to obtain
the rolling momentfor the general wing can be avoided by use of
a step-load method which is also derived. Charts are presented
from which the rolling-moment parameter CI_/ CL can be obtained
for wings having straight leading and trailing edges over each semi-
span.
The agreementbetween this theoretical method and experimental
results showedgood agreement.
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A RE-EVALUATIONOFDATAONATMOSPHERICTURBULENCEANDAIRPLANE
GUSTLOADSFORAPPLICATIONIN SPECTRALCALCULATIONS( upersedes
NACATN 3362)_ Harry Press_ MayT. Meadows_and Ivan Hadlock_ 1956
The available information on the spectrum of atmospheric turbulence
is first briefly reviewed. On the basis of these results_ methods
are developed for the conversion of available gust statistics
normally given in terms of counts of gusts of acceleration peaks
into a form appropriate for use in spectral calculations. The
fundamental quantity for this purpose appears to be the probabili-
ty distribution of the root-mean-square of the gust velocity.
Estimates of this distribution are derived from data for a number
of load histories of transport operationsj also_ estimates of the
variation of this distribution with altitude and weather condition
are derived from available data. The method of applying these
results to the calculation of airplane gust-response histories
in operation is also outlined.
EFFECTOF INTERACTIONONLANDING-GEARBEHAVIORANDDYNAMICLOADS
IN A FLEXIBLEAIRPLANESTRUCTURE(Supersedes NACATN 3467)_
Francis E. Cook and Benjamin Milwitzky_ 1956
The effects of interaction between a landing gear and a flexible
airplane structure on the behavior of the landing gear and the
loads in the structure were studied by treating the equations of
motion of the airplane and the landing gear as a coupled system.
The landing gear is considered to have nonlinear characteristics
typical of conventional gears_ namely_ velocity-squared damping_
polytropic air_compression springing_ and exponential tire force-
deflection characteristics. For the case where only two modesof
the structure are considered_ an equivalent three-mass system is
derived for representing the airplane and landing-gear combina-
tions.
Examplesare given based on the structural properties of two
large airplanes having considerably different mass and flexibil-
ity characteristics.
SUMMARYOFDERIVEDGUSTVELOCITIESOBTAINEDFROMMEASURI_IENTS
WITHINTHUNDERSTORMS(Supersedes NACATN 3538)_ H. B. Tolefson_
1956
This report presents the available data on the derived gust
velocities in thunderstorms for altitudes up to 34_000 feet. The
derived gust velocities were obtained from the previously evaluated
effective gust velocities through use of a conversion factor that
is a function of airplane characteristics and altitude. The re-
suits indicate that the intensity of the derived gust velocities
in thunderstorms is essentially constant for altitudes up to
about 20_000 feet and that an approximate lO%-reduction in the
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intensity occurs as altitude is increased from 20_000 to 30_000feet.
MEASUREMENTOFAERODYNAMICFORCESFORVARIOUSMEANANGLESOF
ATTACKONANAIRFOILOSCILLATINGIN PITCHANDONTWOFINITE-SPAN
WINGSOSCILLATINGIN BENDINGWITHEMPHASISONDAMPINGIN THE
STALL(Supersedes NACATN 3643)_ A. Gerald Rainey_ 1957
The oscillating air forces on a two-dimensional wing oscillating
in pitch about the midchord were measuredat various meanangles
of attack and at Machnumbersof 0.35 and 0.7. In addition_ the
aerodynamic damping in_ essentially_ the first bending modehas
been measuredfor two finite-span wings over a range of mean
angles of attack and reduced frequency.
METHODFORCALCULATINGTHEAERODYNAMICLOADINGONANOSCILLATING
FINITE WINGIN SUBSONICANDSONICFLOW(Supersedes NACATN 3694)_
Harry L. Runyanand Donald S. Woolston_ 1957
This report presents a method for determining the air forces on
an oscillating finite wing of general plan form in subsonic flow
including the limiting case of sonic flow. The loading on the
wing is assumedto be given by a series containing unknownco-
efficients which satisfies various boundary conditions at the
edges. The required integrations are performed by approximate
means_and a set of simultaneous equations in terms of the coeffi-
cients in the loading series is obtained. Solution of this set
of equations then gives the loading coefficients. This method is
applied to rectangular and delta wings and comparison is madewith
existing theories.
THEORETICALNDEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHESUBSONIC-FLOW
FIELDSBENEATHSWEPTANDUNSWEPTWINGSWITHTABLESOFVORTEX-
INDUCEDVELOCITIES_William J. Alford_ Jr._ 1957
Report uses potential theory adjusted for span_ chord_ and thick-
ness effects.
Results indicate significant chordwise gradients in flow proper-
ties_ which diminish as distance from chord plane increases. In-
creasing CL caused large changes in local downwashand sidewash
angles_ and in q/qoo" Wing sweepincreased sidewash.
Theoretical results overpredicted downwashangles toward tip of
swept wing and underpredicted sidewash angles ahead of unswept
wing.
THERESPONSEOFANAIRPLANETORANDOMATMOSPHERICDISTURBANCES
(Supersedes NACATN 3910)_ Franklin W. Diederich_ 1958
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The statistical approach to the problem of calculating the
dynamic responses and the stresses of an airplane subjected to
continuous randomatmospheric turbulance has been extended in
several respects_ basically_ only the assumptions of linearity_
that is_ of small motions and deformations_ as well as homogeneity
and axisymmetry of the turbulence are retained.
First considered was the effect of spanwise variations of the
instantaneous turbulent velocities on the lift and momentsdue
to turbulence. The mean-square lift was shownto be reduced
considerably if the span of the airplane is relatively large
comparedwith the integral scale of turbulence. The shape of the
spectrum of this lift is affected relatively little by the
spanwise variations of gust intensity 3 except at very high
frequencies_ if the decrease in the effective mean-square inten-
sity is taken into account. The effect of sweepon the mean-
square lift and its spectrum has been shownto be small for wings
with a given distance from root to tip.
The mean-squarerolling momentwas shownto be proportional to the
ratio of the wing span to the integral scale of turbulence for
small values of that ratio.
The dynamic responses of both a rigid airplane and a flexible
airplane were treated. It was shown that the simultaneous action
of longitudinal_ verticalj and leteral gusts on the wing stresses
can be taken into account by simply adding the power spectra of
the various contributions_ provided the turbulence is isotropic.
Also_ the mean-square pitching momentis shownto be substantially
increased if the tail length is relatively large comparedwith
the scale of the turbulence.
MEASUREMENTOFSTATICPRESSUREONAIRCRAFT_William Gracey_ 1958
Extremely good information on construction of total-pressure
measuring devices was found in NACATN 1605 and 3641_which have
been superseded by NACAReports 919 and 1303.
[The report concluded that the location of a static pressure source
on the fuselage nose3 or on the tube extended from the wing tip
forward_ or on the tube extended ahead of the upper tip of the
vertical tail is satisfactory for speeds below Mach0.8.] Best
location must be found by experiment. For most of the locations
tested which are standard_ the error was generally less than 0.5%
for Machnumbersbelow 0.8. Best results were obtained when
orifice did not protrude and the edges of the orifice were smooth
with a slight inward bevel. The report gives several methods of
determining pressure error.
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TR 685 MECHANISM OF FLUTTER: A THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
OF THE FLUTTER PROBLEM, Theodore Theodorsen and I. E. Garrick,
1940
TR 741 FLUTTER CALCULATIONS IN THREE DEGREES OF FREEDOM, Theodore
Theodorsen and I. E. Garrick, 1942
TR 759 DERIVATION OF CHARTS FOR DETERMINING THE HORIZONTAL TAIL LOAD
VARIATION WITH ANY ELEVATOR MOTION, Henry A. Pearson, 1943
TR 792 FLIGHT STUDIES OF THE HORIZONTAL-TAIL LOADS EXPERIENCED BY A
FIGHTER AIRPLANE IN ABRUPT MANEUVERS, Flight Research Maneuvers
Section - LMAL, 1944
TR 795 THE NACA IMPACT BASIN AND WATER LANDING TESTS OF A FLOAT MODEL
AT VARIOUS VELOCITIES AND WEIGHTS, Sidney A. Batterson, 1944
TR 807 A METHOD OF ANALYSIS OF V-G RECORDS FROM TRANSPORT OPERATIONS,
A. M. Peiser and M. Wilkerson, 1945
TR 810 ANALYSIS AND MODIFICATION OF THEORY FOR IMPACT OF SEAPLANES ON
WATER, Wilbur L. Mayo, 1945
TR 826 A METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE CAMBER AND TWIST OF A SURFACE TO
SUPPORT A GIVEN DISTRIBUTION OF LIFT, WITH APPLICATIONS TO THE
LOAD OVER A SWEPTBACK WING, Doris Cohen, 1945
TR 836 BENDING-TORSION FLUTTER CALCULATIONS MODIFIED BY SUBSONIC COM-
PRESSIBILITY CORRECTIONS, I. E. Garrick, 1946
TR 838 CONSIDERATION OF DYNAMIC LOADS ON THE VERTICAL TAIL BY THE THEORY
OF FLAT YAWING MANEUVERS, John Boshar and Philip Davis, 1946
TR 846 FLUTTER AND OSCILLATING AIR-FORCE CALCULATIONS FOR AN AIRFOIL IN
A TWO-DIMENSIONAL SUPERSONIC FLOW, I. E. Garrick and S. I. Rubinow,
1946
TR 859 MEASUREMENTS IN FLIGHT OF THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON THE RIGHT
WING OF A PURSUIT-TYPE AIRPLANE AT SEVERAL VALUES OF MACH NUMBER,
Lawrence A. Clousing, William N. Turner and L. Stewart Rolls,
1946
TR 867 A THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION OF HYDRODYNAMIC IMPACT LOADS ON
SCALLOPED-BOTTOM SEAPLANES AND COMPARISONS WITH EXPERIMENT,
Benjamin Milwitzky, 1947
TR 966 FLUTTER OF A UNIFORM WING WITH AN ARBITRARILY PLACED MASS ACCORDING
TO A DIFFERENTIAL-EQUATION ANALYSIS AND A COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT,
Harry L. Runyan and Charles E. Watkins, 1950
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STUDY OF EFFECTS OF SWEEP ON THE FLUTTER OF CANTILEVER WINGS,
J. G. Barmby, H. J. Cunningham, and I. E. Garrick, 1951
EQUATIONS AND CHARTS FOR THE RAPID ESTIMATION OF HINGE-MOMENT
AND EFFECTIVENESS PARAMETERS FOR TRAILING-EDGE CONTROLS HAVING
LEADING AND TRAILING EDGES SWEPT AHEAD OF THE MACH LINES,
Kenneth L. Goin, 1951
AN ITERATIVE TRANSFORMATION PROCEDURE FOR NUMERICAL SOLUTION
OF FLUTTER AND SIMILAR CHARACTERISTIC-VALUE PROBLEMS, Myron
L. Gossard, 1952
SINGLE-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM-FLUTTER CALCULATION FOR A WING IN SUB-
SONIC POTENTIAL FLOW AND COMPARISON WITH AN EXPERIMENT, Harry
L. Runyan, 1952
GENERALIZED THEORY FOR SEAPLANE IMPACT, Benjamin Milwitzky, 1952
THEORY AND PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINING LOADS AND MOTIONS IN CHINE-
IMMERSED HYDRODYNAMIC IMPACTS OF PRISMATIC BODIES, Emanuel
Schnitzer, 1953
LIFT DEVELOPED ON UNRESTRAINED RECTANGULAR WINGS ENTERING GUSTS
AT SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC SPEEDS, Harvard Lomax, 1954
ON THE USE OF THE INDICIAL FUNCTION CONCEPT IN THE ANALYSIS OF
UNSTEADY MOTIONS OF WINGS AND WING-TAIL COMBINATIONS, Murray
Tobak, 1954
A REVISED GUST-LOAD FORMULA AND A RE-EVALUATION OF V-G DATA
TAKEN ON CIVIL TRANSPORT AIRPLANES FROM 1933 TO 1950, Kermit
G. Pratt and Walter G. Walker, 1954
A COMPARISON OF THE SPANWISE LOADING CALCULATED BY VARIOUS
METHODS WITH EXPERIMENTAL LOADINS OBTAINED ON A 45 ° SWEPTB_CK
WING OF ASPECT RATIO 8.02 AT A REYNOLDS NUMBER OF 4.0 x i0v,
William C. Schneider, 1954
STATISTICAL MEASUREMENTS OF CONTACT CONDITIONS OF 478 TRANSPORT-
AIRPLANE LANDINGS DURING ROUTINE DAYTIME OPERATIONS, Norman S.
Silsby, 1955
MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS OF WING AND TAIL BUFFETING LOADS ON A
FIGHTER AIRPLANE, Wilber B. Huston and T. H. Skipinski, 1955
THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS OF THE PRESSURES, FORCES, AND MOMENTS
AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS DUE TO VARIOUS LATERAL MOTIONS ACTING ON
THIN ISOLATED VERTICAL TAILS, Kenneth Margolis and Percy J.
Bobbltt, 1956
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THEPROPERCOMBINATIONOFLIFT LOADINGSFORLEASTDRAGONA
SUPERSONCWING,Frederick C. Grant, 1956
THEORETICALINVESTIGATIONOFFLUTTEROFTWO-DIMENSIONALFLAT
PANELSWITHONESURFACEXPOSEDTO SUPERSONICPOTENTIALFLOW,
Herbert C. Nelson and Herbert J. Cunningham,1956
A CORRELATIONFRESULTSOFA FLIGHTINVESTIGATIONWITHRESULTS
OFANANALYTICALSTUDYOFEFFECTSOFWINGFLEXIBILITYONWING
STRAINSDUETOGUSTS,C. C. Shufflebarger, Chester B. Payne,
and GeorgeL. Cahen, 1958
INCOMPRESSIBLEFLUTTERCHARACTERISTICSOFREPRESENTATIVEAIR-
CRAFTWINGS,C. H. Wilts, 1958
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There were no applicable aerodynamic loads reports in the NASA
technical report series.
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Not Applicable NASA Technical Reports
TIRE-TO-SURFACE FRICTION-COEFFICIENT MEASUREMENTS WITH A C-123B
AIRPLANE ON VARIOUS RUNWAY SURFACES, Richard H. Sawyer and Joseph
J. Kolnick, 1959
CALCULATION OF AERODYNAMIC LOADING AND TWIST CHARACTERISTICS OF
A FLEXIBLE WING AT MACH NUMBERS APPROACHING 1.0 AND COMPARISON
WITH EXPERIMENT, John P. Mugler, Jr., 1960
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF PNEUMATIC TIRES WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE
TO MODERN AIRCRAFT TIRES, Robert F. Smiley and Walter B. Horne,
1960
ANALYTICAL STUDY OF SOFT LANDINGS ON GAS-FILLED BAGS, Jack B.
Esgar and William C. Morgan, 1960
THEORETICAL STUDY OF CAMBER FLUTTER CHARACTERISTICS OF MONOCOQUE
AND MULTIWEB WINGS, Robert G. Thomson and Edwin T. Kruszewski,
1962
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Applicable NACA Wartime Reports
HINGE MOMENTS OF SEALED INTERNAL BALANCE ARRANG_4ENTS FOR CONTROL
SURFACES. II - EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF FABRIC SEALS IN THE
PRESENCE OF A THIN PLATE OVERHANG_ Jack Fischel_ August 1945
As an experimental verification and an extension of a previous
analytical investigation_ tests were made to determine the hinge
moments produced in an internal-balance arrangement by fabric
seals of various widths that seal flap-nose gaps of various
widths in the presence of a thin-plate overhang. The tests were
conducted with horizontal_ vertical_ and circular types of balance
chamber wall forward of the balance and with various heights of
the balance chamber.
LIFTING SURFACE THEORY VALUES OF THE DAMPING IN ROLL AND OF THE
PARAMETER USED IN ESTIMATING AILERON STICK FORCES, Robert S.
Swanson and E. LaVerne Priddy_ August 1945
An investigation was made by lifting-surface theory of a thin
elliptic wing of aspect ratio 6 in a steady roll by means of the
electromagnetic-analogymethod. From the results_ aspect-ratio
corrections for the damping in roll and aileron hinge moments for
a wing in steady roll were obtained that are more accurate than
those given by lifting-line theory.
The values of the damping in roll_ were obtained from NACAClp_
ARR No. 3J29. The stick-force computations for a range of aileron
deflections are presented in a table in the report. The results
were given but not the method of computations.
FLIGHT STUDIES OF THE HORIZONTAL TAlL LOADS EXPERIENCED BY A
MODERN PURSUIT AIRPLANE IN ABRUPT MANEUVERS_ By Flight Research
Maneuvers Section_ June 1944
Tail loads in maneuvers were estimated by measuring pressure
distributions and comparing to data obtained in wind tunnel tests.
Also_ strain gages and motion pictures were used to estimate
nature and order of magnitude of loads.
Conc lus ions
Theory developed was verified by experiments and analysis on 27
aircraft. Aileron fixed maneuvers were deemed most useful as
criterion for vertical-tail loads. More adverse combinations
were considered possible but improbable because they cannot be
maintained long.
A SUMMARY OF DRAG RESULTS FROM RECENT LANGLEY FULL SCALE TUNNEL
TESTS OF ARMY AND NAVY AIRPLANES_ Roy H. Lange_ February 1945
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Astudy wasmadeof waysto reduce drag on 12military airplanes. It was
found that large reductions in drag result from slight modifica-
tions. Attention to minor details in design is of utmost impor-
tance. Power plant and its accessories is (stacks, supercharter,
coolers) often responsible for more excess drag than any other
item.
COMPARISONFPITCHINGMOMENTSPRODUCEDBY PLAINFLAPSANDBY
SPOILERSANDSOMEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOFANNACA23012
AIRFOILWI_ VARIOUSTYPESOFAILERON_Paul E. Purser and Eliza-
beth G. McKinney, April 1945
An analysis of wind tunnel data on the pitching-moment charac-
teristics of airfoils with plain flaps and spoilers indicated the
following conclusions:
(i) The pitching momentsproduced by spoilers were less positive
than those produced by plain flaps of equal effectiveness.
(2) The positive values of the pitching momentsproduced by both
the plain flaps and the spoilers decreased as the devices
were located nearer the airfoil leading edge.
(3) From two isolated cases it was indicated that an increase in
Machnumbercaused less increase in the pitching momentspro-
duced by the spoiler than in those produced by the plain flap.
The investigation was carried out in the Langley 7- by 10-foot
wind tunnel.
CALCULATIONOF STICKFORCESFORAN ELEVATORWITHA SPRINGTAB,
Harry Greenberg, June 1944
Formulas for the calculation of hinge-momentcharacteristics of
an elevator with a spring tab were developed in terms of basic
aerodynamic parameters, spring stiffness_ and airspeed. The
formulas were used in a study of the stick-force gradients on a
pursuit airplane equipped with an elevator with a spring tab.
RESUMEOFHINGEMOMENTDATAFORUNSHIELDEDHORNBALANCEDCONTROL
SURFACES,John G. Lowry_ June 1943
The report summarizesavailable data from British and American
sources on unshielded horn balanced control surfaces. Data
indicate that stick-free stability can be increased by using a
horn balance3 but often leads to control force heaviness. It
divides control surfaces into 2 groups, determined by correlation
of the data. It seems that tip correction factor is necessary to
get good correlation. Graphs for both groups show considerable
range within which stick-free stability is greater than stick-
fixed stability (Ch_ positive and Ch6negative), where Ch_ is
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large enough to overcomeCh8 and cause control surface to move
against displacement of airplane. Balances_ in general_ are not
yet ready for use becauseyaw affects them adversely_ leading to
very large stick forces to keep controls undeflected.
HINGEMOMENTSOFSEALEDINTERNALB_CE ARRANGEMENTSFORCONTROL
SURFACES.I - THEORETICALINVESTIGATION_Harry E. Murray and Mary
A. Erwi% August 1945
The report is a theoretical analysis of hinge-momentcharacteris-
tics of various sealed-internal-balance control surfaces. It
considers overhangs sealed to various wing structures by flexible
seals or flexible systems of plates. Leakagewas not considered
but gap width was. Most nearly linear hinge-momentcharacteris-
tics were obtained by narrow flexible seals of about 0.i chord of
overhang gap.
ANALYSISOFVERTICALTAIL LOADSIN ROLLINGPULLOUTMANEUVERS_
Robert R. Gilruth_ August 1944
An analysis is presented of the vertical-tail loads to be expected
as a result of abrupt aileron action in accelerated flight_ as in
rolls from turns or pull-outs.
It was concluded that critical loads may occur in rolling pull-
out maneuvers_particularly on airplanes with good ailerons and
low directional stability.
COMPARISONBETWEENCALCULATEDANDMEASUREDLOADSONWINGAND
HORIZONTALTAlL IN PULLUPMANEUVERS_Cloyce E. Matheny_ October
1945
The calculations were based on four assumptions and results were
found to be as good as assumptions.
i. Changein load factor in maneuver is negligible.
2. Aerodynamic quantities are linear functions of angle of attack.
3. Speedis constant during maneuver.
4. Effects of flexibility neglected.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOF CONTROL-SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS.
XVl. PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION OVER AN NACA 0009 AIRFOIL WITH 0.30-
AIRFOIL-CHORD BEVELED-TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS_ H. Page Hoggard_ Jr.,
and Marjorie E. Bulloch_ April 1944
Pressure-distribution tests were made in the NACA 4- by 6-foot
vertical tunnel of a plain flap with interchangeable beveled
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trailing edges on an NACA 0009 airfoil. The flap chord was 30%
of the airfoil chord and the bevel chords were 15% and 20% of the
flap chord. From the tests the following conclusions were drawn:
(i) At a given angle of attack and flap deflection_ the addition
of a bevel reduced the resultant pressures over the entire
airfoil_ except for the pressure at the flap hinge axis in-
cluding the peak at the airfoil nose_ and caused a reversal of
pressure over the beveled part of the flap.
(2) The normal-force coefficient for the beveled-trailing-edge
flap was less than the coefficient for the plain-airfoil-
contour flap with the airfoil at the same angle of attack and
the flap deflected through the same angle.
(3) The open gap at the flap nose gave the flap a tendency toward
over-balance because of a decrease in negative pressures over
the upper surface of a downward deflected beveled flap.
(4) The size of the radius used to fair the bevel juncture did not
appreciably effect the pressure distribution.
(5) The results obtained from the pressure-distribution tests
generally were in fair agreement with force-test results of a
comparable arrangement.
THEORETICAL DISTRIBUTION OF LOAD OVER A SWEPT-BACK WING_ Doris
Cohen_ October 1942
The load over an elliptical wing with 30 ° sweepback has been
calculated. The method of calculating the lift distribution is
given in detail in TN 855. The method consists of replacing the
wing and its wake by a continuous distribution of vortices and
computing the induced vertical velocities caused by this vortex
system at several points on the wing. The vortices coincide with
the contour lines of the circulation function F_ which is obtained
by integrating the lift back along the chord from the leading
edge. This method takes into account the chordwise distribution
of lifting area.
EFFECTS OF PROPELLER OPERATION AND ANGLE OF YAW ON THE DISTRIBU-
TION OF THE LOAD ON THE HORIZONTAL TAlL SURFACE OF A TYPICAL
PURSUIT AIRPLANE_ Harold H. Sweberg and Richard Dingeldein_
February 1944
Measurements were made in the NACA full_scale tunnel of the pres-
sure distribution over the horizontal tail surface of a typical
pursuit airplane in order to determine the effects of propeller
operation and angle of yaw on the tail load distribution. Most
of the tests were made with the propeller operating to simulate
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climb conditions_ high-speed dives_ and pull-ups to various normal
accelerations for angles of yaw ranging from i0o to -i0 °.
PRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONOVERANAIRFOILWITHA BALANCEDSPLITFLAP_
Milton B. Ames_Jr._ and John G. Lowry_ December1941
A pressure-distribution was conducted in the NACA4- by 6-foot
vertical wind tunnel to determine the airloads on an airfoil with
a 22. l-percent-chord balanced split flap. Pressures were measured
on both the upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil and the flap
for several angles of attack and for several flap deflections.
The data_ presented as pressure diagrams and as graphs of the
section coefficients for the airfoil-flap combination and for the
flap alone_ are applicable to the structural design of an airfoil
with a balanced split flap. It is believed that the results are
applicable to airfoils of different thickness and to symmetrical
or moderately camberedairfoils of similar contour.
EFFECTOFCHANGESIN AILERONRIGGINGONTHESTICKFORCESOFA
HIGH-SPEEDFIGHTERAIRPLANE_Harry E. Murray and S. Anne Warren_
May 1944
The effect of changes in aileron rigging between 2° up and 2° down
on the stick forces was determined from wind-tunnel data for a
finite-span wing model. These effects were investigated for
ailerons deflecting equally in both directions and linearly with
stick deflection.
WIND-TUNNELTESTSOFHINGE-MOMENTCHARACTERISTICSOF SPRINGTAB
AILERONS_Frederick H. Imlay and J. D. Bird_ January 1944
The purpose of spring tab ailerons is to reduce the stick force re-
quired to work the ailerons. Tests were madein the NACAstability
tunnel on two types of spring tab ailerons. The amount of tab
deflection dependedon control system force.
Results showedthat the control system force remained fairly
constant throughout the speed range tested. Moderate oscillations
occurred in control system at or near the stall_ due to alternate
stalling and unstalling of the tab. This could be avoided by
using a tab of sufficient size so that large deflections are not
needed to obtain desired results. Figures show the variation of
tab angle_ aileron angle_ increment of section lift angle_ and
control hinge momentcoefficient with control stick deflection
for the ailerons tested.
Preloading the spring control of the tab allowed for the reduction
of the control forces at high speeds_ but still allows for the feel
of a plain aileron at low speed_ or at small aileron deflections.
Removingthe tab gap seal considerably reduced the effectiveness
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of the tab as a balance.
WIND-TUNNELINVESTIGATIONOFCONTROL-SURFACECHARACTERISTICS.
XVIII - A LINKEDOVERHANGAERODYNAMICBALANCE_Richard I. Sears
and Robert B. Liddell_ February 1944
A trend in flap design has been to use an overhang to keep
control forces within reason for high speed flight. This report
investigates the use of a overhang which is hinged from the flap
so that it deflects less than the flap_ thus avoiding the common
fault of overbalance. The flap was tested always with a chord of
.30 chord of the airfoil_ with the overhang chord ranging from
50%to 100%of the flap chord.
SOME FFECTSOFPROPELLEROPERATIONONTHEDISTRIBUTIONOFTHE
LOADONTHEVERTICALTAlL SURFACEOFA TYPICALPURSUITAIRPLANE_
Harold H. Swebergand Richard C. Dingeldeinj March 1944
Full scale tests madein NACAfull scale tunnel on typical pursuit
plane. Results show that prop operation caused an increment of
force on the vertical tail in a positive direction (force to
right) regardless of the direction of the initial load on the
surface. The largest effects of prop operation were measuredat
a section located approximately in the middle of the fin and
resulted in a large concentration of the vertical-tail load at
this section. The distribution of the load over the portion of
the vertical tail that is blanketed by the fuselage changed only
slightly with changes in either yaw angle or prop operation.
For the range of prop-operation conditions of these tests_ the
slopes of the curves of vertical-tail normal-force coefficient
against angle of yaw varied only slightly with increase in thrust
and torque coefficients. The effects of increases in slipstream
rotation resulting from increases in prop torque on the vertical-
tail loading were far more pronounced than the effects of in-
creases in the axial velocity in the slipstream due to increases
in propeller torque.
WIND-TUNNELTESTSOFAILERONSAT VARIOUS PEEDS.V - PRESSURE
DISTRIBUTIONSOVERTHENACA66_20216ANDNACA23012AIRFOILSWITH
VARIOUSBALANCESON0.20-CHORDAILERONS_W. Letko and H. G. Denaci_
November1943
Pressure-distribution tests of an NACA66_2-2163a = 1.0_ airfoilj
equipped with a blunt-nose-balance aileron and a sealed internal-
balance aileron_ and of an NACA23012airfoil_ equipped with a
Frise aileron and a blunt-nose-balance aileron_ were madein the
LMALstability tunnel. Machnumbersranged from 0.20 to 0.47.
Pressures were measuredon the upper and lower surfaces at the
midspans of the main airfoil and the aileron for several different
aileron deflections at several angles of attack.
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Data was presented in the form of pressure-distributions diagrams
for the airfoil-aileron combinations and for the aileron alone and
as curves of section coefficients which were obtained by integra-
tion of the pressure-distribution diagrams of the airfoil-aileron
combinations.
The report checked the usefulness of aileron balances (closeness
of balance without any overbalance at any speed).
FULL-SCALE TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION OVER
THE TAlL OF THE P-47B AIRPLANE_ Richard C. Dingeldein_ May 1943
Pressures on the horizontal and vertical surfaces were measured
for several airplane angles of attack and angles of yaw and with
numerous control-surface deflections to provide a check on the
design loads. The report shows the distribution of the tail normal
force between the fixed and the movable surfaces_ the effects of
yaw and rudder deflection on the normal forces on the horizontal
tail surfaces_ and the similar effects of angle of attack and
elevator deflection on the vertical tail surfaces. Some theoreti-
cal calculations were made for comparison.
AN ANALYTICAL STUDY OF WING AND TAIL LOADS ASSOCIATED WITH AN
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION_ H. A. Pearson and J. B. Garvin_ June 1941
The equations relating the wing and tail loads are derived for
the type of control movement that proceeds at a constant rate to
a maximum value and thereafter remains constant.
ADJUSTMENT OF STICK FORCE BY A NONLINEAR AILERON-STICK LINKAGE_
John G. Lowry_ November 1942
A system was developed to allow for a non-linear variation of
aileron deflection with stick deflection. This was do_e by making
use of sinusoidal variation. The system results in reduced forces
at large deflections_ but slightly increased forces at small de-
flections.
DERIVATION OF CHARTS FOR DETERMINING THE HORIZONTAL TAIL LOAD
VARIATION WITH ANY ELEVATOR MOTION 3 Henry A. Pearson_ January 1943
Equations relating the wing and tail loads are derived for a unit
elevator displacement. Equations are then converted into a non-
dimensional form and general charts given by which the wing- and
tail-load-increment variation may be determined under dynamic
conditions for any type of elevator motion and for various degrees
of airplane stability. Examples of wing and tail load evaluation
are given to illustrate the technique. Methods are given for
determining the necessary derivatives from results of wind-tunnel
tests when such tests are available. Extensive charts were in-
cluded.
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THEORYANDPRELIMINARYFLIGHTTESTSOFANALL-MOVABLEVERTICAL
TAlL SURFACE_Robert T. Jones and Harold F. Kleckner_ January 1943
Results of tests show that:
Pilots detected no difference in the flying qualities of the plane
with all-movable tail and conventional tail.
All-movable tail developed considerably greater normal force per
unit area than the original tail.
Directional stability with the all-movable tail was as great with
the rudder free as with the rudder fixed.
Dampingof large rudder-free lateral oscillations was satisfactory.
An undampedoscillation of small amplitude was obtained in the
rudder-free turns with the tail hinged at 30%of the meanaero-
dynamic chord.
Pilots were able to makesatisfactory normal turns with the all-
movable tail using only the stick.
Stalling of the all-movable tail was obtained without flutter or
vibration and was apparent to the pilot only through observation
of tuft action.
PRESSURE-DISTRIBUTIONMEASUR_ENTSONVARIOUS URFACESOFA 0.2375-
SCALEMODELOFTHEDOUGLASXA-26 AIRPLANEIN THE19-FOOTPRESSURE
TUNNEL_C. Dixon Ashworth_ October 1943
Pressure distribution measurementson a 0.2375-scale model of the
Douglas XA-26 airplane were conducted. The measurementswere made
on the spinner-cowl-nacelle assembly and the fuselage for angles
of attack from -8° to 8° . The airspeed was approximately 95 mph
with the tunnel air compressedto 35 pounds per square inch abso-
lute.
PRESSURE-DISTRIBUTIONMEASUREMENTSOFA LOW-DRAGAIRFOILWITH
SLOTTEDFLAPSU_ITTED BY CURTISS-WRIGHTCORPORATION_I. H. Abbott_
December1941
The test model was described in: Abbott_ I. H.: Lift and Drag
Characteristics of a Low-Drag Airfoil Model with Slotted Flap
Submitted by Curtiss-Wright Corporation. NACAMR_Dec. 2_ 1941.
The model was equipped with 0.25c slotted flap with the lip on-
upper airfoil surface at approximately 90%of the airfoil chord.
Themodel was equipped with pressure-distribution orifices.
The report gives graphs of pressure-distribution for angle of
attack and flap deflection. Values of corrected dynamic pressure
and impact pressure level in sameunits are given on each graph.
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Static pressure level is obtained by subtracting value of q to
impact pressure level.
PRESSURE-DISTRIBUTION MEASUREMENTS OF TWO AIRFOIL MODELS WITH
FOWLER FLAPS SU_41TTED BY CONSOLIDATED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION AS
ALTERNATIVE WING SECTIONS OF THE X-B-32 AIRPLANE_ Ira H. Abbott_
January 1942
Pressure distributions diagrams for several angles of attack and
flap deflections are presented. Values of corrected dynamic pres-
sure and impact pressure level in terms of the same units are given
on each figure. Static pressure level is obtained by subtracting
the value of q to the impact pressure level.
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Not Applicable NACA Wartime Reports
MEASUR_ENTS IN FLIGHT OF THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON THE RIGHT
WING OF A P-39N-I AIRPLANE AT SEVERAL VALUES OF MACH NUMBER_
L. A. Clousing_ W. N. Turner_ and L. S. Rolls_ April 1945
FLIGHT MEASUREMENTS OF HORIZONTAL TAIL LOADS ON A TYPICAL
PROPELLER DRIVEN PURSUIT AIRPLANE DURING STALLED PULL-OUTS
AT HIGH SPEED_ L. A. Clousing and W. N. Turner_ April 1944
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STATISTICALANALYSISOFTHECHARACTERISTICSOFREPEATEDGUSTSIN
TURBULENTAIR_ A. I. Moskovitz and A. M. Peiser_ November1945
EFFECTSOF COMPRESSIBILITYONTHEMAXIMUMLIFT CHARACTERISTICS
ANDSPANWISELOADDISTRIBUTIONOFA 12-FOOT-SPANFIGHTERTYPE
WINGOFNACA230-SERIESAIRFOILSECTION_E. O. Pearson_ Jr._
A. J. Evans_and F. E. West_ Jr._ November1945
VARIATIONOF HYDRODYNAMICIMPACTLOADSWITHFLIGHTPATHANGLEFORA
PRISMATICFLOATAT 12° TRIMANDWITHA 22 1/2° ANGLEOFDEADRISEj
S. A. Batterson_ February 1946
VARIATIONOF HYDRODYNAMICIMPACTLOADSWITHFLIGHTPATHANGLEFORA
PRISMATICFLOATAT 6° AND9° TRIMANDA 22 1/2° ANGLEOFDEADRISE_
S. A. Batterson and T. Stewart# February 1946
THEORETICALNDEXPERIMENTALDYNAMICLOADSFORA PRISMATICFLOAT
HAVINGANANGLEOFDEADRISE OF 22 i/2°_ W. L. Mayo_July 1945
FREQUENCYOF OCCURRENCEOFCRITICALGUSTLOADSONOVERLOADEDAIR-
PLANES_ThomasD. Reisert, March 1945
CONSIDERATIONSOFWAKE XCITEDVIBRATORYSTRESSIN A PUSHER
PROPELLER_B. W. Corson_Jr._ and M. F. Miller_ February 1944
THEEFFECTOF HIGHWINGLOADINGONLANDINGTECHNIQUEANDDISTANCE_
WITHEXPERIMENTALDATAFORTHEB-26 AIRPLANE_F. B. Gustafson and
William J. O'Sullivanj Jr._ January 1945
THERELATIONBETWEENSPANWISEVARIATIONSIN THECRITICALMACH
NUMBERANDSPANWISELOADDISTRIBUTIONS#R. T. Whitcomb_December
1944
EFFECTOFHINGEMOMENTPARAMETERSONELEVATORSTICKFORCESIN
RAPIDMANEUVERS3 R. T. Jones and H. Greenberg_November1944
VARIATIONOFHYDRODYNAMICIN2ACTLOADSWITHFLIGHT-PATHANGLE
FORA PRISMATICFLOATAT 3° TRIMANDWITHA 22 1/2° ANGLEOF
DEADRISE_S. A. Batterson_ February 1945
CORRELATIONOFFLIGHTDATAONLIMIT PRESSURECOEFFICIENTSAND
THEIRRELATIONTOHIGH-SPEEDBURBLINGANDCRITICALTAlL LOADS_
R. V. Rhode#September1944
ANALYSISOFEFFECTOFROLLINGPULL-OUTSONWINGANDAILERONLOADS
OFA FIGHTERAIRPLANE#Henry A. Pearson and William S. Aiken_ Jr._
March 1946
LIMITATIONSOFLIFTING-LINETHEORYFORESTIMATIONOFAILERON
HINGE-MOMENTCHARACTERISTICS#R. S. Swansonand C. L. Gillis_
December1943
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WRL 657
WRL 679
WRL 699
WRL 723
WRL 731
WRL 742
WRL 743
FLUTTERTESTSONSB2UMODELIN 16-FOOTTUNNEL_Theodore Theodorsen_
R. P. Coleman,N. H. Smith_ February 1943
FLUTTERTESTSOF B-24 FIN-RUDDER-TABSYSTEM_T. Theodorsen and
N. H. Smith_ September 1944
EFFECTSOFMEAN-LINELOADINGONTHEAERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSOF
SOMELOWDRAGAIRFOILS_Milton Davidson and Harold R. Turner, Jr._
September1943
ANANALYSISOF THEINDICATIONSOFTHEUNIVERSITYOFCHICAGOAIR-
BORNETURBULENCEINDICATORIN GUSTYAIR_ H. B. Tolefson and K. G.
Pratt_ August 1946
A CORRELATIONFLOADINGSANDAFTERBODYLENGTH-BEAMRATIOSOF
VARIOUSFLYING-BOATHULLS_J. B. Parkinson_ June 1946
FLUTTERTESTSOFMODIFIEDSB2UMODELIN 16-FOOTTUNNEL_Theodore
Theodorsen_R. P. Coleman_and N. H. Smith_ August 1943
VIBRATIONRESPONSET STSOFA I/5-SCALEMODELOFTHEGRUMMANF6F
AIRPLANEIN THELANGLEY16-FOOTHIGH-SPEEDTUNNEL_Theodore
Theodorsen and Arthur A. Regler, November1944
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WRW 41
WRW 92
WRW 106
A CORRELATIONOFTHEDIMENSIONS_PROPORTIONS_ANDLOADINGSOF
EXISTINGSEAPLANEFLOATSANDFLYING-BOATHULLS_W. S. Locke_ Jr._
March 1943
DYNAMICLOADSONAIRPLANESTRUCTURESDURINGLANDING_M. A. Biot and
R. L. Bisplinghoff_ October 1944
LANDINGIMPACTCHARACTERISTICSFROMMODELTESTSjJ. D. Pierson_
February 1946
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RML7GI8
RML8A26
Applicable NACA Research Memoranda
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF A PRELOADED SPRING-TAB FLUTTER
MODEL_ N. H. Smith_ S. A. Clevenson_ and J. G. Barmby_ December
1947
Results presented of tests of a preloaded spring-tab flutter model
indicated that_ with a rudder mass-balanced and at a low frequency
compared with the tab frequency_ the tab frequency appears to be
the most significant parameter. Because the frequency of a pre-
loaded spring-tab system was found to vary inversely with ampli-
tude_ the flutter speed decreased with an increase in initial
displacement of the tab. Although the effect of aspect ratio
was small_ it was indicated that the tab with the low aspect
ratio showed a tendency to flutter at a higher speed than the tab
with a higher aspect ratio having the same area and frequency.
CHARTS FOR DETERMINING PRELIMINARY VALUES OF SPAN-LOAD_ SHEAR_
BENDING-MOMENTS_ AND ACCUMULATED TORQUE DISTRIBUTIONS OF SWEPT
WINGS OF VARIOUS TAPER RATIOS_ Bertram C. Wollner_ July 1948
Charts are presented which may be used in determining preliminary
values of the spanwise-load_ shear_ bending_moment_ and the
accumulated-torque distributions of swept wings of various taper
ratios. The charts are based on strip theory and include four
aerodynamic-load distributions. The taper ratios considered
cover the range from 1.0 to 0_ and the results are applicable to
any angle of sweep.
These charts strictly apply to tapered wings having the following
geometric characteristics:
I. The slopes of the leading and trailing edges are constant
along the span.
2. The lines of aerodynamic centers_ elastic centers_ and centers
of gravity of the sections are straight and are located at con-
stant fractions of the chord behind the leading edge.
3. Ailerons and flaps have constant flap-chord ratios along the
span and hence introduce constant values of cm.
4. Any built-in or aerodynamic twist varies linearly along the
span.
5. The wing section and hence the pitching-moment coefficient is
constant along the span.
The charts will give results that are reasonably accurate when
compared with distributions determined by means of more accurate
and laborious methods. On the basis of these results_ the charts
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may be considered as being applicable in preliminary design work.
RML9EI7 PRELIMINARYEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOF EFFECTSOFAERODYNAMIC
SHAPEOFCONCENTRATEDWEIGHTSONFLUTTEROFA STRAIGHTCANTILEVER
WING_John L. Sewall and Donald S. Woolston_ July 1949
Results are presented to show the effect on flutter characteris-
tics of variation of the aerodynamic shape of concentrated weights
rigidly mounted on a simplified wing structure. The model was
mounted as a rigid cantilever and tested with weights that were
7½percent and 5 percent of the weight of the wing. In regard
to shape_ two general types of weights_ having similar massand
moment-of-inertia properties_ were employed: one a streamlined
body resembling in shape an external wing fuel tank and the other
a chosen nonstreamlined_ or blunt_ body. Approximately 20 flut-
ter tests were conducted in a preliminary program at low Mach
numberswith weights varied over a wide range of spanwise posi-
tions; an additional chordwise position was included at the wing
tip. The concentrated weights were selected so that the ratio of
their weights to that of the wing was comparable to the ratio of
the weights of an empty external fuel tank and the wing of a
typical airplane.
RML53K02aA COMPILATIONOFEXPERIMENTALF UTTERINFORMATION_H. J. Cunningham
and Harvey H. Brown_January 1954
Somesalient results of muchof postwar experimental research in
the U. S. on flutter of simplified wing and wing-aileron models
are compiled and references to the sources are given. Tabulated
material is grouped as follows: (i) wings without concentrated
weights_ (2) wings with concentrated weights_ (3) delta and tri-
angular wings_ and (4) wings with control surfaces. Plots are
included to show experimental coverage of ranges of aspect ratio_
Machnumber_and sweepangle for flexure-torsion flutter of simply
constructed models.
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RMA7C28
RMA7GI7
RMA5IJl0
RMA54A29
RMA54C24
RMA54E03
RMA54HI2
RMA54128
RMA55AO6
RMA55D06
RMA55EI7
RM A55 O38
Not Applicable NACA Research Memoranda
A SUMMARY REPORT ON THE EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER ON THE SPAN LOAD
DISTRIBUTION ON WINGS OF SEVERAL MODELS_ Henry Jessen, Jr._ July
1947
COMPARISON BETWEEN FLIGHT-MEASURED AND CALCULATED SPAN LOAD
DISTRIBUTION AT HIGH MACH NUMBERS_ L. Stewart Rolls_ November 1947
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE CONTROL-SURFACE FLUTTER DERIVATIVES OF
AN NACA 651-213 AIRFOIL IN THE AMES 16-FOOT HIGH-SPEED WIND TUNNEL_
John A. Wyss and Robert M. Sorenson_ December 1951
AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE FLUTTER OF SEVERAL WINGS OF
VARYING ASPECT RATIO_ DENSITY_ AND THICKNESS RATIO AT MACH NUMBERS
0.60 TO I. i0_ Raymond Herrera and Robert H. Barnes_ April 1954
EFFECTS OF AIRFOIL PROFILE ON THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLUTTER DERIVA-
TIVES FOR WING OSCILLATING IN PITCH AT HIGH SUBSONIC SPEEDS_
John A. Wyss and James C. Monfort_ May 1954
FORCES AND MOMENTS ON INCLINED BODIES AT MACHNUMBERS FROM 3.0 TO
6.3_ David H. Dennis and Bernard E. Cunningham_ June 1954
EFFECTS OF ANGLE OF ATTACK AND AIRFOIL PROFILE ON THE TWO-
DIMENSIONAL FLUTTER DERIVATIVES FOR AIRFOILS OSCILLATING IN PITCH
AT HIGH SUBSONIC SPEEDS_ John A. Wyss and Raymond Herrera_ October
1954
THE EFFECT OF STICK-FORCE GRADIENT AND STICK GEARING ON THE TRACK-
ING ACCURACY OF A FIGHTER AIRPLANE_ Marvin Abramovitz and Rudolph
D. Van Dyk% Jr._ December 1954
SUMMARY OF THE FLIGHT CONDITIONS AND MANEUVERS IN WHICH MAXIMUM
WING AND TAlL LOADS WERE EXPERIENCED ON A SWEPT-WING FIGHTER AIR-
PLANE_ Melvin Sadoff_ March 1955
A METHOD FOR EVALUATING THE LOADS AND CONTROLLABILITY ASPECTS OF
THE PITCH-UP PROBLEM_ Melvin Sadoff_ Frederick H. Matteson_ and
C. Dewey Havill 3 August 1955
LOAD DISTRIBUTIONS ON WINGS AND WING-BODY COMBINATIONS AT HIGH
ANGLES OF ATTACK AND SUPERSONIC SPEEDS_ Elliott D. Katzen and
William C. Pitts_ July 1955
COMPARISON BETWEEN ANALYTICAL AND WIND-TUNNEL RESULTS ON FLUTTER
OF SEVERAL LOW-ASPECT-RATIO_ HIGH-DENSITY_ UNSWEPT WINGS AT HIGH
SUBSONIC SPEEDS AND ZERO ANGLE OF ATTACK_ Robert W. Warner_
September 1955
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RMA55J24 AN EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHEHINGE-MOMENTCHARACTERISTICS
OFA CONSTANT-CHORDCONTROLSURFACEOSCILLATINGAT HIGHFREQUENCY,
David E. Reese, Jr._ and William C. A. Carlson_ December1955
RME8B04
RME57GII
EFFECTOFAERODYNAMICHYSTERESISONCRITICALFLUTTERSPEEDAT
STALL_Alexander Mendelson_June 1948
ACCELERATIONSIN FIGHTER-AIRPLANECRASHES[with list of references ]j
Loren W. Acker, Sugald O. Black_ and Jacob C. Moser_ November1957
RMH57DI7a AIRPLANEMOTIONSANDLOADS INDUCED BY FLYING THROUGH FLOW FIELD
GENERATED BY AIRPLANE AT LOW SUPERSONIC SPEEDS [with list of
references], Gareth H. Jordan_ Earl R. Keener_ and Stanley P.
Butchart, June 1957
RM H57EO i FLIGHT MEASUR/_qENTS AND CALCULATIONS OF WING LOADS AND LOAD
DISTRIBUTIONS AT SUBSONIC, TRANSONIC, AND SUPERSONIC SPEEDS 3
Frank S. Malvestuto_ Thomas V. Cooney_ and Earl R. Keener_ July
1957
RM H58A30 AN ANALYSIS OF SURFACE PRESSURES AND AERODYNAMIC LOAD DISTRIBUTION
OVER THE SWEPT WING OF THE DOUGLAS D-558-II RESEARCH AIRPLANE AT
MACH NUMBERS FROM 0.73 TO 1.73j Norman V. Taillon 3 April 1958
RM H58C26 CONTROL DEFLECTIONS_ AIRPLANE RESPONSE_ AND TAIL LOADS MEASURED
ON AN F-100A AIRPLANE IN SERVICE OPERATIONAL FLYING, Chris
Pembo and Gene J. Matranga_ June 1958
RM H58D29 EFFECT OF LEADING-EDGE-FLAP DEFLECTION ON THE WING LOADS, LOAD
DISTRIBUTIONS_ AND FLAP HINGE MOMENTS OF THE DOUGLAS X-3 RESEARCH
AIRPLANE AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS 3 Earl R. Keener_ Norman J. McLeod,
and Norman V. Taillon, July 1958
RM L7GI8 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF A PRELOADED SPRING-TAB FLUTTER MODEL 3
N. H. Smith, S. A. Clevenson_ and J. G. Barmby_ December 1947
RM L8C30
RM LgEI7
RM L53DI6
FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF LOADS ON A BUBBLE-TYPE CANOPY, Cloyce E.
Matheny and Wilber B. Huston; October 1948
PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF EFFECTS OF AERODYNAMIC
SHAPE OF CONCENTRATED WEIGHTS ON FLUTTER OF A STRAIGHT CANTILEVER
WlNGj John L. Sewall and Donald S. Woolston, July 1949
LOADS EXPERIENCED IN FLIGHTS OF TWO SWEPT-WING RESEARCH AIRPLANES
IN THE ANGLE-OF-ATTACK RANGE OR REDUCED STABILITY, Hubert M. Drake_
Glenn H. Robinson and Albert E. Kuhl; June 1953
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RML53E05a
RML53E08
RML53EI8a
RML53130
SOMEMEASURemENTSOFLANDINGCONTACTCONDITIONSOFTRANSPORT
AIRPLANESIN ROUTINEOPERATIONS_NormanS. Silsby_ EmanuelRind_
and Garland J. Morris, July 1953
A SUMMARYOFDATAONTHEDIVISIONOFLOADSFORVARIOUSWING-
FUSELAGECOMBINATIONS_Clarence L. Gillis_ June 1953
DISCUSSIONOFTHREE-DIMENSIONALOSCILLATINGAIR FORCESBASEDON
WIND-TUNNELMEASUREMENTS_ShermanA. Clevenson_ SumnerA. Lead-
better and WeimerJ. Tuovila_ June 1953
AERODYNAMICLOADMEASUREMENTSANDOPENINGCHARACTERISTICSOFAUTO-
MATICLEADING-EDGESLATSONA 45° SWEPTBACKWINGAT TRANSONIC
SPEEDS_Donald D. Arabian_ Jack F. Runckel_ and Charles F. Reid_
Jr._ April 1954
RML54B24
RML54C22
RML54EI8
RML54G23
RML54HI8
RML54KI7
TRANSONICAERODYNAMICANDLOADSCHARACTERISTICSOFA 4-PERCENT-
THICKUNSWEPT-WING- FUSELAGECOMBINATION_Gerald Hieser_ James
H. Henderson_and John M. Swihart_ May 1954
FREE-FLIGHTESTSOF45° SWEPTWINGSOFASPECTRATIO3.15 AND
TAPERRATIO0.54 TOMEASUREWINGDAMPINGOFFIRST BENDINGMODE
ANDTO INVESTIGATEPOSSIBILITYOFFLUTTERAT TRANSONICSPEEDS_
Burke R. O'Kelly_ Reginald R. Lundstrom_ and William T. Lauten_
Jr._ October 1954
COMPARISONFNORMALLOADFACTORSEXPERIENCEDWITHJET FIGHTER
AIRPLANESDURINGCOMBATOPERATIONSWITHTHOSEOFFLIGHTTESTS
CONDUCTEDBYNACADURINGOPERATIONALTRAINING[with list of
references]_ Harold A. Hamer_Carl R. Huss_ and John P. Mayer_
June 1954
ANALYSISOFV-G RECORDSFROMI0 TYPESOFNAVYAIRPLANESIN SQUAD-
RONOPERATIONSDURINGPERIOD1949 TO 1953_John P. Mayer and Agnes
E. Harris_ March 1955
AN INVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTSOFA GEOMETRICTWISTONTHEAERO-
DYNAMICLOADINGCIARACTERISTICSOFA 45° SWEPTBACKWING-BODY
CONFIGURATIONAT TRANSONICSPEEDS_Claude V. Williams_ October
1954
RESULTSOF INITIAL WIND-TUNNELF UTTEREXPERIMENTSAT LOWSPEED
WITHA TOWEDAIRPLANEMODELHAVINGA 40° SWEPTBACKWINGOFASPECT
RATIO3.62 EQUIPPEDWITHPYLON-MOUNTEDSTORES_Albert P. Martina
and George E. Young_March 1955
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RML54L02 MODELINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTOFMOUNTINGHYDRO-SKISONSHOCK
ABSORBERS,EdwardL. Hoffman and Lloyd J. Fisher, March 1955
RML54LI7 CHARACTERISTICSOF LOADS IN ROUGH AIR AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS OF
ROCKET-POWERED MODELS OF A CANARD AND A CONVENTIONAL-TAIL CONFIG-
URATION, A. James Vitale, March 1955
RM L55BI6 TRANSONIC FLUTTER INVESTIGATION OF A FIGHTER-AIRPLANE WING MODEL
AND COMPARISON WITH A SYSTEMATIC PLAN-FORM SERIES, Norman S. Land
and Frank T. Abbott, Jr., October 1955
RM L55E05 SOME EFFECTS OF CONFIGURATION VARIABLES ON STORE LOADS AT
SUPERSONIC SPEEDS, Norman F. Smith and Harry W. Carlson, July 1955
RM L55E09 SOME RECENT EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON THREE-DIMENSIONAL OSCILLATING AIR
FORCES, Sumner A. Leadbetter and Sherman A. Clevenson, June 1955
RM L55EI2a LOADS ASSOCIATED WITH SPOILERS AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS, Douglas R.
Lord and K. R. Czarnecki, June 1955
RM L55EI2c VERTICAL AND DRAG GROUND-REACTION FORCES DEVELOPED IN LANDING
IMPACTS OF LARGE AIRPLANE [with list of references], Richard H.
Sawyer, Albert W. Hail, and James M. McKay_ June 1955
RM L55EI3a A STUDY OF MEANS FOR RATIONALIZING AIRPLANE DESIGN LOADS_ John P.
Mayer and Harold A. Hamer_ June 1955
RM L55EI3b LOADS ON EXTERNAL STORES AT TRANSONIC AND SUPERSONIC SPEEDS,
Lawrence D. Guy, July 1955
RM L55EI7a LOADS ON WINGS DUE TO SPOILERS AT SUBSONIC AND TRANSONIC SPEEDS,
Alexander D. Hammond, June 1955
RM L55EI8b EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL STUDIES OF PANEL FLUTTER AT MACH
NUMBERS 1.2 TO 3.0, Maurice A. Sylvester, Herbert C. Nelson, and
Herbert J. Cunningham, July 1955
RM L55EI9a FLUTTER CHARACTERISTICS OF SWEPT WINGS AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS,
Laurence K. Loftin, Jr., July 1955
RM L55E31b EXPLORATORY INVESTIGATION OF THE MOMENTS ON OSCILLATING CONTROL
SURFACES AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS, Dennis J. Martin_ Robert F. Thomp-
son, and C. William Martz, August 1955
RM L55FI0 SOME EFFECTS OF FLUID IN PYLON-MOUNTED TANKS ON FLUTTER [with list
of references], James R. Reese, July 1955
RM L55HI2 AERODYNAMIC LOADS ON AN EXTERNAL STORE ADJACENT TO A 45 ° SWEPTBACK
WING AT MACHNUMBERS FROM 0.70 TO 1.96, INCLUDING AN EVALUATION
OF TECHNIQUES USED, Lawrence D. Guy and William M. Hadaway_
November 1955
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RML55H22b
RML55113a
RML55J03
RML55J21
RML55KI7
RML55K30
RML55L22
RML55L30b
RML56B02
RML56FI2
RML56FI4a
INITIAL EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHEAERODYNAMICLOADONTHE
WINGOFA MODELCAUSEDBYA BLAST-INDUCEDGUSTTHATINCREASESTHE
ANGLEOFATTACKINTOTHESTALLREGION_Harold B. Pierce and Thoma_
D. Reisert_ December1955
SOME FFECTSOFSWEEPANDASPECTRATIOONTHETRANSONICFLUTTER
CHARACTERISTICSOFA SERIESOFTHIN CANTILEVERWINGSHAVINGA
TAPERRATIOOF0.6_ John R. Unangst and GeorgeW. Jones_ Jr._
January 1956
PRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONSANDAERODYNAMICLOADINGSFORSEVERALFLAP-
TYPETRAILING-EDGECONTROLSONA TRAPEZOIDALWINGAT MACHNUMBERS
OF1.61 AND2.01_ Douglas R. Lord and K. R. Czarnecki_ March 1956
FREE-FLIGHTFLUTTERTESTSIN THETRANSONICANDLOWSUPERSONIC
SPEEDRANGEOFTHREELOW-ASPECT-RATIO_SWEPT_TAPEREDWINGSON
ROCKET-PROPELLEDV HICLES_William T. Lautenj Jr. 3 and Burke R.
O'Kelly_ March 1956
OSCILLATINGHINGEMOMENTSANDFLUTTERCHARACTERISTICSOFA FLAP-
TYPECONTROLSURFACEONA 4-PERCENT-THICKUNSWEPTWINGWITHLOW
ASPECTRATIOAT TRANSONICSPEEDS_Robert.F. Thompsonand William
C. Moseley_ Jr._ February 1956
INVESTIGATIONTODETERMINEFFECTSOFCENTER-OF-GRAVITYLOCATION
ONTHETRANSONICFLUTTERCHARACTERISTICSOFA 45° SWEPTBACKWING_
GeorgeW. Jones_ Jr._ and John R. Unangst_ February 1956
EXPERIMENTALTRANSONICFLUTTERCHARACTERISTICSOFANUNTAPERED_
45o SWEPTBACK_ASPECT-RATIO-4WING_Charles L. Ruhlin_ March 1956
THEORETICALPREDICTIONOF THESIDEFORCEONSTORESATTACHEDTO
CONFIGURATIONSTRAVELINGAT SUPERSONICSPEEDS_Percy J. Bobbitt_
Frank S. Malvestuto_ Jr._ and Kenneth Margolis_ March 1956
TRANSONICINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTIVENESSANDLOADINGCHARAC-
TERISTICSOFA FLAP-TYPEAILERONWITHANDWITHOUTPADDLEBALANCES
ONANUNSWEPT-WING- FUSELAGEMODEL_Gerald Hieser_ April 1956
INVESTIGATIONAT TRANSONICSPEEDSOFTHELOADINGOVERA 45° SWEPT.
BACKWINGHAVINGANASPECTRATIOOF3_ A TAPERRATIOOF0.2_ AND
NACA65A004AIRFOIL SECTIONS_Jack F. Runckel and Edwin E. Lee_
Jr._ October 1956
FLUTTERINVESTIGATIONAT LOWSPEEDOFA 40° SWEPTBACKWINGWITH
PYLON-MOUNTEDSTORES#TESTEDAS A S_ISPAN-CANTILEVERWINGAND
AS A FULL-SPANWINGONA TOWEDAIRPLANEMODEL_Albert P. Martina 3
September1956
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RML56114
RML56125a
RML56126
RML56127
RML56128
RML56J12a
RML56JI5
RML56K20
RML56K26
RML56LI4a
RML57AI5
RML57A24
EXPERIMENTALSTUDYANDANALYSISOFLOADINGANDPRESSUREDISTRIBU-
TIONSONDELTAWINGSDUETOTHICKNESSANDTOANGLEOFATTACKAT
SUPERSONICSPEEDS,William B. Boatright, December1956
TANKINVESTIGATIONOFA SERIESOFRELATEDHYDRO-SKISAS LOAD-
ALLEVIATIONDEVICESFORLANDINGA SEAPLANEIN WAVES,Arthur W.
Carter, Archibald E. Morse, Jr., and David R. Woodward,December
1956
MEASUREMENTSOFRUNWAYROUGHNESSOF4 COMMERCIALIRPORTS[with one
reference]_ Dexter M. Potter, January 1957
TRANSONICFLUTTERINVESTIGATIONOFTWO64° DELTAWINGSWITHSIMU-
LATEDSTREAMWISERIB ANDORTHOGONALSPARCONSTRUCTION,GeorgeW.
Jones, Jr._ and Lou S. Young, Jr., January 1957
FLUTTERCHARACTERISTICSAT TRANSONICSPEEDSOFA 45° SWEPTBACKWING
WITHANDWITHOUTINBOARDMODIFICATIONSAT THELEADINGANDTRAILING
EDGES,ThomasB. Sellers and NormanS. Land, January 1957
TRANSONICWIND-TIFNNELINVESTIGATIONOFAERODYNAMIC-LOADINGCHAR-
ACTERISTICSOFA 2-PERCENT-THICKTRAPEZOIDALWINGIN COMBINATION
WITHBASICANDINDENTEDBODIES,ThomasC. Kelly, January 1957
APPLICATIONSOF POWERSPECTRALANALYSISMETHODSTOMANEUVERLOADS
OBTAINEDONJET FIGHTERAIRPLANESDURINGSERVICEOPERATIONS_John
P. Mayer and Harold A. Hamer, January 1957
TOLERABLELIMITS OFOSCILLATORYACCELERATIONSDUETOROLLINGMO-
TIONSEXPERIENCEDBY ONEPILOTDURINGAUTOMATIC-INTERCEPTORFLIGHT
TESTS_RoyF. Brissenden, Donald C. Cheatham,and Robert A. Cham-
pine, January 1957
FLUTTERINVESTIGATIONIN HIGHSUBSONICANDTRANSONICSPEEDRANGE
ONCANTILEVER,DELTA-WINGPLANFORMSWITHLEADING-EDGE,SWEEPBACK
OF 60o, 53°8'_ AND45°_ William T. Lauten, Jr., and Marvin F.
Burgess_ January 1957
INVESTIGATIONOFTRANSONICFLUTTERCHARACTERISTICSOFA THIN i0 °
SWEPTBACKWINGHAVING.ANASPECTRATIOOF4 ANDA TAPERRATIOOF
0.6, GeorgeW. Jones, Jr., February 1957
STATISTICALAPPROACHTOTHEESTIMATIONOFLOADSANDPRESSURESON
SEAPLANEHULLSFORROUTINEOPERATIONS,Roy Steiner, March 1957
ANEXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOFTHEEFFECTSOFMACHNUMBER_
STABILIZERDIHEDRAL,ANDFIN TORSIONALSTIFFNESSONTHETRANSONIC
FLUTTERCHARACTERISTICSOFA TEE-TAlL, NormanS. Land and Annie
G. Fox_ October 1957
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RM L57A28a EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION TO DETERMINE THE LOADS ON A HORIZONTAL
TAlL OF A MODEL CAUSED BY A BLAST-INDUCED GUST_ Harold B. Pierce
and Raymond J. Spahl_ March 1957
RM L57C19 INVESTIGATION AT MACH NUMBERS TO 1.04 OF BLADE-LOADING CHARACTERIS-
TICS OF TWO FULL-SCALE THREE-BLADE SUPERSONIC PROPELLERS DIFFER-
ING IN BLADE-SECTION CAMBER_ Leland B. Salters_ Jr._ September
1957
RM L57DI2 TRANSONIC LOADS CHARACTERISTICS OF A 3-PERCENT-THICK 60° DELTA-
WING - BODY COMBINATION_ John M. Swihart and Willard E. Foss_ Jr._
May 1957
RM L57DI6a FLUTTER AT VERY HIGH SPEEDS_ Harry L. Runyan and Homer G. Morgan_
June 1957
RM L57DI9b RECENT DATA ON TIRE FRICTION DURING LANDING [with one reference]_
Sidney A. Batterson_ June 1957
RM L57D22a EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON WING LOADS DUE TO BLASTS_ Harold B° Pierce
and Donald R. McFarland_ May 1957
RM L57D23b AIR LOAD DISTRIBUTIONS ON A FLAPPED WING RESULTING FROM LEADING-
EDGE AND TRAILING-EDGE BLOWING_ H. Clyde McLemore_ June 1957
RM L57D24a SPAN LOADINGS DUE TO WING TWIST AT TRANSONIC AND SUPERSONIC SPEEDS_
Frederick C. Grant and John P. Mugler_ Jr._ July 1957
RM L57D24b STEADY LOADS DUE TO JET INTERFERENCE ON WINGS_ TAILS_ AND FUSE-
LAGES AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS_ John M. Swihart and Norman Lo Crabill_
May 1957
RM L57D24c STATUS OF FLUTTER OF FLAT AND CURVED PANELS_ Robert W. Leonard and
John M. Hedgepeth_ May 1957
RM L57D25 THE USE OF WIND TUNNELS TO PREDICT FLIGHT BUFFET LOADS_ Don D.
Davis_ Jr._ and Wilber B. Huston_ June 1957
RM L57D29a INVESTIGATION AT MACH NUMBERS FROM 0.80 TO 1.43 OF PRESSURE AND
LOAD DISTRIBUTIONS OVER A THIN 45 ° SWEPTBACK HIGHLY TAPERED WING
IN COMBINATION WITH BASIC AND INDENTED BODIES_ Thomas L. Fischetti_
June 1957
RM L57EI5 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF WING-AILERON FLUTTER CHARACTERIS-
TICS OF I/4-SCALE DYNAMIC MODEL OF X-IE AIRPLANE_ Frederick W.
Gibson_ William B. Igoe_ and P. R. Maloney_ July 1957
RM L57E23 TRANSONIC FLUTTER INVESTIGATION OF A CANTILEVERED_ ASPECT-RATIO-4_
45 ° SWEPT-BACKj UNTAPERED WING WITH THREE DIFFERENT PYLON-MOUNTED
EXTERNAL-STORE CONFIGURATIONS_ Charles L. Ruhlin and Robert W.
Boswinkle_ Jr._ July 1957
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RML57E27 EFFECTSOFCONTROLPROFILEONTHEOSCILLATINGHINGE-MOMENTAND
FLUTTERCHARACTERISTICSOFA FLAP-TYPECONTROLAT TRANSONIC
SPEEDS_William C. Moseley_ Jr._ and GeorgeW. Price_ Jr._ August
1957
RML57F24 FLUTTERANDDIVERGENCEOFRECTANGULARWINGSOFVERYLOWASPECT
RATIO_Robert W. Fralich_ John M. Hedgepethand W. J. Touvila_
June 1957
RML57GOi TRANSONICFLUTTERINVESTIGATIONOFA 64° DELTAWINGCONSTRUCTED
WITHSPARSALONGCONSTANT-PERCENTCHORDLINESANDSTREAMWISERIBS_
GeorgeW. Jones_ Jr._ August 1957
RML57GO9a INVESTIGATIONAT TRANSONICSPEEDSOFLOADINGOVERA 30° SWEPTBA_K
WINGOFASPECTRATIO3_ TAPERRATIO0.2_ ANDNACA65A004AIRFOIL
SECTIONMOUNTEDONA BODY_Donald D. Arabian_ September1957
RML57H22
RML57JII
TRANSONICFLUTTERINVESTIGATIONOFARROWHEADWINGWITHTIP AILER-
ONSANDTRAILING-EDGEFLAPS_GeorgeW. Jones_ Jr._ and Robert W.
Boswinkle_ Jr._ November1957
AERODYNAMICLOADDISTRIBUTIONOVERA 45° SWEPTWINGHAVINGA
SPOILER-SLOT-DEFLECTORAILERONANDOTHERSPOILERAILERONSFOR
MACHNUMBERSFROM0.60 TO1.03_ F. E. West_ Jr._ Charles F. Whit-
comb_and JamesW. Schmeer_December1957
RML57J14a TRANSONICFLUTTERINVESTIGATIONOFTWO50° SEMISPANMODIFIED-
DELTAWINGSWITHTIP AILERONS_Robert J. Platt_ Jr._ February
1958
RML57J25 EXPERIMENTALHINGEMOMENTSONTWOFREELYOSCILLATINGTRAILING-EDGE
CONTROLSHINGEDAT 55 PERCENTCONTROLCHORD_C. William Martz_
December1957
RML57KI5a EFFECTAT HIGHSUBSONICSPEEDSOFFUSELAGEFOREBODYSTRAKESONTHE
STATICSTABILITYANDVERTICAL-TAIL-LOADCHARACTERISTICSOFA COM-
PLETEMODELHAVINGA DELTAWING_EdwardC. Polhamusand Kenneth
P. SpreemannjFebruary 1958
RML57L02 AERODYNAMICLOADDISTRIBUTIONONA 45° SWEPTBACKWINGWITHLEADING-
EDGECHORD-EXTENSIONSAT TRANSONICSPEEDS_INCLUDINGEFFECTSOFA
SPOILER-SLOT-DEFLECTORAILERON3 JamesW. Schmeer_Charles F.
Whitcomb_and F. E. West_ Jr._ February 1958
RML57LI0 CALCULATIONOFFLUTTERCHARACTERISTICSFORFINITE-SPANSWEPTOR
UNSWEPTWINGSAT SUBSONICANDSUPERSONICSPEEDSBYA MODIFIED
STRIPANALYSIS_E. Carson Yates_ Jr._ March 1958
RML58B25 EFFECTOFCONTROLTRAILING-EDGETHICKNESSORASPECTRATIOON
OSCILLATINGHINGE-MOMENTANDFLUTTERCHARACTERISTICSOFFLAP-TYPE
CONTROLAT TRANSONICSPEEDS_William C. Moseley_ Jr._ and Robert
F. Thompson_April 1958
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RML58C28a
RML58DI7
RML58F25
LANDINGANDTAXIINGTESTSOVERVARIOUSTYPESOFRUNWAYLIGHTS
[with list of references]_ Robert C. Dreher and Sidney A. Batter-
son_ August 1958
SOMEFFECTSOFMASSRATIOONTHETRANSONICFLUTTERCHARACTERIS-
TICS OFUNTAPERED45° SWEPTBACKWINGSOFASPECTRATIOS2 AND3.5_
H. Neale Kelly_ June 1958
MEASURI_IENTSOFTHEBUFFETINGLOADSONTHEWINGANDHORIZONTAL
TAlL OFA I/4-SCALEMODELOFTHEX-IE AIRPLANE_A. Gerald Rainey
and William B. Igo% September1958
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Applicable NACA Technical Memoranda
TM 948
TM 1117
TM 1126
A SIMPLE APPROXIMATION METHOD FOR OBTAINING THE SPANWISE LIFT
DISTRIBUTION_ O. Schrenk_ August 1940
A simple approximation method is presented for rapidly computing
the lift distributions of arbitrary airfoils. Comparison with an
exact method shows satisfactory agreement. The method includes
the important case of the wing with end plates.
FORCE AND PRESSURE-DISTRIBUTION MEASUR_IENTS ON A RECTANGULAR WING
WITH DOUBLE-HINGED NOSE_ H. A. Lemme_ March 1947
Previous measurements on airfoils with hinged nose disclosed a
comparatively large low-pressure peak at the bend of the hinged
nose_ which favored the separation of flow. It was therefore
attempted to reduce these low-pressure peaks by reducing the
camber of the forward profile and thereby ensure a longer adherence
of the flow and a maximum lift increase.
The forces were measured on a rectangular wing with double-hinged
nose and end platesj the pressure distributions were measured in
the center section of the wing.
The measurements disclosed that the highest lift attained with a
single-hinged nose cannot be increased by a double-hinged nose.
The sum of the deflection angles of both hinged noses related to
the maximum lift was about equal to the corresponding angle of the
single-hinged (30 ° to 40o). The respective angle of attack in
both cases amounted to approximately 21 ° . Even the low-pressure
peak was about the same in both cases (p/q = -5.5). Therefor%
a milder curvature of the forward portion of the profile afforded
no definite increase of the maximum lift.
PRESSURE-DISTRIBUTION MEASUREMENTS ON A STRAIGHT AND ON A 35 °
SWEPT-BACK TAPERED WING_ A. Thiel and J. Weissinger_ January 1947
The spanwise lift-distribution measurements in straight air flow
on a straight and a 35° swept-back tapered wing (NACA airfoil
section 0012) were compared with theory for two angles of attack
each (_ = 6° and _ = 12°) in the unstalled range of flow. The
complete pressure distribution for the greater of the two angles
was indicated.
Figures were given representing the chordwise pressure distribution
for _ = approximately 12°. Figures were also given for spanwise
lift distributions of both wings.
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TM 1164
TM 1177
PRESSURE-DISTRIBUTION MEASUREMENTS ON UNYAWED SWEPT-BACK WINGS_
W. Jacobs_ July 1947
This report was a comprehensive report on pressure distribution of
swept-back wings. Experimental results were compared with the
theory of Weissinger and Multhopp. The purpose was to isolate
effects of sweepback on load distributions. Tests were carried
out at extremely low Reynolds numbers such as 4.5xi05.
The wing section was the NACA 23012. The report first gave the
aerodynamic characteristics of the wing section for each angle of
sweepback. Contrary to theory and previous American experiments_
CL increased only to a 30° sweepback angle_ and then decreased;
this may be due to Reynolds number_ but the cause was not defin-
itely determined. The drag increased with sweepback angle_ es-
pecially as CL increased.
Pressure distribution measurements indicated that lift distribu-
tion with span increased toward the tip with increasing sweepback.
That is_ as sweepback is increased_ the outer portion of the wing
becomes more heavily loaded while the center sections become more
lightly loaded.
Results showed both Weissenger and Multhopp to be very inaccurate
in the prediction of lift increases with sweepback. Weissenger
was superior in predictions of lift distribution.
The purpose of the report was to compare accuracy of theories of
Weissenger and Multhopp_ and it merely concluded that the theory
of Weissenger is superior to that of Multhopp.
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATIONS ON A CHANGED MUSTANG PROFILE WITH NOSE
FLAP FORCE AND PRESSURE-DISTRIBUTION MEASUR_ENTS_ W. Kruger_
September 1947
The Mustang 2 profile used in the report was not defined. Tests
were run at a Reynolds number of 2°14xi06. The wing was tested
with a nose flap and a split flap.
Effect of nose flap: increased maximum lift and maximum angle of
attack.
Pressure distribution for deflected nose flap: The nose flap
reduced the maximum negative pressure peak at the profile nose.
The flap tended to delay separation.
Effect of the curvature of the leading edge of nose flap: In
general_ increasing curvature of leading edge of flap increased
the lift-increasing effect of the nose flap.
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TM 1194
TM1220
Effect of disturbances at flap-wing transition: a small groove at
the juncture was found to have no effect on the results. Any
leakage from flap pressure side to suction side will reduce the
effects of the flap considerably_ about 30 to 50%.
FORCE-ANDPRESSURE-DISTRIBUTIONMEASURI_IENTSONEIGHTFUSELAGES_
G. Lange_ October 1948
This report deals with force- and pressure-distribution measure-
ments on a numberof fuselage forms of varying slenderness ratio_
varying rearward position of maximumthickness_ and varying nose
ratio. The effect of these parameters on force and momentcoeffi-
cients was determined.
PRESSURE-DISTRIBUTIONMEASURE_IENTSONTHETAIL SURFACESOFA
ROTATINGMODELOFTHEDESIGNBFW- M 31_ M. Kohler and W. Mautz_
December1949
The model was a low-wing monoplanewith open cock-pit and fixed
conventional gear. Rotation was about an axis through the pilot's
seat and could be adjusted for angle of attack and yaw angle.
The angle of attack for all measurementswas 60° . Elevator deflec-
tion_ rudder deflectionj yaw angle and freestream velocity were
varied.
The most interesting result was that for all arrangements investi-
gated in rotation_ the pressures on the vertical tail surfaces had
the effect of originating a force in the direction of rotation.
Thus the vertical surface tends to reinforce the spin under test
conditions. This is because the vertical tail surfaces lie com-
pletely in the region of separated flow of the horizontal_tail_
surface suction side. The result is that the negative pressures
on the suction side and the positive pressures on the pressure
side always lie higher on the leading than on the trailing wing.
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TM 963
TM 1041
TM 1046
TM 1153
TM 1247
TM 1257
Not Applicable NACA Technical Memoranda
CHORDWISE LOAD DISTRIBUTION OF A SIMPLE RECTANGULAR WING, Karl
Wieghardt, December 1940
TAIL BUFFETING, G. Abdrashitov, February 1943
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF IMPACT IN LANDING ON WATER, R. L.
Kreps, August 1943
CALCULATION OF THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON BODIES OF REVOLUTION
IN THE SUBSONIC FLOW OF A GAS PART - AXIALLY SYMMETRICAL FLOW,
H. Bilharz and E. Holder, July 1947
LANDING PROCEDURE IN MODEL DITCHING TESTS OF BF 109, W. Sottorf,
December 1949
VIBRATION OF A WING OF FINITE SPAN IN A SUPERSONIC FLOW, M. D.
Haskind and S. V. Falkovich, April 1950
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Applicable NASA Technical Translation
There were no applicable aerodynamic loads reports in the NASA
technical translation series.
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TT F
TT F
TT F
TT F
25
52
58
81
Not Applicable NASA Technical Translations
SMALL OSCILLATIONS OF THIN RESILIENT CONICAL SHELLS, E. I.
Grigolyuk, May 1960
THE EFFECT OF THE BEHAVIOR OF THE LOAD ON THE FREQUENCY OF THE
FREE VIBRATIONS OF A RING, E. B. Wasserman, January 1961
UNSTEADY MOTION OF A WING OF FINITE SPAN IN A COMPRESSIBLE
MEDIUM, E. A. Krasilshchikova, May 1961
AEROELASTICITY SYMPOSIUM, Gottingen, April 16-17, 1957, September
1963
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Applicable NASA Technical Memorandum
There were no applicable aerodynamic loads reports in the NASA
technical memorandum series.
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TMX 53
TMX 61
TMX 71
TMX 119
TMX 123
TMX 129
TMX 135
TMX 136
TMX 182
TMX 183
TMX 239
Not Applicable NASA Technical Memoranda
EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED RESULTS OF A FLUTTER INVESTIGATION OF
SOME VERY LOW ASPECT-RATIO FLAT-PLATE SURFACES AT MACH NUMBERS
FROM 0.62 TO 3.00, Perry W. Hanson and Gilbert M. Levey, August
1959
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF PRESSURES AND HINGE MOMENTS ON A
SWEPTBACK T-MOUNTED HORIZONTAL TAlL AT MACH NUMBERS FROM 0.60
TO 1.075, Robert J. Ward and Joseph M. Hallissy, Jr., November
1959
EFFECTS OF GROSS LOAD AND VARIOUS BOW MODIFICATIONS ON THE HYDRO-
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A HIGH-SUBSONIC MINE-LAYING SEAPLANE,
Walter J. Kapryan, January 1960
AERODYNAMIC LOADING CHARACTERISTICS INCLUDING EFFECTS OF AERO-
ELASTICITY OF A THIN-TRAPEZOIDAL-WING-BODY COMBINATION AT A MACH
NUMBER OF 1.43, Thomas C. Kelly, September 1959
EFFECT OF WING THICKNESS AND SWEEP ON THE OSCILLATING HINGE-MOMENT
AND FLUTTER CHARACTERISTICS OF A FLAP-TYPE CONTROL AT TRANSONIC
SPEEDS, William C. Moseley, Jr° and Thomas G. Gainer, October 1959
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION INDUCED ON A FLAT PLATE AT A FREE-STREAM
MACH NUMBER OF 1.39 BY ROCKETS EXHAUSTING UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM,
Abraham Leiss, December 1959
TRANSONIC FLUTTER CHARACTERISTICS OF A 45 ° SWEPTBACK WING WITH
VARIOUS DISTRIBUTIONS OF BALLAST ALONG THE LEADING EDGE, John R.
Unangst, December 1959
TRANSONIC FLUTTER CHARACTERISTICS OF AN ASPECT-RATIO-4, 45 ° SWEPT-
BACK, TAPER-RATIO-0.2 PLAN FORM, John R. Unangst, December 1959
SOME EFFECTS OF VARIATIONS IN DENSITY AND AERODYNAMIC PARAMETERS
ON THE CALCULATED FLUTTER CHARACTERISTICS OF FINITE-SPAN SWEPT
AND UNSWEPT WINGS AT SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC SPEEDS, E. Carson
Yates, Jr., January 1960
USE OF EXPERIMENTAL STEADY-FLOW AERODYNAMIC PARAMETERS IN CALCU-
LATION OF FLUTTER CHARACTERISTICS FOR FINITE-SPAN SWEPT OR
UNSWEPT WINGS AT SUBSONIC, TRANSONIC SPEEDS, E. Carson Yates, Jr.,
January 1960
FIN LOADS AND TIP-CONTROL HINGE MOVEMENTS ON I/8-SCALE MODEL
SIMULATING IST STATE OF SCOUT RESEARCH VEHICLE AT MACH NUMBER OF
2.01, Ross B. Robinson and Emma Jean Landrum, April 1960
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TMX 275
TMX 344
TMX 518
TMX 639
PRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONOF0.0667-SCALEMODELOFX-15 AIRPLANEFOR
ANGLE-OF-ATTACKRANGEOF0° TO 28 ° AT MACH NUMBERS OF 2.30, 2.88,
AND 4.65, B. Leon Hodge and Paige B. Burbank, May 1960
BASIC PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS ON 0.0667-SCALE MODEL OF NORTH
AMERICAN X-15 RESEARCH AIRPLANE AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS, Robert S.
Osborne and Virginia C. Stafford, October 1960
LANDING-GEAR BEHAVIOR DURING TOUCHDOWN AND RUNOUT FOR 17 LANDINGS
OF X-15 RESEARCH AIRPLANE, James M. McKay and Betty J. Scott,
March 1961
LANDING LOADS AND DYNAMICS OF X-15 AIRPLANE, James M. McKay and
Eldon E. Kordes, March 1962
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